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PREFACE

Production operations run the U.S. economy, from the steel factories of Pittsburgh and

Chicago to the hospitals, airlines, and government agencies that deliver services to

every state. Every industry faces the common problems of "operating," such as fore-

casting demand, managing employees, scheduling work, and controlling quality levels.

And the pressures of international competition have made it imperative that today's

managers solve these problems creatively and efficiently. This applies to the financial,

accounting, and marketing managers who interact with operation employees, as well as

to those who are engaged directly in production operations.

This book is intended for a first course in production or operations management at

the undergraduate or graduate level. Its aim is to provide students with an understand-

ing of the theory underlying operations management and enable them to contribute to

improved operating decisions. Statements of theory are intentionally basic, concise,

and even simple Because I am convinced that applications and skill-building exercises

are the key to learning important concepts, there are well over 200 examples and solved

problems plus an ample supply of problems to solve. A special effort has been made to

illustrate problem solutions in a clear and logical way.

Operations management courses have gradually incorporated an increasing

amount of quantitative methodology because quantitative techniques improve manage-

ment decision making. Years in the classroom, however, have convinced me that

students frequently "forget" some of their statistics and mathematical algorithms. So the

necessary concepts are reviewed briefly as we progress. Any significant diversions into

quantitative methodologies are relegated to solved problems at the end of the chapter

or marked as optional materials. This allows instructors to adjust to the level of quan-

titative and problem solving emphasis they deem is most appropriate. In addition, some

problems, marked with a computer logo, lend themselves to computer solution (al-

though they can also be solved by hand calculation). A few other problems, marked

with an asterisk ('), offer a challenge slightly beyond the basic expectations of the

chapter Answers to all odd-numbered problems are given in Appendix B.

This third edition of the text incorporates even more service industry applications

xlll
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iiKXial concei

ng and

ihoul S placed on a< inng and

eoperad rtaptei ' 3) and upon the strategy underlying operations (see

Chapter 16) And. ol course, the latest m automated <Jea MRP ll CAD/
CAM chnology. robotics JIT Kar : Mar
systems, and other advances are incorporated throughout

.nioyed working on this third edition of the text and have tried to n

interesting as well as informative I think both students and instructors will find the

addition of self quizzes at the end of each chapter helpful The answers are m Appendix

A Students that can handle those quizzes in stride should have a good head start at

examination time

The study guide that was initiated with the second edition is also being revised and
will include more opportunity to work through the materials covered in the chapter, but

m a step-by-step fashion It also includes specific learning obiectives. key terms

false questions (with answers), and some cases and other exercises If your bookstore

does not carry the study guide, you can ask them to order a copy for you

I wish to thank all the individuals and organizations who helped in one way or

another to produce this book—and the help came from far and wide Paul Coughlm at

University College Cork (Ireland) gave me some valuable insights into service industry

management Shen Lin Chang of the Taiwan Institute of Technology (Taipei) helped with

some queuing materials I'm also appreciative of discussions with Virgiho Machado at

the New University of Lisbon (Portugal). Mmoru Saito at the Nittu Research Center

(Tokyo), and through frequent correspondence, Kang Duk Su of the Chein National

University (Korea), and for help on some of the computer work from Augustm Navarro of

Caracas. Venezuela And considerable inspiration for the Chapter 16 materials came
from my good (Dutch) friend. Arnold Schoffelmeer

Here at Gonzaga, Id like to express appreciation for the continued support from my
dean. Dr Clarence 8arnes. and his able assistant Terry Coombes. who helped by

managing my teaching schedule and arranging secretarial help My thanks also to Dr

Erwm Graue for the many luncheon conversations we have shared concerning produc-

tivity problems Special thanks goes to Sr Phyllis Tauffen. S N J . for adding some final

touches to the manuscript, and to Vivian Watson for handling the word processing

chores with expertise, and to Kathy Morrison

I am particularly indebted to my reviewers for an outstanding )ob and some
extremely useful comments These were Herbert Blake. California State University-

Sacramento. Richard H Deane. Georgia State University. Douglas Elvers. University of

North Carolina. Matthew J Liberatore. Villanova University. Fred Luthans. University ol

Nebraska. James Pope. Old Dominion University. Mildred Golden Pryor. E-Systems.

Roger Schoenfeldt. Murray State University. Michael Umble. Baylor University, and

George Yorke, Texas Southern University

Finally, the book would not have taken shape without the very capable assistance

of my editors and others at McGraw-Hill, including Jo Satloff Kathy Loy. Joan O Connor

and Leroy Young

Joseph G Monks
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2 PART 1 • OCiKiH Of TH{ PRODUCTION SYSTIM

PREVIEW: SYSTEM DESIGN AND PLANNING ACTIVITIES

Productive systems transform input resources into higher-valued outputs Trie inputs

are typically classified as human, material, and capital Outputs range Irom assembled

products like automobiles to all manner ot services, such as medical and educational

services

In this section we study system design and planning activities (or producing goods

and services Figure 1-1 illustrates two simplified production systems Both have many

of the same managerial problems and opportunities But services usually give the

consumer an immediate benefit, whereas goods store the benefits until the consumer is

h im ii

Material

I

-Ua

nj
Capital { s m

I

Inspection

station I

\J
GOODS-PRODUCING FACILITY

f~V 1

Supplu

S

/
Lab X-ray

V
Exam

Exam

\

\ Treatment

SERVICES-PRODUCING FACILITY

FIGURE 1-1 Goods- ond Services-Producing Foolmes



PART 1 * DESIGN OF THE PRODUCTION SYSTEM 3

ready to use them. Thus services are less "inventory'-onented. Nevertheless, both

types of systems use human, material, and capital resources to develop higher-valued

outputs.

Our study of system design and planning activities will encompass the following

topics.

OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTIVITY CONCEPTS (Chapter 1

)

We begin with some historical background and a definition of operations management.

Chapter 1 identifies some productivity concerns and contains some fundamentals on

the role of management

OPERATIONS DECISION MAKING (Chapter 2)

Decision concepts are studied next because decision making is one of the prime

functions of a manager. Potential managers can sharpen their decision-making skills by

using systematic procedures and employing proven analytical techniques. This chapter

outlines a framework for decision making and reviews some methodology that is

especially appropriate for the management of operations.

SYSTEMS DESIGN, CAPACITY, AND INVESTMENT (Chapter 3)

Manufacturing activities store value in the goods they produce Their production sys-

tems differ in function and in capacity from those of service activities, whose outputs are

usually consumed as they are produced. Chapter 3 notes these differences and delves

into capacity considerations. Capacity costs money and commits an organization to

long-run costs—a burden that Chapter 3 addresses by including ways of making the

best use of available capital.

FACILITY LOCATION AND LAYOUT (Chapter 4)

Facility location and layout is an early and significant concern because it usually entails

a large investment of capital. Facility decisions require careful analysis of both eco-

nomic and environmental effects. This chapter offers some guidelines for making

location decisions and describes alternative ways of laying out facilities for the produc-

tion of goods and services

PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES (Chapter 5)

Chapter 5 describes how goods and services are developed and produced, with

special attention to service delivery systems It includes consideration of an appropriate
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product mix, as well as some methods for analyzing and evaluating various production

processes

JOD DESIGN AND WORK MEASUREMENT (Chapter 6)

Human resources are the most intrinsically valuable assets ot any organization Being

both physically and psychologically sensitive, people require special consideration

They cannot be treated like machines, even though their (variable-paced) activities

must often be interlaced with the work of (fixed-pace) machines This chapter offers

some principles for managing the human resources of an organization and describes

some techniques for developing standards of performance for workers

As you take up each topic m Pari I. read the chapter through quickly to grasp the

organization and major ideas Don't try to pick up every detail at this stage Save the

intensive study for a second reading, wherein you spend enough time to gam a

thorough understanding of the content, including examples and solved problems You'll

find that most theory sections and examples bring out only a lew key methodological

points So after you have waded through a section or an example, take an extra moment

to get the full benefit from your study Crystallize the mam idea in your mind or identify

that critical step in a problem which really turned on the light of a solution Then jot that

down The few moments you spend abstracting key concepts can be as valuable as

many hours of reading and working out problems
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INTRODUaiON

How -. business? Ask any group "l managi i ists thai question and

you re likel) to gel very diverse answers Some feel oui economy is in a deplorable

state, with industries 'on the verge of collapse it Othei um (piiti cnthti!

.md look loi impressive productivity gains in the future [11,18 You could quicld>

conclude thai American industry bees I m ,t I s serious problem* and sunn

i hallenging opportunitiet

PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Problems Soiniili.ini.itn changes are taking plaa in th< I
*s economy Bask

industries that have i ham terized oui i in in the past sat li .is textiles itei I

.md auto production, .uc losing theii i ompetitivi n< " Roberl Rek li lias equated

tins slump with industry s inflexibility [16].

The central problem ol America's economk future is thai the nation is not moving

1
1 1 1< k 1 \ enough out of high-volume standardized production The extraordinary sin

. is-, ill tin liall ( entury oi the managemenl era lias lefl the ' nited States legai \ oi

economk inflexibility Thus oui institutional heritage now imperils oui future

In tin future, lower employment in manufacturing industries will probably be

accompanied by greatei consumption ol imported goods Foreign < ai manu£M tut-

ors, who already enjoy about 30 percent ol the U s market are expei t( <1 to have

to pen-out ol the market within a lew years [8 Our T"\ s and othei consume!

electronics are already largely imported \n<l it appears thai the multibilbon-

dollar computer chip industry which blossomed in < alifomia s sflu on Valley is

being lost to overseas competition [15]. "Emu worse says one analyst tome

ol thai market dominance lias been won through higher quality as well as lowei

prices" 1 14].

Opportuniries Hut all is not doom and doom in the boardrooms ol corporate

America In the words ol the chief economist fbi I RM ln< "The outlook is

reasonably bright for U s manufacturing' [IS] Some firms are in fed moving

aggressh ely to reduce costs, upgrade quality, ami improve the work en\ ironmenl

ol their personnel.

Countless firms are benefiting from computerized processes, robotics, and

bettei managerial techniques such as \IKI' and JIT inventory systems which we
will take up latei in the text Foi example, although steel production is down over

25 percent in the last decade, today s steel is ol hotter quality and is produced with

about 50 percent fewei workers IS Firms in the textile industry are investing

heavily in computet controls and new air-jet looms thai delfvei two to three

times as much cloth as conventional looms ( General Motors is experimenting with

the usi ol artificial intelligence systems to help design (.us and develop factory

production schedules Ford Motoi Company is even attempting to change its
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culture" by schooling its managers to use more teamwork and participative meth-

ods [6].

Of perhaps equal (or greater) significance is the fact that the United States is

shifting from a manufacturing economy to a service-based economy. Service

industries already employ about three-quarters of the nation's workers in activities

ranging from transportation and communications to medical and financial services.

And although service productivity is usually assumed to be lower than in manufac-

turing, employment in services is diverse and frequently more stable. In addition,

facility-based services, such as postal and transportation services, lend themselves

to the benefits of automation.

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF PRODUCTION OPERATIONS?

American industry is in a challenging period of change, and we'll want to explore

that further. But before getting into the heart of this first chapter, let's first take a

moment to step back and see where production operations fit into the "big

picture" of a nation's activities. Then we'll identify the objectives of our study in

this book and direct the focus to this chapter.

Purpose of Production Activities Our earth has two important ingredients for

production: people and natural resources. As social beings, we tend to group

ourselves into communities or cultures which have political, economic, and re-

ligious characteristics. Our cultural environment, in turn, determines how we will

use our limited supply of natural resources. As depicted in Fig. 1-1, the objective

of using environmental resources is to gain benefits that continue to raise the

standard of living of members of our society. These production activities thus add

value to society.

More specifically, production is a major element of the technology and

economics component of our culture shown in Fig. 1-1. Production systems

deliver the goods, services, and information that allow modern societies to func-

tion. They feed, house, transport, and maintain the 5 billion people who inhabit

our planet. In addition to their direct value, work activities also give people a sense

of pur))ose and an opportunity for self-development and socialization.

Why Study Operations Management? Yes, it may be required—but for good

reason. Production operations lie at the heart of business activity. They use human

and material resources to create the products that either make an organization

healthy and competitive, or cause it to fail.

The term "operations management" evolved from factors -oriented terms like

"manufacturing management" and "production operations," but its present mean-

ing has been broadened to embrace service industries and nonprofit activities as

well I In- underlying theory of operations management is common to both goods

and ser\ ires production. Forecasting, scheduling, quality control, and other man-

agerial activities have much in common from one type of operation to the next

Thus most of the theory you are about to study is as applicable to the management

of hospital or airline operations as ii is to tin- manufacture "I automobiles,
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Human t»-.nij»

Social systan

''IICUHUH 1
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FIGURE 1-1 Our Use of Resources

I nderstanding the role ol operations, .is well .is its multnaceted mterfaci

with financial, marketing, personnel, engineering, and other functions, is essen-

tial lot anyone assuming major responsibilities in an organization Moreovei

production operations are one ol the must strategical!) vital areas ol managerial

concern. That is to s.u tin success or failure ol .i business can !» assessed bj

measuring specifics such .is inventor) levels, production schedules, and i|u.ilit\

assurance programs

Studying tins book should help Mm l u.tin ,i comprehensive understanding

ol tin- operations management function, and '2' develop a theoretical framework

foi analyzing the types ol decision problems faced b) operations managers Nut

theor) without practice is empty, so we shall be careful to work on tin- correspond-

ing skill dl application with frequent illustrations and example problems. Problems

arc like miniature cases The) «ill help build youi confidence in facing future

managerial decisions

<)m intrust lies primaril) \\ith the strategy, analysis, and methodolog) \<>u

ma) want to use in .t ui\«'" situation— not necessaril) with grinding out the

numbers ol a solution. Thai can often be done on i computer. \nd you will find

computer-oriented problems .it the end <>l man) chapters Hut you must l><- alert

to tlir conceptual and qualitative dimensions ol .i problem .is well is its quan-

titative aspec ts Si
i .is sun go through the < hapters, you will also perhaps unvt it-

tingly) l» developing your abilit) to conceptualize th<- problems in th<- field oi

operations management
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This Chapter After a brief look at some historical background, operations man-
agement is defined and explained in terms of a schematic model. Then we focus

upon the meaning of productivity and the influence of the social and economic
environment upon productive operations. The chapter ends with a classification of

the types of decisions that confront today's operations managers.

This chapter establishes the structure for the theory and applications that

follow. With close attention to the terms and definitions, you will be well prepared

to apply them in later chapters of the text. For example, once you understand the

concept of control, it is a short step to extend it to inventory control, quality

control, and cost control.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

Figure 1-2 depicts some of the key individuals and events that contributed to the

development of production operations in the United States over the past 250

years. The four major stages of development are the (1) handicraft era, (2) indus-

L. H. C. Tippett (1935)

Elton Mayo (1933)

Henry Gantt (1913) Walter Shewhart (1931 )

Henry Ford F. W. Harris (1915)
Harrington Emerson "

Frank and Lillian Gilbreth (1910)

Organizational

contributions

Bell Labs (transistor),

DuPont (nylon),

Westinghouse (energy),

IBM (computers), etc.

Individual contributions
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FIGURE 1 -2 Key Individuols ond Events in rhe Development of Production Systems
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in. il revolution I icientiAV management era and I operations research and

i puterized s\ stenu > i i

HANDICRAFT ERA

SuiiM- m| the earliest business ventures in America wren colonies begun l>\ f I *
-

settlers who were sponsored l>\ 1 uropean businesses in the earl) Imkk Hut mod
ill those endeavors were econ b disasters largel) because the American pi

ten were less skilled ami more independenl than the craftsmen ai Europe

Production ol goods remained .it .i handk rafl level until the industrial revolution

t.M)k hold in the earl) 1800s

\s colonization continued, merchants developed trade which depended on

England foi imports. Hut the colonists objected to paying Inch taxes to England

H\ 1776, the eflbrts at trade i«l i became political reform Three noteworth)

events occurred within the span "I .i fevt years

I James Watt's steam engine (1764 advanced the use "I mechanical powei to

increase producth i(\

- The Revolutionar) Wai 1776 and resulting \ s ( onstitution 1 Ts i

» encour-

aged capita] investment and trade b) protecting private property and trad

lilillts

\il.ini Smith's Wealth <>t Nations 1776 publicized the advantages ut the

division ol labor; these included skill development, time savings and the use

nl specialized machines

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

In the earl) 1800s the (actor) system began to develop, spurred on b) Henr)

Slator s us. ol watei and steam powei in textile nulls in \i« England, and b) Eh

Whitne) s concept <>l "interchangeable parts Growth "t the (actor) system was

rapid; there was no well-established ( rafl system to supplant, and unskilled Lilmr

was available Specialization ol jobs and divisi I laboi began t<> take place

Charles Baliliagi' promoted an economii analysis ol work and pa) on the basis <>l

skill requirements

Starting about 1830, the railroad expansion to the west generated new de-

mands fbi steel and industrial products The railroads also placed heav) demands

in capital, which businesses began to procure b) selling shares i>! stock to

outsiders This hastened the separation <>t ownership trom management and

marked the beginning ol professional management.

H\ the mid-1800s, man) northern industrialists had strong business tw

the south The) did not want a civil war, hut gave President Lincoln (hen support

when dissolution ol the Union looked inevitable \s it turned out, the Civil \\ ai

encouraged th<' industrial growth ot the north Amendments to the Constitution

passed as a lesult ol the wai and (ultimate!) made lillsmess firms "prisons in the

eyes ol the law Tins gave firms more eonstituiion.il rights, and some finns
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1

expanded into large financial empires. Congress finally had to enact antitrust laws
(1890 and 1914) to curb their monopolistic practices. Nevertheless, the nation
grew in productive capacity, and the shift toward work-force urbanization con-
tinued at a rapid pace.

SCIENTIFIC MANAGEMENT ERA

By the early 1900s the factory system was well established. Thomas Edison's first

electric generating station was opened in New York City in 1882, and the nation
soon had over 2,000 power stations supplying electricity to factories and mills.

Frederick Taylor was a dissatisfied worker in one of those mills in Philadelphia.
He had begun work as a laborer with the Midvale Steel Company in the late

1800s. Advancing through the ranks to foreman, master mechanic, and chief
engineer, he came to know, and deplore, the "boondoggling," loafing, and general
inefficiencies that existed in his company.

Taylor refused to accept such practices. Fortunately, he was advanced to a
position where he could experiment with some ideas for improvement. Believing
that a scientific approach to management could improve labor efficiency, he
proposed the actions outlined in Fig. 1-3. Taylor's philosophy became widely
known through his consulting work; his testimony before a congressional commit-
tee; and his book. Principles of Scientific Management, published in 1915. His
"shop system," which included attention to training and instruction, specifica-
tions, standards (by stopwatch studies), and incentive pay systems, brought him
the title "Father of Scientific Management."

Taylor's colleagues and followers helped the young nation become a powerful
mass producer of industrial goods. Frank and Lillian Gilbreth developed motion
economy studies, Henry Gantt instituted a charting system for scheduling produc-
tion, and Henry Ford inaugurated assembly-line mass production for automobiles.
Others, like F. W. Harris (economic order quantity model) and Walter Shewhart
(statistical quality control), made analytical contributions. Elton Mayo directed
attention to behavioral factors, and L. H. C. Tippett contributed to work-sampling
activities.

1 Collect data on each element of work and develop standardized procedures
for workers

2 Scientifically select, train, and develop workers instead of letting them train

themselves

3 Strive for a spirit of cooperation between management and the workers so that

high production at good pay is fostered.

4 Divide the work between management and labor so that each group does the
work for which it is best suited

FIGURE 1 -3 Taylor's Philosophy of Scientific Management
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lu i Ik- I. iii 1920s tin i mil il si iti i Ii.nl I" • "mi to prodw lion oriented thai

man) firms overprodui ed I'm es U II and .i depression ensued Pn sidi nl I rani

lin Roosevell ( hampioned ihc National Laboi Relal s \< i \\lm K fostered > ollei

Hve bargaining and helped get the countr) bat Icon its feel this revived industrial

, ip.n il\ i .inn |US) in 1 1 1 1 • - liil tin- I 11 ll«i I SI. lies In lii-lp In IHU ^ <>l 1*1 Wai II I" i

close

OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND COMPUTERIZED SYSTEMS ERA

Operations Research Operations research involves using quantitative lech

niques in .1 systematic wa) to .hum- .it solutions to problems During World Wai
II careful anal) sis was needed "I battle problems and risk situations such as those

• in .11 mi 11 nl in transporting troops across submarine infested waters Rew an hers

used mathematical equations to simulate and analyze the effects nl various warfare

decision strategies rhese techniques ofcompetitive analysis were later applied to

problems in tin- business world.

\s computers became available in the 1950s tin- powei nl operations r<--

search(OR was multiplied The speed and capacity ofcomputers made them ideal

liu applying OR methods such as lineai programming and simulation to complex

business problems. Hut at Inst some nl tin- scheduling and production control

problems seemed even tt>n complex for tin- computers Unlike tin- well-docu-

mented accounting s\sti-ins good production control osteins were nol ahead)

available to automate

By the late 1960s some new bul simple concepts nl independent demand,

tunc phasing, and material ami capacit) requirements planning MM' ami < I.I

urn- introduced I>n |os«-pli Orlicky, Olivet Wight, and others These new ap-

proaches took advantage of tin- speed ami memor) capacit) nl computers ami

enabled planners to control production in a wa) thai could never have been limn

manuall) because ol the tremendous number of calculations involved The 1970s

and 19S()s witnessed continued development ol MM' II systems and integration of

just-in-time III inventor) concepts plus selected Japanese developments foi

example, qualit) circles, Kanban . which will In- discussed in later chapters

Today, the manufacturing sectoi ofoui econom) is undergoing nothing short

nl .in electronic revolution It began with microprocessors, which are tin- ''chips

or processing elements, used in computers Manufacturers are installing micro-

processors ami computers in virtuall) all types ol material handling ami processing

equipment. The movemenl now is toward more InlK automated factories ami

Sen in- s\ steins

Computers Computerized scanners can readil) identif) products b) reading the

Imi coda printed on them Automated storage and n inn nl tystenu 1 an re< eive

store, select, ami retrieve information without an) human intervention ( om-

puter-guided 1 ehiclet can deliver materials to where the) re needed, when the) re

needed Individual computer-controlled machines can follow programmed in-
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structions. control their own operations, and respond to directions and requests

for information from larger (mainframe) computers. Some machines even inspect

their own output—and reject it if it doesn't meet the machine's preset standards!

And, in some operations, computers respond to spoken commands. (Fortunately,

not many have the capability ot talking back—yet.)

In offices, computers are equally valuable, if not more so. We're all familiar

with their data processing and problem-solving functions. But Boeing, Chrysler,

and other companies employ computers for everything from product design

(CAD/CAM) and purchasing to marketing and public relations. General Electric

offers customers factor* -modeling software that allows them to simulate a new
factory design on a computer screen before their plant is constructed. Computers

now manage the energy loads in buildings, adjust window shades, and turn lights

on automatically when a person enters an office.

Robots Robots are now doing much of the monotonous, dirty, and possibly

dangerous work that can be done by machines. In factories, they perform assem-

bly, painting, welding, and other repetitive tasks.

The simplest industrial robots are mechanical arms or fingers that are

powered to follow a fixed pattern of instructions. Robots that are equipped with

microprocessors (or a computer) are "smart": they can react to individualized and

online information. For example, instructions may call for a change in color of the

next unit to be painted. A smart robot can receive the instructions, select mate-

rials, and proceed with the task on its own—and at high speed. An increasing

number of firms are using robots to deliver customized products at volumes that

were previously available only under "hard-wired" mass-production automation.

Their use helps temper the inflexibility of U.S. industry, a problem mentioned in

the opening of this chapter.

THE TREND: INFORMATION AND NONMANUFACTURING SYSTEMS

An increasingly significant trend in the U.S. economy is the gradual shift of

productive effort from manufacturing (industrial) to service (and information-

based) products mentioned earlier. As we become more affluent, our demand for

communication and information-based products is gradually restructuring our

society. Traditional ways of doing things (for example, delivering mail) are being

replaced by more efficient methods (electronic mail). By the year 2000, about 80

percent of our work force will likely lie engaged in nonmanufacturing activities

Computers will, of course, play a major role in this transition too, along with fiber

optics, microwaves, lasers, and Other communication technologies.

Services Whereas manufacturing produces tangible goods that can be num-
bered, stored, and Consumed at a later (late, services are intangible performances.

In fait, intangibility is the most universally cited distinction between goods and

services |I9| Some service systems do handle tangible goods (warehousing.
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Intangible product

Quality of output can be highly variable

Production and consumption occur simultaneously

No inventory is accumulated

FIGURE 1 -4 Chorocrensrlcs of Mosr Service Systems

distribution, auto repair), but they also invoke an intangible element (the storage

handling, and actual repair work).

Figure I-4 summarizes tour ol the most common!) recognized characteristics

of Services [19]. In addition to intangibility, services possess a potential for liiuli

variability in the quality of output. Machines produce steadily, but people's work

may differ from one day to the nexl and from one cusl er to the next. Third,

production and consumption occur simultaneously. Customers are participants in

the service delivery system, and they receive the value as the service is produced

Finally, services cannot be inventoried. This quality, of course, gives rise to

numerous capacity and scheduling problems.

Some services (entertainment, travel agencies, stockbroker.me legal counsel)

depend largely on the performance of people, while others (phone companies,

utilities) rely more heavily on equipment or facilities. The people-equipment mix

is important because people provide a more variable service than machines.

Machines are more predictable and measurable. But people can also learn better

ways of doing jobs, whereas most machines cannot. 1

Of perhaps more significance to managers, however, is that manufacturing

systems deal largely with planning, scheduling, and controlling materials With

services, the production control efforts concentrate upon the Bow of customers.

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

Having reviewed the history of industrial operations, we now turn to the meaning

of the term "management and define "operations management' in a precise way

Over the years, several approaches have been developed to explain what manage-

ment is all about. Four of the most widely accepted approaches to management

are summarized in Fig. 1-5.

MANAGEMENT

The functional (traditional) approach stems from the work of classical theorists

who regard management as a universal, or common, process. Behaviorists focus

1 Using the concepts ol artificial intelligence, however, machines > an "learn" t<> improve tluir output

.iikI make changes to see thai the improvement takes place.
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Functional Managers plan, organize, direct, and control the activities of an

organization.

Behavioral Managers lead the activities of an organization by working

through other people to get things done

Contingency Managers survive and function most effectively by adapting to

the environmental demands on the organization.

Decision-making Managers make decisions that guide operating systems

toward organizational goals.

FIGURE 1-5 Approaches ro Management

on human relations and emphasize interpersonal relationships, communication,

and organizational behavior. The contingency approach holds that different situa-

tions call for different managerial functions, behavioral skills, and quantitative

capabilities. Finally, the decision-making approach stresses the use of data and

scientific methodology to make decisions that relate to both functions and people.

In this context, managers are primarily decision makers. They use quantitative

techniques and systems analysis to help reach decisions, so modeling and comput-

ers are important tools of their profession. Each approach to management offers

some valid insight, so we shall draw from them all. However, for purposes of this

text, we will define management rather simply.

Management is the process of developing decisions and taking actions to direct the

activities of people within organizations toward common objectives.

The objectives of organizations differ, but studies suggest that most organiza-

tions have multiple goals that include (1) the welfare of employees, (2) service to

customers, (3) returns to owners, and (4) responsibility to society. Managers

usually try to accomplish organizational objectives by formulating policies, operat-

ing plans, procedures, and rules. In Fig. 1-6, an upside-down pyramid illustrates

how broad-based objectives (lor example, good customer service) are eventually

operationalized via specific rules (maintaining a reserve stock of 50 units). It also

shows how an organization's database forms a foundation for decision making at all

levels. Note that managerial values influence policies and plans by filtering down
through the organizational structure, often in a subtle way. Values even influence

the database, and factual data can modify values.

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT DEFINITION

Operations managers may be lound working under titles such as vice president of

operations, general manager, or production manager. Having considered manage-

ment in general, let us now deliiic operations management,
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Operations management is the process whereb) resources, flowing within .t defined

system, are combined and transformed in a controlled manner to add value in

accordance with policies communicated l>> management.

As illustrated in Fig. 1-7. operations managers have the prime responsibility

for processing inputs into outputs. The) must bring the inputs together under a

production plan that effectivel) uses the materials, capacity, and knowledge

available in the production facility. Given a demand on the system, work must be

scheduled and controlled to produce the goods and or sen ices required. Mean-

while, control must be exercised over such parameters as costs, quality, and

inventor] levels. In addition the facility itself must be maintained.

Our definition ol operations management contains some key terms which

merit further consideration: 1 1 resoun es (2) systems, and (3) transformation and

value-adding acth ities

RESOURCES

Resources are the human, material, and capital inputs to the production process.

Human resources are often the kej assel ol an organization. In the United States.

we are gradually mm ing human work to a higher level, lea\ ing phj sical tasks that

can be done In machines for the machines. \s production technology advances, a

larger proportion of the human input is in planning and controlling activities. By
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FIGURE 1-7 Schematic Model of o Production System

using the intellectual capabilities of people rather than limiting them to mindless

tasks, managers can multiply the value of their employees' input by many times.

But people must still interface with machines. Integrating the human and machine

systems in a way that yields worker satisfaction along with increased productivity

is one of the greatest challenges of job design.

Material resources are the physical facilities and materials such as plant

equipment, inventories, and supplies. These often are the major assets of an

organization (in an accounting sense). Capital in the form of stock, bonds, and/or

taxes and contributions is also a vital asset. Capital is a store of value which is used

to regulate the flow of other resources.

SYSTEMS

Systems are arrangements of components designed to achieve objectives according

to plans. Our cultural environment includes numerous economic and social sys-

tems. For example, we have a monetary system that facilitates the exchange of

goods and a transportation system that can move those goods quickly and effi-

ciently to any part of the country. Business and government organizations are

subsystems of larger social systems. The business systems, in turn, contain sub-

systems, such as personnel, engineering, finance, and operations, which all func-

tion tor the good ol the organization.

Figure 1-8 is an organizational chart that depicts some subsystems of an

organization Within the operations subsystem, lor example, are both line and

stafl functions, A line (chain) ol command exists from the president through the
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operations manager and production supervisors to the workers. Personnel in

purchasing and quality control arc components of the operations subsystem; but

they function in a staffor advisory capacity to the production and area supervisors.

A systems approach to operations management recognizes the hierarchical

nature of subsystems but places strong emphasis on the integrative nature of

management responsibilities, [fsubsystem goals are pursued independently, sub-

optimization may result. For example, unless the production and marketing

groups cooperate closely, the firm may be increasing production of one product

while vigorously promoting a different one. A consistent and integrative approach

will lead to optimization of overall system goals.

The systems approach to specific problems requires that the problem first be

identified and "bound," or isolated, from the maze of less relevant data that

constitute the environment. In other words, the problem is abstracted from tin

overall (macro) environment. Then it can be broken down into manageable (micro

parts and analyzed, and solutions proposed. But to assess the impact of proposed

changes on the whole system, the components must again be restructured or

synthesized (macro). Analysts sometimes refer to this as the macro-micro-macro

cycle or the analysis-synthesis approach. The advantages of doing this analysis on

paper or by computer before actual!) making any changes are probably obvious. If

the solution appears to solve the problem in a satisfactory way, changes can be

made to the real (physical) system in an orderly and more predictable manner.

Design ond Control The ability oi an) S) stem to achieve its objectives depends

mi I
i its design and (2l its control.
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Systems design is a predetermined arrangement ofcomponents. It establishes
the relationships that must exist between inputs, transformation activities, and
outputs in order to achieve the system objectives. The more structured the design
is, the less planning and decision making will be involved in the operation of the
system. Similarly, a highly structured design, although suitable for high-volume
production of standardized products, is usually less adaptable to change. This
lessens the firm's ability to compete with broader product lines, at smaller
volumes, or on shorter notice from the customer. However, improved scheduling
techniques, along with the microprocessors and robotics, can help adapt systems
to meet changing demands.

Systems control consists of all actions necessary to ensure that activities

conform to preconceived plans or goals. Control involves four essential elements:

1 Measurement by an accurate sensory device

2 Feedback of information in a timely manner
3 Comparison with standards such as time and cost standards

4 Corrective action by someone with the authority and ability to correct

A closed-loop control system can automatically function on the basis of data from
within its own system. Some computer-controlled machines function on this
principle. They measure their own output variability and automatically make
adjustments for normal wear on their own tools. Most large-scale systems, how-
ever, are open-loop systems. Open-loop control systems are influenced by "out-
side" information. They do not have sufficient internal feedback with automatic
control to maintain desired standards. Any system that interfaces with the en-
vironment is open to the extent that it receives stimuli from outside its own
system. For example, spaceships that depend on navigational information from
computers on earth are operating (at least partially) as open systems.

TRANSFORMATION AND VALUE-ADDING ACTIVITIES

The objective of combining resources under controlled conditions is to transform
them into goods and services having a higher value than the original inputs. The
transformation process usually applies some form of technology (mechanical,
chemical, medical, electronic, and so forth) to the inputs. The effectiveness of
production factors in the transformation process is commonly referred to as
productivity.

Productivity is an index expressed .is the ratio of the value of the output per worker-
liour lo the COS! of the inputs

D i I value ol output
Productivity index = T

*

—

(i.n
cost ol inputs
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For example, suppose the value of services generated l>\ a group <>l computer

operators in a da) is $2,000 and theii total operational costs are $1 2<xi The ratio

of value produced to costs incurred is $2,000/$] 200 "i I 67 V firm's overall ratio

must be greatei than l oi il is losing money. This concept oi value .uldrd differs

from the nol "I engineering efficiency, which maintains thai energ) losses

within .ui\ physical system prohibit the ratio ol output to input from being greatei

than 1.

Note that the numerator <>! the ratio, or value <>/ the output, is established

largely by consumers in the marketplace. Some outputs such is customei satisfai

Hon ami environmental impacts, are unique and difficult to value. Bui as ,i large

volume nt output enters a competitive market, prices (oi related costs) typically

emerge as indicators ol value. <*u the other hand, the denominator, oi cost <<\

inputs, is dictated largely by what the organization must pa) its suppliers. Opera-

tions managers are caught in the middle, doing what the) can to improve the

efficiency of the transformation activities and better the ratio. Tins is ,i critical

responsibility, so much attention has been given to the factors affecting products -

ity.

FACTORS AFFECTING PRODUCTIVITY

The United States still has a total productive capacity unmatched b) any other

industrialized nation. Its resource base, population size, and technological exper-

tise all contribute to this leadership role. In addition, the United States has

abundant energy, highly trained workers, and a relatively large amount ol invest-

ment in automated production equipment. The U.S. rate ofgrowth in productiv-

ity, however, now lays behind that in other industrialized nations such as Japan,

West Germany, France, and Canada. As depicted in Fig. 1-9. alter increasing at

an annual rate of about 3 percent until the mid-1960s, our rate of increase in

productivity dropped to about 2 percent until 1973. Then it averaged less than 1

percent for the next 10 years. Now it is fluctuating with economic recession and

recovery, but it is not solidly strong. Whereas the average Japanese manufacturing

workers produced only 27 percent as much as his American counterpart in I960,

by 1974 the gap had lessened to 67 percent— and output is now approaching

1947 1966 1973 1980 1987

FIGURE 1-9 Producriviry Trend in the United Srares (Source. Modified from [3] )

2000
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equality [1], Some economists report that manufacturing output per worker-hour
in Germany and France already exceeds that of the United States [17: 48].

Economists cite a variety of reasons for changes in productivity. Some of the
principal factors influencing the drop in the U.S. productivity rate are:

Capital/labor ratio

Scarcity of some resources

Work-force changes

Innovation and technology

Regulatory effects

Bargaining power

Managerial factors

Quality of work life

The capital/labor ratio is a measure of whether enough investment is being
made in plant, machinery, and tools to make effective use of labor hours. Many of
the factories (and much of the equipment) in the United States are over 20 years
old. The aging infrastructure is indicative of a hesitancy on the part of manage-
ment to invest for the long term and/or the diversion of funds to less productive
but financially attractive ventures. European and Japanese business people recog-
nize this short-term financial orientation as a failing of American managers [8].

A scarcity ofsome resources, such as energy, water, and a number of metals,
has already created some productivity problems. For example, as a result of
increased energy costs, aluminum plants that once had favorable cost-volume
relationships are no longer economical to operate. Emphasis is now shifting

toward the use of renewable resources, such as the production of fuel from
agricultural or waste products.

Work-force changes include a steady shift away from blue-collar occupations.

High-technology production demands a higher level of educational preparation in

mathematics and sciences. But the level of education and retraining for new jobs
has not been sufficient to maintain full employment. U.S. firms have devoted
fewer resources to worker training than countries like West Germany and Japan,
partially because U.S. workers are more mobile and less committed to long-term
employment with the same company. The shift to service occupations is also seen
by some as a depressant of productivity statistics. Productivity in the service
sector is thought to be lower than in goods production, and some services offer

little opportunity for the economics of automation.

Innovation and technology have been major causes of increased productivity

in the past, with some estimates claiming that technology accounted for roughly
half the growth in productivity between L948 and 1966 [16]. But investment in

research and development (R&D) as a percentage of the gross national product,
declined from the 1970s to the 1980s. In addition, much of the nation's research
effort has been channeled to defense-related products. Also, foreign competitors
sometimes "copy" and market similar products before the R&D investment can be
mi overed
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Regulatory effects have imposed sulisi.mti.il constraints on some firms. One
journal reported that, "regulation was the fastest growing industry ol tin- 1970s,"

pointing oul thai .1 productive socierj cannot afford regulations thai do more harm

than good Ml Pollution, health, and safet) requirements are estimated to have

reduced productivity growth rates l>\ about one-fourth in the decade Following

1968 <»n the other hand, some of the earlier "productivity cams' were made .it

the cost ol environmental quality, and the costs ol < leaning up the environment

will continue for man) years to come

The bargaining power ol organized laboi to command wage increases in

excess of output increases lias had a detrimental effect on productivity Even

though union membership in the United Stairs Ins dropped firom about 30

percent of the work lone in the 1950s to less than 20 percent today, collective

bargaining agreements impact man) ol the traditional industries thai arc currently

struggling for survival (for example, steel, textiles, autos). The requirement to pa)

artificiall) high wages to some unionized workers limits a firm s ability to hire

more workers, and tins ultimately contributes to the unemployment ol others.

Tins effect is illustrated by the number ol applications tor some high-paying

longshoreman and marine clerk jobs in Los Angeles and Long Beach, California in

L984. About 40, (KM) people applied for the 350 unionized jobs. The union presi-

dent estimated another 10. 000 would have applied hut the Maritime Association

ran out of tonus [5].

Managerial factor* are the ways an organization benefits from the unique

planning and managerial skills, or business acumen, ol its managers. Managers

often command high salaries as a result of their education, training, and experi-

ence In turn, the) are expected to make decisions, take action, and direct

activities in a professional wax Tins means being innovative and willing to take

risks tor the long-run viability ot the organization. Weak planning, poor organiza-

tion, or lax controls can be difficult to detect Hut they can have a more detrimen-

tal effect on productivity than highly publicized salaries or unwarranted stink

options that executives command.
futility nf work life is a term that describes the organizational culture, and

the extent to which it motivates and satisfies employees. Numerous firms such as

Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Intel. General Motors, and WVstinghouse have under-

taken projects to substantial!) enhance the physical (and/or mental) health ol their

workers by improving their work environment. For example IBM provides

recreational facilities lor their employees, and General Motors offers counseling

services. Manx firms utilize participative activities designed to tostcr the loyalty,

teamwork, and commitment ot employees to the organization.

INTERNATIONAL DIMENSIONS OF PRODUCTIVITY

\liuiit three-fourths ol all goods produced in the United states now compete with

foreign-made goods ( 16]. Man) ol these products are being produced in develop-

ing nations that desperate!) need income and employment. Their factories arc
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relatively new and labor costs are substantially lower than in the United States.
High-volume machinery that produces standardized products can be installed

almost anywhere. Hong Kong. Korea, Singapore, Taiwan, Malaysia, the Philip-
pines, and India are producing clothing, shoes, toys, and electronics; Brazil,
Spain, and Mexico are producing automobiles, televisions, and more electronics.

How can steel and electronic companies in the United States compete with
foreign-made products? Companies often cry for import quotas in their own
industry (while opposing them in general). But tariffs restrict free trade among
nations and isolate noncompetitive products from the free market. They force the
public to subsidize less efficient operations by creating artificially high prices.

Such forced consumption undermines the economic stability of a country. Tariffs

max temporarily preserve wages or profits in a given industry, but they only
prolong and intensify the economic adjustment that must inevitably follow.

Industrialized nations are developing two strategies to remain competitive:

(1) moving on to new and more advanced products, and (2) employing better and
more automated production techniques.

New Products As brought out earlier, the high-volume products that once
constituted our industrial base (steel, textiles, automobiles) are no longer secure.
Nations such as Japan, France, and West Germany are already shifting their
industrial base toward products and processes that make better use of their
research capabilities and skilled workers. Their future lies in microelectronics,
precision manufactured castings, specialty steels, custom fabrics, fiber optics,
lasers, and technology-driven products that require sophisticated skills to
produce.

Trend Toward More Flexible Systems The production runs of these higher-
valued specialty items and custom-designed products are often much shorter than
for traditional mass-produced goods. But the nonproductive time (downtime)
required to set up equipment for producing different options, new models, and
new products is very costly. So production facilities must be designed with tb
utmost flexibility to accommodate changeovers in rapid fashion. This is where
computers, microprocessors, and robotics come into play. Because new tech-
nology demands new skills, firms must be willing to give workers the training they
need to solve the nonroutine problems associated with these more complex
systems.

The quotation at the beginning of this chapter suggests that American manag-
ers are not moving rapidly enough away from high-volume mass production into
specialized products arid flexible systems. Professor Robert Reich of Harvard, who
made the observation, points out that the problem may lie in "paper en-
trepreneurialism" [16], By this he means the shrewd financial, legal, and tax

maneuvers that have been used to give the appearance of profitable operations
while producing "nothing of tangible value." lie suggests that "creative account-
ing mergers and "earnings management" have replaced product investment and
process modernization. For example, RCA yielded development of the vid-

e
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i in assette in ihe Japanese because it claimed to lack 1 1 »
«

-
S2<x> million needed i<>i

ihe new project. Nevertheless, thai same yeai RCA spent SI 2 billion <>n a

"lackluster Bnance company and the tax advantages thai wenl with 1 1 »
«

- acquisi-

tion Similarly, U.S Steel scrapped plans t < » i a new steel plant I mi began building

,i cash reserve to buj Marathon Oil Companj This relentless drive ii> generate

paper profits, «u Reich, has come .it the cosl ol long-term growth ll«- feels thai

tlic current diversion ol resources awaj from tin tough job ol produi Hon will onl)

make the catch-up efibii more difficull for the United States in tin- future

German executives appear in understand the need foi .i strong technological

locus and the dangers ol hierarchical bureaucracies and paper piohts
[ 1 1 Ovei 50

percent ol Germany's larue manufacturing firms an- managed l>\ I'll D's with

technical backgrounds ias opposed to financial or legal ones Karlheinz kaski

chiel executive ol Siemens AG, the gianl German electrical company lias said.

"One ol m\ biggesl challenges is to lend oil bureaucracy and paralysis His

company is shifting its emphasis from turbines, power plants, and telephone

exchanges to microelectronics. The) are moving decisively to speed up research

time and hasten bringing products to market. Tlic German linn ol Trnmpl

G.m.b.H manufactures machine tools Hall tin- sales volume ol the firm comes

from tools designed within the past three years. German linns also have a strong

tendency to focus on longer-term benefits as opposed to quarterly earnings and

dividends. One executive ol the Trump! company, who used to work lor ITT,

recalls that in LIT there was pressure to keep short-term earnings rising. Hut at

Trumpf, he "can look three or lour years ahead [1].

In recent years, the managerial techniques and productivity methods in

Japanese firms have attracted worldwide attention. A careful examination ol

Japanese companies reveals some interesting contrasts with American firms as

Corporate objectives Employees and customers are given priority over

shareholders. Honesty in business is important.

Time horizon Long-run viability is more important than short-term profits

Production systems Automated systems with extensive use of micro-

processors and robotics. Quality is paramount, and things happen on sched-

ule.

Employment relations Long-term employment of loyal workers Unions co-

operate to benefit total firm Politeness and harmony are emphasized.

Materials Resources are limited. Space is used efficiently and inventories

are kept to a bare minimum

Financing More use is made of debt capital and less of equity capital

Training Employees are thoroughly trained and rotated to learn a variety of

skills. There is less emphasis on job description

Worker participation Employees are directly involved in productivity im-

provements via suggestions, quality circles, and consultation with supervisors

FIGURE 1-10 Choroaerisrics of Japanese Firms
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summarized in Fig. 1-10. Most American managers have recognized a productiv-

ity problem, and many have embarked on programs, to combat it in their own
organizations [12,13]. Corning Glass has developed new glass furnaces, Ford has

implemented extensive quality inspections, Westinghouse has developed their

own productivity center, and Burger King has computerized their order process-

ing. Xerox has even described its product as productivity, noting that it is "in the

business of making the offices of the world more productive." Technology and
innovative management have both played a significant role in these efforts to

improve our nation's productivity. The question is, "Are we moving in the right

direction and rapidly enough to safely preserve our future?"

David Kearns. president of Xerox, thinks that American industry is moving in

the right direction and at a good pace. In a lecture at Rochester Institute of

Technology he cited a "renewal of productivity" and a "rededication to product

quality." He sees an extraordinary change taking place that is giving American

industry a new vitality and a new sense of confidence [10].

THE ENVIRONMENT OF OPERATIONS

One of the most encompassing influences on productivity is the environment in

which organizations operate. Anyone driving through a smog-filled city or living

within the reaches of a smelter or paper mill can readily attest to the fact that firms

produce more than they market. Years ago, the social and ecological by-products

of production activities were unwittingly accepted as inevitable. Communities had

no voice in the location or closure of facilities. Streams became polluted, smog
filled the air, and bottles cluttered the highways. To some extent, our productivity

gains were achieved at the expense of our environment. Today, American manag-
ers are assuming an increasing responsibility for the multitude of impacts their

organizations have on society.

The social impact of an organization is a reflection of the values held by top

management. Yet, one's value system cannot be purchased or acquired in a quick

and easy manner. It evolves from the religious and cultural norms of society; from

childhood training, education, and reflection on the purpose of life and the value

of one's self and of others. The preferred values of the majority of our society

reflect purpose, integrity, and a respect for the life and humanity of others.

It would be preferable to permit managers to act in response to their individ-

ual respect for others (and for society in general), but the irresponsible action of

some has necessitated the passing of numerous laws that apply to all. Thus we find

almost every facet of our economic and social environment regulated and con-

trolled by laws designed to protect "the general public." Antitrust statutes, for

example-, guard against monopolies while a plethora of environmental and hiring

regulations as well as safety rules define how companies are allowed to interact

with then environment. Figure l-ll illustrates some of these laws' impacts on
funis

The costs of compliance" with bureaucratic regulations are now recognized
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FIGURE 1-11 Environmental Impacts on rhe Organizarion

as a major contributor to our declining rate of productivity. In some cases the) are

driving small entrepreneurs out oi business, or arc Forcing mergers and takeovei s

Such costs could be reduced il managers accepted more individual and social

responsibility. But thai ma) be a problem. The development of responsible

managers represents one ol die greatest challenges we face in the future. Accord-

ing to Warren Bennis, "finding men with the right technical capability will not be

nearl) as difficult as finding men with the right set of values and attitudes" [3].

PRODUCTION SYSTEM DECISIONS: A LOOK AHEAD

Tims far we have discussed the historical context ol operations, the definition of

operations management, and the environment in which operations managers

work This last section ol the chapter suggests a useful framework lor understand-

ing operations and relates our definition ol operations management to the topics

we will be studying.
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A MANAGERIAL PHILOSOPHY: PRIORITY AND CAPACITY

During the past decade, the American Production and Inventory Control Society

(APICS) has been one of the fastest growing professional societies in the world.

APICS emphasizes professional education for operations, and it conducts a na-

tionally accredited certification program (CPIM) with examinations in five areas.

Much ol the theory underlying the examinations is incorporated in the chapters of

this text. This is not because the text is designed to prepare students for the

APICS certification examinations—our scope is broader than that—but because

the examinations encompass a solid core ol theory and applications relevant to

operations.

Imbedded in the chapters that follow is an emphasis on two very powerful

concepts that have evolved from APICS literature over the past few years.

Although the terms priority and capacity have been in use for a long time, APICS
literature has brought increased meaning to them. And we will continue to build

on that base in this text. Figure 1-12 introduces the two concepts.

Priority, in a broad sense, is an ordering of goals or activities in accordance with an

individual's or organization's system of values. More specifically, priority refers to

the ranking or importance ol something—often materials. The measure of impor-

tance stems primarily from society, in other words, what customers want. Cus-

tomer demands are, in turn, translated into purchase and production orders that

must then be guided through operations until the desired good or service is

produced. So customer orders have "priorities."

PRIORITY
What's most important?

CAPACITY
What's our capability?

MANAGER

FIGURE 1-12 A Monogenol Philosophy: Priority ond Capacity
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Capacity is .1 measure oi an organizations ability to accomplish its prioritized

goals, hi more simpl) the abilit) to produce In a production facility, tins

"ability" usuall) translates into having enough I lan and equipment capability

.iml tunc Id (In the job

Although priority and capacity are simple concepts, the) play a kej role in the

managerial philosophy that underlies the organization oi tins texl You will find

them cropping up frequentl) in the chapters that follow— from the principles <>l

job design to scheduling activities and quality control. Look for them to surface in

sketches and flowcharts too. For consistency, we will show priorit) factors on the

left and capacity considerations on the right.

Why do we put such emphasis on these two concepts? Because priorities and

capacities arc the kc\ ingredients in a successful strategy for managing operations

These concepts provide us with a simple, vet comprehensive, framework for

evaluating each of the topics we stud) The) force us to begin with the hig picture

of "what is really important to the organization?" and then to follow through with

queries like "are the resources available to accomplish that? This, <>l course is

what managers are paid to do— help (hart the objectives oi the organization and

make best use of the resources to accomplish them.

LOOKING AHEAD

As you will recall, our initial definition of operations management was translated

into a schematic model (Fig. 1-7), and in the last section we added a number of

environmental impacts (Fig. 1-11). Figure 1-13 extends the model by relating it

more specifically to the topics we will he studying in the text.

Part I is concerned with the design of a production system. Alter reviewing

some decision-making methodology (Chapter 2'. we take up system design, capac-

it). and capital investment decisions (Chapter 3), and then go on to consider

facility location and layout (Chapter 1
\\ 'e then turn our attention to the products

being produced and production processes used (Chapter 5). The last chapter in

this section discusses the job design and human resources necessary to do the

work (Chapter 6).

Part II contains topics traditionally known as production and inventory con-

trol (P&IC). First, the demand must be forecast Chapter 7 and that forecast

translated into a plan and schedule for production (Chapter 8). Materials must be

acquired (Chapter 9), and inventor) levels carefully controlled to he sure they are

appropriate (Chapter 10). In manufacturing firms, this means tracking all tin-

material components that go into finished products, and ensuring there is enough

capacity to accomplish the planned work (Chapter 11). Chapter 12 finishes this

section by following through with the actual production and control activities.

Part III is concerned with maintaining effective operations. This entails

analyzing ongoing operations and properly managing an) major projects (Chapter

13). Controlling quality (Chapter 14) and maintaining the facilities in good operat-

ing condition (Chapter 15) are two of the most essential considerations here. We
finish with a look to the future (Chapter 16).
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Demand

Facility and layout, Ch. 4

Forecasting

(Ch. 7)

TRANSFORMATION
ACTIVITIES

Non-

FIGURE 1-13 Physical and Information Flows in a Production System

SUMMARY

Production activities use resources to make products that enhance our standard of

living- Modern operations management has developed from the industrial revolu-

tion, the scientific management era, and more recent advances in operations

research and computers. More information and non manufacturing (service) sys-

tems are taking the place of traditional goods production.

Operations management is concerned with combining resources to add value

and accomplish goals. Operations decisions are influenced hoth hy values of the

derision makers and hy the information (database) available in the organization.

The historical 3 percent annual increase in productivity in the United States

appears to have ground to a halt. Most industrialized nations are growing at a

lastcr rate than the United States. Among the many explanations are reduced

investment stemming from a short-range perspective, a hesitancy to innovate with

more flexible production systems, excessive regulatory and collective bargaining
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QUESTIONS

effects, .mil .in inadequate quality ol work l t
«

- Improvements are undei waj on

man) fronts

l'i ioi ii\ and capai ii\ concepts will be emphasized throughout the l»»>k The

three parts ol the text concern (I) design ol the production ss v, t «•
i n (II) production

and inventory control, .md 111 1 maintaining effective operations
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Explain how production activities lit into the cultural patterns <>l a societ) thai

iv where the) belong and what the) accomplish

Manufacturing usuall) takes place in factories. Does the term "operations manage-

ment" also apply to nonmaniifacturing activities? II so, wh) ?

What events around 1776 were instrumental in the development ol our industrial
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Port I True/Folse [ 1 point each = 6]

1 Production activities are a major component of die cultural characteristi* ol Express

1 One "I the ideas proposed I >\ Frederick Tayloi was in strive fbi a spirit ol cooperation between

management and woi kers

3 ( Operations management is denned as the process ol developing decisions and taking actions to direct

the activities of people within organizations toward common objectives

) About one-quartei ol the I) S. work force is engaged in nonmanufacturing activities where the

principles "I operations management do not apply.

5 One of the more successful characteristics ofJapanese linns stems from their emphasis on short -term

profits.

(i In production control terminolog} . priorit) often refers to materials and capacit) to t • availability.

Port II Multiple Choice [3 points eoch = 9. Circle the correct answer ]

1 Which of the following is not a characteristic ol most service systems?

(a) Product is tangible.

(b) Qualit) of output can !><• highly variable.

(c) Production and consumption occur simultaneous])

(d) No finished goods inventory is accumulated.

(e) Mark this answer if all the above arc service system characteristics.

2 According to Professor Reich, why has the growth rate of productivity declined ill the United Mates-'

(a) Collective bargaining contracts

(b) Paper entreprc neuiialisni

(c) Environmental regulations

(d) Younger work force

None ol the above

3 How docs the author explain the proliferation ol regulations and controls over business in the United States.

that is. wh\ are there so main and why are the) neccss.u\ ?

(a) Irresponsible managers

(b) Satisfaction of special interests

u Creation ol Ordei

(d) DemOCraC) in action

None o| the above
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INTRODUCTION

Sony ( lorporation management faced .1 critical decision in the early development

ol the compact < 1 1 ^k play ei [2] The potential foi using a lasei to obtain both sounds

.mil pictures from .1 plastic disk had seemed tremendous. but after I years ol effort

Sum still didn t have .1 videodisk system tli.it could record as well .is play back

prerecorded disks It was not eas) to coi unicate to and from a plastii disk li\

lasei in accuracies ol less than a thousandth ol ,m inch.

Then the Duteli electronics company tli.it had lirst developed the technology

offered Sony the chance to help popularize its new 4V4-inch audiodisk. This was at

the time when Zenith dropped its disk research (too nsk\ and EM A was absorb-

ing a $5(M) million loss Alter careful evaluation, Sony management decided the

nsk was worth the potential rewards and added 30 audio engineers Five years

later, the disk players were on the market But they were still too dm and

expensive ($800 or more) to satisfy Sony.

Then Mr. KozoOhsone, who had guided development of the Sony Walkman
eassette player, took charge ol the project. \lr Ohsone insisted the compact disk

player lie no larger than the small block ol wood (about 5 in x 5 in x l'/j in) he

placed in front ol his engineers. According to The Weill Street Journal |2|:

His next decision reflected another fapanese strength: manufacturing Hi- brought in

some of his production engineers u> help with the design The disk players would he so

small that researchers needed to know at each step whether their tiuhtK packed

circuitry could he mass-produced l>\ robots

Within two years, the S<>n\ mini-compact disk was on the market at one-

twentieth the size of the original players. Its cost was only about $300, partially

because it used fewer materials and was assembled by robots Within 2 years,the

Sony compact disk dominated the market, and Sons forged on into new projects,

including an erasable disk.

Sony's success with the compact disk player as well as w ith the Walkman and

pocket-sized (2-inch Watchman 1 TVs attests to their strength ill two key areas

They have (1) a highly perfected decision-making process, and (2) the technical

ability (and tenacity ) to carry out good decisions until they pay oil in the market

Thousands of business decisions are made every day—and not all will "make

or break" the organization. But each one adds a measure of success (or failure) to

the operations. For example, DuPont Company managers must decide which of

several potential products to develop. An electronics manufacturer must decide

whether to invest in a new process or to stay with a "proven" one that is producing

defective chips at a rate of] in 3. An airline company bargaining team must decide

whether to propose a new contract or risk a strike. A pun hasum .incut lor \ \s \

must decide whether to order more spare parts or to take a chance that there are

enough on hand.

Does the ability to make good decisions come "naturally, or can it be

learnedr' This ch.tptei examines management .is a science and the characteristics of

decisions. The framework for making decisions presented here should prove'
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useful as you move into more responsible positions in the business world. We also

illustrate the use ofeconomic and statistical models and end with some insight into

the use of decision trees.

MANAGEMENT AS A SCIENCE

Management scientists hold that education, scientific training, and experience can

improve a person's ability to make decisions. The idea ofmanagement as a science

is founded on its similarity to other sciences as expressed in Fig. 2-1. First, the

principles and methodology of management (for example, organization theory,

span of control) form an organized or codified body of knowledge. Second, real-

world data are available for analysis. The business world is essentially a laboratory

for the management scientist. Third, an objective and systematic analysis of the

data can often be made. Finally, another experimenter (decision maker) could use

the same data and arrive at consistent results.

The association of management with the scientific method involves drawing

objective conclusions from facts. Facts come from the analysis of data, which must

be gathered, compiled, and digested into meaningful (quantifiable) form, such as

graphs and summary statistics. Computers are especially helpful in these tasks

because they can easily store data and assist us with the more sophisticated

mathematical and statistical analyses.

But not all variables are quantifiable, so decision makers must still use some

value-based judgments in a decision process. This doesn't necessarily brand the

decision process as nonscientific, or the results as unpredictable. Many business

decisions are based on facts that do not carry value-laden implications. In other

cases, existing legal or environmental controls may accurately reflect individual or

organizational ethics. Further, many organizations have codes of ethics which they

follow in a consistent manner. But personal value systems do influence some
decisions.

CHARACTERISTICS OF DECISIONS

Operations decisions range from simple judgments to complex analyses—which

(,in also involve judgment. Judgments typically incorporate basic knowledge,

experience, and what we often refer to as "common sense. They enable us to

Organized principles of knowledge

Use of empirical data

Systematic analysis of data

Repeatable results

FIGURE 2-1 The Scientific Method in Management
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lilriul objective and subjective data to .hum- .it a choice Fortunately the human
brain is capable oi selecting and integrating relevant information into a meaningful

decision. Quantitative methods ofanalysis add to the objectivity ol such decisions,

The appropi iateness ol a given i\ pe ol anal) sis depends on 1 1 < the signifii an< e

of the decision (2 the time and cosl limitations, and (3) the degree ol complexity

u! the decision.

Significant or long-lasting decisions deserve more consideration than trivial

or routine ones. For example, decisions to produce untested medical products, oi

proceed with offshore drilling for oil, can have strongly secondary effects on

society and the environment. Similarly, ,1 long-range decision such as .1 plant

investment may deserve more thorough analysis than .1 short-term decision to

stock an inventor) item for Christmas.

Tiim hi ailability and the cost of analysis also influence the amount of analy-

sis. During a recent General Motors eon tract negotiation, a very complex proposal

was presented pist a few days before the existing contract expired. There was

inadequate time to stud) the complete financial ramifications ol the proposal. But

it was accepted and a strike was averted. In cases like this, decision makers must

utilize whatever database and stall assistance are readil) available, and ballpark

estimates may have to suffice.

The decision complexity increases when (a) many variables arc- involved (b

the variables are highly interdependent or sequentiallv related, and (c) the (lata

describing the variables are incomplete or uncertain. For example, new factor)

location decisions are complex because the) involve economic, social, and en-

vironmental concerns. In addition, once a firm is committed to a site, the tech-

nology employed and the amount of automation will affect costs for main years to

come.

Business decision makers have always had to work with incomplete and

uncertain data. Figure 2-2 depicts the information environment of decisions. In

some situations a decision maker has (or is assumed to have) complete information

about the decision variables, at the other extreme, no information is available.

Operations management decisions are made all along this continuum.

COMPLETE
CERTAINTY

EXTREME
UNCERTAINTY

(All data)

Objective

information

t

Subjective

information

(No data)

Large

samples

Small

samples

FIGURE 2-2 Information Conrinuum
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Complete certainty in decision making requires data on all elements in the

population. If such data are not available, large samples lend more certainty than

do small ones. Beyond this, subjective information is likely to be better than no

data at all.

FRAMEWORK FOR DECISION MAKING

An analytical and scientific framework for decisions implies several systematic-

steps, as summarized in Fig. 2-3. Not all managers follow this formal process—nor

do all decisions necessitate it. Regardless of the situation, experience and good

judgment are always important ingredients in decision making.

Defining the problem entails identifying the relevant variables and the cause,

rather than symptoms, of the problem. For example, the problem may be low

productivity in an office. Those variables that have a significant effect on produc-

tivity (for example, amount of training) should be included as parameters of the

problem. Careful definition of the problem is crucial; even a brilliant solution to

the wrong problem doesn't help much. Finding the root cause of a problem may
take some questioning and detective work. If a problem is defined too narrowly,

relevant variables may be omitted. If too broadly, so many tangential aspects may
be included that it is difficult to sort out the complex relationships.

Establishing, the decision criteria is important because the criteria reflect the

goals and purpose of the work efforts. For many years, profits served as a

convenient and accepted goal for many free-enterprise organizations, perhaps

because early models of organization behavior were based largely on economic

theory. Today, research shows that organizations typically have multiple goals,

such as employee welfare, high productivity, stability, market share, growth,

industrial leadership, and other social objectives.

Formulation of a model lies at the heart of the scientific decision-making

process. Models describe the essence of a problem or relationship by abstracting

relevant variables from the real-world situation. Their purpose is not to duplicate

reality in all respects, for models that do this reveal nothing new. Instead, we use

models to simplify or approximate reality, so the underlying relationships can be

1 Define the problem and its parameters (relevant variables).

2 Establish the decision criteria (objectives).

3 Formulate a model relating the parameters to the criteria

4 Generate alternatives by varying the values of the parameters.

5 Evaluate the alternatives and select the alternative that best satisfies the

criteria.

6 Implement the decision and monitor the results.

FIGURE 2-3 Framework for Decisions
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yReal-world

data

Abstraction

Not acceptable

Real-world

conclusionI

Mathematical

system

of equations

Logic

Mathematical

conclusion

Obj-f(X. Y, e)

Interpretation
Acceptable

FIGURE 2-4 Mathematical Models

expressed in testable form and studied in isolation Some oi the more useful types

of models arc:

EXAMPLE 2-1

Verbal (words and descriptions)

Physical (modified scale)

Schematic (diagrams and charts)

• Mathematical (equations and numbers)

Modeling a decision situation usually requires both formulating a model and

collecting the relevant data to use in the model Management scientists typically

find that mathematical and statistical models are most useful for understanding

complex business problems. Mathematical models arc more abstract than pictorial

or scale models, and the) can incorporate factors that cannot rcadih be \ isuali/cd

And with the aid of computers and simulation techniques, these quantitative

models are also quite flexible. For example, it is much easier to change an

equation on a computer than it is to change the physical structure oi a new

product, such as an automobile.

Figure 2-4 shows the mathematical modeling process in the form oi a sche-

matic model. This abstraction must begin and end with the real world Its validity

is judged l>\ how well it reflects what it models A good forecasting model, lor

example is one that acciirateU predicts real-world demand We will discuss some

techniques for evaluating the \ atidity oi models in later chaptei s I <e( us illustrate

a mathematical model with an example.

Chicago Computer Companx uses a simple linear model to project next

period's production requirements in situations where "on-hand and "in-

process" inventor) is less than current demand.
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P,+1 = D, - (I + I,+1)

where P, + 1
= units of production (P) required next period (t + 1)

D, = estimated current period demand in units (an unknown and

uncontrollable variable)

/ = present inventory level (units)

/,+ ,
= in-process inventory (units)

The current period demand is estimated at 421 units plus or minus 5

percent. The present inventory level is 30 units, and in-process inventory is

280 units. Use the model above to develop an interval estimate of next

period's production requirements.

SOLUTION

The model is defined, so we can assign the appropriate data values to the

variables. Thus / = 30 and /, + ,
= 280. But D, can take on values in a range

of from 5 percent below to 5 percent above the point estimate of 421. Using

these two values as endpoints will give us the "interval estimate" requested.

For the minimum estimate:

Let D, = 421 - .05(421) = 400 units

Then P, + 1
= D, - (I + I, + l

)
= 400 - (30 + 280) = 90 units

For the maximum estimate:

Let D, = 421 + .05(421) = 442 units

Then Pl+1 = D
t
- (I + It+l ) = 442 - (30 + 280) = 132 units

Using this model, next period's production requirements are estimated to lie

in the interval from 90 to 132 units.

The example above used mathematical equations to model the production

situation. Mathematical models offer decision makers a number of advantages.

First, they necessitate a good understanding of the problem. (In the example, the

problem was (o develop an interval estimate ol next period's production.) And
they require a recognition ol all the relevant variblcs. (The variables that affect

production were identified as the estimated current demand, on-hand inventory

level, and in-process inventory. Models also Help decision makers to understand

the relationship, costs, and tradeoffs that exist among the variables. (In the

example, tin- i olume relationship was ol concern. It was expressed as an equation.)

Finally, mathematical models permit analysts to manipulate the variables and test

alternative courses ol action. This is the next step in the decision process.

Alternatives are generated by varying the values ol the parameters. Mathe-
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matical and statistical models are particularly suitable for generating alternatives

because they are so easil) modified. The i lei buildei can experiment with a

model bj substituting different values foi controllable and uncontrollable vari-

ables. In the example above, the estimated current demand ol 121 units w.is an

uncontrollable variable Different estimates oi current demand could be used in

the model t<> see how next period s production would l><- affected.

Evaluation <>/ thr alternatix <\ is relative!) objective in an analytical decision

process because the criteria for evaluating the alternatives have ahead) been

precise!) defined. The best alternative is the one that most closel) satisfies the

criteria. Some models, such as linear programming are inherent!) oi an optimiz

inu nature. They automatically seek out a maximizing or minimizing solution

Other models arc more suitable for use in situations tint arc so complex, uncer-

tain, or subjective that optimal solutions cannot be guaranteed. In these cases

various heuristic and statistical techniques can be used to suggest the best course

ol action

Implementation and monitoring arc not strictly part oi the decision process,

but they arc essential for completing the managerial action, so we include them

here. The best course ot action or solution to a problem determined via the use ol

a model is just that— a solution to a model! The true test of the decision process

comes when tin' theoretical solution is implemented in tlie Imsmcss world, tint

implementation is not automatic. Other managers usually have to he convinced ol

the merits ot the solution: otherwise nothing will happen. So the decision-making

process needs implementation and follow-up procedures to ensure that appropri-

ate action is taken This includes an analysis and evaluation of the solution plus an)

recommendations for changes or adjustments.

DECISION METHODOLOGY

The' kind and amount of information available help determine which analytical

methods are most appropriate for modeling a given decision situation. Figure 2-5

shows some useful quantitative techniques classified according to the degree of

certainty that exists with respect to the decision variables and possible outcomes

In main cases, more than one approach (methodolog) i may he- suitable for a given

problem. The degree ofcertainty is classified as (a) complete certaint) ,
(b) risk and

uncertainty, and (c) extreme- uncertainty.

COMPLETE CERTAINTY METHODS

Under complete certainty conditions, all relevant information about the decision

variables and outcomes is known (or assumed to be known). This does not

necessaril) imply that decision making is easy, for the problem may be ill-defined,

the decision criteria may be unclear, or there mav be' too inanv v ariables to handle
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the setting oi laboi standards forecasting inventor) and product ti"l

and quality control.

• Queuing theory The analysis oi queues in terms oi waiting-line length and

mi.in waiting time is particularly useful in analyzing service systems mainb

nance activities, and shop flooi control activities

• Simulation. Simulations duplicate the essence oi an activity oi system with-

(in( actually achiev ing reality Compute) simulations are valuable tools for the

analysis oi investment outcomes, production processes, scheduling, and main-

tenance activities

Heuristic methods Heuristic methods involve sets "I rules which, though

perhaps not optimal, do facilitate solutions oi scheduling, layout, and distribu-

tion problems when applied in a consistent mannei

Network analysis techniques. Network approaches include decision trees.

CPM. and PERT methods. Thej are particularly hclplnl in identifying alter-

native courses oi action and controlling research, investment, and a multitude

of project activities.

Utility theory. Utility or preference theory allows decision makers to incorpo-

rate their own experience and values into a relative!) formalized decision

structure.

EXTREME UNCERTAINTY

Under extreme uncertainty, no information is available to assess the likelihood oi

alternative outcomes. A manage) s strategy might be:

Came theory. Game theory helps decision makers to choose courses of action

when there is absolutely no information about what conditions will prevail.

Coin flip. In spite of the "unscientific nature oi Hipping a coin, random

measures such as this arc sometimes used in situations where the decision

makers are wholly indifferent.

In recent years, there has been significant growth in the use oi mathematical and

statistical techniques dor example, in forecasting, inventory control, and quality

control). On the other hand, onlv very limited use is made oi some techniques,

such as name theory. In general, large firms tend to use formal quantitative

methods more frequently than smaller firms

DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Computers lirst "earned their way into business as machines for processing

accounting data. As their speed and capacity were improved, they became the

centralized database oi organizations. Today, the processing speed and memory
capacity of personal computers far exceeds those oi the mainframes of yesterday.
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And as the price dropped, the number of computers in use skyrocketed. Along

with decentralizing computer operations, this increased availability has also

prompted an exponential growth in the number of software packages designed to

incorporate operating data and model ongoing operations.

Decision support systems (DSS) are computer-based systems designed to aid

decision makers at any stage of the decision process—especially in the develop-

ment oi alternatives and evaluation of possible courses of action. Their purpose is

to provide the information and analytical support that enables managers to better

control and guide the decision process. Emphasis is not on delivering a specific

answer or solution, but on supplying useful information (rather than "all informa-

tion) and appropriate quantitative models that support the managers inherent

skills. DSS are thus a logical extension of the managerial decision processes, just as

robots are a step in the automation of physical assembly activities. We can expect

their development to continue as managers learn better how to apply the data

processing and modeling capabilities of computers to the analysis of ill-structured

and value-based decision situations.

We now consider three types of models that illustrate some of the quan-

titative methods outlined above. Break-even analysis is an economic model de-

scribing cost-price-volume relationships. It is usually a complete certainty type of

model because we usually assume costs and revenue are known quantities. Then
we illustrate how to deal with risk and uncertainty by a statistical probability

model and by a decision tree model.

ECONOMIC MODELS 1

In this section we will consider break-even analysis and a companion measure,

contribution, which has many of the same advantages and limitations as break-

even analysis.

BREAK-EVEN ANALYSIS

Break-even analysis is based on the fundamental model of economic theory which

states that profits arise from the excess of total revenues (TR) over total costs (TC).

Recognizing that total costs are composed of both fixed costs (FC) and total

variable costs iTYC). we can express the profit function as follows:

Profit = TR - TC

= TR - (FC + TVC) (2-1)

[lie analysis of break-even type problems is often taught in accounting or financial c ses, mi some
mini' tors ma) ' noose nol to .ismun tins material or !<> designate it as optional.
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> Profit

> TVC

"bep

Units of output

FIGURE 2-6 Dreok-even Chart

Major i-ost categories often include direct labor, direct material, and over-

head (or indirect production expenses). The direct labor and direct material, plus

Some other items sucli as factor) supplies, are usuallv classified as variable costs

because the) typicall) change with the volume of production. Supervision, taxes

office salaries, and building depreciation are of a more lived or semivariable

nature Fixed costs are essential]) constant over a given range of output but

admittedly do change over the long run .is plant expansions are made, taxes

change, and the like. Depreciation and insurance are examples of fixed costs

A break-even (hart is a convenient means of graphical!) describing the

relationship between costs and revenues for different volumes of output Figure

2-6 depicts this relationship over a range of volume where total revenue increases

linearly with each unit sold, and total cost reflects both an unavoidable lixed cost

plus a per unit variable cost The break-even point BEP is that volume of output

where the fixed and variable costs are covered, but no profit exists. Thus at the

BEP. the total revenues equal the total costs iTH = TC). Recognizing that

revenues reflect the price, /'. charged per item times the volume. V. sold, vvc can

restate the TR = TC expression as follows

P(V) = FC + vco

And the expression for the break-even volume is as follows:

I
<

v„
P - vc
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EXAMPLE 2-2 A producer of small printers has the production information shown. What is

the break-even point?

SOLUTION

The solution involves identifying the relevant variables and expressing them
in the economic relationship of the break-even model, as shown by the

equation at the bottom of the illustration.

&«*
40hr

>«>•
•(WsN« \

\

\

Employment level. 250 \

X
\

\ Vv/
'"\;

pn<*
Of

... 5120.00°

\

\ 7*y /
"• SI

**>..*„_ \

VBEP p-VC
120,1100

jow^Veoq

ft?**

S50/unit-$30/unit

I /

/

/ = 6,000 units

$3.700

Break-even analysis is simple and easy to visualize, and it condenses decision

information into a form that is readily understandable by almost anyone. Also, it is

concerned with a vital aspect of the free enterprise of organizations: profitability.

However, it is a technique based wholly on economic factors. It assumes that one

has complete knowledge about all the economic parameters, for the price, cost,

and demand data must be either known for certain or assumed. Viewed in this

perspective, it is an algebraic technique that resides on the complete certainty end

of the spectrum described in Fig. 2-5. - Furthermore, the relationship between

these variables is assumed to follow a simple linear function which may be

acceptable over short ranges but often is really not satisfactory for long-range

decisions. Extrapolation to high outputs involves an increasing amount of risk, for

the mode] tails to account for any effects oi decreasing returns to scale as facilities

become overloaded or markets become saturated.

In theory, fixed costs do not fluctuate with levels of activity, while variable

costs do change directly. In practice, it is not always easy to classify all costs as

fixed or variable; some costs appear to be semivariable. However, break-even

analysis lends itself readil) to tliis more realistic situation by using the total costs at

two known volumes to estimate variable costs. (See Solved Prob. 5.)

1 Break-even analysis can, howevei l» extended t ditions of uncertaint)
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CONTRIBUTION

< lontribution is a measure ol e lie value thai tells how much the vile of one

unit ol product will contribute to cover fixed costs, with the remaindei going to

profits. Tin' pei unit contribul <

' ol a product is detei mined l>\ subtracting the

variable cost per unit, VC, from the price P

C - /' \< 2 I

Note that the per-unit contribution ol K<i 2- 1 is exactly what is in the de-

nominator of the break-even quantity expression [Eq (2-3)]. The BEP occurs

when the contribution per unit times the number ol units sold pist equals the total

li\ed costs.

EXAMPLE 2-3 Stylecul Shops, [nc. operates eight haircut shops in California i250-days-

per-year, 8-hours-per-da> li.isis. They charge $9 for a haircut. ( >ne simp has

annual fixed costs of$84,000 and variable costs estimated at $2 per customei

(a) What is the contribution pei customer? b) How main customers pei

hour must the shop average in order to break even?

SOLUTION

(a) C = P - VC = S9 - S2 = ST per customer

FC FC $84,000/yr
(b) VBEP P VC

FC
C ST customer

= 12. (MM) t ust is \ i

This is equivalent ti

12. (MM) customers/yr

(2.50 tlays/yr) (8 lir/dayi
= ft customers/hr

When the contribution ol a product is di\ ided bj its price, the result is called

a contribution ratio, CR. Contribution ratios are nsehil lor comparing the prof-

itability ol several products within a product line. The products that contribute the

most can be emphasized. Ol course, a product line as a whole should have

Sufficient contribution to cover .ill its fixed costs, but individual products in a line

often cover differing shares ol the total fixed costs.

Figure 2-7 depicts the contribution difference one might expect to find

between a capital-intensive industry and a labor-intensive industry, To some

extent, it also reflects the difference between goods-producing and services-

producing industries. When fixed costs are a large portion ol total costs, as shown

in Fit;. 2-7r;. small changes in volume or prices can result in significant changes in

profits. So inanaueri.il efforts aimed at increasing volume or raising prices are

likely to be most effective in improving profits.

Manx service industries are labor-intensive, as indicated by the low -contribu-
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Volume

HIGH CONTRIBUTION

(a)

Volume

LOW CONTRIBUTION

FIGURE 2-7 Difference between High and Low Contribution

tion sketch in Fig. 2-7/>. In this situation, a reduction in variable costs may be
more effective in generating profits (or trimming losses) than changes in the total

volume or in per-unit prices.

STATISTICAL MODELS3

Most business decisions are made with only limited (or incomplete) information.

For example, performance standards for many workers are usually based on

studies of only a few. And the quality level of large shipments is typically

estimated from small samples of the products.

No statistical techniques can substitute for having accurate, up-to-date, and

unbiased data for decisions. But statistical theory can help control the error

associated with the amount of data used in the decision process. In general, the

larger the database, the less the risk of error from making a wrong decision. The
tradeoff is, of course, the cost. Although having more data is desirable, the

significance ol the decision may not justify the cost of additional data.

In this section we review some probability concepts that will be especially

useful as you work through the text. First we review the definition of probability

and the rules for applying probabilities. Applications of basic probability concepts

permeate t lie text because of the need to make so many decisions on the basis of

limited information. Then we distinguish between discrete and continuous proba-

bility distributions. An understanding of probability and sampling distributions

will be necessar) for making correct choices in areas such as work sampling,

inventory, quality control, and maintenance. Hut regardless of the technique

employed, one should always apply good judgment to see if the answer is reason-

able.

I his mi tion constitutes •> brie) re\ iew of basic statistical concepts used in chapters that follow s

instructors ma> choose not to assign tins material or to designate it as optional
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FIGURE 2-8 Probability Rules

Complement

/' \ I / \ - 5

Multiplication

/' \ ..i.<l B) = P(A)P(B\A)

= P(A)P(B) Hi independent)

2-6

Addition

l\\ ... B) P(A) I P(B) P(A and B)

= P(A) + P(B) ill mutual!) exclusive)

2-7

Bayes' rule:

P(A|B) = P(A and li) P(.-\)P(B|A) 2-«

P«' P(A)P(B|A) 4 PiAiP(B|A)

EXAMPLE 2-4

PROBABILITY RULES

Probability is the most basic measure of uncertainty, for it attaches ,i quantitative

value to the occurrence oi an event. The first probabilities considered l>\ classical

statisticians were those that could be computed prior to an event, or a priori, such

as in tin' role of a die. Most operations management applications today involve

either empirical probabilities (based on observed frequency data 1 or subjective

probabilities (based on personal experience or judgment).

In all the above eases, the probability rules oi Fig. 2-8 hold Recall that events

are independent it the occurrence ofone in no wa> affects any other one Mutually

ext lusive events automatically preclude each other, such as classifying an item as

good or defective. A simple example will illustrate the application of these proba-

bility rules to a production situation.

Three molding machines (X, "i . and / are used to produce (SIM) computer

terminal ke\ s which are rushed (without inspection' to a customer. The

number ol good (G) and defective (G) keys from each machine are as shown
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When the customer receives the keys, they are randomly selected for

installation in CRTs. What is the probability that a key selected (a) is

defective, (b) was produced by machine Z and is good, (c) was either

produced by machine Z or is good?

SOLUTION

Given the data we can estimate the empirical probabilities as follows:

number of good 540
(

total number keys 600

= number from Z = 300 = ^
total number keys 600

P(G|Z), which is read "Good, given it is from Z," is found as follows:

ptr, \7\ — m""her trom Z that are good _ 270 _
(

' '

=

total number from Z " 300
~

Now, using the rules of probability we have:

(a) P(G) = 1 - P(G) = 1 - .90 = .10

(b) P(Z and G) = P(Z)P(G|Z) = (.50)(.90) = .45

(c) P(Z or G) = P(Z) + P(G) - P(Z and G)

= .50 + .90 - .45 = .95

Careful examination of Example 2-4 will reveal that the probability of selecting a

good key is independent of the machine from which the key was made. Thus, the

P(G) does not depend on whether the key is from machine X, Y, or Z:

P(G) = P(G|X) = P(G\Y) = P(G|Z)

= 540 = 225 = 45
" 600 250 " 50

= .90 = .90 = .90

DISCRETE AND CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTIONS

The good versus "defective classification ol the computer terminal key data is

an example oi a dichotomous classification of discrete data. As suggested by Fig.

2-9, we have used the empirical frequency data to form a discrete probability

distribution. Had we been interested in a measurable characteristic of the krvs,

such as the depth of the numeral indentations, we would have been working with

a continuous random variable for example, suppose the depths vary from .010
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600
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540

60

Good Not
good

FREQUENCY
DISTRIBUTION

PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTION

FIGURE 2-9 Discrete Distribution of Computer Terminal Key Quality

inch to .050 inch. They could be illustrated as a continuous distribution as shown

in Fig. 2-10.

The distinction between discrete and continuous distributions is important in

work sampling, quality control, and elsewhere because ol the need to identify the

underlying probability distribution. The correct identification oi the distribution

affects sample sizes and the risk of drawing incorrect conclusions about the quality

of the populations.

Figure 2-1 1 summarizes the major differences in the inference process when
using discrete versus continuous data, where tt and u. are the population propor-

tion and mean, respectively, and o is the population standard deviation. The

400

300

3 200 -

100 -

8r

01 02 03 04 05 06

Inches

ra .4

.2 -

FIGURE 2-10 Continuous Distribution of Depth Measurements
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DISCRETE

Countable ffU II

(attributes data)

e.g., number of defects

(converted to %)

90% good

'. ir = .90

10% defective

= \Ml -it) (2-9)

TYPE OF DATA

POPULATION
(size N)

Proportion Mean
4 1

Standard deviation

« »

..— p

SAMPLE

(of size n from
population)

Proportion Mean
4

T

pp\
PPP P\

'ppppppy

Standard error of proportion:

_ Vpq

where q = 1 — p

SAMPLING
DISTRIBUTION

(always normal if

n is large)

Proportion Mean
! * *

Standard error
4 »•

(2-11)

CONTINUOUS

Measurable I

(variables data)

e.g., depth of indentation

on a key (inches)

th
.00 .02 .04 Inches

V N
{X-H) 2

(2-10)

One of many
of size n s"

Standard error of mean.

where s
Ux-x) 7

n-1

(2-12)

(2-13)

FIGURE 2-11 Inference Using Discrete versus Continuous Distributions

figure traces the data from a population to a sample and on to a theoretical

sampling distribution. Underlying the concept of a sampling distribution is, of

course, the central limit theorem. It states that for sufficiently large samples, the

distributions of liotli sample proportions and sample means tend to follow a normal

smooth, bell-shaped) pattern.

Sampling distributions are theoretical distributions ol all the sample propor-

tions (p) of a given sample size, or of all the sample means (x) of a given size.

Although we may never obtain all possible p's or a's, the distributions are very

useful Our primary use will be with the estimated Standard errors (s and s
v

).
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1 In \ provide .i measure <>t how much the sample p s and v 's can reasonably be

expected to diflFei from population values oi tt and ^ \s we si nil see later on in the

text these estimates "1 $•_ and t
t
enable ns to make bettei estimates ol sample sizes

needed foi work standards and quality control charts The application <>l these

statistical concepts is illustrated below with one example involving discrete data

and anothei involving continuous data

EXAMPLE 2-5

(Discrete doro)

Valle) Savings and Loan is considering the purchase oi an automatic banking

machine ifthe tellers are idle more than 15 percent "l the time. In a random

sample ol 2(H) observations ol a bank teller, the teller «.is idle 36 times

(a) Use these data to make a point estimate ol the percentage ol idle time.

(b) Compute the estimated standard error ol proportion.

(c) II the tine population) proportions ol idle time were tt = 15 percent,

what would be the likelihood ol getting samples which suggest that the

proportion ol idle time is more than 15 percent?

SOLUTION

(a) Sample proportion
36 idle observations

200 total observations
.18 = 18%

(b) Standard error = s
;)
= V

where q = 1 — p

n = 200

1 - .18 = .82

,. - y*
'(18K-82)

200
= .027 = 2.7%

(c) Because the distribution of sample proportions is normal and sym-

metrical, 50 percent of the area lies above 15 percent.

.-. P(p > 15%) = .50

if = .15

There is a 50 percent chance of getting a sample of > 15% idle time.
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EXAMPLE 2-6

(Continuous

data)

The Mountainview Bank operations manager is concerned about how long it

takes her tellers to service customers. In one study of a teller who was busy

for 3.5 hours, the teller served 121 customers. Data on the individual service

times revealed a standard deviation of .22 minutes, (a) Estimate the average

service time per customer, (b) Compute the standard error of the mean and

explain its meaning, (c) Assume the service times are normally distributed.

What percent of the customers require two minutes or longer for their

service?

SOLUTION

Let x equal the time to service a customer. Then 2* = 3.5 hr = 210 min.

, > - Ix 210 , _, . .

(a} x = — = y^-j- = I. /4 mm/customer

lbl "
" £

.22

121

= .02 min

This is the estimated standard deviation of the theoretical distribution of

means from all possible samples of 121 customers served by this teller. It

would be of use if we wished to make some inference or statement of

confidence using sample means.

(c) Assuming the individual service time distribution is normal, the 2.00-

min point is 1.18 standard deviations (Z units) away from the mean time

of 1.74 min.

From

We have z =
2 00

z =

1.74

(2-14)

.22
1.18

Z= 1.18

From Appendix (.', the probability associated with Z = 1.18 is .3810, so

the area under the normal curve above 2.00 min is .5000 - .3810 =

. 1 190, or about 12 percent. Sec Solved Probs. 7 and 8 lor a more detailed

review ol the use of the normal distribution.
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DECISION TREES

Decision trees incorporate several of the concepts discussed earliei in the chapter.

The) ran deal with economic variables, are mathematii .il .is well .is schemata in

nature, and use probabilities to determine expected value amounts We lust

review (lie concept ol expected value

Expected Value You ma) recall that mathematical expectation is tin sum 1 of

the products obtained 1>> multipl) ing each possible event's value X b) tin- proba-

bility /'with which it occurs In symbols, tin- expected value ol V / \ is

E(X) = \,/', * \,/\ f •• + xjp„ = i\\ r\ 2 15

Thus the expected value ol the number <>l dots on the toll ol one six-sided die is

I t 2< '..> + •• + 6('/f.) = 3.5. When A" represents i star) units, we

designate the E(X) as the expected monetary value, EMV. So il each dot repre-

sented a $1 gain, the EM\ would In- S S .50 I aximizean expected value choice

one would select tlie action tor branch ol a decision tree) that yields the highest

EMV (which is sometimes designated EMV*).

Structure Decision trees are schematic diagrams that show the alternative out-

comes and interdependence of choices in a multiphase, or sequential decision

process. The treelike diagram is constructed trom left to right, using square boxes

for controllable (decision
|
points and circles for uncontrollable (chance) events.

Each branch leads to a payoff that is stated in monetary (or utility) terms on the

right.

Decision trees are analyzed backward (from right to left) by multiplying the

payoffs by their respective probabilities (which are assigned to each chance event

The highest expected value then identifies the best course ol action and is entered

at the preceding decision point. It then becomes the payoff value tor the next

higher-order expectation, as the analysis is continued back to tin- trunk of the tree

Computer models arc available to handle the calculations on complex decision

trees

EXAMPLE 2-7 A glass factory specializing in crystal is developing a substantia] backlog, and

the linn s management is considering three courses ol action a arrange for

subcontracting, il>> begin overtime production, and (c) construct new facili-

ties The correct choice depends largely on future demand, which mav be

low. medium, or high. By consensus, management ranks the respective

probabilities as Id. .50, and .40. A cost anal) sis reveals the effect on profits

that is shown in the following table
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Courses ofAction

Profit (mW if demand is

Low Medium High

(P = .10) (P = .50) (P = .40)

A = Arrange subcontracting 10 50 50

B = Begin overtime -20 60 100

C = Construct facilities -150 20 200

Show this decision situation schematically in the form of a decision tree.

SOLUTION

As shown in Fig. 2-12, the controllable (choice) decision variables are A, B,

and C. and the uncontrollable variable is demand. We begin on the left by

showing the decision choices first, followed by the chance alternatives of

demand. The payoff values under each alternative are shown at the right,

with associated probabilities below each value. The expected value of each

S75.000

S75.000

(.40)

FIGURE 2-12 Decision Tree
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SUMMARY

branch is then computed l>\ si ling the profit times probabdit) fbi eat h

I mi example, for \

/ \ 10 in • 50 50 • 50 HI ML IKK)

I hese values (such as $46,000) are entered at the nodes, and the choice .it

the preceding mule is dictated li\ the highest respective values In tins

example our choice to construct new facilities ( with an expected value "I

(75,000, has a higher expected value than that ol the other two alternatives.

advantages ol .i decision tree approach include helping us structure decisions

in .in objective way forcing an explicit identification <>! alternatives, and Fostering

,i clear distinction between controllable and uncontrollable variables. I lie method
also permits ns tn incorporate uncertainty in a systematic, objective way. But

monetary and probability values must still be estimated \ls<>. the expected value

approach may not be the best for a given situation, so it si Id not l>e accepted

automatically.

The classification ol management as a science rests on an organized body ot

management knowledge, the use ol empirical data, a systematic analysis ol the

data, and tin* repeatable nature ol results. Main decisions, however, still involve

judgment and value considerations.

The level of analysis applied to business decisions depends on how significant

tlie\ are and the timecost limitations that exist In addition, problems that involve

numerous variables and uncertain information make decision making more com-

plex Steps iii the analytical framework for decisions include ill defining the

problem, i2i establishing the decision criteria. (3) formulating a model. (4) gener-

ating alternatives, (5) evaluating and selecting the best alternative, and ((Si imple-

menting and monitoring the results.

Three quantitative methods included here for analyzing decisions are eco-

nomic break-even models, statistical models, and decision trees. Break-even

models identify the volume where revenues just cover the fixed phis variable

costs ( (intril)ution. the difference between price and variable cost is a compan-

ion measure of economic value.

Statistical models frequently use standard rules ol probability and probability

distributions. Discrete distributions arise from populations with countable items.

whereas continuous distributions stem from measurable quantities. Botli yield

(theoretically) normally distributed sampling distributions. Later we will use the

standard errors from these distributions, s and s
v

. lor establishing sample sizes

and control limits lor production processes.

Decision trees are schematic models that depict sequential decision situa-

tions. They force the decision maker to identify alternatives and distinguish
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between choice and chance events. They also permit us to incorporate uncertainty

by assigning probability values to the chance outcomes. Then the best course of

action is theoretically the one with the highest expected monetary value. How-
ever, other considerations (for example, amount of assets) may warrant pursuing a

different course of action.

SOLVED PROBLEMS

FRAMEWORK FOR DECISIONS

1 Mike Collins is the operations manager of Supermarket Suppliers, Inc., which runs a

large old warehouse that services 80 delivery trucks. He must decide how many loading

docks to include in a new warehouse. He decided that they should plan on enough

capacity to handle average demand plus about 25 percent extra for growth.

To help make his decision, Mike collects some data on the current dock usage and

simulates the unloading and loading activities on the company computer. The simula-

tion generates values ranging from 7 to 14 docks. However, 12 loading docks handle

average demand, and Mike tells the design engineer to plan for 15. Two weeks later

Mike calls the design engineer to make sure everything is working out satisfactorily.

List the sequential steps in the decision process and the corresponding activity

from the situation described.

Solution

Decision Process Step Corresponding, Activity in Situation

1 Define the problem and its parameters.

2 Establish decision criteria

3 Construct a model

4 Generate alternatives.

5 Evaluate and choose best alternative.

6 Implement and monitor solution

1 Problem is to determine number of load-

ing docks required. Parameters are de-

mand and load-unload time

2 Criterion is capacity to meet average de-

mand plus 25 percent.

3 Model is a simulation model on computer

4 Alternatives range from 7 to 14 docks.

5 Best alternative is to plan for 1 5 docks (12

plus 25 percent)

6 Tell design engineer and follow up 2

weeks later.

ECONOMIC MODELS

2 If fixed costs are $20,000 and variable costs arc estimated at 50 percent of the unit

selling price of $80, what is the BEP?

Solution

V =1
III I'

FC $20,000
BEP

/' - VC $80/unit - $40/miit
500 units
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l Process X has fixed costs ol $40 <hm> pei yeai and variable costs at 19 pei unil whereas

process 1 has fixed costs ol 116,000 per year and variable costs ol $2 I pei unit \i what

production quantit) Q are the total costs "I \ and ^ equal?

Solution

Set total costs equal:

'<
v

|(
I

H ,
' V<

,
(V) FC, I VC, (V)

(40,000 + $9V - 116,000 * S2I\

$15V = $24. (MX>

V = 1,600 units

4 A firm has annual fixed costs ol $3.2 million and variable costs ol >7 pei unil It is

considering an add it k in. il investment nl $S(M),(MM). which will increase the fixed costs b)

$150,000 per sear and will increase the contribution by $2 per unit. No change is

anticipated in tile sales volume or the sales price of $15 per unit What is tlie break-even

quantity it the new investment is made?

Solution

The $2 increase in C will decrease VC to $7 - $2 = $5 per unit. Tile addition to FC
makes them $3 2 million + $150. (MX) = $3,350,000.

,. FC $3.350.000 ,««« ,
> in. i.

= t; n7T = ttz~,—:

7^r,
—

~. = 335. (KM) units
1,11 P - VC $15/umt - $5/unit

5 A producer ofcalculator watches sells his product through a credit card firm at $30 each

The production costs at volumes of 10.000 and 25. (MM) units are as lollows

Kl.iKK) iiiii/v 2.5.000 units

Labor
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800

= 600 -

400 -

£ 200

Revenue

Total costs

10,000 20,000 30,000

Units

vc = cliange in V AV _ $550,000 - .$400,000
change in X A.Y 25,000 - 10,000

= $10/unit

By subtracting 10,000 units of variable cost from the total cost at 10,000 unit, we can
evaluate the implied fixed cost as follows:

FC = total cost @ 10,000 vol - (10,000 units)(variable cost/unit)

= $400,000 - ($10/unit)(10,000 units)

= $400,000 - $100,000 = $300,000

. v _ FC _ $300,000
" BEP P - VC - ($30 - $10)/unit

= 15 '000 units

STATISTICAL MODELS

Bayes rule. Let 6 represent the probability of defective wring and A represent an
accidental (ire. In a large old factory, spot checks have established that />(6) = <>0
Given that a plant has defective wiring, the probability of a fire occurring at some timedunng the year is .7 (that is, P(A \9) = .7); and if the wiring is not defective, the chance
"I a fire is reduced to 1 (that is, />(A|0) = .1). A recent lire burned one employee
severelj and caused $90,000 damage. Although evidence is destroyed the operations
manager has been asked by an insurance company to estimate the likelihood that the
lire was caused l>\ defective wiring.

Solution

P(6) = .2
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P(6|A) = P(8)P(A|6) 2 •

P(8)P(A|8) + P(8)P(A|8) 2 : • 8 1

i.i oi 64 pen enl i li.nn

e

7 Discrete data Use Example 2-5 data n 2(H). tt 15, p is If the population

proportion is ir = . 15, what is the probability of getting a random sample ofp = is oi

more?

Solution

This requires use nl the normal distribution tables.

First, we must determine the value <>l the standard error as computed from the

(assumed) true- value of IT. Because we know tt, we can compute O" instead of its

estimate, s„.

J
v V

_
i V*

15 B5

2(H)

= .025 = 2.5%

Second, we determine how main standard normal deviates, /.. the sample statistic

(/> = .LSI is from the population parameter (-it = .15). We do this 1>\ dividing the

difference /) tt 1 b) the amount ol one standard error (o ).

z =_ /) - TT _

<T„

IS .15

.025
I 19

Third, we look up this value ofZ in the normal distribution table to find the area

between the mean and Z = 1 19 From Appendix ('. the area is .3830.

Fourth, because we seek the probability above is. we subtract the value of .3830

from 5(KH). which is one-half the area ol the distribution.

P(p > .18) = .5000 3830 1170

Conclusion: The chance ofgetting a random sample ofp = .18oi more is near!) 12

percent.

Continuous data Ten samples of the time to perform two successive activities on a

television assemblj line were taken The frequency distribution for station H is as

shown. For station N find a)i, (b) S, and I d Suppose that a laruel sample (sa) 30
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or more) revealed that the time distribution for station A has a mean of x = 4.3 minutes

and a standard deviation of s = .1 minute. If A's and B*s activities are both normally

distributed, will B be able to keep pace with A? Assume that no storage ahead of B is

permitted.

£ 1
-

-l—l—I—I—l_J I
I i II i I

i
I i II i

3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4

xA = 4.3 min

s = .1 min

- A

Station B assembly time (min)

s

-+ B

U
T
P

ri

Solurion

, > - _ 2X _ 3.6 + 3.6 + 3.8 + 3.8 + 4.0 + 4.0 + 4.1 + 4.3 + 4.4 + 4.4
(a) x - — = 4.0

hi ,

IHX - x)*
= 1(3.6 - 4)2 + (3.6 - 4)2 + • • + (4.4^1)2 _

V n - 1 V 10-1 = .3 min

. . s .3
(c) s = —— = -—

Vn V10
.095

(d) On the average, station B completes the task faster than station A (4.0 minutes

versus 4.3 minutes), so it would appear that B could easily keep pace with A.

»-

xA = 4.3 min

s = .1 min

- B

x B
= 4.0 min

s = .3 min

However. B has considerably more deviation, as evidenced by a comparison of the

standard deviations (. 1 minute for A versus .3 minute for B). As shown by the sketch

below, 50 pen cut of A's work will be completed in less than 4.3 minutes. Station B will

1» unable to keep pace with all this because 15.87 percent of its work will exceed 4.3

minutes

Note: The f i minutes is I standard deviation (/ unit) away from B's mean of 4.0 on

the normal distribution as measured by the following expression:
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z = X - x

1.3 I (i

I IMI

50% of the work
is sent to B
in < 4.3 min

From Appendix C, the probability associated with Z = l.OOis.3413, so the probability

above 1.3 minutes is .5000 - .3413 = .1587, or 15 ^7 percent.

DECISION TREES

9 A manufacturer of small power tools is land with Foreign competition, which necessi-

tates that she either tnodifj (automate] her existing product or abandon it and market .1

new product. Regardless ol which course <>l action she follows, she will have the

opportunity to drop or raise prices il she experiences a low initial demand.

Payoff and probability values associated with the alternative ionises ol action are

shown in Fig. 2-13. Analyze the decision tree and determine which course ol action

should be chosen to maximize the expected monetary value. (Assume monetary

amounts are present-value profits.)

Solution

Analyze the tree from right to lelt l>\ calculating the expected values for all possible

courses of action and choosing the branch with the highest expected value. Begin with

the top (modif) product) branch.

At chance event 2

Drop price branch;

Raise price branch

f(X) = $20,000(2) + $150,000 (.8) = $124,000

£(X) = $40,000 (.9) + $200,000(1) = $56,000

Therefore, choose to drop price and use $124,000 as the value ol this branch .it decision

2 Note: The $124,000 is an expected monetan value (EMV) and can lie entered near

the square l>o\ under decision 2. Place slash marks through the other (nonusable)

alternative.
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DECISION 1

200,000

400,000

30,000

100,000

50,000

300,000

600,000

FIGURE 2-13 Decision Tree

At chance event 1

If low demand:

If high demand:

$124,000 (.3) = $ 37,200

400,000 (7) = 280,000

E(X) = $317,200

QUESTIONS

Therefore, use $317,200 as value of this branch at decision 1. Similarly, for the bottom

(new product) branch, the values are $86,000 at decision 2 and $343,000 at decision 1.

The new product branch thus has a higher expected value and is selected as the best

course of action under the expected value criteria.

2-1 What support exists for the claim that management is a science?

2-2 Does the existence <>f values negate the validity ol the decision-making process';' Why
or why not?

2-3 How do the characteristics of the decision situation affect the choice of a technique to

use in decision analysis?

2-1 What factors contribute most to the complexity ol a decision situation?

2-5 Select a business decision situation, and work through the analytical framework for
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PRODLEMS

decisions as given in the ehaptei Write out each itep and the corresponding

element in youi example

2 ti Uli.it is .i model, .mil how does it relate to the scientifit decision-making system?

2 7 Would you always prefer decision making under complete certaint) to decision

in.ikiim using v.. 1 1 1

1

1 > li
-

hi subjective information? Illustrate youi answei with an

example.

2-8 Wli.it assumptions underlie the basic break even point analysis (undei certaint)
'

2-9 In uli.it type i>l industr) would you expect to find .i relativel) Inuli versus low

contribution?

2-K) Distinguish between .i priori, empirical, and subjective probabilities

2-11 Wli.it is the difference between discrete and continuous distributions?

2-12 W li\ is an understanding ol the use oi tin- iionn.il probability distribution so

important for operations analysis? Is it because all production activities follow .i

normal pattern?

2-13 What is the difference between the standard error ol proportion and the standard

error ol the mean?

2-14 Docs the expected monetary value criterion (EMV*) always provide the decision

maker with tile best course ol action? Explain.

2-15 What kinds of decision situations are particular!) well suited to anal) sis 1a the use ol

decision trees?

1 The owners of a professional hocke) team have leased a 30,000-seat stadium for six

games foi a fixed cost ol $840 000 The) expect variable costs to run $2 per spectator

and tickets will sell for an average ol S12 each. How many tickets, on average, must be

sold per game for the owners to just break even?

2 A copier company plans to produce 30,000 copiers next yeai The) will sill lor $700

e.uli The lived costs ofoperation are $5 million and total variable costs are $6 million.

What is the break-even point?

3 An audiodisk player sells lor $350 and has a variable lost ol $85

(a) Kind tin- contribution.

(b) Kind the contribution ratio

I Taiwan Shoe Compan) produces 12.000 pairs of running shoes per month Annual

fixed costs are $420,000 and tin- contribution from each pair is 60 percent ol then 'sin

per-unit selling price Find the break-even volume

,") Ilihornia Airlines oilers customers a vacation plan lor S520 The airline estimates that

the lived costs associated with this plan are $720,000 and at a volume ol .
<«mi

passengers, total variable costs would he $480,000 and profits should he S.lfSO.OCM).

i Find the break-even volume.

Ill II lived costs remained constant, how man) additional passengers (beyond break-

even' would he required to increase profits to $500,000?

(i Florida Packing Compan) packages orange juice in 16-ounce cms which they sell to

Q
1 Problems marked " » can be dune either l>v hand calculation or by a nucrocomputei software

program. In tins chapter, however, none of the problems is so long as to necessitate the use ..l a

computet
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10

grocery distribution warehouses for $24 per case. The packing company has fixed costs

of $162,000 and variable costs of $15 per case. The plant has a capacity of 50,000 cases

per season.

(a) Find the contribution.

(b) How many cases must be sold to break even?

(c) What is the profit, or loss, if the plant operates at full capacity for the season?

Given the break-even chart of Fig. 2-14,

(a) For a 300-unit output, what are the appropriate FC, TVC, and profit?

(b) What is the BEP?
(c) How would you explain the step increase in the TC line?

Shosmere Electronics has the capacity to produce 30,000 networking devices per year

at a plant in Holland. Their variable costs are $12 per unit. They are currently

operating at 80 percent of plant capacity, which generates a revenue of $720,000 per

year. At current volume, the fixed costs are $360,000.

(a) What is the current annual profit or loss?

I> What is the break-even quantity?

(c) What would be the firm s profit if they could operate at 95 percent of capacity?

Product X sells for $100 each and Y sells for $120 each. Product X has fixed costs of

$20,000 per year and variable costs of $12 per unit, whereas product Y has fixed costs of

$8,000 and variable costs of $40 per unit. At what production rate (volume) are the

profits from both products equal?

Great Falls Export Company has 30 employees and handles 1500 loads per vear of

grain from a North Dakota warehouse. The firm has fixed costs of $70,000 per year and

variable costs of $170 per load. The operations manager is considering installing an

$80,000 automated material handling system that will increase fixed costs by $20,000

per year. It will also increase the per unit contribution of each load by $20. The firm

operates 250 days per year, and they receive an average of $300 revenue for each load

passed through the warehouse.
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i Whal is the current annual profit 01 loss ?

b \\ li.ii is the new BEP volume H the investment is made?

1

1

Data t"i i break even analysis revealed ili.it total i osts .it volumes "I ••< m i and s<k> units

were 180,000 and 196 ihki. respectivel) Revenue is 'sill pei unit Based u|>on tins

mil at , what an (a the variable costs pei unit and l> the fixed costs?

12 Precast Pools ln< sells theii product foi 1 1 000 eat li \t .i volumi ol 20 units then

labor, materials, overhead and othei costs total 100,000, and .it volume ol m units

the total is |80 000

i Whal is youi best estimate ol the variable cost pei unit?

b) Estimate the fixed costs

\t whal volume does the firm break even?

(I 1 Estimate the profit .it .i volume <>l 60 units

|:j Two assembl) robots (X and 1 each working at the same rate, together produce 100

environmental lilteis per day. During .i recent day, 40 filters were defective Given

that .i filter is defective, there is ,i Id probability it «.is produced 1>\ robot \ thai is.

P(X|D 10) What is the probabilit) thai a filtei selected .it random is

i Defective?

I> Produced l>> robot Y J

Defective and produced by robot X?

d) Defective or produced b) n>l»>t X?

14 Boone Avenue Bottling Companj has three suit dunk bottling lines thai have not been

filling bottles accurately. A stuck ol one order ol ^'Mi filled bottles revealed the

following:
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1(1

IS

19

randomly selects a bracket from the bin that contains them all, and rushes it to the

shop.

(a> What is the probability that he sends the correct bracket?

lb) Suppose the clerk could identify the type of mounting but not whether it was for a

right or left door. What would be the probability of a correct choice in this case?

A Ridgeview City transit study of 37 observations of peak load on a certain bus route

has shown that the load is normally distributed with a mean demand of 114 passengers

and S(X — x)2 = 2,304. If the transit operations office plans to supply two buses, each

with a 62-person capacity, what percentage of the potential passengers will not be
accommodated by this city service?

Arkansas Snack Company produces dried meats for marketing in supermarkets. A
production inspector in the plant lias obtained a random sample of 64 packages of a

large shipment bound lor Memphis. The true (but unknown) average weight of

packages in the shipment is 3.20 ounces, but the sample mean shows only 3. 16 ounces,

and s = . 16 ounce.

(a) Is this data discrete or continuous?

(b) What is the value of the standard error of the mean?

(c) Knowing that the true average weight is 3.20 ounces, what is the probability of

obtaining a sample mean of =£ 3.16 ounces in a random sample of 64?

The McDonnell Bank and Trust Company operations officer is concerned that her

tellers may be idle about 20 percent of the time. She made a study to find out if her

hypothesis was correct. In a random sample of 385 observations, tellers were idle 85

times. If the true proportion of idle time was 20 percent, what is the likelihood she

would get a sample of p = .22 or more?

A Transcontinent Airlines baggage clerk was interested in estimating the baggage

weight their customers take on flights from Boston to Phoenix. She selected 10

passengers at random and recorded the following weights.

Customer No.
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public approval, bul management feels there is .1 good probabilirj 9 <>l obtaining tins

II the plant is not approved, the utilit) \m!1 still have ln< urred an engineering fee "l S

percent <>! the estimated cost in the second year and will have to purchase tin-

necessarj powei horn anothei ntihu .it .1 cost ol S\2 million .1 yeai

If power demand is heav) and the solar plant can operate at base load operating

costs mot including depreciation) are estimated at $4 million a veai However, plan-

ners feel that there is a K) percent chance the plant will have to operate at cy< le load

which will increase operating costs b) in pen rut

should the linn decide on a coal-fired plant, operating costs are expected to !» $5

million a year, Unless additional costs lor pollution control prove tne\ italile I ns.itislai •

torj .hi Biters could cost the utilit) an additional $10 million in the third yeai alter the

plant comes on-line. Management feels that there is a 50 50 chance this will occui and

requests some guidance in making the choice between a solai oi i oal-fired plant l se a

decision tree along with accompanying financial data to help identif) the appropriate

decision, based on an expected value criterion. <l)o not convert to present value

figures for this exercise

(1] Brown, Carl, Joseph G. Monks, and James R. Park, Decision Making in Water

Resource Allocation, Lexington Hooks. Lexington, MA, 1973.

[2] Browning, F S.: "Japanese Triumph: Sony's Perseverance Helped It Win Market For

Mini-CD Players." The Wall Street Journal. Feb. 27 1986, p. 1.



SELF QUIZ: CHAPTER 2

Parr I True/False [1 poinr each = 6]

•r"
1 One justification (basis) for viewing management as a science is that empirical data is used in the

decision process.

2 V~ Managers who make decisions consistent with their own value systems cannot be following a scientific

framework.

3 Models should not necessarily try to duplicate all aspects of reality.

4 "r~ In the decision-making process, alternatives are generated by varying the values of the parameters.

5 . When a product that sells for $600 has a contribution that is 70 percent of its selling price, its variable

cost is $180.

6 L If a firm bidding on two contracts estimates their chance on A as .60 and on B as .25, then their chance

of either A or B is .85.

Port II Problems [3 poinr eoch = 9. Calculate and select your answer.]

1 Last year a maufacturer produced 15,000 audiodisk players which sold for $300 each. At that volume, the fixed

costs were $1.52 million and total variable costs were $2.10 million. What was the break-even quantity?

(a) 4,000

(b) 7,800

tS.400
9.500

None of the above

An appliance assembly line moves electric clothes dryers through a motor installation area at the rate of 1

every 2 minutes. The average time required to install a motor is 1.77 minutes with a standard deviation of . 14

minutes. If installation times are normally distributed and no storage is allowed, what percent of the motor
installations would not be completed on time?

(a) 1 percent

I j 15 percent

C 8 percent

(d) 12 percent

(e) None of the above

A productivity Study offered two alternatives for improvement: (1) purchase a new machine that would

improve profits by $S0,(XX), or (2) initiate a training program that would, if highly successful, (p = .6), result in

a $110,000 improvement, and II moderately successful, (/) = .3) result in a $60,0(X) improvement. If

unsuccessful, the program would result in a $40, (XX) loss. Using decision tree and expected value concepts,

tin expected value of the optimal course of action is:

I (XX)

b $80 (XX)

I $84, (XX)

d) 1110,000

None '>f the .il>ove
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INTRODUCTION

Before products can "flow" into a market, someone must design and invest in the

facilities and organization to produce them. This chapter concerns the planning

and financing of systems needed to produce goods and services. Subsequent

chapters deal with the location and layout of facilities (Chapter 4), the products

produced and processes used (Chapter 5), and the management of the work force

(Chapter 6).

In this chapter, we address the size, timing, and capital investment questions

posed in Fig. 3-1. The schematic tree diagram shows three alternative plant sizes,

along with some options and associated costs for bringing additional capacity

online. For example, if a medium-sized plant is chosen, it can either be brought

fully online in year 3 or phased in partly during year 2 and partly during year 3.

The size and timing decisions do, of course, have a significant effect on capital

requirements.

After pointing out some differences between manufacturing and service

system capacities, we examine the relationship of design and system capacity to

actual output. This examination includes an example of how to estimate the

amount of equipment needed to deliver the planned production. Then we take up

some approaches to long-term and short-term capacity planning. Finally, we
review some methods that managers use to help decide which personnel or

equipment investments make the best use of the firm's capital funds. These

techniques are payback, present value, equivalent annual cost, and rate of return.

WHAT SIZE?
How much
to install
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MANUFACTURING AND SERVICE SYSTEMS

Manufacturing and sen ice sj stems are arrangements "I facilities, equipment, and

people designed to produce goods and services undei controlled conditions.

Manufacturing systems often produce standardized products in large volumes

The plant and machinery have a finite i apacity and constitutefixed costs thai si

be borne In the products produced. Variable costs are added as labor is employ ed

to combine or process the raw materials and other components. The physical

product is thus a store of the value added during the production process Because

actual costs can lie measured, the value ol the outputs n -hit i \ e to the cost ol inputs

(that is, productivity) can be determined with sunn pm ision.

Service systems present more uncertainty with respect to both capacity and costs

Services are often produced and consumed in the presence of the customer, and

there is little or no opportunity to store value, as in a finished goods in\ entorv \s

a result, the capacity of hospitals, restaurants, and many other services must be

sufficiently flexible (or consciously managed) to accommodate a hiuhlv variable

demand. In addition, many services isnch as legal and medical) involve profes-

sional or intellectual judgments that are not easily standardized. This makes it

more difficult to accumulate costs and measure the productivity of services

Nevertheless, both manufacturing and service systems must lie designed

with capacity limitations in mind. And both must provide a satisfactory return on

the invested capital (or benefit for each tax dollar spent in the case of public

services). Otherwise the organization will not remain economically viable.

DESIGN AND SYSTEMS CAPACITY

Production systems design involves planning for the inputs, transformation ac-

tivities, and outputs of a production operation. Design decisions are far-reaching

because (1) they often entail a significant investment of funds, and (2) they

establish cost and productivity patterns that continue far into the future. So thev

affect both fixed and variable costs.

DESIGN CAPACITY

Preliminary estimates of capacity typically come from long-range forecasts that

may project demands as much as 5 or 10 years into the future. Long-range

projections help ensure that the demand is not just temporary, and thev also allow

enough lead time for construction of major facilities

The design capacity of a facility is the planned (engineered) rate of output of

goods or services under normal, or full-scale, operating conditions. For example, a

mill may be designed to accept 3(H) tons per day of lead-zinc ore. or a new

university may need enough classrooms and stall to accommodate b.(HK) students.
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Maximum

Time

FIGURE 3-2 Demand-Capacity Relationships

The uncertainty of future demand is one of the most perplexing problems
facing new-facility planners. Steel companies are uncertain of the demand for steel

from automobile manufacturers, universities are uncertain of the future enroll-

ments, and hospital administrators hope everyone doesn't become ill at the same
time. Although some trends in demand may be evident, seasonal and cyclical

factors often generate swings in demand, and random events cause unexpected
fluctuations. As a result, demand over time may appear as depicted in Fig. 3-2.

Organizations do not necessarily plan for enough capacity to satisfy all their

immediate demand. If an airline maintained enough regular capacity to meet its

holiday peak demands, its airplanes (capital equipment) and personnel would not

be utilized very effectively during the remainder of the year. On the other hand,

although a design for minimum demand would result in high utilization of facilities

(and no fluctuations in employment), inadequate capacity might also result in

inferior service and dissatisfied or lost customers. The design capacity should

reflect management's strategy for meeting demand. Very often, the best approach

is to plan for some in-between level of capacity, that is, a happy medium.
Expected value techniques can be useful here.

EXAMPLE 3-1 Freddie's Fast Foods has enjoyed considerable success by using call-box

ordering stations and multilane service channels. Freddie's can serve 32 cars

per hour in one lane of its drive-thrus. Now they are planning for a new
drive-thru facility in Sacramento. Market research data suggests it may have

the peak hourly demands estimated below.
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The operations manager in considering two alternatives for deciding how

much capacity to install What capacity is required to -i meet 85 pin cut oi

the estimated peak hourly demands, and (b) accommodate l in percent "I the

estimated average demand plus a 25 percent allowance l<>r growth?

SOLUTION

(a) From the cumulative probability n>v\ 85 percent of the estimated de-

mands is less than 120 cars. Therefore

... c , total capacity 120 cars/hr
Nunilxiul lanes = -.

'—-*- = ^r ^—

j

= 3.75 s.i\ I lanes
lane c.ip.u il\ »2 c .us In Line

(b) For average demand we can use E(X) = E[XP(X)], where the X value is

represented by the midpoint of eaeli class interval:

E(X) = 20(.10) + 60(.35) + 100(.40) + 140(15) + 18<X.<>2) = 88 cars

Base-level capacity = 110%(88) = 97 cars/hr

Add for 25 percent allowance:

97 + .25(97) =121 cars/hr

. ,. total capacity 121 cars/hr „„ .,Number ol lanes = -:

-f-
= — -:—

:

= 3.8. sav -1 lanes
lane capacity 32 cars/nr-lane

It appears that having four service lanes will satisfy both criteria.

SYSTEM CAPACITY

System capacity is the maximum output of a specific product or product mix that

the system of workers and machines is capable of producing as an integrated

whole. It is typically less than or equal to the design capacity of the individual

components because the system may be limited by the product mix, quality

specifications, or the current balance of equipment and labor. The actual output

may be even less, for it is affected by short-range factors such as actual demand.

equipment breakdowns, and personnel absences or productivity. For example,

output at General Motors ultramodern Hamtramck (Michigan) assembly plant was

only 30 to 35 cars per hour for the first several months of operation—much less

than the 60 per hour design capacity [2]. Problems stemmed from coordinating

the sophisticated machinery and automatic guided vehicles. (The plant has 260

robots for welding, assembling, and painting ears, and the software that controlled

them wasn't properly debugged. So at times the robots even spray painted each

other instead of the cars.)

Figure 3-3 illustrates the relationships among design capacity, system capac-
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DESIGN CAPACITY
(e.g., 1,200 tons)

Reduced by long-range (less controllable) effects:

Product mix and long-run market conditions

Tight quality specifications

Inherent imbalance of equipment or labor

SYSTEM CAPACITY
(e.g., 1,000 tons)

Reduced by short-range effects:

Actual demand
Managerial performance (scheduling, staffing,

strategy, and control)

Worker inefficiencies (skill and effort level)

Machine inefficiencies (wear, scrap loss,

breakdowns)

ACTUAL OUTPUT
e.g., 970 tons)

FIGURE 3-3 Relationship between Capacities and Ourpuf

ity, and actual output. Note that the ratio of the actual measured output of goods

or services to the system capacity is referred to as the system efficiency (SE).

„ _ actual output

system capacity
(3-1)

EXAMPLE 3-2 A chemical processor has been making a white plastic compound for dish-

wear on a continuous basis by processing it through a series of four tanks (for

mixing, heating, molding, and cooling) at a rate of 50 gallons of chemical per

minute. The firm now plans to produce different colored plastic compounds

on the same equipment. However, the individual capacities of the tanks will

then be limited because of the time needed for cleanout, different tem-

perature requirements, and other factors. If the individual capacities (in gal/

min) and actual output for new operations are as shown below, what is (a) the

system capacity and (b) the system efficiency?

Actual

J) output

40 gal/min
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SOLUTION

.1 System capacity capacity <>l most limited component in the line

= 43 g.il nun

, v ,. rr. ... actual output 40 ___
b) System efficiency SK = —: *—- = -r= = 939

1 system capacity 43

Tlu' nrxt section uses the relationships expressed in fig 3-3 t<> illustrate how
the capacity requirements for specific plant equipment can be calculated

DETERMINATION OF EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS

When the actual output requirements from a system arc known, the amount or

size ofequipment required to deliver that output can !>e determined bj "working

backward to allow for normal system inefficiencies ( Opacity limitations are often

stated in terms ofequipment efficiencies or an amount ofscrap loss. For example,

if the ordinary scrap loss is 3 percent, then the system efficiency is only 97

percent. And the required system capacity tan he determined by dividing .97 into

the actual output required. Dividing this system capacity by the individual ma-

chine capacity yields the number of machines required.

EXAMPLE 3-3 A metals processing firm wishes to install enough automatic molders to

produce 250,000 good castings per year. The molding operation takes 1.5

minutes per casting, but its output is typically about 3 percent defective

How many molders will be required if each one is available for 2.000 hours

(of capacity) per year?

SOLUTION

_ . , actual (good) output
Required system capacity = ^V^ *

—

250.000
= 257,732 units/yr

257,732 units/yr

2,000 hr/vr
= 129 units/hr

, i. • i i i
60 nun In .„ i i

Individual machine capacity = tt r~-
~,—~ = 40 iiints/machme hr

1.5 machine nun/unit

Number of machines required = 129 units/hr

40 units/machine hr
= 3.2 niacin

The firm should probably plan for the installation of four machines

However, with careful scheduling, off-shift maintenance, or a small amount
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of overtime, it might be able to handle the small overload and get by with
three machines.

CAPACITY PLANNING

Capacity was defined earlier as a measure of the ability to produce, or serve, that

is, having enough worker or equipment time to do the job. More informally,

capacity is often referred to as a rate of output (for example, number of customers

per hour, gallons per minute, labor hours per week, or units per day). A less

acceptable measure is in monetary terms (such as $40,000 per week) because price

changes do not necessarily reflect volume changes. However, dollar volumes are

frequently the best (aggregate) measure of capacity for firms producing a wide
range of products.

Regardless of the measure, capacity expresses some bounds on the organiza-

tion's ability to produce. And although we tend to focus on the "maximum"
capacities, remember that minimum operating levels are equally important be-

cause volumes below the break-even point are not sufficient to cover the fixed and
variable costs of operation.

Capacity planning is concerned with defining the long- and short-term capac-

ity needs of the organization and determining how those needs will be satisfied.

Figure 3-4 depicts this interaction in a conceptual sense. Notice that capacity

decisions must merge consumer demands (from the market) with the human,
material, and financial resources of the organization.

LONG-TERM CAPACITY STRATEGIES

Top management decisions to develop new product lines, expand existing facili-

ties, and construct or phase out production plants can have a significant impact on
capacity. They also take a long time to implement—often more than a year. Long-
term capacity planning is concerned with accommodating major changes that

affect the overall level of output in the longer term. Assessing the market environ-

Market

nsiderations

ittm

Resources

available

Capacity decisions \*

FIGURE 3-4 Inpurs to Capacity Decisions
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ment and implementing long-term capacity plans in an orderl) and effective wa)

arc major (strategic) responsibilities ol management

Multiple Products Firms typical!) produce more than one type ol produi t in the

same facilities. H\ doing so the) increase the opportunities for pr< >tit and diminish

the risks from failure ol one ol the products. Having mure than one product also

enables capacit) planners to do a better job. This is because must products pass

through a "life cycle" wherein demand is slow at first, rises (perhaps rapid!) to

maturity, and then gradually tapers off. B) scheduling the introducb' I new

products while othei products arc in the growth and maturity stages, planners i an

maintain a higher overall utilization ol their capacit)

Phasing In Capacity Firms in some high-technolog) industries (ace a unique

capacity-planning problem. The pace ol new developments forces them to gel

products onto the market very quickly, before they become obsolete. In some

eases, the time required to construct a factory may l>e longer than the "tech-

nological window or time frame within which their production decisions must be

implemented. Some linns convert old warehouses or rent available space. Estab-

lished firms like Hewlett-Packard sometimes commit funds and people to facilities

over a 3- or 5-year time span into the future, without even knowing specifically

what products will be produced in those plants. Then they phase in portions ot the

capacity on a modular (or partial' basis as new products become available- This can

be an effective way of capitalizing on technological breakthroughs without tying up

an excessive amount of capital at an early stage.

Phasing in new technology can be risky, however, as suggested above At one

of Ford's "factories of the future" the computer-controlled machinerv was so

sophisticated that workers couldn't operate it properly, even after they had

months of training. The plant's body-assembly area manager observed that "it's

just part of installing significant automation. The mistake we made is putting in all

these technologies at once [2]. A Genera! Motors plant also experienced signifi-

cant capacity reduction when phasing in some vision-equipped robots that were

being used to install windshields. The robots were pushing too hard while putting

in the glass (Crash!) because their vision system lacked the proper depth percep-

tion [2].

Phasing Out Capacity As mines, mills, and outdated manufacturing facilities

face growing competitive pressure's, communities can also be faced with disrup-

tive layoffs and plant closings. For example, analysts predict that 10 to 20 percent

of the existing U.S. and Canadian car-assembly plants will be closed during the

next few years.

And every assembly plant that closes during the next five years will take with it

factories that make components ranging from seats to bumpers to pistons—a disap-

pearing act that would cost thousands of people their jobs [1].
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In the past, capacity planners have concerned themselves primarily with having
the equipment installed and trained personnel ready to start up plants when they
were scheduled to go online. Today, as firms face more intense domestic and
international competition, planners must also know how to phase out operations
that are no longer competitive. And some plant closure decisions come rather
suddenly, especially in high-tech industries.

The impacts of plant closures are not limited to the fixed costs of the plant and
equipment involved. Skilled and unskilled employees are made "redundant," and
whole communities may suffer unexpectedly high social and economic costs. An
increasing number of firms are accepting (or being forced to accept) the social

responsibility of phasing out major operations in a "humanistic" way. This may
mean retraining workers for other jobs, offering to move them to different loca-

tions, or compensating the local community in other ways. In some cases, com-
panies even assist employees to assume ownership of the plant if the takeover has
prospects of success, either because the new owners will accept lower wage costs

or productivity improvements can be made which were previously unacceptable
to the local unions.

SHORT-TERM CAPACITY STRATEGIES

In the shorter-term planning horizon, capacity concerns involve the fluctuations in

demand caused by seasonal and economic factors. Short-term capacity planning is

concerned with responding to relatively immediate (explained and unexplained)
variations in demand. Manufacturing and service-oriented firms adjust to the ups
and downs of demand in many different ways.

Manufacturingfirms with sufficient equipment capacity may use overtime or

a second or third shift to meet a temporarily strong demand. Or they may route

the work to alternate processes or subcontract it to other firms. Many firms simply
accumulate inventories during seasons of slack demand. We shall do some eco-

nomic analysis of these alternatives in a later chapter.

Service industries tend to rely more heavily on work scheduling and strat-

egies aimed at shifting demand to suit their capacity. Restaurants and hospitals

frequently use flexible work hours, part-time employees, and overtime work
scheduling to meet peaks in demand. Professional services such as medical and
dental offices use an appointment system to smooth out demand. Some capital-

intensive services such as subway systems and airlines accomplish the same thing

by adopting a fixed service schedule. This arrangement forces the customers to

adapt to the system's capacity. Other services, such as appliance repair services,

simply use queues and delay the delivery of the service until they can produce it

with their regular work force. Of course, numerous combinations of these and
other strategics arc in use.

I laving discussed the amount of capacity needed and the phasing in (or out) of

that capacity, we conclude now with some techniques for making the best eco-

nomic choice from among alternative investments in capacity. The investment
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evaluation methods wc t.ikr up now are nevertheless quite general Tins will be

used for othei economic analysis in the remainder <>l tin- texl as well.

CAPITAL BUDGETING AND ANALYSIS 1

Capital is .1 resource ol funds owned oi used l>\ an organization When funds are

proposed foi .i new facility or equipment, the proposal is usually reviewed li\ .i

budget committee and given a technical, market, and financial evalual II the

proposal is feasible, the capital requirements are planned for in the organization s

capita] budget.

A capital budget is a financial plan that shows the expected tourcet and uses

offunds for some designated time period into the future. External sources ol funds

are capital stock (equity) and loans uleht i or taxes (foi nonprofit organizations). The

major internal source is retained earnings from profits generated in the past.

The proposed uses ol funds typically exceed the available sources, so ,i careful

evaluation of alternative uses is necessary. In tliis evaluation, !>otli the timing and

quantity of cash flows are important, (lash is not a static resource: funds havi an

earning power over time, that is. a sum today is worth more than the same sum at

some point in the future The money could lie invested or loaned out at an interest

rate that would generate an even greater sum in the future. This earning capacity,

therefore, has to lie taken into account in choosing among various investment

alternatives.

INTEREST AND PRESENT-VALUE CONCEPTS

Interest is, of course, the cost ofmoney or the rental rate for funds. Interest rates

are determined by the availability of capital funds in the economy, the alternative

opportunities investors enjoj to use those funds, and the risk o( loss the lenders

must take. Funds used in very safe investments involve little risk of loss and can

usually be obtained at a moderate cost funds used in more speculative ventures

typically otter a greater potential earning power, but the borrower must compen-

sate the lender for the greater risk of loss by paying a higher rate of interest. Thus

the risk, along with economic conditions in general, helps establish a basic interest

rate.

If you were to invest $1,(KK) at 12 percent interest for 1 year, you would have

earned ($l,000)(12%/yr)(] yr) or $120 interest by the end of the first year. Your

new total would be $1, 120. During the second year, the 12 percent interest on the

larger total would yield $134.40 interest as a result of compounding, or interest

gained on the earlier interest. If i represents the interest rate, P the present value.

1 Capital budgeting and investment evaluation techniques arc often taught in financial management
courses, so some instructors may choose not to assign this material or to designate it as optional For

referent e see (3).
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and F the future sum after n years, we can express the future sum F ofany present

value P as:

F = P(\ + i)" (3-2)

Substituting into this equation, you could readily confirm the value of F as

($1,000) (1 + .12)2 , or $1,254.40.

Equation 3-2 can easily be modified to solve for the present value P of the

future sum F, discounted (reduced in value back to the present) at an interest rate

i for n periods:

P =
(1 + i)»

The above expression can be restated in a convenient form:

(3-3)

1

EXAMPLE 3-4

(1 + i)"
F(fector) = F(PV )" yr

(3-4)

where PVsp is a certain factor for the present value of single payments made in n

years if the interest rate is i percent. This PVsp factor, when multiplied by the

amount of the future payment, F, will yield a discounted present value amount, P.

Appendix F contains PVsp factors for payments of $1 over a commonly used range

of interest rate (t) and period (n) values. Many calculators are programmed to

produce these factors directly, once the i and n values are specified.

What is the present value of the salvage on a piece of construction equip-

ment if the salvage price 10 years from now is $9,000 and if the cost of funds

is 12 percent?

SOLUTION

p = f/pv )

10
> r

= $9,000(.322)

= $2,898

On many occasions one must determine the present value or future sum of a series

of equal payments made over n years when they are discounted or compounded at

an interest rate i. These equal sums paid or received regularly are annuities and
are designated as R or A. Appendix G contains present value factors for annuities

(PVJ of $1. Thus, the present value of annuities can be determined in a manner
similar to that used for single payments, except that the factor differs.

P = A(PVJ" y
1 «V*.

(3-5)
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EXAMPLE 3-5 Find the present value <>t $100 paid al tin- end ol each nl i sens, when die

interest rate is 11 percent.

50LUTION

= woocpvjj^

= $100(2.914) = (291.40

This means that the sum of $291.40 now is equivalent to annual pay-

ments of $100 at the end of each of 4 years if the interest rate is 14 percent

That is. if$291.40 were placed in a hank at 14 percent interest, sums of $100

could be withdrawn at the end ot each of 4 years. With the lonrth-year

withdrawal of $1(K), the balance would be exactly zero.

Because interest is the price paid for the use of funds, the cost of funds to an

organization will vary as the interest rate varies. In the United States, the prime

interest rate, which is the "favorable rati' charged by lending institutions to large

borrowers, has fluctuated from around 6 percent to over 20 percent during the

past several years. With a high interest rate, future incomes (or expenses) of cash

have a lower present value than when interest rates are lower. Thus the relative

economic advantage of one project over another may very well change as the

interest rate changes.

DEPRECIATION, TAXES. AND INFLATION

Depreciotion ond Taxes When an investment is made in plant or equipment,

cash is paid out at the time of purchase. However, the assets will be used to

generate revenues over main years. Depreciation is an accounting procedure for

reducing the value of an asset by gradually charging it off as an expense against the

income it produces over its useful life. No cash actually flows out of the organiza-

tion when this accounting entry is made. But the depreciation expense does

reduce the reported profits and therefore affects the amount of taxes paid.

Tax = (tax rate)(income — expense) (3-6)

Although the total amount ofdepreciation write-off is ultimately the same, a faster

(accelerated) write-off in early years reduces taxes in those early years and releases

cash that can be invested in other projects. In this sense, depreciation is some-

times referred to as a far shield.

The methods available to firms for depreciating production equipment can be

classified as (a) use methods and (b) time methods. Use methods are typically based

on the number of service hours expected from an asset. For example, if a machine
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cost $200,000 and was expected to produce 400,000 units, the depreciation rate

would be $.50 per unit. Most tangible property is depreciated on a time basis, and

the time method is strongly influenced by the tax liability involved. Probably the

simplest approach is straight-line depreciation, where the value of the asset

decreases at a constant rate over its life.

Straight-line depreciation
investment — salvage _ I — S

life n
(3-7)

EXAMPLE 3-6 An investment of $60,000 in new equipment is expected to have a salvage

value of $8,000 after a useful life of 5 years. What is the straight-line

depreciation?

SOLUTION

Depreciation
$60,000 - $8,000

5 yr
= $10,400/yr

For purposes of calculating taxable income, firms in the United States must

compute depreciation on their plant and equipment in accordance with the

applicable Internal Revenue Code. The principal methods used in the past in-

clude straight-line, double declining balance, and sum-of-the-years-digits de-

preciation. For most tangible depreciable property placed in use after 1980, the

capital cost was recovered according to the Accelerated Cost Recovery System

(ACRS) specified by the Internal Revenue Code. Under that code, property is

assigned a 3-, 5-, 10-, or 15-year recovery period and depreciated on an acceler-

ated basis. However, legislative changes to the tax laws make it imperative that

the currently approved methods be checked prior to making final tax calculations.

Fortunately, from a decision-making standpoint, the economic value or useful

service life of an asset is more important than an arbitrary book value determined

by a tax code. And straightforward estimates of depreciation are often satisfactory

for making comparisons among investment alternatives.

Inflation Inflation makes luture (expense and income) cash flows worth less in

terms of todays dollars. This means that investments in plant capacity and

inventories made today will tend to appreciate in value and be worth more in the

inflated dollars of the future. It also means that inflated cash inflows in the future

may not be sufficient to oflset a cash outlay for an asset made today.

Inflation thus has the effect of reducing the future values of cash inflows

beyond whatever discount rate the firm is using. For example, suppose a firm

invests $100,000 cash today in expectation of a 20 percent per year return on an

investmenl over the next several years. If 8 percent of the return is due to

inflation, their effective rate is only 12 percent. On the other hand, if a firm

borrows money to construct a plant today but pays its loan off with inflated dollars

in the future, then the effective cost of the plant is reduced. Many investments
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require some cash down and future payments on the borrowed portion In tins

situation, some inflation effect will be realized

CAPITAL INVESTMENT EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

Capital resources always have alternative uses A quantitative evaluation of the

economic gains and/or losses <>l different alternatives can help decision makers

select the use which most closely conforms with the organization s ohj< i tives.

Because operations activities have time. rate, and magnitude dimensions, a

decision criterion which focuses on one aspect of investment t<> tin- exclusion oi

others may he inadequate—or even misleading. Thus, for two alternatives requir-

ing different investment amounts, we might favor a project that offers a 35 percent

rate of return over one offering 30 percent

—

until we found that the total magni-

tude of return on the first is $6. 000, hut $50, (XX) on the second. Similarly, a

project that pays for itself in 3 years is not necessarily better than one that returns

its cost in 4 years if the latter continues yielding a return over many more years in

the future.

There are several criteria that are widely used to evaluate capital investments

in production operations activities. While each method has its advantages and

shortcomings, some are more appropriate than others in given situations. Many
organizations have found that more than one technique of analysis is necessary to

ensure that all dimensions of the decision alternatives are considered.

EXAMPLE 3-7

PAYBACK

Payback (payoff) tells the number of years for an investment to pay for itself.

Payback = investment — salvage / - S

operating advantage/yr OA/yr
(3-8)

The operating advantage (OA) reflects the improvement in cash flows from

increased income or decreased expenses or both, as illustrated in Fig. 3-5. Note

that it does not yet have depreciation expenses deducted from it. On the contrary,

payback measures how quickly the savings will recoup the investment. In effect

the denominator is a net cash flow figure resulting from increased earnings but no

depreciation expense.

In its simplest form, payback does not consider salvage values or taxes.

However, they can be included in the analvsis bv reducing the investment / by

the value of any salvage S and subtracting any tax amounts from the operating

advantage.

National Insurance (,'ompanv is considering the purchase ol an information-

processing svstem that will cost S-T.(XX). last for (i years, and have a guaran-
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From decreased:

Labor cost

Material cost

Factory overhead

(except depreciation)

Selling and

administrative cost

OPERATING ADVANTAGE

FIGURE 3-5 Components of Operating Advantage

teed $3,000 salvage value. It will generate savings of $11,000 per year

(before depreciation) but necessitates that $3,000 of the savings be paid in

taxes. If management insists on a 4-year, after-tax payback period, does this

investment qualify?

SOLUTION

Payback
/ $27,000 - $3,000

OA/yr - tax ($11,000 - $3,000)/yr
= 3.0 yr

The investment does meet the management criteria.

Payback is simple and quick to calculate, easy to understand, and a useful

measure of the time required to return an original investment. However, it does

not consider the economic life of the investment, the total return on investment,

or the time value of money.

PRESENT VALUE

Present value tells the worth of future income or expense flows in terms of present

dollars. These cash flows arc typically the investment value, the maintenance and

operating costs, and the income flows. The initial investment is usually already in

present-value terms, so there is no need to consider its depreciation and interest

' hanges. Operating expenses, however, do involve cash outlays in the future and

must be discounted (reduced) to present values.

Present-value cost = PV investment + I'V other costs I'V salvage

I'V,,,,, f(PV,
p)

. SOC(PV,
p)

- S'(PV
sp ) (3-9)
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Vpics \ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i is considering an investment "! $20,000 in an environmen

tal monitoring system that will have a s.il\.iu<- value oi $6,000 after an

economic life of5 years Maintenance and operating costs are $4,000 the lust

yeai and increase l>\ $200 per year thereafter, The firm's cost ol capital is 12

percent. What is the present-value cost oi tins investment?

SOLUTION

Present-value o>st = PV investment + PV other costs r\ salvage

l'\ investment = f(PVfp)°2£
= $20,000(1.00) = $20.(XX)

PV othei costs 1 ()(
, l'\ _,.',',:'

yr 1 ($4,000K-893) = $3,572

yr2 ($4,200)(.797) = 3.347

>r.3 ($4,400)(.712) = 3,133

yr 4 ($4.«X))(.636) = 2.926

yr5 ($4,800)(.567) = 2,722

$15,700

15,700

Less; PV salvage = -S(P\„
p

:

= -$6,000(.567) =

Total $35,700

3,402

PV cost $32,298

Present value considers the total return, includes time-value considerations,

easily handles fluctuations in costs or revenues, and includes the effect of taxes, il

applicable. However, it does not consider the rate of return or time for an

investment to he paid off, and it assumes that cash inflows can be reinvested at the

cost of capital. It is one of the most widely used techniques.

EQUIVALENT ANNUAL COST

Equivalent annual cost is a time-adjusted method of calculating an equal annual

cost over the life of an investment. It permits nonuniform costs to be apportioned

equally over the life of the investment, as depicted in Fig. 3-6. Thus it is especially

useful for comparing projects with different economic lives because it offers

comparable per-year figures.

The equivalent annual-cost method discounts and compounds cost amounts at

a specified interest rate in such a wa\ as to convert them all into annuity amounts.
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Investment

Maintenance and operating costs Equivalent annual costs

ACTUAL COST PATTERN
(a)

EQUIVALENT ANNUAL COST PATTERN
(6)

FIGURE 3-6 Acrual versus Equivalent Annual Costs

It includes three components: (1) capital recovery and return on the investment,

less any salvage, (2) interest on the salvage, and (3) other annual maintenance and

operating costs.

| Equivalent

I annual cost

Capital recovery] J In

and return J Ion

terest

salvage

I

+
(Other)

I I costs J

EAC = (CR&R) + i(S) + OC (3-10)

Apportioning the present-value investment amount into an annuity is the reverse

of converting an annuity into a present value, so we use (1/PVJ, which is known as

the capital recovery factor (CRF). Thus the CR&R is (investment — salvage)

(1/PVJ.

EXAMPLE 3-9 Apics Aluminum (of Example 3-8) has received a hid for an environmental

monitoring system from a second supplier. This second proposal would cost

$24,000 and have an estimated salvage value of $5,000 after an estimated

useful life of 7 years. Maintenance and operating costs are expected to he

$4,000 per year.

ia) What is the equivalent annual cost of this investment? Use the firm's 12

percent cost ol capital.

(\>) Compare this proposal with the one in Example 3-8.
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SOLUTION

(a) Tin- equivalent annual cosl consists o\

Capital recovery anil return

duMi' Investment salvage) -r^r

= (/ - S)
I

PV,

= ($24,000 - $5,000)

Interest on salvage: (i)S = (.12X5,000)
=

Other: OC = maintenance and operation =

1

4 ,564
$4, 163/yr

600/yr

l.(KK)\r

ss 763 w

(!)) This proposal costs $4, (MX) more initially and has a salvage value that is

$1,(K)() less, but the equipment lasts 2 years longer and costs about S4(H)

to $5(M) less per year to operate. It is difficult to decide which proposal is

less costly on the basis of these individual variables, especially with the

different lifetimes. However, we can compare the two on an equal basis

by converting the first proposal into an equivalent annual cost by multi-

plying its present value cost by the appropriate CRF for 5 years and 12

percent.

Proposal I Equivalent annual cost PV [CRF] = PV

1

1

= $32,298
3.605

Proposal 11 Equivalent annual cost =

Difference Proposal II advantage =

(PV,

= $8,959/yr

$8.763/yr

S196/vr

Thus proposal II costs will average about $2(X) per year less after the

discounting and compounding at 12 percent is taken into consideration.

The equivalent animal cost has many of the same advantages as present value,

for it is readily convertible into a present-value amount (and vice versa). It is

especially useful for comparing projects of different lifetimes, but it does not

consider the total cost as a lump sum or income aspects of a project.

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN

The internal rate of return (IKK) is the discount rate which equates an investment

cost with its projected earnings. It involves a time-adjusted method in that it

Alternatively, (•'«&« = (I - S)(CRF) = ($19.<K)0t( 219) = $4. Ift3.
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equates the discounted present-value earnings with the discounted present-value

cost. In concept it is similar to the simple rate of return. Whereas simple rate of

return is the ratio or percentage of total profit to total investment, the internal rate

of return is the same ratio except that profit and investment values are converted

to present-value terms.

As depicted in Fig. 3-7, the calculation technique is an attempt to determine

at what interest rate, i, the cash inflow equals the cash outflow from an investment

/ over n vears.

IRR = i rate, where PV (cash outflow) = PV (cash inflow) (3-11)

If the annual cash inflows are equal annuities A and there is no salvage value,

the IRR can easily be determined by using the PVa table:

PV„ = initial investment ;

annuity cash flow A
(3-12)

EXAMPLE 3-10 A baggage-handling device will cost $18,000 but will generate savings

(positive cash flow) of $4,000 per year for 8 years (no salvage). Find the IRR.

SOLUTION

The PV„ ratio associated with this return is:

PV = —
a A

$18,000

$ 4,000
4.50

Referring to the PV table for the row n = 8 years, we find the PVa factor is

4.639 for i = 14 percent and 4.487 for i = 15 percent. The IRR is thus very

close to 15 percent.

Cash inflows

FIGURE 3-7 Rote of Return
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For nonuniform cash flows, as depicted in Fig 3-7, the IKK is difficult

Id calculate because a different l'\ „ fai toi must be used for each year s < ash flow

The calculation technique thus involves trial and erroi starting lust .it some

arbitrarily selected i rate. II on first trj the present value oi future earnings

(inflow) is less ill.in the present value ol the investment (outflow the true IKK

must be lower than that initially tried. With a lower / rate tlie present value cil ,i

sci us ol earnings will be mon— and vice versa

EXAMPLE 3-11 \ proposed machine costing $20,000 is expected to generate cash inflows "I

$4,000 in year 1. $n.<KM) in year 2. $10,000 in year 3, and a salvage value (.1

$10,000 iii year I. Find the IKK.

SOLUTION

Try several i rates dor example. 10 percent, 15 percent, and oil his until the

P\ ofcash inflow is approximately equal to the PV ofcash outflow ($20,000),

as shown in Fig. 3-8.

FIGURE 3-8 Finding rhe IRR by Triol ond Error

Year
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by the most restrictive component in the production line, and it may be affected

by such factors as the product mix, quality specifications, and equipment balance.
The system efficiency is the ratio of actual output to system capacity.

Manufacturing systems store value in a physical product that can be in-

ventoried. Thus the fluctuations in demand can be absorbed by the inventory of
finished products, making capacity management easier. Having many products in

various stages of their life cycles enables planners to utilize their capacity even
more efficiently. Services are consumed as they are produced, which makes
capacity planning more difficult. Service systems frequently rely on work schedul-
ing and strategies for shifting demand to off-peak time periods.

A significant amount of capital is frequently needed to acquire capacity.

Because capital itself costs money to use (that is, interest) and because there are
many alternative uses for the capital, investments should be carefully evaluated to

ensure that the best choices are made.
Payback is a measure of how long it takes for an investment to pay for itself.

Its extensive use is probably attributable to its simplicity. Present value is more
sophisticated in that it considers the time value of money. Net present value is the
net result of all future incomes and outflows of cash if they are discounted to a
given point in time. Internal rate of return is similar in that it incorporates the
compounding effect of interest over time. However, instead of yielding a net
monetary advantage (as does present value), the internal rate of return represents
an interest rate that equates the investment costs with future income resulting
from the investment. It is really just another way of looking at the same advantage;
we view it as a monetary amount under present value and as a compounding
percentage under rate of return.

Equivalent annual cost and present-value cost are even more similar because
both are monetary amounts. The equivalent annual cost simply represents the
amount of an annuity that is equivalent to the present-value amount. It is some-
times advantageous to compare alternatives on an annual cost basis, and equiv-
alent annual cost is ideal for this. Many organizations use more than one
evaluation technique so as not to overlook any critical aspects of the investment.

SOLVED PROBLEMS

DESIGN AND SYSTEM CAPACITY

I A plastics firm has four work (enters (A, B, C, and I)) in series with individual

capacities (units per day) and actual output as shown.

(a) What is the system capacity?

fl>) What is the system efficiency

A K C I)

450 390 360 400 • actual outpul 306/day
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Solution

a) S) stem capacity = capacity ol mosl limited i ponenl in the line

units/da)

sv,
actual milpiit 306

li S\si(iM efficiency = SE = —: t—r- = ttt;
system capacity 360

A Forest ranger in charge i>l constructing a new campground has been instructed t<>

provide enough campsites to accoi date !<• percent more than the average s met

weekend demand at the nearb) Fall Creek site. The ranger obtains the following

estimate from an emploj ee who patrols the Fall ( reck area Foi w hal capacity should

the ranger design the new campground?

Campsite Demand
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(a) Determine the number of furnaces required.
(b) Estimate the percentage of time the furnaces will be idle.

Solution

(a) Required system capacity = actual outPut - 16 tons/shift
F

• SE [50
= 32 tons/shift

32 tons/shift
= 5 tons/hr

(.8)(8 hr/shift)

Individual furnace capacity = 1*25 = 2 tons/hr per furnace

Number of furnaces required = 5 tons/"r „ _ r .

2 tons/hr per furnace
" 25 furnaces (say 3)

(b) Percentage of idle time:

Total hours available per shift = 3 furnaces @ 8 hours = 24 furnace hours
Total hours of actual use per shift = 16 tons(.5 hr/ton) = 8 furnace hours

Idle time = 16 hours

Percentageofid.etime=f^^ = 67%idIetlme
A film developing agency must determine how many photo-enlarger cubicles arerequ.red to mamtain an output of 200 good prints per hour. The set up and exposuret.me can theorefcally be done in 2 minutes per print, but operators are on the ave age

etn^
P
A

e

r
en

;,

effic

t
nt

,

and
' \Miti°"> 5P—

t
of the prints must be scrapped and

a) What i

S

th
?*T ^ UtiliZ6d f°r en 'arging °" ly 7° Pe-nt of£ «-W What is the required system capacity in prints per hour?

(b) What average output per hour can be expected from each cubicle, taking its usefactor and efficiency into account?
(c) How many enlarger cubicles are required?

Solution

(a) Required system capacity = S°2d_output = 2| =^^^
(h) Output/hr = (unit capacityXutilization %Xefficiency)

Output/hr = (30prints/lir)(.70)(.90) = 18.9 prints/hr

(c) Number of cubicles = 2]0 - 5 P"nts/hr re(|uired

18.9 prints/hr - cubicle

= 1114 cubicles (use either 11 or 12)

INTEREST AND PRESENT VALUE CONCEPTS

5 Let n = 12 years and i = 15 percent,
(a) Find the discounted preseni value olFa future sum of $20 (KM)
(b) Find the discounted present value -.1 an annuity of $5,000 per year.
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Solution

I, p \ i'\
J

• 15,000(5.421) = $27,105

(a) /' = l\\'\
,

'

120,0001 187 Si Tin

6 Operating costs R>i .i machine are estimated .it 1500 pei y< ai foi l't yean plus an

additional $1,000 foi overhaul at the end ofthe fifth yeai Assuming a 10 percent cost ol

capital, convert the maintenance and operating Mflri > i cost ol tin- mat lime into .i total

present value amount.

Solunon

\\ r tan depict the problem on the accompanying time-cosl diagram

s 1.000

300 S500 S500 S500 S500 S500 S500 S500 S500 S500Minn
1V

PVof ^
M&O cost

5

Year

10

—v

—

Future

M&O cost

PVofM&O cost = PV annual operating costs + PV maintenance cost

= $5oo(i'N „'|;;.:' f $1,000 (pv,^

= $500(6.145) + $1,000(.621)

= $3,072 + $621 = $3,693

CAPITAL INVESTMENT EVALUATION TECHNIQUES: PAYBACK

7 A $40,000 extrusion machine is expected to be obsolete after 10 years, with no salvage

value. During its lifetime, it should generate an $8.(XX)-pcr-\car operating advantage,

of which $3,000 must be paid in taxes What is the payoff period?

Solution

l
'"u,,F =

Tu7v7

$40.000 -

$8,000 - $3,000

8 A proposed new $16. 4(H) automatic machine will have operating costs of $.30 per unit

produced, whereas the existing machine costs are f To per unit. The existing machine

has a market value of$8,700 now and has another 5 xcars of life It would cost $5(K) to

remove the existing machine and install the new one. If the firm requires a 3-year

payout period, how many units must be produced annual!) tojustify the new machine?

Disregard taxes
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Solution
„ investment
Pay0Ut = OA/vr

where Payout = 3 yr

A Investment = $16,400 - $8,700 = $7,700

Add installation cost: 500

Total $8,200

OA/unit = $.70 - $.30 = $.40/unit

OA (total) = $.40 (N units/yr)

Therefore, 3 vr = t——

—

$.40(JV)

•'• N =
$1.20/unit

= 6 ' 833 Units/yr

CAPITAL INVESTMENT EVALUATION TECHNIQUES: PRESENT VALUE

9 Computer Services, Inc., offers maintenance services at $1,000 per year for 5 years

plus an additional $2,000 at the end of the third year for overhaul. If a firm contracts for

5 years of services, what is the net present value cost to the firm? The firm estimates its

capital cost at 14 percent and has sales of $3.5 million per year.

Solution

The sales data are not relevant to computing the present-value cost.

Present-value cost = PV other costs

= PV (maintenance cost) + PV (overhaul cost)

= $l,000(FVo)f4£ + $2,000(PV
sp)3^

= $1,000(3.433) + $2,000(.675)

= $3,433 + $1,350 = $4,783

10 An instrument transformer manufacturer in Long Island is considering the purchase of

an ultrasonic welding machine to replace an existing manually operated machine. The
existing machine cost $12,000 two years ago and has heen depreciated down to a

$10,000 hook value, using a 12-year life and no salvage. However, the market value of

the machine is only about $4,000 now. The ultrasonic welder would improve product

quality enough to boost revenue from an existing $80, (XX) per year to $100,000 per

year. It would cost $44, (XX) and have a 10-year life. Any salvage value on it would be

consumed in the removal expense. An advantage of the ultrasonic machine is that by

reducing annual labor costs, it would cut operating expenses from $8, (XX) to $3, (XX)

annually. The manufacturer is in a 30 percent tax bracket and estimates the firm's cost

of capital at 12 percent. Use present-value analysis to determine whether the manufac-

turer should purchase the ultrasonic welder.
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Solurion

Determine 1 1
•*

- aftei tax profit undei each alternative, and select the mod favorable

one 1 1 will be mosl convenient to do calculations on an annual basil and then convert

to present value

I tilting \f</< him

Revenue $80,000

Less:

Operating costs 8.000

Depreciation 1.000

Income subject to tax $71 .000

Income tax (Co 30%) $21,300

Cash inflow = revenue - operating costs - taxes

$80,000 - $8,000 - $21,300 = $50.700/yr

Present value of cash inflow (after tax) = A(PVa)\°£ = $50,700(5 65)

= $286,455

Net PV gam after taxes = PV (cash inflow) - PV(/)

= $286,455 - $4,000 = $282,455

\Vi< Ultrasonii Machine

Revenue $100,000

Less:

Operating costs 3,000

Depreciation 4.400

Income subject to tax $ 92.600

Income tax ((a 30%) $ 27.780

Cash inflow = $100,000 - $3,000 - $27,780 = $69,220

Present value of cash inflow after taxes = $69,220(5 65) = $391,093

Net PV gain after taxes = $391,093 - $44,000 = $347,093

Note that the after-tax net PV gain from the ultrasonic machine installation

exceeds the existing arrangement !>> $64,638, and thus the new machine should he

installed. Note also that the relevant investment cost oi the existing machine is the

market value, not the hook Milne. There is no relevant advantage to he gained from

writing off some of the existing machine as a loss, since this write-ofl should take place

whether tin- new machine is purchased or not. The write-ofl advantage is not relevant

to the decision problem.

CAPITAL INVESTMENT EVALUATION TECHNIQUES:

EQUIVALENT ANNUAL COST

II Alaska Construction Company is purchasing a portable generator Irom Lyon Electric

for $5,026 and hopes to finance tin purchase from a private loan at 8 percent interest

Tliecontractstipulatrsth.it Lyon Electric will pa) the construction compan) $1. (XX) for

the used machine after 10 years. What is the equivalent annual purchase cost to Alaska

Construction Compan) ?
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Solution

CR&R = ('-S)7p^Tor;

= ($5,026 - $1,000)~ = $600/yr

(OS = (,08)($1,000) = 80/yr

Other costs: none considered 00/yr

Total $680/yr
12 Porter & Fisher Ltd. plans to sign a 3-year lease for automobiles for its production

supervisors at a seafood plant in Norway. The company can obtain car A for $2,000 plus
$. 15 per mile or car B for $1,200 plus $.30 per mile. Iffunds cost 18 percent, how many
miles must be driven before the use of car A is justified? Use the equivalent annual-
cost method.

Solution

CR&R = (I - S*
(PVJ? >' r

7 18%

Car A Car B

CR&R: ($2,000)^ = $920/vr ($1,200)^ = $552/yr

Interest on salvage: no salvage no salvage
Mileage charges: $. 15/V $.30N

Total: $920 + $.15JV $552 + $.30N

Setting the total costs for car A equal to the total costs for car B:

TCA = TCB

$920 + $.15N = $552 + .30N

$.15N = $368

N = 2,453 miles

CAPITAL INVESTMENT EVALUATION TECHNIQUES: INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN

An investment of $5,650 is expected to yield an operating advantage (before deprecia-
tion and taxes) of $4,000 at the end of the first year, $2,000 at the end of the second
year, and $1,000 at the end of the third. What is the time-adjusted rate of return?

Solution

Try various discount rates until the PV (income) = $5,650.

Try 14 percent: Lst-year earnings - F Cpv.t)\ l̂

= $4,000(.877) = $3,508

2d-year earnings - F
(pv,p)J4£ = 2,000(.769) = 1,538

3d-year earnings = /•'(l'V
s|i

)>
)

* 1 = 1,000(675) = 675

$5,721
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Sim.- I'\ income l'\ / tr\ .. highi i rati

Try 16 percent Ist-yeai M 000 862 |3 lis

2d-year = 2,000 743 l 186

id vear 1 000 t.ll 641

$5,575

Since PV (income) < PV(I), try a lower rate Note thai the L6 pen enl rate \ ieldi a PV
(income) figure $75 below the investment amount, whereas the 11 percenl yields i

figure $71 above. Tims the correct \.tlue should l>e aboul midwaj between, or 15

percent.

Try IS permit 1st sear = $4. (XXX. 870) = $3, 180

2d-year = 2,000(.756) = 1,512

3d-year = 1,000: 641 1
= 658

QUESTIONS

$5,650

The before-tax IHR is 15 percenl

3-1 What is meant by "phasing in capacity?

3.2 Why must some sen ices he more "flexible toward meeting demand that) manufac-

turing activities?

3-3 Distinguish between design capacity and system capacity.

3_4 Which do you feel is more of a challenge to management, phasing in capacity or

phasing out capacity? Why?

3_5 How might the following organizations adjust to the daily tor weekly) fluctuation in

demand?

(a) Airline (b) Transformer manufacturer

(c) Restaurant (d) Dentist

3-6 What is a capital budget?

;j-7 Suppose sou were responsible for choosing between two capital investments, one of

which was estimated to yield a 30 percent internal rate of return. What other

information would you want before you make your decision?

:t_S Distinguish between the following: (a) PV , (b) PV , (c) CRF
3.9 Distinguish between interest rate i as used in present-value calculations and as

determined in the internal rate ol return calculation.

3-10 Compare the equivalent annual cost method ol evaluation with the present value

cost. Which would you prefer and why?

3-11 Prepare a brief, concise table listing the traditional methods of capital investment

evaluation along with two major advantages and disadvantages of each.

3-12 When projected cash earnings were discounted to determine the rate of return on a

proposed $20, (XX) investment, the present value, using a 12 percent discount rate.

was found to be $19,072. Is the correct figure greater or less than 12 percent? Why?
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PROBLEMS

DESIGN AND SYSTEMS CAPACITY

1 A manufacturer of television watches uses three TR87 electronic chips in each TV'

watch produced. Demand estimates for the number ofTV watches that could be sold

next vear are shown.

Demand X
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i \\ hat is the required systems i apai ii\ ?

b) Assume that it takes "xi seconds to mold each part and 1 1
<

- plant operates 2 < m n

i

hours pei \'ii II tin- molding machines are used onlj 50 pen enl ol the time and

are 'Xi percent efficient, what actual (usable) molding machine output per houi

uuiiltl be achieved?

i
I How man) Iding machines would be required?

INTEREST AND PRESENT-VALUE CONCEPTS

6 Find the value of the following

mi I'Y of $15, (XX) niincd S m ai\ from now il discounted at 12 percent

(b) PY of an annuity of$5,000 per year if the payments are made at the end ofeach of

20 years. Use a discount rate ol 16 percent.

(c) Future value (in 6 years) of a sum ol $20. (XM) deposited today in a savings account

that pass N percent interest compounded annually.

7 Convalescent Hills, Inc. has borrowed $120,000 from First National Bank for 4 years at

15 percent interest per year. How much must the companv repay at the end ol 4 years?

8 National Sales Company has an opportunity to sign a contract whereby it can lease a

new car from a rental agency for S3, (XX) per year for 6 years What is the present value

cost, using a 12 percent discount factor?

PAYBACK

9 Hamburger Heaven plans to install a second drive-up window at a cost of $54. (XX) If

the new window increases the firm's operating advantage by S20.(XX) per year (before

depreciation and taxes), what is the payback?

10 A $30, (XX) machine will last 10 years, have no salvage, and generate a $5,000-per-yeai

operating advantage. S 1 .(KM) ol which must lie paid in taxes Find the payoff period.

jl The Majestic Tape Corporation has an opportunity to replace a machine with a new

$10, (XX) unit that is expected to last for 10 years (no salvage and save the (inn $4. (XX)

pel vear in labor and material costs II taxes (at a 50 percent rate are taken into account

in the calculation, what is the payback period? Hint: Taxes must be paid on savings less

anv expenses Depreciation is an expense that should lie deducted from the- liefore-tax

operating advantage ol $4. (XX) per year.

PRESENT VALUE

|2 New equipment foi a television station will cost $82,000 and is expected to have a

$10, (XX) salvage value at the' end ol an S yeai useful life Hie operation and upkeep

costs are expected to run about $5. (MX) per year. Using 12 percent interest, what is the

present-value cost of owning and operating the new equipment lor the 8 years?

];) A logging company supen isor is evaluating the use ofa new logging skidder which has

an initial cost of$120,000. The superv. isor expects that the skidder will last 10 years and

have a salvage value- equal to 15 percent of the original purchase price Annual

operating and maintenance costs are estimated at $17,000. Using a li percent interest

rate. Unci the net present value cost ol this logging equipment investment.

14 Superior (anient ( oinpanv is considering purchasing a mixer and has two alternatives

Mixer X has a net present value cost ol $125,000 all c osts considered). Mixer Y has an
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initial cost of $94,000 and an expected salvage value of $8,000. The annual labor cost

for Y is $16,000, and taxes, insurance, and other costs are estimated at 10 percent of

the initial cost. Both mixers would have the same 4-year life under the heavy use

expected. If Superior Cement uses a 12 percent interest rate and straight-line de-

preciation, how would the net present value cost of mixer Y compare with that of mixer

X?

EQUIVALENT ANNUAL COST

15 A foreman at Vermont Paper Company has suggested a design modification on the roll-

goods packaging machine which could save up to $8,000 in scrap over a year. En-

gineering estimates that the modification would cost $11,000 to install and would

require extra servicing costs of about $50 a month. The modification would be removed

when the original equipment is replaced in 8 more years, and it would have an

estimated $1,000 salvage value at that time. Find the equivalent annual cost of this

modification. Use a 10 percent cost of capital.

16 A large bakery in Philadelphia is considering two alternatives for adding new ma-

chinery as shown below:

Plan I Plan 2

New machinery cost $28,000 $22,000

Installation cost 3,500 3,000

Annual savings expected 10,500 9,000

(in operating costs)

The new machinery is expected to be suitable for 8 years of operation, with no salvage

value.

(a) If the bakery has a 14 percent cost of capital, what is the equivalent annual cost (or

savings) for each plan?

(b) Which plan should be adopted?

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN

17 What is the IKK on an investment of $9,000 in digitizing equipment that is expected to

generate a savings ol $3,000 per year lor each of the next 5 years (no salvage value)?

IS A food products producer is considering buying some new conveyor belts at a cost of

$23,040. Engineering estimates that the new belts will yield an operating advantage of

$15 (KM) al tin- end of the first year and $3,000 at the end ol each of the next 5 years.

Wli.it is tin- before-tax internal rate ol return?

19 A supervisor for Crescent ( it\ Gas Company has proposed that the company authorize

$40,000 for an online computer unil in the customer services center. A study has

indicated thai the installation will generate an operating advantage ol $1 1,225 per year

In lore deducting depreciation), ol which $2,020 per year will be lost in taxes. What is

tin company's after-tax rate ol return on this investment? Assume that there is an 8-

year life and zero salvage value
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REFERENCES

MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS

Zo \ subcontracts fbi .1 new auti live plant in Tennessee wishes to install enough

robots to assemble l^ s |M|<| control panels pei yeai The assembl) operation takes 6

minutes per panel, l>ut the output from tin- robots is t
\

j »i« .il 1 \ about I percent

defective. How man) robots are required il eai l> one is available t"i 1 000 hours "I

( apacit) per yeai ?

21 Zag Engineering Corporation is evaluating two electron^ analyzers capable ol doing

the same |d!i Theii cost ol capital is 1 1 percent

\I111 /mi. \ Mm /inn /<

Installation cost



SELF QUIZ: CHAPTER 3 po,nts , 5

Parr I True/False [1 point each = 6]

1 _ The diversification of a firm's product mix could make its system capacity' less than its original design

capacity.

_ Manufacturing and service systems typically employ the same strategies for managing short-term

capacities.

The risks of underutilization of capacity increase proportionally as firms produce more product lines in

the same plant facilities.

Firms should not plan for (and commit funds to) new plant capacity without knowing specifically what

products will he produced in those plants.

The operating advantage (OA) is equal to the increased income minus any labor, material, and

depreciation expenses for the period.

When the IRR is computed by trial and error, the present value of a series of cash flows decreases as

the interest rate being used is increased.

Port II Problems [3 poinrs each = 9. Calculate and select your answer.]

I An operations consultant for an automatic car wash wishes to plan for enough capacity to handle 60 cars per

hour. Each car will have a wash time of 3 minutes, but there is to be a 20 percent allowance for setup time,

delays, and payment transactions. How many car wash stalls should be installed?

(a) 3

(b) 4

(c) 5

(d) 6

(e) None of the above

I Management at a corn processing plant is considering adding a $90,000 conveyor belt that engineers estimate

will last 10 years and generate savings (over the current material handling system) of $20,000 per year.

Assuming no salvage, what is the approximate internal rate of return expected on the conveyor?

(a) 10%

!, 12%

(c) is';

<l \-r>'/<

(e) None of the above

3 An investment of $39,000 in construction equipment is expected to have a salvage value of $11,000 after an

estimated useful lid- of8 years. Ifmaintenance and operating costs are $7,000 per year, what is the equivalent

annual cost? (The firm's cost of capital is 15 percent.)

(a) $14,890

I, $15,690

I SI 5,740

-I S21240

e Vim 'il tin- above
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INTRODUCTION

Location decisions are crucial because they commit organizations to long-lasting

financial, employment, and distribution patterns. As such, they deserve the

careful attention of finance, personnel, marketing, and other managers, as well as

that of the operations managers who "run" the facilities.

But locations] decisions need not always be "cast in concrete." Relocation

opportunities arise as firms alter their product lines, as labor and material require-

ments change, or as market conditions change. So management should always be
alert to the advantages of expanding or closing existing facilities, or of developing

new ones. Facility location is not a static decision that can be made and forgotten.

Facility layout choices follow the location decisions. They influence the type

of equipment (and level of technology) employed, the flow of work and design of

jobs, inventory levels, and other operating characteristics of the firm. Layouts can

be changed more easily than locations, however, so they represent more of a

continuing concern. In addition, they fall more directly within the responsibility

of operations managers because they deal with the physical arrangement of

productive facilities.

We begin this chapter with a broad approach to location decisions that

encompasses facilities for both goods and services. Then we review some methods
for evaluating the economic advantages of different locations. These include

locational break-even analysis and transportation linear programming. This review

is followed by an explanation of a method of incorporating qualitative factors into

such an analysis.

The second part of the chapter focuses on the layout of facilities within a

goods- or services-producing system. Our objective here is to understand the

characteristics underlying different types of layouts so that the layout can be an

effective element of managerial strategy. The basic types of layout are described,

along with some techniques for analyzing potential layouts. These include mate-

rials-handling cost minimization in process layouts and line balancing in product-

line layouts. When you finish the chapter, you should have a good understanding

of the managerial concerns underlying location and layout decisions.

LOCATION PLANNING FOR GOODS AND SERVICES

No method of analysis assures a firm that it has selected an optimal location. But

for most firms, there are many potentially "satisfactory" locations. On the other

hand, some locations would be exceptionally poor. Unexpected problems can arise

from a multitude of issues: zoning regulations, water supply, waste disposal, labor

supply, transportation costs, tax laws, community acceptance, and more. So in

location analysis, avoiding a disastrous location may be more important than trying

to find an "ideal" location. One of the best ways of finding a good location (and

avoiding a poor one) is U> follow a systematic decision process.
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1 Define the location objectives and associated constraints

2 Identify the relevant decision criteria

(a) Quantitative (e.g.. economic)

(b) Qualitative (i.e., less tangible)

3 Relate the objectives to the criteria using appropriate models (e.g., economic

cost models, break-even analysis, linear programming, qualitative factor anal-

ysis).

4 Do field research to generate relevant data and use the models to evaluate the

alternative locations.

5 Select the location that best satisfies the criteria

FIGURE 4-1 Sreps in o Fociliry Loconon Decision Process

THE LOCATION DECISION PROCESS

Figure 4-1 presents a generalized procedure for making a location decision. There

arc many others, ol course, and the actual approach varies with the size and si opt

of operations. Hut this approach is consistent with the framework lor decisions

discussed in Chapter 2.

Locotion Objective Location decisions must typically compromise the multiple

objectives of owners, employees, suppliers, customers, and an) others impacted

by the organization, In general, firms seek "profitable locations that also provide

a suitable, or even attractive, environment lor their employees. For example

Hewlett-Packard and Tektronix assign special importance to having a quality,

campuslike environment for their employees.

Constraints should also be recognized. Firms like Kennecott Copper Com-
pany and Exxon Oil Company may be restricted by the source of their raw

material inputs. The high cost of land and equipment impose financial constraints

on some firms, while markets and consumers constrain the location 01 Others. Thus

we find limited choice in the locations ol lire stations, elementar) schools, and

transit systems.

Relevant Decision Criteria Organizations choose locations for both economic and

noneconomic reasons. To remain viable they must give high priorit) to economic

measures, such as labor and material costs. In addition, less quantitative factors,

such as the environmental impact ol the facility upon the community and the

suitability ol the community for the employees, warrant consideration [1].

Facility location is a complex issue which cannot usually he solved on the

basis of a single criterion. The important point is that the relevant criteria should

be ohjcctix ck delineated in advance of the modeling and data collection phases so

that a sound data-based decision can he reached.
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Use of Locotionol Models Models are convenient means for abstracting relevant

variables and relating them to an objective. Break-even analysis and linear pro-

gramming are particularly helpful in evaluating the economic variables of location.

Qualitative factor analysis is a useful tool for incorporating the less tangible

elements into a location decision.

Although we encourage the modeling of the locational decision process in a

systematic and quantitative manner, we must recognize that a totally objective

analysis of this complex decision is usually impossible. Because the intangibles are

so difficult to quantify, we must also rely on the judgments of responsible manag-

ers to augment our model solutions. Judgmental refinements a/e a way of incorpo-

rating individual expertise and institutional values into tn^j locational decision

process [4:466].

Data and Alternatives Large organizations can collect much of their own pri-

mary data. Some of this data is a by-product of environmental impact studies

which require that organizations clearly project the long-range effects of a new
facility on the proposed location.

Both large and small firms can benefit from the abundance of secondary data

available from federal and state governments, from local industrial development

agencies, and from private publications. For example, Duns Review publishes a

Business Site/Construction Planner, it gives firms information on "the desirability

of one location over another" [14:16].

One method of systematically evaluating alternatives is to first evaluate those

factors that can be quantified and then consider the less tangible items. Very

often, economic costs are the primary quantifying medium. If a location is eco-

nomically infeasible, further analysis may not be justified. If the economics are

satisfactory, other (perhaps even more important) considerations, such as commu-
nity attitude and environmental impact, can be assessed.

Selection of the Site A careful analysis of the locational decision should lead to

the selection of a site that both meets the objectives of the organization itself and

also provides benefits to the new community as well.

INFLUENCE OF OPERATIONS: GOODS VERSUS SERVICES

Although the world seems to offer an infinite number of potential locations,

practical considerations reduce them to a manageable few. And as the location

problem becomes more fully defined, the constraints associated with a specific

organization reduce the options even more. One of the more influential determin-

ants of location is the extent to which the operation being located is more goods

(and materials) or sen ices (and information) oriented.

Goods are usually standardized products that can he produced, stored, and

transported to customers for use at a later date. Companies that produce and

pro* ess bulky resources tend to be oriented to the source of their materials. Thus
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Weyerhaeuser's papei mills and Interstate Potato Pai keis makers "I frozen french

lues are located (lose to their sources "I supply I rthei pi. mis thai produce bulky

products (foi example, auto assembly plants ma) I"- more heavil) influenced l>>

their market locations, C panies thai depend on uniquel) skilled laboi ma) l><-

drawn to .1 labor pool. Ibis magnetism is illustrated l>\ the hundreds ol electronics

In ins m "Silicon Valley," California, and around Boston.

Services are produced and consumed simultaneously. Unless 1 1 1 «.
- v are pro

duced in the presence ol consumers, must sen ices conve) no value. Thus medical

and transportation services, for example, are high!) dependent on the location ol

their consumers

Although services are consumer-oriented, mam <>l tliem still enjo) consider-

able flexibility ol location. Finnic 4-2 illustrates the range ol flexibility for some

goods facilities and some service facilities The increasing flexibflity for goods

manufacturers stems largely from processing activities that bring the refined or

finished product closer to the consumer. For services, the life support need

(medical, fire, police) is the strongest constraint. Flexibility increases as the

proliferation and competitive nature of the service increase Services that are

more strongly people-based, such as restaurants and motels, also tend to be more

flexible than equipment-based services that utilize expensive technology (for

example, medical services and communication services).

LOCATIONAL DECISION VARIABLES

Location decisions involve so many variables that it is difficult to ensure that they

will all receive the proper attention. One method that some firms use to guard

against overlooking a critical item is a systematized review, or the use of a

standardized checklist. Figure 4-3 presents a schematic model that provides a

framework for identifying and analyzing the relevant locational variables. It calls

for paying systematic attention to the inputs and outputs while at the same time

recognizing that the level of decision typically progresses from national and
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FIGURE 4-2 Locotionol Flexibility of Facilities Producing Goods and Services
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NATIONAL-INTERNATIONAL

FIGURE 4-3 A Model of Facility Location Factors

regional (macro) considerations to community considerations to specific site

(micro) considerations. The final choices are often narrowed down to an evaluation

of three or four different community-site combinations.

Labor Although checklists are helpful, they do not reveal the relationships

between the variables. For example, the differences in labor costs often account

for the major differences in operating costs at different locations. However, the

labor costs alone may not reflect true differences in production costs because the

productivity of labor also varies from one location to another. Productivity, in

turn, is related to the degree of industrialization, the climate, the skill level of the

work force in the community, and so on. But comparative productivity figures for

different locations in the country are not readily available. This means that plant

location analysts must use some subjective judgment when comparing labor cost

figures.

The difficulties of relocating existing employees are another aspect of the

location problem, According to the Employee Relocation Council in Washington,

D.C., about 5(H), (KM) employees are transferred each year [13:1]. Relocation is a

traumatic event, one that is resisted by many, especially il it does not involve a

promotion
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Relocation can also be costl) Kside from the interruption oi activities and the

physical transfer "I equipment and inventories, linns are finding it necessar) to

provide monetary incentives to encourage employees to move In an effort t<>

relocate 900 workers li New York to Columbus, Ohio, the American Electric

Power Company offered $5,000 interest-free home and auto loans, gilts, counsel-

ing, ami free moves hark to New "luik il workers were 1 1< >t satisfied with Colum-

bus l"i the 50 t<> 60 percent ol the employees who accepted tin- relocation, the

company est I mated the relocation rosts to be over $20,000 per employee [13:1].

Materials Raw material supplies an- a majoi concern for manufacturing linns

The logistics ol regional and community transportation add another dimension ol

uncertainty.

Having adequate utilities is also an increasingl) significant concern Pressures

on limited water, fuel, and power supplies are great and will continue to mount

during the latter years ofthe twentieth century. Some large users ofelectricit) fbi

example, aluminum producers) have ahead) been forced to curtail operations or

shut down plants because of a shortage (or high cost) ol. power in some regions

Although plant location concerns ol the past have Ionised on the absolute

costs of electric power, the more relevant concerns of the future may relate to the

probabilities ol shortage. It takes from 5 to 10 years to design and construct a new

power plant, so power shortages could he a reality il utilities are constrained from

building needed plants.

Water supply promises to he an equally perplexing problem lor numerous

regions of the United States. What was once plentiful is now becoming scarce.

Demand for water continues to mount, while the water tables in many regions ol

the country continue to drop. In addition many of the natural supplies are

becoming polluted. Impending shortages and pollution could hring escalating

costs, rationing, and some curtailment of business acti\ it\ \\ .iter is already more

expensive than gasoline in some parts of the world.

Fuel costs affect not only the firm's variable costs ol operations hut also its

ability to attract skilled personnel from nearby communities. As fuel prices in-

crease, commuters may place heavier demands on mass transit systems. The

availability of such systems will then become more critical for firms employing

large numbers of workers at new locations.

Site Considerations Industrial site locations tend to he influenced more by the

inputs and processing technology, whereas service facility, locations are influenced

more by the outputs and proximity to the market. Industrial parks ease some ol

the zoning, water, waste disposal, and other considerations for some firms. Oth-

ers such as paper mills and lood processing plants, airline terminals, and televi-

sion stations, have their own unique requirements. Public service buildings and

service industries in general require that more consideration be giv en to customer

access

The need for continued attention to future sites is exemplified by the follow-

ing statement from Tektronix. Inc., a multinational producer of sophisticated
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electronic test equipment. Explaining the recent purchase of three sites (totaling

450 acres), the firm's annual report states [12:9]:

Growirix with the communities. As our search for property goes on, our future

neighbors often wonder why we're buying more land than we need. Here's what we
tell them: Tektronix wants to stay in this part of the country; and good industrial sites

are getting harder to come by. Our intent is neither land speculation nor (in most
cases) immediate industrial development. It is merely to ensure that we will have room
to grow. As to building sites, the time to prepare for tomorrow is not tomorrow.

Tek's policy is to grow with each community rather than impose growth on it; to

be part of what they see as their future; to participate, if possible, in their formal long-

term planning; and to provide lasting employment there as we have in other commu-
nities where we have made our home.

Also, with energy growing shorter, it doesn't seem smart for people to have to

travel ever farther to work. Dispersing our operations will help by moving the jobs to

the people. It also lets us attract more first-rate employees.

Environmentol Considerations Environmental impacts have now become one of

the most complex aspects of facility location. But environmental concerns are not

limited to ecological impacts that would violate the Clean Air Act or the Clean
Water Act. The broad range of effects is illustrated in Fig. 4-4, which shows the

table of contents for a study describing the impact of a new Hewlett-Packard
facility on a small community.

The project involved adding 5,000 or more employees to a city of approx-

imately 35,000 people. The direct employment was expected to generate second-

ary employment effects estimated on the basis of a multiplier of 2.5 for

employment and 2.8 for income [7:50]. Needless to say, such significant changes

cannot help but affect the existing way of life. A small-town atmosphere was about

to give way to the complexities of city life. The important point, however, is that

the firm's management undertook a conscientious study to discover the impacts

well in advance, held open meetings with the residents to discuss potential

problems and solutions to them, and recognized their corporate responsibility to

manage the impact as smoothly and successfully as possible.

FOREIGN LOCATIONS

Foreign locations offer some strong advantages to a firm, many ofwhich stem from

the cost benefits of producing goods closer to their markets. But there are

numerous pitfalls, so each location deserves a thorough analysis. This systematic

review should examine the political, social, and economic aspects of the potential

location.

POLITICAL ASPECTS

One ol the first concerns should be the stability of the country and its attitude

toward outside investment. Some areas, such as Western Europe and Asia, have
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FIGURE 4-4 Toble of Conrenrs from on Environmenrol Impocr Study [7)

Lisl of Tables
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of the country. Many third-world countries feel pressured to limit imports because

they already have a dangerously high external debt.

SOCIAL ASPECTS

Any proposal for operations in another culture deserves careful study. Language

and cultural differences can present operating, control, and even policy problems.

Units of measure differ (for example, metric versus English). Operating and

maintenance instructions must be translated, and local employment customs must

be observed. The accepted "pace" of business varies, from the fast pace in the

streets of Hong Kong to the slow style of Spain and some Mediterranean coun-

tries. For example, whereas a business contract might be efficiently handled in a

1-day meeting in Germany, the same contract may require more time in Italy,

where custom dictates that a more social relationship be established before

business is transacted.

ECONOMIC ASPECTS

The advantages of "cheap foreign labor" are not necessarily sufficient reasons for

establishing plants in other countries. Some industrialized countries have wage
rates that are equal to or greater than those in the United States. Many also have

higher social costs for medical care, welfare, and governmental operations. In

third-world countries where labor rates are substantially lower, the productivity of

workers typically lags behind that of workers in industrialized nations. This

difference is not because the workers are inferior or do not work as hard, but

because of the lower level of capital equipment and technology used. As a result,

the production output per worker-hour is typically lower.

Although we tend to feel that highly mechanized and automated production

equipment is most desirable, this is not always true in foreign locations. Govern-

ments of some countries see advanced technology as a cause of their perplexing

problems of massive unemployment. Sometimes an intermediate level of tech-

nology using second-hand and labor-intensive equipment is more suitable to both

the company and the community in a developing country.

JOINT VENTURES: "IF YOU CANT BEAT EM—JOIN EM!"

In 1972, imported car sales accounted for less than 15 percent of the U.S. retail

passenger car market. By 1984, this market chunk had risen to 23 percent and

estimates are that Japanese car sales alone will constitute 40 percent of the U.S.

car market in 1990 (6]. As many as 25 percent of these may be built in U.S. plants.

Ever since the initial Honda plant was built in Ohio in 1982, the "big three"

(General Motors, Ford, and Chrysler) have faced Stiff competition from U.S.-

produced Honda, Toyota, Mazda, and Nissan vehicles. These Japanese plants in

the I ititiil States enjo\ substantial labor cost advantages over their U.S. com-

petitors because they employ fewer workers in Japanese-Style teams and have no
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retiree work lone to support. Mazda's overall labor cost rate pei employee Is

estimated t<> !><• $6 per hour less than Ford s |6|.

Competition in price, quality, and productivity in general has prompted

in. ins American linns to undertake join! ventures wtili foreign forms. Ford Motor

( ompany now ow ns 25 percent ol Mazda, ( !hrj sin and Mitsubishi Motors arc in a

joint venture in Japan, and General Motors and Toyota are jointly operating a

plant in Fremont, California. (The General Motors-Toyota plant received a

number ol union confessions in exchange for job security agreements. I Although

ownership is scheduled to revert to Toyota aftei 8 years, in the meantime the joint

venture is giving General Motors managers a unique opportunity to learn first-

hand about Japanese management techniques.

Joint ventures are also under way in the electrical, metals, chemical, and

other industries. They are proving to be an effective means of gaining the advan-

tages land expertise) ol foreign operations while at the same time sharing the risk

with (inns that are already established in a foreign environment.

SPACE FACTORIES

Perhaps the ultimate foreign location is a factory in space. McDonnell Douglas

and Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing have already experimented with trial

production on space shuttles, and Fairchild Industries hopes to have a production

platform in space by 1990. NASA is also planning an $8 billion manned space

station to be under construction by 1992.

Space factories will take advantage of the very low gravity environment,

where particles can be separated and purified much more efficiently than on

earth. Because ol this, the first commercial users of space facilities will probably

be electronic and pharmaceutical firms producing crystals, enzymes, and anti-

cancer substances. A Cambridge, Massachusetts, consulting company projects

that annual revenues from pharmaceutical production in space could reach $27

billion by the year 2(KX) [5].

RESPONSIBILITY IN INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

A final topic we cannot overlook here is managerial responsibility. In the past,

some foreign governments have resisted the entry of outside firms because those

firms have exploited both their host country's natural resources and its human
resources.

Foreign countries are justifiably concerned about having multinational firms

siphon off their limited resources while leasing their own poverty-stricken citizens

no better ofi than when the firms first came in. United fruit Company's exploita-

tion of Guatemala is a vivid example of managerial irresponsibility. The story of

how U.S. business interests undermined and then toppled Guatemala s legitimate

government (which had sought to limit that exploitation) is well documented [10].

Responsible management has an obligation to look beyond their company's

economic role to its total social impact on the other culture. If the impact is
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significant, their social responsibility to the local community and the country is

also significant. Business responsibility does not stop at international boundaries.

The Soviet nuclear accident (at Chernobyl in 1986) that spread radioactivity

around the world was a vivid reminder of this.

Foreign locations do offer some unique advantages—especially when the

firms are selling their products to foreign markets. And these locations provide a

means of giving better, faster service to foreign customers. However, the costs of

overlooking a crucial handicap appear to far outweigh the benefits of hurriedly

capitalizing on a location that makes an attractive first impression. When all factors

are considered, the firm must act in a responsible, thoroughly businesslike man-
ner in both its domestic and foreign operations.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The economic objective of location analysis is to find locations that will maximize

revenues and minimize costs. Nonprofit and public service organizations usually

work from limited budgets; their economic pressure is to minimize costs, or

possibly balance the costs with the budget.

The extent to which revenues and costs influence the location decision

depends on the type of product. Service industries tend to concentrate their

analysis on the revenue-generating aspects of the alternative locations. This is

because the production and consumption of services are so intimately linked to the

market. Goods-producing industries concentrate upon cost minimization because

the costs are stored (accumulated) in the product, and it can be shipped and

marketed wherever they choose. In economic terms, the best location for them is

the one that allows for the lowest total production and distribution costs.

The alternative revenues from various locations can often best be analyzed on

a probabilistic or expected value basis, as we have done in Chapter 2. In the next

two sections we will look at techniques for identifying locations with (1) the lowest

total production cost and (2) the lowest distribution costs. The transportation

linear programming model that will be used in discussing distribution costs is

capable of minimizing both production and distribution costs if they can be stated

in linear form.

LOCATIONAL BREAK-EVEN ANALYSIS

In comparing several potential locations on an economic basis, the only revenues

and costs that need to be considered arc the ones that vary from one location to

another. If revenue per unit is the same regardless of where the good is produced

(which is often the case), the total revenues can be eliminated from consideration.

\n economic comparison can be made by identifying the fixed and variable costs

and graphing them lor each location. This method is sometimes referred to as

Ideational hunk run aruth/sis. The graphic- approach has an advantage over a
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tabula] approach in thai one can easily identify tin- ranges ovei whii li a location is

preferable

The methodology for locational break-even analysis may be mm arized as

follows (assuming thai there arc equal revenues from .ill locations)

l Determine all relevant costs thai vary with the locations.

Categorize the costs for each location into annual fixed (l) sts
1

1'(
!) and variable

per-unit costs V (

* Plot tin' total costs associated with each location on a single chart of annual cost

versus annual volume.

4 Select the location with the lowest total annual cost M at the expected

production volume (V).

If revenues per unit vary from one location to another, revenues must also he

included, and the comparisons should he made on the basis of profits (that is,

TR — TO at each location rather than simply on the basis of total annual cost at

each location.

EXAMPLE 4-1 Potential locations A, D, and T have the cost structures shown for producing

a product expected to sell for S9(). Find the most economical location for an

expected volume of 1,850 units per year.

Site Fixed Cost/Year Variable Cost I ml

A = Austin

D = Durham

T = Tulsa

$20,000

40,000

80,000

$50

30

10

SOLUTION

For each site, plot the fixed costs (costs at zero volume) and total costs (fixed

costs + total variable costs) at the expected volume of output.

Austin

SI 20

1.000 2,000

Annual volume (units)

3.000
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1

7

TC = FC + VC(V)

Site A's TC = $20,000 + $50(1,850) = $112,500

Site D's TC = $40,000 + $30(1,850) = $ 95,500

Site T's TC = $80,000 + $10(1,850) = $ 98,500

The graph shows that the most economical location for a volume of

1,850 units is Durham. Expected profit here = TR - TC = ($90/unit)

(1,850 units) - $95,500 = $71,000/per year. Note that for volumes less than

1,000 units, Austin would be preferred. For volumes greater than 2,000

units, Tulsa would be preferred.

Locational break-even analysis is a means of comparing all relevant costs for

several alternative locations and selecting a plant location that will minimize costs

for a given volume. It is desirable that the "relevant costs" include transportation

and/or distribution costs if they vary from one location to another, which is usually

the case. When transportation costs are especially significant or when the same
product can be produced at more than one plant and/or transported to more than

one distribution point, a detailed analysis of transportation costs is warranted.

COST MINIMIZATION USING TRANSPORTATION LINEAR PROGRAMMING

Assume that the managers of a national baking company feel that they can justify

another new plant to produce the company's standard line of breads and bakery
goods. They wish to give specific consideration to transportation costs, because
they have a relatively bulky, low-unit-value product to distribute. Before reaching
their final plant location decision they will want to anticipate how the addition of
another plant will affect their existing production-distribution patterns. Which
plants will ultimately be used to produce what quantities? And to which distribu-

tion warehouses should the various quantities be shipped?

If the location problem can be formulated (modeled) as one of minimizing
some given cost, such as transportation expense, the methods of transportation (or

distribution) linear programming are useful techniques for minimizing the cost

function subject to supply and demand constraints.

The transportation method of linear programming is widely used for minimiz-
ing transportation costs and is indeed useful in numerous other minimization or
maximization situations, such as minimizing unit production costs, minimizing
materials handling costs, and maximizing revenues available from various alter-

native locations.

This method of linear programming is a variation of the standard linear

programming approach we will utilize later in the text. All linear programming
models are mathematical techniques for maximizing or minimizing some objective

function subject to constraints. In the transportation format, the objective is

usually to minimize the total transportation costs while meeting the demands of

the various distribution points without exceeding the individual capacities of the
supply locations.
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Demand lot
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The "solution to a transportation linear programming problem results in

entries into the cells that will allocate supply to meet demand at the lowest total

cost. Several methods of obtaining initial and final (optimal) solutions have been
developed, including Vogel's approximation method (for initial solutions) and the

modified distribution (MODI) method (for final solutions). Simple problems can

be done by hand, but most realistic problems are solved by computer, and

programs to solve them are readily available for personal computers as well as

mainframe computers.

Although we shall not present a solution technique here, the Solved Problem
section at the end of the chapter illustrates the use of the northwest-corner

method to obtain an initial (feasible—but not necessarily optimal) solution and the

stepping-stone method for converting the initial solution into a final (optimal)

solution. The northwest-corner and stepping-stone methods are not usually the

most expedient to follow when the problem is complex, but they have intuitive

value and quickly convey the basic methodology. Making initial allocations on the

basis of minimum costs also makes a good deal of intuitive sense, and a solved

problem illustrates this as well.

Our purpose here is to demonstrate the formulation and interpretation of

transportation problems as applied to plant location problems. Exercises at the

end of the chapter will enable you to practice this formulation and hand calculation

of these problems, or you may go on to solve the problems on a computer if you

like. The example below utilizes data from Fig. 4-5 and illustrates how easy it is to

incorporate different production costs as well as distribution costs into the analy-

sis.

EXAMPLE 4-2 Plastic Cabinet Supply Company (PCS) is a wholly owned subsidiary of an

international firm which has major interests in the housing industry. PCS
has cabinet plants located in Boston, Seattle, and Miami. The plants produce

prefabricated housing components, which are delivered to other company
assembly plants in Chicago, Denver, and Nashville. Demand has grown to

the point where PCS can justify the construction of another plant. The
immediate problem is determining a location that will minimize production

and transportation costs to the existing assembly plants. In order to be close

to raw material supplies and to service other potential markets, the alter-

native plant locations have been narrowed down to Omaha and Phoenix. The
demand, supply, and cost data for the existing locations are as shown in Fig.

4-5. The data for the Omaha and Phoenix locations are as follows:
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Which of the two plant locations (Omaha 01 Phoenix) Is more desirable In mm

an economic standpoint ?

SOLUTION

We must now generate two independent solutions Then we can compute

tilt- transportation costs and add production costs lor each location and

determine which location lias the lowest costs By allocating via tin- north-

west corner (initially) and making adjustments l>> means ol tin- stepping-

stone method, \\<- would arrive at the following matrices

Solution using Omaha data

Demand locations
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If production costs were different at all the supply locations, and if the entire

capacity were not utilized, it would be most expedient to simply add the costs to

each cell in the matrix. Then the matrix solution would result in an optimal

production and distribution arrangement, and the production costs would not

have to be added on separately as we did above.

Plant sites are expected to serve the company for several years, during which
time transportation costs will change. To explore the sensitivity of the solution to

changing costs, it may be desirable to forecast cost changes (as far as possible) and
recheck the solution to ensure that the best long-range—as well as short-range

—

result is obtained. As the price of transportation fuels escalates, the benefits of

making these types of studies become ever more apparent. The transportation

method of linear programming offers much potential to the astute manager.

QUALITATIVE FACTOR ANALYSIS

We noted earlier that if economic criteria were not sufficiently influential and the

net result of numerous other criteria was unclear, a system of weighting the

criteria might be useful in making a plant location decision. This approach is

referred to as qualitative factor analysis. It is another means of allowing the

decision maker to inject values into a decision-making structure in a relatively

formalized manner, and is described in the following procedure. Note, however,

that it assumes a good deal of knowledge about each site, so it is not useful in all

situations.

1 Develop a list of relevant factors (use a checklist).

2 Assign a weight to each factor to indicate its relative importance (weights may
total 1.00).

3 Assign a common scale to each factor (0- 1(X) points), and designate any minimum.
4 Score each potential location according to the designated scale, and multiply the

scores by the weights.

5 Total the points for each location, and choose the location with the maximum
points.

EXAMPLE 4-3 National Class Company is evaluating four locations for a new plant and has

weighted the relevant (actors as shown below. Scores have been assigned

with higher values indicative of preferred conditions. Using these scores,

develop a qualitative (actor comparison lor tin- four locations.
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SOLUTION
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variety of ways. Classified on the basis of the volume of identical products, these

layouts range from fixed position facilities assembled to produce just one product
us:., to construct a building), to continuous-flow facilities that produce millions of

identical units (such as gallons of gasoline) [11:155].

Figure 4-6 presents an overview of some of the principal types of layouts and
singles out the fixed position layout as being somewhat unique. The arrows

extending from the job shop to continuous flow layouts suggest that these and the

batch and line processing layouts can be adapted to a wide range of product,

process, and volume differences. Furthermore, it is not uncommon for organiza-

tions to use more than one type of layout within a given facility.

TYPE OF LAYOUT

FIXED POSITION
(e.g., building a factory,

managing a marathon)

TYPE OF PRODUCT

Customized

(influenced by
location)

TYPE OF PROCESS

Individual projects

(unique or tailored

specifications)

VOLUME OF
PRODUCTION

Very low

(possibly only one)

JOB SHOP
(e.g., machine shop,

hospital)

BATCH PROCESSING
(e.g., winery, airline)

LINE PROCESSING
(e.g., auto assembly,

plant, cafeteria)

CONTINUOUS FLOW
(e.g., oil refinery,

electric utility)

Customized

Many
different

products

Compete via

features

and service

Compete via

distribution

and price

Fewer new
products

More standardized

Flexible process

Materials and
labor requirements

less certain

Labor is higher

percentage of

total costs

Labor is lower

percentage of

total costs

Material and labor

requirements

more certain

Standardized process

Relatively low (short runs)

More
work-in-process

inventory

Planning horizon

is relatively short

Planning horizon

is relatively long

More finished

goods inventory

Relatively high (long runs)

FIGURE 4-6 Chorocterisncs of Different Types of Layouts
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Space does not permit us to discuss each type <>l layout in detail, but we will

illustrate the commonl) cue tered fixed position, job shop, and line processing

types below Note however, that two examples are provided foi each type <>l

layout in Fig. 4-6. The first is that ol a goods-producing facility and the second that

of a services-oriented facility. Much ol the theory underlying effective layouts

applies equal!) to goods and services. However, in goods manufacturing, our

major concerns lie with the efficiency <>t the flow oi physical materials, whereas

w it 1 1 services our concerns are more often with the Bow or satisfaction <>t custom

ers.

Fixed Position Layouts Fixed position layouts are perhaps the simplest type <>l

layout. They arc arrangements whereby labor and materials are brought to the

location where the work is done Managerial skills, workers, subcontractors, and

materials arc all brought to a job site ( lustom design, building, and construction

projects are often dune on tins liasis. Examples include Homebuilding, shipbuild-

ing, dam construction, and relay station construction.

Figure 1-7 illustrates the fixed position type of layout, which often arises out

of the necessity ol having to complete a project in place It lias the advantage ol

minimizing the handling costs ol the end product. It enables managers to take

advantage of the more goal-oriented planning and control techniques that apply to

project-type activities. However, the costs ol attracting skilled personnel to the

job site may be high, support facilities are sometimes limited, and expensive

equipment may not be as fully utilized as with other types of layouts

Job Shop Loyouts Job shop layouts are arrangements that group the people and

equipment performing similar functions. They are sometimes referred to as ))rn-

FIGURE 4-7 Fixed Position (Project) Loyouf
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Job
planning

Job A-

JobB-

llllllTT
WC3

""""""—

-^^^ Assembly ^

WC2 "^*-^

WC6
Shipping

WC1
Pattern shop

WC4
Wiring

ft. A
*• B

FIGURE 4-8 -Job Shop Layout for Sign Production

cess layouts or functional layouts because specific functions, such as inspection,

painting, or x-raying, are performed in one location for various products. Machine

shops, hospitals, and carnivals have these layout characteristics.

Figure 4-8 illustrates a job shop layout for a firm producing made-to-order

advertising signs. The work flow in this custom shop is intermittent and is guided

by individual shop orders according to the specific nature of the work to be

performed.

Job shop layouts tend to rely heavily on the planning and professional skills of

people. They have the advantages of (1) being flexible to do custom work, (2)

promoting job satisfaction by offering employees diverse and challenging tasks,

and (3) limiting investment in highly specialized, high-volume equipment. Disad-

vantages are the higher costs of (1) materials handling, (2) skilled labor (coupled

with a lower productivity because of the uniqueness of each job), and (3) more

complex production control. Because the work flow is intermittent, each job must

In- individually routed through the system and scheduled at the various work

centers (WCs). All special drawings, tools, and equipment setups must be individ-

ually arranged for, and the status of each job must be monitored.

ssinq Loyouts Job shops that process large orders of identical units as

a group through the same production sequence arc employing principles of batch

processing. Batch processing layouts enable producers to achieve some economies

of scale by performing the same activities on conveniently managed volumes (or

hatches) of product. Batch processing is used for a wide range of goods and

services from cheese and furniture production to classrooms and theaters.

Line Processing Loyouts Fine processing layouts are arrangements ofpeople and

equipment according to the sequence of operations that are performed on the

product or for the customer. Line layouts are sometimes called product line (or

assembly line) layouts because they lend themselves to the use pf straight-line
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conveyors and automated equipment, which minimizes the amount oi manual

material handling, \ul obile assembl) plants, I I processing plants, and cal

eterias are examples oi line layouts. In s service facilities such .is cafeterias

the customei rather than a physical product, moves down the hue

Figure 4-9 illustrates a line processing layout with one main assembl) hue

two Feeder hues, and twelve wink stations Tins facilit) is designed to produce

large volumes ol a single item (or relatively few items) nn specialized fixed-path

equipment and lias a continuous work How

Line layouts capitalize on the commonalit) ol operations. The) oiler the

advantages ol (1) lower material-handling costs, (2) simplified tasks that can be

done with low-cost, unskilled labor (3) reduced amounts "I work-in-process

inventory, and I
1 much simplified production control activities. All units are

routed along the same fixed path, and scheduling consists primarily "I establishing

a production rate Work is dispatched to the shop and monitored re easih b)

controlling the rates of How of materials and subassemblies to the line and the

shipment ol items oil the line.

Disadvantages of line layouts are their
1 1 1 inflexibility, (2) job design charai

teristics (which can be very monotonous), (3) high fixed costs of investment in

specialized equipment, and (4) heavy interdependence ol all operations A break-

down in one machine or an uncompleted task at one work station tan idle much ol

the equipment and reduce or halt the total production output. The proper

balancing of the capacities of workers and work stations is a major consideration,

and we shall direct our attention to it shortly.

Continuous Flow Loyouts Continuous How layouts are frequently oriented

around a technological process, such as the production ol chemicals or electricit)

Receiving

and staging

v^

Inspection

station

Materials and components

V V W r

12

A
Subassembly
feeder line
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Office
Food service to order
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rooms
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Order

/* release
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\
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FIGURE 4-10 Fasr-Food Service Facility

The processing facilities (which may represent a substantial capital investment),

are often highly automated and designed to operate as one integral unit. Plant

layout here is largely an engineering design function, and there is little flexibility

for change except via a design modification to the plant.

Comparison of Layouts for Goods and Services Layouts do not usually conform
to the classifications described above in all respects. For example, behind the

picturesque, smooth-running automobile assembly lines lie job and batch process-

ing shops producing the needed components and subassemblies. And some of

these production activities are highly automated whereas others are not.

Service systems also blend characteristics of job shop, batch, and line pro-

cessing layouts. At one end of the spectrum, hospitals make full use of thejot shop
characteristics. Patients (instead of materials) are uniquely routed to different

"work centers" for customized x-rays, EKGs, blood tests, surgery, and so forth.

Like machine shops, many service facilities also rely on queues to regulate the

flow of customers. However, empty hospital beds, idle firefighters, and unfilled

airline seats represent the costs of idle capacity, much as idle machines do in a

manufacturing plant.

But as the services offered become more standardized, characteristics of

continuous flow emerge. Customers entering movie theaters and subway systems

are "batch processed" in similar ways by personnel and equipment geared to a

limited variety of outputs.

Figure 4-10 incorporates some characteristics of both job shop and line

processing. In this East-food service facility, customers select from a limited menu
so their Food is provided "to order." Still, the customers themselves move down
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the "service line." Individual (lows stop al the tables where .i lamer in-process

storage-cons ption area tnusl l»- provided iust .is fbi in-process inventories in

batch •>! line layouts

Line processing and continuotu fluu service systems also capitalize on the

same economies ol s< .il« • (high volume and low processing costs .is manufacturing

systems. And as the service becomes highly standardized the tailored" nature "I

the service (or the marketing strategy I
shifts to choices concerning the time and

quantity of service desired The use ol electricity . phone sen ice, stock quotations

computer banking, and so lorlh illustrate this si nil \n increasing number ol these

continuous flow-type services are information- and/or communications-oriented.

So the "lav out strategies here focus on better ways ol making the service available

wherever and whenever the customer wants it

COMPUTER-GUIDED FLOWS: FLEXIBLE AND CELLULAR SYSTEMS

Facility layouts are influenced by the level of automation and cost ol manufactur-

ing equipment. Manx numerical!) eon trolled (NC) machines and industrial robots

perform simple tasks such as drilling holes or welding joints. They can !» used

independently, or moved to where they are needed. However, as the number ol

tasks performed l>> automated machinery increases, the machines can become

quite large (and expensive). In these situations, the equipment design and config-

uration significantly influence the layout and product flow. Two of the more

advanced systems gaining acceptance in U.S. firms today are flexible and cellular

manufacturing systems.

Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) Flexible manufacturing sv stems are pro-

duction systems that include a supervisory computer, plus automated machine

tools and automated materials-handling equipment. The tools and handling equip-

ment can follow the computer s instructions to produce hundreds ofdifferent parts

in whatever order is specified. Items .ire loaded, processed, assembled, and

inspected without being transported to different processing centers throughout

the plant

By producing exactly what is needed, companies with FMSs can keep their

inventories very low (goods arrive just in time to support other needs) and

minimize their work-in-process costs. The FMSs also reduce labor costs and

improve productivity; a plastics firm in Ohio realized a productivity rate two to

three times above that in a shop dependent on human operators [15]. Finally,

FMSs help ensure a consistently high level of product quality; the system will

automatically reject any defective parts.

FMS installations can cost between $5 million and $20 million. Large manu-

facturers, such as Caterpillar Tractor Company, General Electric, and Mcl)< II

Douglas can realize the benefits of these s\ stems, but most companies cannot

afford such sums "for one machine." As a result, there are fewer than 1(K) full-

fledged FMSs operating in the United States today [15].
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Cellular Manufacturing Cellular manufacturing is a building-block step toward

FMS. Manufacturing cells are smaller groups of machines that are arranged

according to a similarity in the operations performed. For example, the steps in a

sequence might be: (1) cut, (2) weld, (3) mill, and (4) drill. Items are thus grouped

according to either a commonality in their design or in their manufacturing that

would enable the equipment to capitalize on the similar processing activities (that

is, group technology). Main- automotive components, appliance parts, and de-

fense products are now produced in manufacturing cells.

Manufacturing cells also enable a firm to operate with less work-in-process

inventory. Cells are typically connected with materials-handling equipment so

that these costs are reduced. Also, they can be expanded toward a FMS by adding

a supervisory computer and more machines as inv estment funds become justified.

ANALYSIS AND SELECTION OF LAYOUTS

Facility layouts must integrate numerous factors, such as work-center locations,

offices, computer facilities, toolrooms, storage space, and washrooms. Two of the

major criteria for selecting and designing a layout are (1) materials-handling cost

and (2) worker effectiveness.

Materials-handling, cost has often been considered the most important criterion of

a layout. Costs are minimized by using belts and conveyors to automate product

flows (as much as is practical) and keeping the flow distances as short as possible.

Secjuential processing activities are usually located in adjacent areas. In service

systems such as subways, customers are frequently the "material" that moves

through the system. So the customer service time becomes a relevant variable.

Worker effectiveness is an increasingly important criterion in facilities today.

Good layouts provide workers with a "satisfying" job and permit them to work

effectively at the highest skill level for which they are being paid. This applies just

as much to an office layout (where an engineer might spend unnecessary time

delivering memos) as it does to a factory layout (where a machinist might have to

walk long distances for tools). Good communications systems and well-placed

supporting activity locations are critical to the success of any facility.

The major layout concerns differ along the continuum from job shop layouts

to continuous flow layouts (see Fig. 4-6). The job shop and line processing layouts

exemplify the difference:

Job shop layouts attempt to minimize materials-handling costs by arranging

departmental sizes and locations according to the volume and flow rate of the

products.

• Line processing layouts attempt to maximize worker effectiveness by grouping
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sequential work activities into work stations thai \ ield a lnuh utilization at laboi

and equipment with a minimum <>l idle tunc

MINIMIZING COSTS IN JOD SHOP LAYOUTS

Materials-handling costs in job simp layouts can be div ided into ( 1
1 the load and

unload costs and (2) the transportation costs The load-unload costs are a function

of the frequency ol trips (and the capacity ol equipment—which should be

considered when evaluating the investment in materials-handling equipment

1 lie analysis of transportation costs rests largel) on the amount oi material moved

and the distance it is moved Hence it is often referred to as hmd-distancc analysis

[3:628],

Most forms of load-distance analysis try to reduce the transportation costs of

in-process work by reducing the flows of material to nonadjacenl tor noncon-

tiguous) work centers. The objective is to locate the work centers with high

interaction near each other. In office systems, transportation costs refer to the

time required for employees to move themselves to necessary locations for inter-

action with others.

Simple Grophic Approaches In the following example, a travel chart and a

simple graphic approach are used to establish a facility layout. The travel chart

shows the number of moves made between departments and identifies the most

active departments. The solution methodology is a trial-and-error process which

attempts to minimize nonadjacent flows by centrail) locating the active depart-

ments. The work centers are depicted as circles in the solution. Connecting lines

represent the loads transported during a given time, such as 50 units per month.

Departments next to each other or diagonally across from each other are regarded

as adjacent.

EXAMPLE 4-4 Mohawk Valley Furniture has purchased a plant with six production areas as

shown in the facility outline below. The firm proposes to locate six depart-

ments (A, B, C, D, E, F) which have the number of moves per day between

departments as shown in the accompanying travel chart.

1
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Develop a layout of the six departments which minimizes the nonadja-

eent flows.

SOLUTION

First, determine which departments have the most frequent links with other

departments. This can be done by totaling the number ofentries in each row

and column. Thus, A has two row entries (B and F) and one column entry,

for a total of 3 links.

Department
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Nearness Degree of

Code Importance

a Absolutely necessary

e Very important

i Important

o OK, ordinary importance

u Unimportant

x Undesirable

Wiring

FIGURE 4-1 1 Nearness Codes for Process Layout of Fig. 4-8.

these are limited criteria, and other considerations imulit verj well take prece-

dence.

Systemotic Loyout Planning A systematic approach to incorporating other con-

siderations into the layout has been promoted by Richard Mother [H\. His method

utilizes a hall-matrix to display ratings o( the relative importance of locating one

department close to another. The importance ratings are indicated by code letters

(a, e, i. o, n, x) in the matrix; the ratings range from absolutely necessary (a) to

undesirable (x). A reason code (usually a number) can also lie assigned. For

example, reason 1 might 1"' use of common personnel; 2, noise isolation; and 3,

safety purposes

Figure 4-11 illustrates the systematic layout planning (SLP) approach as

applied to the sign production layout ol Fig. 4-8.

Several computerized approaches are available for developing and analyzing

process layouts. The analytical (software) packages are primarily heuristic, step-

by-step (iterative) methods. The ALDF1' (automated layout design programs) and

CORELAP (computerized relationship layout planning) programs attempt to max-

imize a nearness rating within the facility dimension constraints. I he CRAFT
(computerized relative allocation of facilities technique) program attempts to

minimize materials-handling costs bv calculating costs, exchanging departments,

and calculating more costs until a good solution is obtained. None ol the methods

guarantees optimahtv

LINE BALANCING IN ASSEMBLY LINE LAYOUTS

Line layouts arc appropriate for high-volume activities where moving conveyors

bring the work units to the worker and then earn them along to the next station.
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Similar operations, which are repeated on each unit, may take anywhere from a

traction of a second up to perhaps half an hour per item. For example, we would

find that a cannery line for processing corn on the cob requires a very short

inspection and culling time per cob, whereas a line for upholstered furniture may
require 20 or 30 minutes per sofa.

Line balancing is the apportionment of sequential work activities into work

stations in order to gain a high utilization of labor and equipment and therefore

minimize idle time. Compatible work activities are combined into approximately

equal time groupings that do not violate the order (or precedence) in which they

must be done. The length of work time, or operating time, that a component is

available at each work station is the cycle time (CT).

CT
available time/period AT

output units required/period output
(4-1)

From Eq. (4-1) we can see that CT is also the time interval at which

completed products leave the production line (once it is operating at full capacity).

If the time required at any station exceeds that which is available to one worker,

additional workers may have to be added to the station. The theoretical or ideal

number of workers needed on the assembly line is the product of the actual

worker time it takes to complete one unit and the number of output units

required, divided by the available time.

Theoretical minimum
number of workers

(worker time/unit) (output units/period)

available time/period

11
I output units/period )

V available time/period/

St

CT
(4-2)

where Xt is the sum of the actual worker time required to complete one unit.

EXAMPLE 4-5 The precedence diagram for assembly activities A through G is shown

below, with the element time requirements shown in minutes. The line

operates 7 hours per day, and an output of 600 units per day is desired.

Compute (a) the cycle time, and (b) the theoretical minimum number of

workers.

h 62

Attach

baseplate
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SOLUTION

available time period
1 (

'

= —;—;

—

~> 1/
—~

i

iMitpiit units reqd pei iod

_ (7 lir/day) (60 min/hr) _ 420

600 units/day
"

6<M)
70 HUM unit

b) llnuiciic.ll minimum = ~t^.

where It = .62 + .39 + .27 + .14 + .56 + .35 + .28 = 2.61

Theoretical minimum = -bjr = 3.73 workers

(Note: This is theoretical—not actual.)

The procedure for analyzing line balancing problems involves I determining

the number of stations and time available at each station, - grouping the

individual tasks into amounts of work at each station, and (3) evaluating the

efficiency of the grouping. When the available work time at an) station exceeds

that which can be done by one worker, additional workers lor robots' must be

added at that station. The key to efficient balancing is to group activities in such a

way that the work times at a work station are at or slightly under the cycle time (or

a multiple of the cycle time if more than one worker is required

An efficient balance will minimize the amount of idle time. The balance

efficiency (ErTw ) can he computed in either of two ways:

EffB

,. output of task times £f
M input of station times (CT)n

_ theoretical minimum number of workers

actual number of workers

1-3

(4-4)

where CT is the cycle time per station and n is the number of stations The

grouping of tasks is done heuristically with the aid of a precedence diagram.

Designate work zones on the precedence diagram and move appropriate activities

into preceding zones (that is, to the left 1 until the cycle time is as fully used as

possible.

EXAMPLE 4-6 Using the data and precedence diagram from Example 4-5, a group the

assembly-line tasks into an appropriate number of work stations, and 1>

compute the balance efficiency, \\otc: CT = .70 minute and It = 2.61

minutes
|

SOLUTION

(a) The CT of .70 means that .70 minute is available at each work station.

Activity A consumes .62 of the .70 minute available at the first station.
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but the next downstream activity (B) is too large to combine with A.
Activities B and C can be combined, however, for they total only 66
minute. Similarly, D and E and F and G can be combined as shown-

(b)

Also

Eff = -*-
B (CI>

2.61

(.70) (4)
93%

EffB = theoretical minimum number of workers 3.73
actual number of workers 4

= 93%

Computerized routines are available for testing the multitude of potential
work-station configurations that exist for realistic large-scale, line balancing prob-
lems. Although they utilize heuristic decision rules, they can rapidly converge on
a reasonably good balance. One commonly used heuristic is to move down the
network diagram, selecting first those tasks that have the longest activity times,
but that still fit within the cycle time available at the work station, while meeting
precedence requirements.

In the preceding examples, the output and activity times specified the
production-line output and determined the number ofwork stations. If, instead of
output, the number of work stations n is specified, production-line output can be
used to define a target cycle time, CT,:

CT, = It
(4-5)

SUMMARY

where It is the summation of activity times. The target cycle time then represents
the minimum average time necessary at a work station and must be greater than or
equal to the longest activity time.

Tne location and layout of a facility involve far-reaching decisions which affect an
Organization's Success. Then- is no optimizing theory for location, hut following a
systematic decision process will help ensure that crucial factors are not over-
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looked. ( )ni' approach is t<> Inst establish economic feasibility and then lollou with

,i qualitatix e analysis oi (In- less tangible (actors. Foreign locations warrant extra

attention.

Locational break-even analysis is i method ol considering relevant fixed and

variable costs It provides a graphic aid which illustrates tin- sensitivit) ul ,i given

site to a change in volume, II transportation costs are particularly relevant

transportation linear programming methods an- useful lor locating sites m a

manner that will minimize costs

Facility la\ out depends largely on (1 1 the type ol product, (2 type ofprocess

and (3) volume ol production. The continuum ol types ol layout ranges from fixed

position layouts to job shop, hatch processing line processing, and continuous

(low Job shop layouts have equipment grouped according to the function it

performs and handle small, customized volumes. Butch processing layouts are

designed to accommodate larger volumes but still perform the production ac-

tivities in a step-by-step fashion. Line processing layouts typicallv have conveyors

and/or automated processing equipment sequenced to produce large quantities ol

similar products Continuous flow layouts are designed around a technological

process to operate as one integral unit. Ser\ ice facilities can exhibit characteristics

of many different types ol layout, but it is usually the recipients ol the service

(customers) that move rather than goods being produced

In analyzing layouts, attention has been directed mostly toward minimizing

the materials-handling costs of job shop layouts and achieving efficient line bal-

ances of line layouts, but good layouts should also provide workers with a satislv-

ing job design.

Several graphic, tabular load-distance, and computerized methods dor exam-

ple, CRAFT) have been developed to help design layouts that minimize materials-

handling costs. All are heuristic approaches that can provide good, but not

necessarily optimal, solutions. For line layouts, the balance efficiency is a standard

of comparison for judging one lavout against another.

SOLVED PROBLEMS

LOCATION PLANNING FOR GOODS AND SERVICES

1 Briefly describe a logical approach to locating a new facility.

Solution

(a) Follow a systematic decision procedure involving (1) objectives, (2) criteria

model. (4) alternatives, and V selection.

(b) Evaluate relevant factors in a systematic manner. For example, use an

Input Processing Output
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format with sequential attention to national, regional, co.nnn.nity, and site consid-erations.

^ ^Xl^:Wn°miC feaSib,, 'ty ** *- foU°W UP With --deration of .ess

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

A manufacturer of farm equipment is considering three locations (A, B, and C) for a new

K£S£t: s ov

v
hat

,

fixed costsc year at the sites are $24o -oo°-wwand $252,000, respectively, whereas variable costs are $100 per unit, $90 per unit and
95 per umt, respectively. If the plant is designed to have an effective system capacity of2,500 un.ts per year and is expected to operate at 80 percent efficiency, what is the moseconomic locat.on, on the basis of actual output?

Solution

Actual output = (system efficiency) (system capacity)

= (.80) (2,500) = 2,000 units/yr

Cost/site = FC + VC (V)

A = $240,000 + $100(2,000) = $440,000

B = 270,000 + 90(2,000) = 450,000

C = 252,000 + 95(2,000) = 442,000

The most economical location is A. Note that the actual output is specified and alocafonal break-even chart is not necessary for the solution

it," ~f
dering^ aIter»at7 '«*«°nS for a new plant. It has attempted to study

all costs at the various locat.ons and finds that the production costs of the foLving items

E^ssrr*-- Th<> *- win *- the- *-=

=

Labor (per unit)

Plant construction cost (million $)
Materials and equipment* (per unit)

Electricity (per year)

Water (per year)

Transportation (per unit)

Taxes (per year)

D

75
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Solunon

( 'm\(\
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I sing the data from Solved Prob. 3 assume that the market research department of thehrm has estimated the market volume for the product per vear overt ne t 10^For volumes ,m thousands) of 50, 75. 100, and 200 units, the probabilities aTe 4 2
'

^.^espectne,, What is the most suitable location on the llas.s oft^cted value

Solurion

Volume
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Distribution plants

(Demand)

(1) (2) (3)

Seattle Portland San Francisco

l/»
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An optamal solufaon can be obtained by following a stepping-stone approach whichrequires calculate of the net monetary gain or loss that can be obtained^ shiftmg anallocanon from one supply source to another. The important rule to keep in mind is thl"even- increase (or decrease) in supply at one location must be accompa ied by

nt"tTtfT " SUPPl>
' ^ an0ther

'

THe Same h°'ds •"- for d—

"

d Thus theremust be ho changes m every row or column that b changed-one change increasinghe quanbty and one change decreasing it. This is easily done by evaluafing real oc"bons ma closed-path sequence with only right-angle turns permitted and only onoccupied cells. Of course, a cell must have an initial entry before it can be reduced infevor of another, but empty (orfilled) cells may he skipped over to get to a corner ceUTo be sure that all reallocation possibilities are considered, it Is best to proceeds>s ematica ly, evaluating each empty cell. When any changes are made, cells vacatedearlier must be rechecked.
vacaiea

Only unused transportation paths (vacant cells) need to be evaluated, and there isonly one ava, able pattern ofmoves to evaluate each vacant cell. This is because moveare restricted to occupied cells. Every time a vacant cell is filled, one prevTousfyoccupied cell must become vacant. The initial (and continuing) number of entries is

nunus

5

HvlTnl *\+ ° ~ ^ ** «%»»*« «* ™sA "umber of columnminus 1. When a move happens to cause fewer entries (for example, when two cellsbecome vacant at the same time but only one is filled), a "zero" entry must be reta nedn one of the cells to avoid what is termed a "degeneracy" situation. The zero entryshould be ass.gned to an independent cell, that is, to one that cannot be reached by Iclosed path involving only filled cells. The cell with the zero entry is then considered tobe an occupied and potentially usable cell.

The criterion for making a reallocation is simply the desired effect on costs. The netloss or gam ,s determined by listing the unit costs associated with each cell (which !

e

U

ffect

aS

sT
ne

.I
'" ^ 7

tf0n P3th) "^ the" SUmming °Ver the Path to fi»d the neteffect Signs alternate from + to - depending upon whether shipments are beingadded or reduced at a given point. A negative sign on the net result indicates that a costeduction can be made by making the change. The total savings are, of course, limitedto the least number of units available for reallocation at any negative cell on the path

Evaluate cell A2:

Path A2 to B2 to Bl to Al (designated as I in Fig 4-14)
Cost + 14 - 10 + 12 - 10 = +6 (cost increase)
.'. Make no change.

Evaluate cell CI:

Path CI to Bl to B2 to C2 (designated as II in Fig 4-14)
Cost + 8 - 12 + 10 - 12 = -6 (cost savings)

^S:"' d 'ange
-

EvaIuaU>—"* ™P'y «Bm to see if other changes are

Evaluate cell A3:

Path A3 to C3 lo C2 (o B2 to Bl to A3 (not shown in Fig 4-14)
Cost +8-10+12- 10+ 12- 10= +2 (cost increase)

Evaluate ceU HI.

Path B3toC3toC2to B3(no( show,, in Fig 4-14)
Cost +12 - 10+ 12- 10= +4 (cost increase)
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Distribution plants

(Demand)

(1) (2) (3)

Seattle Portland San Francisco

c

a >

la
S£
O
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Distribution plants

(Demand)

(1) (2) I ,3)
Seattle Portland |San Francisco

10

12

.9 £ B

14

10

30

40

40

12

20

12

20

10

30 20

30

40

90

FIGURE 4- 1 5 Oprimol Solution

upon the opportunity to load cell A3.) A reallocation of 20 units to cell A3 results in thernatnx h plg . ^5 Note^ g^^^^ retained Qne
e

cells (C3) to satisfy the fl + C - 1 constraint.

Further evaluation of the cells reveals that no additional savings can be achieved

me!,t°is

Ut'°n
" ^ W

" '" Fig
'

4 " 15
'

THe transP°rtatio" «>"t for this arrange-

40 units from C to Seattle @ $8/unit $320
30 units from B to Portland (a 1 $10/unit 300

20 units from A to San Francisco & $8/unit 160

Total $780

Net savings over the initial allocation: $980 - $780 = $200/week.

ANALYSIS AND SELECTION OF LAYOUTS

i Load-distance analysis A facility that will be used to produce a single product has
three departments (A, B, C) that must be housed in the configuration shown on the
right below. Two trial-and-error layouts are shown on the left.

Option 1 Option 2 Distances (ftl
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The interdepartmental workload Mows and travel distances between work centers are

given below Evaluate the two layouts on a load distance basis and identify the pre

ferred layout Vssume tli.it the cosl to transport tins product is SI pet load-fool

Interdepartmental

Workload per Week
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A Los Angeles producer of electronic equipment needs to add a component subassem-
bly operation that can produce 80 units during a regular 8-hour shift. The operationshave been des.gned for three activities with times as shown below

Operation Activity Standard Time {niiiO

A
B

C

Mechanical assembly
Electric wiring

Test

12

16

3

W How many work stations (in parallel) will be required for each activity
-I.' Assuming that the workers at each station cannot be used for other activities in the

plant, what ,s the appropriate percentage of idle time for this subassembly opera-

Solution

(a) With 480 minutes per day available to each activity, the output

<

work station would be as shown in the accompanying diagram.

capacities per single

Capacities per station

Capacities required

Number of stations

Rounded to min number

480

-J2"
= 40/day

480
~jir = 30/day

480
-r- = 160/day

80/day

40
<L

2 stations

80/day

80

30 = 27

3 stations

80/day

J30
160 ~ 05

1 station

(b) Idle time can be determined by comparing the total ti

time.
me available with the standard

Time Available (at 4H0 min/day) Standard Time (min)

A: 2 stations = 960
B: 3 stations = 1,440

C: 1 station = 480

2,880

A: 80 units at 12 min = 960
B: 80 units at 1 6 min = 1 ,280
C: 80 units at 3 min = 240

2A80

Percent idle time = total available - standard
= 2.880 - 2.480

total available 2,880
= 14%

\n electric appliance assembly area is as shown i„ the accompanying figure with"""" ,

;"
1 W°Tl 5tadons

J
" * »' ""• tasks thai mus. be done, along with th

respective times are indicated in the precedence diagram
I he machine scan is automat,, and can come anytime after task 2. The manufac-'"•' **- an outp , f367 llM , (s per 8_hour day^ •anutac

breal in the middle of the morning and the afternoon.
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Convevor

Parts

storage

Machine

scan

Feeder

conveyor

F. -.-. J.-i

conveyor

367
units clay

3

-* 10

(a) Group the assembly line tasks into appropriate work stations.

(b) Compute the balance efficiency.

Solution

(a) The precedence diagram is given, complete with task times. We first compute the

cycle time:

CT = AT
output

where AT = 480 min/day - 40 min/day = 440 min/day

output = 367 units/day

440
CT = —— = 1.20 niin/nnit

.Jo I

This means that each worker can he scheduled lor up to 1.2 minutes of work at a

work station. If any station requires more than 1.2 minutes of work, additional

workers will he needed at that station.

Next, we group the tasks into amounts ot work that can he done at a work

station. For reference, we can number the precedence diagram columns. Column 1

time at 1.1 minutes almost fully consumes a work station time (1.2 minutes), and

there are no .1 minute downstream tasks that tan be moved up, so column 1 is

filled.
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QUESTIONS

IV VI
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PROBLEMS

tions? <\t i.i\ answei b) brief!) identifying some problem areas thai an unique to

intei ii. iti il locations

i-(i An equipment supplier has collected the following data on possible pi.mi locations

( hvIs are in dollars pei year
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2 The Hadley Steel Tank Company lias conducted a cost study of three potential
locations for a new plant. The company plans to construct the plant, sell it to an
investment firm, and lease it back. Estimated costs are shown in the following table
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/<. /in. rlt i
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departments are also shown These layouts are to handle the following workloads per

week

From
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WC1 must adjoin WC4 and

must also adjoin WC5.

WC5 must adjoin WC6.
WC2 and VVC5 must be

separated.

14

(a) Using only the nearness codes a, o, and x, state these requirements in terms of a

Muther grid. Assume unspecified relationships are all of ordinary importance.

(b) Develop one acceptable arrangement on a trial-and-error basis.

Given the Muther grid requirements shown below for a facility with six work centers

(VVCs), arrange the VVCs into a three-row by two-column grid that satisfies the

nearness criteria shown.

WC1
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IS

(b) wli.it is tin- theoretical im Dumber ol personnel?

i onibine the tasks into the most efficient grouping <>l work stations What is the

resulting efficiency ol balance?

A compute) manufacturing line operates 7 hours and l"> minutes each da) at a rate

sufficient to produce 1 ,395 personal computers pei day. The line lias si\ work stations

(A . . . F) with total work times as shown below in seconds

18s 20s /
C 17s

Components

Frame (
D

19s r
20 s

F

_^ Finished

product

Components

(a) What is the cycle time?

ilii What is the balance efficiency?

19 A toy manufacturer produces dollhouses on a product line geared to an output ol

per minute. The assembl) precedence relationships anil activity times (in minutes) are

as shown
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REFERENCES

(a) Group the activities into the most efficient arrangement.

(b) What is the balance efficiency (EffB)?

20 Robotic Controls Corporation uses a robotic-controlled flexible production system to

assemble the robots it sells. Five robots are available and must complete the tasks

specified in the table.
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Port I True/False [1 poinr each = 6]

There is no general method of analysis that assures a firm it has selected an optimal location.

The productivity of workers in third-world countries typically lags behind that of workers in the

United States.

Qualitative factor analysis is a method of evaluating a potential location without applying quantitative

values to the decision criteria.

The three determinants of the type of layout are type of product, type of process, and volume of

production.

An appliance manufacturing plant where products are made on assembly lines would be classified as a

job shop type of layout.

The major layout concern for a line processing layout is to minimize materials-handling costs by

selecting layouts with the smallest (load) (distance) totals.

Port II Problems [3 points each = 9. Calculate and select your answer.]

($000)

Site

Fixed

Cost/Yr

Variable

Cost/Unit

A
B

C

$10,000

30,000

40,000

$70

30

20

80

60

40

20
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INTRODUCTION

How are new products created for the market? Synthetic "natural" gas is now
flowing in commercial pipelines for the first time. New electronic talking toys are

appearing almost weekly. "Scent strips" didn't exist a short time ago. Now they

are widely used in magazines to advertise perfumes and lotions. The 3M Company
even has one that contains some 50 million tiny fragrance capsules on one square

inch of paper [5]. Before long you may be studying out of "hooks" that have a

computer screen on the back inside cover—so you'll simply flip to it to look up

table values, solve your homework problems, or even store your class notes.

New services are also entering the market at a rapid clip. General Electrics

electronic mail service now permits subscribers to send and receive their mail

through their computers instead of physically handling millions of sheets of paper.

Over 25,000 new franchises are opening up yearly. (McDonald's is opening new
restaurants at the rate of 1 every 17 hours [8]. Banks are branching out into

brokerage businesses and supermarkets are offering savings accounts. New prod-

uct innovation is truly the essence of competition for many U.S. companies.

Products are the goods and services produced, and processes are the facili-

ties, skills, and technologies used to produce them. The two go together

—

products require processes and processes limit what products can be produced.

In today's competitive environment, both products and processes are critical

elements of an organization's operating strategy. Successful products must reflect

a creative and intimate knowledge of the market environment. And the processes

used to produce or deliver them must make effective use of the firm's resources

and available levels of technology. The person challenged to respond to the market

demands by making best use of the firm's capabilities is the operations manager.

We begin this chapter by identifying the sources of new-product ideas and

tracing their How through the feasibility study into product design. Then we will

consider ways to choose what mix of products to produce. Next we turn to an

analysis of the production process. The chapter concludes with some recommen-
dations for analyzing ongoing processes to improve their overall effectiveness.

PRODUCT AND PROCESS OVERVIEW

The path from an idea to a finished product is by no means fixed. It depends upon

the nature of the firm, the product, and numerous other factors. Figure 5-1

illustrates one of many possible routes through the product and process design

stages. In general, the environmental (priority) influences are shown on the left

and the organizational (capacity) capabilities on the right. The major steps include

new-product development, a feasibility study, the product and process design

stages, and the implementation stage, lint before examining selected aspects of

this process, we should note some differences in planning for goods versus

planning for services
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From environment:

Consumers
Competitors

• Suppliers

NEW PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT »

(General specifications)

From company
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Engineering
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Market
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FEASIBILITY
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(Cost and analysis)

Technical

assessment

No
STOP
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firms often retain patent attorneys to secure patents on their new inventions and
process legal claims against companies infringing on them.

Other firms take different approaches, such as that oflSC Systems Corpora-

tion, an electronics company producing bank teller machines [4].

ISC does not hold any patents or licenses. Management believes that patents and
licenses are of lesser significance than the innovative software skills, technological

engineering and service experience, and marketing ability of its personnel.

GOODS VERSUS SERVICES

New-product planning for goods and services must allow for such differences

between the two types of products as those listed in Fig. 5-2.

Goods Planning for goods tends to be formalized because product design,

processing activities, and quality standards can be specified in detail. In addition,

the manufacturing environment, because it is separated from the consumer, can

be more tightly controlled.

Services Service activities are distinguished by (1) the absence of a physical

product, (2) the dependence upon trained personnel, and (3) a close linkage with

the market environment. These characteristics have tended to make the develop-

ment of services more flexible than the planning for goods.

In the past, detailed specifications of services were often neglected, resulting

in nonstandard and inconsistent levels of performance. Today, performance speci-

fications are more common. We have standards for sorting mail, cooking ham-
burgers, responding to fires, and even making beds. The quality of these and
other services rests heavily upon the capability and training of the "servers." In

contrast, with goods production, quality standards can be designed into the

production process.

Finally, the close proximity of services to the changing marketplace means
that service providers must have the flexibility to adapt to individual needs.

Goods
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Medical and insurance products are custom-designed <>n the spot for the con-

sumer. Architectural and advertising services rel) strong!) on customer suu

gestions. Many services horn cafeterias to college degree programs even give the

customer .1 significant role in designing Ins or her own product.

SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Services consist "I social processes that involve a physical <>i infoi [national interac-

tion between a provider and a client. Customers enter service systems with the

expectation ol receiving some self-satisfying benefit such as transportation, I I

advice, knowledge, or medical care. The) expect to emerge from the process

feeling better off [6:18],

But directing and controlling social interactions is a difficult task -often more

complex than managing physical processes Intangible psychological or emotional

benefits are not easily delineated, conveyed, or measured. This means that

planning effective service delivery systems can be more difficult than planning

manufacturing systems

The interaction of clients and employees real!) lies at the heart of most

service systems. As illustrated in Fig. 5-3, the inputs to a service delivers system,

like inputs to a goods-producing system, are (1) the market priorities and (2) the

organizational capacities. But sen ice deliver) systems integrate consumers more

fully as active participants in the production system itself.

With customers participating in the service activities, the distinction between

production and marketing functions is less definite for services than for goods.

Production employees carry a marketing responsibility as they interact directly

with customers. The knowledge they gain from this interaction then becomes the

>

'

_J
Perceived quality

of service

SERVICE
DELIVERY
SYSTEM
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/

Clients ^_j [» Employees

Interaction

t
Improved knowledge
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FIGURE 5-3 Client as Participant in Service Delivery System
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basis for improvements and training efforts that enhance the organization's service

capability.

Customer perceptions ot the service delivery system are also vital to market-

ing efforts designed to retain existing customers and attract new ones. Services

such as recreation and legal counseling, being intangible products, cannot be

physically purchased and demonstrated in the same manner as a good, such as a

refrigerator. Instead, the providers of services must rely upon customers' percep-

tions of quality. This forces service organizations to integrate their marketing

strategy more fully into the service delivery system.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Research and development (R&D) activities are a major internal source of new-

product ideas. Research is a consciously directed investigation to find new knowl-

edge. It is the forerunner of an increasing number of products and processes

—

from the first nylon fiber to the latest discoveries in fiber optics that may someday

eliminate the need for light sockets and bulbs.

As technology advances, new breakthroughs become ever more difficult to

achieve, for they depend increasingly upon the knowledge base of the past. That is

why todav—more than ever before—research is a team effort, bringing many
disciplines together on a single project. And it is expensive, sometimes command-
ing up to 5 or 6 percent of total company sales revenue. The U.S. government

spends approximately $30 to $40 billion per year on R&D, and private companies

spend from $50 to $60 billion per year.

Types of Reseorch Basic research seeks knowledge for knowledge's sake, with-

out regard for any marketable use of discoveries. Universities and foundations

conduct a considerable amount of basic research, though in balance far more effort

is put into applied research. Applied research is directed toward solving specific

problems as well as developing certain products or processes. Firms in high-

technology industries are heavily dependent upon applied research. In many
cases a large percentage of their current sales (perhaps up to 80 or 90 percent) is

from products that did not exist a few years earlier.

Development includes the simulated (or pilot plant) production of new prod-

ucts plus the test marketing of prototype products. These efforts often consume
the bulk of R&D funds.

Challenges in Rt/D Monogement Research, by definition, has an uncertain

outcome and much of it must be written off as a loss. Sometimes the imprac-

ticability of i project is not discovered until the developmental stage.

Research activities can also be difficult to manage because of unexpected

problems and unavoidable delays. Time and cost estimates are often understated,

even when slippage is allowed for. That is one reason why project scheduling and

control techniques, such as PERT (to be described ill a later chapter), are so

important to government and defense contractors like the Hoeing Company.
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PRODUCT DESIGN

Product design is the structuring ol c ponenl parts 01 activities so that as a unit

they can provide a specified value, such as a 1,000-hour-life guarantee on a

lightbulb Typicall) an engineering function, design entails preparing detailed

drawings or specifications thai give dimensions, weights, colors, and other phys-

ical characteristics. In service industries, product specification describes what

sen ices employees will prov ide for their clients The specification ma) include an

environmental requirement such as a no-smoking section, or a procedure foi

service delivery such as the steps foi admitting a patient to a hospital.

StondordizoTion Design, production, and marketing costs are reduced by stan-

dardizing and simplifying the product. Standardization involves producing items

to a commonly accepted standard t<> assure the interchangeabilit) and/or tin-

quality level of the product. The use ol a limited number ol uniform parts reduces

the sizes and number of items to be purchased, cuts inventory storage and

handling costs, and enables firms to work with larger (and more economical)

quantities offewer items. Standardization in.ikes both mass production and main-

tenance much easier. However, standardization limits the options available to

consumers.

Modular designs also facilitate production and maintenance. Modules are

common components grouped into interchangeable subassemblies. They can

range in size from microelectronic components to pieces of prefabricated houses.

Volue Analysis and Simplification Once developed, many products undergo

value engineering or value analysis. This is an attempt to see if any materials or

components can he substituted or redesigned in such a way as to continue to

perform the desired function, but at a lower cost. After prototype units are

designed and produced, the products are further analyzed and tested to see how
well the quality, performance, and costs conform to the design objectives. Sinv

plification may take place to reduce unnecessary variety in the product line by

decreasing the number and variety of products produced. For example. IBM
simplified their Selectric typewriter offerings by reducing the number of color

choices from 36 to 1 (ivory).

CAD/CAM CAD/CAM activities reflect the trend toward a fully automated man-

ufacturing facility, which may ultimately link product design and manufacturing

activities with material and capacity planning, scheduling, materials handling, and
finished inventory control. The potential for such an integrated factory rests upon

the use of computers and a earetulK designed database. In the common database,

each element (for example, a pari number) is listed only once, but the relevant

characteristics of the elements (size, composition, number in stock) are available

online to many functional users such as production, engineering, and marketing

personnel.

Computer-aided design (CAD) is the use of computerized work stations,

complete with database and computer graphics, to rapidly develop and analyze a
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product s design. The designer can input specifications, then use computerized

programs to create a three-dimensional geometric model of the product. That

image can be rotated on the screen for a display from different angles of the

product s characteristics and appearance even before it is manufactured. In addi-

tion, these programs allow designers to determine costs and test such variables as

stress, tolerances, product reliability, and serviceability.

Computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) follows CAD. It is the extensive use

of computers to accomplish and control production operations. Materials require-

ments and fabrication sequences must first be specified in detail. Computers are

then used in conjunction with numerically controlled (NC) machines and process

controllers to automate the manufacturing process as much as is practical.

Computerized NC machines convert CAD specifications into precise ma-
chine commands that will produce a given part. In addition, groups of NC
machines can be linked in a hierarchical network that makes use of production,

scheduling, downtime, quality, and other information that can improve productiv-

ity. This linkage, of course, is highly dependent upon having a common database.

The use of laser markers, machine-readable bar codes, and even voice-monitoring

systems is contributing to the success of these systems.

Group technology (GT) is a method of grouping similar parts or products into

families to facilitate both design and manufacturing activities. This grouping

minimizes the differences due to individual designs and routings, in favor of

standardized processes. By reducing setup and changeover times, GT concepts

help firms produce customized products at medium to high volumes.

Very highly automated computer-controlled systems can operate essentially

on their own. Some executives even speak of turning off the lights at the end of the

day shift and going home—leaving the factory to run automatically during the

night shift (in the dark!). Robots then do much of the work, making such diverse

products as appliances (for General Electric), printers (for IBM), and automobile

parts (for General Motors).

PRODUCT LIFE CYCLES

Most products pass through the common stages of introduction, growth, maturity,

and decline, as depicted in Fig. 5-4. Sales often begin slowly as the market for the

new product is developed. With customer acceptance and design improvements,

the product's sales grow rapidly and its use becomes more widespread. As the

market becomes saturated, sales may stabilize for a time (perhaps even for many
years). Eventually, the product is modified or superseded by a new product, and

demand subsides.

Not all products follow the same pattern, and the demand for some goods

doesn't seem to decline at all (such as for paper clips). But a knowledge of the

product life cycle curve helps planners to forecast demand and to maintain a viable

mix of products in the firm S product line.

Multiproducts A firms mix ol products directly affects its return on investment.

Products in in introductory stage often have low (or no) profits because ol the high
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Introduction Growth Maturity Decline

Time

FIGURE 5-4 Typical Good/Service Life Cycle

start-up costs ol new production processes and market penetration efforts \s on-

the-job learning takes place, operations become more efficient. With increased

volume, profits tend to climb until competition, rising costs, or a decline in usage

narrows the profit margins.

Most production processes are adjustable within product lines, and firms

often produce several products from the same production system. Figure 5-5

identifies some benefits of multiproduct systems.

PRODUCT SELECTION CONSIDERATIONS

Product selection decisions are influenced by (1) the firms resource and tech-

nology base, (2) the market environment, and (3) the firm's motivation to use its

capabilities to meet the needs ol the marketplace. Motivation is often economic,

but it can also be social, political, religious, or other, especially where services are

involved. Figure 5-6 depicts some of the factors involved and suggests that

successful organizations match their resource capabilities against market demands

to produce at an economic or social advantage.

LINEAR PROGRAMMING FOR PRODUCT-MIX DECISIONS

Within the product-line groupings, decisions must be made to select which

process to use or which mix of products to produce in view of cost, capacity, and

other constraints. Product-mix decisions typically involve major marketing con-

cerns. But where marketing or other considerations are not overriding criteria,

linear programming methods are useful techniques for assisting in the product-

mix decisions. Such a situation mav arise, for example, when the firm has a current

market for whatever quantities of two or more products it can produce. The

selection of the least costly mix of raw materials or processes to use from among
several available is a more localized example ol the same type ol mix decision.
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High utilization of facilities and personnel

Better customer service via broader product line

Diversified risk of loss due to product failure

Opportunity to manage life cycle of products

FIGURE 5-5 Advantages of Mulriproduct Systems

Linear programming is a quantitative method of analysis that has found

extensive application within business systems. It has been applied to capital

budgeting problems, line balancing, product-mix determination, and numerous

other operating situations. One of the earliest and most extensive uses has been in

planning and scheduling. It is convenient to introduce graphic and simplex linear

programming here, for we shall be making reference to it throughout the re-

mainder of the text.

Linear programming, as we saw earlier with respect to distribution problems,

is a technique for maximizing or minimizing an objective function subject to

constraints. While it is the final solution that we seek, we must go through the

mechanics of a solution to arrive at our goal. The graphic method is perhaps most

enlightening, but for more complicated problems the simplex method is useful.

Most large problems are solved by computer, however, so a basic understanding

of the methodology, along with knowledge of how to set up a problem and

interpret the results, is perhaps the most essential.

Consumers
(volume, time, location, ideas)

Competitors

(type, number, strength, ideas)

Suppliers and society

(ideas)

Production flexibility

Volume capability

Cost structure (FC and VC)
Contribution to profit

Quality control

Scheduling capability

Inventory situation

Corporate policy guidelines

Product line considerations

Worker and machine skills

Funds available

Transformation technology

Process capabilities

Unique expertise

M
envir

arket

environment

Production

economics

Product and process

decisions

Resource base

and technology

FIGURE 5-6 Focrors Relevonr ro Product Selection Decisions
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GRAPHIC METHOD OF SOLVING LINEAR PROGRAMMING PRODLEMS

The graphic method nl solution is satisfactory fbi problems invoh ing two decision

variables and consists nl the following five steps

1 Formulate the problem in terms ol a linear objective (unction and lineai

constraints.

2 Set up a graph wjtli one decision variable on each axis, and plot the constraints

They define t!i<' feasible region.

3 Determine the slope ol the objective (unction, and indicate the slope in die

feasible region on the graph.

4 Move the objective (unction in an optimizing direction until it is constrained.

5 Read off the solution values ol the decision variables from the respective axes

EXAMPLE 5-1 A chemical firm produces automobile (leaner X and polisher Y and realizes

$10 profit on each hatch ol X and $30 on Y. Both products require processing

through, the same machines, A and B. hut X requires 1 hours in A and H in B,

whereas Y requires 6 hours in A and 4 in B. During the forthcoming week
machines A and B have 12 and 16 hours of available capacity, respectively.

Assuming that demand exists for both products, how many hatches of each

should he produced to realize the optimal profit Z?

SOLUTION

1 Objective function

Max Z = $10.V + $30Y

Constraints

A: 4X + 6Y « 12

B: 8X + 4Y s 16
8X + 4V< 16 (Machine B)

2 Graph
The variables are X and Y

The constraints are plotted

as equalities.

A: If X = 0. V = 2

If Y = 0, X = 3

B: IfX = 0. V = 4

ii r = o. x = 2

FIGURE 5-7 Graphic Linear Programming

Solurior
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Note that the graph (Fig. 5-7) establishes a feasible region bounded by

the explicit capacity constraints of A and B and the implicit constraints

that production of X 3= and production of Y 2= 0.

3 Slope of objective function

Z = 10X + 30V

The standard slope-intercept form of a linear equation is

Y = mX + b (5-1)

where m is the slope of the line (that is, change in Y per unit change in X)

and b is the Y intercept.

Expressing our objective in this form, we have:

30Y = -10X + Z

Slope = — '/), that is, a line decreasing one unit in Y for every three

positive units of X. This is plotted at any convenient spot within the

feasible region (shown dotted). The dotted line from Y = 1 to X = 3

illustrates this.

4 Move objective function to optimize. The slope of the objective function

is moved away from the origin until restrained by the furthermost

intersection of constraint A and the implicit constraint X 5= 0. The
solution will always be at a corner in the feasible region.

5 Read solution values. The arrows point to the solution, which is deter-

mined by the X and Y coordinates at the corner. In this example X =
and Y = 2, so the firm should produce no cleaner and two batches of

polisher for a profit of:

Z = $10(0) + $30(2) = $60

As can be seen from the graph, the constraint imposed by machine B
(that is, that 8X + 4Y =£ 16) has no effect, for it is the 12 hours of machine

A (denoted by 4X -I- 6Y *S 12) that are constraining production of the

more profitable polisher. The graph also reveals that profit would con-

tinue to increase if more hours could be made available on machine A up

to the point of doubling output (to X = and Y = 4). At this point the

time available from machine B would become constraining.

The linear programming example described above assumed that demand was

assured and that profit contribution, processing time, and available machine time

yte.ro known with certainty. In many cases there is enough certainty so that
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< 1 1 • isions ( .in realistically l» made with the aid ol lineai programming. Problem -

in the Solved Problems section is a problem with two decision variables and three

constraint equations Hie solution exists .it 1 1 •

«
- intersection ol two explicil

sti.iints .iikI addition. il eoininents .ire made with respecl to the s.nsitix itx ol the

solution to changes in tin- constraints.

SIMPLEX METHOD OF SOLVING LINEAR PROGRAMMING PRODLEMS

Realistic linear programming problems often have several decision variables and

dozens ol constraint equations, Such problems cannot lie solved graphically, and

algorithms, such as tin- simplex procedure are used usuall) in conjunction with

a computer. Hie simplex method is an iterative procedure which progressively

approaches and ultimately readies an optimal solution In tins section the simplex

formulation of the problem described in Example 5-1 will he illustrated and tin-

simplex solution will he interpreted. Those who are unlaiiiiliar with the computa-

tional routine or want to review it max refei to Solved Prob 5 at the end ol the

chapter. Alternatively, computerized linear programming (LP) packages max be

used.

Initial Solution The simplex method begins with a statement ol the objective

function and constraint equations. Computerized LI' routines will automatically

arrange these inputs, hut lor manual solutions we must construct our own simplex

table. This necessitates that the constraints lie stated as equalities rather than as

inequalities. In maximization problems we accomplish this bj adding a x/c/rfc

variable (Si to each constraint The slack represents an unused amount, or the

difference between what is being used and the' limit of what amid he used. For

example, by adding slack variables to the inequality constraints ol Example 5-1,

we get new equations as follows.

Constraint Inequality Equation with Slack

Machine A hr 4X + 6V « 12 4X + 6V + SA = 12

Machine B hr 8X + 4/ « 16 8X + 4V + SB = 16

The machine A constraint now says 4 hours times the number of units of X
produced plus b hours times the number ol units of V produced plus slack hours =

1 2 hours. Thus, if 1 unit ofX and 1 unit ofY are produced, we have 2 hours ofslack

time. S. on machine A. since 4(1) + 6(1) + 2 = 12. If no X or Y is produced, we
"produce" all slack, and SA = 12.

The' simplex method always begins with a feasible solution x\ herein only slack

is produced. This corresponds to the origin of the graphic solution, where both \

and Y equal zero.

Each simplex table is a solution that (graphical!) corresponds to a corner of

the feasible region. We begin with a (poor, but feasible) solution that corresponds
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EXAMPLE 5-2

to the origin, where only slack is produced (that is, zero profit). Thus the slack

variables (for example, S, and S2 ) are "in solution," and the other decision

variables (A' and Y) are not in solution (that is, have values of zero). Figure 5-8

illustrates the initial simplex format.

Arrange the objective and constraint equations from Example 5-1 into an

initial simplex table.

Objective function

Constraints

Machine A hr:

Machine B hr:

Max Z = $10X + $30V

4X + 6Y =s 12

8X + 4V =£ 16

SOLUTION

FIGURE 5-8 Simplex Format

c ->

1

Variables

in Solution
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The C in the uppei left cornei is both a row heading and .i column heading. It

specifies the amount ol contribution to the objective function from eai li unit ol tin

variables it refers to. Tin is, each unit i>l X (cleanei tributes Sin to |
mil its and

each unit ol ^ (polisher) contributes 'sin i" profits hut 1 1 •

«
- slack time from

machines \ and B yields $0 contribution for both s\ and S„.

The / row in the table shows 1 1 • * - opportunity < ost. oi the amount "I i <>nti ibu-

tion that must be given up t<> introduce produce one unit or one more unit ol

the variable in each column. It is computed for each column l>\ multiplying the

elements ol the column by the contribution in the C column and then adding Foi

example, the Z value for column X is (4 <0 • s n o This means that to

introduce one unit ol X (cleaner) into solution, we must ui\e up 1 hours ol slai Is

time on machine \ at a cost oi SO and 8 I rs oi sink turn- achine B, also it a

tost ol SO The / v ali u- lor the KIIS column represents the total contribution hum
variables currently in solution Because this (initial) solution is to "produce" 12

hours ot slack on machine \ (at $0 conti ibut and 16 hours ol slack on machine

B (at SO contribution), our total profit hum this initial solution is zero. The / row in

the initial solution always has zeros, Imt it changes as the solution progresses

The values in the bottom (C / row represent the net contribution from

introducing one unit ol the column variable into solution In the initial table, they

are simply the coefficients of the objective function followed l>\ zeros for the slai k

variable columns. Thus, we won Id increase the value ofthe objective function by a

lull $10 for each unit ol X produced and by $30 lor each unit ol V because nothing

lint worthless slack must he given up to introduce X or V at this stage Producing

more slack would obviouslv not improve profits.

ComputQTionol Methodology The solution methodology lor maximization prob-

lems involves selecting a pivot col n and row and revising the table values until

all quantities in the bottom row are less than or equal to zero. Solved Frob. 5

illustrates the computational procedure.

Optimal Solution Referring back to Fig. 5-8, note the configuration of Is and 0s

in the two rows directi) below the slack variable s\ mbols The) form what is called

an identity matrix. It is a square array ol numbers with Is on the diagonal and 0s

elsewhere. A problem with three constraints would have three rows consisting of

1 OandO 1 and 1.

In a simplex table, a decision variable column that has a (positive) 1 with /ems

elsewhere in that column identifies a variable in solution In our initial table the 1

and below the slack variables indicated that both S
N
and SB were in solution (that

is, being produced). The value, or amount, ol the variable in solution is given in

the HI IS column. (The HI IS values lor variables not in solution are automatically

equal to zero. ) Thus our initial table had 12 hours ol mac lime A slack time and 16

hours ofmachine B slack time in solution, and no cleaner or polisher was produced

(that is, neither .V nor V was in the initial solution, so V = and Y = 0).

Example 5-3 presents and interprets the optimal solution to the problem
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EXAMPLE 5-3

posed in Example 5-1. Figure 5-9 illustrates the simplex solution. The graphic

solution is repeated to aid in understanding the corresponding elements of the

simplex solution.

Present and interpret the optimal solution to the cleaner-polisher problem

in Example 5-1.

SOLUTION

The solution shown here is optimal because all values in the C — Z row are

less than or equal to zero.

FIGURE 5-9 Simplex
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For SB :
—— = — = — = 12
RHS = _8 = 24

SA % ~~
2

The smallest positive ratio is the 12 associated with S B . This tells us that constraint

A may be relaxed by 12 hours (to 24 hours) before the machine B constraint begins
to limit the solution.

A glance at the graphic solution shows that as constraint A is relaxed (that is,

as more hours are added), the machine B constraint takes effect at Y = 4. At that

point, the profit would be Z = $10X + $30Y = $10(0) + $30(4) = $120. Also, at

Y = 4, both machines would be fully utilized.

MINIMIZATION AND OTHER FORMS OF CONSTRAINTS

The simplex procedure can also be used to solve cost minimization problems
which have objective functions of the form Min Z = AX, + BX2 + • • • + MX
Constraints in minimization problems are often of a 5= type rather than the =£ type

we just encountered. In these types of constraints we must subtract a "surplus"

variable (instead of adding a slack variable). To handle both = and 3= types of

constraints, artificial variables are also used (in addition to the S variables). The
artificial variables serve only to state the equations in a form suitable for the

simplex table and have no other meaning. Thus they are typically assigned very

large negative values (
— M), which will quickly drive them out of solution.

References at the end of the chapter provide additional information on minimiza-

tion problems, as well as on shadow prices, duality, degeneracy, and other

conceptual foundations of linear programming [1].

PROCESS PLANNING AND SELECTION

The production process is what actually transforms the resources and expertise of

an organization into higher-valued goods and services. As illustrated in Fig. 5-10,

it merges inputs from the market environment and the firm's own technological

base into an economically efficient productive activity. The processes that add

value range from mechanical, assembly, electrical, and chemical processes (largely

for goods) to educational and informational processes (for services).

INTERMITTENT AND CONTINUOUS PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

The production process is strongly influenced by the type of workflow and the

design of the work center [9|. Work flow may utilize any combination of the

layouts described earlier (( chapter 4), which may be generally classified into either

intermittent or continuous processing activities.
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MARKET
ENVIRONMENT

PRODUCTION
PROCESS

ECONOMICS

RESOURCE BASE
AND TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCT
DECISION

PROCESS PLANNING

Type of work flow

Design of work center

PROCESS PLANNING CHARACTERISTICS

INTERMITTENT SYSTEM

E.g., job shop «-

General purpose —
To different areas *-

Often short *
Sometimes small <—
Often broads-

Individual equipment «

Worker-machine balance

—Type of layout -

Equipment—
Work routing —

—Production run —

Volume
Job design

-Capacity concern-

—Loading concern-

CONTINUOUS SYSTEM

-E.g.. assembly line

-Special purpose

Along similar pathi

- Often long

-Often large

- Often narrow

-Production line

- Assembly line balance

PRODUCTION

FIGURE 5-10 Process Planning Considerorions in Inrermirrenr and Continuous Systems

Intermittent systems arc used to produce small quantities (or batches) <>l man)

different items on relatively general-purpose equipment. Most manufacturing is

done in batches, and some services (such as movies and subways) arc handled in

batches. Processing equipment and personnel arc located according to Function,

and products flow through the facilities on irregular paths. Work orders are

frequently individually routed, scheduled, and controlled on a job or shop order-

control system. The yoods or services are often customized or made to order.

Continuous systems are used to produce large volumes of a single item (or

relativ civ tew items) on specialized equipment Following a fixed path. Items follow

a similar production sequence, which can he anything from a pipeline dor oil) to an

assembly line (for computers). Routing ami scheduling focus on flow controls that
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govern the rate of flow of raw materials and finished products. High-volume, line-

assembled products are often of standardized design and made for stock. Con-
tinous flow systems for services tend to be equipment-oriented (such as phone
services and utilities) or equipment-dependent (ski lifts).

FLEXIBLE AND ROBOTIC SYSTEMS

Flexible production systems are a computer-enhanced form of continuous system

and are used to produce large volumes of customized products on highly auto-

mated equipment that is individually responsive to logic commands. They rely

heavily on microprocessors to store, manipulate, and transmit information for

production activities. By using computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) systems,

firms are able to combine the benefits of intermittent layouts with the speed

advantages of continuous layouts.

Robots are computerized manipulators that can perform a variety of tasks in

response to programmed commands or sensory input (for example, from vision,

sound, or touch systems). The simplest robots do manual manipulations or fixed-

sequence activities. More intelligent robots have microprocessors that can store,

manipulate, and react to information concerning materials, times, locations, and
manufacturing activities.

Robots are a vital element in most flexible production systems because they

can handle information and do physical work. The quality of work done by robots

is typically more consistent than the quality of work done by humans, and the

uniformity of the work allows savings on the amount of material used.

Traditional "hard automation" is designed to accomplish specific tasks that

produce identical outputs. Robots are more flexible; they can perform a variety of

functions. Programmable robots can be reprogrammed simply by changing their

software, or instructions. "Smart" robots can even respond (almost instanta-

neously) to online needs. They can (with a camera-sensitive lens) locate parts on a

moving conveyor, retrieve, assemble, inspect, sort, and relocate those parts as

necessary. Some robots can even recognize voice commands and respond to

questions by way of a speech synthesizer.

Firms like Ford and General Motors employ robots in such diverse tasks as

materials-handling, welding, painting, assembly, inspection, and testing ac-

tivities. A robot's cost ($50,000 to $150,000) can often be recovered in 2 to 3 years.

Savings stem from higher machine utilization, improved quality, and reduced

space requirements, plus reductions in material and labor costs. Labor savings are

often dramatic. For example, with robots, 100 robots may do the work of 500, or

output may be doubled without any increase in the number of workers. Moreover,

robots do not require collective bargaining agreements, and there are no retire-

ment costs to fund

Robots do replace workers, however, so employees' concerns over the conse-

quences of widespread use of robots are legitimate. Nevertheless, industries that
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do not automate with robots maj bee decline oi collapse Thus one challenge to

industry is to consciousl) direct human efiorts awaj from tasks thai can be done by

machines toward re people-oriented functions. Tins is. in (act, taking place in

the United States ,is our ccoi i\ moves toward service-producing activities \

second challenge is to retrain some ot the work force Ew new and upgraded

positions in programming, control, and maintenance ol high-technolog)
<-(

inip-

mi'iii.

PROCESS PLANNING AIDS: CHARTS, GRAPHS, AND COMPUTATIONS

We saw earlier (Fig. 5-6) that product decisions are influenced by the market

environment, the firm's resource base, and the production process economics.

Process planning is concerned with designing and implementing a work system

that will produce the desired good or service in the required quantities. But fims

must continually adapt to product and volume changes, so process planning is

really an ongoing activity. This section reviews a few of the charts and graphs that

have proven to be especially useful to process planners as they continually

redesign, update, and evaluate their production processes.

ASSEMBLY AND PROCESS CHARTS

Assembly charts, operations charts, and flow process charts are valuable aids for

planning and managing the various transformation processes.

Assembly charts show the material requirements and assembly sequence of

components that make up a mechanical assembly. Operations are symbolized by

circles and inspections by squares, as illustrated in Fig. 5-11.

Operations process charts are similar to assembly charts, except that they

include specifications for the component parts as well as operating and inspection

times. Thus they provide more complete instructions on how to produce an item.

Most firms that produce custom products in a jobshop layout summarize the

operations and process routing information for a given item on a route sheet. The

route sheet specifies precisely how to produce an item by identifying the equip-

ment and tools to use, the operations and sequence to follow, and the machine

setup and run-time estimates.

Flow process charts are similar to operations process charts, except that the

nonproductive activities of storage (V), delay (D), and transport (f)) are also

included. Figure 5-12 shows a flow process chart. It is designed to facilitate

analysis by asking why each activity is done and whether it can be improved by

eliminating a task, combining tasks, changing the sequence of tasks, or simplifying

tasks. These aids make flow process charts very useful for the analysis of process

efficiency.
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Body

10

Bracket

Insulator

Switch

Internal wiring

Cord

Resistor wire

Porcelain rod

Copper end caps

End plates

Plastic end caps

SA1 A1 Assemble bracket
to body

SA2

-SA3

A2
Assemble switch
to body

A3 Electrical

connections

- A4 Install cord

• c Assemble and install

heater element

A6 Test

. _ Assemble end platesA
' to body

A o Assemble end caps
to body

12
Screen

A9 Install screen

FIGURE 5-1 1 Assembly Chart for Electric Hearer

A10 Final inspection

WORKER-MACHINE AND ACTIVITY CHARTS

Worker-machine charts arc graphic devices for modeling the simultaneous ac-

tivities of a worker and the equipment lie or she operates. They help identify idle

time and costs of both workers and machines. Process planners can then analyze

alternative worker-machine combinations and determine the most efficient ar-

rangement.

Worker-machine charts show the time required to complete tasks that make
up a work cycle. A cycle is the length of time required to progress through one

< omplete combination of work activities. Many worker-machine activities are
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Job
Machine tool controller lest

a
Existing method

Proposed method

FLOW PROCESS CHART

Dm .

July IS

Charted by

Chan no I?

Details of Method Activity
, _L

In service O c> D D J

Inform supervisor • cj> D D V 8:33

I

Analysis :

~ w c ~ ^
Distance a 5 <u o J

Time (ftl jjjjI Notes

Action

llllmuow Other

FIGURE 5-12 Flow Process Chart

EXAMPLE 5-4

characterized by a load-run-unload sequence. The chart must be continued long

enough past the start-up time to reach an equilibrium cycle time.

An operator at Goodtire Rubber Company is expected to take 2 minutes t<>

load and 1 minute to unload a molding machine. There arc several machines

ofthis type, all doing the same thing, and the automatic run time on each is 4

minutes. Respective eosts are $8 per hour lor the operator .n\d S2U per hour

lor eaeli machine.

.i Construct a worker-machine chart tor the most efficient one-worker.

two-machine situation.

(b W hat is the cycle time?
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(c) What is the worker's idle time per cycle?

(d) What is the total idle time per cycle for both machines?

i
e> What is the total cost per hour?

(f ) What is the total cost per cycle?

(g) What is the idle time cost per hour?

SOLUTION

(a) If the operator begins by loading machine 1, the cycle does not reach an
efficient steady state until the ninth minute, as shown in Fig. 5-13.

Time (min) Worker

Load 1

Machine 1

Load

Load 2

Idle

Unload 1

Load 1

E

" <

10
Unload 2

Machine 2

le

Load

Run

Unload
Run

Load
Idle

Unload

Load 2

12
Idle

14

16

18

20

Unload 1

Load 1

Unload 2

Load 2

Idle

Run

Unload

Load

Run

Load

Run

Unload

Load

Run

FIGURE 5-13 Worker-Machine Chart

(b) CT = 7 min

(c) The worker is idle I minute per cycle.

(d) The machines are not idle (at steady-state operation).

(e) Cost = worker cost + 2 (cost for each machine) = $8 + 2($20) = $48/hr
= $48 per 60 min.

, Cost/cycle =^M1^) = $5.60/cycle
60 mm \ cycle/ J

/jiji . .„ I in in / 60 min/hr \/ $8 \
iv.) Idle time cost/hr = i-hy- r-7— r- II

*
. = $ .14/hr

cycle \7 mm/cycle/ \60 mm/
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I In operation and control <>l complex <>i bile equipment often restricts

process activities to a one-worker-per-machine operation Much construction and

materials-handling equipment falls into tins categor) These activities can be

portrayed in an acH\ ity chart, which is similar to a worker-machine chart, except

that .ill components represent machines (or workers)

EXAMPLE 5-5

EQUIPMENT SELECTION (MACHINE BREAKPOINTS)

Man) process planning decisions relate t » » equipment capacities required to

produce a specified level <>l output. When the processing costs ol alternative u.i\ s

of doing a job can l>c broken down into their fixed and variable cost components

the most economical alternative is the one with the lowest costs at die expected

volume. A graph ol the respective costs will show the machine breakpoints.

Sonic brackets lor a circuit breaker can be machined on an) ol three

machines. The costs arc as shown.

Machine A Machine H MochitU (

Fixed cost (setup) $10

Variable cost unit 30

$30

20

$60

10

What machines should be used for production volumes up to 4(M) units?

SOLUTION

At 400 units, the total costs are:

TC: A = $10 + 400($.30) = $130

TC B
= $30 + 400($.20) = $110

TCC = $60 + KKI-S 10i = $100

For:

< 200 units, use A

200-300 units, use B

> 30(1 units, use C

160
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ning stage often generates make versus buy decisions. Many components or
subassemblies of a firms product can be either bought or produced and these
decisions must be carefully analyzed as they arise during the process planning
activities.

*

The loading problems of intermittent layouts relate more to individual
worker-machine balance, whereas with line layouts they relate to the overall
balance of the whole assembly line. The individual worker-machine charts were
described earlier in this chapter and the assembly line balancing techniques in
Chapter 4. The next section discusses some simulation techniques which are
useful for modeling production processes so that the appropriate numbers of
machines and personnel can be assigned to operations.

SIMULATING OPERATIONS

Suppose it takes workers at a conveyor belt exactly 25 seconds to attach a switch to
a television set. and the workers have 30 seconds available. They should be able to
complete all installations satisfactorily. However, if their time requirements vary
from 24 to 32 seconds, depending upon parts availability or tolerances of the
switch, then they will not be able to complete every unit. Allowing enough time
(such as 32 seconds) for them to finish the installation every time may result in
excessive idle time, whereas providing them with some lesser amount (such as 30
seconds) will mean that some units will pass by without being completed. The
"correct" time allowance depends upon the workers' time requirements as well as
other objectives of the job design, such as job satisfaction.

Economically, the designer would probably like to decrease the idle time of
workers to the point where the idle-time cost is just offset by the costs that would
be incurred by allowing incomplete sets to leave the work station. Statistical and
empirical data on the workers' performance time are useful to the job designer in
establishing the necessary time availability for activities at each work station.

Assume that there are two work stations, A and B, in a line, followed by a
rigidly paced activity, C, as shown in Fig. 5-15. Operators A and B may have
average performance times that are relatively close to each other, but their output

FIGURE 5-15 Work Srorions on Poced Assembly Line

c
Automatic

(machine-paced)

activity
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rates are --.till likel) to fluctuate because "I the inherenl variability ol human
operators, II h musl deliver units to ( .it a specified rate, then either H s mean

production rate mi ist exceed the sel rate >>l C or an in-process inventor) must be

maintained. The production rate "I B is in turn affected li\ tlr.it oi \ .m<l a similai

requirement would hold for their interfiace

EXAMPLE 5-6 The time taken by worker A to perform an airplane assembl) operation is

iioniialK distributed, with mean 2 s minutes and standard deviation = .1

minute. II tins worker feeds a machine thai accepts units onlj .it 5 0-minute

intervals (and no inventor) buildup is permissible), what percentge ol the

time will the worker be unable to feed the machine on time?

SOLUTION

Since the distribution of times is normal, the number oi standard de\ iations

is

z =W = M__2_« = 2 .

IT 0. 1

.*. Using tile table of areas under the

normal curve:

P(X > 3.0) = .5000 - .4772 = .0228

= 29c of the time

o- .1

Mean time of-

2.8 mm

• (Operator I

3.0 mm

(Machine)

Example 5-6 invoked only one activity whose time distribution was known to

be normal. More complex problems may involve either (1) two or more statistical

distributions (perhaps in sequence), or (2) a pattern of activities that does not

follow a known statistical distribution. Analysts sometimes construct simulation

models of these types of problems and use a trial-and-error approaeh to arrive at a

reasonable solution.

Simulation is a means of modeling the essence of an activity or system so that

experiments can be conducted to evaluate the system's behavior or response over

time.

Simulations may be done manually or physically, but most business problems

are modeled on computers. It is not an optimizing technique dike linear program-

ming) but it does offer a number of advantages, which are listed in Fig. 5-16.

We end this chapter with a brief explanation of how simulated values might

be derived to model and study production processes using a computer. Numerous
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Applies to problems that are too complex for mathematical solution

Helps one to understand the total (complex) system

Avoids risk or disruptive experimentation on actual system

Compresses time to reveal long-range effects

Costs less than real-world experimentation

FIGURE 5-16 Advonroges of Using Simulorion

simulation languages (such as GPSS and SIMSCRIPT) are available for modeling

large-scale problems, so we shall limit our discussion to a brief explanation of how

to use the known statistical distributions as well as the empirical data simulations

mentioned above. Finally, we review an interesting application.

SIMULATIONS USING KNOWN STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS

If the time required to perform a work activity has a known statistical distribution,

then simulated time values of that activity can be obtained by using random

numbers that reflect the characteristics of that distribution. To illustrate. Appen-

dix J contains normally distributed random numbers. The numbers represent plus

and minus Z scores from a normal distribution having a mean of zero and standard

deviation of 1. To stimulate a normal distribution having a mean p. and standard

deviation ct, simply begin at any point in the table and take numbers con-

secutively. Each random number (Z score) from the table is then "adjusted" to the

particular distribution by multiplying it by ct and adding it to the value of the

mean p..

Normal Distribution:

.Simulated value = u, + a (RNZ ) (5-2)

vhere u = mean of the distribution being simulated

a = standard deviation of the distribution

RNZ = random number (as a Z score) from table of normally distributed

numbers (Appendix J)

EXAMPLE 5-7 A patient-care service in a hospital has normally distributed times with a

mean of 15.0 minutes and a standard deviation of 2.0 minutes. Use a table of

normally distributed random numbers to simulate four values of the times

required to perform this service
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SOLUTION

For ease in identification, we shall use i ibers from column I "I Appendix

I
I sum Eq 5-2 we have

us,

34

-1 09
-1 87

1.57

|i • .t us. Simulated Value (mln

15 + 2(34) = 1568
15 + 2(-1 09) = 12 82

15 + 2(-1 87) = 11 26

15 + 2(1 57) = 18 14

The tour values generated in the example above would be insufficient

for a realistic- study, but a computer would probabl) generate hundreds or

thousands ol such values). The values might then be used to study the

personnel requirements for this patient-care activity in conjunction with

other activities under study.

When activity times are known to follow other distribution patterns, then

other statistical distributions can be used. For uniform]) distributed times, the

table of uniform random numbers
I
Appendix I) is used and the simulated values

are obtained by means of Eq. (5-3).

Uniform Distribution:

Simulated value = a + (b — o)(RN,) (5-3)

where a = minimum value

b = maximum value

RN, = random number (as a percentage) In mm table ofuniformly distributed

random numbers (Appendix I)

SIMULATIONS USING EMPIRICAL DATA

Main production activities have uncertain demands, variable work times, or other

(actors that cannot be defined mathematically or bv a known statistical distribu-

tion. In such cases, it empirical (or experimental) data are available, the activity

can also be simulated—although this is a little more difficult.

The available data are lust described as a cumulative probability distribution

that duplicates (as closely as possible 1 the variability pattern in the system under

Study. Then random numbers are used to obtain simulated values from the data.

These simulations, which use a (stochastic) random sampling process to obtain

simulated values from the probability distributions under study, are sometimes

referred to as Monte Carlo methods.
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Collect actual (empirical) data on the distribution of assembly times (or esti-
mate them from a pilot activity).

Develop a probability and cumulative probability distribution.

Assign an interval of random numbers to each class of the distribution.
(Optionally, the cumulative distribution may be plotted, showing relative fre-
quency on the vertical axis.)

Using random numbers, derive simulated assembly times.
Interpret the results (for example, determine the proportion of actual times that
exceed some specified time or the effect of one work station on the next).

FIGURE 5-1 7 Steps in Empirical Simulation of Assembly Activity

The steps to simulate an assembly activity using empirical data are summa-
rized in Fig. 5-17. Computers are commonly used for simulation and could, of
course, produce hundreds or thousands of simulated times in a few seconds.
However, simplified examples (using hand calculations) are included in the Solved
Problems section of this chapter to illustrate the methodology involved. Solved
Problem 9 illustrates the strictly algebraic method, whereas Solved Problem 10
uses a graphic plot of the cumulative distribution referenced in step 3 of Fig 5-16
[2].

SIMULATION APPLICATION: BRITISH LEYLAND

A large-scale simulation was done of a new conveyor network system at a British
Leyland automobile plant in England [7]. The computerized system carries auto-
bodies from two robotic lines through 72 conveyor stops to four manual finishing
lines.

The entire conveyor system was modeled on computer. Then production
loads were imposed to check the logic and timing of travel between all the
different conveyor stops. The simulation revealed assembly line flow problems by
showing animated graphics of where breakdowns, jams, and problems were
occurring. British Leyland was able to try out different solutions to the problems
before the equipment was installed— instead of waiting to correct the problems on
a real-life trial-and-error basis. The simulation helped them ensure that the costly
automation equipment would run smoothly when installed, resulting in an esti-

mated savings of $120, 000 per week.

SUMMARY

Products arc the goods and sen ices that arc produced, and processes are the skills

and equipment used to produce them. Planning for goods can be more straightfor-

ward than planning for services. Services rely upon clients as participants in the
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service deliver) system, and the sot ial processes "I service systems can !>< more

difficult to control

New product ideas come from the market environment and from internal

sources High-technolog) firms are often heavil) dependent upon applied re-

search for these ideas Three aspects ol product feasibility are careful!) assessed

before a new product is taken on: I the technical capability ol the firm to prodw e

the product, (2) the product s marketability and I its economi< s. II the product is

feasible and consistent with the oi ganization s orientation, il goes throuuh prelimi-

narj and detailed design stages \s details arc firmed up, market testing is done

and the production process is planned High!) aul ated systems maj make use

of robotics. CAD/CAM, and group technology techniques

Knowing about the life cycle ol products liclps planners maintain a balani ed

and profitable product line. Lunar programming can be effective in selecting from

among product and process alternatives when cost and demand functions aie

known. In linear programming, we maximize or minimize a linear objective

function subject to linear constraints. The graphic method is onlj suitable tor

handling two decision variables, but the simplex method can handle man) vari-

ables and constraints. The simplex table is s\ stematicalb rex iscd until an optimal

solution is reached. Complex problems require the use ol a computer.

Process planning aids include several types of charts assembly, operations

process, flow process worker-machine, and activity. In addition, economic tech-

niques are useful, such as machine breakpoint analysis for equipment selection.

Computer simulation is a technique for modeling production processes so

that appropriate numbers of machines and personnel can be assigned to opera-

tions. Simulations useful for analyzing operations include both those based on

known statistical distributions and those usint; empirical data only.

SOLVED PROBLEMS

LINEAR PROGRAMMING FOR PRODUCT-MIX DECISIONS 1

• What is the slope of the objective function Max Z = 15.Y + 45) J

Solution

The slope form is V = m.V + b where in = slope

Rearranging,

45V = - 15.V + Z

y=_15* +
Z

45 45

Slope is - >%s or - '/i.

1 The solution of simplex linear programming problems is often taught in management science courses.

so -."ine instnietors ma) choose not to assign this material or to designate it as optional Alternative])

numerous computet programs are available for solving linear programming problems.
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An electronic-goods manufacturer has distributors who will accept shipments of either

transistor radios or electronic calculators to stock for Christmas inventory. Whereas

the radios contribute $10 per unit and the calculators $15 per unit to profits, both

products use some of the same components. Each radio requires 4 diodes and 4

resistors, while each calculator requires 10 diodes and 2 resistors. The radios take 12.0

minutes and the calculators take 9.6 minutes of time on the company's electronic

testing machine, and the production manager estimates that 160 hours of test time are

available. The firm has S,000 diodes and 3,000 resistors in inventory. What product or

mix ot products should be selected to obtain the highest profit?

Solution

The decision variables are radios, R, and calculators, C, and we must determine how
many of each should be produced to maximize profit, Z.

ill Objective function

Max Z = $10R + $15C

Constraints

Diodes (8,000 available): Radios require 4 each, and calculators require 10 each.

.-. 4fi + 10C s= 8,000

Resistors (3,000 available): Radios require 4 each, and calculators require 2 each.

.-. 4R + 2C =S 3,000

Testing (9,600 minutes available): Radios require 12.0 minutes, and calculators

require 9.6 minutes.

.-. 12. OR + 9.6C =s 9,600

(2) Graph of variables and constraints 200°

Plotting this as an equality, we have:

If R = 0, then C = 800 '5oo

If C = 0, then R = 2,000

Resistors: 4R + 2C =£ 3,000

IfR = 0, then C = 1,500

II C = 0. th.n R = 750

Testing. 12 OB I 9 6C « 9,600

Diodes: 4fl + 10C« 8,000

Resistors: 4fl + 2C< 3,000

Time: 12.0A J
- 9.6C< 9,600

500 800 | 1 .500

1.000

Calculators (CI
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Von The resulting graph establishes .1 Feasible region bounded b) the time

diode, and resistoi < onstraints and the implii 11 1 onstraints thai R ' • ' and ' '

(3 Slope of objective (unction We can express oui objective function in dope-

intercepl form where the V .ms corresponds in /( and tin V axis in (

Z = lOfl + 15C

or ltl/( IK • /

•R - ~ 10
C +

10
" / To

.-. Slope = - Vi, which nil-.ins tli.it for ever) 3-unit decrease in ) there is 1 2 unit

increase in X. Tins slope is plotted as 1 dotted Inn- in tin- graph l>\ marking "II I

units (negative) in R lor each 2 units (positive) in C
1 linn' objective function to optimize Tin- slope ol tin- objective function iso-

objective Inn- is moved awa) from the origin until constrained In tins case the

binding constraints are the diode inventor) suppl) and testing machine time

a\ ailabilit]

(5) Read solution 1 alues. The arrows point to the approximate H ami (' coordinates ol

the constraining intersection.

Number of radios = 240

Number ol calculators = Too

Note that tin.' simultaneous solution ol the two binding constrain! equations would

lend more aCCUraC] to the answer

(4fl + IOC = S.OOO) x (-3) = 12K - 30C = -24. (MM)

Vdd 12H + 9.fiC = 9.fiOO

-20.AC = -14.4(H)

C = 705 calculators

Substituting to soke for R.

4fi + 10(705) = H.000

S.H00 - 7.050 .

.. R = ; = 23 1 radios

Comment: We had two decision variables (thai is. products to 1 1 se from and

established a profit (unction, /.. and (onstraints and optimized the (unction b) mm ing

it awa) from the origin. The graph ol this example showed that the resistoi suppl) was

not constraining, so onl) two constraints (diodes and test tune 1 wen- binding. Simi-

larl) . then' were two decision variables in the solution, that is. we ended up producing

both radios and calculators. The number ol variables in solution will always equal the

number ol explicit (onstraints that are binding

The graphic linear programming solution uises an indication ol the sensitivit) ol

the solution to changes in the constraints II for (sample, additional diodes could lie

purchased from an outside supplier with no increase in cost, profit would be max-
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imized bv extending the iso-objective line to the next comer and producing 1.000

calculators and no radios. In this case we would have one explicit constraint time

binding and only one decision variable (calculators in the final solution.

The Simplex Calculator Company makes a profit of So on each model X and $20 on

each model Y Each calculator requires the following time in minutes on the cleaning

and testins machines.

X Requiremewts

Cleaning

Testing

V Requirements Time Available

-

3

10

12

a State the objective function and constraints.

b Arrange the equations in a simplex format.

a Objective function
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i State die original constrain! equations

li How man) decision variables are there?

State the objei live tunc tion

Solution

a ", \ • 9fl - 16 Bfi + 5C * 24 and 1\ I
"-< < 7

I, Three

, Mas / i\ • s/> • 6C

."> 77ic simplex method The Following problem utilizes the simplex procedure described

below

Simplex Procedure

1 Set up initial simplex table Formulate the objective (unction and con-

straints, .tud enter the division variables, variables in solution solution

UHSi values, C (contribution from the variable) / nisi of introdui ing the

variable), and C - '/. (net contribution ol the variable)

2 Select the /m -(it column. It is the column with the largest positive number in

the bottom (C - Z) row It becomes the new variable in solution

3 Select the phot row. It is the row with the smallest ratio ol mis value

divided l>\ pivot column value. Use only positive numbers. This identifies

the variable leaving the solution

4 Circle the pivot. It is at the intersection ol the pivot row and pivot column

5 Convert the phot into a 1 . Do this by dividing each value in the pivot row In

the pivot value Enter this new row in a new table.

6 Generate other rowsfor the next table with zeros in the pivot column. This is

done by multiplying the new row (from step 5) !>v the negative <>i the

element in the pivot column that is to be converted and adding the result to

the old row. Enter the revised row in the new table, and continue this

procedure lor each row in the center section of the table.

7 Test for Optimality. Compute the values of/ and C - Z. Z values for e.u li

column arc ijcolimin clcmcntsiiC 1

II all C - Z values are < 0, the solution

is optimal. Head the values lor the variables in solution from the RHS column

and tin' value ol the objective function from row Z in the HI IS column. If the

solution is not optimal, return to step 2.

Use the simplex met bod to solve the Following problem presented in Example 5-2:

Max /. = Slo.Y + $30Y

subject to: IV + 6Y s 12

BX + 4V =s It,

Solution

ill The objective and constraints are as follows
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Max Z = $10X + $30Y

4.Y + 6Y + IS, + 0S 2
= 12

8X + 4V + OS, + 1S 2 = 16

The simplex matrix is similar to that in Fig. 5-8.

c ->
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to gel result -% -4

Veld Id row 8 I

to gel new row <> -%

VikI entei into new table

-8

L6

c —
1 Sol
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I sing the simplex method, 1 1 »
«

- initial table would !» as follows

c —
i
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Time
scale
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RA
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Demand
(tons/day)

Probability

P(X)

Corresponding,

Random Numbers

10
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.1 Formulate a i umulative distribution in percentage terms

ili> Graph the frequency and cumulative distributions

(i \ simulation is to !»• conducted using random numbers What simulated weld

tunc-, (to the nearest 25 minute) would result fir the random numbers 25 90

and 50?

(I 1 What proportion <>l the times exceed 1 minutes?

Solurion

,i I Cumulative distributions are usual!) formulated on .i scale where 1 1
»«

- cumulative

percentage is "more than or less than .i corresponding V .ims amount We shall

use a "less than percentage and so will need to identif) the upper-class boundaries

ii li .is iln ) rclinatcs loi the in latjvi distribution
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(c) The simulated time for random number (RN) 25 is determined by entering the
cumulative graph at 25 (as shown by the arrow) and proceeding horizontally to the
curve and then down to the weld time. The resultant is a reading of 1.0 minute
(rounded to the nearest .25 minute). Times for random numbers 90 and 59 are 2.5
and 1.5 minutes, respectively. (A larger graph would lend more accuracy.)

(d) From the cumulative distribution, about 12 percent of the times exceed 2.0
minutes.

11 How simulated times can be used to gain a knowledge of the interface of two assembly
activities In an aircraft assembly operation, activity A precedes activity B, and
inventory may accumulate between the two activities. With the use of random num-
bers, a simulated sample of performance times yielded the values shown (minutes) in
the accompanying table.

A B

Activity A
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PROBLEMS

5-5

5-6

5-7

5-8

5-9

5-10

5-11

5-12

What key factors determine which products a firm should produce?
Why is linear programming a particularly suitable technique for product selection
decisions? That is, how do the objectives and limitations of product selection
decisions correspond to the assumptions underlying linear programming?
Explain how the process planning function differs for intermittent (such as jobshop)
systems as opposed to continuous (line) systems.
Can robots "think"? Why do they pose a threat to American workers?
Distinguish between the following types of charts with respect to use: (a) assembly,
(b) operations process, (c) flow process, (d) worker-machine, (e) activity.
In what respects is an equipment selection decision similar in concept to the initial
steps in a break-even analysis?

What are the major reasons why production analysts might want to use simulation to
analyze a production process?

Assume that you are an operations analyst and that you are asked to look into a
problem of machine idle time. You are told that workers A and B both have mean
operating times of 53 seconds and that machine X is set to perform an automatic-
welding cycle every 55 seconds. However, the machine often goes through an
empty cycle, with a resultant loss of 55 seconds to all subsequent activities on the

line. How would you go about resolving this problem?

Machine

A data processing manager wishes to formulate a linear programming model to help
him decide how to use his personnel as programmers, (X,) or systems analysts (X,) in
such a way as to maximize revenues (Z). Each programmer generates $40 per hour in
income, and systems analysts bring in $50 per hour. Programming work during the
coming week is limited to 50 hours, maximum. The production scheduler has also
specified that the total of programming time plus two times the systems analysis time
be limited to 80 hours or less. State the objective function and constraints.
Solve Prob. 1 via the graphic method, using X, for the horizontal axis and X2 for the
vertical axis.

Set up the initial simplex table for Prob. 1.

Suppose the optimal solution to Prob. 1 is as given in this simplex table.

c -
1
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i How man) hours of time should the managei schedule foi systems analysis

Work?

(b) How nc.iin hums ol time (in total should be scheduled?

How mi i nli revenue can the firm expect to gain In mi tin- optimal scheduling

plan?

d How much more revenue would be gained il there were one more houi "I

progra me work available?

i Assuming thai programming work could be increased, how man) more hours

ol programming time i ould profitabl) I"- added before othei restrictions took

effect? (That is, what is the uppei sensitivit) limit foi the programming time

constrain!

'

I wli.it is the shadow price associated with the 80-hour total time constraint?

Suppose the manager had to decrease the progra ling time b) I hour (thai is.

e.iin I hour of slack programming time) foi .1 maintenance activity.

(gi How in 1 1t.l1 programming revenue (onl) '
would be lost?

(h) By how much could the systems analysis time be increased?

1 wh.it would be the effect upon profits ol such .1 change (that is. tin- dollar

amount ol increase or decrease)?

5 Sunstroke Paint Compan) makes 1 profit "I $5 per gallon on its oil-base paint and $7

per gallon on its water-base paint Both paints contain two ingredients, A and B. The

oil base paint contains SO percent A and 2d percent B. whereas the water-base pamt

contains 40 percent A and 60 percent B. Sunstroke currentl) has 2().(hhi gallons of A
and S,(HX) gallons ol B in inventor) and cannot obtai ore at tins tune The company

wishes to use linear programming to determine' the appropriate mix ol oil base- and

water-base paint to produce to maximize its total profit.

(a) State the objective function and constraints

(b) What is the slope ol the objective (unction?

6 Maximize Z = 4.V + 2V

subject to: 6A + 4V «S 12

2.V + ST =s 16

7 Pk cist ( lompan) can produce grade A material, which yields a profit ol $1 per unit,

and grade B material, which \ielcls .1 profit of $2 per unit. Each unit of A requires 2

hours ofmachining and 1 hour offinishing. Each unit ol'B requires 1 hour ol machining

and 3 hours of finishing. Suppose 2(H) hours ol machining capacity and 3(H) hours ol

finishing capacit) are available.

(a) What amounts ol \ and B should be produced to maximize profits?

(b) What is the profit?

S Minimize C = $10A + $2QB

subject to: 5A + 20B & 25

15A + 5B =- 30

(Use the graphic method or computer solution

9 A company producing a standard hue and a deluxe' line ol electric clothes dryers has

the following time requirements tin minutes) in departments where either model can

In- processed
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£.

Activity Standard Deluxe

Metal frame stamping 3 6

Electric motor installation 10 10

Wiring 10 15

The standard models contribute $30 each and the deluxe $50 each to profits. The

motor installation production line has a full 60 minutes available each hour, but the

stamping machine is available only 30 minutes per hour. There are two lines for

wiring, so the time availability is 120 minutes per hour. What is the optimal combina-

tion of output in units per hour? (Solve graphically.)

10 Use the simplex method to solve Prob. 9 manually.

1

1

Solve Prob. 9 using a computer with an LP software package.

12 A food supplement for livestock is to be mixed in such a way as to contain exactly 25

pounds of vitamin A, at least 15 pounds of Vitamin B, and at least 40 pounds of vitamin

C. The supplement is to be made from two commercial feeds. Each pound of feed #1
contains 2 ounces of A, 6 ounces of B, and 4 ounces of C, and costs $5. A pound of feed

#2 contains 4 ounces of A, 1 ounce of B, and 3 ounces of C, and costs $3. Let X
l
be the

pounds of feed #1 and X2 be the pounds of feed #2.

(a) Formulate the objective functions and constraints for a linear programming prob-

lem that will minimize the cost of the food supplement while satisfying the vitamin

content requirements.

(b) Solve the problem using an LP software package.

13 The initial matrix of a maximization linear programming problem with all =£ constraints

was found to be as follows:

c —
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Machine Setup Costs Operating, Costs

X $10 $.30/unit

Y 30 .10/unit

Z 40 05/unit

(a) Graph the cost structure for the three alternatives for volumes up to 250 units.
(b) For what range of outputs should the analyst specify the use of machine Y?

I A Baltimore glass company can produce a certain insulator on any of three machines
which have the charges shown. The firm has an opportunity to accept an order for
either (1) 50 units at $20 per unit or (2) 150 units at $12 per unit.

Machine Fixed Cost Variable Cost

A $ 50 $4/unit

B 200 2/unit

C 400 1/unit

(a) Prepare a chart showing the machine breakpoints.
(b) Which machine should be used if the 50-unit order is accepted?
(c) What profit would result if the 50-unit order is accepted?
(d) Which machine should be used if the 150-unit order is accepted?
(e) What profit would result if the 150-unit order is accepted?
(f) What is the incremental (profit) advantage of taking the 150-unit order over the 50-

unit order?

(g) What is the break-even volume for machine B when revenue is $12 per unit?

! A television cabinet assembly line is equipped with overhead carrier hooks at a spacing
that is designed to carry a cabinet into a spray-painting booth every 30 seconds. The
worker attaching the cabinets to the hooks has a normally distributed time with a mean
of 24 seconds and a standard deviation of 4 seconds. What proportion of the time will

the worker fail to get a cabinet hooked to the overhead carrier before the carrier hooks
move on to the painting booth?

i A promotional campaign is being planned where winners have an equal (uniform)
chance ofwinning either 1,2, 3, . . . up to 10 hours of professional instruction in small
computer operations. Simulate the amount of time the firm will have to provide for the
first five winners of the contest. Use the two-digit random numbers 94, 74, 62, 11, and
17 and round your simulated times to the nearest whole hour.

-
1
The time required to service a customer at the Pacific Airlines Counter is normally
distributed with a mean of 2 minutes and standard deviation of .5 minute. Simulate the
service times for three customers using a table of normally distributed random num-
bers. (Assume the numbers selected from the table at random are: - 48 1 54 and
-.22.)

' A large grocery distribution center in Denver is computerizing its order service
department. Orders from customers in Colorado (and adjacent states) will go via phone
line directly into the company's main computer, which will generate "pick lists" with
standard times to fill each order. To assist in planning lor the proper number of
delivery trucks, planners have collected the data shown below from the past year (300
days;
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Port I True/False 1 1 point each = 61

When developing new products, the product and process design phases ore usual!) nol completed

until after feasibility studies have been made.

Service-deliver) systems are easiei in plan and control than goods-manufacturing systems Ix-cause

most services are standardized.

(.'AD/CAM sN'sicius work best when functional users(e g., engineering and marketing) maintain theii

own information in the form thai is most convenient to them rather than in common.
Robots are now negating the traditional distinction between intermittent and continuous systems by

facilitating the production of made-to-order goods <>n continuous How systems

Assembly charts use the symbols V for storage, I) for delay, and foi transport

Simulation models do not neccssariU reveal the hest (optimal) solution to a problem (such as a hneai

programming model would).

Port II Problems [3 points eoch = 9. Calculate and select your answer]

1 Betty Lou Cosmetics makes a profit of $1 on each tube of liphlush (X) and $8 on each bottle of lotion (Y).

Requirements are:

X Req. Y Req. Availablelwk

A (mix hr) 6 42 hr

B (dry hr) 10 30 hr

C (package hr) 6 10 60 hr

5

4

3

2

1
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2 The respective costs for the chart shown are $18 per hour for the operator and $90 per hour for each machine.

What is the (steady state) idle time cost per hour?

(a) S .11 Load: 3 min
(b) $ 2.00 Unload: 1 min
(c) S 6.67 Run: 5 min
(d) $14.40

e None of the above.
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INTRODUCTION

Xerox launched a massive effort to recapture some of the copier market it had lost

to Japan—and with a good deal of success! How did they do it?

Xerox replaced much of their corporate bureaucracy with product-develop-

ment and problem-solving "teams. Product quality and customer satisfaction

were given increased importance in determining bonuses and promotions. Auto-

mated production and materials-handling equipment enabled the company to cut

manufacturing employment in half while still maintaining a "cooperative" union

relationship. This new "team" flexibility enabled Xerox to develop a new copier in

2V2 years (instead of 5) using fewer than 350 people (instead of 1,500). In the words

of Stephen Prokesch: "If the new corporate approach sounds similar to that of the

Japanese, it is no coincidence, because Xerox has gone to extremes to study its

Japanese competitors [19].

Farsighted firms like Xerox recognize that effective management of human
resources is the key to their survival and success. This chapter directs our

attention to managing human resources in the production system.

OVERVIEW OF JOB DESIGN AND WORK METHODS

Employees are the most valuable asset of an organization. No equipment can

match their intrinsic worth nor their diversity of skills, emotions, and levels of

performance. So it is true that "managing people" is frequently the most difficult

aspect of an operations manager's job.

JOB DESIGN INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

Our study of human resource management is structured around the logical flow

from product and process decisions to job design and work methods depicted in

Fig. 6-1. Jobs are the activities performed by workers to meet organizational goals.

Job designs dictate work methods, which in turn require some form of measure-

ment and yield some degree of job satisfaction. Much of the managerial effort

devoted to human resource management concerns these four areas: (1) job design,

(2) job satisfaction, (3) work methods, and (4) work measurement.

In fig. 6-1, note that the behavioral and social (priority) influences are again

depicted on the left, and resources and technical (capacity) influences on the right,

with a necessary economu balance in the (enter. This is consistent with the format

we used earlier and with what will follow as we take up other topics,

For now, let us assume that the technical system is used to produce goods and

services to satisfy needs arising from the social system. We will begin with a look

into the philosophical and psychological makeup of the human resource. Then we
will examine tin- elements ofjob design and work methods. Next we will review

the commonly used techniques lor setting labor standards. The chapter ends witli

some observations about employee safet) and compensation. When you finish the
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ENVIRONMENT
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FIGURE 6-1 Elements of Job Design and Work Methods

chapter, you should know what considerations arc involved in job design and work

methods, and you should he able to compute labor standards

POLICY FOUNDATIONS

Over the past 50 years, organizational theorists, behavioral scientists, and others

have generated countless theories designed to explain and improve the manage-

ment oi the work force. We shall draw from these theories in this section. But

first, let us recall the philosophical and psychological basis for a human resource

management policy, which recognizes both (a) the human essence and (b) the

levels ol existence of employees.

Human Essence All members ol an organization share a human nature, or

essence, that distinguishes them, as a class ol beings, from rocks, plants, and other

beings. In fact, this common nature of "humanness" is the basis for fairness and

equal rights under the law for everyone in our society We hold that the intrinsic

value of human beings stems more from their hum.m nature than it does from

then accomplishments, position, or possessions Tins essence of humanity thus

establishes a minimal level ol behavior for interactions with other humans. It

implies that managers, workers, and all others associated with an organization

should, at least .is a hare minimum, naturally treat each other with respect as

humans As depicted in Fig. (S-2. this precept forms one cornerstone of a sound

hum,in resource management policy.
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Respect

Belonging

Safety

Self-preservation :.
Human z

o

Rulel:
Treat each

other as

humans

Rule 2:

Foster

satisfaction

of higher-level

needs

FIGURE 6-2 Foundations of Human Resource Management Policy

Levels of Existence The psychologist A. H. Maslow has suggested that human
beings have a hierarchy of needs, which are depicted in Fig. 6-2 [25]. The range

extends from a minimal level of existence, or self-preservation, to a fuller psycho-

logical state of self-actualization [15].

These various needs are really integrated, for each higher-level need depends

upon a minimal level of satisfaction of the preceding (lower-level) need. A full

existence as a normal, healthy individual follows from the satisfaction, to at least

some extent, of all five levels of need. First, people require (1) adequate compen-

sation to satisfy their economic needs for food, shelter, and clothing. In addition,

they need (2) some sense of safety and security, as well as (3) a genuine sense of

belonging (such as to a group or organization), so that they can experience accept-

ance, love, and friendship. Finally comes the need for (4) respect and approval as a

person and (5) some level of self-actualization.

The self-actualization need is complex. In Fig. 6-3 we see that its essential

Self-

actualization

Skills

Values Knowledge

"

Human

FIGURE 6-3 Components of Self-Actuolizotion
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JOD DESIGN

components but* knowledge (ol bets, concepts methodologies), value* (love

beauty, emotions) skills (productive artistic, athletii and decision-making

ii\i(its The knowledge, value, and skill capabilities reflect > highei spiritual)

level i>l existence than simply a physical material) presence Knowledge relies

upon the senses and the intellect, whereas values arc more .1 produi 1 of inherent

sensitivity and the will, Freedom justice, and environmental tranquillity are

some dI the values we treasure, skills ai isc pi imaril) from training and practit e

The ability (u use knowledge, values, and skills 1 .1 k< - derisions implies .1 di

ul freedom mic\ responsibility thai is uniquely human

Now lei us relate die Foregoing philosophical ami psychological concepts

mule directly to work and organizations \t the start, individuals work to meet

their basic needs. Some workers in third-world countries have difficulty progress-

ing beyond this level. More often in our societ) . jobs link the indiv idual with an

organization thai offers a sense ol belonging.

As the lower-level needs ol a person become satisfied, the intrinsic rewards ol

a job take on an increasingly significant role. Food and shelter are not enough;

employees look to then organization lor acceptance or respect and lor the oppor-

tunity to make decisions. If activities take on more ol a professional flavor, the job

tends to become more absorbing and satisfying. Higher-order nonwage incen-

tives, such as competency goals, replace more materialistic wage and status goals.

This intrinsic element ol satisfaction can emerge from both physical and mental

assignments. For example, a welder ma\ gain as much satisfaction from complet-

ing a difficult weld on a new sk\ scraper as did the architect from designing the

building.

At tlu" highest level ol satisfaction, individuals use their unique knowledge

and skills to accomplish meaningful tasks in a responsible way. At this stage the

opportunity to make significant decisions that arc consistent with one's value

system can be a erj satisfying. < hir second cornerstone ol human resource manage-

ment policy thus rests on the observation that employees have a hierarchy ol

needs, and jobs that satisfy higher-level needs are preferable to those that do not.

APPROACHES TO JOD DESIGN

Joh design is the conscious structuring ot the content and methods of work effort.

The design may specify what task is to be done, how to do it. and if necessary,

when and where to do it. Job designs should be consistent with organizational

objectives, and agreed upon by both employee and employer.

Figure 6-4 illustrates some differences in two approaches to job design

[17:147], The objective approach emphasizes the efficiency ol uettmg the job

done, whereas the behavioral approach locuses more on the individual doing the

work The objective (or efficiency I approach stems from Frederick Taylor's scien-

tific management concepts and has given us quantitative measures such as time
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On individual hired
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On job to be done
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Highly specified-no discretion

Immediate objective measure
Pay

FIGURE 6-4 A Comparison of Some Job Design Characrerisrics

studies, work sampling, and methods improvement studies. The behavioral em-
phasis has developed from the Hawthorn studies, and the work of Herzberg
Haekman, Oldham, and others, plus an analysis ofJapanese management systems'
Those using this approach claim that productivity and quality improvements result
from having more broadly trained and highly motivated employees. Many firms
have, of course, successfully blended appropriate elements of both systems.

WORK GOALS AND STANDARDS

Although the emphasis on goals differs from one firm to another
studies show that work goals are an important element of job design People
without clearly defined goals are more likely to work slowly, perform poorly and
accomplish less [24]. Work goals help structure activities and generate interest so
that specific work is accomplished within designated time periods. Individual
goals also help ensure that a person's efforts are channeled into productive
activities which are consistent with organizational goals.

Denis Umstat has isolated three criteria which seem to be particularly impor-
tant in utilizing goals at the job design level [24].

Goal clarity. Clear and specific goals are most useful for directing work efforts.
Goal difficulty. Moderately challenging goals are more effective than very easy
or very difficult goals.

Goal acceptance. Goals must be accepted to be useful—otherwise, they are
worthless.

The chances for acceptance and commitment an- enhanced by employee participa-
tion in s.ttmg the goals. The acceptance of clear and moderately difficult goals
generally results in more effort, increased productivity, and improved per-
formance.

Stondords of Performonce Standards provide a basis for setting the (shorter-
term) daily output or level ofquality expected of the worker. They are not always
specifically stated, but most firms haw some form of understood or documented
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standards t ommonl) used labor standard) state 1 1 •
<

- amount ol tunc that should

reasonably be used to perform a specified activity .ii .1 sustainable rate, using

established methods undei normal working conditions

II a workei is trained (and matched) to .1 job and the standards l<>i thai job are

realistic, standards can help both the workei and the organization For the

worker, they are a incisure oi performance whereb) he <>r she can be tivated

and rewarded foi productive work, Standards can also be a measure "I perform-

ance for the organization. In addition, the) are used l<>r scheduling work costing

operations, and other managerial purposes

Man) progressive firms, such as Westinghouse and IBM have implemented

systems whereb) employees pla) a major role in designing theii own |c>l>s and

setting their own standards— usually in conjunction with their supervisors The)

have found that both productivity and morale are enhanced b) gaining the active

participation ol workers in the job design .int\ redesign) process.

JOD SATISFACTION

The scientific management approach has, over the years, generated substantial

efficiencies l>\ delineating job activities, eliminating wasted motions, and fostering

highl) specialized jobs. Tin- specialization ol labor coupled with the use ol highl)

automated assembly lines lias, however, resulted in many repetitive and monoto-

nous ioIis \ good deal ol assembly line work and monitoring work tails into tins

category. Turnover rates are often high, and quality levels may be low. Absen-

teeism in one major automobile manufacturing plant lias run as high as 1 day in 5,

or 20 percent. Employees tend to avoid dissatisfying |ol>s— or do them reluc-

tantly, with a resulting low rate of productivity. Yet the jobs must be done. In

some factories, many ol these jobs .ire being transferred to robots. Where they are

not, managers are faced with the problem of motivating their employees to d<>

them.

Efforts to solve the motivation problem—and give workers more job satisfac-

tion—are numerous. In addition to the traditional appeal of higher wages, organi-

zations have developed a number of other motivational techniques. Figure 6-5

identifies three approaches which we shall discuss briefly.

JOD ENLARGEMENT AND ROTATION

Joh enlargement programs are designed to increase the scope and complexity ol a

worker's job in order to make it more appealing For example, machinists' jobs

appear more interesting if the machinists do set-up and inspection activities as

well as machine operations.

Numerous job enlargement experiments have been done, and with mixed

results. In an insurance firm, productivity was increased and the number of errors

decreased alter workers were given responsibility tor preparing a complete insur-

ance policy rather than onl) one portion of it [5:412]. However, after an IRS
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FIGURE 6-5 Morivorional Techniques Used in Job Design

redesign of clerical jobs, error rates were not lower, and production went down as

a result of using more complicated methods [18:266].

Job rotation adds variety by enabling workers to perform different jobs,

rather than adding more tasks to their current job. Some workers rotate on an

hourly basis, while others rotate according to a daily or weekly schedule. A large

number of firms use job rotations to reduce boredom and improve job satisfaction

by fostering the development of new skills. Japanese firms often practice a lifelong

job rotation of managers within their companies. This enhances employees' under-

standing of all operations and leads to better coordination of activities.

VARIABLE TIME APPROACHES

Variable time approaches are gaining popularity not only because they give the

worker flexibility in scheduling his or her own hours but also because they help

level the load on transportation routes, parking facilities, cafeterias, and so on.

The flextime approach has been adopted by such major firms as Hewlett-Packard

and has had favorable results. Depending upon the firm and the job, workers

schedule their 8 hours of work lo begin any time between 6:30 and 9:30 A.M. and

end between 3 and 6 i\ \i
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Four-day worktveeki .ii LO h s per da) offer employees the ad\ antages ol

long weekends and fewei trips to work. But the necessit) ol having the firm

available to suppliers and customers on a regulai S-hour-pei da) l>.isis has caused

some problems. Only a small percentage ofthe work force is on .1 i-da) workweek

.Hid some linns tli.it have tried it have reverted to tin- 5-da) week

In job sharing, two people share tin- same job b) working alternate tunes

(such .is alternate days 01 morning-afternoon arrangements) It has some strong

advocates among working mothers and those who wish to work onl) part-l • In it

problems can arise in allocating fringe benefits A companion approach called

work sharing is being used in some linns (foi example, Motorola .is .1 means ol

avoiding layoffs during Imsiness downturns. With this approach .1 compan) tli.it

needs to reduce production -in percent would .isk its employes to work I da) s pei

week instead ol 5. This avoids lav ing ol) 20 percent ol the work force and makes it

much easier land less COStl) to restore full-scale production when demand re-

turns A lew states (for example, Arizona and California evenoffei unemployment
compensation lor the percentage ol time the employee is off work

JOB ENRICHMENT

Unlike job enlargement, which involves a horizontal expansion ol acth ities wit Inn

a job classification, job enrichment is a systematic attempt to motivate employees

by changing specific motivational factors. Job enrichment entails vertical job

loading, thus giving employees an opportunity for growth and achievement be-

yond their current role. Enrichment efforts were initiated l>v IBM in the 1940s

and have been enhanced by the work ol Frederick Herzberg [12] and by

Haekman. Oldham. Janson. and Purdy [11].

Herzberg Approoch Herzberg observed that intrinsic- "motivator" (actors con-

tribute to job satisfaction whereas what he terms "hygiene (actors contribute

more to job dissatisfaction. In 12 investigations covering 1,685 employees, he

found the primary causes <>/ satisfaction, in decreasing order ol importance, were

(1) achievement, (2 recognition, (3) the work itself, I advancement, and (5)

growth. These factors relate to an individual's ability to achieve and. through

achievement, to experience psychological growth. This achievement and growth

are a result of the job content.

The primary causes ofjob dissatisfaction wire 1 < company polk v and admin-

istration, (2) supervision. (3) relationship with the supervisor,
I

I work conditions.

(5) salary, (fit relationship with peers. 7 personal life. (8) relationship with

subordinates, (9) status, and I security. Herzberg identifies these "dissatisfiers

more with the job environment than with the job content.

Hockmon-Oldhom Approoch Haekman and Oldham, writing lor the- Journal of

Applied Psychology [10] have emphasized three psychological ingredients in

motivation: il 1 meaningful work. (2) responsibility lor outcomes and 3) knowl-

edge ol actual results These three elements of motivation stem from jobs that

have the desirable characteristics listed in Fig. 6-6.
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Skill variety:

• Task identity:

Task importance:

Autonomy:

Feedback:
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1 How much variety is there in your |ob, i.e.

things requiring a variety of skills?

1 2 ...... 3 4

to what extent do you do different

Very little. I do

routine things Moderate variety Very much, I do
different things

requiring a variety

of skills

To what extent does your job involve a whole and identifiable piece of work?

1 . ... 2 3 4 5 .... 6 7

I do a tiny pari of

the overall My
results are not

visible in the final

product or service

I do a moderate

amount of the

overall work and

my contribution

can be seen in the

final outcome.

3 In general, how significant or important is your job9

1 2 3 4 5

Not very Moderately

significant My significant

outcomes are not

likely to have

important effects

on other people

4 How much autonomy is there in your job?

1 2 3 4 5...

I do the whole pb
from start to finish

My results are

easily seen in the

final product or

service

Highly significant

My outcomes can

affect others in

very important

ways

Very little. Almost

no "say" about

how and when the

work is done.

Moderate,

autonomy Many

things are

standardized but I

can make some
decisions about the

work

Very much Almost

complete

responsibility for

how and when the

work Is done

5 To what extent does doing the job itself provide you with information about

your performance— i.e., feedback from the actual work itself aside from that

of coworkers or supervisors7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Very little Job itself

is such that I could

work forever

without finding out

how well I am
doing

Moderately;

sometimes doing

the job provides

feedback and

sometimes not

Very much Job is

set up so I get

almost constant

feedback as I

work

Source: Adapted with permission from Hellriegel and Slocum, Organizational Behavior. 2d

ed , copyright © 1979 by West Publishing Company All rights reserved

FIGURE 6-7 Questions from Job Diognosric Survey
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(Figure 6-1 at the beginning of the chapter incorporates these concepts.) The
technical system includes the technological equipment and requisite skills under-
lying a given transformation process. The social system incorporates the formal
and informal work-group organization. It influences productivity by the way it

motivates workers and coordinates work activities.

People within Systems We tend to think of "assembly line" work as boring and
monotonous—and much of it is. The effects are inattention to the job, higher
costs, lower quality, and absenteeism. But such line work can also be stressful.

And in the opinion of the director of the American Institute of Stress, "Stress is the
No. 1 problem in the workplace today" [14]. It shows up in anxiety, depression,
headaches, and hypertension, and in drug and alcohol abuse. Monotony and stress
are both problems of matching (social) individuals to the pace of (technological)
machines.

The sociotechnical approach is concerned with designing jobs in such a way
that the social (human) qualities of workers and the technological pressures from
the work environment are thoughtfully interfaced. Figure 6-8 identifies some of
the contrasting factors that must be balanced in the job design.

Broadly defined and self-controlled jobs tend to be more motivating, whereas
technologically paced work may have a short-term cost advantage. The "bottom
line" is an economic balance, which seems to be moving toward the principle that
machines should do what machines can do best, and people should do work that
satisfies and challenges their human capabilities.

SOCIAL TECHNICAL

EQUIPMENT AND
TECHNOLOGICAL

*• TRANSFORMATION
PROCESS

Too narrow
(Bored worker)

High quality and
productivity from
positively

motivated workers

/economic
^ BALANCE

FIGURE 6-8 Some Sociorechnicol Considerations in Job Design
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Fortunately, the role ol people in many systems is gradual!) changing from

robotic-type work to monitoring, controlling, and managing tin- automatic equip-

ment. Pehr Gellenhai i chairman of Volvo the largest employei in Sweden,

h.is observed

I In higher the technology, the more qualified the people need l» because the) must

understand the system and be able to fix the system, not call for help from engineers or

consultants. The) should l><- the masters ol the systems with whi< li the) work [22 18]

Sociotechnicol Guidelines In reviewing studies ol sociotechnical systems, Rich-

ard ( 1 1.isc and Nicholas Vquilano have drawn from the work <>l I.on is Da\ is [7] and

F. F. Emery el al. (S| to develop some guidelines for job design at the Individual

and group lc\cls [6:422]. These are summarized in Kin 6-9.

Individual-Level Guidelines

1 Give workers an optimum level of variety of tasks within the |0b Too great a

variety is inefficient; too little results In boredom The right amount gives

workers a break from routine activity.

2 Arrange diverse but interdependent tasks into one meaningful pattern.

3 Give workers an optimum length of work cycle

4 If feasible, give workers some responsibility in setting standards of quantity

and quality, along with quick feedback on their job performance.

5 Include some auxiliary and preparatory tasks that extend the scope of the job

and worker involvement in it.

6 Make the job tasks require sufficient skill, knowledge, or effort to generate

respect within the workers' own work group.

7 Make the job show some contribution of value to the overall product or service

being produced.

Group-Level Guidelines

8 Provide for interlocking tasks, job rotation, or physical proximity of workers.

This is especially important in situations where (a) there is a necessary

independence of |obs (in which it helps to create cooperation and better

understanding among members of the work group); (b) the individual jobs

involve a relatively high degree of stress (so that communication and interac-

tion with others often lessen stress and reduce mistakes and accidents), and

(c) individual jobs do not make an obvious, perceptible contribution to the end

product.

9 Where the group has responsibility for a number of |Obs that are linked

together by interlocking tasks, its members should have some (a) perspective

of the overall task to which they are contributing, (b) responsibility for setting

standards and receiving feedback of results, and (c) control over "boundary

tasks'' (such as preparation and inspection activities)

FIGURE 6-9 Sociorechnlcol System Guidelines
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Guidelines such as those in Fig. 6-9 may prove useful for integrating individ-

ual and group tasks by enhancing the meaningfulness of tasks and encouraging

interest, responsibility, and respect for earning them out. They also foster the

cooperative benefits of work-group interaction, which has been one of the keys to

the success of Japanese management systems. And they conform with Pehr

Gellenhammer's advice that "work must be adapted to people, not people to

machines [22:48]. Gellenhammer is quite critical of industry's failure to make
better use of workers' generally high level of education and training. "The most

effective changes," he says, "are those in which the workers had the largest hand."

The sociotechnical orientation at Volvo has indeed been revolutionary and

has attracted worldwide attention and admiration. Automobile assembly is done

by work groups instead of by a long assembly line. Each group has about 20

workers and assembles an entire car. Teams set their own pace and break times

and do their own inspections. The Volvo "experiment" has been sufficiently

successful that General Motors drew upon Volvo ideas when they designed their

new Saturn car plant in Tennessee. And CM was able to gain union cooperation

for a labor agreement that called for workers to make design, marketing, and

manufacturing decisions in an environment similar to Volvos [16].

However, the sociotechnical guidelines are not necessarily appropriate for all

circumstances, nor should they be implemented in a haphazard or arbitrary

manner. Not all organizations are prepared to give work groups more decision-

making responsibility, nor are the work groups prepared to accept it. Attempts to

force changes prematurely by means of job design could do more harm to an

organization than good. The sociotechnical challenge cannot be met overnight,

and each organization's response must be tailored to its own circumstances and

leadership style.

WORK METHODS AND MOTION ECONOMY

Work methods are simply ways of doing work. Sometimes they are specified as

part of a jo!) design, while at other times they are left to the discretion or

experience ol the worker.

As early as 1776, Adam Smith was promoting the "division of labor" as a

means of developing higher skill levels in employees and allowing for the use of

specialized machines. By the early 1900s, Frank and Lillian Gilbreth were per-

forming extensive studies to define, classify, and economize work methods.

PRINCIPLES OF MOTION ECONOMY

As attention to work methods has continued, 22 widely accepted principles have

evolved. These have been classified into three categories (see |2|):

Human bod) (fol example, begin and end motions of both hands at the same

time
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• Work place (provide .1 chaii thai permits good posture foi ever) worker)

Took .iiul equipment (combine two or nunc tools wherevei possible

\ systematic check through the list is like!) to reveal even to an unskilled

observer, some potential improvements in the work methods lor an) job And il a

task is highl) repetitive, the benefits ofa single improvement are multiplied man)

tunes

Technolog) is, oi course, a major source ol moti < onom) today. Electronic

controls and robotics are replacing the levers and fixtures ol a few years ago, and

push buttons, bar codes, and voice controls are eliminating the need lor the

physical force once required of workers.

METHODS IMPROVEMENT STUDIES

Figure 6-10 describes some widely accepted steps analysts have developed to

establish and improve work methods. Iii the past, these steps were typically

carried out by an "industrial engineering" or other stall group. Today, many

companies are encouraging production workers to participate in internal (quality

circle) groups to improve then own work methods.

Step 1 The job to be studied should be one that offers good potential for an

improvement in working conditions or a reduction in costs. Examples are jobs that

are:

Time-consuming

Frequently occurring

Unsafe or unpleasant

Bottlenecks in the work flow

A source of rejects and rework

A source ol safety problems

It is usually preferable to begin methods improvement in areas where employees

will readily accept and participate in implementing well-managed changes. Suc-

cess in these areas will increase acceptance in other areas.

Step 2 Documentation of the present method consists of writing a step-by-step

procedure describing the existing method in detail The description can often be

recorded by using a chart, such as a flow process chart, where the analyst can note

any deviations in quality, quantity, sequence ol operations, or tools used.

1 Select the job to be studied.

2 Document and analyze the present method

3 Develop an improved method

4 Implement the improved method.

5 Maintain and follow up on the new method

FIGURE 6-10 Sreps in Methods Improvement Study
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Among the proven ways of analyzing the present method is a questioning

technique which probes every step of the existing method, with two questions:

(a) What is its purpose?

(b) Why is it necessary?

Some flow process charts have a series of columns listing these questions and

supplementary ones which ask if the activity can be eliminated, combined with

another, changed in sequence, or simplified in any way.

A second technique of analysis uses a checklist to critically review every

activity with respect to guidelines concerning materials flow, work-place design,

hand and body movements, and so on. The principles of motion economy com-
prise one such checklist. Photographic methods of analysis may also be useful if

the cost is justified and if employees do not object to being photographed.

Step 3 Development of the improved method flows from suggestions as to what

activities can be combined or eliminated, which hand motions can be changed,

which tools added, and so forth, to make the operation better.

New flow process charts of alternative methods should be prepared in order

to compare these methods with the existing method. The total time required and

total number of operations are often good indicators of improvement. After time,

quality, cost, personnel effects, and any other relevant criteria have been consid-

ered with respect to the alternative methods, the best method should be selected

and described in a summary report that delineates and justifies the proposed

change.

Step 4 Implementing a new method is not an easy task. Assuming that the studv

was thorough and the proposal carefully prepared, the benefits of the changes

must still be "sold' to both the appropriate line management and the employees.

A major change may involve considerable training and should include line super-

visor and employee suggestions on implementation. Few changes work smoothly

from the very start, so the analyst, supervisor, and employees should all be

prepared to make some modifications and spend some effort in overcoming the

usual start-up problems.

Step 5 Maintenance and follow-up of the new method are essential to ensure

that it is functioning according to plan. Such checking not only guards against a

drift back to the older, more comfortable ways; it can also provide data and ideas

for improvement elsewhere in the system.

PRODUCTIVITY IN OFFICE SYSTEMS

With automated equipment replacing labor, and service activities expanding at a

rapid pace, the shift from factory to office activities is proceeding rapidly in the

I niti-d States. A labor expert lias observed that whereas blue-collar workers made
up 31 percent ol the nonlarm work lone in 1981, their numbers will fall to 23
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percent l>\ the year 2(Mxi And according to Henrj Conn, fbnnei vice president for

productivit) .it TRW, the 40 percent ofTRWs workers who are currently involved

in manufacturing will I. ill to 5 percent bj the yeai 2000 |3).

This dramatic slult oi the wink force into nonmanufacturing activities explains

why yon arc so likel) ti> encounter advertisements for data processing equipment,

networking facilities, and office automation systems as you page through man)

current business periodicals, Oursociet) israpidl) shifting into "knowledge -type

activities, And the products and work environments that promise to improve the

access and communication of information arc important "methods improvement"

techniques oi todaj

Conn has observed that office productivit) improvements depend less on

layouts and machine efficienc) than on how people use their time So one kev to

productivity improvement is the elimination ol time-consuming searches for infor-

mation, phone conversations, filing, and other distracting activities, such as at-

tending meetings. TRW is experiencing a snhstanti.il increase in productivit) from

software writers who have been moved to soundproof, windowless offices with

only relevant equipment such as a chair, bookshelves, a worktable, and a com-

puter. All mail and messages are exchanged via computer. Says Conn, "You have

to find activities where value is added, then eliminate everything else, either by

automation or delegation" [3].

LABOR STANDARDS

Labor standards are declarations of the amount of time that should reasonably l>e

used to perform a specified activity at a sustainable rate, using established meth-

ods under normal working conditions. Standards satisfy the needs of the worker,

provide a measure of performance for the organization, and facilitate scheduling

and costing of operations. Methods used to set standards include 1 1 1 historical. (2)

time study, (3) predetermined time standards, and (4) work sampling.

HISTORICAL APPROACH

Not all firms have formal labor standards although studies suggest that over half of

U.S. firms use some form of work measurement [21]. As suggested by Fig. 6-4,

some firms prefer not to use formal standards. Many work activities, especially

service and office jobs, are not easily measured. In other cases, firms may lack the

capability of implementing standards.

Nevertheless, organizations that do not have explicit documented standards

often have informal ones-—perhaps even standards established by the workers

themselves. These firms make do with simple judgmental estimates or historical

data based upon the past output of an individual or a work center. Such estimates

are inexpensh e to derive; they are quickl) and easily formulated, and they may be

sufficiently accurate. In addition, they can build trust and individual responsibility

for outcomes.
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On the other hand, historical standards can be subjective, inconsistent, and

susceptible to bias (they disregard rating factors and delays). For this reason, many
firms prefer to have their standards rest upon a more formalized, organized

database.

TIME-STUDY METHODS

Time-study methods were originally proposed by Frederick Taylor and were later

modified to include a performance rating (PR) adjustment. They have now become

one of the most widely used means of work measurement. Basically, by using time

study, an analyst is taking a small sample of one worker's activity and using it to

derive a standard for tasks of that nature. The only equipment needed is a

stopwatch plus paper and pencil. The procedure is as summarized in Fig. 6-11 and

described below.

Step 1 Selecting the job. Almost any repetitive short-cycle labor activity may be

a candidate for time study. But a prerequisite of any study is that supervisors and

workers be fully informed about the purpose and procedures of the study. An
analyst should get acquainted with the operators and put them at ease as much as

possible so that the study will be done under "normal" conditions, using the best

methods available. Each element of the job should be a distinct operation and

should be as short as possible—down to not less than 2 or 3 seconds in length.

1
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1,000

800
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available usually make this unnecessary. Figure 6-12 permits us to read the time-

study sample size directly from a chart, once a value of the coefficient of variation,

V, lias been estimated from a preliminary or partial sample.

The coefficient of variation is an expression of the value of the sample

standard deviation, s, divided by the sample mean. x. It tells how much variability

exists in the data relative to the value of the mean:

V = (6-6)

Figure 6-12 provides sample sizes which offer the analyst 95 or 99 percent

confidence that the sample mean will be within ± 5 percent of the true population

mean. The chart is entered at the base with the value of the coefficient of

variation. Proceed up to the line depicting the desired confidence coefficient, and

read the required sample size on the left-hand scale.

EXAMPLE 6-1 A preliminary sample showed a mean of 3. 10 minutes and a standard

deviation of .62 minute. How many cycles should be timed in order to be 95

percent confident that the resultant standard time is within 5 percent of the

true population value?

SOLUTION

.v

.62

3. 10
= 20%

Therefore, time n = 58 cycles (from Fig. 6-12)

Note that for a 20 percent coefficient of variation and 5 percent accuracy, the

sample size in this case is slightly more than the 25 to 50 cycles stated initially in

the summary of the procedure for time studies. Confidence levels of 95 percent

and accuracies of ±5 percent and ± 10 percent are widely used.

The timing activity then consists of actually clocking each element of the work

cycle with a stopwatch and recording the times. Continuous or discrete times may
lie recorded. If readings are continuous, each reading must be subtracted from the

subsequent reading in order to obtain incremental times for the cycle elements.

Step 3 Computing average cycle time (CT). Before averaging the cycle times,

the readings for any nonrecurring or foreign elements should be deleted. The
adjusted average cycle time is sometimes referred to as the select time.

Step 4 Computing normal time (NT). The normal time is the product of the cycle

time multiplied by a performance rating (actor (PH.) which adjusts the standard so

that it is not geared to the skill or effort level of the particular worker being

studied Then if the subject employee works at a taster pace than an average

worker— for example, at I 10 percent— the cycle time will he multiplied by 1. 10
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so tli.it tin- resultant normal time "ill be longei and "ill still properi) serve as a

standard for an average worker,

Each element in a cycle ran be rated with respect to performani e during the

time study. The rating factor is a subjective valuation l>\ the analyst ol how the

individual worker compares with a concept ol standard performance I wo mea-

sures of HH) percent performance are 1
1 walking at a steads pace ol 3 miles pei

hour and (2) dealing 52 cards into four piles in 5 minute Other appropriate

«ui kmg-aetiv itv standards have been lilmcd and are available from lending librar-

ies and organizations such as the Society for the Advancement ol Management.

These films serve as a constant reference to ensure thai anal) sts do not allow theii

perceptions ol performance- to drift Irom recorded standards. With practice

experienced anal) sts can rate workers within ± 5 percent about hall the time and

within ±10 percent perhaps 75 percent of the time [20:113]. The farthei a

worker's performance is from 1(H) percent, the more difficult it is to get an accurate

rating. Ratings for machine-controlled times of a cycle are normalK assumed to be

at 1(H) percent

Step 5 Computing standard time (ST). The final computation ol standard time

makes allowances for personal time, fatigue, and unavoidable delays by including

an allowance factor, AF. Many firms have a specified personal-time allowance for

employees— for coffee breaks and the like. Often, specific allowances, such as 10

to 15 percent, are negotiated into collective bargaining agreements. Although a

relatively scientific approach to fatigue allowances has been developed, most

companies still set allowances on the basis of experience and subjective observa-

tion [6:465], The personal, fatigue, and unavoidable-delay allowances are com-

puted as a percentage of total on-the-job time.3

EXAMPLE 6-2 A job design to be time-studied has fatigue and delay allowances of 10

minutes per (8-hour) day and 25 minutes per day, respectively. The union

contract further specifies that employees shall be allowed 25 minutes per day

for personal time. Determine the allowance necessary to compute a standard

time for this activity.

SOLUTION

'. \

. . AF =

allowable time

total time

(10 + 25 -t- 25) min

S firiifiO min hi

1 1

= 12.5%

1 - %A 1 - .125
= 1.143

1 If tin- percent allowance is stated as a percentage of working time minus allowable tunc it can be

di ignated as %A„ and then AF = 1 + %A„. Thus, for Example fi-2. ';.\„ would !>< fie) <AH0 - 601 =

143. and AF = 10 + 143 = 1. 143 (same result).
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EXAMPLE 6-3

Now that we have discussed the procedure for a time study, let us conclude

with a slightly more comprehensive example.

A time study of a shop worker revealed the actual times shown. The standard

deviation of the sample (with the 10.20-minute cycle omitted) was s = .21

minute. The analyst rated the worker at 90 percent PR and the company
allows the following per 8-hour day:

Personal time:

Delav time:

20 min

30 min

Time (min/cycle)

Worker Machine Total

230
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\l
I

1 - ' I

I

180

.-. ST = 2.63 (1.116) - 2 'it min/cycle

(b) Coefficient "I variation:

20 | :«) [042
l u<.

V = T=2^ =1 "
'•

Using Fig. 6-12, n = 40 cycles would have been required. The 7 cycles

were not adequate for 99 percent confidence.

PREDETERMINED TIME STANDARDS

A third method of setting labor standards is by using predetermined time values.

This method consists ol defining .i job in terms of verj small basic elements which

have known (published) times. The times are then added until a total time value

for the subject task is determined.

The advantages of this method are that ill the standard tan be determined

from standard data which are universally available, (2) the standard ran be com-

pleted before a job is done, (3) no performance rating is required, (4) it (the

method) need not disrupt normal activities, and (5) it is widel) accepted as a fair

system ot determining standards.

Several predetermined motion time systems have been developed, with two

of the most popular being the methods time measurement (MTM I and tank factor

systems. The MTM system uses times measured in time-measurement units

(TMU), where one TMU equals only (XHHi minute Figure 6-13 illustrates the

measurement of move and grasp motions. Because about 2(M) elements of motion

make up a minute ol work, considerable time and skill arc required to set a

standard in this way.

WORK SAMPLING

The development ol work sampling was a major advance in tin- techniques for

establishing labor standards. The method was introduced by L. H. (.'. Tipped in

1934 for studying activities in the cotton industry. Work sampling consists of

taking random observations ol workers to determine the proportion of time they

spend in specified activities. It is particularly useful lor analyzing group activities.

repetitive activities that take a relatively long time to complete, and activities that

are not rigidly constrained from the time standpoint. Once data from a work-
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FIGURE 6-13 Methods Time Measurement Values
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sampling studs are available the) ma) In- useful for methods analysis 01 cost

analysis as well .is foi standard purposes.

Work sampling methods have several advantages ovei i -studs and pre

determined time methods. Statistical sampling techniques are used so di.it sample

si/cs cm be selected ti> provide the same specified level ol confidence .is with time

studies However, the) can be used foi awidei (less structured) range ol activities

they can be done l>\ less skilled (01 part-time observers and the) are less

disturbing to workers. In general, work sampling has proved .1 ver) useful and

economical technique and has found broad application in industrial plants offi

hospitals, and other organizations.

The procedure for conducting a work-sampling stud) is summarized in I ig

6-14.

As with any employee-centered stud) it is important to gain worker coopera-

tion before embarking on the study. Discussions with the workers will prove

helpful iii charting the work How pattern and classifying work activities mto major

categories flies also ijisc workers a fuller sense of participation in setting stan-

dards and of having a stake in their success.

Sample Size for Work Sampling The sample size- required lor a work-sampling

study is based upon the same statistical theory as that used lor time studies That

is, we seek a sample size n that will he accurate within a specified range ol

precision (for example. ±2 percent 1 at a desired level ol confidence dor example,

95 percent).

1 Select the job to be studied, inform the workers, and prepare lists of their

activities.

2 Determine the number of observations required, and prepare a tour schedule.

3 Observe, rate, and record worker activities per schedule.

4 Record starting time, stopping time, and number of acceptable units com-

pleted during the period.

5 Compute the normal time:

NT _ (total time)(% workmg)(PR)

number units completed

6 Compute the standard time:

where AF =

ST = NT (AF)

1

1 - % A

FIGURE 6-14 Sreps in Conducing o Work-Sampling Srudy
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The sample size is computed by setting up an expression where half the

precision interval (/i) equals hall the width of the confidence interval, which is the

standard normal deviate, Z, times the standard error of proportion, s . Solving for

the sample size n, we obtain the equation

Z*pq

fc2
(6-8)

EXAMPLE 6-4

where p = value of sample proportion

q = i - v

A data processing manager estimates that the keypunch staff is idle 20

percent of the time and would like to do a work-sampling study that would

be accurate within ± 4 percent. The manager wishes to have 95 percent

confidence in the resulting study. How many observations should be made?

SOLUTION

Z*pq

h*

where Z = 1.96 for 95% confidence

p = idle time estimate = .20

q = (1 - p) = 1 - .20 = .80

h = half the accuracy interval = .04

Z2
pq _ (1.96)2(.20)(.80)

/»2 (.04)2
= 384 observations

Note that we have used the estimate of idle time (20 percent) to calculate n.

If early study results indicate that p will be outside the range of 20 percent

± 4 percent, then the number of observations may have to be adjusted as

the study progresses.

Before proceeding, it is worth noting the (theoretical) distinction between the

sample size calculations for work sampling and those for time study. Work-

sampling studies typically yield proportionate times (for example, percentage of

time in various activities), whereas time studies yield measurable times (for

example, minutes). Thus the appropriate statistical distribution for work sampling

is an attributes distribution (ol proportions), whereas that for time studies is a

variables distribution (of means), figure 6-15 shows the comparable sample size

expressions for attributes and variables data. Both computations require some

preliminary estimate— either of p (for the proportions) or of s (for the means). You

may wish to review Fig. 2-11, which gives a fuller description of the difference

between these two distributions.
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FIGURE 6-15 Sample Size Expressions for Artribures and Variables Dora

Proportion*

fot example, u ork tampUnf) I in ii»

Mi am
Im i tampli uidi ttudu s

Z = standard normal deviate

h = halt the precision interval

* - pq
s"~ Vtt

Zzpq

(2-11)

(6-8)

Measure ol

confidence

Measure of

precision

Standard error

Sample size

Z standard normal deviate

h = half the precision interval

s„ =
\Tn

• W
(2-12)

(6-9)

Making rhe Work-Sampling Observations Once the number ofobservations has

been determined, a tour schedule should he prepared showing when each obser-

vation is to he made. A good method of ensuring thai observations are random is to

use a random number table (Appendix 1 1. It. for example a work-sampling stud) is

to be conducted oxer a l-week period ol five 8-hour workdays, the numbei ol

minutes available would be 60 minutes per hour times 8 hours per day times 5

days per week = 2,400 minutes. A tour-digit column of random numbers could be

used to select numbers between 0000 and 2.40(1. If. lor example. 38 1 observations

were required, then 384 random numbers would be chosen in this way (eliminat-

ing numbers greater than 2,400), and each would represent some minute of the

2,400-minute workweek when an observation should be made.

Figure 6-16 illustrates a tally table used to record work-sampling observa-

tions. In this study, the employee was working on an "other assignment part of

the time, so the percentage of working time, as used in Eq. (6-7), would be SO

percent.

FIGURE 6-16 Tally Table

\i Hi toy
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EXAMPLE 6-5

An advantage of work-sampling studies is that the observations need not

disturb the workers. One quick glance at a worker will generally be sufficient to

identify which activity he or she is engaged in. Many analysts simply walk through

a work area, mentally noting what the subjects of the study are doing, and then

later convert this into a written tally. As the analysts observe the activities, they

may also take note of the skill and effort level of their performance so that by the

end of the period they have a representative performance rating (PR) for the

subjects. Some analysts assume the PR is 100 percent unless it appears to be
significantly above or below average.

After the data on times and units produced have been collected and tabu-

lated, the normal time and standard time may be computed.

A work-sampling study of customer service representatives in a telephone

company office showed that a receptionist was working 80 percent of the

time at 100 percent PR. This receptionist handled 200 customers during the

8-hour study period. Company policy is to give allowances of 10 percent of

total on-the-job time. Find the normal time and the standard time per
customer.

SOLUTION

NT
(total time)(% working)(PR)

number units completed

(480 min)(.80)(1.00)

200

ST = NT (AF)

where AF =

1.92 min/customer

1

(1 - %A)

1

1.1111-10

.".ST = (1.92)(1.111) = 2. 13 min/customer

SAFETY, COMPENSATION, AND PRODUCTIVITY

Operations managers' responsibilities in the human resource area extend well

beyond the measurement of job performance. We end this chapter with a brief

mention of three concerns: (1) safety, (2) productivity, and (3) wages.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

Safety is everyone's job. But accidents happen—from everyday cuts and bruises to

Such disasters as the poison gas leak at Union Carbide's plant in Bhopal, India, in
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I mm (which killed ovei 2 immi people and injured nearl) 200,000 others) In our

society, aboul ball oi all males and a third "I .ill Females in the IT to 24-yeai age

group are injured annual!) The U S Department <>l Laboi estimates ili.it work-

related accidents or illnesses affect 2 5 milhon persons (or aboul 5 percent of

employees) each year. In addition to untold grief, the lost work t has .i

staggering effect upon productivity

Accidents are regarded as chance occurrences— due eithei to facility inade-

quacy or employee (oi management) negligence Some industries such as nucleai

power, require a thorough analysis ol potential accidents well before plants no on-

line. If serious accidents such as the Three Mile Island I S and Chernobyl

(U.S.S.R.) accidents, do happen, extensive investigations take place In some

cases, the prior chance (probability I
ol the accident happening can be analyzed on

a statistical basis, using Bases rule and other concepts ol probability. The purpose

of such analysis is to assess responsibility and avoid similar accidents m the future.

What is done to enhance safety and reduce accidents:' Most large In ms

promote- safety programs, and man) have their own safety standards and conduct

plant safety inspections. The continuing enforcement ol (and amendments to the

Occupational Safety and Health Act < > s 1 1 \ ol I97(t has also encouraged wide-

spread upgrading ofindustrial safety standards. In addition, main firms go beyond

"safety compliance" to actively promote nutrition, exercise, and mental health

programs for their employees.

'

EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION

Wage Plans Wages have always been the basic reward for labor in the United

States. Wage levels depend upon both the industr) (oi technological skill classifi-

cation) and the locality. Wage systems arc often classified as (1) time-based (2

output-based, or (3) some combination ol the two. Most emplo) ees are paid on the

basis o| time ihourlv or monthly), so their wages do not change as their producth -

ity changes. Output-based systems oflcr some type oi incentive either to an

individual or to a work group. Some linns ba\ e realized substantial improvements

in output by converting from a time-based sv stem to a usable output -based pay

s\ stem.

Wage incentives can help the organization save on total costs il they generate

higher productivity. However, incentive plans cost inonev to administer, and they

are difficult to apply tO nonstandard (jobshop) activities and to machine-paced

activities.

Other Monetary Incentives The use ol profit sharing as a group incentive has

gained some popularity because all members tend to cooperate in order to share a

' Robots don'l mind working in unsafe oi hazardous environments—and they remain las) efficient,

and accurate Km the) can (.ins, accidents tool Tliere have been five robot-related fatalities in Japan

and at least 2o robot-related accidents in the United States Howevei robot vision is now helping them

"see" what is going on around them Vnd one robot manufacturei lias designed a voice-recognition

s.ii< t \ system for a customer It will lialt the robot it a workei shouts, Mop' |4|.
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FIGURE 6-1 7 Types of Incentives Offered Employees

Incentive Companies Offering Incentive (%)

Cash profit sharing 32

Lump-sum individual incentive 26

Productivity bonus 21

Team bonus 10

Source: Hewitt Associates, as reported in The Wall Street Journal.

Nov. 20, 1985, p 35

bonus. As reported in Fig. 6-17, a significant proportion of companies in the

United States now offer their employees a profit-sharing or cash-incentive award

of some kind. This is in addition to regular merit increases or management
bonuses.

Comparative Wages Wages in many U.S. companies are high relative to those

of foreign companies who compete in U.S. markets. The average pay of factory

workers in the United States is in the neighborhood of $10 per hour and that of

some unionized workers is $20 to $30 per hour. Laborers in some third-world

countries make as little as $1 per hour—or perhaps only $1 per day! So there is an

understandable tendency to blame U.S. economic problems on excessively high

labor costs—and more specifically on union-enforced wages.

High wages have been instrumental in shifting many industries overseas,

from toys and shoes to textiles and steel. Nonetheless, insofar as these jobs have

been needed in the less-developed countries, this shift of productive facilities has

helped stabilize the world's economic balance.

BARGAINING AND LABOR PRODUCTIVITY

Unions were initially formed as a (justified) reaction to the abuses of management.

The National Labor Relations Act (1934) legitimized collective bargaining and did

much to offset the power ot management. And now, numerous collective bargain-

ing agreements are concluded daily—over 95 percent of them without any work
stoppage taking place. These negotiations are characterized by "give and take,"

with labor and management gradually moving closer together on wage and benefit

issues.

Effects of Bargaining Power The power of organized workers in the United

States to command higher wages than nonunion workers (for equivalent work) has,

however, had some far-reaching effects on society. Among the most noteworthy

are (li inflationary pressures, (2) income distribution effects, (3) employment
effects, and (4) pressures for increased automation.

Inflationary pressures have arisen because companies were forced to pay

wage increases greater than the increases in productivity (in other words, "more

money without more goods). As wage increases were transferred into product
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prices, exports oi steel, autos, and othei goods have declined, and the United

St.lies has incurred tin- largest negative balance "I payments in its histor) In the

long term, tins could undermine the stability ol l S i urrenc)

The disparity oj wages between union and nonunion workers has also wors-

ened the plight ol lower-paid and less well organized employees Census Bureau

estimates place tile median laniilv income at approvimatek S2'v ">' X) pel \eai

Even though the national average wage appears respectable employees in man)

service industries (and some reined workers) are in a near-povert) income classifi-

cation I lien pliulit lias increased tile soeial eosts ol state. Federal, and charitable

agencies.

Artificial!) high wages can also foster unemployment The) force companies to

lay oil workers so that the) can pa) premium wages to .1 smaller number ol

organized workers rather than average wages to a greatei n bei ol n rganized

workers

Because ol these .mil other perceptions, public approval ol labor unions has

declined over the last two decades. Gallup Poll surveys show the 70 percent

approval rate in 1965 dropped to 55 percent in 1979 and 58 percent in 1985 (alter a

recession and some renegotiated wage contracts) |9).

Automation is increasing. High labor costs are prompting manufacturers to

shift from labor-intensive to more capital-intensive production processes. Installa-

tions ol automated and computer-controlled equipment are proceeding at an

exponential pace, with over S.(MH) robots ahead) installed in U.S. factories [4].

The median investment (in company assets) per employee in the 500 largest

employers in the United States is now nearing $50,000, with some of the oil

companies averaging well over $400. (KM) per employee.

Reduction in Direct Labor Costs As investment in equipment increases, a

smaller proportion ol production costs is attributable to labor David Kearns,

president of Xerox, has observed:

The common wisdom is that labor accounts for the bulk of manufacturing costs. .At

Xerox, our experience has been that direct workers, the people who actually build the

products, are onlv a small part of tin- total unit manufacturing cost. We've found that

our biggest labor cost is indirect workers, or overhead, Tneyre the white-collar

workers in management, sales, and administration who support the manufacturing

function. ... In our industry, as m most high-tech industries. SO percent of unit

manufacturing cost is parts and supplies And a big l.u tor in that cost equation is

inventory f
13].

Emphosis on Porticipotion Tbe goals ofmanagers can no longer be characterized

as simple profit maximization, where the employee is viewed only as a labor

resource or a direct labor cost Nor are employees satisfied with a passive role. As

a quality-of-worklife awareness permeates more U.S. companies, the confronta-

tional nature ol union-management relationships is being replaced with a par-

ticipative philosophv ol management \ccordirig to Kearns:
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SUMMARY

Somebody once said the best kind of efficiency is the spontaneous cooperation among
people. Well, we've learned how true that is from firsthand experience since we
started our employee involvement program three years ago. Employee involvement
lets workers participate directly in solving any problems the) haw, or see, on the
job.

.
We re getting our production employees invoked in strategic business deci-

sions. That was once the sole province of managers. . . . We have more than 60
percent of our people involved in some way—either on a team, on a committee or in a
quality group. ... An extraordinary change has taken place. People at Xerox believe
in themselves again. They believe in what they're doing again. ... I believe what's
happening at Xerox is typical of what's happening all across American industry. There's
a new vitality, a new sense of hope, a new confidence [13].

Of course, not all companies share the enthusiasm ofXerox. But participative
programs have spread widely: The International Association of Quality Circles lists

2,000 American companies among its members [13].

Human resources are among the most challenging inputs to manage because
people are so much more complex than machines. Job design policies should
recognize this humanness and foster satisfaction of higher-level needs. Work goals
should be clear, moderately challenging, and accepted if they are to be useful.

A well-designed job should reflect both social (market) priorities and tech-
nical (organizational) capacities. Motivational techniques focus upon (1) variety
(job enlargement adds more tasks, and job rotation adds variety because workers
are rotated among tasks), (2) time (flextime, 4-day workweeks,' and job sharing),
and (3) psychology (enrichment).

The Herzberg enrichment approach emphasizes five motivational factors, and
the Hackman-Oldham model stresses meaningfulness and responsibility.
Hackman and Oldham have also developed a Job Diagnostic Survey, which
measures skill variety, task identity, task importance, autonomy, and feedback.
Finally, the sociotechnical approach is a view of production systems which incor-
porates much of this psychological knowledge into a working system that blends
both social and technical components.

Work methods can often be improved by conducting a scientific study of
present methods using well-developed questioning techniques and principles of
motion economy. In office systems, significant productivity improvements can
(onic from better information Hows and better use of employee time.

Standards ofperformance should encourage the cooperation and participation
ol the workers to whom they will apply. Historical approaches, time studies,
predetermined time methods, and work sampling are all useful ways of developing
standards Both time-study and win k sampling methods consist of sampling a
workers activities and subjectively rating the worker's performance level to
determine a normal time (NT). Allowances are then taken into consideration arrd a
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standard time {ST) is determined Work sampling in particularly suitable l<>r

analyzing less structured activities and group operations

Every operations manager has opportunities t<> foster .1 favorable work cli-

mate among the employees l>\ prov iding sale working c litmus just wages, and

an environment that gives employees a stake in what the organization is doing.

Man) linns report favorable results from worker participation in problem-solving

teams, quality circles, and other involvement programs.

SOLVED PROBLEMS

1 An analyst wants to obtain a cycle time estimate tli.it is m ithin ± 5 percent ol the true

value. A preliminary run <>l 20 cycles tix>k 40 minutes to complete and had 1 1 .il< ulated

standard deviation of .3 minute What is the value ol the coefficient of variation to be

used for computing the sample size lor the forthcoming time study?

Solution

V = i

where s = standard deviation ol sample = .3 min/cycle

,. 1 x 40 inin . . ,

x = mean ol sample = — = — :— = 2 nun cycle
n 20 cycles

V = 4 = 15, or 15%

2 How large a sample should be taken to provide 99 percent confidence th.it a sample

value is within ±5 percent ol the true value if the coefficient ol variation is estimated to

be 15 percent?

Solution

From Fig. 6-12 for V = 15%, n = 80.

3 Past records ol a certain work activity show that it has a mean time ol GO seconds and a

standard deviation ol 9 seconds How many time-Study observations should be made to

be 95 percent confident that the sample mean is within 3 seconds (±3) of the true

population value?

Solution

V = 4- = Jr = . 15, or 15%
X 60

Figure 6-12 can he used because the 3-second accuracy required corresponds to 3/60 =

5 percent accural v

.. n = 35 observations
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4 Suppose we make a preliminary estimate that the standard deviation of an activity is 9
seconds. How main time-study observations should he made to be 95 percent confident

that the sample mean is within 3 seconds (±3) of the true population value?

Solution

Note the similarity hetween this and the previous problem. In this case we have no
mean value available to estimate the coefficient of variation, so we must calculate the
sample size instead of using Fig. 6-12. Our method is similar to that followed for the
work-sampling Example 6-4 except in this case we are dealing with means (Ps) rather

than sample proportions (ps). Both situations rely on the sample means and proportions

being normally distributed about the population parameters (that is, n and it, respec-
tively) if the sample size is sufficiently large (say 30 or more for means and 100 or more
for proportions). In solving this problem we wish to set one-half the accuracy interval

width equal to Z (s/vti) and use the resulting equation:

• • h -
y-j-J

where ft = 3 sec

Z = 1.96

s = 9 sec

n = /(1.96)(9) \2

n = 35 observations

Note that the chart method (Solved Prob. 3) and the calculation method (this

problem) are essentially equivalent, but the chart is perhaps a little easier to use if V
can be estimated.

A time-study analyst wishes to estimate the cycle time for an assembly operation within

± .03 minute at a confidence level of 95.5 percent. If the cycle time standard deviation

a is known to be .08 minute, how many observations are required?

Solution

n = \-r) where h = .03 min

Z = 2.00

u = ,08 (Because <r is known, we use it instead of s.)

/2.00(.08)V

= 28.4, say 29 observations

As the sample size gits below 30, the t is a more appropriate distribution than the
normal. However, the normal approximation should he adequate here.

A time study of a restaurant activit) yielded a cycle time of 2.00 minutes, and the
waitress was rated at I'M = 96 pen cut. The restaurant chain has a 20 percent allowance
factor. Find the standard time
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Solution —
ii 2.00

" *!T = CT(PR) = (2.00X 96) l 92 min

si NT(AF

where (f = -—-=-r = -——r= = 1.25 v
I '..V I 20

A

ST = I 'Cl 25 2 ii n

7 An operator in .i packing operation was clocked l>\ an incremental reading stopwati Ii

The i cm i lis are shown in the accompanying table. The allowani e fbi tins type ot work is

15 percent.

Minute* foi CycL
Pi iturnuince

Element 12 3 4 5 Ratmu

1 Obtain 2 boxes 82 80 85 130

2 Pack 4 items/box. 44 42 46 40 41 110

3 Set box aside. .71 .67 69 71 68 115

(a) Find the normal time per cycle

(I)) Find the standard time per cycle

Solution

(a) NT = CT(PR)

For element 1. each box suffices Ibr 2 cycles

NT= -82+ f + - 85
(1.30)= .535

For element 2

NT= .44 + .42 + .46 + .40 + .41
(110)= ^

For clement 3:

NT = .71 + .67 + .69 + .71 + .68 ^
Total = 1.800

NT = 1.80 min/cycle
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(b) ST = NT(AF)

whereAF = r=
i
%A

=
r-=
L

i5
= 11S

ST = 1.80(1.18) = 2.12 min/cycle

s The State of Oreida Mental Health Division has a health care activity that has a normal

time of 8 minutes, but the activity seems to have been prolonged recently by an

increasing number of unavoidable delays. D. R. Mix, a management analyst called in to

determine a new standard, conducted a work-sampling study and obtained the results

shown in the accompanying table.

Number of Percentage of

Activity Observations Observations

Working
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QUESTIONS

Hie interval is • - > i» < > m iii.it is. * l * - analyst could be 95 pin cut confident

thai the true unavoidable delay time is between 9 7 percent and 1 1 I percent ol

total time.

i The precision interval (bi the personal-l • estimate would be sUghtl) smaller

(better) due to the use ol H* percent instead ol 12 percent fbi the \.ilu<- ol \> In

general, For a given level ol precision, the sample size required foi ^ n p >ns activities

is governed l>\ those activities with ;i values closes! t" 5

'.) (Optional) This problem illustrates the use ol ti.i\ <s rule ol probability !<>i analyzing

the prioi existence ol an unsafe condition, given thai an accidenl such as an airplane

crash or refinery explosion has occurred. II we lei u represent the unsafe i onditkm and

A the occurrence of an accident, Bayes rule- Eq (2-8 can be stated as

P(*A) = w(*|fl)
1

P(8)P(A\0) + P(0mA\6)

Example
Let represent the probabilit) ol defective wiring and \ represent an accidental fire. In

a large old factor) spot checks have established that !'<»< = 20 Given dial .i plant has

defective wiring, the probabilit) ol a fire occurring at some time during the year is T

(that is, P(A|0) = .7), and il the wiring is not defective, the chance ofa fire is redui <<! to

1 (that is, P{A\B) = .1) \ recent fire burned one employee severely and caused

$90.(XM) in damage. Although evidence is destroyed, the operations manager has been

asked b) an insurance company to estimate tin- likelihood thai the fire was due t"

defective wiring.

Solution

P(0) = .2 .-. P(0) = 1 - .2 = B

P(A\0) = .7 .-. P(A|0) =1-7=3
P(A|0) = .1 .'. P(A|0) =1-1=9

We wish to find the probability of defective wiring, 0. given the occurrence of the

recent fire. A

P(elA) = P(e)P(A
\

e)_

''

P(0)P(A|0) + P(0)P(A|0)

_ I.2H.7)

(.2) 7) •
I
B> 1

= .64, .'. 64 percent chance

6-1 What two cornerstones ol human res ce management policy are brought out in the

chaptei
J
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PROBLEMS

6-2 Distinguish between highly behavioral versus highly objective job designs.

What aspects of goals are especially important when applying them at the job design

level?

6-4 What are "variable time approaches to motivation?

6-5 Distinguish between job enlargement and job enrichment.

6-6 What five factors does the Hackman-Oldham model of job enrichment emphasize?

What is the basis of the sociotechnical view of modern production organizations?

(i-S A consultant making a methods-improvement study has identified a problem and

developed a written description of the present method of doing the job. What kinds

of questions or principles would be most useful for analyzing the problem?

6-9 Request permission to conduct a methods-improvement study from the industrial

relations manager of a local firm. Instead of instituting and maintaining new meth-

ods, provide the responsible manager (and your instructor) with a finished copy of

your report and recommendations.

6-10 How are labor standards established, and what are their principal uses?

6-1 1 Distinguish between (a) cycle time, (b) normal time, and (c) standard time. Show the

relationships between these times in your answer.

6-12 Under what circumstances would work sampling be preferable to time-study or

predetermined time methods for developing labor standards?

6-13 The chapter contains statements from a former vice president ofTRW and from the

president of Xerox. What conclusions can you draw from them about the trend in

direct labor as a percentage of total employment?

6-14 What has been the effect of higher wages without corresponding increases in

productivity?

1 A garment workers' union in Atlanta has requested that a new time study be made of a

skirt-sewing activity. Previous data indicate the activity has a mean time of .t = 2.40

minutes and a standard deviation of .90 minute. What is the best (preliminary)

estimate of the sample size required in order to have 95 percent confidence in the

result. (Hint: Use Fig 6-12, and assume an accuracy of ±5 percent.)

2 Fifty samples of a production cycle showed an average time of 2.30 minutes per piece.

The performance rating was estimated at 90 percent, and allowances are set at 18

percent of the total time available. What is the standard time in minutes per piece?

i A time studs of an Idaho milling activity revealed a cycle time of 6.50 minutes for a

worker rated at 108 percent. The allowances arc as follows: personal time = 30

minutes per day, fatigue = 74 minutes per day, delay = 40 minutes per day.

Determine the standard time for an 8-hour-per-day operation.

I The standard time for a computer repair activity was determined to be 6.40 minutes

from a stud\ ol a worker who was rated at 1 15 percent. If this standard includes a 20

pen cut allowance, what was the actual (cycle) time ol the worker studied?

3 An activity has a select lime ol 4.00 minutes per cycle and a calculated normal time ol

4.64 minutes per cycle Allowances are 10 percent.

(a) What was the performance rating factor of the worker studied?

Ii What was the resultant standard time?

\ time studs of 30 cycles in a Syracuse machine shop showed these cycle times:
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I [and time 50 nun < ycle

Mat hine time I so min cycl

[Tie workei was rated al 110 percent, and allowances fbi the operation based on an

8-hour workday, are as follows: personal = 20 minutes per da) fatigue 30 itea

pei da) . delaj 22 utes pei da) < alt ulate the si.in<l.inl tunc- pei c \< le (oi the

worker machine operation (combined)

rime si in K data taken foi a bulk-filling activit) in acannerj in Topeka were recorded

on a continuous 1 1. is is as shown in the accompanying table (that is the times given an

cumulative amounts)
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SELF QUIZ: CHAPTER 6

Parr I True/False [1 poinr each = 6]

In job design, the market priorities and resource capacities are characterized as sociosystem and

technical system inputs.

One principle of job design is that work goals should be very difficult (in order to challenge the best

employees).

The Hackman-Oldham approach emphasizes the benefits of motivating employees through flextime,

4-day workweeks, and job sharing.

As robots take over more activities, the jobs left for human workers are becoming more monotonous.

The principles of motion economy refer to the three categories of human body, work place, and tools

and equipment.

Labor contracts that call for large hourly wage increases can foster higher levels of employment.

Port II Problems [3 points eoch = 9. Calculate and select your answer]

1 The manager of Old South Bakeries wishes to do a new time study of a cake decoration activity that previously

took 5.20 minutes (s = ..53 minute). Approximately how many cycles should be timed? (She wishes to have 99

percent confidence that the resultant time is accurate to within ± .25 minute.)

(a) 15

(b) 30

(c) 60

(d) 120

(e) None of the above.

A fruit-packing activity in a plant near Sacramento is given a preliminary time study with results as shown (s =

.20 minute).

Worker Time (mini

Machine Time [mm
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PREVIEW: PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY CONTROL ACTIVITIES

A lew years ago, a small test equipment manufacturer in California received a corporate

directive to improve their business operations With the help of a consultant, they

decided to discard their manual production control system and undertake a five-phase

program to gam better control of their costs Here's what happened

First, the material requirements, estimated costs, and inventory records were computerized

Within lour months, they began to check actual inventories against the computerized data

base and analyze any variances The general ledger and financial data were integrated into

the system a month later Ten months alter that, the payroll and labor distribution mlormation

was transferred from their bank to the system, it was automatically interlaced to the pb
costing system Finally, the order entry information and invoicing was incorporated The

manufacturing control system took about two years to implement and saved the firm $152,000

in the first year of operation. [PblM Review, 1986 Referena GuitL p 88

P&IC Production and inventory control (P&IC) activities guide the flow of goods

through the production cycle, from the initial purchase of raw materials to the final

delivery of finished products A maior objective is to add value in a cost-effective and

efficient way

In recent years, some dramatic changes have enhanced the management of P&IC

activities. Among them are the:

Perfection of analytical techniques

Widespread availability of online computer systems

Increased professionalization of P&IC personnel

The American Production & Inventory Control Society (APICS) has helped significantly

to improve the professionalism of P&IC activities. This has brought about an increased

awareness of the interdependent nature of P&IC activities and has also generated

financial and marketing benefits. Figure 11-1 presents an overview of the production and

inventory control topics discussed in Part Two of the text As can be seen from the

flowchart, the P&IC activities are highly interdependent.

FORECASTING (Chapter 7)

Demand is the vital link between a firm's production facilities and its customers in the

market environment If sufficient customer orders already exist, the firm can "produce to

order " Otherwise, it produces "to stock" and stores the products in warehouses or

distribution centers Chapter 7 discusses techniques for analyzing past demand and

proiecting future demand on the P&IC system.

AGGREGATE PLANNING AND MASTER SCHEDULING (Chapter 8)

Forecasts of demand provide information for planning and scheduling what production

is needed. Aggregate planning is concerned with whether the firm has the capacity to
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Chapter 7

INVENTORY
RECORDS

Chapters 9 and 10

MATERIAL
REQUIREMENTS
PLAN (MRP)

Chapter 1

1

CAPACITY
** REQUIREMENTS

PLAN (CRP)

Chapter 1

1

PRIORITY
(Material and job)

CONTROL
Chapter 1?

CAPACITY
(Time and equipment)

CONTROL
Chapter 12

FIGURE 11-1 Producrion and Inventory Control Flowchart

satisfy the expected demand or whether it should delay some production, or use

overtime or subcontractors, and so forth. After a rough production plan is formulated,

the master schedule is created to show the specific volume of end products that are

scheduled according to the time periods in which they are to be completed.

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT (Chapters 9 and 10)

Inventories of raw materials, work-in-process, and finished goods play a critical role in

the production process. An understanding of their costs and benefits is necessary. In

Chapter 9 we take up the purchasing process and methods of selecting the most

economic order quantities Chapter 10 goes on to show how firms can use inventory

management techniques to compensate for uncertainties in the forecast, to help sta-

bilize production levels, and to provide customers with desired levels of service.
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MATERIAL AND CAPACITY REQUIREMENTS PLANNING (Chapter 1 1

)

The material requirements planning (MRP) system uses information from the master

schedule and the inventory system It breaks down the master schedule items into

subassembly and raw material requirements, matches these against what is already on

hand (or on order), and computes specific requirements (item by item) of everything

needed It also dictates when orders should be released (to purchasing or to the shop)

so that the components will be available as specified in the proposed master schedule

If procurement or production time is inadequate, the master schedule may have to be

revised.

After a preliminary material requirements plan is established, the time required to

produce those materials is compared with the capacity of key work centers to determine

whether sufficient labor and machine hours exist This is the capacity requirements

planning (CRP) function If demands cannot be met. the master schedule must again be

revised and the process repeated until an acceptable schedule is devised.

SCHEDULING AND CONTROLLING PRODUCTION ACTIVITIES (Chapter 1 2)

Scheduling and control activities are designed to ensure that (a) production orders are

initiated at the proper time and that (b) capacity is effectively used to fill them. The

principles and techniques used to plan, schedule, control, and evaluate production

operations are referred to as production activity controls and encompass both priority

and capacity features.

Priority control activities begin with releasing orders from the material requirements

plan to the production center. The ensuing control over the status (that is. priority) of all

orders is a major function of production activity controls. Schedulers use the priority

data to sequence the flow of work orders through the production process.

Capacity control activities are concerned with monitoring the planned versus

actual production rates in terms of hours of capacity available and hours used at the

various work centers. One method of doing this is via weekly input-output reports.

Control over both priorities and capacities must be maintained if the firm is to produce

its goods on schedule and in an efficient manner

OVERVIEW: PRIORITY AND CAPACITY CONCEPTS

As you work through the chapters of Part Two. you may find it intuitively helpful to think

of some of the P&IC activities in terms of Fig II-2 The master schedule, MRP, and

priority control activities can be associated with physical "materials" or "|obs ." After the

master schedule is specified, the end-item requirements must be stated in terms of

specific materials used in production. However, the raw materials soon become compo-

nent parts and subassemblies under the classification of "shop orders" and "|obs."

Thus the priorities of materials (under MRP) become transformed into priorities of jobs

(on the shop floor) as the production process adds value in the form of assembled

materials and labor
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FORECASTING OBJECTIVES AND USES

Debbie [ohnson is the Forecasting managei .ii \ike s shoe headquarters in Beavei

ton, Oregon. Debbie s si. ill must proje* I demand t « > hundreds ol lines ol shoes

from pni\ en court and running shoes to the hottest I. ill fashions. It's a tough job

—

slinc si\li-s are not easj to predict And Debbie has some l>us\ and anxious days.

Mistakes here can have disastrous effects. Their everydaj decisions affect sup-

pliers from Germany to Taiwan and retailers throughout the world. Fortunately

they have some experienced forecasters, a good database, and some well-devel-

oped forecasting models.

WHAT IS A FORECA5P

Forecasts are estimates of the occurrence, timing or magnitude of future events

Thej give operations managers a rational basis for planning and scheduling ac-

tivities, even though actual demand is quite uncertain.

Some organizations claim the) do not forecast at all, whereas others sport

very sophisticated models. Organizations that pay no attention to forecasting are

implicitly assuming that what has happened in the past will continue in the future.

This is not necessarily an irrational approach, hut it could certainly be improved

upon by anticipating future events that are likely to happen

WHY DO FIRMS FORECASP

Figure 7-1 lists some of'the ways firms benefit from forecasts. Accurate projections

of future activity levels can minimize short-term fluctuations in production and

help balance workloads. This lessens hiring, firing, and overtime activities and

helps maintain good labor relations. Good forecasts also help managers have

appropriate levels of materials available when needed. By anticipating employ-

ment and material needs, the forecasts enable managers to make better use of

facilities and give improved service to customers.

COSTS OF FORECASTING

Forecasting activities can be costly, so it is important to assess their benefits

versus their cost. Theoretically, there is an optimal level of activity where mar-

Improved employee relations

Improved materials management
Better use of capital and facilities

Improved customer service

FIGURE 7-1 Advonroges of Good Forecosrs
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Forecasting activity

FIGURE 7-2 Cosr of the Forecasting Activity

ginal benefit equals marginal cost, but in reality this level is difficult to find.

Figure 7-2 illustrates.

As forecasting activity increases, data requirements increase, with the attend-

ant costs of collection and analysis. The system for reporting and control must also

be expanded. On the other hand, reduced activity may result in unplanned labor,

materials, or capital costs, expediting costs, and—ultimately—lost revenues. The
costs of not forecasting can be significant.

OUR APPROACH TO FORECASTING

In this chapter, we will try to gain an appreciation of the value of forecasting and
an understanding of some of the more widely used techniques. In particular, we
shall discuss (1) judgmental, (2) time series, (3) exponential smoothing, and (4)

regression methods of forecasting. Examples will be discussed, and some refine-

ments or extensions will be noted. The chapter ends with the reminder that the

value of a forecasting technique lies in its ability to predict reliably and accurately.

Thus it is important to measure forecast validity and control forecast error.

FORECASTING VARIABLES

Forecasting activities are a function of the (1) type of forecast, (2) time horizon

being forecast, (3) database available, and (4) methodology employed. Let us

explore each of these in more detail.

TYPE OF FORECAST

Most ol the items used and produced by a firm do not need to be forecast in a

formal way, because they are components, subassemblies, or required services

that are part of a finished product. Forecasts should be used for end items and

sen ices that have uncertain demand. Hut there are other types of forecasts as

well, and we discuss them in this section.
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Purpose "Should we purchase .1 new computet system now, <>i wail until nexl

year, when we might gel more capacit) and .it .1 lower cost? Managers must

continual!) make derisions about purchasing new equipment setting employment

levels, carrying inventories scheduling product and so forth Wise decisions

in these areas depend upon .1 knowledge ol current conditions and 01 .1 prediction

of future iNcnts The purpose ol forecasting activities is to make the best use ol

present information to guide decisions toward the objectives ol the organization.

Types of Voriobles Deing Forecast In their pursuit of corporate objectives,

managers encounter iwn types ol variables: controllable and uncontroUabL 01

random). Although we tend to think ol numerous variables .is random, man) ol

them arc onl) partly random. Sales, lor example, is a (unction of both controllable

variables (advertising effort, inventory levels) and uncontrollable variables com-

petition, raw material tost). In a sense, the "management name consists ol

successfully managing the controllable variables, even though the uncontrollable

variables ma) seem to mitigate against success.

Forecasting methodologies help by providing information about the uncon-

trollable variables. They cannot, ofcourse, predict the value ol inherently random

components. But they can allow for random components, while basing projections

primarily upon the nonrandom trends and relationships that exist m the data.

Thus we find that the forecasting methods we stud) here are based primaril) upon

relationships that have been valid in the past. Computer programs are available

for most methods [6].

Accuracy Forecasts tend to be more accurate (and easier) when the uncontrolla-

ble elements ot a variable can lie identified and isolated. Also, it demand can be

decomposed into identifiable trends, or other components, this helps too. In

general, the more the random effects can he isolated, the better the forecast will

be.

Forecasts of product lines and groups ol products take advantage of another

aspect of randomness. Whereas individual product forecasts are strongly suscepti-

ble to error due to spontaneous random effects (which cannot be anticipated

anyway), when several projects are aggregated together, the error eflect is dissi-

pated throughout the group, and compensating effects occur One product's

demand may exceed the forecast, while another s max fail to meet it. But as a

whole, the aggregative forecast general!) tends to he more accurate than individ-

ual product forecasts. Production planners take advantage ol this knowledge b)

scheduling the use ol production sxstcm capacities weeks before the specific end-

item demand is firmed up.

Types of Forecosts The manager who must decide whether to invest in a

computer s\ stem tins yeai or wait until next year) Lues a different problem from

the one who must decide how much inventory to pi.ice in stock. The former must

grapple with the pace of technology whereas the latter must project future

demand. Managers must select or develop those types of forecasts that w ill be

most useful to them in their specific area of concern.
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Forecasts ofdemand are especially important to operations managers because

they guide the firm's scheduling and production control activities. Reliable fore-

casts enable managers to formulate material and capacity plans directing how their

system will respond. And this response becomes the sales forecast or sales plan,

from which financial, personnel, marketing, and other plans are derived.

Technological forecasts are concerned with the pace of new developments in

technology, such as developments in storage devices that will increase the capac-

ity and decrease the cost of computers. They are especially important to firms in

technologically advanced industries, and some relatively sophisticated methods of

extrapolating trends in innovation are in use.

Environmental forecasts are concerned with the social, political, and eco-

nomic state of the environment. Nearly every major corporation now subscribes to

an econometric forecasting service that provides forecasts of the gross national

product, consumer prices, unemployment, housing starts, or other economic
variables of particular interest to the firm.

TIME HORIZON

Forecasts are often classified according to time period. For example:

Short-range—up to 1 year (typically to 3 months)

• Medium-range— 1 to 3 years

Long-range—5 years or more

Short-range forecasts serve primarily as guides for current operations. Medium-
range and longer-range forecasts are often of a more comprehensive or aggregated

nature. A 3- to 5-year forecast may be necessary to support plant capacity deci-

sions, whereas product-line and plant location decisions may require longer

forecasts. Many firms find it necessary to use forecasts covering all three time
periods. As might be expected, short-term forecasts are typically more accurate

than long-term forecasts.

Product life cycle and seasonal factors affect the length of forecasts. Products

in the early stages of their development will require longer forecasts than those in

a dec lining stage. The forecasts are needed for planning different employment and

inventory levels as the product passes through the various stages of growth and
maturity. In a similar manner, forecast horizons arc often geared to project the

changes in production required to accommodate seasonal demand.

DATABASE: QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE

Most forecasting models rely upon quantitative data— it is the basis for scientific

decision making. Quantification enhances the objectivity of the model and forces

precision. However, problems arise when either the data or the model is inade-

quate Some variables (annul be quantified, or the quantification process itself

injects bias. In other cases, the models that a firm designs (or can afford) cannot

accommodate the variables that the linn might like to include. Some judgmental
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Forecasting Methodology

Den ription I uiu and \pplicahon ExampL H.Uilii. ( Oti

Ranges tfom simple subjective opinion to

extensive analysis of historical data Often

is a collection of projections from sales

coupled with |udgment of higher-level

management Can incorporate aspects of

other methodologies within its framework

Comparison with stages In life cycle of

comparable product (that is. introduction,

growth, maturity, decline) Assume similar

patterns

Panel of experts responds to series of

questionnaires Summary of responses Is

provided for panel and used to formulate

next questionnaires Each expert has ac-

cess to all Information. Assumes that the

experts are knowledgeable

< Opinion and Judgment

Short-range through

long-range e g . for sit-

uations difficult to

model, but good busi-

ness ludgment can

help

Historical Analogy

Long-range e.g.. for

new products

/>.7,,/ii

Long-range: e.g., for

facilities and new
products.

How much contract

research can we ob-

tain from the

government next year''

How can we predict

sales of our new
shampoo9

Should our bank intro-

duce a home video

cash-management

system next year"?

Relatively low

Unless data

used and analy-

sis techniques

are extensive

Medium

Medium: Can
be low if limited

time spent on it

Use of questionnaires, surveys, market

panels for collecting data and testing hy-

pothesis about consumer behavior

Assumes that the surveys are reliable and

representative

Market Sun . ys

Usually long-range: e.g..

new products, but also

useful for short-range

forecasts

What level of services

are city residents will-

ing to pay for
-7

High Due to

survey cost and

analysis

Historical data on demand are decom-

posed to break out trend (T) and seasonal

(S) factors, leaving cyclical (C) and ran-

dom (R) Trend is typically isolated by

either the least-squares equation or a

moving average Assumes time offers

adequate explanation

Time Series

Short-range: e.g., for in-

ventory and near term

scheduling decisions

Also useful for long-

range analysis of eco-

nomic variables.

What is the demand
pattern for soft drink

aluminum cans?

Low Based on

historical data

only, easily

computerized

Use of exponentially weighted moving

average, where new forecast lies between

previous forecast and latest actual de-

mand Particularly suited to forecasting

many items because computer storage

space is minimized and tracking is sim-

ple Assumes historical demand is

indicative of future

Exponential Smoothing

Short-range e.g., in-

ventory and near term

scheduling decisions

How much inventory

of liquor is needed at

the state liquor stores''

Low Due to

simplicity and

updating via

computer
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FIGURE 7-3 Forecasting Methodology {Continued)

Description Time and Application Example Relative Cost

Use of one or more associative variables

to forecast demands via a least-squares

equation (regression) or via a close asso-

ciation (correlation) with an explanatory

variable. Assumes logical (that is, explan-

atory) relationship exists.

Regression and Correlation

Useful for short- and

medium-range applica-

tions: e.g., existing

products.

How do our sales of

wood stoves relate to

the price of fuel oil9

Low to medium,

depending

upon data

needed and

model used.

Use of an interdependent series of re-

gression equations that typically relate to

a broad range of economic activity As-

sumes thorough identification of causal

factors

Econometric

Short-range through

long-range; e.g., whole

product lines and cor-

porate sales

What effect will eco-

nomic conditions have

on our housing con-

struction business?

High: Usually

requires sophis-

ticated com-

puter model

and current

economic data.

allowance must be made for the model inadequacy. Even the most sophisticated

models need the balance of good judgment.

Testing the model on past data or simulated data can be an effective check of

its adequacy. And, as current data suggest changes, the model should be revised.

FORECASTING METHODOLOGY

The complexity of forecasting methodology sometimes tends to correspond to the

extent to which future events are evaluated in an objective or professional man-

ner. Subjective opinions may be adequate for less consequential or relatively

certain situations. As the amount of uncertainty about future events increases,

firms tend to rely more upon inferences and correlations based upon the present.

When these inferences, in turn, come from the analysis of data, the methodology

becomes more objective but also more complex. Complexity does not guarantee

accuracy, however.

Figure 7-3 describes some of the more widely used approaches to forecasting.

Some techniques are best suited to long-range or new-product forecasts, whereas

others are more appropriate for production and inventory control. Instead of any

one ideal method, several techniques are in common use. Opinion methods.

although subjective, are widely used, especially by small firms. To a large extent

they rely upon personal insights, imagination, or perhaps even guesswork. The
COSl is low. but accuracy is too. Judgments are an improvement over pure opinion

in that the) call on pasi experience, consensus with others, or perhaps knowledge

of historically analogous situations. They may be the most economically feasible

methods lor some long-range and new-product marketing situations.
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Time teries methods, which capitalize upon the identification ol trend and

seasonal effects, are data based and are likel) t" l» n at i urate than op i

methods Nevertheless the) are based wholly upon time, and time series fore

easts ill I take specifii account ol outside 01 related Victors. The basic assump
linn is thai histor) follows a pattern that will continue. Exponential tmoothing

methods are ol tins same type, for the) are traje< tor) 01 trend-based The) .m

however, readil) adaptive to current levels "I activity and have become in-

creasingly popular in production and inventor) control applications.

Regression and correlation methods are associative in nature and depend
upon the causal relationship or interaction <>l two or more variables. The) i an be

classified .is statistical from an inferential standpoint foi we use one 01 more

variables to inter something about the other Box-Jenkins is .1 combination time

series-regression approach (not listed here) that incorporates some advantages ol

both methods The historical analog) Delphi, market surve) and econometru

methods are also useful, hut the) will not be covered in detail here either. Figure

7-3 presents some applications.

OPINION AND JUDGMENTAL METHODS

One of the most simple and widel) used methods ot forecasting consists ut

collecting the opinions and judgments of individuals who are expected to have tin-

best knowledge ol current activities or future plans s opinion and judgment

forecasts are largely intuitive, whereas others integrate data and perhaps even

some mathematical or statistical expectations into the forecast

The employees with the most immediate knowledge ol demand trends and

customer plans are often company marketing representatives and division or

product-line managers. Through regular contact with customers, the marketing

and sales personnel arc knowledgeable about individual industrial customers 01

retail market segments. Division management usually maintains broader market

information on trends by product line, geographic area, and customer groups.

Judgmental forecasts often consist ol one or more ol the following

Forecasts by sales representatives, which arc made up individual^ and aggre-

gated for various products

Forecasts by top management at the division or product-line level

Forecasts based on the combined estimates ol sales representatives and divi-

sion or product-line managers

Figure 7-4 illustrates a combined-estimate approach (number 3) lor a firm

producing electric signs. Regional forecasts are from field sales representatives,

who are in daily contact with their customers. Product-line sales forecasts are from

the various product-line managers in the headquarters office The estimates from

both sources ha\e been reconciled to arrive at the forecast shown. These values

will be the sales "loadings" lor the coming year. The next step will be to convert
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FIGURE 7-4 Combined Forecosr by Region and Product Line
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METHODS OF ESTIMATING TREND

Several methods of estimating the trend of a time series are available. Some of
these methods simply portray or describe the data, such as freehand curves and
moving averages. Other approaches describe the data and provide a trend equa-
tion, such as the least-squares method. Let us refer to the data of Fig. 7-5 to
illustrate.

Freehand A freehand curve drawn smoothly through the data points is often an
easy and perhaps adequate representation of the data. From Fig. 7-5 it appears
that a straight line connecting the 1977 and 1987 shipments is a fairly good
representation of the given data. The forecast can be obtained simply by extending
the trend line. However, what appears to be a good fit for one individual may not
be so for another, and this method suffers from subjectivity.

Moving Average A moving average is obtained by summing and averaging the
values from a given number of periods repetitively, each time deleting the oldest
value and adding a new value.

EXAMPLE 7-1

MA IX
number of periods

where one X value is exchanged each period.

(7-2)

Compute a 3-year moving average for the aluminum tube shipments
of Fig. 7-5.

SOLUTION

Year

Shipments

(tons)

Three-Year

Moving

Total

Three-Year

Moving

Average

1977
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general pattern ol the <l.it.i \ graph ol the ving-average values superimposed

upon I*" iu . 7-5 would reveal tins smoothing effect Ofcourse the more components
in the average (that is, the longer t • * - period the smoothei will be the curve li

has the additional advantage thai it can be applied to an> data, whethei the) tit .i

precise mathematical i urve or not.

The adaptability ol the mn\ ing average is also the source "I .i majoi disadvan-

tage, however, for there is no equation foi fore< .istmu In plat e ol an equation we
ns<- the Litest m<>\ ing-a\ erage value .is the forecast foi the next period In Example
7-1 the next period 1988 forecast would then be 17 tons, which would probabl)

lie low in \ iev. ol the strong trend Mo\ ing averages lose data values at each end of

the series and can be strongl) affected b) extreme values.

An adjustment to the moving-average M \ method allows one to varj the

weights assigned to components ol the moving average; in tliis way, the most

recent values can be emphasized.

1 iwti \ _ ,

"' 1 wt

This is often referred to as a weighted moving-average method. Weights can be

percentages or any real numbers, In Example 7-1, if a weight ol 3 is assigned to

tin- 1987 shipments. 2 to H)S(i. and 1 to HjS">. the weighted moving average is 17 8

tons.

Leost Squares Least squares is one- of the most widely used methods ol fitting

trends to data because it yields what is mathematically described as a "line of best

fit." This trend line has the following properties: (a) the' summation of all vertical

de\ iatious about it is zero, (b) the summation of all vertical de\ iations squared is a

minimum, and (c) the line goes through the means .V and V. For linear equations,

it is found by the simultaneous solution lor a and /; ol the two normal equations

IV = na + bl\

IXY = 6S.X + hl\-

Where the data can he coded so th.it %X = 0. two terms in the above expressions

drop out, and we have:

SXY = blX 7 5

Coding is easil) accomplished with time series data, lor we simply designate the

center of the time period as .V = and ha\ e an equal number of phis and minus

periods on each side which sum to zero
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EXAMPLE 7-2 Use the least-squares method to develop a linear trend equation for the data

of Fig. 7-5. State the equation complete with signature, and forecast a trend

value for 1992.

SOLUTION
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ma) be i linear in the long range, over the short range much data approximate

line. ii il\

CHANGING THE ORIGIN AND SCALE OF EQUATIONS

When .1 m i<>\ inu average or trend value is reported, it is assumed to be centered in

the middle <>1 the month (fifteenth da) I or the year (Jul) I Similarly, the forecast

value is assumed to l»- centered in (In- middle i>l the future period

Tlie reference point (origin) can be shifted or tin- V and ) units changed to

monthly or quarterly values if desired. To sliilt the origin, simply add tin- desired

number ol periods to X in the original forecasting equation, or subtract the desired

number ot periods. ( .'hanging the time units from annual values to monthly values

is accomplished b) dividing V l>y 12. To change the Y units from annual to

monthly values, the entire right-hand side ol the equation must he <li\ ided by 12.

SEASONAL INDEXES

A seasonal index (SI) is a ratio that relates a recurring seasonal variation to the

corresponding trend value at that given time. \\ e are all familiar with the peaking

of retail sales at Christmas ami the decline in heating fuel consumption in sum-

mer. When data such as these art' reported in monthly terms and similar patterns

occur during corresponding months of successive years, seasonal indexes of such

patterns can be determined.

Several methods of computing seasonal indexes exist, but the most widely

used is a ratio-to-moving-average method. The procedure is to tabulate the data in

monthly terms and compute 12-month moving-average values over a period of

several years. The 12-month moving average efiectrvel) dampens out all seasonal

fluctuations. Actual monthly values are then compared with the moving average

centered upon the actual month. For example, the 12-month moving average (that

is, trend value) for heating fuel consumption lor a plant in August 1986 may have

been 40 gallons, but actual consumption was only 32 gallons. The ratio to moving

average for August of 1986 is then 32 divided by 40 = .80. Values fur August of

other years are similarly computed, and all such values are averaged to get one

seasonal index value tor the month of August. The same is done for other months.

Some monthly index v alms will exceed 1 .00. but the total for all 12 months will be

made equal to 12(H). See |2:«82].

After valid seasonal indexes have been determined, they can be applied to

forecasted trend values to obtain seasonalized (adjusted) forecast values (V,.).

Seasonalized forecast = seasonal index (trend forecast

). (SI)Y, (7-6)

EXAMPLE 7-3 The production manager ol a natural gas pipeline company has projected

trend values for next August, September, and October of 2.1, 2.2. and 2.3
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million cubic meters, respectively. Seasonal indexes for the three months
have been found to be .80, 1.05, and 1.20, respectively. What actual

seasonalized (adjusted) production should the manager plan for?

SOLUTION

For August:

For September:

For October:

yK = skv)

= (.80)(2.1) = 1.68 million cubic meters

= (1.05)(2.2) = 2.31 million cubic meters

= (1.20)(2.3) = 2.76 million cubic meters

After seasonal adjustments have been made, similar adjustments can be made
for cyclical or irregular effects if data are available. For example, if a firm's

business is closely tied to construction activity and economic indicators suggest a

20 percent drop in that activity over the next year, the firm may want to apply a

.80 multiplier to its forecast of sales to the industry. Similarly, any irregular

occurrence, such as a forthcoming strike, should be accounted for as much as

possible.

EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING

Exponential smoothing is a type of moving-average forecasting technique which
weights past data in an exponential manner so that the most recent data carry

more weight in the moving average. Simple exponential smoothing makes no
explicit adjustment for trend effects, whereas adjusted exponential smoothing

does take trend effects into account.

SIMPLE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING

With simple exponential smoothing, the forecast is made up of the last-period

forecast plus a portion of the difference between the last-period actual demand
and the last-period forecast.

F, = F,
,
+ a(D,

,

- /-',
,) (7-7)

where F, = current-period forecast

/, _i
= last-period forecast

a = smoothing constant

I),
|
= last -period demand

Observe, from the equation, that each forecast is simply the previous forecast

plus some correction for demand in the last period. If demand was above the last-
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period forecast, the correction will be positive; and if demand was below, the

correction will be negative.

The smoothing constant, o actual]) dictates how much correction will l>e

made. It In a number between o and I used to compute the forecast /•',. which, in

turn, is based upon previous forecasts where » was also used Bj entering

multiplicatively into all subsequent forecasts, an "exponential" weighting takes

place.

If a were assigned a value as high as l. cadi forecast would reflect a total

adjustment to the recent demand, and the forecast would simpK lie last period's

actual demand. Since demand fluctuations are typicall) random and sporadic,

however, the value of a is often kept in the range of .005 to .30 in order to

"smooth tlu- forecast. The exact value depends upon the response to demand that

is best lor the individual linn. We shall return to this consideration altei an

example.

EXAMPLE 7-4 A firm uses simple exponential smoothing with a = . 1 to ion east demand.

The forecast for the week of February 1 was 500 units, whereas actual

demand turned out to he 450 units.

(a) forecast the demand for the week of Fehruary 8.

(b) Assume that the actual demand during the week of Fehruary 8 turned

out to be 505 units. Forecast the demand lor the week of Fehruary 15.

Continue on forecasting through March 15. assuming that subsequent

demands were actually 516, 488, 467, 554, and 510 units.

SOLUTION

(a)F, = F,_, + a(D,_, - F
f_J

= 500 + .1(450 - 500) = 495 units

(b) Arranging the procedure in tabular form, we have:
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Simple exponential smoothing does not extrapolate for trend effects, so no a value
will fully compensate for a trend in the data. Low a values will result in more of a
lag behind trend, however, because they give less weight to recent demand.

Low a values are particularly appropriate when product demand is relatively

stable (that is, without trend or cyclical variation) but random variation (noise) is

high. Higher values of a are more useful where substantive changes are likely to

occur because they are more responsive to fluctuations in demand. For example, a
higher a value may be appropriate for style goods industries that require a rapid
and dramatic response. New-product introductions, promotional campaigns, and
even anticipated recessions also suggest the use of higher a values.

A satisfactory value of a can generally be determined by trial-and-error

testing of different smoothing constants to find one that results in the best fit (least

error) when used on past data. As we saw earlier:

Forecast error = demand - forecast (7-8)

The individual forecast errors are usually summarized in a statistic such as average
error, mean squared error, or mean absolute deviation (MAD).

. . . t^ S|error|
MAD = -i !

(7-9)

where n = the number of periods.

The use of MAD for comparing forecasting models will be illustrated in the

section on adjusted exponential smoothing.

Past data are not always available to experiment with. Some analysts recom-
mend beginning with an a of .2 or .3 and watching the performance for a few
periods. Others suggest picking an a value that approximates "a length of moving
average that makes sense" [7:15]. An approximate equivalent to an arithmetic

moving average, in terms of the degree of smoothing, can be estimated by

Thus, a 7-year moving average would correspond, roughly, to an a value of .25.

SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT TO EXPONENTIAL FORECAST

Where a seasonal pattern exists, it may be desirable to seasonally adjust an
exponentially smoothed forecast, just as with a time series. The procedure is to (1)

deseasonalize the actual demand, (2) compute a deseasonalized forecast, and (3)

seasonalize (adjust) the forecast by multiplying by the seasonal index.
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m •
I Smoothed

» • * r trend

• * ) adjustment

r-1
Time

FIGURE 7-7 Components of o Trend-Adjusred Forecosr

ADJUSTED EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING 1

The simple exponential smoothing forecast is really only a smoothed average

centered on the current period—no projection is involved. It is used as a next-

period forecast, hut if a trend exists, the forecast will always lag the trend Man)

firms do experience a growth trend; so it is important to recognize that in their

forecasting activities.

Adjusted exponential smoothing models actually project into the future for

example, to time period / + 1) by adding a trend correction increment. T,. to the

current-period smoothed average, /•",.

= F, + T, (7-11)

Figure 7-7 depicts the components of a trend-adjusted forecast. F, + l

. Like

the simple exponential computation, the value /•,. represents the current-period

value of the smoothed average demand. However, we add a "hat i > to show that

it is also adjusted for trend. Note that the same trend which is computed in the

current period is simply advanced to the "t + 1 period.

Figure 7-8 describes the sequence tor computing a trend-adjusted forecast.

The current-period smoothed average, /•',. includes the trend adjustment from the

previous period, hut it is still just an exponential!) weighted average—not a

projection.

Note that Eq. (7-13) lor the trend adjustment. 7',. utilizes a second smoothing

coefficient, p. which may he different from a. The 3 value determines tin extent

to which the trend adjustment relies upon the latest difference in forecast amounts

(F, — /',
| ) versus the previous trend, T

t_ v Thus it smooths much like a. except

it works directl) off the forecast difference and the previous trend.

1 This inatcn.il extends beyond that covered in some introductory texts Computer programs an' also

available ami wideh used
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2

Initialize:
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SOLUTION

Follow mil; the procedure from Fig, 7-8 we have

Week ul 3/19 P, = aD,
,
+ (1 - a>(F,

,
+ T,_

t )

= ,1(700) I 0(650 ' 0) = 655(H)

7, = P(F, - F, .,) + (1 - p)T,_,

= .2(655 - 65<> ' 8(0) = 1.0 + 0-1 00

F
r + i

= F, + T, = 655 + 1 = &56.00

The 656.(X) is the adjusted forecasl lor week of 3/26.

Week of 3/26 F, = .1(685) + .9(655 + 1.0) = 658.90

T, = .2(658.9 - 655) + .8(1.0) = 1.58

F, + 1

= 658.9 + 1.58 = 660.48

The remainder of the calculations arc in table form below. The trend-

adjusted forecast for the week of 5/14 is 711.89 = 712 units.

(1)
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(a) Compute the mean absolute deviation (MAD) forecast error for the

following:

Simple exponential smoothing (a = .1)

Adjusted exponential smoothing (a = . 1 and p = .2)

Adjusted exponential smoothing (a = . 1 and P = .8)

(b) Compare the actual demand and the three forecasts on a graph.

SOLUTION

Computations of the forecast values for adjusted exponential smoothing

(a = .1; P = .2) are given in the previous example; computations for simple

exponential smoothing and for a = .1 and p = .8 are not shown, but the

results are given below. The forecast error = demand — forecast and is

computed as shown. The best fit of these models is a = .1 and P = .8 for a

MAD of 31.6. Figure 7-9 confirms that for these data, which have a strong

trend, the higher value of P yields better results.
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800 r

760

a 720
c
m
E
9a

680

640

Forecasts

a- .1.0- .8

\. _ _L _ _ J_ _
3/19 3/26 4/2 4/9 4/16 4/23

Weeks

4/30 5/7 5/14 5 21

FIGURE 7-9 Forecast Results Using Simple and Trend-Adjusted Exponential Smoothing

fluctuations. Nevertheless, in some cases the sophistication gained l>\ using

adjusted exponential smoothing is simply not warranted. This maj lie true if. for

example, users ne forced to accept forecast values from a technique they <1<> not

understand.

REGRESSION AND CORRELATION METHODS

Time series and exponential smoothing methods describe tile action of some

variable over time, as il the variable were a function of time. Although this is often

a useful relationship, it is sometimes more meaningful to relate the variable we dn-

trying to ton-cast to other variables that are more sutiuestive of a causal rela-

tionship. Regression and correlation techniques are means of describing the

association between two or more such variables. The) make no claim to establish-

ing cause and effect hut instead merely quantify the statistical dependence or

extent to which the two or more variables .ire related.

LINEAR REGRESSION

Regression means "dependence" and involves estimating the value of a dependent

variable, V, from an independent variable, X. In simple regression only one

independent variable is used whereas in multiple regression two or more inde-

pendent variables are involved. The simple linear regression model takes the form

Ye
= a + bX, where V, is the dependent and X the independent variable. A

multiple linear regression equation may he of the form Yc = o + bXy + cX2 +
dX ,. whereas a curvilinear relationship involving second- or higher-order func-

tions might take tin- I V, = a + bX + cX 2 + J.V 1
. We shall limit considera-
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tion to simple linear regressions, which are often satisfactory for forecasting

purposes. You may refer to a statistics text [2] for multiple regression and cur-

vilinear regression models.

The forecasting procedure using regression is similar to that of time series in

that data are first obtained and plotted to be sure the correct form of a model is

chosen. A trend equation is then developed, and the equation is used for forecast-

ing. The variables are not necessarily related on a time basis, so seasonal and
cyclical adjustments are not usually made. However, the method of converting the

data into a forecasting equation is the same in that the normal equations [see Eq.

(7-4)] are used. Since the equations are always solved for the values of the slope b

and intercept a, they are often rewritten in the more convenient form:

b = SAY - nXV

XX2 - nX2

7 - bX

(7-14)

(7-15)

where X = (2X)/n and Y = (2,Y)/n are the means of the independent and
dependent variables, respectively, and n is the number of pairs of observations

made.

EXAMPLE 7-7 The general manager of a building materials production plant feels the

demand for plasterboard shipments may be related to the number of con-

struction permits issued in the county during the previous quarter. The
manager has collected the data shown in the accompanying table.

Construction
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FIGURE 7-10 Plosrerboord Shipmenrs and Construction Permits

SOLUTION

(a) A scatter diagram (Fig. 7-10) shows that the data are nol perfectly linear

hut approach linearity over this short range

il> ! See the accompanying table and calculations.

n = 8 pairs ol

observations

X =^ = 23
8

T-f-,0

X
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Equation is V = .91 + 395X

where X = permits and Y = shipments.

(c) Alternatively,

b = SAT - n.\T _ 2.146 - 8(23)(10) = .395
SX2 - nA'2 5,006 - 8(23)(23)

a = 7 - bX = 10 - .395(23) = .91

(d) Letting X = 30,

Y
c
= .91 + .395 (30) = 12.76 = 13 shipments

The regression line developed via the use of the normal equations has the

characteristics of a line of best fit so that the sum of the squares of the vertical

deviations from this line is less than the sum of the squares of the deviations from

any other straight line through the same points. Any regression curve essentially

describes the relationship between a given value of the independent variable, X,

and the mean, u.r x , of the corresponding probability distribution of the depen-

dent variable, Y. Thus, for any value of X (such as 30 permits), there is a

distribution of values of Y (many possible values), and our forecast, or point

estimate of Y (the 13 shipments), is actually the mean of that distribution. See Fig.

7-11.

STANDARD DEVIATION OF REGRESSION

We can measure the dispersion around the regression line by subtracting the

calculated trend value, Y_, from each observation, Y, squaring and summing the

FIGURE 7-1 1 Regression Line
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differences and dividing b) n 2. II we take the square rool "I tins we obtain

the standard deviation ol regression, N>
v . read "S sul> Y given \

s
> «

"" V „ - 2
T 16

Tins conditional standard deviation is similar to othei standard deviation

computations in thai observed values (Y) are subtracted from the mean ), . and

the differences are squared and summed. Ibe n — 2 in the denominatoi reflects a

loss < >t 2 degrees ol freedom because in tins bivariate case we are using sample

statistics for !><>tli the A and Y variables A inure difficult-looking equation, lint one

that is easier to use. will provide the same answer:

W,-^- a±) hl\)
TIT

EXAMPLE 7-8 Given the data on permits and shipments in the previous example, compute

the standard deviation ol regression S,
v ).

SOLUTION

/syg - all - blXY
s
'

«

=
v—r^i

—

= 2.2 shipments

950 - (.91)(80) - (. 3951(2. 146)

8-2

PREDICTION INTERVAL ESTIMATES

We can use the standard deviation ol regression to lend more precision to anv

point estimate of a forecast by staring the forecast as an interval. When working

with large samples (n ^ UK)) the approximate interval estimate for an individual

value ol Y is

Prediction interval Y, = Y, ± ZS,
x

: is

where Yc
is the calculated trend value and X represents the number ol standard

dev iations for the specified interval. This formulation recognizes that for anv given

value of V (permits), the value of Y (shipments) can be expected to lie within the

interval a designated proportion ol the time

This interval assumes that for a given V value, the Y values are normally

distributed about the mean (that is. the regression line). Then, for example. 95.5

percent ol the Y values are within ± 2S,
v ofthe regression curve, as shown by the

dotted lines in Fig. 7-11. II the standard deviation of regression has been com-
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FIGURE 7-12 Inrerprerarion of Correlation Coefficient
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puted from a sample size of less than 100, the t rather than the normal Z
distribution should be used and additional correction factors must be applied. 2

Equations for these situations can be found in any good statistics reference [2:537].

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS. MEANING AND USE

We have seen that a regression curve expresses the nature (that is, intercept and
slope) of the relationship between two or more variables. The regression equation
states how the dependent variable changes as a result of changes in the indepen-
dent variables.

Correlation is a means of expressing the degree of relationship between two
or more variables. In other words, it tells how well a linear—or other—equation
describes the relationship. Unlike regression, in correlation all the variables enjoy
equal "status," so we do not consider one as dependent on another. Like regres-
sion, though, correlations may also be simple or multiple, linear or nonlinear,
depending on the data. The correlation coefficient r is a number between - 1 and
+ 1 and is designated as positive if V increases with increases in X and negative if Y
decreases with increases in X. If r = 0, this indicates the lack of any relationship
between the two variables.

Figure 7-12 illustrates the meaning of the linear correlation coefficient. If

there were no correlation, our best estimate of V, given any value of X, would
probably be the mean of Y, or V. If X and V were perfectly correlated, we would
expect all values to lie on the regression line. Then, for any given value of X, we

2 Tin- more accurate expression ol the prediction interval is V'r ± fSIND , where

*|ND - Sy 1 +
(X - X)2

2(X - X)2
(7-19)
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FIGURE 7-13 Deviorion of Dependent Vorioble

could simply proceed up to the regression rune and over to the V axis to read off

the forecast value <>t V.

The regression line thus justifies <>r explains wh) some value other than V (the

mean of Y) is to be expected when .V takes on a specific value. The correlation

coefficient is related to the percentage ol the variation in V that is explained l>\ the

regression line. Figure 7-13. which depicts onl\ one ol many possible points,

relates the point of Y in terms of its deviation, or variation (that is. the summation

of squared deviations):

Total variation = explained f unexplained

1(Y - Y> = 2(Y
e
- ?> + 2(Y - 1

The ratio of explained to total variation is called the coefficient ofdetermina-

tion, r2 . It is effectively the percentage ol variation in the dependent variable that

is explained !>y the regression line.

Coefficient of determination:

2(Y - V)2
7-20)

The square root of the coefficient of determination is the coefficient ol

correlation, r.

< oefficient of correlation.

7-21
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Because the explained variation as a percentage of the total is equal to total

minus unexplained variation, the correlation coefficient is sometimes more conve-

nientlv written in the form

V
unexplained variation

total variation

1(Y ~ V,.)2

S(Y - Y)2
(7-22)

When the sample size is sufficiently large (for example, > 50), the value of r can

also be computed more directly by the working equation:

EXAMPLE 7-9

r&XY - 1X1Y

V[nSX2 - (S.Y)2][„SV2 - (XY)2]
(7-23)

so there are a number of ways of arriving at the same value. Fortunately, most of

these "arrivals" are normally accomplished on the firm's computer, for the equa-

tions are tedious.

When all points lie on the regression line, the unexplained variation is zero,

and r takes on a value of 1. As the points deviate more and more, r gets closer to

zero, and the regression equation is less useful as an explanatory model. 3

A study to determine the correlation between plasterboard shipments, X,

and construction permits, Y, revealed the following:

IX = 184
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Optional Tin- ,90 appears to be .1 significant correlation but could be

tested using .1 significance test oi values! .1 statistie.il table ol 1 orrelation

coefficients. See [2] (For .1 sample size "I n = 8 at the 5 percent level, the

tabled value oi r is onl) .707, Since the calculated r oi .90 is greater than

.707. we could conclude tint such high correlation would have occurred by

chance less than 5 percent oi the time.)

The correlation coefficient may be very useful in confirming the closeness oi

the relationship ol two or more variables usc-d m forecasting demand, inventor]

requirements, accident rates, and so forth. Man) firms have identified so-called

leading economic indicators, sncli as freight car loadings or machine-tool orders.

that tend to precede and are highl) correlated with their own business. Govern-

ment statistics such as those covering the gross national product, disposable

income, industrial production indexes, housing starts, and the like are available in

regular publications such as Survey of Current Business, Federal Reserve Bul-

letin, and Monthly l.ahor Review.

APPLICATION AND CONTROL OF FORECASTS

Now that we have examined some forecasting methods, we will conclude the

chapter with some observations about their applicability At the beginning of the

chapter, we noted the tradeofl between the costs and benefits of forecasting. No
methods are totally accurate. Low-accuracy methods use little or readily available

data, usually at a lower cost. Higher-accuracy methods require more effort data

and cost more to design and implement.

Each firm must assess its own accuracy-cost tradeofl. Often a simple, low-cost

method seems to suffice.

SELECTION OF THE METHOD

We noted earlier that forecasting decisions were a function of (1) purpose and

type, (2) time horizon, and (3) database. Let us now return to these determinants

(but in reverse order).

Dotobose Qualitative data in the form of experience, judgments, and insights

about special events (for example, a recession
I
typically find their way into the

judgmental, market survey, and Delphi approaches, which attempt to use the data

in a logical way. Quantitative data permit the use of historical statistics and more

analytical methods such as time series, regression, and econometric methods.

Time Horizon Long-term forecasts, which are used for location, capacity, and

new-product decisions, require techniques with long-term horizons, such as Del-

phi, historical analogy, and econometric methods Short-term forecasts are used

in such anas as inventor) and production control, labor levels, and cost control.
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Introduction

Data:

Time:

Methods:

Growth

Data:

Time:

Methods:

Maturity

Data:

Time:

Methods:

Decline

Data:

• Time:

Methods:

No data available: rely

on qualitative methods.

Need long horizon.

Judgment, Delphi, and

historical analogy were

useful. Market surveys

important.
"Introduction

Time

Some data available for analysis.

Still need long horizon; trends and cause-effect relationships

important.

Market surveys and historical comparison still useful. Regression

and computer simulation models justified. Tracking product history

now important.

Considerable data available on demand, inventory levels, etc.

More uses of short-term forecasts; still need long-term projections,

but trends change only gradually.

Statistical and quantitative methods more useful. Time series help

for trend, seasonal. Regression and correlation use associations

and leading indicators. Exponential smoothing very useful. Econo-

metric methods feasible.

Abundant data (but not necessarily on decline).

Shorter horizon.

Continue use of maturity methods as applicable. Judgment, histor-

ical analogies, and market surveys may signal changes.

FIGURE 7-14 Life Cycle Effects upon Forecosring Methodology

Trends don't change much in the short run, so techniques that reflect recent

history, such as time series and exponential smoothing, can be used.

Purpose ond Type The type of product (for example, good or service), its value

(for example, high or low), its volume (for example, many TV sets or a few

airplanes), and its life cycle (stage of maturity) also influence the forecasting

technique. Figure 7-11 relates some life cycle effects.

LIFE CYCLE EFFECTS IN SERVICES

Changes in the demand for manufactured goods stem from deeper (or lesser)

penetration of existing markets, expansion to new market areas, product innova-
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tions (01 failure to innovate and a number ofothei factors Hie need for coordina-

tion "I forecasting efforts among production, marketing and distribution ai tivities

is thus obvious Hut the difficulties oi forecasting growth and decline effects in

services can I"' even nunc severe than foi goods |4],

As noted earlier, services involve the participation of customers in .1 sikuI

process and thai process is noi .is precisel) specified noi .is easily controlled as a

manufacturing process. Thus the growth patterns in main servii e industries are

less predictable than patterns in goods-producing industries although services

can expand to large dominating giants, consumers object to being 'monopolized

The trend is toward smaller, customized self-help services. Many service busi-

nesses, sneli as nursing cure and last food restaurants, have found that service

economies ol scale do not necessaril) result from larger facilities but instead lie in

the informational, policy, and managerial expertise In the words of Richard

Norman, "small is beautiful on a lame scale" (4:85).

In service industries, growth frequently depends upon innovation and pro-

ductivity improvement in the service delivery system In this respect, factors in

addition to technology, such as social trends and consumer lifestyles can signifi-

cantly affect demand. A key factor in most services is, of course, the effectiveness

of the (customer) communication and internal information systems.

FORECAST CONTROLS

No firm should forget about the forecast once it is completed, otherwise, a major

benefit of forecasting is lost. A forecast is a plan of future activities. If activities

don't conform to the plan, it is important to find out why and take corrective action

if necessary.

In this section we will discuss controls for the time series, exponential

smoothing, and associative forecasts. Figure 7-15 illustrates the concept underly-

ing most forecast control. Limits are established around the forecast value, and

data are collected to track the individual or cumulative error between the actual

value and the forecast value. Roth simple arithmetic totals and statistical measures

of variation are used to describe and control forecast error.

Time period

FIGURE 7-15 Control Limits for Forecasts
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Controls for Simple Averages The time series and simple averages methods of

forecasting basically track the one variable of interest (that is, these methods are

univariate in nature). A simple measure of forecast error is to compute the

deviation of the actual from the forecast values for that variable. The deviations

will vary from plus to minus, but they should tend to average out near zero if the

forecast is on target.

A number ofways of establishing control limits about the forecast values have

also been developed. Some of these are based on the range of difference and

others on the standard deviation of values. Variations of actual values from the

mean or average values can be quantified in terms of the standard deviation of

forecast errors, S F :

/I (actual - forecast)^ 1 (X - X)2
sF = v —i = V „- 1

where X is the actual individual demand value, X is the average or forecast

demand value, and n is the number of periods in the average.

Much variation tends to be normally distributed about the mean, and if this is

a reasonably valid assumption, we might expect about 95.5 percent of the actual

demand values to be within two standard deviations of the average value and 99.7

percent within three. When demand values occur outside these limits, they may
be indicative of an unusual event or a substantial change (or possibly an invalid

model) and should be investigated. If the limits are based upon data from a sample

of less than 30, the t rather than normal Z distribution applies. Values for the area

under the t distribution are available in most statistical reference texts.

Controls for Exponential Smoothing Forecasts Several control systems have

been developed for exponentially smoothed forecasts. Some of the most straight-

forward and widely used systems make use of the same control concepts as used in

other moving-average forecasts. Often, however, the forecast error is measured in

terms of the mean absolute deviation (MAD) rather than standard deviation. MAD
measures the average deviation of an actual from a forecast value, but it is easier to

calculate than a standard deviation. It is related to the standard deviation by the

approximation:

ct = 1.25 MAD (7-24)

When the average deviation is divided into the cumulative deviation, the

resultant is a "tracking signal.

, . , cumulative deviation ,_ „_.
[racking signal = ^^ (7-25)

The tracking signal tells how well the forecast is predicting actual values, tor it

yields a measuremenl ol the consistent difference between actual and forecast

values bv expressing the cumulative deviation in terms ol number of average
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deviations, II the cumulative deviation is s.iv 1 500 units, whereas the average

\l \l> is 200 mills, then 1 1
«

- tracking signal for the period is I 500 divided bv 200

= 7.5 Suppose next period's tracking siun.il is 7.6, then perhaps 7.8 in the

Following period Tins would indicate thai demand u.is consistent!) greater than

the forecast Similarly, a negative tracking signal would be indicative "l demand
that tended to lie less than the forecast A good forecast should have about as much
pcisihw (over) as negative (undei deviation, which would result in a low

cumulative deviation, or running sum <>l forecast erroi RSF1

Finns often set action limits for tracking signals so thai when the tracking

signal i-xeeeds the limit, the situation will automatically be reviewed to determine

if the forecast should he raised or lowered II an action limit were set very low. it

would require too much review for items th.it were being satislactoi ilv fore* ast \

signal set too high would not provide timeK response and would limit the

usefulness ol the forecasting system in managing inventories \> ceptable maxima

for tracking Signal values are from -1 to 8 ( Plossl and \\ iiiht suggest 1 for high-v ,(1ii<

-

items and up to 8 for low-value items) [5:107]. When the signal goes lievond this

range, investigation and corrective action are called for.

The exponential smoothing technique also provides a means ol continually

updating the' analyst s estimate of MAD. Thus, the current MAI), is

MAD, = a|actual - forecast| + (1 - a) MM),
,

where a is a smoothing constant, and higher values of u will make the current

MAD, more responsive to current forecast errors

Self-Adaptive Models Considerable work has been done on computer models

which are self-adjusting in response to changes in forecast accuracy. In adaptive

models, the smoothing coefficients ic* s and P s) become variables that arc evolved

or adjusted in an adaptive fashion. The models select a smoothing coefficient, use

it on past (or simulated) data, and compute the forecast error. Then they do the

same lor other coefficients, or combinations. The objective is to derive adjusted

coefficients in a fast, economical manner so as to minimize the error in the- variable

being forecast. Numerous models have been tested (for example, Trigg and

Leach, W'ybark, Winters, (,'hovvt. but no one has vet proved optimal for all

demand patterns [ 1,7].

Controls for Associotive Forecosts The standard deviation of regression (Sj v
is

the statistical measure of variation about the regression line and can be used as a

means of control for forecasting methods involving two variables. In a manner

similar to that used to establish reasonable limits for variation in demand about

univariate averages, the probable limits lor variation about the regression line can

also be determined. Thus, we would expect 99.7 percent of the individual demand
values to be within the control limits V, ± 3S\

v
if the values are normally

distributed about the regression line. When values fall outside these limits, we
assume the svstem is out of control, investigate, and take appropriate action.
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SUMMARY

Forecasts are estimates of the occurrence of uncertain future events or levels of

activity. They help to improve the management of labor, materials, capital, and
customer service.

Forecasting decisions are influenced by environmental and technological

conditions and by consumer demand. Demand forecasts are used to plan market-

ing, financial, production, and other activities. The purpose, length of forecast,

and database available all influence the methodology used.

Opinion and judgment methods are largely based on experience but often

include the analysis of field sales data. Time series methods chart the action of a

variable (usually demand) under the assumption that trend or seasonal patterns

are a predictable function of time.

Exponential smoothing is a moving-average method of exponential weighting

which allows recent data to exert a stronger influence in the forecast. Simple

exponential smoothing makes use of a smoothing constant (a), which essentially

dictates how much weight should be given to the past versus the current demand;
a small a value yields a strong smoothing effect. Adjusted exponential smoothing

adds a trend correction factor. Exponential smoothing requires relatively little

computer storage space and is widely used for inventory management.

Regression and correlation methods rely upon the relationship of associated

variables to make forecasts. A mathematical relationship is established via the

normal equations or the coefficient of correlation. Then the action of an indepen-

dent variable (in the case of regression) or an associated variable (in the case of

correlation) serves as a basis for prediction. Interval estimates can be made to add
more precision to the forecasts of mean and individual values.

Every forecasting system should have a means of tracking and controlling the

forecast error. Common measures of variability are the standard deviation for

univariate methods (for example, time series) and the standard deviation of

regression for bivariate methods. Many firms using exponential smoothing calcu-

late their tracking signals based upon mean average deviations (MADs) of actual

from forecast values. When any variability or tracking signals exceed specified

limits, investigative and corrective action should be taken.

SOLVED PROBLEMS

TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

I A food processor uses a moving average to forecast next month's demand. Past actual

demand (in units) is as shown in the accompanying table.

i Compute a simple 5-month moving average to forecast demand for month 52.

In < ompute a weighted 3-month moving average where the weights are highest for the

latest months and descend in order of 3, 2, I.
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Solunon

lil MA -
~*
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Month
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REGRESSION AND CORRELATION

< liven the following

IX 80 1) 1.2(H) n 20 1 ) Y - BOO

£X* 340 1> 74 800 i.\> 5.000 i. \ > 2 800

i Find the Inn-. it regression equation

I. Find s,
v

(i Find i

Solurion

(a) 1) = na + blX — 1.2(H) = 20« + so/,

£XY = o2A + /)i.\'i-» 5,(HH) = 80a + 31(1/.

.-. h =10, a = 20

V, = 20 + 10.V

<«> -aRI^ - >Rlr ^- •*

APPLICATION AND CONTROL OF FORECASTS

6 Use the Lakeside Hospital data ot Solved Prol). 3 to eoiupute.

(a) A 3-month moving average (MA)

(b) The 90 percent control limits that could l>e expected lor individual demand values

(assuming a normal distribution)

Solution

(a) See the accompanying table.
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(b) S,
®ictual — forecast) 2

1

1,380

1
16.6

Because n < 30, we must use the / distribution rather than the Z for the control

limits. Referring to any standard statistics text, we find that for n - 1 = 5 degrees of

freedom at the 90 percent level, t = 2.015. The mean forecast value is:

^ = 78 + 75 + 80 + 84 + 88 + 82 _ 9

.'. Control limits = X ts,

= 81.2 ± 2.015(16.6)

= 47.8 to 114.6

Note that the control limits explicitly recognize the variability in this data and, in turn,

the uncertainty associated with trying to forecast it. A larger sample would yield tighter

limits.

The moving-average forecast and actual demand for a hospital drug are as shown in the

accompanying table. Compute the tracking signal, and comment on the forecast ac-

curacy.
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QUESTIONS

PROBLEMS

7-1 \\ li\ are forecasts important to organizations?

7-2 Briefl) mi arize ne oi two sentences foi each th< estena of the following

forecasting methodologies (a) judgmental b) time series i exp -nii.il smoothing,

.mil il regression and i oi relation.

7-3 \\ "li.it determines whethei a forei as) should I"- short-range oi long i .inii<
"

7-4 The manager (>! .i local firm savs. "The forecasting to hniques are n trouble than

the) are worth I don t forecast .it .ill and I m doing 2" pen enl more business than

last j ear < 'omment

7-5 How do forecasting in hniques predii i the value ol random fluctuations in demand?
Wli.it effect do moving averages have on short-term fluctuations?

7-(i What <lo >ou sec as the in.mi problem with judgmental forecasts? Vre the) evei an)

better than "objective" methods?

7-7 Identify the classical components ol .i time series and indii ate how eai li is ai i ounted

lor in forei asting

7-8 A linn uses exponential smoothing \Mtli .i ver) IhuIi \.ilu< ol a What does tins

indicate with respect to the emphasis it places on past data?

7-9 Regression and correlation are both termed associative methods ol forecasting.

Explain how the) are similar in tins respect and also how the) are different

7-10 Explain what is meant l>\ tracking a forecast. How does bracking relate to the c ept

ol forecast reliabilit) ?

TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

I A computer manufacturer has estimated the following number ol high school students

(in millions 1 were enrolled in computer-related courses during the \ ears shown

Year
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The operations manager would like to project a trend to determine what facility

additions will be required by 1992.

(a) Graph the data, and connect the points by straight-line segments.

(b) Sketch in a freehand curve, and extend it to 1992. What would be your 1992

forecast on the basis of the curve?

(c) Compute a 3-year moving average, and plot it as a dotted line on your graph.

4 Select a firm of your choice from the New York Stock Exchange, and locate an annual

report which includes 9 years (or a minimum of 5 years) of sales or earnings per share.

(a) Graph the data.

(b) Using the normal equations, develop a least-squares forecasting equation, and

state it, complete with signature.

(c) Use the equation to forecast a trend value 5 years into the future.

(d) Do you feel your linear equation satisfactorily represents your data? Discuss.

5 Use the data of Prob. 3 and the normal equations to develop a least-squares line of best

fit. Omit the year 1978.

(a) State the equation, complete with signature, when the origin is 1983.

(b) Use your equation to estimate the trend value for 1992.

<> A trend equation describing plastic-pipe shipments was found to be:

Yc = 42.8 + 3.2X (1986 = 0, X = years, Y = tons)

Convert the equation to a 1989 = base.

7 A forecasting equation is of the form:

Yc = 720 + 144X (1988 = 0, X unit = 1 yr, Y = annual sales)

(a) Forecast the annual sales rate for 1988 and also for 1 year later.

(b) Change the time (X) scale to months, and forecast the annual sales rate at July 1,

1988, and also at 1 year later.

(c) Change the sales (Y) scale to monthly, and forecast the monthly sales rate at July 1,

1988, and also at 1 year later.

B An analysis of past data on the use of capacitors in an assembly operation revealed the

following time series equation.

144 + 72X (" ,iR1" =
I
989

'

X Unit = l
*
r

)
\ i = annual consumption /

(a) On what day is the equation now centered?

(b) State the equation that would correspond to a signature:

(Origin = July 1, 1989; X unit = 1 month, Y = monthly consumption)

i Modify the equation as required, and use it to forecast the annual consumption

rate (Y = annual consumption) during September 1989.
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Data collected on the month!) demand foi housewares item were as shown in the

ii companying table.

W.mf/i Demand Month Demand

January 100

February 90

March 80

April 150

May 240

June 320

July 300

Augusl 280

September 220

(a) Plol the data as .i l-month moving average,

il)t Plot .i 5-month moving average as a dotted line

• what conclusion can you draw with respect to length <>t moving average versus

smoothing effect

?

il Issumethe 12-month moving average centered on Jul) was 250 What is the value

ol tilt' ratio to moving average that would be used in computing a seasonal index?

10 An equation was developed to forecast demand tor health care service as lollnus

Y
c
= 500 + IDA (1981 = 0. X = years, V = no. of patients annual!)

The demand is seasonal, and the indexes lor October, November, and December are

.80, .90, and 1.10. respectively.

(a) Forecast the annual demand for 1991.

(b) Convert the X unit to months and the V unit to monthl) demand, and state the new

equation complete with signature. (If necessary, shift the origin so that it is in mid-

July 1981).

(c) Forecast the trend value for November 1989.

(d) Forecast the seasonalized adjusted value for November l
l*V)

1

1

The data shown in the accompanying table include the number of lost-time accidents

for the Cascade Lumber Company over the past 7 years. [Note: The number of

employees is shown lor reference only, You will not need it to solve this problem.)

(a) Use the normal equations to develop a linear time scries equation for forecasting

the number of accidents. State the (((nation complete with signature,

(b) Use your equation to forecast the number of accidents in 1993.
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EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING

12 The production supervisor at a fiberboard plant uses a simple exponential smoothing
technique (a = .2) to forecast demand. In April, the forecast was for 20 shipments, and
the actual demand was for 20 shipments. The actual demand in May and June was 25
and 26 shipments, respectively. Forecast the value for July.

13 A university registrar has adopted a simple exponential smoothing model (a = A) to

forecast enrollments during the three regular terms (excluding summer). The results

are shown in the accompanying table.
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(a) Extend the simple exponential forecasl to covei these periods

1
1 Using a value of (i 6 compute the adjusted exponential forecast for the week oi

\piil 12th

' s A governmental agencj is using an adjusted exponential smoothing forecasting model

with ii . 1 and a trend smoothing constant of fl = 1 The most recent demand data

have resulted in the following computations trend-adjusted exponential smoothing

average /•',
,

= 500; smoothed trend adjustment /',
,

12<i and demand
l)

t ,

= (vio Compute the trend-adjusted exp intial smoothing forecasl foi the next

period, /•',
,

,.

'" A linn producing photochemicals has .i week!) demand pattern as shown mi Prob II

Using .i smoothing constant "1 a = 5 for l>oth nnuin.il data and trend, and beginning

with week I

.

(a) Compute the simple exponentially sn thed forei asl

In Compute the trend-adjusted exponential]) smoothed forecasl lor tin- Bxsl five

periods.

REGRESSION AND CORRELATION

20 Tin- data shown in the accompanying table include the numbei ol lost-time at i Idents

for the Cascade Lumber Companj over the past 7 years. Some additional calculations

arc included to help you answer the following questions. .V = number ol emplo) •

thousands); V = number ol accidents.

Year
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23

published construction and employment data—which (hey feel may be useful

anticipating demand (tons) of class 160 PVC pipe (Y).

Index (X)
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population values in ordei t<> establish a relationship thai will help to predict sail -.
1 1,.

resultant lineai n gression equation is

V, = 2.02 + Mi\

In addition the analyst has determined that the unexplained variation is 76 .mil tli.it

the tnt.il variation is I <•<• Ml population values should be entered into i li<- equation in

tens ol thousands, .md the resulting s.ilis values are in thousands <>l dollars

a [dentifj in words the dependent and independent variables

ilij Give .t | ><> t estimate ol demand for .i region with a population ol oo 000

(c) Calculate the coefficient "I correlation, and explain it 1
- meaning

i|i What relationship, in general, does any regression curve describe, .mil how docs

regression differ from correlation?

27 Solved i'rol). 5 shows the computation ol Sj
v
and r via the "definitional" type of

equations. I 'se the data given to compute (a) N,
y
and (b) / using alternate methods.

CONTROL OF FORECASTS

2S Two "experienced managers have resisted the introduction ol a computerized expo-

nential smoothing system, claiming that their judgmental forecasts are "much better

than any impersonal computer could do. Their past record ol prediction is as shown in

the accompanying table
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SELF QUIZ: CHAPTER 7 POINTS 15

Port I True/False ( 1 point each

Forecasts are usuall) formulated l>\ basing projections on the random components "I .i data let.

The time horizon to forecast depends »

i

i«»n where the product < urrend) nes in Its I > t •
- cycle.

Opinion and judgmental forecasting methods sometimes incorporate si.itisiu.il analysis

The most common method ol calculating a 12-pt'rkxl moving average is by the "method oi hast

squares

In exponential smoothing, low values ol alpha result in more smoothing than higher \ allies ol alpha

A tracking signal action limit that is set too low would tend to overlook some forei ast errors that should

probably be investigated.

Part II Problems [3 points each = 9. Colculore and select your answer ]

I Bellevue Software Company experienced the demand pat-

tern shown. (Additional information also given.) Derive a

least-squares linear forecasting equation and use it to fore-

cast the sales (millions of dollars) for the year 1992.

(a) $15

(b) $19

(c) $23

(d) $45

(e) None of the above.
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INTRODUCTION: PLANNING AND SCHEDULING

When General Motors embarked on .1 highl) touted joint venture with Toyota

\liii, 11 ( < 1 1 1

1

1 >. 1 1 1 \ to produce Novas in California, the) expected the Nova to

lull • tin flagship" ol theii small-car strategy. <.\1 ahead) had .1 plant with

capacit) to build about _" 800 Novas per month Nevertheless the) planned fbi

higher production in hopes ol winning back some import buyers |4).

Unfortunately, early demand lor the new cars failed to live up to expecta

lions, and inventories were soon over !<>(( percent ol normal levels. Some poten-

tial customers apparent!) preferred an "all Japanese Toyota Corolla (at $7, 148 to

a Genera] MotorsAToyota hybrid at S T 135 With lowei sales production plan-

ners had to leassess their aggregate production plan and adjust their labor hours

land material purchases) accordingly.

Aggregate planning is the process ol planning the quantit) and tuning of

output over the intermediate time horizon (often 3 months to I yeai Within that

time frame, the maximum capacity of a production facility is relatJvel) fixed.

Given a forecast, planners are concerned with making the best possible use of the

organization's labor, materials, and capital resources to respond to expected

demand—which might be either higher or lower than expected.

Of course, demand cannot always be met. And options may exist to modify

demand isuch as b) advertising, dealer incentives, or pricing strategies). But our

main focus here will be on responding to irregular market demands by managing

the controllable variables that affect supply, such as employment and inventory

levels.

Figure 8-1 illustrates how aggregate planning links long-range and short-

range planning activities. We use the term "aggregate" because the production

plans at this stage are expressed in homogeneous units of output, such as number
of automobiles or tons of steel.

Muster scheduling follows aggregate planning and expresses tile overall plan

in terms of specific end items or models that can be assigned priorities. It is the

major control over production activities.

Figure 8-2 illustrates a simplified aggregate plan and master schedule. Notice

that whereas the aggregate plan simpl) expressses the end product as "motors,"

the master schedule specifies precisely how main of which type (or size) of motors

will be produced, and when. This detail is necessary to plan for the material and

capacity requirements.

This chapter defines the objectives of aggregate planning and identifies some

of the more iiselul planning methods. Although a number of sophisticated plan-

ning models have been developed, studies suggest that none of them is widely

used in industry [9]. Yet planning must be done. Our emphasis will be on

identifying and analyzing the benefits and costs ol the basic strategies.

In the second part of the chapter we discuss the objectives and methods of

master scheduling When von complete the chapter, you should understand the

aggregate planning and master scheduling process. That will provide a good
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Foundation I<m moving on to inventor) management and to material and capacit)

requirements planning in (lie chapters thai Follow

ODJECTIVES OF AGGREGATE PLANNING

In this section, we examine the aggregate planning problem, the variables subject

to control, and the costs associated with various strategies.

THE AGGREGATE PLANNING PROBLEM

Good forecasts arc hclplul in planning future levels ol production. But the) --till

contain uncertainties Trends and seasonal patterns change, and random varia

tions arc ever-present

Planners must balance the demands against capacit) to determine 1 1 » *
- extent

to which the peaks and valleys ol customer demand can be accommodated.

Changing the volume of a production operation is not as simple as adjusting the

rate ol llou Iron) a water lancet. Each production s\stcm is an intricate and

interdependent mix ol labor, materials, and equipment. When the rate of output

is changed, the previous balance is lost, and the usage rate ot the resources must

he readjusted. II some equipment or human resources are idled (or overworked)

new costs arise. And the guidelines are not always clear Some firms recognize a

moral (or perhaps even contractual) obligation to provide a secure and stable

employment for their employees, whereas others do not.

Aggregate planning is one of the most integrative responsibilities of P&tlC

personnel. It requires an understanding of the organization's values and accurate

information on productivity and inventories, plus an ability to formulate and

evaluate the costs and benefits of alternative production plans. And its impact is

significant. Aggregate planning decisions send repercussions throughout the

firm— to personnel, finance, marketing, and other areas.

VARIABLES SUBJECT TO CONTROL

The variables subject to control are fundamentally the labor, materials, and capital

inputs described in our production system model of Chapter 1. More labor effort

is usually needed to generate more volume of output, so the employment level and

use of overtime are highly relevant \ariables. Materials cm also be used to

regulate the flow of output from goods-producing firms by storing and depleting

inventories, back-ordering, or subcontracting items to other firms. Finally, in

addition to funding employment and in\ cntorx lex els. the capital invested in plant

and equipment represents a variable controlling the' overall plant capacity.

These controllable variables constitute pure strategies by which fluctuations

in demand and uncertainties in production activities can be accommodated. The

strategies are illustrated in Fig. 8-3.
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FIGURE 8-3 Pure Aggregare
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Instead, a combination, or mix, is typically used. Very often the intention, and

result, is not to respond totally to the random fluctuations hut rather to generate a

modified response that is judged to he hest for the firm over the long run. So the

mix may very well include some anticipated stockout costs (strategy 4). We will go

into some examples of the uses of these strategies later in the chapter.

AGGREGATE PLANNING METHODS

Top management should (hut sometimes does not) provide guidance for the

aggregate planning activity hecause the planning decisions often reflect basic

company policy. In this section some guidelines for aggregate planning and some
methods of planning will he discussed.

POLICY GUIDELINES

While we cannot go into detail about the job of aggregate planning, selected

guidelines are given in Fig. 8-5 and are discussed below.

Corporate Planning Policy All aggregate planning activities should rest firmly

upon underlying corporate objectives, for they direct organization activities and

dictate items of vital importance to employees, such as whether they will have

steady work or will be laid off. Guides for such decisions should properly flow from

corporate policy. Whether or not corporate policy explicitly recognizes the full

interests of employees, society, stockholders, and others, these interests must be

taken into account. This means that planning decisions may sometimes appear to

be at variance with apparent standards of, say, short-term profits. Fostering the

development of broadly based policy guidelines is an important aspect of the

planners' job.

Forecast as a Basis for Planning A good forecast of demand is the basis for

aggregate planning and serves as a target, or adjusting mechanism, to guide

production activities. The forecast period and planning horizon should be suffi-

1 Determine corporate policy regarding controllable variables.

2 Use a good forecast as a basis for planning.

3 Plan in appropriate units of capacity.

4 Maintain as stable a work force as is practical

5 Maintain needed control over inventories.

6 Maintain flexibility to change.

7 Respond to demand in a controlled manner.

8 Evaluate planning on a regular basis.

FIGURE 6-5 Aggregate Planning Guidelines
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ciently long so thai decis s su< li .is hiring and laying oil are optimal in the long

run, .iiul not onlj on a period-to-period basis. Forecast controls and validity

checks should also be constantly maintained to insiih faith in the system.

Appropriore Units of Capacity Plant capacity is a relatively fixed asset whit li is

often not hillv utilized. Individual equipment capai ities are not always balanced,

.iiul the product uii\ may have characteristics ili.it limit the output ol the system

Thus, aggregate planning decisions should be based on system capacities with

allowance Foi normal system ineffu iencies and learning effects Plans themselves

should be expressed in homogeneous units ol prodw lion workei hours ol produi

tion time, or other units that are comi and manageable rathei than in

monetary units

Work-Force Sfobilify Work-force stability has beo • an increasingly important

goal as I in ns have begun to accept a greater responsibility lor then role in society.

Employees give life to an organization, dedicate their work efforts to it. and are

desen ing ol a inst share ol the benefits and the security it can pro> ide II workers

are hired to satisfy a seasonal or demand peak, they should be made aware ol the

temporary nature ol their employ ment before being engaged.

Effective Control over Inventories Control over inventories is necessary il pro-

duction control is to use them effectively. This means that having the authority to

specify aggregate levels ol raw materials, in-process, and finished-goods inventory

is essential. One of the best way s to exercise control is, ol course, to have the type

ol information that is available from online \1H1' systems.

Flexibility to Change In the business realm change is ine\ itable. Sy stems should

be designed to provide a last reaction to change with as little disruption to the

plant as possible. Subcontracting is one way of shifting fluctuations to the external

environment. Internally, inventory fluctuations generally cause less disruption

than does employee turnover. From a process planning standpoint a firm can

improve its flexibility by making extensive use of standardized subassemblies and

not committing component parts to a particular end item until as late in the

process as possible.

Controlled Response to Demand The controlled response to demand is an

acknowledgment that demand fluctuations are in (act random deviations and

should not be permitted to generate similar (or perhaps even amplified) fluctua-

tions in the production rates at a manufacturing plant. Simulation studies have

revealed that production distribution systems that involve factory . distributor, and

retailer inventories can have substantial lag and pipeline effects. \ 10 percent

increase m retail sales, followed l>> normal inventory adjustments, can appear as a

40 percent increase by the time the demand information gets back to the factory.

Too rapid a response to demand, and overcorrection, can amplify demand
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fluctuations. Production controllers must guard against such effects by developing

a good information base, assisting wholesalers and retailers with inventory control

and production information, and making a controlled, or modified, adjustment to

demand. The principle of modified response applies more to items produced for

stock than to custom products made to order.

Evoluotion of Planning Adequacy Planning efforts are of no value unless the

plans are implemented and do the job they are designed for. Control should be

built into the aggregate planning system so that actual levels of activity are

measured, the data are fed back to production control in a timely and accurate

manner, comparisons are made of actual and planned levels, and corrections are

authorized and made.

Production planning and control requires a broad knowledge of production

operations. We now turn to some useful planning methods.

GRAPHIC AND CHARTING METHODS

No aggregate planning methods yield truly "optimal" rates of production. The

graphic and charting techniques basically work with a few variables at a time on a

trial-and-error basis. Some mathematical approaches also follow this pattern,

whereas others begin with limiting (and sometimes unrealistic) assumptions and

achieve a theoretical optimality. The problem then remains to reconcile this with

the real-world situation.

Planning Charts and Workload Projections Production requirements charts and

cumulative workload projections are often the best means for conveying an initial

understanding of the essence of an aggregate planning problem.

EXAMPLE 8-1 A firm has developed the following forecast (units) for an item which has a

demand influenced by seasonal factors.

Jan
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SOLUTION

.1 Sec column 3 in Fig 8 6

FIGURE 8-6
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SOLUTION

The firm can satisfy demand by producing at an average requirement (14

units/day) and accumulating inventory during periods of slack demand (peri-

ods below the dotted line in Fig. 8-7) and depleting it during periods of

strong demand. Disregarding any safety stock, the inventory balance is:

Inventory balance = 2 (production - demand)
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EXAMPLE 8-3

Cost Computation for Pure Strategies The above example requires thai a sul>-

stantial amount ol inventor) be carried, because it peaks .it
lxxi mi its .it the end <il

March and goes to zero in Ju l> II the inventor) requirements can be estimated

like tliis. the carrying and storage costs can be c puted and weighed against the

rusts >>l alternative plans < arrying costs are based on average inventor) levels,

.ind storage costs on the maximum space needed

Given the data ol Example 8-1, the firm has determined that to follow a plan

nl meeting demand by varying the si/e ol the work force (strateg) 1 would

result in hiring and lavoll costs estimated at $12,000. II the units cost Sjl(M)

each to produce, carrying costs per year are 20 percent of the average

inventory value, and storage costs (based upon maximum inventory) are 4 10

pei unit, which plan results in the lowei cost, varying inventor) or varying

employment?

SOLUTION

From Example 8-2:

Maximum inventor) requiring storage = 900 units (from column 5)

Average inventor) balance — 654 + 816 + 900 + + .566

12
= 460 units

Plan 1 (varying inventory):

Inventor) cost = carrying cost 4 storage cost

= (.20)(460)($100 + ($.90)(900) =

Plan 2 (varying employment):

S100K)

$12,000

:. Varying inventory is the strategy with the lower cost.

Cost Computation for Mixed Strategies The aho\ e example compared the costs

of two pure strategies only. Other alternatives might be to make use ofovertime,

subcontract work, or follow a back-order strategy. The relevant costs of each

alternative should be computed and compared. The best solution will most likely

come in the form of a mixed strategy. Unfortunately, there are (theoretically)

thousands ofcombinations of strategies that could he investigated. The realities of

the situation will, however, generallx help reduce the alternatives to a more

manageable number. Example 8-4 carries forward with a simplified example ol a

mixed strateg).

EXAMPLE 8-4 Given the 1 data from the- previous examples, suppose the firm wishes to

investigate two other alternatives. A third plan is to produce at a rate of 10
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units per day and subcontract the additional requirements at a delivered cost

of $107 per unit. Any accumulated inventory is carried forward at a 20

percent carrying cost (no extra storage cost).

The fourth plan is to produce at a steady rate of 10 units per day and use

overtime to meet the additional requirements at a premium of $10 per unit.

Accumulated inventor) is, again, carried forward at a 20 percent cost.

SOLUTION

Plan 3 (produce at 10 units per day, carry inventory, and subcontract):

Referring to Fig. 8-6, a production rate of 10 units per day exceeds

demand during only three months (February, October, and November). The

inventory accumulated during these periods must be carried at a cost of (20

percent) ($100) 4- 12 months = $1.67 per unit-month. Units are carried

until they can be used to help meet demand in a subsequent month. Assume

an equilibrium condition where the excess production from October and

November (150 units) is on hand January 1.
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Inventor) cosl (same as plan >

\ilcl marginal i osl ol overtime

1 000 Mints (5 -.10 unit

Total cost i>l plan I

Comparison of Plans

Plan Strategy ( ust

$] 949

III INK)

SI I 'M'l

1 (Pure) Vary mvenlory $10,010

2 (Pure) Vary employment 12.000

3 (Mixed) Subcontract and carry inventory 8.949

4 (Mixed) Overtime and carry inventory 11.949

On tht1 basis of this limited comparison, plan 3 lias the lowest cost.

MATHEMATICAL PLANNING MODELS

The methods discussed previously certainly require mathematical computations,

and the methods discussed below can also be facilitated by diagrammatic or chart

representations. So it would be incorrect to place too much emphasis upon the

distinction between charting and mathematical approaches. In general, however,

the mathematical models attempt to refine or improve upon basic trial-and-error

approaches. Some approaches are of an optimizing character. In this section we
shall consider a modified response model, linear programming approaches, and

the linear decision rule.

Mogee's Modified Response Model The modified response model [7:174] is of

considerable conceptual value because it helps us to (schematically visualize the

production planning problem. In essence, the model is designed to help stabilize

production activity in make-to-stock firms by limiting the linn s response to erratic

fluctuations of demand. In this sense it is a strategy of inherently accepting

Stockout penalties. The model essentially bases the production order on a forecast,

or budgeted, amount which is modified to make a partial adjustment for current

demand and inventory levels [1]. Figure 8-8 is a schematic representation.

The model uses a control number. K. between zero and one which in effect

directs that some portion of the production order is determined by current

demand. It works like this. Inventory on hand and on order is matched against

demand to determine how much additional production would seem to be war-

ranted. However, only a fraction, K, of the resultant discrepancy is used. It is

combined with a budgeted amount which has ahead) been predetermined by the

forecast. These two components constitute the production order (master schedule

amount) which is issued to manufacturing for goods that ultimately go into in-

ventory and to customers.
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FIGURE 8-8 Modified Response Model
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Inventory -* To customers

EXAMPLE 8-5

The value of K is, of course, a key determinant and should be based upon

experience in the industry, a knowledge of costs and other operating parameters of

the firm, and an appreciation of the market environment. It is essentially a

smoothing factor which, if set equal to zero, would simply disregard demand and

give total weight to the forecast. If set equal to one, it directs that production

respond 100 percent to demand fluctuations. A value of K = .10 would thus

provide a damped response yielding a mild adjustment to the random fluctuations

of demand.

A simplified mathematical statement of the model [3:555] is shown below,

where A represents a difference between planned and actual.

Production level = plan or forecast production

+ K[A demand + A inventory + A deliveries] (8-2)

Computations are simplified if delivery requirements are automatically deducted

from inventory and further simplified if the demand is essentially placed on the

firm's inventory, as is often the case. The expression for the production level is

then simply:

Production level = plan or forecast + K(AD) (8-3)

where AD is the difference between planned and actual demand.

In general, the incremental (A) amount of demand, inventory, or delivery is

assigned a positive or negative sign in accordance with whether the compensating

adjustment to production should lie an increase or decrease in the level.

An industrial chemicals producer has developed the accompanying forecast.

The firm uses a modified response model (with a control number of K = .8)

to set actual production levels. Since it takes almost 30 days of lead time to

adjust production, the incremental response is effective after an intervening

month.
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EXAMPLE 8-6

Month I
\i tual

April

May
June

July

12.000

16.000

14.000

10.000

11.500

[f the actual demand (which includes inventor) and deliver) changes > s

1 1,500 units m April, what "modified" production quantit) should !><• sched-

uled for June?

SOLUTION

Production level = forecast * h. A/>

where SI) = actual - planned

= 11,500 - 12,000 = -500

Production level = 14,000 + .Hi 500

= 14.000 - 400 = 13,6<K) units

Linear Programming Approaches If we view the aggregate planning problem as

one ol allocating capacity (supply) to meet forecast (demand) requirements, it can

be structured and solved in a linear programming format. Both transportation and

standard matrix approaches can theoretically be useful [10]. but we shall concen-

trate upon the former for illustrative purposes. In this case the supply consists of

the inventory on hand and units that can be produced via regular time (RT),

overtime (OT), and subcontracting (SC). Demand consists of the individual month

lor period) requirements plus any desired ending inventory. Costs associated with

producing units in the given period or producing them and carrying them in

inventory until a later period are entered in the small boxes inside the cells in the

matrix. Solve by allocating supply to the least cost cells

Given the accompanying supply, demand, cost, and inventory data for a firm

that has a constant work force and wishes to meet all demand (that is, with no

back orders), allocate production capacity to satisfy demand at minimum
cost.

Demand
Supply Capacity (Units) Forecast
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Addirlonol Dora

hn entory Cost Data

Initial = 20 Regular time cost/unit = $100
Final = 25 (labor = 50 percent of the cost)

Overtime cost/unit = $125

Subcontracting cost/unit = $130
Carrying cost/unit-period = $2

SOLUTION

The initial linear programming matrix in units of capacity is shown in Fig.

8-9, with entries determined as explained below. Because total capacity

exceeds demand, a "slack" demand of unused capacity is added to achieve

the required balance in supply versus demand.

Initial inventory. 20 units available at no additional cost if used in

period 1. Carrying cost is $2/unit per period if units are retained until

period 2, $4/unit to period 3, and so on. If the units are unused during

any period, the result is a cost of $8/unit.
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• Regular tun<- < ost unil is $100 il units are used in the 1 1 1 produt i d

otherw isc a can yingcosl ol S2 unit-month is added on foi eat I tli the

units are retained Unused regulai time rusts the Brm 50 percent "I $100

= $:,(!

Overtime. Cost/unit is s ] _!

_
> il the units are used in the ntli pro-

duced; otherw ise a cai i \ ing cost of S2 unit-month is incurred, .is m the

regular-time situation Unused overtime Ins aero cost

• Subcontracting. Cost/unit is $130 plus an) costs for units carried for-

ward This latter situation is unlikely, however, for .m\ reasonable de

mand can be obtained when needed, .is indicated l>\ the arbitrarily high

number 1 1 .(KM)> assigned to subcontracting capacity There is no cost foi

unused capacity here.

Note that ifthe initial allocations are made so as to use regulai time as full) as

possible, the solution procedure is often simplified. Overtime and sub-

contracting amounts can also lie allocated on a minimum-cost basis

Final inventory. The final-inventory requirement (25 units must be

available at the end of period I and lias been added to the period 4

demand of 80 units to obtain a total of 105 units

Since no back orders are permitted, production in subsequent months

to fill demand in a current month is not allowed. These unavailable cells.

along with the cells associated with carrying forward any subcontracted

units, may therefore be blanked out, since they are infeasible. The final

solution, following normal methods of transportation LP (or simply allocating

supply to the least cost cells first) is shown in Fig. S-10.

The optimal solution values can be taken directly from the cells. Thus in

period 2. for example, the planners will schedule the full 50 units to be

produced on regular time plus 12 units on overtime to be carried forward to

period 4. This leaves 3 units of unused overtime capacity and no subcontract-

ing during that period. Due to the similar carrying cost for units produced on

regular time or overtime, it does not matter which physical units are carried

forward, once overtime production is required. 1

' This is reflected in tl»- (act tli.it different solutions but with identical costs) ma) be obtained Thus.

the regular-time and overtime quantities tor demand periods 3 and 1 ma) Ih- rearranged as shown

From
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subject ii> constraints ol

Meeting demand unless stockoul costs are justified

Limitations on regular time, hiring, layoff, overtime, subcontracting, and

capai it\

• Costs associated with production, employment, inventor) stockout, sub-

contracting, and changing capacity

The numbers in parentheses above the objective (unction corresp 1 with the

pure strategies of Kin B-3.

The interdependence of the controllable variables makes it difficult, il not

impossible, to use the above linear progra ing model on must realistic prob-

lems. Krlc\ ,int portions ol the model have, however, been abstracted and formu-

lated. Shore ( 10:399-346] lias developed a model with an objective function ol the

general form as shown. The model essential!) minimizes the costs ol empfo) men!

overtime, and inventories subject to meeting demand in each period, i. I>\ regulai

time, overtime, or carrying inventor) forward to the next period The double

summation in the brackets arises from this inventor) carryforward.

i k l c i ,

MinC - rZ,P + hZ,A, 4 / X «, + o2,r + C V £(p + T. + D.)
i .i i i ,i/i

^
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tangible (and less tangible) variables in terms of costs. But unlike many other

models, the LDR requires that cost functions be in quadratic form (and therefore

include one or more squared terms).

Relevant costs include regular payroll, hiring and layoff, overtime, and in-

ventory-associated costs of holding, back-ordering, and setup. Other necessary

inputs include a forecast for the forthcoming periods, the current size of the work
force, and the inventory level during the last period. The model works by
differentiating the quadratic cost functions with respect to each variable to ulti-

mately derive two linear decision rules for computing W, = work-force size

required for forthcoming period and P, = number of units to produce in forthcom-

ing period.

The authors of the LDR applied the method to a paint company by recon-

structing costs for a 6-year period of actual operation. They found that the

quadratic cost structure and resultant LDRs gave them better (theoretical) per-

formance than the actual company performance.

The assumptions underlying the model severely limit its application to indus-

try, however. Aside from the cost quantification problem common to most mod-
els, many analysts hold that a quadratic function does not accurately represent the

relevant costs, even though it may hold over a limited range. Often it appears that

actual costs increase in a linear or step fashion. Also, there are no constraints on

work-force size, overtime amount, inventory, and capital amounts. So the rule

may yield impractical solutions. It has, nevertheless, helped focus attention on

relevant cost relationships and has constituted a step forward toward understand-

ing the aggregate planning problem.

Heuristic and Computer Search Models Numerous heuristic, simulation, and

computer search models have also been developed for production planning. The
heuristics tend to simplify (or perhaps oversimplify) a complex situation by the use

of guidelines or decision rules. While not necessarily optimizing per se, some
heuristic methods tend to optimize given some basic cost and operational assump-

tions.

Bowman has proposed a management coefficients model [2] whereby decision

rules for planning levels of production are based on the past performance of the

managers. The model attempts to minimize the erratic or variable behavior of the

managers. Regression analysis of their past behavior in similar situations is used to

develop coefficients for each variable in the model. It is a unique way of incorpo-

rating experience or sensitivity into a formalized model, but its weakness is that it

relies upon consistent decisions in the past.

Other approaches include a simulation and search procedure developed by

Yergin [12), a heuristic search procedure by Taubert [11], and a goal program-

ming approach suggested by Lee and Moore, [6], Taubert s computer search

method is designed to find minimizing cost coefficients, and requires the formula-

tion of cost equations lor work-force changes, overtime, back orders, and in-

ventory. Costs are then evaluated over a forecast period, and the result is

compared with previous results with different personnel, inventory levels, and so
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FIGURE 6-11 A Summary of Some Mathematical Aggregare Planning Models
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functions

Outputs not
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(variables

unconstrained)

Nonoptimal. but
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Relies on

expertise of

individual

manager

Model not directly

transferable to

others

Nonoptimal. but

does well

compared with

other rules

Doesn't always

locate global

minimum

forth. The procedure is repeated in a systematic waj until do better cost (unction

can be determined.

Pour of the mathematical aggregate planning models are summarized in Kin.

8-11. Unfortunately, much of tins type of work is still academic, although the

models are reaching the stage ol being positively beneficial. A good deal <>l the

benefit thus far has arisen from the detailed attention and careful analysis given to

the relevant production parameters. In the future we ina\ expect to sec an

increasing number of specialized models developed for the unique situations of

individual organizations. Much of this work will be incorporated into management

information systems which (appropriately) view the planning problems from a total

systems perspective.

MASTER SCHEDULING OBJECTIVES

The master schedule (also known as the master production schedule, or MPS'

formalizes the production plan and converts it into specific material and capacity
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FIGURE 8-12 Master Scheduling Process

requirements, as suggested in Fig. 8-12. In this section we will identify the

functions of the master schedule, its planning horizon, and its inputs and outputs.

FUNCTIONS OF THE MASTER SCHEDULE

The master production schedule (MPS) formalizes the production plan and eon-

verts it into specific material and capacity requirements. Labor, material, and
equipment needs for each job must then be assessed. Thus the MPS drives the

entire production and inventory system by setting specific production goals and
responding to feedback from all downstream operations. Some key functions of a

master schedule are listed in Fig. 8-13.

1
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1 Translate aggregate \ilans The aggregate plan sets a level ol operations

thai roughl) balances market demands with the material labor, and equipment

capabilities ol tin- firm I lie master schedule translates tins plan into specifu

numbers <>l end items or modules to be produced in specifu time periods

Products are grouped into lot sizes that are ecoi < .il to prodw e and realistii all)

load i hut not o\ erload or undei load the firm's facilities I h<- mastei schedule in

thus .1 manufacturing plan ol what the I actuall) intends to produce and not a

forecast ol what it hopes to sell

2 Evaluate alternative schedules. Master scheduling is a trial-and-error,

work and rework activity. Man) computerized P&IC systems have simulation

capabilities that enable planners to "trial tit alternative mastei schedules. De-

tailed material and capacits requirements are then derived, and the plannei can

see exact]) what lead times and deliver) Schedules would result When speci.il

promotional campaigns are being considered, a simulation can suggest how m-

creased demand for one product might affect the production ol others

.1 Generate material requirements. The master schedule is the prime

input for the material requirements planning system. When end items appear on

the master schedule, tins signals the \IKI' svsteiu to purchase or produce the

necessary components in sufficient time to meet the final assembl) dates spec-

ified.

4 Generate capacity requirements. Capacit) Deeds stem direct!) hum
material and job requirements, which in turn are established by the mastei

schedule. Master scheduling is thus a prerequisite ol capacit) planning. The

schedule should reflect an economical usage of labor and equipment capacities

When capacity requirements are inappropriate (either too little or too much the

master schedule should he revised.

5 Facilitate information processing. By controlling the load and backlog]

on the plant, the master schedule determines when deliveries will In- made, both

for make-to-stock and make-to-order items. It is also an important entry point for

coordinating other management information such as marketing capabilities, finan-

cial resources (for carrying inventory), and personnel policies lor suppl) ing labor

6 Maintain valid priorities. Priorities can he absolute (relating to how far a

job is behind or ahead of schedule), or they can he relative (that is. a rank in

comparison with other jobs). In either case, they should reflect true needs if the

supervisor and workers are to have confidence in the Pc\TC system. This means

that the due date or rank should correspond with the time the order is actually

needed. Customers may change their orders, and materials are sometimes

scrapped. When components are not actually needed or end items cannot be

produced because of a shortage of material, the master schedule should be

adjusted to reflect this change.

7 Effectively utilize capacity. By specifyinii end-item requirements, the

master schedule also establishes the load and the utilization parameters tor labor

and equipment. To utilize capacity most effectively, the master schedule may call

for delaying some orders or building others ahead ol demand
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TIME INTERVALS AND PLANNING HORIZON

The time interval used in master scheduling depends upon the type, volume, and
component lead times of the products being produced. Firms often use weekly
time intervals, which coincide with the time buckets used in most MRP systems.
We will sometimes use monthly intervals in order to illustrate the length of the
planning horizon without incorporating unnecessary detail.

The time horizon covered by the master schedule also depends upon product
characteristics and lead times. Some master schedules cover a period as short as a
few weeks. Others—for products with long lead times, such as steam gener-
ators—may cover a period longer than a year. The schedule must extend far

enough in advance so that the lead times for all purchased and assembled compo-
nents are adequately encompassed.

Figure 8-14 depicts an assembly that has a 10-week manufacturing lead time.
The controlling (or critical path) item is component E; this component and C and
D are assembled into subassembly A. If the 10 weeks posed a recurring problem,
the planner might shorten it 3 weeks (to the dotted line) by stocking the purchased
part (E). Other options include special handling of critical items or perhaps limited
use of overtime in the machining or assembly activities.

Master schedules often have firm and flexible portions. Figure 8-15 illustrates

a rolling master schedule for a make-to-stock furniture operation producing two
types of tables and one type of lamp. As each week passes, the seventh week is

advanced to the firm portion, and the flexible portion is rechecked. The furniture

company has reasonably short lead times and uses a 13-week quarter for its

10L-

Final assembly
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FIGURE 8-16 Marker Influences on rhe Master Schedule

replenish plant or distributor inventories of end products or service parts. Figure

8-15 illustrates a master schedule for items made to stock.

Make-tO-Order Items Make-to-order items often require more detailed sched-

uling of the time and materials required because the quantities and/or items

specified are unique to a particular customer order. And employee work time

must l»- carefully balanced against the due date of the orders. If there is no work

for some employees (such as painters), they cannot he "kept busy" producing

items that can go into stock and eventually he sold.

Figure 8-17 illustrates a master schedule lor a firm manufacturing kitchen

cabinets, which are made to order in a plant which has 60 standard hours of
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Kitchen

cabinets-

order group no

£ standard hr

X no. of units

Month and production days available

May
(25)

June

(25)

July

(10)

Aug.

(24)
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(20)
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(25)
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ular working hours or assign lower priority duties (such as filing and maintenance

activities) to employees during off-peak times.

Scheduling can have a significant impact upon the quality of service activities.

This is because employee attitude and temperament is conveyed to customers in

the social interactions that occur in service systems. If employees are bored or

dissatisfied with their work, this disposition is likely to be perceived by customers

as evidence of "poor" quality.

Trial-Fitting the Master Schedule Figure 8-16 also emphasizes the iterative

nature of master scheduling. Once a tentative master schedule is developed, the

end-item requirements can be extended (by computer) into material requirements

and work center capacity requirements to determine how the production system

will react to the proposed schedule. In this way, the master schedule can be used

to evaluate customer delivery commitments before orders are accepted. It is much
better to simulate the effect of changes and new orders on the computer (and make
adjustments beforehand) than to blindly make commitments the firm cannot keep.

Trial-fitting the master schedule is a key feature of modern P&IC manage-
ment. It allows the firm to develop a realistic schedule from the start and thereby

fosters integrity in the whole P&IC system.

MASTER SCHEDULING METHODS

In the previous section we considered the functions and time horizons of make-to-

stock and make-to-order master schedules and the need to distinguish between
them. This section concludes with some policy guidelines and procedures for

implementing and monitoring master schedules.

POLICY GUIDELINES

Although master scheduling depends upon the type of demand (forecasts versus

firm orders) and the planning horizon, some scheduling guidelines have wide
applicability. Figure 8-18 summarizes a few key points.

1 Work from an aggregate production plan.

2 Schedule common modules when possible.

3 Load facilities realistically.

4 Release orders on a timely basis.

5 Monitor inventory levels closely

6 Reschedule as required.

FIGURE 8-18 Mosrer Scheduling Guidelines
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In addition t<> the aa^n gah plan, data should be available from forecasts and

customei orders already received. IU scheduling items in modules and/oi .it .1

point of high commonality of components the immense problems of deaUng with

options are reduced \ realistic load on facilities means thai the facilities are

ncit I hi overloaded noi underloaded Similar!) the timely release of 01 ilrt s to the

production shop means offering .1 realistic deliver) date that shop personnel can

feel confident with, ('lose monitoring of inventory levels is necessar) to avoid

excess inventories on the one hand and stockouts on tin- othei Rescheduling

capability acknowledges thai changes <l<> occur and permits the scheduler to keep

priorities valid and capacities effectivel) utilized. Judgment si be exercised s<>

that neither too many nor too few reschedules are permitted, however.

ASSEMBLY VERSUS PROCESS INDUSTRY SCHEDULING

Master scheduling is a logical process, hut complicated by the need to deal with

many types oj items (as opposed to a high volume <>l one item) concurrentl) . while

at the same time observing material and capacit) limitations Insofar as the

master-schedule item is the entity that is "tracked" or monitored through the

production process, it behooves planners to keep the Dumber of master-schedule

items down to the smallest number possible. The designation of "master-schedule

items can differ from one industr) to another.

Manufacturing assembly activities typical]) begin with many raw materials

and components that are combined into one or a few end items, such as a

computer. As illustrated in Fig. S-19r;. master scheduling here starts with the few

types of end items and works '"upstream' to determine the raw material and

component needs from the projected number of end items. Most computerized

MRP systems are designed to accommodate this traditional type of scheduling

logic. Firms that produce large volumes of a few items often produce for stock, and

material availability is frequently a major concern in these firms.

Process industry manufacturing is almost the reverse ol assembly manufactur-

ing. It begins with one or a few types <>l raw materials that are sorted, milled, or

somehow processed into multiple end items and by-products, such as the main

petroleum products that come from crude oil. Figure 8-19c illustrates. In this

situation, master scheduling begins at a raw -material (input I level and must plan

for the materials and capacities needed for the various categories of output When
processes have uncertain yields, such as in main food processing plants, the

scheduling and control over inventories can be a challenge. Capacity to handle the

variable levels of materials is a major concern in process industries.

Figure 8-19/> depicts an assemble-to-order situation where the master-sched-

ule item is a major subassembly, but not necessarily the finished product. This is

the approach followed by firms assembling a high volume of products that may

offer options numbering in the thousands. In this situation, planners leave the

end-item specification to an assembly sheet. [8:221] For example, an auto manu-

facturer may master schedule 30 percent of a production run to be a basic four-

wheel drive subassembly (model) with a common engine size. The other 70
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FIGURE 8-19 Master Scheduling in Discrete Assembly versus Process Industry

percent will he another model. But the options to he included on each car will not

he specified in the master schedule. They will be delineated on a specific car build

(assembly) sheet that is released shortly before the car is actually put into produc-

tion.

DETERMINING MASTER SCHEDULE REQUIREMENTS

The general procedure for master scheduling is to first consolidate all the (gross)

requirements for the master-schedule item. This includes not only customer

orders and forecasts of new demand, but also any service parts or interplant

demand. The next step is to "net out" the requirements (that is, subtract on-hand

inventory). The net requirements are then grouped (lot-sized) into planned orders

to be released in a time-phased schedule. By working with planned orders, the

Schedulers can then check the planned workload against the time available at key

work centers to ensure that capacity is adequate. If either the materials or capacity

is insufficient, then the master schedule must be revised and the scheduling

process repeated.

MONITORING THE MASTER SCHEDULE

\s the key element of a linns P&IC system, the master schedule should con-

tinually reflect what the linn can and will do. Once a schedule is set, planners arc

reluctant to change planned and released orders. However, some minor changes
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SUMMARY

in demand can be accommodated l>v expediting or l>\ the judicious use <>l

overtime, s.itetv stock, and othei reliel mechanisms

Management consultants look foi clues which tell them thai .1 Bnn may have

mastei scheduUng problems One <>l these is an excessive!) Inuli current load .11 id

many past-due orders, \nothei is overloaded and/or underloaded facilities Parts

shortages .it the assembly st.iue (and high inventories "I the wrong items) aK<>

suggest master scheduling problems. In general, il tin Bnn is unable to keep

delivery promises to customers, it will become heavily reliant upon expediting,

.mil informal systems will emerge. Supen isms and workei s will lose confidence in

the system When this problem exists, mastei si heduling sin mid beoneol the In si

activities to examine.

Needless to s.iv. the master schedule should be monitored l>\ evaluating

performance against the above criteria. Comparisons "I master-scheduled output

with actual output are useful, as are compai isuns ill the number <>l additions to the

master schedule with tlie number <>l deletions (or setbacks \ high frequency of

late releases may also be indicative of inefficiency stemming from special han-

dling. A smoothly functioning master schedule will make .1 significant contribution

toward maintaining valid priorities and effectively utilizing plant capacity.

Aggregate planning involves adjusting controllable variables to respond to forecast

and order fluctuations in a rational manner. Planning guidelines emphasize clearly

delineated corporate goals and a reliable forecast, plus work-force stability, control

over inventories, and flexibility to change. Planning should be done in units of

capacity and evaluated on a regular basis.

The controllable variables include (1) employment, (2) overtime and idle

time, (3) inventories, (4) back orders, (5) subcontracting, and (6) plant capacity.

Each variable constitutes a pint' strategy which can be evaluated on an economic-

basis by computing costs for alternative production plans, such as varying employ-

ment or carrying inventories. Most realistic situations will call for a mix of

strategies. The number ot alternative combinations may be large, and there is no

guarantee that any particular plan is optimal. Nevertheless, the realities of the

situation will (it is hoped) limit the alternatives.

Transportation linear programming methods have been applied to optimize

production plans over several time periods when the controllable variables are

regular and overtime employment levels and subcontracting and stockout (back-

order) costs

Linear decision rules, heuristic models, and numerous computer search and

simulation approaches have also been developed to solve the aggregate planning

problem, but much of this research is still theoretical.

Master scheduling follows aggregate planning and breaks the plan down into

specific quantities of individual products to be produced in designated time

periods (usually weeks). Material and capacity requirements are then evaluated,

and the master schedule is revised il necessary. The immediate portion of the
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resultant schedule is usually firm, but changes can be accommodated in more

distant (flexible) periods.

The actual master scheduling process consists of consolidating gross require-

ments, adjusting for inventory, and lot-sizing the net requirements into planned

orders in a time-phased schedule.

SOLVED PROBLEMS

AGGREGATE PLANNING

1 High Point Furniture Company maintains a constant work force (no overtime, back

orders, or subcontracting) which can produce 3,000 tables per quarter. The annual

demand is 12,000 units and is distributed seasonally in accordance with the quarterly

indexes: Q t

= .80, Q2
= 1.40, Q3

= 1.00, Q4
= .80. Inventories are accumulated

when demand is less than capacity and are used up during periods of strong demand. To

supply the total annual demand:

(a) How main tables must be accumulated during each quarter?

(b) What inventory must be on hand at the beginning of the first quarter?

Solution
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I hree aggregate plans are proposed.

/7<in / Varj the work-force size to accoi date demand

/'/mi 2 Maintain .1 constant work force ol 2(i .mil use overtime and idle time to met 1

demand

Plan > Maintain .1 constant work force ol 20 and lnul<l inventory 01 incut .1 stockoul

cost The linn must begin January with the 50 unit inventor) on hand

Compare the costs ol the three plans

Solunon

We must first determine what the prodw lion requirements arc as adjusted to include

safety stock of20 percent ol next month s forecast Beginning with a January inventory

of 50, each subsequent mouths inventory reflects the difference between the forecast

demand and the production requirement ol the previous month
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Plan 2 (Use overtime and idle time):
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Summar)

Plan J 110,500 hiring • $14,000 layofl 124,500

Phm2 18.400 overtime • 128,200 idle time 136,600

Plan I 18,640 stockoul I I960 inventor) 19.600

Plan 1 is the prefei red plan

Idaho Instrument ( ompan) produces calculators in .i Lewiston plant and has brecasl

demand over the nexl 12 periods, as shown Each period is 2o working days appro*

Period
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Note that the liack orders are shown in the lower left portion of the matrix.

!

•
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a Actual forecast 12 mni 12.000 100 units

I. Balances .n «
• shown in row s I In Mh) units represent lost s.ilis Note that the

I
> • '< 1 1 1< Hon adjustments t .«k« - one quartet to implement

More infoi Hon is desirable to determine the full economk value of the plan

Average inventor) on hand is I
1 *' mnts .mil more units have been produced

than forecast 12 2(Xt versus 12 < n

k

> The < osts ..I changing production levels,

carrying inventor] and stockouts and the benefits of an) additional profit

should be compared with what would have occurred without modifying the

response given the same actual demand.

MASTER SCHEDULING

.") An appliance manufacturer produces .i motoi assembl) X that is used in several hand-

held appliances They current!) have Mi units in stink .mil will manufacture more in

production runs dots' of90 units Develop a tentative mastei schedule lor tht- demand

shown liclciw

Initial inventory = 60

Production run = 90
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QUESTIONS

Initial inventory = 60
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January
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inventory level is required prior to period 1 at no additional cost, compute the total

(carrying) cost of using a pure inventory strategy of producing at an average require-

ment.

The Speedee Bicycle Company makes 10-speed bikes that sell for $100 each. This

years demand forecast is as shown. Units not sold are carried in stock at a cost of 20

percent of the average inventory value per year, and storage costs are $2 per bike-year

based upon maximum inventory.

Dike Demand Forecast

Quarter
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!• i\ e plans are being i onsiden d

Plan 1 Var) the labor foro from an initial capability ol MX) units to whatevei Is

required to unci demand.

i

fni i' "ii nhll ( Otl t0

< 'hange Laboi Fon •

\mouni

oj < 'hangf In, reast Da reate

200 units $ 9.000 $ 9.000

400 units 15,000 18.000

600 units 18.000 30,000

Plan 2. Maintain .i stal >l«- work force capable ol producing mmi units per period

and meet demand h\ overtime .it a premium ol $40 pel unit Idle t mi< i^ts an

equivalent to $60 per unit.

flan ! Vary inventory levels, but maintain a stable work force producing at an

average requirement rate with no overtime or idle time. The carry ingcosl per unit per

period is $20. (The company can arrange to have whatevei inventory level is required

Inline period I at no additional eost
I

Plan I Produce at a steady rate nl 400 units per period, and accept a limited

number ol back orders during periods when demand exceeds 400 units The stockoul

eost (profit, goodwill, and so on) of lost sales is SI 10 per unit.

Plan 5. Produce at a stead) rate ol 200 units per period, and subcontract lor excess

requirements at a marginal cost ol (40 per unit.

Graph the forecast in the form <>t a histogram, and analyze the relevant costs ol the

various plans. Von may assume that the initial (period li work force can be set at a

desired level without incurring additional cost. Summarize your answer in the form ol

a table showing the comparative costs ol each plan.

Two mixed-strategy plans have been proposed for the Duotronix situation in the

previous problem Assume that the pattern inherent in the demand cycle given "ill be

repeated in the next demand cycle.

Plan 6 (hack orders and limited inventor) Produce at a Stead) rate ol 400 units

per period, and carry inventory at $20 per unit-period Assume that 2IHI units ol excess

demand can he satisfied by back orders placed in period 1 and tilled in period S A 2(H)-

unit inventory is available at the beginning nl period 1 and should also he available at

the beginning ol the next cycle.

Plan 7 (subcontracting and limiting inventor) I
Produce at a stead) rate ol tIMI

units per period, and Subcontract lor excess requirements at a mammal i cist ill .$40 per

unit. A 400-unit inventor) is available at the beginning ol period 1 and should also be

available at the beginning of the next cycle Carr) inventory at $20 per unit-period.

Determine the comparative costs ol the two plans.
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A relay manufacturer list's a mollified response method to plan production for the

upcoming months and lias found that a control number of .2 is satisfactory. Given the

forecast shown, it actual demands in January and February were 5.6(H) and 4,300 units,

respectively, what modified production quantity should he scheduled for March? Note:

Adjustments can he made almost instantaneously.

Forecast Demand

January

February

March

5,000 units

5,200 units

5,800 units

10 Burton Bag Company uses a modified response model with a 1 -month lead time and a

K factor of .6 for aggregate planning. Its model includes adjustments for demand
(orders received hut not yet filled) and inventory levels. The forecast production for

April was 10,000 units. If February inventories were 2,000 units higher than planned

and unfilled demand was 1,000 less than estimated, how many units should be

scheduled for production in April?

1

1

Sun Valley Ski Company, which produces the famous Sun Ski, has a production cost of

$60 per pair during regular time and $70 per pair on overtime. The firm's production

capacity and forecast quarterly demands are shown below. Beginning inventory is 200

pairs, and stock is carried at a cost of $5 per pair-quarter. Demand is to he met without

any hiring, layoff, subcontracting, or back orders. Unused regular time has a cost of

$20 per pair.
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Set up and solve the following aggregate planning problem via the transportation lineai

in. ill i\ mi lli< kI

Regulai Overtim Subcontracting

Production capacity/period 8.000 units 2.000 units 2.000 units

Production cost/unit $7 $9 $10

Inventory: initial = 1,000 units. Carrying cosl = $1 per unit-period Demand in units

perperiod l = 6,000; (2 18,000; (3) 3,000; I 10.000. Back orders are not

allowed, and unused regular time has .i cosl <>l SI p«-r unit,

,r show Mini solution matrix

(b) Tabulate the total tost <>l your plan

13 Complete option B ol Solved Prob. 3.

I I Using the data & Solved Prob t

(a) Compute the number ol units lost \ ia stockoul H the at tual demand is as given and

no modified response is made.

il>i Compute the number of units thai are actuall) sold under the original (constant

work lone plan versus the modified response plan.

15 Shown below is tin expected demand lor bank card machine ke\l>oards manufactured

at a plant in Minneapolis The firm produces m lots ol 50 units and currently has 10

units on hand It plans to keep a resen e amount of30 units on hand as s,tlet\ stock (SS)

for periods ot'unusually heavy demand. Develop a tentative mastei schedule lor the

keyboards (in other words, one that doesn t allow ending inventories to drop below 30

unitsi

Initial ini entory = 40

Production run = .50
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Panel
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SELF QUIZ: CHAPTER 8 POINTS: 15

Port I True/False [1 point each = 6]

The purpose of aggregate planning is to adjust production so as to satisfy all customer demand.

A back-order strategy assumes that customers are willing to accept delivery in a later time period.

The transportation linear programming approach to aggregate planning can accommodate overtime

and subcontract strategies, but not back-order strategies.

The linear decision rule (LDR) is the most widely used of the numerous aggregate planning methods

available to managers.

Service industries do not typically have all of the same aggregate planning strategies that are available

to manufacturing industries.

Both manufacturing assembly and process industry master schedules begin with the end items and

work backward to determine the material and capacity required to produce those end items.

Port II Problems [3 points each = 9. Calculate and select your answer]

1 Snow-Dasher, Inc. produces snowblowers in a Madison shop with a steady work force on regular hours (no

back orders). A quarterly demand of Q, = 500, Q2
= 100, Q^ = 200, and Q4

= 800 is to be met using a pure

inventon, strategy where the carrying cost is $80 per unit per year. Assuming adequate inventory is on hand at

the start of Q l%
what annual inventory carrying cost is incurred?

(a) $18,000

(b) $20,000

t $22,500

(d) $72,000

(e) None of the above.

2 Northeast Building Products uses a modified response model that includes an adjustment for unfilled orders

and inventory on hand. The model uses a 1-month lead time and a control factor (K) of .4. Suppose the forecast

production for August is 500 units. If unfilled orders in June were 80 units higher than planned, and

inventories 120 units lower than planned, how many units should actually be scheduled for production in

August?

(a) 300

b) 420

- 500

d) 580

None of the above.

3 A firm producing two lines of custom-designed sportswear has 60 hours ot sewing machine time available per

da> (5 days per week). The firm is tentatively scheduled to produce 22 cartons ofjeans (J4s) and 108 cartons of

a new line of jackets (J17s) during the 5 weeks as shown in the "trial" master schedule below. What is the ratio

of cumulative hours of load to cumulative capacity?

(a) 86%
I, 1163

i 130*

-I 134%
<• None nl tin- above,
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INTRODUCTION

In a dramatic switch of philosophy, the Huffy- Corporation decided to give up

having their warehouses fully stocked with assembled bicycles. Instead they

planned to satisfy demand by assembling the bicycles as needed. This meant

getting parts from suppliers, assembling the bicycles, and shipping them to the

retail stores without any hitches. Any time Huffy ran out of stock, they risked

losing sales. But the costs of trying to carry about $70 million of inventory and the

availability of computerized controls prompted Huffy management to risk the

change. And within 2 years, Huffy had cut its investment almost in half. According

to The Wall Street Journal,

So far, the lean-inventory strategy is working fairly well at Huffy and most companies.

Thev are saving millions of dollars in interest and storage costs by keeping the lowest

inventory-to-sales ratios in more than a decade. And in doing so, they are losing

remarkably few sales [5].

Other companies report similar moves that are hailed as "very positive." A
typical annual report says, "Our inventories continue to decrease. In the past

year, we have brought them down from $68 to $45 million, a reduction of 34

percent. We expect to continue to reduce our inventories" [4].

But the impact of inventory modernization programs is not always limited to

the companies producing the finished goods. General Motors' electronic systems

division (Delco Electronics) has switched to the "just-in-time" inventory philoso-

phy used by their Japanese competitors. Now their 800 materials suppliers must

deliver materials as needed, but in smaller batches and more frequently than

before. This enables Delco to avoid costly inventory accumulations while still

retaining the flexibility to respond quickly to its market. However, it has also

prompted some Delco suppliers to relocate closer to Delco's central manufactur-

ing plant, lest they lose out to suppliers who can offer better sen ice [2].

SCOPE OF MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

MATERIALS

Materials are the raw materials, components, subassemblies, and supplies used to

produce a good or service. Most materials are transformed into finished products,

but supplies are consumed in daily operations. Materials become direct costs,

whereas supplies arc often classified as overhead.

Monufocturing Firms For many manufacturing (inns, materials account for one-

hall to three-quarters of their product cost. And as production activities become

more highly automated (and use less direct labor), the materials proportion of the

product cost tends to increase. Meanwhile, the supplies of many natural resources
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are diminishing while the costs to acquire them are spiraling. Tins snppK -demand

imbalance has put pressures on materials managers in manufacturing firms

Service Firms Service systems typicall) use fewei raw materials and components

but more consumable supplies and sen u e parts. The proportion « »l theii material

costs is lower and maj even approach zero. Hospitals, legal services, and

airlines an- examples ol linns thai do not produce physical products still, these

and other service organizations are concerned with the- acquisition storage and

security ol their supplies So good materials management procedures arc impor-

tant tO them as well. Sued control is also important to wholesalers and retailers.

who warehouse and distribute products rather than creating them In summarj

anyone investing funds in materials and supplies should have an interest m the

effective management of those materials

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Material* management is the planning, organizing, and controlling of the flow ol

materials, from their initial purchase through internal operations to the distribu-

tion ol finished goods. Figure 9-1 identifies the major concerns of materials

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

PiiRrHA<;iNr INCOMING PRODUCTION AND OUTGOING wARFHnilsiNrrurn,i-iA5iiMU TRANSPORTATION INVENTORY CONTROL TRANSPORTATION "Mncnuubinju

Receiving -* Shipping

FIGURE 9-1 Major Elemenrs of Materials Management Systems
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PURCHASING

management as (1) purchasing, (2) transportation (incoming and outgoing), (3)

control through production and inventory management (includes receiving, stor-

age, shipping, materials handling, and inventory counting), and (4) warehousing

and distribution.

As is evident from Fig. 9-1, materials management is not always a clear and

distinctive activity. And not all organizations have a formally designated "materials

manager." In those firms that do, the manager may have responsibility for the flow

of materials through the entire organization. He or she must then ensure that the

right materials are available at the right time and in the right place. This means

avoiding an excess of materials that would tie up unnecessary lunds (and space)

while at the same time precluding shortages that might cause a halt to production.

By coordinating the interests of production, financial, and marketing managers, a

materials manager can make the best use of the organization's investment in

materials.

FOCUS OF THIS CHAPTER

We begin this chapter with a description of the purchasing process and some

techniques for evaluating make versus buy decisions. Some guidelines for mate-

rials handling are reviewed next, as well as some reasons for carrying inventories.

Then we take up the cost components of inventories and what quantities are most

economical to order (or to produce). We end the chapter with some comments on

inventory classification and counting systems.

The chapter is relatively condensed, but upon completing it you should be

able to describe the materials management function and know how to calculate the

major costs associated with managing inventories.

THE PURCHASING PROCESS

Purchasing is the acquisition of goods or services in exchange for funds. Figure 9-2

depicts the purchasing process in schematic form. Some common materials and

supplies are purchased by simply picking up the phone and giving the vendor an

order. Other, more specialized or higher-valued purchases may warrant obtaining

competitive bids from several suppliers. After bids are received, they are carefully

evaluated, orders are placed, and the goods or services are ultimately delivered to

the requisitioning department. The vendor's shipping invoice then signals the

accounting department to pay for the goods or services.

Orders The process of obtaining quotations and placing orders depends upon the

Category of item purchased.

• For normal items, buyers issue a request for quotation (HFO), and vendors

respond with a bid which uives the price, delivery terms, and terms of
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SUPPLIER ACTIVITIES

Produce and ship

goods/services

Receive payment
for goods/services

FIGURE 9-2 The Purchasing Process

payment. The Inner evaluates the sellers' offers, seleets one on the basis ol an

established set of criteria, and issues a purchase order (P.O.)

High-volume items that will he used continuously are often supplied under 8

blanket purchase order, which usually establishes a firm price for a large

volume of items. It provides for delivery at future times as specified by the

buyer. For example, a blanket P.O. would enable a producer ol furnaces to

ensure an annual supply of 12. (KM) electric- Ian motors at a quantity discount

price. The furnace manufacturer would issue release orders as needed to meet

the production schedule during the yeai

High-value items that are infrequently purchased, such as lame computers,

turbine generators, and specialized equipment, often require the consultation
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of company engineers and vendor specialists. The purchasing department

coordinates these contacts.

Low-value items such as stationery may cost less than the cost of processing an

order, which may run as high as $50 or $60. Such items are often supplied

under open purchase orders by local suppliers. Individual departments of a

firm sometimes obtain these supplies directly (without involving the purchas-

ing department), but transactions are typically limited in the total amount, for

example, up to $100.

PURCHASING RESPONSIBILITIES

Purchasing responsibilities extend beyond the limited "buying" of a product.

Professional buyers must have specialized knowledge about selected product lines

and be familiar with engineering specifications, contract law, shipping regulations,

and a myriad of related factors. Figure 9-3 outlines the major responsibilities of

purchasing department personnel.

Alternative sources of supply help ensure competitive prices and reduce the

risk of materials shortages. But having too many suppliers is not always best

either. Close working relations with a few (certified) suppliers can give the firm

more consistent, high-quality supplies and better coordination of deliveries. Reli-

able supplies are essential to firms moving toward low inventory (or "stockless")

positions in their own plants.

Important variables to consider in selecting suppliers include: (1) price,

(2) delivery, (3) quantity, (4) quality, (5) service, (6) maintenance, (7) technical

support, (8) financial stability, and (9) terms of purchase. Trade discounts (based

upon whether the buyer is a manufacturer, distributor, or user), cash discounts

(for prompt payment), and shipping terms (for instance, F.O.B. shipping point) all

affect cost. In some cases, suppliers are ranked on the basis of several criteria,

which are assigned importance ratings of 1 to 10.

Expected score = 2 (importance rating x criteria value) (9-D

EXAMPLE 9-1 A municipal utility in Texas has four suppliers for watt-hour meters. The

company's computer has recognized a low-stock situation and must issue a

1 Identify and develop sources of supply.

2 Select suppliers and negotiate contracts.

3 Maintain working relations and control vendor performance

4 Evaluate supply-demand economics and initiate cost and make-or-buy stud-

ies.

5 Maintain supply system database.

FIGURE 9-3 Purchasing Deportment Responsibilities
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purchase recommendation to the buyei on the basis ol the c riteria shown.

\\ li.it rank will the computer give to the respective vendors?
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ECONOMIC FACTORS

Total cost to buy

Total cost to make

reak-even point between
making and buying

Volume

LESS ECONOMIC FACTORS

Inputs

Availability of funds and skilled personnel

Availability and volume of supply from
others

Desire for alternative sources of supply

Processing

Employee preferences and stability

concerns

Desire to develop R&D facilities

Need to control trade secrets

Desire to expand into new product line

Need to control delivery lead times

Impact upon production flexibility

Outputs
Need to control quality or reliability

Goodwill and reciprocity impact on
customers

FIGURE 9-4 Economic ond Less Economic Factors Influencing Make-or-Buy Decisions

improving purchasing effectiveness. This includes projections of long-range

needs, compilations of data on price and delivery trends, value analysis, and

make-or-buy comparisons (which we will take up next). Value analysis is an

attempt to reduce costs by using more cost-effective materials or components.

Buyers sometimes work with value engineers here to see if costs can be reduced

by eliminating, simplifying, combining, or substituting less expensive materials or

components, without affecting performance of the item being purchased.

Computerized inventory systems (such as MRP systems) are designed to

integrate purchased parts into the normal flow of a firm's internal production

schedule. This means that full, accurate, and up-to-the-minute data on vendor-

supplied items are essential. Specifications, quantities, and delivery dates must be

just as error-free as for internally made components. In essence, the suppliers'

plants are "outside factories'' that are like extensions of a firm's own production

operations.

MAKE-OR-BUY DECISIONS

Decisions concerning whether to make or buy components involve both economic

and noneconomic considerations. Economically, an item is a candidate for in-

liousc production if the firm has sufficient capacity and if the component's value is

Infill enough to cover all the variable costs ofproduction plus make some contribu-

tion to fixed costs. Low volumes of usage favor buying, which entails little or no

fixed <nsts. Figure 9-4 illustrates.

EXAMPLE 9-2 Auburn Machine Company produces parts that are shipped nationwide. It

has an Opportunity to produce plastic packaging cases which are currently

purchased at $.70 each. Annual demand depends largely on economic condi-

tions lint long-run estimates arc as shown.
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Demand units)
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For volumes above 40,000 units, it is more economical to make the

cases in-house.

The economic analysis becomes more complex as we begin to consider the

extent to which a product will be using capacity that could be used to produce

other products, that is, the opportunity cost of producing rather than buying.

Often the fixed costs of plant and equipment depreciation are irrevocable ("sunk"

costs), so the extent to which a product covers these costs is less significant. Or
more than one product can be a candidate for carrying the fixed costs (see Solved

Prob. 1).

MATERIALS HANDLING, STORAGE, AND RETRIEVAL

Materials handling is the movement of materials from receiving, through opera-

tions, to final shipment. It often represents a significant part of the eost-of-goods-

sold, but it adds no tangible value to the product. Conventional systems use

workers, assisted by trucks, fork lifts, cranes and hoists, conveyors, pipelines, and

other equipment. Automated systems use robots and computer-guided vehicles.

About one-third of all robots are used for materials handling. Some of the automat-

ically guided vehicle systems are directed by software commands emitted from

wires buried in the shop or warehouse floor.

Figure 9-5 lists some guidelines for conventional systems.

Service industries are typically more concerned with the flow of personal

effects than with the flow of materials. For example, airports must accommodate

the handling of luggage, and subways arc designed for the flow of people.

Automated storage and retrieval systems (AS/AH) arc computer-controlled

materials-handling systems which receive, store, and deliver inventory to high,

cube-storage locations in quantities specified by the computer. Highly automated

systems arc integrated with production so that material requirements are automat-

ically identified from the bill-of-material database. Items are selected by part-
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1 Plan handling as a complete system

2 Minimize handling volume and frequency

3 Optimize load size and weight

4 Use direct, rapid, steady Hows

5 Minimize idle time ol equipment and operators

6 Allow tor breakdowns, changes, and maintenance

FIGURE 9-5 Morenols-Hondlmg Guidelines (Conventional Systems)

retrieval robots. Then computer-controlled stackers and conveyors ve them to

appropriate collection (or kitting 1 locations <>r work stations In addition, in-

ventory, work-in-process, and material-requirements-planning MRP records are

automatically updated.

PURPOSE OF INVENTORIES

Inventories arc idle resources that possess economic value. They are vitally

important to manufacturing linns, ol course, because the) store the value ol the

labor and processing activities used to make their products. For accounting

purposes, linns often classify their inventories as either 1

1

) raw materials (2 work-

in-process, oi (3) finished goods.

Adequate inventories facilitate production activities and help to assure cus-

tomers ol good service. On the other hand, carrying inventories ties up working

capital on goods that sit idh— not earning an) return on investment. Hence the

major problem ol inventory management is to maintain adequate, hut not exces-

sive, levels ol inventories. Figure 9-6 summarizes some ol the major reasons for

holding inventories.

1 Service customers with variable (immediate and seasonal) demands.

2 Protect against supply errors, shortages, and stockouts

3 Help level production activities, stabilize employment, and improve labor

relations.

4 Decouple successive stages in operations so breakdowns do not stop the

entire system.

5 Facilitate the production of different products on the same facilities

6 Provide a means of obtaining and handling materials in economic lot sizes

and of gaming guantity discounts

7 Provide a means of hedging against future price and delivery uncertainties,

such as strikes, price increases, and inflation

FIGURE 9-6 Reasons for Carrying Invenrones
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DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT DEMAND

If inventories are to achieve the purposes listed above, someone must decide how
much to order and when an inventory is required. The "how much" question is

largely a function of costs, and our inquiry here will extend to the concept of an

economic order quantity. The "when to order" question is a function of the firm's

forecast or scheduled requirements. If the item is a finished product and has a

demand that is "independent" of the demand for other items, an order point (or

reorder point) technique can help to answer the question.

On the other hand, most items brought into inventory in manufacturing firms

are components or subassemblies of finished products. Their demand is "depen-

dent" upon the finished-product demand, and although the finished-product

demand may be uncertain, the requirements for components vis-a-vis other

components are fixed by design. There is no need to consider each component as

an entity with independent demand characteristics—in fact, it is better not to do

so. In this situation, the "when to order" question is best answered by an MRP
approach.

Dependent demand inventory consists of the raw materials, components, and

subassemblies that are used in the production of parent or end items. For

example, the demand for computer keyboards depends on the demand for the

parent item, computers. Manufacturing inventory is largely dependent and pre-

dictable.

Independent demand inventory consists of the finished products, service

parts, and other items whose demand arises more directly from the uncertain

market environment. Thus, distribution inventories often have an independent

and highly uncertain demand. Dependent demands can often be calculated,

whereas independent demands usually require some kind of forecasting.

INVENTORY COSTS AND ORDER QUANTITIES

The major costs associated with procuring and holding inventories are as follows:

Ordering and setup costs for placing orders, expediting, inspecting, and chang-

ing or setting up facilities to produce in house

Carrying costs on invested capital, handling, storage, insurance, taxes, ob-

solescence, spoilage, and data-processing costs'

Purchase costs including the price paid, or the labor, material, and overhead

charges necessary to produce the item

TOTAL COSTS AND THE EOQ MODEL

The total COSt fTC) of stocking inventory is the sum of the cost of ordering, plus the

COSl of carrying, plus the purchase cost. If D equals demand in units on an annual

1 An in-depth stink by Lambert suggested linns tend lo underestimate their carrying costs. His

studies revealed r.ttes ol It u< 35 percent |3|.
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Ii;imv C„ equals cost to prepare or set up for an ordei ( equals cost to carry a unit

in stock for .1 given time period /' equals pun base < <>st Q equals 1<>i size .tn<l Q/2

equals average inventor) , then the relationship can be expressed mathematical])

Total cost ordering cost * carrying cost I purchase cost

/ ( ' $ , | ordei | I I) units,
where Ordering cost = I—j— I It; —I I

1

ordei ' (,> Minis %r /

/ (, S i !(,) units,
( among cost = I

—-— I I—^

—

Iunit \ 1 J

,. i , / n \ ( l) units \

In re li.isr i list = I — I I I
1 unit ' w /

..TC = C„^ + Cc f + PD 9-2

Differentiating with respect to the order quantity, (,). yields the slope <>) the

TC curve. [Note: Those whose calculus is a 1 >• t rusty ma) skip dow n to Eq. (9-3) or

refer to Solved Prob. 4 for the differentiation explanation.]

,/•[( : C Q"

~dQ = -co°Q-2 + -f- + °

Setting this first derivative equal to zero identities the point where the TC is a

minimum

C D C Q"
= - -qt +

2
+ °

W2^.-. O - EOQ =
yj-ff- (9-3)

Equation (9-3) is known as the economic order quantity (EOQ) or economic

lot size (ELS) equation. It is used to determine the order quantity that will satisfy

estimated demand at the lowest total cost. Note that although the purchase price.

P, is an important component of total cost, the term drops out upon differentiat-

ing. Thus, so long as the purchase price does not vary with the quantity ordered, it

should not directly affect the decision as to what is the most economical lot size to

purchase. Figure 9-7 describes the relationship between the relevant ordering

and carrying costs. Note also that the total -cost curve is relatively flat in the area ot

the EOQ, so small changes in the amount ordered do not have a significant effect

on total costs.

Once the economic order quantity, O. has been determined, the minimum
inventory cost can be computed by substituting this O value into the total-cost

equation— Eq. (9-2). The number of orders per year required is:

,. i
W units w I)

Orders/yr = -r ', = - 9 I

Q units/order (,)
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FIGURE 9-7 Economic Order Quantity (EOQ)

EXAMPLE 9-3 Overland Motors uses 25,000 gear assemblies each year and purchases them

at $3.40 each. It costs $50 to process and receive an order, and inventory can

be carried at a cost of $.78 per unit-year.

(a) How many assemblies should be ordered at a time?

(b) How many orders per year should be placed?

SOLUTION

(a) EOQ
2C..D 2(50)(25,000)

78
= 1,790 assemblies

n^r^ 1 i
D 25,000 .

(b) Orders/yr = — = _
Q

= 14 orders/yr

Carrying costs are sometimes denoted as an annual percentage (%) ot the

purchase price P. If so, Cc
= (%)(P) and is still expressed in dollars per unit-year.

The time unit used (for example, year) can vary, but both D and Cc
must be in the

same time units. (See Solved Prob. 6.)

ASSUMPTIONS OF THE BASIC EOQ MODEL

The EOQ equation is a convenient and widely used expression for determining

optimal order quantities when the actual cost components and purchase condi-

tions happen to coincide with the variables of the EOQ model. Order tables and

nomographs have also been developed that offer a quick and even simpler means

of determining the EOQ without necessitating calculations. However, it is well to

keep in mind that in a manufacturing operation, obtaining an order at the right

time 'scheduling) is usually far more crucial than obtaining the exact order

quantity. The enthusiastic and sometimes blind acceptance of the EOQ model has

tended to obscure this lact in the past.

Aside from the real -world problems of constantly changing requirements,

expediting partial shipments, splitting lots, and so on, there are several assump-

tions underlying the basic EOQ model, four of them are as lollows.
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1 Demand and lead time an- known and constant

2 Replenishment is instantaneous at the expirati I the lead time

:i Purchase costs <lo not vary wiih the quantity ordered

•t Ordering and carrying-cost express s include all relevant costs (and these costs

are i onstanl

Much "I inventor) theory is concerned with how to adjust for situations in

which the al>c>\ c assumptions do n<>t hold. Chapter H) is concerned with assump-

tion 1— how to deal with uncertainties iu demand and lead time Assumptions 2

and 3 are the subject ol the next two sections ol this chapter, we take up the

noninstantaneous replenishment situation first and then the situations where
purchase costs do vary with the quantity ordered With respect to the inclusion of

all relevant costs, assumption t. the addition of othei costs cm best be handled by

going back to the original total-cost equation— Eq. (9-2). Solved Prob. 1 shows

how the EOQ formula changes when storage costs based upon total rather than

average inventory, are included in the model.

ECONOMIC RUN LENGTHS

When a firm is producing its own inventory rather than purchasing it, the order

costs are replaced by manufacturing setup costs. (Setup costs are ol a fixed nature,

like order costs. They represent the one-time- costs for machine adjustments.

paperwork, scheduling efforts, and the like, to begin production ol a different

item.) The EOQ equation must also be modified to account lor the time it takes to

produce items, of which only a portion go into inventory. The other portion is

used concurrently in the production process or is sold as produced. The produc-

tion rate p. is, of course, noninstantaneous and must be greater than or equal to

the demand rate d

Figure 9-8 illustrates the difference between the instantaneous and nonin-

stantaneous supply situations. With the basic EOQ, all goods go into inventory

% used during

production {d/p)

Supply begins

and ends

INSTANTANEOUS SUPPLY NONINSTANTANEOUS SUPPLY

FIGURE 9-8 Invenrory Quantifies in EOQ and ERL Models
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when received (instantaneously) and are withdrawn, or used, at a demand rate of d

units per period. Carrying costs apply to the whole EOQ amount.

The modification to the EOQ equation for noninstantaneous supply does not

affect C (which now becomes the setup cost) or the total demand, D. But it acts to

reduce the carrying cost, Cc , by deleting the carrying charge on that portion of the

production run that does not go into inventory. If d = demand per day and p =

production per day, the ratio dip represents the proportion of production that is

allocated to daily demand, and 1 — {dip) represents that portion of the production

run that goes into inventory. For example, if d = 75 units per day and p = 100

units per day, then dip = 75/100; 75 percent is allocated to daily demand, and

1 — .75, or 25 percent, goes into inventory.

If we take into account the decreased carrying cost of this reduced level of

inventory, the economic run length (ERL) in number of units to produce per

production setup is:

ERL
2CD

Cc [1 - (dip)]
(9-5)

where C = setup cost in $/setup

D = annual demand in units/yr

Cc
= carrying cost in $/unit-yr

d = demand rate, for example, units/day

p = production rate, for example, units/day

Note that when the demand rate just equals the production rate, there is no

carrying cost, and the run length is continuous. Also, the two rates can be in other

time period units so long as they are consistent units.

As suggested in Fig. 9-8 and by Eq. (9-5), if all other factors were constant,

the ERL would be greater than the EOQ. This is because the carrying cost does

not apply to the total production; it applies only to that amount going into

inventory.

EXAMPLE 9-4 A plastics molding firm produces and uses 24,000 Teflon bearing inserts

annually. The cost of setting up for production is $70, and the weekly

production rate is ] ,000 units. If the production cost is $5.50 per unit and the

annual carrying cost is $1.50 per unit, how many units should the firm

produce during each production run?

SOLUTION

The demand and production rates must be in the same units, so we ar-

bitrarily put both into annual terms, assuming a 52-week year.

ERL /_
Vc,[i

2CJ_)

(dip)]

2(70X24. (MM))

1 50|1 - (24,000/52,000)]
= 2.040 inserts

At a production rate of 1,000 units per week each production run will last

about 2 weeks, so the firm will be producing inserts about every month.
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Total cost

Minimum
total cost ».

is from
7

These TCs would not

be incurred because

of the discounts

These TCs would not

be available because of

the quantity requirements.

EOQ Q, Q 2

Lot size

FIGURE 9-9 Quonnry Discounr Situation

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

Manufacturers often provide a price discount for buyers who purchase in large

volumes. A firm should take advantage <>l these quantity discounts to the point at

which the incremental increase in their animal carrying costs will just equal the

savings in purchase eost. The assignment ol a different purchase price, depending

on the quantity purchased, now makes the price a function ol lot quantity Q, with

the result that the total-cost function becomes discontinuous, as shown in Fig. 9-9.

A mathematical expression lor the optimal order quantity in a discount

situation can be derived on the basis ol minimizing total costs. However the- most

expedient approach to finding an optima] order quantity when a discount is

involved is to follow these steps:

1 Determine the EOQ on the basis of the nondiscounted base price.

Compare the total cost at this EOQ point with that for price breakpoints at

higher volumes.

.] If the EOQ happens to fall in a quantity discount range, recalculate it usinu the

quantity discount price and recheck to see if the revised EOQ or a price

breakpoint (to the right) has the lower total cost.

Referring to Fig. 9-9, the lot size designated as EOQ represents the point of

minimum slope on the total-cost curve. Thus there is no more optimal order

quantity of fewer units. However, because of the discontinuities in the TC curve,

points to the right, representing larger lot sizes, may also represent lower total

annual costs. The shape of the TC curve will obviously differ from one firm to

another, depending upon the firm's cost of capital, ordering costs, and so on, as

well as on the price discount rates. For the specific case in Fig. 9-9, the calculation

of the total costs [Ecj. (9-2)] at the initial EOQ point, as well as at the price

breakpoints (O,, Q 2 , and Q,), would reveal that 2 has the minimum annual total

cost. This may suggest, for example, that it is more economical to accept a 10

percent discount on a 5,000-unit purchase and carry a larger average inventory

than it is to purchase a smaller EOQ lot size with no discount applied.
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EXAMPLE 9-5 A producer of photo equipment buys lenses from a supplier at $100 each.

The producer requires 125 lenses per year, and the ordering cost is $18 per

order. Carrying costs per unit-year (based on average inventory) are esti-

mated to be $20 each. The supplier offers a 6 percent discount for purchases

of 50 lenses and an 8 percent discount for purchases of 100 or more lenses at

one time. What is the most economical amount to order at a time?

SOLUTION

Disregarding quantity discounts, the EOQ amount would be:

«*>- V^ -V« -Men,,

And the total annual cost associated with this EOQ is:

TC = ordering + carrying + purchase

= C„g + Ce I + D(P)

is
125

15 ) »(f + 125(100) = $12,800

For a 50-unit order, the purchase cost is reduced by 6 percent of $100, or $6.

Assuming that the ordering and carrying costs remain constant, the total

annual cost associated with a 50-unit order is:

Jl^J + 20 (j) + 125(100 6) = $12,295

Similarly, the total annual cost associated with a 100-unit order is:

TC = 18
( 100/

+ 2°(^2/ + 125( 100 " 8) = $ 12 - 522

The 50-unit lot size results in the lowest total annual cost. Although the

purchase price per unit is less with the 100-unit order, the carrying costs

begin to outweigh such savings. The costs and direction of change up ( f ) or

down ( i ) are shown below.

Order Quantity Ordering, Cost + Camjing Cost + Purchase Cost = Total

15-unit order
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lii tin- previous example v\<- assumed that carrying costs remained the same

aftei the <Iim ( was applied Since the discount reduces tin amount ol invested

capital (that is, with the 6 percent disc ounl the pun base pi ice per unit is on!) S'U

instead of $100), the per-unit carrying cost ($20 in tins case) will most likel) be

reduced l>\ Mime sin. ill l.ut proportionate amount This correction should be

accounted for il it is significant.

INVENTORY CLASSIFICATION AND COUNTING

Materials managers responsible for 50 000 or mure items ol inventor) must have

well-organized methods of control. This last section of the chapter describes how
materials are categorized, coded, counted, and warehoused.

ADC CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

The time and record-keeping activities required to control thousands ol materials

cost a nood deal of money. Some items of low unit cost, such as holts and papei

clips, may not warrant the expense ol exacting control, whereas others do.

Typically a small percentage ol the items usually accounts for a large percentage oi

the value of items in stock. This widely recognized characteristic has led many
firms to classify their material inventories into three groups, designated as A. B,

and C, Figure 9-10 summarizes the key characteristics ol tins system.

Although the ABC classification system is not precise, it is a useful way of

focusing control and is widely used. It does not suffice, however, for all situations.

If a manufacturing firm has a computerized inventory system that is highly

dependent upon the accuracy of all items that are supposed to be in stock

(including C items), then close control ol all items ma\ he necessary.

BAR CODING

Bar codes are the alternating vertical dark and light spaces that label inventory

items with digitally encoded information— usually the number printed below the

bar code. They have become such a widely used method of marking gocxls that

GROUPS
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they now appear on everything from breakfast cereals and missile parts to em-

ployee identification cards.

Bar codes are read with optical scanners (wands or light pens) that are linked

to computers. You have no doubt encountered bar code readers at supermarkets

and retail stores, where they are used to convey the number (code) of an item to

the store s computer. The computer might then describe the item and list its price

(on your sales receipt), and subtract the quantity you purchase from the total

inventory count it keeps of the items in the store.

Bar codes have been one of the most significant advances in automatic

identification systems to date. They are an inexpensive and versatile means of

automating data so that a firm can identify inventory items, compute their cost,

locate them, and keep track of other useful information. And their acceptance in

industry is extensive [1]. For example, at Renault's automobile plant in France,

they are used to identify and dispatch windshields to the proper destination so

they are installed on the right model car. Bar codes keep records ofemployee time

and attendance data at the Westinghouse Specialty Metals facility in Pennsylva-

nia. And at Apple Computer's Macintosh plant in California, bar codes are used to

track parts through the whole manufacturing operation, including quality control

inspection. They can be used to identify the source of items, what work had been

done (or needs doing), who did it, and a myriad of other information.

INVENTORY COUNTING

Today's automated production systems demand that inventory records be highly

accurate (for example, 98 percent correct or better). If records are not accurate,

the firm may be paying carrying charges for obsolete items, or forced to explain

late deliveries to irate customers. To ensure accuracy, all receipts and disburse-

ments of materials are recorded. In addition, the inventory levels are physically

counted to check records against actual on-hand balances. Two methods of count-

ing inventor)' are by (1) periodic physical counting and (2) cycle counting.

Periodic physical counting is frequently a once-a-year activity that uses almost

anyone who is available (often on an overtime basis) to help count all invento-

ries in stock. It is a satisfactory method of measuring material quantities in

some businesses, particularly those with relatively few items in stock. Indus-

trial plants and warehouses with thousands of items in stock, however, must

take a more professional approach to inventory counting.

Cycle counting is the continuous physical counting of inventory so that all items

are counted at a specified frequency, and inventory records are periodically

reconciled with actual data. Cycle counters arc employees who arc familiar

with storeroom operations, locations, identity codes, and transaction records.

They spend their time counting inventory, doing recounts (on items with

questionable variation), .iiid location audits, which may reveal other items to be

counted. They also analyze transactions to locate causes and implications of

errors.
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I hi In ins moving toward computerized inventor] systems, inventory record

inaccurac) is one ofthe firs! hurdles to overcome Record accurac) is measured b)

lust establishing an allowable tolerance 01 specified percentage 01 dollai value

regarding the difference between the actual count and the re< ord I he quantit) on

the record will be considered accurate it it is wit Inn tins tolerance. The accuracy ol

inventor; is then expressed .is the percentage "I items whose actual count turns

mit in be within tins tolerance Foi firms pist beginning to implement a cycle

counting system, dramatic improvement (fin example, from 60 pen en! at i lira
j

in over 90 percent accurac] ma) come about in a short time s.is ,i few months

Reaching KM) percent accurac) is much more difficult.

The procedure for determining the number "I items to count per da) on

average) is relativel) simple A cycle is the time required to count all items in

inventory at least once. This is often a year. The count firequenc) is the number <>l

times an item is counted in eaeh c\cle

Number ol items counted da)
idiumtu'r ol itcmsllcoiiiit dequeues

Dumber "I woi kday s cycle

Items of higher value or that are subject to a higher risk ol error should be

counted more frequently. For example. A. items ma) be counted monthly, B items

quarterly, and C items annually. An example will illustrate

EXAMPLE 9-6 Empire Building Supply has (S.-l(X) items in stock; 4(K) are class A items,

1,(MM) are B items, and 5, (MM) are (' items. The companv operates 250 days

per year and wishes to count A, B, and C items with a relative frequency of

5, 2, and 1 times a year. How main items should the company count per

day, on the average?

SOLUTION
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WAREHOUSING

Warehousing is concerned with receiving and storing finished goods, and dis-

tributing them to customers. Major decisions relate to (1) the location and size of

warehouses, (2) ordering and handling materials, and (3) record keeping. To
provide the same level of protection against running out of stock, a smaller amount
of extra (or safety) stock is needed for one location than when several locations are

used. Assuming that statistical variations are independent across warehouses, the

combined effect (standard deviation, or SD) of safety stocks in several locations is

the square root of the sum of the individual effects.

Combined effect (SD) = Vl (SD)2

EXAMPLE 9-7 The sketch below depicts the safety stock (SS) amounts in four warehouses in

Ohio. Show that one central warehouse or back-up supply at the factory

could provide the same service with less stock.

B C

WAREHOUSES FACTORY

SOLUTION

Combined effect (SD) = Vl (SD)2 = V900 + 900 + 900 + 9(H)

= V3 600 = 60 units

The equivalent effect at the central warehouse can be obtained by stocking

60 units.

The assumption here is, of course, that the same stock can be shipped

just as quickly from the central warehouse without any adverse time loss due

to transportation.

SUMMARY

Materials management is the planning, organizing, and controlling of the flows of

materials, from their initial purchase through internal operations to the distribu-

tion of finished goods. Materials responsibilities overlap financial, marketing,

production, and other areas.
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Purchasing is concerned with identifying s a "I suppl) selecting sup-

pliers, controlling vendoi peformance, continuall) evaluating supply-demand re-

lationships and maintaining the suppl) system database Professional buyers

typical!) evaluate suppliers on the basis ol several criteria (in addition to price

iiul are sometimes laced with decisions whethei to make oi buv selected compo
nents

Materials handling is a central responsibilit) <>l materials management Man)

linns are moving toward highl) automated materials-handling systems toda)

Inventories are idle resources thai have economic \ .ilm • The) enable linns to

ui\c better service to customers and protect against stockouts. In die production

area the) can be used to help stabilize employment and to decouple operations

so different products can be produced on the same facilities The) also enable

In ins (o do mure economic purchasing and hedge against price and deliver)

uncertainties.

Inventor) managers attempt to realize the benefits ol inventor) while mini-

mizing the total costs necessar) to provide for .i specified level ol service. The

basic EOQ equation simply minimizes the ordering and carrying costs The I-' HI.

equation is similar except that setup costs replace ordering costs, and the carrying

charge is applied to only that proportion ol production thai goes into inventory.

When the purchase price is a (unction of quantity, annual costs at the price

breakpoints must be compared with the EOQ to determine the optimal order

quantity.

Experience lias shown that a small percentage of materials 1 10 to 20 percent)

typicall) accounts tor a major portion (70 to SO percent) of the value of materials in

stock. This disproportion lias led linns to use tlie ABC system of classification,

which enables them to have closer control over the high-value and critical items.

Accurate records ol on-hand quantities are necessar) toda) because' of the

dependence of computer systems on reliable information. Bar codes arc used

throughout manufacturing (factories) and service industries (such as hospitals) to

track all types ol inventory (and other) information. Industrial linns are also

finding some success m adopting lull-time cycle counting programs.

Warehousing is the last step in the materials management chain before goods

go to customers. Careful attention to handling and stock-level decisions can

generate savings here, by identifying appropriate stock-level tradeoffs between

factory and warehouse locations

SOLVED PROBLEMS

MAKE-OR-DUY DECISIONS

1 The Evergreen ( larden Tractor ( lompany lias extra capacity that can be- used to produce

gears thai the compan) has been !mv ing for Sin each II Evergreen makes the ue.irs. it

will incur materials costs of$3 per unit, labor costs of$4 per unit, and variable overhead

costs of $1 per unit The annual fixed cost associated with the unused capacity is $8,000.

Demand over the nexl yeai is estimated at l.(MK) units.
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(a) Would it be profitable for the company to make the gears?

(b) Suppose the capacity could be used by another department for the production of

some sports equipment that would cover its fixed and variable costs and contribute

$3,000 to profit. Which would be more advantageous, gear production or sports

equipment production?

Solurion

(a) In this part we assume that the unused capacity has no alternative use.

Cost to make: VC/unit = materials + labor + overhead

= $3 + $4 + $1 = $8/unit

TVC = (4,000 units)($8/unit) = $32,000

Add: FC + 8,000

Total costs $40,000

Cost to buy: Purchase cost = (4,000 units)($10/unit) = $40,000

Add: FC +8,000

Total costs $48,000

Making the gears is advantageous because it can be done for $32,000 in variable

costs versus the $40,000 cost of purchasing the gears. The $40,000 total cost to make

the gears covers both fixed and variable costs, whereas the $40,000 purchase cost

does not help cover any fixed cost. Yet the fixed cost must be covered.

(b)
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, DefecHvt
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travel at an average speed of 6 miles per hour (allowing for loading, delays, and travel).

If 420 pallet loads must be moved during each 8-hour shift, how many lift trucks are

required?

Solution

Distance/trip = .3(over) + 3(return) = .6 mile

Time/trip = .6 mile -=- 6 miles/hr = .1 hr

Capacity/trip = 3 pallets

Capacity/shift = P ^ts
j [j^j

= 240 pallets/shift per lift truck

Number of lift trucks = ^-jtt—"., '

, , ...,.,,. . r = 1.75 lift trucks (use 2 lift trucks)
240 pallets/shirt/litt truck

TOTAL COSTS AND THE EOQ EQUATION

*4 Calculus explanation and derivation If carrying costs consist of two components— (1)

C = interest cost per unit-year on the average inventory investment and (2) C s
=

storage space cost per unit-year to accommodate Q units—set up an equation for total

costs, and derive an expression for the EOQ which includes both these terms.

Solurion

TC = ordering + interest + storage + purchase

c„(h) D + c
'f

+ c^ + PD

The TC equation can be differentiated by standard calculus methods, where the

differential of Y = X" is

and when a constant, a, is included, the differential of >' with respect to X is

y = «X"

-ttt = naX"~ '

aX

The differential of a constant (by itself) is, of course, equal to zero; so, for example, if

y = 4 + 5X3,

4^7 = » + I5X2

dX

Hi. differential ofTC with respecl toU can be obtained most easily ifwe first move the

Q\ into the numerator (b) adjusting to a negative exponent) so that
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II CJ3Q- 1 + - \~' <(.' PD

I pon differentiating, the purchase cost is a constant and drops oul

f/l< CO
ii-Ll: = cj)Q - * -^- * CJP> I

Recognizing thai any variable to the zero powei equab I and n tting the Inst

derivative equal to zero, the order quantity is now
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2C..D
EOQ

' C

where Cc
= (%)(P) = (.30/yr)($3/unit) = $.90/unit-yr = $.90/12 = $.075/unit-mo.

_ 2($80)(200)
EOQ - V $.075

= 653 bales

7 Far West Freeze Dry purchases 1,200 tins of tea annually in economic order quantity

lots of 100 tins and pays $9.85 per tin. If processing costs for each order are $10, what

are the implied earning costs of this policy?

Solution
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Differentiating, «< have

,/K 12,000
_ ffK

<K>
s

Setting the Brsl dei i\.iti\<- 0,

VL2
< H K

)

—S==- = KHI nulls order
075

Alternatively, we could use Eq. (9-6):

/ 2C„I) j 2(20X600)
= V(V^2C;

=
V .10 + 2(.(»25.

= 400unlts'°"le'

h Substituting () = 400 into the TC expression, we have

TC = £r + 075: K)0) + 600 = $660

D 600
(c) Orders/yr = tt = t^t: = 1.5 orders/yr = 3 orders every 2 \r

ECONOMIC RUN LENGTHS

9 Tin' Finnish Creamery Company produces ice cream !>ars for vending machines and

has an annual demand for 72. (MX) liars. The company lias the capacit) to produce 4(K)

bars per day. It takes only a lew minutes to adjust the production setup (cost estimated

at $7.50 per setup) for the liars, and the firm is reluctant to produce too many at one

time because the storage cost (refrigeration) is relatively hi^h at $1.50 per bar-year.

The firm supplies vending machines with its "Finn-Barrs on 360 days of the year.

(a) What is the most economical number of liars to produce during any one production

run?

(b) What is the optima] length of the production run in days?

Solution

/ 1C D
(a) KRL =

V cri - (dip)]

where Ca
= setup cost = $7 50

D = annual demand = 72. (KM) hars/yr

C = carrying cosl = $1 50/bar-yr

7*? (KM)

d = daily demand rate = "'
= 2(Xi bars day

360

;j = daily production rate = 4(X) bars/day
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QUESTIONS

2(7.5 )(72,000)

1.50[1 - (200/400)]

= 1,200 bars/run

(b) Optimal number of days of the run is

Number of days =
.

'""
n— = 3 davs

400 bars/day

10 A firm has a yearly demand for 52,000 units of a product which it produces. The cost of

setting up for production is $80, and the weekly production rate is 1,000 units. The
carrying cost is $3.50 per unit-year. How many units should the firm produce on each

production run?

Solution

v VCr
[l - (dip)] V3.50[l - (1,000/1,000)]

Note that the demand and production rates in this problem are equal and the equation

(rightly) suggests they should have an infinite (continuous) run.

9-1 Define materials management. What is included in the term "materials"?

9-2 To what extent are service system managers involved in materials management

activities?

9:5 How does a materials manager's responsibilities differ from the responsibilities of

other functional managers, such as the marketing manager, with respect to the scope

of responsibility?

9-4 Do industrial buyers go "out for bid" on all items? Why or why not?

9-5 Briefly identify the purchasing department responsibilities.

9-6 What are some of the key factors to consider in the selection of suppliers?

9-7 How do the cost components for making a product differ from those for buying it?

9-8 How do materials-handling applications in service industries differ from manufactur-

ing applications?

9-9 Identify the major reasons why firms carry inventories.

9-10 Demand for a product doubled during a 3-year period. At a management meeting,

the inventory manager was asked to explain why his order size for this product had

failed to increase in a proportional (linear) amount to demand. How should he

respond?

911 The standard "cookbook EOQ formula does not include the purchase price of an

item Why is this so? When is it important to consider purchase price in computing

tlii- most economic lot size?

9-12 In the economic-run-length equation, what is the effect of letting the production rate

get increasingly faster than the demand rate (in other words, to the point where

goods are produced almost instantaneously)?
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PROBLEMS

9 it Why do firms classiij the aterials according to the \B< method ofclassification?

)
1 1 w h\ do industrial firms use cycle counting rathei than periodk physical counting?

I he Madison headquarters ol Fred's Fast Foods must selei I .< national grot er) chain in

suppl) its last -loud id. in is u itli In sli vegetables mi .1 nationwide has is Ii has developed

tin following criteria .mil scores for prospective vendors Which supplier has the

highest expected score, .mil what is its value?

\ aim Potential Suppliei io/Vi getabL *

Rating

(1-10 Food Fair A 6 H SaleWay

Price 8 .7 3 5

Quality 3 .2 8 5

Delivery 5 .5 4 4

Location 2 .1 7 6

A city operations manager must decide whether to extend cit) garbage collection

services to a new 300-home subdivision or purchase tin- service Erom a rural collection

agency which would charm- $150 per year lor each home. II cit v service is extended to

the subdivision, fixed costs would increase by Sid. <HM) per year. Variable costs of

Collection are estimated at $80 per house per year Which is the liest course of action

for the manager to recommend (on an economic basis to supply the collection sei\ k e

or purchase it from the rural agent \
J

Banktel Inc. produces an automatic cash machine in leased facilities in .in industrial

park. The product uses some special-purpose punch ke\ s which the firm currently

purchases at SI. 20 each. It is considering leasing additional space and producing the

kevs itself. The long-term lease would result in annual costs of $4, 800. The labor,

materials, and variable overhead are estimated at $2.80 per key, and lived overhead

would he an additional Sl.OSO per year. Demand is estimated as shown

Demand
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and produces defective gears with the probabilities shown. Any defects must be

reworked at a cost of $10 per gear. Gears obtained from the subcontractor are

guaranteed to he free of defects.

Percentage of Defectives Probability

P P(}>)

2 10

5 60

10 30

Assume that the manager must choose a course of action without any additional

information and that he bases his choice on a comparison of the expected cost of using

the firm's own machine versus the cost of subcontracting.

(a) What is the break-even point (BEP) in the proportion of defectives where the firm

is indifferent about whether to produce the gears itself or subcontract?

(b) What is the expected proportion of defectives if the company produces on its own

machine?

(c) On the basis of the BEP, should the firm make the gears itself or buy them from a

subcontractor?

(d) What other factors should be considered in this type of make-or-buy decision?

The warehouse manager at the Textile Import Center estimates that the purchase of a

S70.000 forklift would save 2 hours per shift of labor time. The firm works 2 shifts per

day and 300 days per year. If the labor cost to the firm (including benefits) is $32 per

hour, how long would it take for the forklift to pay for itself?

(Requires use of discount tables) Napa Packing Company is considering the purchase of

a conveyor system if the savings in labor costs justify it. The conveyor would cost

$80,000 and would be expected to last 10 years, after which the salvage value would be

$8,000. Operation and maintenance costs would he $4,000 per year.

(a) Assuming that the firm uses an 18 percent cost of capital, compute the equivalent

annual cost of the conveyor.

(b) The conveyor is expected to reduce the existing $120,000-per-year labor cost by 25

percent. Does that savings justify the purchase of the conveyor system?

The hospital operations manager at St. Ann's has asked the stores department to begin

ordering inventory on an economic lot size basis. The hospital uses 900 electrocar-

diogram tape rolls per year, has an ordering cost of $15 per order, and estimates

carrying costs at $.45 per unit-year. How many tapes should he ordered each time?

Discount Appliances has an annual demand represented by the probability distribu-

tion shown.

Demand Probability

200
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order a few toasters In addition carrying and storage costs are $1 50 pei toastei pei

yeai The time from plai ing an ordei until deliver] finom the suppliei is approximate!)

10 days w li.it is the most economical numbei "I to.t-.ii i s to ordei at one time?

M Factor) limit Homes Inc (FBH) purchases paneling components from > < -.n I is

western New ioik mill foi $5 pei unit It expects to use about t ikhi units during the

coming yeai FBH estimates thai it costs $30 to plai e an order and $ I 50 pei unil yeai

In i carrying and storage c osts Tin- null can pnn ide I- HI I wit I lediate deliver) ol

an) reasonable quantit)

I wli.it is the most economical quantit) foi FBH to order?

(b) llou man) orders pei yeai si I « I In- placed?

What is the total yearl) cost associated wit! lering carrying, and purchasing the

EOQ amount?

10 A I. ii i achiner) manufacturer requires 7,000 aii Biters pei yeai as replacement parts

on mechanical harvesters. The niters cost $3 each and .in- stored in rented facilities .it .1

cost of $.35 per unit-year, with storage requirements based upon tin- maximum
number ol units purchased .it one time, (,). The interest (carrying costs based upon

average inventors, .ire $.30 per imit-\car. and tlie In in uses $35 per order as the

ordering cost. Wli.it is the most economical ok lei quantit)
J
[Hint See Solved Prob I

11 Golden Valle) Cannerj uses 64,000 si/e T.\ cans annual!) and can purchase an)

quantity up to 10. (HK) cans at $040 per i .111 \t K).(XM) cms the unit cost drops to $.032

per can. and lor purchases of 30,000 it is $.030 per can The costs ofordering are $24

per order, and interest costs are 20 percent ol the price per can and appl) to the

average inventory. Storage costs an- $.02 per can-yeai and are based upon maximum
inventory. (Disregard safer) stock costs, i

(a) What is the £()(,). disregarding the quantity discounts?

lie What is the most economical order quantity, considering the quantity discounts-'

* 12 Optional, Derive an equation for the most economic lot size when the following costs

appl)

Ordering: CD$/order

Stockout: '

e
$/exposure (where each order cycle constitutes an exposure)

Interest. C,$/unit-yr (based upon average inventor)

Storage: C,$/order (based upon maximum inventor)

Purchase P$/unit (based upon annual demand, /)

Hint The C„ and C costs should end up combined as (C„ + C I.

13 An electronics firm produces calculators at a rate ol I(X) per week (5-day week and 50

weeks per year). Each calculator requires two nickel-cadmium batteries 1 10.000 per

yeai total 1

, which arc also produced intern. ilk at a rate ol 5(H) per day. Setup costs for

hatters production are estimated at $230 per run. and the production analyst estimates

carrying and storage costs lor each batter) at $.20 per unit-yeai What is the most

economical run length loi hatteries?

14 Spokane Public Power Co. purchases transformers at a cost of $.330 and uses an

ordering cost ol St."> per order, inventory is carried at a cost of 10 percent of the per-

unit pi ne (based on average inventory). Storage costs, hascd upon adequate space for

maximum inventory, are $6 per transformer. Annual demand is S00 units.

(a) Compute the total yearly cost if the firm orders in KOQ amounts.

In Ihe supplier has offered the power compan) a 10 percent disi ount for purchasing

in quantities of 200. Assuming this affects all costs except ordering and per-unit

storage costs compute the total yearly cost lor this quantity discount situation
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A governmental supply warehouse is implementing a cycle counting system whereby

class A items are counted monthly, B items quarterly, and C items annually. Of the

6,300 items in inventory, 900 are in class A, 2, 100 are in class B, and the remainder are

in class C. Assuming that there are 250 workdays per year, how many items should be

counted per day?

National Restaurant Supply Corporation (NRSCO) has divided its market area into

geographic regions. The southwest region has a central warehouse in Oklahoma City

and eight satellite warehouses. NRSCO currently carries 17 replacement micro-

processors for its computerized cash registers in the Oklahoma City warehouse. Each

microprocessor represents a $300 investment. A member of the board of directors has

suggested that replacement stock be shifted to the satellite warehouses to provide

faster service. How much additional investment, if any, would be required? Assume

that the stock amounts represent one standard deviation of demand on the Oklahoma

City warehouse and that the satellite warehouses are to provide an equivalent amount

of coverage.
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Porr I True/False ( 1 pomr each = 6]

I Materials management procedures <l<> nol appl) t<> service industr) linns (such .is hospitals and

airlines

\ blanket purchase ordei fixes a price but allows foi variable deliver) times as specified b) the buyer

;j Must manufacturing inventor) tends to have .1 "dependent demand whereas distribution inventories

arc more like!) to have an "independent demand.

1 According to the basic EOQ model (and il othei (actors arc constant), increasing the ordering <ost

tends to il< 1 rease 1 1
1«

- quantit) ord< n d

In the ERL model, ifthe demand rate is (it) units per month and the production rate is 200 units per

month, then To percent dI production goes into inventor)

6 In make-or-buy analysis, the slope <il the total cost line to "make a product is usual!) greatei (01

steeper) than the slope ol the total cost line to buy the product.

Port II Problems [3 poinrs each = 9. Calculate and select your answer]

1 A sporting goods company can cither purchase a shotgun part for S15 each, or produce it (where FC =

$45. (XX) and VC = SlO/unit). The) figure a "(I percent chance demand will be 4,000 units and a 30 percent

chance it will be 6,000 units. The economic advantage of buying the part (instead of making it is

(a) Negative (in other words, make it)

(b) From SO to < $2,000

(c) From $2,000 to < $5,000

(d) From $5,000 to < $20,000

(e) > $20,000

A manufacturer of bar code readers purchases a component (a modem) from a supplier for $40 each. Their

annual demand is 2.02S modems and they have an ordering cost of $50 per order and a earning cost of $12/

unit-yr. If the modem supplier offered a 10 percent discount for purchasing in lots of 200, what would be the

annual savings over ordering in EOQ amounts?

(a) No savings

(b) $1,147

(c) $5,020

(d) $7,965

(e) None of the above

Melody Instrument Coin pain has an inventor) of 200 class A items. 700 class B items, and 1.500 class C items.

Ifthey wish to cycle count the A, B. and C items with a relative frequency of six. four, and two times per \ear

respectivel) .tud the) work 260 days per year, how many items should the) average per day?

(a) < 20 items

(b) 20 to 24 items

25 to 29 items

1 1 30 to 34 items

(e) > 30 items

390
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INTRODUCTION

\s may already be apparent, inventor) control is one ol the most vital respon-

sibilities of an operations manager Insufficient invent js hampei production

and limit sales, whereas excessive inventories tie up cash that ma) be urgent!)

needed elsewhere. It is no surprise, then, that inventoiv control lias been llie key

t<> the success ol man) linns as well as the cause ol failure ol ions others \n

example ol a large distributor ol supermarket supplies will illustrate

INVENTORY
PROBLEM

Over several years, a grocery products distributor built up a large business

in .1 (bur-state ana It maintained a S15 million stock ol inventor) (every-

thing from cornflakes to dog Food) in a huge warehouse Customer orders

came in via phone directly to the warehouse computer, where they were

given to lorklilt truck drivers, filled, and loaded into one ol the comp.uiv s 75

trucks. Over 80 percent of the goods requested could be shipped from stink

with no delay,

However, a competitive distributor came on the scene—and began

promising that he could deliver over 95 percent of the goods from stock The

first reaction ol the established distributor was to "overstock" some items

But the financial manager lelt the compan) already had "too much i cv

tied up in inventory, because cash How was diminished and profits were

low

SOLUTION

An alert company vice president took the initiative to start an "inventory

project. With the help of some part-time (student) employees, he began

putting the demand history of each product on the firm s computer. Aftei

doing some statistical analysis of their demand patterns, he established stock

levels on the basis of meeting demand a specified proportion of the time.

Within 6 months, the service rate had improved, even though the total

investment in inventory had none down. And inventory "turnover" (the

average number of times inventory is sold during the year) was up. With

better service, customers were secure and profits were edging higher. The

"inventory project had made the difference depicted in Fig. 10-1.'

Our Focus The problems of inventory management cannot simply be ignored in

the hope that they will go away. Neither can one rely upon intuitive methods of

setting inventory stock levels. Competition will not permit that. Someone must

intelligently set policies, establish guidelines for inventory levels, and ensure that

control systems are functioning properly.

This chapter continues the exploration of inventory theory begun in the

previous chapter. In that chapter, we addressed the question of how much to

1 Unfortunate!

president

thi t IT Til SOl HI ! >st this \ ice president to anothei organization in search ofa
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Excess stock

Poor service

Low cash flow

Low profits

Adequate stock

Good service

Higher cash flow

Better profits

POOR INVENTORY CONTROL GOOD INVENTORY CONTROL

FIGURE 10-1 Advanrages of Good Inventory Control

order. Here we focus upon the more difficult question of how much to retain in

stock in order to offset the uncertainties of an unpredictable demand (or lead

time).

We first recall the distinction between manufacturing and distribution in-

ventories. Then we identify the inventory variables that can be controlled and

explore some alternative methods of using those variables to handle uncertainties

in demand (or lead time). The chapter ends with a summary of some basic types of

inventory control systems. Upon completion of the chapter, you should be able to

explain how the various inventory variables are related and be able to compute
appropriate levels of safety stock for any desired level of customer service.

INVENTORY TYPES AND SYSTEM VARIABLES

MANUFACTURING VERSUS DISTRIBUTION INVENTORY

We saw earlier (Chapter 9) that manufacturing inventories are the raw materials,

components, and work-in-process maintained to support planned manufacturing

operations. These materials and components are classified as dependent demand
because the number required depends upon the number of end items scheduled

for production. Once a production plan has been formulated, the requirements for

the components that are assembled into finished products can be calculated (for

example, by an MRP system).

In manufacturing, then, the timing of the arrival of materials and components

is often more important than having an extra stock of those materials on hand. This

is not to suggest that certain manufacturing activities do not warrant some reserve

for scrap losses, breakdowns, and so on. However, for the most part, manufactur-

ing requirements arc predictable.

Distribution inventories are the finished goods flowing from the manufactur-

ing process. As in the grocery distribution system described in the example at the

beginning of this chapter, these goods are maintained to satisfy customer needs

—

which may be very uncertain. We typically classify finished goods as having

independent demand, Independent demand can occur randomly and is not as
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predictable, so having .i reserve stock of inventory on hand to compensate foi

uncertainties is usually desirable.

In tins chapter, we deal primarily with independent demand items for which

tin* demand can l>e considered probabilistic. Trie next chapter lotuses upon

dependent demand inventories thai <\ist m .1 manufacturing setting where tin-

timing ol arrivals ol stock is i c critical.

SAFETY STOCKS. ORDER POINTS. AND SERVICE LEVELS

Safety Stock Safety stocks (SS) constitute one ol the majoi means ol dealing with

the uncertainties associated with variations in demand and lead time. They are

amounts ofinventory lield in excess ol regular usage quantities in ordei to provide

specified levels ol protection against stockout. Figure 10-2 illustrates a varying

demand and lead time and the use ol safety Stock for .in inventory system that is

replenished l>> a fixed size ol order, (,). In_thisjypg ofsystemjhe order point < >l'

is the inventory level at which a replenishment order is placed. As illustrated in

the figure, it should include a sufficient quantity to handle demand during the lead

time (DLT)
plus a designated margin ol safety stock.

OP = D1X + SS (10-1)

EXAMPLE 10-1 A nationwide trucking linn has an average demand ol It) new tires per week

and receives deliveries from a Dayton. Ohio, tire company about 20 business

clays (5 days per week) alter placing an order II the firm seeks to maintain a

salety stock of 15 tires, what is the order point?

3 <

Lead time

FIGURE 10-2 Invenrory Voriobles

Lead time
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SOLUTION

OP = DLT + SS

= (10 tires/week)(4 weeks) + 15 tires

= 55 tires

Stockouts If no safety stock were carried and reorders were placed so that

inventory was scheduled to arrive (on the average) when the previous inventory

was used up, the organization would run out of stock on about half of the order

cycles. In manufacturing organizations, stockouts can halt production, idling

expensive labor and facilities. Other costs of being out of stock include the cost of

expediting replacement inventory, the cost of a loss of sales and a loss of goodwill,

and other intangible costs.

The basic EOQ model assumes demand is known and constant, so it does not

include any provision for stockout costs. If they were to be recognized in the EOQ
equation, one method would be to include them like an order cost that is incurred

each order cycle. The effect of including stockout costs this way would be to

increase the order quantity, O, which decreases the frequency of exposure to the

risk (cost) of the stockout. If we let Ce be the cost of exposure to a stockout (SO),

the EOQ equation would take the form:

EOQ (with SO) =
2D(C„ + C

c )

(10-2)

Stockout costs are essentially offset by the cost of carrying inventory beyond
that required to meet average demand, so we can use carrying costs to imply
something about stockout costs. If a preliminary calculation of the EOQ can be
made (without including C

(
,), then an approximation of the number of orders per

year can be calculated. Dividing the total annual carrying cost by this estimated

number of orders yields an approximation of what the firm is paying for carrying

costs (dollars per order). Ifwe assume that the firm is willing to carry inventory up
to the point where this carrying cost is just offset by the stockout cost, then that

same cost per order can be used as our estimate of the stockout cost Cc . We could

then recalculate the EOQ using this estimate of C,.. A more accurate estimate

would, of course, entail more advanced mathematics, which is beyond our scope

here. But further iterations could be made to improve the estimate.

EXAMPLE 10-2 A glasswear manufacturer with an annual demand of 500 units has ordering
costs of $45 per order and carrying costs of $15 per unit per year.

(a) Compute the implied stockout cost.

(b) Use it to compute a revised EOQ that incorporates a rough approxima-
tion of stockout COStS.
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mills

SOLUTION

i ( >ni preliminary estimate "I 1 1 »
«

- EOQ is

eoq = ^5 =
^pxT)

: B

D "><H) units/yr .

Outers w = — = — ;—;

—

\
— - 9 tmleis w

O v> mills ordei

. i i w, , i

carrying cost/yr C,.(Q/2)
Implied SO cost order = j ; = : ;

—

orders/yr orders \ i

$15 mill \i 55 2 milts) „ ,. ,= ——;
: = $4b/orck-r

^) ordcrs/vr

b) EOQ /2D(C„ + Cf )

=
/2 (5O0)(45 +

(with so) " V c:

:

V 15

It.

7s units

Equation 10-2 is conceptual!) helpful in that it is a mechanism for relating

stockout costs to inventory carrying costs. However, the equation per se is not

widely used to establish safet) stock levels. Hie amount of s.iletv stoc. inventory

that is necessar\' is generally considered to be that quantity which is necessary to

meet any reasonable maximum demand during the lead time. This is shown by

dotted lines in the second reorder cycle ot Fig. 10-2. "Reasonable maximum
demand is. however, open to much interpretation. More precisely, the quantity

should be determined on the basis ofknowledge of the frequency distributions of

demand and lead time (and the cost of carrying the Stock).

Later in the chapter we shall deal with setting safety stock levels on the basis

of actual empirical data, and then on the basis of known statistical distributions.

Before embarking on that, however, we need to finish this section with a more

precise definition of the concept of a service level, and we need to consider some

other (recognized) methods of handling inventory uncertainties.

The service level (SL) of an inventory is a number that represents

the percentage of units or the percentage of order cycles in which all demand

requests can be supplied from stock. The converse of service level is a percentage

figure representing the stockout risk (SOR).

SL = HMK* SOR (10-3)

Customers would like 1(H) percent service, but production economics usually

dictate that firms provide something less, perhaps in the range of 75 to 99.7

percent service. We shall return to the question of setting the stockout risk

short!)
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METHODS OF HANDLING INVENTORY UNCERTAINTIES

OVERVIEW OF METHODS

The major uncertainties associated with managing inventories are variability of

demand and variability of lead time. Most of the approaches to handling these

uncertainties make use of safety stock, but other ratio, expected value, and

incremental techniques are in use. Figure 10-3 summarizes some of the methods

on which we will focus for the remainder of the chapter. In the figure, Dave

represents an average demand during a specified period, such as a lead time.

INFORMAL DECISION RULES

A number of informal (and intuitive) decision rules are used—and some appear

satisfactory7
. However, they offer little in the way ofquantifying the level of service

and they are frequently unsatisfactory for large-scale business operations.

FIGURE 10-3 Methods of Protecting Against Shortages and Stockoufs2

Method Description

Informal decision rules

Expected value approach

Incremental approach

Safety stock (statistical)

1 Ratios: Order stock on basis of ratio (e.g., 300 percent

of the expected usage during LT)

2 Ultraconservative: Provide stock for largest daily

usage x longest LT.

3 Safety stock percentage: Let SS = Dave plus a 25-40

percent safety factor.

4 Square root of LT- Less SS = V'Dave during LT.

Construct payoff and expected value tables where alter-

natives are amounts of inventory to stock and uncontrolla-

ble variable is D or LT (especially suitable for handling

perishable inventories).

Add inventory to point where

Incremental cost = incremental gain x P (gain)

1 Single-period model: Use understocking cost per unit

and overstocking cost per unit for one time demand.

2 Multiple-period model: Use stockout cost per unit and

carrying cost per unit for multiple period demands.

1 Empirical Use empirical data to formulate a proba-

bility distribution of D or LT and compute required SS for

specified service level (where service level is based on

percentage of order cycles in stock).

2 Known distribution: Use known (or assumed) statis-

tical distribution of D or LT and compute required SS for

specified service level (where service level is based on

percentage of order cycles in stock)

2 Some instructors may pla< i le . < mpliasis (<ii skip; some of these methods,
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EXAMPLE 10-3 \ suppliei "I .in condil is has had week!) demands from zero to l l units

with DBVC = 3, and lias experienced lead times oi from I weeks t" 2<i weeks
What amount ol stock would be carried undei a de< ision i ule "I > maintain

inu a ratio oi three times the average usage during the average lead tunc oi

(b) stocking for the largest weekl) usage multiplied bj tin- longest lead time?

How much s.itclv stock should lie in. mil. unci I foi I
SS ol .mi.rji ilcui.mil

per week pins a 2."> percent safer) factoi and <l ^s equal to the square root

ol average demand during lead tunc [3]?

SOLUTION

(a) Using the I.I midpoint as the LTave ,

.... 4 + 20 .

LT,ve = —— = 12 wk

Stock = 300% (Davt.)(LTav,.)
= 3.00(3 units/wkit 12 wk) = 108 units

(b) Stock = (D„ lax
)(LTmax ) = (14 units/wk>i2<) wk' - 2S0 units

(c) SS = Dave + .25(DavJ = 3 + .25(3) = 3.75, sax I units

(d) SS = VDav< . during LTavt .
= V^3)(12) = V36 = 6 units

EXPECTED VALUE APPROACH

Expected value approaches have been applied to situations in which revenues and

costs can he measured .is a result oi having or not having stock on hand. Products

that lose value it not immediately used or sold (for example, lush produce are

particularly suitable for this type of analysis. The analysis frequent!) involves the

construction of payofl tables and expected value tables. In general, the controlla-

ble (action) alternatives consist ol the choice ol how much inventor) to stock, and

the uncontrollable state of nature) variable is the demand or lead time

INCREMENTAL APPROACH

Theoretically, a firm should continue to add inventory to the point at which the

incremental cost of more inventory equals the incremental gain from having it

times the probability that the gain will be realized. This can be expressed in

traditional economic terms bv saying that inventor) should be added to the point

at which its marginal cost (MC) equals the marginal revenue (MR) times the

probability that the items will be demanded. I'\l) ]

. during that period. Thus we

have:

MC = MR x //>

Solving lor /'(/)> yields a measure ol the likelihood of sale, where the incremental

gain from selling an item just ollsets the incremental cost ol acquiring and holding
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EXAMPLE 10-4

the item for sale. Recognizing that the marginal revenue includes both marginal

cost (MO and marginal profit (MP), we have, for a one-time demand:

f«" m MC
MC + MP

where P(D) represents the cumulative probability of needing the next unit

(10-4)

An item costs $6 to produce, sells for $10, and has an estimated cumulative

probability distribution of demand during the next period as shown below.

Unit Number
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FIGURE 10-4 Balancing Costs of Understocking and Overstocking

Two models apply. The single-period model applies to situations in which

unused items are not normally carried forward from one period to the next, or a

penalty exists tor doing so. Multiple-period models appl) to the bulk ol continu-

ous-production operations, which have recurring demand

Single-Period Models Single-period models assume that (1) demand can be

estimated. (2) purchase quantity is limited and may not be increased beyond the

initial amount, and (3) individual per-unit costs are available for overstocking and

understocking. Here we lei P(D) be the cumulative probability ol demand being

greater than or equal to the individual demand values, d At the (optimal) balance

point, the expected cost of understocking, CUJP(D), equals the expected cosl oi

overstocking, (•',,„[ 1
— P(D)]. Solving for the cumulative probability value. /'</)'.

we have:

C^PID) = CJ1 - P(D)\

Single-period:
tt/Ji

+ C.
Hi".

The value ot /'(D) is then the balance point at which the two costs (overstock-

ing and understocking) are equal. By relating the value ol I'\I)i to the cumulative

distribution table tor curve), we can find (on the horizontal axis) the most eco-

nomical level of stock for any combination of C„. and ("
k. costs.

EXAMPLE 10-5 An operations manager of Nationwide Car Rentals must decide on the

number of vehicles of a certain model to allocate to his agency in the

Nashville area on a one-time basis. The cars are obtained from an auto

leasing firm at a cost of $20 per day. Nationwide rents the cars to its

customers tor $30 per day. It a car is not used, the auto leasing firm will give

Nationwide an SS rebate.
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Records of past demand have yielded the empirical probability distribu-

tion shown. How many units of this model should Nationwide stock if it

seeks to balance the costs of overstocking and understocking?
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Insofai .is /' /)i is the cumulative probability thai demand will be exceeded it

also represents the stockoul i isk SI »H associated with the corresponding level "1

stock.

c
Single-period: SOR = g

—

:^7
- l<">

. i\ ' UN

Thus, in Example 10-5, .i stork ol II cars would yield a SOB equal to /'/> ol

approximatel) 545 And because the SOU is tin- complement of the service level,

we have:

SL = 100* SOW/, = -—^r~ |li:

and the service level in Example 10-5 would be I "'Hi 545 = .455.

Example 10-5 illustrated the use ol the single-period model lor finding the

optimum stocking level, given some historical (empirical) demand. The model can

also be used for data that are known to follow standard statistical distributions.

Solved problems at the end ol the chapter illustrate the use ol this increment.il

approach when the data are distributed in a uniform, normal, or Poisson manner.

Multiple-Period Models Multiple-period models apply to continuous production

operations and are also useful where one wishes to incorporate an individual

stockout cost per unit. Purchase quantities may be calculated 1>\ standard equa-

tions, or influenced by the type of inventor) (dependent \ersus independent), the

type of inventory classification (A, B, or (.'). the associated costs of ordering,

carrying, and purchasing, or the type ofinventor) control system used. We simply

enter the order quantity being used as O in the equation below.

The overstocking and understocking costs ol the simile-period model are

replaced by per-unit carrying costs Cc and per-unit stockout costs Cso . We assume

that earning costs per unit are known (not probabilistic). Stockout costs per unit

must be multiplied by the number ol opportunities lor stockout, or order cycles,

DIQ. The multiple-period SOB is thus:

(Expected stockout]
[
number of order

| _ [carrying cost]

rust unit / Vcycles this occurs/ V of the unit /

1 1 1

[Probability
|

[stockout] / D units/yr \ _ [carrying cost]

Vof stockout/ Vcost/unit/ \Q units/order/ perunit-yr/

In symbols:

(SOR) x (CJ x DIQ

Therefore:

Multiple-period: C„D = £_ /Q\
SOR = 7T- fd (10-8)
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Note that Eq. (10-8) applies to situations in which individual stockout costs per

unit arc known (or estimated). This is in contrast to the stockout cost per order

cycle of Eq. (10-2).

EXAMPLE 10-6 A construction equipment dealer experiences an annual demand of about

300 electric generators and orders in quantitives of 50 units per order.

Carrying costs are $900 per unit-year, and stockout costs are estimated at

$2,000 per unit. What optimum probability of stockout should be used to

determine the appropriate inventory-stocking level?

SOLUTION

SOR
$900/unit-vr

$2,000/unit-order/ V 300 units/yr)(
50 units/order) 075

The stock should be enough that demand is exceeded only 7.5 percent of the

time. If the cumulative distribution ofdemand were available to us (as in the

previous problem) we would then use it to find the stock level that is

exceeded only 7.5 percent of the time and designate this as our optimal

stocking amount.

USING EMPIRICAL DATA TO SET SAFETY STOCK LEVELS

Empirical data describing past demand, and lead-time variations, may be used to

establish safety stock levels if the service level and carrying cost of inventory is

specified. First, we assume that demand is variable and that lead times are

constant. Once the stockout risk is established, and data collected on past de-

mand, a cumulative distribution of demand can be formulated, and the maximum
demand for a given stockout risk (DSOR ) can be obtained directly from the

cumulative distribution. The required safety stock is then the difference between

this maximum demand (DSOR ) and the average demand (Dave).

SS = D„ D, (10-9)

In the example that follows (Example 10-7), the service level (SL) represents the

percentage oforder cycles that demand is met from stock on hand. This is a major

difference between the methods in this section and the incremental methods

discussed above.

EXAMPLE 10-7 The data below represent weekly demand on a $250 item which has a

constant lead time of 1 week. The firm has a 20 percent per-year cost for

carrying inventory. Determine the safety stock level and carrying cost for

providing a service level of (a) 90 percent and (l>) 95 percent.
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stix k 'id percent ol the time, oi 95 percent oi the t • oi sunn- othei spo ified

service level? II foi example, the responsible managei is not willing to allocate as

much .is S l
) ")(Mi pei yeai t<> ensure thai there is stock cm hand 95 pen ent ol 1 1 «.-

order cycle times, the cu lative distribution curves can l»- used to identif) the

level nl service a managei can expect foi an) lowei oi higher) carrying cost

EXAMPLE 10-8 Given the data from Example 10-7, suppose the manager is willing ti>

allocate onlj $3,000 per year to the carrj ingol safet) stink for die S25<) item.

For what percentage oi order cycles can li<
- or she expect to i un out ol stoi k

'

SOLUTION

We can compute how much safet) stock the $3,000 would fond l>\ dividing

the $3,000 by the cans inn t<lst per unit-yeai

$3,000 allocated \r
SS = cmn ., ,,,,.„ ,

'
, = W ""Its

$25()/iiiiit l2()%/yr)

The stockout risk corresponding to SS = 60 units is:

SS = DS()H
- D.ve

[where Dave
= 240 units (from Figure 10-5)]

= 60 + 240 = 3(X) units

•"• dsor = SS + D

From tht- cumulative distribution (Fig. 10-5), a demand of 300 units

corresponds to a percentage value of approximate]) 29 percent. Therefore

the manager ma\ expect to run out of stock on approximately 29 percent of

the order cycles. That is. if the firm places an order each week, it may run

out of stock on (.29)(52) = 15 occasions. Knowng this, the manager may want

to reconsider the S3, (MX) allocation.

INTERDEPENDENCE OF INVENTORY VARIABLES

The order point, order quantity, demand, lead time, and safety stock levels are all

interdependent variables. Each can influence the risk of stockout. The order point

establishes the amount of risk of stockout, for it includes safety stock plus demand
during lead time. Thus, the higher the order point, the more inventory is carried

in stock and the less the risk of stockout (although the greater the carrying cost)

The order quantity establishes the frequency of exposure to risk of stockout, or

number of trials to run out of stock. An order quantity equal to annual demand
would limit the number of stockout risks, or trials, to one per year. On the other

hand, carrying such a laruc average inventory for a long period of time could result

in high carrying costs

In terms of the EOO model, ordering and .stockout costs act to increase the

quantity ordered so that the frequency of orders and exposures to stockout is
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reduced. Quantity discounts also tend to increase Q. Carrying and storage costs

exert the opposite effect of tending to reduce order quantities.

We have seen how safety stock levels can be set using empirical data of actual

demand or lead times. When the demand or lead-time pattern follows a known
statistical pattern, the problems of setting safety stock levels are simplified, for we
need not go through the extia work of formulating cumulative distributions of

actual data.

USING STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS TO SET SAFETY STOCK LEVELS

Sometimes the frequency pattern ol demand or lead time follows a known statis-

tical distribution such as the normal or Poisson. If, as with stock levels set using

empirical data, a desired service level can be ascertained (a management deci-

sion), then the safety stock levels and appropriate order points can be determined

quite easily.

INVENTORY LEVELS UNDER NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED DEMAND

If the distribution of demand during lead time is symmetrical and unimodal, the

normal distribution may satisfactorily describe it. Figure 10-6 depicts a normal

distribution of demand during lead time. Note that an average demand would just

use up the cycle (that is, non-safety stock) inventory during the lead time. If no

safety stock were carried, we would expect the firm to run out of stock on about 50

percent of the order cycles.

The standard deviation (a) or mean absolute deviation (MAD) is a useful

measure of dispersion of individual demand values from the mean value. We have

seen previously that:

.-41 (X - n)g

N
MAD =

S|X

N

<t = 1.25 MAD

Normal distribution of

DLT (with ii and o)

Average DL

Probability of

stockout during

this order cycle

FIGURE 10-6 Normol Distribution of Demand during Lead Time
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B) expressing the service level .is ,i percentage <>l the area under the normal

i urve, 1 1 is possible to calculate tli<- safety stink required to provide a given level ol

service in terms ofde> iations horn the mean. ( lonversely, it the number "I units ol

s.ilci\ stock is specified, we can determine li<>w much protection against stockoul

(that is. the percentage of service) the safet) stock provides A table ol s.il«t\ si<n k

level (actors (SF) for normally distributed variables is given in Fig. 10-7 lli<-

FIGURE 10-7 Sofery Srock Level Factors for Normally

Disrnbured Variables

SS = SF„(<r) oi SFMAD(MAD
OP = /), • ss

SS =

Safety I at tot ' mul'

Service Let el
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EXAMPLE 1 0-9

factors are simply the number of standard (and mean absolute) deviations required

to include the specified percentage of area under the normal curve cumulated in

the positive direction.

The demand for a product during its lead time is normally distributed, with

mean p. = 1,000 units and standard deviation a = 40 units. What percent-

age of service can a firm expect to offer if (a) it provides for average demand

only and (b) it carries 60 units of safety stock?

SOLUTION

(a) Average demand (1,000 units) would include no safety stock. Therefore,

service = 50 percent.

(b) With 60 units ofSS:

SF
=SS = 60

^" a 40
1.5

o = 40

Therefore, from Fig. 10-7 the service level = 93.32 percent.

Note that the same result would be obtained from using any table of

the normal distribution where

1,060 - 1,000

40
= 1.5

The service level corresponds to the shaded area under the normal curve in

Fig. 10-8.

o = 40

FIGURE 10-8 Service Level Shown as Area under rhe Normal Curve
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EXAMPLE 10-10

(Using (r)

EXAMPLE 10-11

(Using MAD)

\ iii iii Lis .i .il distribution of demand <l ig a (constant lead tiine

wiili a 250 units. Tin- linn wants in provide l )S percent sen ii i

I low much safer) stock should be carried?

(b) II tin- demand during tin- lead time averages I 2(H) units what is the

appropriate order point?

SOLUTION

a ss SF
ff
(o) = (2.05)(250) = 512 units

(b) OP = /),, + SS = 1,200 + 512 = 1,1 12 units

As indicated pre> iouslj . tin- sen ice 1<\ el is ,i statement ol the percentage of

order cycles tli.it tlo not experience a stockout. II the number ol stockouts allowed

per time period is designated, il can easily lie expressed as ,i sen ice \e\ el \\ <• first

estimate the number of reorder cycles. Then we express the numbei ol cycles the

stock is adequate as a percentage ol the total number ol cycles, If. lor example, a

linn places an order about every week and wants to limit the number ol stockouts

to one pci yeai , tliis means it must have sufficient safety stock to supply it during

51 of the 52 order cycles. The ratio 51/52 would then constitute a 98 percent

service level.

A linn has a normally distributed forecast ol demand, with MAI) = fit) units

during the fixed lead time ol 1 week. It desires a service level which limits

stockouts to one order cycle per year.

(a) How much safety stock should be carried?

(b) IfDLT averages 500 units, what is the appropriate order point?

654
Order point

SOLUTION

i.i) SS = SFMAD(MAD)

where Sl'\m , depends upon the service level:

1 week's supply/order = 52 orders/yr

1 stockout in 52 = — in st(K/k = l )s percent service

* SFMAD = 2 56 (from Fig. 10-7)

SS = 2.56(60) 151 units
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1

(b) OP = DIT + SS

= 500+154 654 units

LEAD TIMES DIFFERENT FROM THE DEMAND PERIOD3

In the previous example, the lead time and order cycle (or demand period) were

both 1 week. What changes are necessary to accommodate situations in which lead

times are (1) shorter than the order cycle or (2) longer than the order cycle?

Remember, we are still assuming that lead times are constant.

EXAMPLE 10-12

LT < Order Cycle We have already illustrated the situation in which lead times

are shorter than the order cycle. (See Fig. 10-6.) No special adjustments are

necessary 7 because our uncertainty is confined to the latter phase of the demand

cycle, that is, the time after reaching the order point. We can use the data from

Example 10-1 1 to show that no change in safety stock level is necessary to yield the

same level of service for longer order cycles.

Suppose the firm in Example 10-11 (where LT = 1 week, DlT = 500 units,

MAD = 60 units) ordered a 5-week supply rather than a 1-week supply. For

the same level of service (98 percent):

(a) How much safety stock should be carried?

(b) What is the appropriate order point?

SOLUTION

(a) SS = SFMAD(MAD) 2.56(60) = 154 units

(b) OP = DlT + SS = 500 + 154 = 654 units

As is evident, the safety stock is a direct function of MAD, which is

unchanged for this situation.

As another example, suppose the firm in Example 10-12 wished to use the

criterion (as in Example 10-11) of limiting stockouts to one order cycle per year.

The 5-week supply would necessitate placing only 52/5 = 10.4 orders per year.

Being out of stock one time would result in 9.4/10.4 s 90 percent service. Using

Fig. 10-7, the safety stock required would he only SS = 1.60(60) = 96 units (as

compared with 154 units for 9<S percent service). Figure 10-9 illustrates this

situation.

Figure 10-9 assumes that there is a constant monitoring of demand so that

uncertainty is limited to the demand during the last (5th) week, when a reorder

has been placed hut has not yet arrived. Unfortunately, the salety stock is carried

(at a cost) for the first 4 weeks too, even though it is not needed then. Time-phased

and MRP systems attempt to reduce this unnecessary inventory In scheduling

materials to arrive as needed. We shall go into more detail on this later.

I In. materia] extendi beyond thai covered in some introductory texts.
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FIGURE 10-9 Producr wirh 5-Week Order Cycle and 1-Week Lead Time (90% 5L)

• Order Cycle This type of situation arises when smaller shipments are

ordered at frequent intervals, but delivery time is long. High carrying costs (or a

tight cash position) may prompt a firm to follow this course of action. For example

a tire distributor may find that it is more economical to place replenishment orders

on a weekly basis rather than every few weeks. Even though it takes 4 weeks for

the tires to arrive from the factory, the weekly orders are easier to store and don't

require so much cash outlay at one time.

Figure 10-10 illustrates a LT > order cycle situation. Each of the individual

order cycles within the span of the lead time adds some of its own demand
uncertainty to the ending distribution. However, the increase required in safety

stock is not directly proportional to the increase in lead time.

As you may recall from your statistics, standard deviations (or's) are not

additive, but variances (&2 ) are additive. However, we want to end up with an

FIGURE 10-10 Lead Time Containing Four Order Cycles
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aggregated standard deviation of demand during lead time, ah . Therefore, we
convert the individual standard deviations of the order cycle (o(K.) into variances

(ofj, add the variances (Xo^,), and take the square root (Vzcrjy. Recognizing our

assumption of a constant lead time and that this lead time has n independent order

cycles, each of which has a similar normally distributed demand, we can eliminate

the summation step and simply multiply the variance of the (average) distribution

by the number of demand cycles, n.

Thus, for constant LTs > order cycles, we can estimate the standard devia-

tion of demand during the lead time, ah , as

(10-11)

where n = number of order cycles in the lead time

CTL = variance of an order cycle (that is, a representative variance)

EXAMPLE 10-13 A tire distributor has a weekly order cycle and has experienced a normally

distributed demand with a mean of 40 units per week and a standard

deviation of 5 units per week. Lead time is constant at 6 weeks. The

distributor wishes to provide 90 percent service.

(a) How much safety stock should be carried?

(b) How much stock is on hand when the reorder is placed?

SOLUTION

(a) SS =SF»
where SF for 90% =1.28

ct = the ak of demand during the 6-week LT

= Virun
where n = 6

o-L = 52

= V6(5)2

= 12.25 units

.-. SS = (1.28)(12.25)

= 15.68, say 16 units (tires)

(b) The safety stock of 16 units is designed to protect the distributor over 6

order cycles of demand uncertainty (and it is assumed that the lead time

of 6 weeks is constant). Therefore the distributor can work with an order

plan based upon the amount used during one order cycle, D(X.. The

actual (physical) inventory on hand, /oh , when the distributor places an

order will be:

/ . = D .
+ SS = 40 + 16 = 56 tires
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Note, however, tli.it in terms ol units mi hand and on ordet the lunik

value ordi i point would I"- substantial!) highei foi it would be trig

gered l>\ 6 weeks ol demand it )•• units pei week pins the 16 units o)

safet) sick, m OP 6 10 • L6 256 units

In Example 10-13, ifthe lead time were only 1 week, onlj L.25 5 6.4 s.i\

7 units ol s.itoh stmk would have been required. Tin- extended lead time has thus

more than doubled the safety stock requirement.

II tin' variability "I demand during the lead time is expressed in MAI) rathei

th. in ir values, it can lie converted into a s

OTHER DEMAND AND LEAD-TIME DISTRIBUTIONS

Previous examples have assumed a constant lead time and variable demand. II

demand were constant and lead time varied, the same theorj would liolcl. How-
ever il both demand and lead time varj simultaneously, the combined distribution

is likely to be ol some nondeterminanl form, and computer simulation ma) be (In-

most effective way ol estimating an appropriate level ol safet) stock < hie consei

vative approach is to use the longest normal lead time.

Main demands have a normal distribution at the production-plant level and a

Poisson distribution at the retail level. The I'oisson distribution also has sunn

applicability in estimating lead time

INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEMS

Inventory control systems are the ordering and monitoring techniques used to

control the quantity and timing of inventory transactions The traditional in-

ventory control systems are classified as either perpetual (continuousl) monitored

or periodic. However, other inventor) control measures are used isuch as in-

ventory "turns ), and numerous combinations exist (for example, a base stock

system). In addition, many broad-based scheduling systems incorporate inventory

control activities as an integral part of the larger systems. The Japanese have

introduced the world to just-in-time (JIT) inventory management systems with

Kanban material movement subsystems. And the computerized MRP systems,

developed largely in the United States, arc very highlv integrated production and

inv entory control sv steins.

Space does not permit a detailed description of the numerous types ol

inventor) control systems in use today, but we shall take a brie) look at (1)

perpetual, (2) periodic, (3) just-in-time, and (4) MRP and related systems.

The perpetual and periodic sv stems, by themselves, are essentially only

order launching techniques. They also tend to look hark at historical averages

rather than ahead to a forecast ol material requirements. Nevertheless, the) are

still widely used as a basis for releasing orders because thev answer the basic

questions of how much to order and when. This is often s.itisf.K tor) for distribution
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inventories (such as we have dealt with in this chapter) but is usually unsatisfactory

for manufacturing inventories. MRP systems (for manufacturing) are the subject of

the next chapter.

PERPETUAL (FIXED ORDER-QUANTITY) SYSTEMS

Perpetual inventory systems are often referred to as fixed-quantity systems. They
keep a current (perpetual) record of the amount of inventory in stock at all times.

A fixed quantity Q is ordered when the order point is reached (that is, when the

amount on hand, without using the safety stock, will just meet the average

demand during the lead time). This type of system, illustrated in Fig. 10-11, lends

itself to the use of EO(,) purchasing methods. The system requires continuous

monitoring of inventory levels, which can easily be done if the system is comput-

erized. Because of this, it is often used for inventories that have large, unexpected

fluctuations in demand, such as end-item inventories.

PERIODIC (FIXED ORDER-INTERVAL) SYSTEMS

Periodie systems are often referred to as fixed-interval systems. They review the

amount of inventory in stock at periodic intervals, such as weekly or monthly. A
variable quantity Q is then ordered on a regular basis. The order quantity is the

estimated quantity needed to bring the inventory on hand and on order up to a

specified level. Because the safety stock must provide protection over the entire

cycle (that is, from time period r, to f2 ), it is typically larger than would be
required under a fixed order-quantity system, where the safety stock must protect

over the lead time only. This system does not, however, require continuous

monitoring, and it is especially useful for processes that call for a consistent use of

material. It also lends itself to conditions where a single review period can be used

\\
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Maximum
level
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Have a flexible work force capable of using multiple skills.

Strive for very short setup times and very small lot sizes.

Work for a relatively constant (stabilized) master schedule.

Insist that defect-free materials and supplies be delivered when needed.

Use a Kanban or comparable system to pull needed inventory through the

system (in response to final assembly schedule).

Develop necessary support (reliable vendors, employee cooperation, out-

standing maintenance program, spare capacity, and so on).

FIGURE 10-13 Key Elements in a JIT Sysrem

Figure 10-13 summarizes some of the key features of JIT systems. A major

tenet is to avoid holding any unnecessary inventory [4:469]. Instead, the firms rely

upon the careful scheduling of work, on-time delivery of (zero-defect) supplies,

and skilled workers who are capable of handling any problems that may arise

during production (such as shortages or breakdowns).

The absence of unnecessary inventory forces JIT systems to become very

flexible to change—for example, to be able to produce a different part or model on

a moment's notice. Setup and "model change-over" times in JIT plants are

typically reduced from hours to minutes. (This in turn can save millions of dollars

in idle time costs.) As is evident, teamwork and close cooperation of everyone is

vital. Suppliers even cooperate to deliver parts several times per day, just as if

they were extensions of the main production plan.

Kanban Systems In JIT systems, inventory is viewed as a waste. It just sits there

tying up funds and taking up space (a problem which the Japanese take seriously).

Instead of using inventory as a protection against emergencies, JIT systems "cut it

to the bone" so as to expose the scheduling, materials, or other problems in the

system—which are then attacked and corrected.

The heart of the materials control system is a rather simple physical card and

container system that replaces the paperwork used in most shops. The cards, or

markers, limit inventory to that needed to support current production. Two main

types of cards are used: (1) production Kanbans and (2) move Kanbans. Production

Kanbans authorize the production of the number of parts needed to fill a limited

size container (such as 25 gears). Move, or withdrawal, Kanbans authorize the

movement of containers from the output of one work center (WC) to the input of

the next.

Figure 10-14 illustrates the inventory How in a portion of an assembly line

with three work centers. The daily production schedule is given to the final

assembly line (on the right) and to outside suppliers. Assume it authorizes produc-

tion at WC 3 and in doing so uses up a full container of parts. The empty

container, and a move Kanban are returned to the output area ofWC 2, which has

,i lull container (with a production Kanban attached). The production Kanban in

the lull container is removed and placed on a receiving post at WC 2 (signaling the
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SUPPLIER

FIGURE 10-14 Partial Kanbon Sysrem (Adopted from [1])

authorization to produce another container of parts). The move kanban from the

empty container is then transferred to the lull container, which is moved back to

the input area of WC 3. As \Y(.' 2 needs more inputs, its suppl) requirements are

in turn transmitted hack to WC 1 (and possibly to outside suppliers).

Kanban systems might be characterized as deceptively simple and yet ele-

gantly effective. Although tliey do seem to require unnecessary worker involve-

ment in materials handling, they foster cooperation and avoid unnecessary.

paperwork. And as improvements in setup and production times are realized,

inventory levels can be further reduced by removing some of the available

containers.

MRP AND OTHER SYSTEMS

Many firms have thousands of items of inventory which require some form of

control. The usage calculations and record-keeping chores would soon become

overwhelming were it not for the computer and its unique information storage and

retrieval capabilities. Inventory control is so ideally suited to computerization that

it is usually one ol the lirst and most important tasks to gain priority on an

organization's computer. Most computer manufacturers offer software packages of

inventory control systems and will provide technical assistance for setting up a

computerized control system.

Computerization ol the inventory control S) stem rests upon the application of

the inventory theory presented earlier in tins chapter. There is no inherent magic

that automatically sokes inventory problems. The computer keeps a record of

prices paid, quantities in stock, and so forth. The firm's management must specif)

sen ice levels desired, stockout costs, carrying costs. usage expectations, and the

like. From there on. the computer can calculate demand patterns, variances, and

lead-time statistics, and it can print out recommended order quantities on appro-
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SUMMARY

priate dates. It does the tedious calculations for thousands of items which would

he impractical to do by hand. In some cases its low-cost data storage capabilities

have eliminated the need for traditional classifications of inventory, such as the

ABC system. When working with families of items, simple EOQs may not result

in the optimal number of orders or machine setups. Computerized methods have

also been developed to determine the most economic lot sizes while staying within

given set-up hour limitations and still balancing ordering and inventory carrying

costs [2:75].

With the availability of small business computers (with large processing

capability and memory), nearly any firm can computerize its inventory system.

Inexpensive inventory programs are often wholly adequate for small firms. Com-
plete and more comprehensive inventory packages are available from such firms as

IBM, Xerox, Honeywell, and Boeing.

Time-phased MBP systems are the last distinctive type of inventory system

that we shall discuss (see Chapter 11). MRP systems can handle all inventory

items, but they are particularly well suited to dependent-demand items, whereas

the order point systems are not. Unfortunately, many firms have tried to force

dependent-demand inventories into an order point format for years, and it has

never worked well for that. Like JIT systems, MRP is really more than an

inventory system— it represents a whole new capability for scheduling as well as

for inventory management.

This chapter is concerned primarily with distribution (independent demand) in-

ventories that must respond directly to varying patterns of customer demand.

(Manufacturing inventories are largely dependent and there is less need for

carrying extra (safety) stock.) The EOQ formula can be adjusted to incorporate

stockout costs when they are available.

Four methods of protecting against stockouts are (1) informal decision rules,

(2) expected value approaches, (3) incremental approaches, and (4) statistical

methods of setting safety stocks. Other than the informal decision rules, the

methods basically attempt to balance the advantage of having some inventory

against the cost of carrying it. The expected value approach is most useful for

inventory items that drop in value if not used right away.

A major difference between the other two approaches is in how the stockout

cost is applied. In the incremental models of method 3, the stockout costs pertain

to individual units; whereas in the statistical models of method 4, costs are stated

in terms of order cycles, so in method 4 there is no adjustment for whether the

shortage is 2 units or 20.

The single-period incremental model uses the overstocking and understock-

ing costs of individual units to derive a balance point at which the two costs are

equal. The balance point, /'(/)). is then the cumulative probability that demand

will he a certain amount, d. and so we choose to stock that amount. The V(D) also

equals the stockout risk (SOH). In the multiple-period incremental model the
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overstocking and understocking costs are replaced l>\ per-unit carrying and stock-

Di 1 1 i lists The model is also adjusted to reflect the numbei "I orders plai ed D Q
lint the formula foi calculating the stockoul risk is relativel) simple.

When using the statistical models ol method t. the sen ice level indicates the

percentage ol ordei cycles that the firm will be able to supply inventor) from

stmk Historical demand tor lead-time) data can l»- used to formulate empirical

cumulative distributions which reveal how much saletv stuck is needed to main-

tain a specified service level. The appropriate reorder point is then simpl) the

average demand during the lead time plus the safety stock.

When demand distributions follow a normal distribution, the calculations for

setting s.ilitx stock levels arc simplified. \\V just compute the number of standard

deviations kts' or mean absolute deviations (MADs) required to provide a given

service level and express this in units ol in\ niton (sing salrt\ stuck level factors

from a table of .r or MAI) values further simplifies the cal( illations W hen the l<ad

time exceeds the order cycle, however, more saletv stock is required.

Good inventory management is essential in both manufacturing and distribu-

tion situations. Distribution inventories tend to lie more suited to controls which

key of! an Older point. Perpetual (fixed-quantity) and periodic (fixed-interval)

systems are two of the most popular order-launching systems. The fixed-quantity

systems require continuous monitoring hut can accept EOQ Ordering and lend

themselves to computerized control.

Just-in-time (JIT) and MRP systems are more suitable for handling depen-

dent-demand (manufacturing) inventories. JIT systems strive to reduce invento-

ries to a hare minimum, depending upon good scheduling and skilled, cooperative

workers to handle any difficulties. Inventory control is sometimes accomplished

by use of a Kanban system that offers a visual control via the use of cards and

containers. MRP systems are the subject of the next chapter.

SOLVED PROBLEMS

SAFETY STOCKS, ORDER POINTS, AND SERVICE LEVELS

1 A producer of Sun-Stop suntan lotion uses 4(X) gallons per week of a chemical which is

ordered in EOQ quantities of 5,000 gallons at a quantity discount cost of $3.75 per

gallon. The procurement lead time is 2 weeks, and a safety stock of 200 gallons is

maintained. The storage cost is $.01 per gallon-week. Kind .i the maximum inventory

on hand (on the average), (b) the average inventory maintained, and (c) the order point

(in units).

Solution

(a) Maximum inventory: /„, lv
= safety stock + EOQ

= 200 + 5.000 = 5.200 gal

(b) Average inventor) /,„. =
/
'"" * /n"" =

5l20° + 2
= 2.700 gal
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(c) Order point: OP = DLT + SS

= (400)(2) + 200 = 1,000 units

A firm has an annual demand of 1,000 units, ordering costs of $10 per order, and

earning costs of $10 per unit-year. Stockout costs are estimated to be about $40 each

time the firm has an exposure to stockout. How much safety stock is justified by the

carrying costs?

Solution

/
2D(C + C,,) 2(1,000)(10 + 40)

O = y ^ l- +
yj jjj

= 100 units

„ , ,
D 1.000 units/vr ,. , ,

.'. Orders/yr = 77 = 777^ —.—j— = 10 orders/yr
Q 100 units/order

Stockout costs are ($40/trial)(10 trials/yr) = $400/yr. At carrying costs of $10/unit-yr, the

$400 will fund:

$400/yr .„ . , _ .

—77-—

r

= 40 units ot satetv stock
$10/unit-yr

A container manufacturer produces corrugated bales of pressboard on a multipurpose

production line at a rate of 50 bales per week. The cost to set up for production of bales

is $3,000. The bales are used in another part of the plant at a rate of 20 bales per week

(1.000 per year), and the firm uses a cost of $9,000 for being out of stock. If carrying

costs are $140 per bale per year, what is the most economic production run length?

Solution

This problem necessitates that we modify Eq. 10-2, adjusting it for a noninstantaneous

supply:

ERL (with SO)
2D(C„ + C,,)

C,.(l + dip)

2(1,000)($3,000 + $9,000) _ , .

$140(1 - 20/50)
~ WB "aleS

Informal decision rides Trident Valve Company has experienced a demand pattern of

a maximum of 40 units/day, a minimum of 10 units/day, and DBve = 21 units/day. Lead

times for reorders vary from 2 to 8 days.

(a) What amount of stock would be carried under a decision rule of largest daily usage

times longest lead time?

b Mow much safety stock would be carried under a rule of average demand plus 30

percent salety factor?

. How much under a rule ol the square root of average demand during lead time?
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Solution

a) Stock /> <LT I
I ls/dayK8 days) 120 units

I, ss Davi
i 309 /»... 21 10(21 27.6 .

i se 28 units

ss \ '/)„.. duriiu; l.T

where LT.V. =^4"
8
= 5 days

D
mVi

during l.T = Ul^5
] (5 days) Mi", units

ss = \/l05 = 10.25 .-. Use II units

5 Expected value approach Idaho Potato I lompan) believes thai next period s demand
can be approximated from past data as shown below Tne selling price is SKHi pei

thousand pounds, COSt is S(><! pel thousand pounds, and an) potatoes not sold an- used

tor hog Iced at $10 per thousand pounds.

Demand X i U» <
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(b) Expected values are computed by multiplying the payoff value X by its probability

of occurrence P(X). Thus for the cell:

Stock 20, demand 20: E(X) = 800(.l) = 80

Stock 20, demand 25: E(X) = 800(.2) = 160
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Because demand is uniform we can depict it with a straight lineai line fi the

minimum demand 20,000) to the nuudi demand 24,000 Going into the

curve (below) from I .mil down to the horizontal axis yields an optima] value <>l

22 MX)

10

SL<

SOR

At 20.000 22,400

Newspaper demand

24.000

(1)1 The .40 is the equating probability thai demand will be ex< eeded, and represents .i

stockoiit nsk (stal)lislic(l on (he lu.sis of the costs given. Tims the corresponding

senile level is:

SL = 1 - SOR =1-4=6

\tite: Algebraically, the point representing a 60 percent service level is an inven-

tory of:

'opt = Dmm + %SL(A inventory) = 2().(KK) + .60(24. (XX) - 20.(XX)> = 22 100 units

' Incremental approach: Normally distributed demand Demand lor a chemical prod-

uct is normally distributed with u. equals 80 gallons per week and rr equals 5 gallons

per week. f£Cm is $.15 per gallon and Cw is $.50 per gallon, what is the optimal level

to stock?

P(U) =

Solurion

.15

C... + C„ 15 + .50
.231

'„,„ = M- + Zct

where Z is for a probability area ol

..500 - .231 = .269 Therefore /

= .73.

fopt
= 80 + .73(5) = 83.65 gal
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Note: The solution above corresponds to an SL of 1 - SOR = 1.00 — .231 = .769 =

76.9 percent. Some analysts compute the SL percentage directly by reversing the

equation for P(D) to:

SL% = C.. .50

c„ + c„ .15 + .50
= .769

Incremental approach: Poisson demand A large city hospital has determined that the

demand for ambulances can be approximated by a Poisson distribution with a mean of

6 per day. The cost for having an ambulance available is $460 per day, and its life-

support value, when used, is placed at $2,000 per day. If unused, of course, its service

value is zero. What is the optimum number of ambulances to maintain?

Solution

The two expected costs are equal for the cumulative probability:

P(D) =
Cos + Cus

where C„
s
= cost/unit - salvage = $460 - = $460

C . = value/unit - cost/unit = $2,000 - $460 = $1,540

P(D) = $460

$460 + $1,540
= .23

Thus. SL = LOO - .23 = .77.

Cumulative probabilities for a Poisson distribution with a mean of 6.0 are then

obtained from Appendix E, as P(X|\ = 6).

Demand i Ambulances per day)
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Solution

i-,w> /2CJP /aSM2HH x 12 ) .„ .

"

=
\~C~

=
V 240

= C*SeS '"
'

. Orders /> 280 12 cases/yi
b -r = — = —tztt :—r—«- - 22 I orders w

leai ^ I >(i cases order

054 ..i 5 r. risk

stockoul

Cc /Q^ _ / $2.40/casi-yr W 150 ca.scs/ordcr \ _ 0J

C\„\n/ V 2.00/case-order / \ 3,360 cases/yr / of

Thus. SI. = 1(H) - .0.54 = 94h = 94 6 percent.

d) RP = DLT + SS

where SS = SFJfr) = 1.56(60) - 94 cases

RP = (280 cases/monthXl month LT) I 94 cases 374 cases

SAFETY STOCK USING KNOWN DISTRIBUTIONS

10 Normal distribution: LT greater than order cycle Robotic Devices [ni produces a

microprocessor which has an average demand ol <soo units per work da) with <r = 40.

The production rate is 2,000 per day, and each run costs $525 to set up and requires a

(-da) scheduling .mil setup time. The compan) works 250 days a year and carrying

costs for the microprocessor are $8.00 pet unit-year.

(a) Find the optimal production quantit)

(b) What reorder point will give the firm a 95 percent chance ol meeting any customer

demand that occurs during the 4-day lead timer' Assume that demand during the

setup time is normal!) distributed and independent from one da) to the next.

Solurion

(a)
/ 2C„D

/
2(S325Xfi00 x ~250> _tRL " Vc..(l - dip)

- V$8[l - (600/2.000)1
" 41 ' 3 "m,s

1 - dip) VS.S[1 - (600/2.000))

(b) OP = D1T + SS

where SS = SF (a), and in this case

a = cr
t
= VricT^ = \ 4(40^ = 80

SF„ for 96<7r SL = 1.75 (from Fi« 10-7

1

SS = (1.75)(80) = 140 units

.-. OP = (6001(4) + 140 = 2,540 units

The firm should begin preparations lor a production run ol 4,173 units whenever

existing inventor) levels drop to 2,540 units
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11 Poisson distribution An inventor)' analyst has determined that the lead time for a

certain item is distributed as Poisson with a mean p. = 1.8 weeks. Each week the firm

uses 200 of these items, and the analyst wishes to establish a safety stock level that

gives 99 percent assurance that the item will he in stock when it is needed. How many

units of safety stock should he kept on hand to provide this level of service? (Round any

fractional weeks of lead time to the next highest number; for example, 7+ weeks = 8

weeks.)

Solution

Using a cumulative Poisson distribution, we need to find a numerical value for X such

that

P(X > ? |
u. = 1.8) = .01

where .01 is the SOR and 1.8 is the mean, p..

From the Poisson distribution table. Appendix E, we find

P(X > 5
|

u, = 1.8) = .01

.". Maximum value (that is, > 5) = 6

Thus, the lead time that will be exceeded only 1 percent of the time is 6 weeks.

QUESTIONS

SS — LSOR Hue

= 6.0 - 1.8 = 4.2 weeks

200 items
Number of items = (4.2 weeks

k
= 840 items of SS

10-1 Distinguish between dependent and independent inventories.

10-2 What effect does the inclusion of stockout costs have upon the economic order

quantity?

10-3 What are the two major uncertainties encountered in managing inventories and

what is usually done to compensate for those uncertainties:'

10-4 Using the accompanying diagram, identify the following by letter:

(a) reorder point

G

-C

(b)
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PROBLEMS

[0-5 List line advantage and one disadvantage ol using an informal decision rule fbi

helping sel .i v entor) level

in i, Using the logi< ol an mi remental approai li what should In- tin- < umulative proba

I H I it \ ill demand I' l> foi the l.isi item added i<> inventor) il the hi.uuim.iI < < »st is

75 percent ol the value ol the item?

10-7 How <ln the t\v<> majoi costs in the single-period and the multiple-period models (ol

the incremental approach diner with respect to .i the content or designation '!

what the costs are and (b) the probabilistii nature ol the costs?

10-8 Whal is tin- in. urn distinction between the incremental approaches and the safer)

stock (statistical) approaches with respect in how tin- stockoul cost enters into the

model? That is where does it appl) on a per-unit basis versus a pel <>ulii < ii< le

l>.ISIS
J

10-9 Suppose \ou .in- assigned the task ol setting up safer) stocks lor generatoi span-

parts lor a municipal power company, Mow might you go about establishing a

stockoul .list-'

10-10 Contrast the perpetual (fixed order-quantity) and periodit lived order-interval

inventory control systems, pointing out (a) wli.it the interrelated variables are b

briefly how each s\stem functions and (c) what kinds ol uncertainties the systems

are designed to cope with.

10-11 Wh) dues .i Kanban inventor) svstein appear in lit so well into tin- just-in-time

(JIT' manufacturing philosophy?

Lowell Equipment Compan) supplies auto p.irts stores with oil filters and has experi-

enced an average demand ol 32 per week. They purchase the filters from a supplier

who generally delivers them three weeks after Lowell mails the order, if Lowell

Equipment trys to maintain a safet) stock of two dozen filters, what should be their

order point?

A soft drink producer receives hottles in economic lot quantities of 10,000 units per

order and uses them at a rate ol 400 per day, II the lead time is 15 working days, and

the producer carries a saletv stock of 2.000 hottles, what is the appropriate order point p

An Indiana bakery orders a raw material in quantities ol 4 tons per order from a

supplier who always delivers in 1 month. The price is $600 per ton, and the carrying

and storage cost is 30 percent per vear The baker) uses 21 tons per vear and tries to

maintain a safety stock ol 2 tons. Find (a) the maximum inventor) on hand. /
iii-

(bl the average inventor) maintained. Iml (c) the annual cam Lngand Storage cost, and

id i the order point.

A distributor with an annual demand ol 800 appliances has ordering costs of $60 per

order and carrying costs of $40 per unit per vear I'se the carrying costs to imply a

stnekoiit tost and develop an approximate EOQ with stockoul COSl

Medical Supply Company tol Wayne, Michigan) stinks a hospital item at an estimated

carrying cost of $6 per unit-year. Their annual demand is onl) for 140 units, lint

Stockout costs ,ue set at S2IHI each time the compan) has an exposure to stockout. II

ordering costs are estimated to be $50 pei order, how much saletv stock is justified hv

the i ,u iv ing costs?

Maintenance Suppl) ( lompan) has an annual demand ol 100 motors, which cost them

$1,020 each. Ordering costs are $ is per order, and carrying costs are $200 per motor-
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year. Stockout costs are approximately $90 per exposure to stockout. How much safety

stock is justified by the carrying costs?

7 A lumber distributor orders plywood sheets in economic lot sizes of 2,000 sheets per

order, and it takes 10 days before the mill delivers the plywood. The distributor sells

roughy 40 sheets per day (12,000 per year) and maintains a safety stock of 300 sheets.

(a) What is the lead time?

(b) What is the appropriate order point?

(c) If it costs the firm $30 to place an order, what is the implied holding (including

storage) cost?

S For the following data, find

(a) The stock justified under a decision rule of largest daily usage times longest lead

time.

(b) The safety stock under a rule of square root of average demand during lead time.

Dmax = 60 units/wk Dave
= 18 units/wk

Dmm = 9 units/wk LT range = 4-10 wk

9 Expected value approach Evergreen Nursery Company has established the demand

pattern shown below for a product that costs $40 each, sells for $90 each, and (if not

sold immediately) has a salvage value of $10. Use a payoff and an expected value matrix

to determine what amount of the product should be stocked to maximize expected

profits.

Demand X (in units)

Frequency (no. periods)

10 20 30

30 60 10

10 Suppose demand for Christmas trees was estimated to be as follows:

Tree Number
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i
• ompute tin- cumulative probability ol demand thai equates tin- cos) ol undei

stocking w it 1 1 the cosl ol overstocking

b Assuming thai the companj must purchase in lots "I Khi how mans lots should ii

12 Demand during lead time varies uniform!) between s ikki units and I2<mmi units

Each unit costs S I <m seUs foi $4 00 and li.i-. a salvage value "l 11 2" il nol sold Use

(lie single period model to lind the optimal level ol inventor) to stink

13 \ raw material has a i tall) distributed demand during lead time with n 2<ki \\>

week o 10 lb/week (
,

$.80/Ib and Cu 13.20/lh Find the optimal level to

stmk. .issiiiiniiu the single period model applies

1 1 \ Poisson-distributed demand with .i mean ol 8 pei week has an acquisition cost of$80

.in unused salvage value ol $10, and .i sale price (benefit value ol $640 How man)

units of the product should be stocked to balance the expected costs and benefits ol

overstocking and understocking?

I". Uultiple-period model with individual unit stockout costs MnlnVi Installations, Inc

has an annual demand oi about 7,500 mufflers pei yeai Demand during the 2 w< i 1

lead time is normally distributed with a mean ol 3(K) and standard de\ Lation ol 50 I he

firm estimates its ordering cosl al $20 pei order, holding cosl al $10 per unit-yeai and

stockoul cosl al $15 for each lost muffler sale. The operations manager would like to

establish a fixed-quantit) inventor) system thai would can-

) an optimal amount ol

safet) stock, in other words, where the cost ol adding one more unit ol stock inst equals

the expected gain from adding that unit.

a) How mam mufflers should lie ordered at one time?

Ii How much safet) stoek should be carried?

i What Holder point should the coinpaux use?

16 Demand for a particular type ol transformer bushing varies according to the schedule

shown. The manufacturer purchases bushings from an outside supplier at %2(X) per

bushing and estimates that It costs 20 percent ol the purchase price to carr) a bushing

in stock lor a year. Lead time is 1 week

Weekly
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A Kansas City feedlot operator supplies beef to several meat packing plants. The steers

have an average value of $450, and the operator finances them through a local bank,

paying 10 percent interest on the borrowed funds. The data given represent the

weekly demand over the past 100 weeks.

Weekly
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REFERENCES

freezei space the restaurant will continue to order only a I -week luppl) uki ixhuhK

.ii .i time and M \l ' remains .it I" pounds during the I week ordei cycle Assume thai

the lead time is now i onstanl it 5 weeks and thai the restauranl wishes to can*) enough

hamburgei to I i stockouts to two times pei yeai

i How much safet] stock should be carried?

Ii \i whal (physical stink level is ii necessary to reorder?

. \t whal (accounting stu<k level of on band and on ordei inventor) should the

reorder In- plai ed?

2:i Tin' Hotel-Restaurant Supply < lompanj orders potatoes in units ol 500 Imus pei < >r . d i

ami receives them 10 day s latei Its deliveries and usage average 20 bags per da) and

it maintains an extra rotating stork ol 10 bags to be sun- it docs not run out ol slock

Vssume thai the demand is normal!) distributed during the lead tune, with <r = 16

bags

a Whal is the lead ami ?

I What is the order point?

Whal service level dues the safet) stock provide?

d Suppose the linns management it-It that running out <>t stoek during two order

cycles of the year was acceptable. B) hov. much could the safet) stock be reduced?

Assume that there are 2">0 working days pel \e.u

-i Swensen Suppl) Compan) distributes 31,200 electric switches pei year and orders in

economic lot si/es ol 6,000 switches per ordei \ safet) stock level ol I ikki has been

set In management. The lead time is typicall) lOcalendai days and the firm operates

6 days per week, 52 weeks per year.

(a) Under a fixed order si/e system, what is the appropriate ordei point'

(b) II the firm switched to a fixed order interval system, would it still order an

economic lot size amount each time?

. What would be the reorder interval under a periodic system (assuming that the

same safet) Stock ol l.OOO weie maintained J

1
1 Hall, Robert W. : Driving the Products ity Machine: Production Planning and Control

in Japan, American Production and Inventor) Control Society, Falls Church. YA.

1981.

[2] Plossl, G. W . and O.W. Wight: Production and Inventory Control. Prentice-Hall,

Englewood Cliffs, NJ. 1967.

[3] Riiy^s, James L : Production Systems: Planning, Analysis, and Control. 2ded., Wiley,

New York, 1982.

(4] Schroeder, Roger G., Operations Management: Decision Making in tin Operations

Function. 2d ed., McGraw-Hill, New York. 1985.



SELF QUIZ: CHAPTER 1

Parr I True/False [1 poinr each = 6]

1 _ Distribution inventories usually experience more uncertain (probabilistic) demand than the bulk of

manufacturing inventories.

If the marginal cost of an item is $40 and the marginal profit is $20, the firm should theoretically add
inventory until the cumulative probability of selling the next unit is .67.

The incremental approach to handling inventory uncertainty is based upon stockout costs that apply to

each order cycle (in other words, regardless of how many units are out of stock).

4 As the desired level of service (from inventory) increases, the amount of safety stock required typically

increases in direct linear proportion.

In fixed order quantity systems, the usual practice is to place orders when the safety stock level is

reached, rather than before or after.

Kanban systems "pull" inventory through the system because the "production" and "move" Kanbans

are activated in response to the final assembly schedule.

Port II Problems [3 points each = 9. Calculate and select your answer.]

1 A producer of cake mixes purchases flour in 100-pound bags as follows:

Price $10/bag Ordering cost $20/order

Annual usage 3,125 bags Carrying cost/yr 20% of price

Safety stock 90 bags EOQ (1st estimate) 250 units

Assuming that the carrying cost on the safety stock is an acceptable approximation to the stockout cost per
exposure, what is the implied EOQ (or, the first approximation with stockout cost included)?

la) 250 units

l> 278 units

(c) 328 units

d 400 units

(e) None of the above.

A firm purchasing computer chips wishes to use the multiple-period model to derive a reorder point. It has a

(normally distributed) demand that averages 30 units during its 1-month lead time (a = 4.3). Their ordering
cost is $20 per order, their carryinn cost is $10 per unit, and the stockout cost is known to be $35 per chip.

What reorder point is appropriate for the optimum level of stockout risk?

(a) 38 chips

b 42 chips

(c) 58 chips

• I 60 chips

(e) None of the above.

i Demand during a 1-week lead time is normally distributed with a mean of BOO units and MAD = 50 units. If

the firm places orders weekly and desires a service level that allows two stockouts per year, what is the

appropriate order point?

.. 650 units

b 688 units

• 710 units

Id) 728 units

None nl the above. 433
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OVERVIEW: MRP AND CRP

Suppose you were in charge of production at one of General Motors automobile

plants for the coming month. Your aggregate plan and master schedule have

spelled out what models and how many to produce. And your inventory system

can tell you what materials are on hand. So now comes the next step. Build the

cars—just build the cars.

All of a sudden the pressure is on! Each car has hundreds of components. A
quick check reveals inventories of parts are purposely low. You have neither the

storage space nor the financial luxury for stocking inventory that "might" be

needed in a few weeks. How will you ever arrange to have the right amount of

steel, windshields, and tires available at the right time? Even if the steel is

available, how can you be sure your numerous machine shops can grind out the

door panels, fenders, and engine blocks when you need them? Cars don't run very

well without engine blocks. One little shortage and you're in trouble. Your mile-

long production shop could be shut down in 2 minutes—perhaps less.

What Are MRP and CRP? Companies that produce end products from purchased

and/or manufactured components need a systematic method of planning for their

material and capacity requirements.

Material requirements planning (MRP) is a technique for determining the quantity

and timing for the acquisition of dependent demand items needed to satisfy master

schedule requirements.

Capacity requirements planning (CRP) is a technique for determining what person-

nel and equipment capacities are needed to meet the production objectives embod-

ied in the master schedule and the material requirements plan.

Together, MRP and CRP establish specifically what materials and capacities are

needed and when they are needed. Firms such as General Motors take full

advantage of such techniques. So do Hewlett-Packard, Corning Glass, West-

inghouse, and thousands of smaller manufacturing companies. Otherwise they

simply could not survive in today's market.

MRP ond MRP II Whereas MRP focuses upon the priorities of materials, CRP is

concerned primarily with time. Nevertheless, both the material and time require-

ments must be integrated within one system, and CRP activities arc often as-

sumed to be included within the concept of "an MRP system. ' Beyond this, the

term "MRP II" has been coined to "close the loop" by integrating financial,

accounting, personnel, engineering, and marketing information—along with the

production planning and control activities ol basic M RP systems. This broad-based

coordination of various information systems within the context of the corporate
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business plan has been labeled manufacturing resoura planning \llil' II Foi

man) manufacturing firms \l HI' II is the "heart ol i !< ii corporate Management

[nibrmation System.

What Do MRP and CRP Accomplish? At .1 display terminal manufai hiring Brm in

Minneapolis, an MRP system improved inventor] ai 1 urai \ Imm 30 percent i" 97

pci rent
[
l:(iS|, and at a valve manufacturei ii reduced production lead times b) in

percent [1:92], With MRP, an aerospace manufacturer in Tennessee reduced

work-in-process inventories !>\ $1 million while improving its deliver) perform-

ance by o<) percent [1:90]. At an instrument company, inventories were reduced

l>y 20 portent the first year, while lead times fol shipments went from 13 weeks to

less than 2 weeks [1:00|. According to the president oi a firm that supplies

Caterpillar Tractor Company,

MRP has heen rcvolutionarv here at Baldcrson Inc. Nut onlv has it brought about new

ways of doing things, it also aearl) produced a revolution! It is an incredibly simple

ulca and yet is a verj difficult system to implement, The benefit to us has been

significant in many tangible ways; productivit) increases reduced purchases, greatei

customer service, and more But the greatest benefit, in in\ mind, is that MRP has

brought us all together in a common effort. Because we involved everyone, it has

become everyone's system. Because we educated everyone, employees in ever) area

of the company understand our dependency on each other And finally, because we
communicate continual!) about our goals, performances, weaknesses, and strengths,

we have together improved our product, our productivity, and our profitability.

[1:121]

But MRP systems aren't all roses. They can he difficult to implement—and

they can he costly (from thousands ol dollars to over a million dollars lor some
firms). Nor are many systems wholly successful; some analysts think 50 percent fall

into this category. Nevertheless, the benefits of successful installations are often

remarkable, mostly in (1) reducing inventory costs. (2 improving scheduling

effectiveness, and (3) responding more quickly to market demands. The end result

of a successful system is improved productivity and profitability.

Focus of the Chapter We begin this chapter by reviewing some necessary

terminology and examining a flowchart that displays the role of MRP and CRP in

the context of the forecasting, aggregate planning, and inventory topics we have

already studied. In addressing the inputs to an MRP system we give special

attention to the product structure file. Then we will go into some detail about the

MRP processing logic. As we shall see, the calculations are really quite simple.

But they are nearly always done on computer because they may have to be

repeated for 10,000 or 20,000 items (or more).

The latter part of the chapter takes up the concepts underlying capacity

requirements planning. Upon completing the chapter you should be able to

develop a material requirements plan given specified end-item requirements. You

should also he able to describe capacity planning activities.
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MRP: UNDERLYING CONCEPTS

Before the 1960s there was no satisfactory method available for handling the

inventory of dependent-demand items. A firm's formal inventory system was often

patterned after order points and was either misapplied or broken down into a

maze of informal methods when it came to handling dependent items. There was

no feasible method of keeping accurate records of thousands of inventory items

that went into finished products, so firms relied upon the safety stocks of the order

point model to keep them out of too much scheduling trouble. Unfortunately,

they did not always achieve that objective, but they did always make a healthy

contribution to the inventory carrying and storage costs. In essence, the manual

and informal control systems in use before 1960 (and still in use in some firms

todav) could not adequately cope with a multitude of items and with the complex

scheduling activities that took place in an average-size manufacturing concern.

DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY

During the 1960s, the computer opened the door to an inventory system that

could keep up-to-date records on the status of all inventory in stock. This brought

a better understanding of production operations and new ways of managing

production. It also brought out some new terminology, such as priority and

capacity planning. The American Production and Inventory Control Society

(APICS) has done much to standardize the terminology in this field.

Figure 11-1 describes a few of the key terms we will need. Many of them are

used to express material requirements in a "time-phased" format so that orders for

materials and parts are released with sufficient lead time to ensure that the items

are received as planned (and needed) for production.

FLOWCHART OF MRP AND CRP

Figure 11-2 describes MRP and CRP activities in schematic form. Forecasts and

orders are combined in the production plan, which is formalized in the master

production schedule (MPS). The MPS, along with a bill-of-material (BOM) file and

inventory status information, is used to formulate the material requirements plan.

The MRP determines what components are needed and when they should be

ordered from an outside vendor or produced in-house.

The CRP function translates the MRP decisions into the hours of capacity

(time) needed to do the anticipated work. If materials, equipment, and personnel

are adequate, orders are released, and the workload is assigned to the various

work centers.

MRP SYSTEM INPUTS

As indicated in Fig. 11-2, the three major inputs for an MRP system are from

(1) the master production schedule, (2) the inventory status file, and (3) the

product structure file.
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MRP A technique for determining the quantity and timing o( dependent-de-

mand items

Parent and component items A parent is an assembly made up of basic parts,

or components The parent of one subgroup may be a component of a higher-

level parent

Dependent demand Demand for components that is derived from the demand
for other items

Lot size. The quantity of items required for an order The order may be either

purchased from a vendor or produced m-house Lot sizing is the process of

specifying the order size

Time phasing. Scheduling to produce or receive an appropriate amount (lot) of

material so it will be available m the time periods when needed— not before or

after

Time bucket. The time period used for planning purposes in MRP— usually a

week

Requirements Projected needs for raw materials, components, subassemblies,

or finished goods Gross requirements are total needs from all sources, whereas

net requirements are "net" after allowing for available inventory

Requirements explosion. The breaking down (exploding) of parent items into

component parts that can be individually planned and scheduled.

Bill of materials. A listing of all components (subassemblies and materials) that

go into an assembled item. It frequently includes the part numbers and quantity

required per assembly

Scheduled receipt Materials already on order from a vendor or m-house shop

The MRP shows both the quantity and proiected time of receipt.

Planned receipt Materials that will be ordered from a vendor or in-house shop
Otherwise it is similar to a scheduled receipt (Note: Some MRP formats do not

distinguish between scheduled receipts and planned receipts.)

Lead-time offset. The supply time, or number of time buckets between releasing

an order and receiving the materials.

Planned order release. The plan (that is. quantity and date) to initiate the

purchase or manufacture of materials so that they will be received on schedule

after the lead-time offset.

FIGURE 11-1 MRP Terminology
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Forecasts Orders

AGGREGATE PLAN
AND

MASTER SCHEDULE

Inventory

status
BOM

MRP
(Material requirements)

Planned orders

Reschedule

orders

Yes

No

Are
materials

adequate
7

""
Yes

Released orders

(PO'sandSO's)

Shop WC status:

routing Equipment capacity

file Personnel capacity

CRP
(Labor and machine requirements)

Load projection

reports

Yes

Yes

Workload reports

PRODUCTION ACTIVITY CONTROL
Priority Capacity

control control

FIGURE 11-2 Material and Capaciry Planning Flowchart

Master Production Schedule (MPS) As discussed in Chapter 8, the MPS specifies

what end items are to be produced and when. Recall that it is a specific production

plan derived from forecast and firm customer orders—and not necessarily a sales

forecast. The planning horizon should he long enough to cover the cumulative

lead times of all components that must he purchased or produced to satisfy the

end-item requirements.

The MRP system accepts whatever the master schedule demands and trans-

lates the MPS end items into specific component requirements. Most systems

then make a simulated "trial run" to determine whether the proposed master

schedule can he satisfied. If either materials or capacity is inadequate, the MPS is

revised until an acceptable "authorized" master schedule is developed.

Inventory Stotus File Every inventory item being planned must have an in-

ventory status file, which gives full and up-to-date information on the on-hand

quantities, gross requirements, scheduled receipts, and planned order releases for

the item. In addition, the inventory status file includes planning information such

as lot sizes, lead times, safety slock levels, and scrap allowances Subsidiary data
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covering open orders, change orders firm planned orders unfilled purchase

requisitions, and accumulators to record usage patterns and measure forecast

accuracy ma) also be included The inventor) status records should be updated

frequentl) (foi example, daily) as changes occui

Product Structure File To schedule the production "I an end product an MRP
system must plan foi .ill the materials, parts, and subsassemblies thai uo into thai

end product 1 1 1

<
- bill-ol material file in the computet system provides tins infbi

ination The BOM lilt- identifies each component l>> .i unique pari numbei and

facilitates processing l>\ a process which "explodes end-item requirements into

component requirements.

The bill-of-materials processor is a software package thai in.nnt.nns and

updates the BOM listing of all components thai u<> into end products. It also links

the IH)M file with the inventor) status file so that the requirements explosion

correctly accounts for the current inventor) levels of all components |3).

A good understanding of the product structure file is important, so we shall

examine it in more detail in a moment

MRP SYSTEM OUTPUTS

The major outputs from an MRP system are depicted in Fig. 11-3. Perhaps the

most visible outputs are the actual and planned order releases that no to purchas-

ing and in-house production shops. They result from exploding end-item require-

TO: MPS planners

Simulation of proposed MPS
Rescheduling information for

open orders (due to cancellations,

delays, shortages)

TO: Management

Performance measurement (of

vendors, costs, quality, forecast

accuracy, etc.)

Exception reports (on due dates,

BOM file, etc.)

TO: Purchasing and in-house

production shops

Changes to keep priorities valid

Order releases (purchase orders

and shop orders)

Planned order releases

TO: CRP

Order release information

for load profiles

delays, shortages)

FIGURE 1 1 -3 Ourpurs from an MRP System
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ments into components via the BOM file and then using the inventory status file to

determine net requirements and release dates. By making due dates and need

dates coincide, the MBP system helps keep priorities valid.

The second category of output is that used for capacity requirements plan-

ning. This includes a sufficiently long planning horizon ofopen and planned orders

so that loading profiles can be established for key work centers.

The MBP system supplies the master production schedule planners with the

simulated results of a proposed master schedule and identifies what changes in

order due dates would be needed to accommodate the proposed change. This

simulation capability can be used in other ways too. For example, if marketing

must make a delivery concession to secure a large order, the impact of that order

upon other open orders can be assessed before the order is accepted. The MBP
system also gives MPS planners information about predicted shortages, delays,

and scrapped orders so the open orders can be rescheduled. Once the authoriza-

tion from the MPS is received, MBP can accept the new schedule.

Finally, the MBP system can provide management with valuable measures of

performance, for example, of cost, quality, and vendor activity. Thus, it can collect

data on material receipts by vendor and develop measures of lead time variability,

forecast error, and preferred suppliers. Other reports, such as those concerning

invalid due dates, inaccurate BOMs, and inventory discrepancies, also help ferret

out difficulties needing attention.

TIME-PHASING CONCEPTS

We have seen previously that end items in warehouses, such as TV sets, have an

independent demand that is closely linked to the ongoing needs of consumers. It is

random but relatively constant. But the components used in manufacturing the

TV set, such as 24-inch picture tubes, have a dependent demand that is linked

more closely to the production process itself. This is because many firms use the

same facilities (and workers) to produce different products. It is economical for

them to produce large lots once the setup costs are incurred. They may first

produce 24-inch sets and then, after building up enough inventory, set up to

produce portables or possibly video disk players.

'

Lumpy Demond Demand that is governed by the lot size of the particular run is

predictable but tends to be "lumpy." Figure 11-4 illustrates the difference be-

tween on-hand inventory levels (a) under independent demand and (b) under

dependent demand.

If the inventory of parts for manufacturing a product was maintained on a

traditional order point basis, the inventory level in Fig. 11-4/) would not be

allowed to drop to zero (as it dues) because parts would automatically be reordered

whenever the reorder point was reached. With time phasing, however, the

1 Recall tti.it tin- JIT production system attempts to overcome tins inventory buildup l>v striving to

reduce tli< j letup time so thai verj small lot sizes (even ol one unit) can be economically produced.
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INDEPENDENT DEMAND
(Relatively stable)

Arrival

time

DEPENDENT DEMAND
(Lumpy)

Arrival

time

Usage

(No safely

stock)

Time

(61

FIGURE 11-4 Inventory Levels under Independent and Dependent Demand
(o) Demand for end item (TV sets)

(b) Demand for component (picture tubes)

inventory is scheduled to arrive (or be available) only a short time before it is

needed. So time phasing reduces the length of time that lunds arc invested in

inventory. The savings on the carrying cost ol inventory under an MRP system,

over the comparable cost in a traditional order point system, is ol course ol tin-

major (financial) benefits of MHP systems. An example will illustrate.

EXAMPLE 11-1 Suppose the use ol traditional order point techniques for a component

resulted in carrying an average inventory ol 00 units ol that component Bj

time phasing the receipt ol inventory, tlie average level could he dropped to

15 units Assuming an item value ol $20 and a carrying charge of 30 percent

pei year:

(a) How much annual carrying cost C u could be saved by time phasing this

item?

I)| What would be the impact of extending this same savings to 2,000

components?

SOLUTION

(a) Inventory Cost (Order Point)

CM = /,„.titeni value

Inventory Cost (Time Phased

(\, / (lt.-ni value '•

= 60 units($20/unit)( 30/yr)

= $360/yi

.-. Savings = $360/yr - $90/yr = $270/yi

= 15 units($a0/imit> JO/yi

= $90 m

(b) savings = 2,000 items ($270/item-yr) = 8540.000 \,
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W099

Wheelbarrow

BoxO)

1020

Handle

assembly (1)

1030

Wheel

assembly (1)
Paint (1)

FIGURE 1 1-5 Product Srrucrure Diagram for a Single-Level Dill of Material

DILL OF MATERIALS (BOM)

The product structure, or BOM, file defines products in very precise and unam-

biguous terms so that the component requirements are clearly delineated. Two
methods of specifying component requirements are (1) using single-level bills of

material with reference pointers and (2) using indented bill-of-material files [8].

Single-Level Dills of Material A single-level BOM specifies requirements for

only the immediate or next-level components that are needed to assemble a

parent item. For example, suppose a firm produced wheelbarrows that were

assembled from a box, a handlebar assembly, a wheel assembly, and some paint.

The product structure for a single-level BOM would contain only a single level of

components below the finished product, as depicted in Fig. 11-5. The numbers in

parentheses inside the boxes tell how many of the component items are needed for

one end item, and the numbers above each box are the reference part numbers, or

pointers.

Figure 11-6 is a single-level BOM as it might be stored in a computer. It

completely specifies the subassemblies (or components) that are needed to pro-

duce the parent item (wheelbarrow), and the quantity required. By including the

part number pointers, the computer can track down all the component needs of all

the subassemblies as well. For example, by referencing part number 1030, the

computer can determine all the components that go into the wheel assembly.

Different end products often use the same components. For example, the

BILLOF MATERIAL

Part No. W099: Wheelbarrow

Part No. Description
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"P O

W099

Wheelbarrow

1011 ' 1020

Ho, Ml Handle Wl

|

assembly (1) assem

1030

Wheel

assembly (11

1042

Paint 111

LEVEL 2 Grip. (21

2031 I 2032, i 2035

Axled) Bearings (21 Wheel (II

FIGURE 1 1-7 ProducT Srrucrure Tree Showing DOM Levels for a Wheelbarrow

TirTired)

wheel assembly is an identifiable subassembly <>l the wheelbarrow, and it maj also

be used on other products, for example, on garden tractors Bv maintaining a

unique part number for each subassembly such as this, and for each component

all the end-product requirements can be translated into specific component re-

quirements. Then orders for the components are sized and timed to satislv the

total requirements for each component, regardless ol « here it ends up being used

Indented Dills of Material For material planning purposes. BOMs are often

structured to show the manufacturing sequence ot the parent item. This enables

planners (and the computer) to more readily identify components which must be

available to make subassemblies prior to the assembly of the end product. Figure

11-7 illustrates the hierarchy ol component levels for the wheelbarrow. In tins

figure, the components which make up the handlebars and wheel subassemblies

are included.

Note that the final assembly (parent item 1 is positioned at level (I and that all

the components that go into the final assembly are assigned to level 1. Compo-
nents that are used for the level 1 subassemblies arc- assigned to level 2. II the

same component happened to exist on more than one level ol the product

structure tree (lor example, on both level 2 and level 3), it would be assigned the

lowest level (that is, level 3). (The coding is recorded on the item record in the

computer.) This process is referred to as low-level Coding because the level

number farthest from the top is used. Remember, the code for the highest level is

zero.

The MRP explosion process starts at the top level, the net requirements for

the parent-level item are determined before moving on to its components. Then.

at each of the lower levels, the components required for each item are quickly

determined. Even when different end products use the same components, the
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B()Ms aic frequently the responsibilit) oi a manufacturing or production

engineering group, and at i urac) is rsscnii.il Audits are performed regular]) to

ensure B( >M accural j Some In ms even Base the merit wane increase ol tluir bill-

of-material technicians <>n the extent to which the) maintain accuracies "I 99

percent and higher on the BOMs foi which the) are responsible.

Finol Assembly Dills of MoTeriol Not ever) end item is assigned a B< >\l oi part

number— especially those thai come with numerous options such .is automobiles

For many such products, there might be millions ol different combinations possi-

ble. The IBM Selectric typewriter formerl) used 2,700 parts and came in 55,000

combinations (and 36 color choices) |6|. The amount ol record keeping for some-

thing like iliis would be overwhelming (even for .i computer) A simple example

will illustrate.

EXAMPLE 11-2 \ manufacturer oi wheelbarrows has developed the list oi part numbers

shown in Fig. 11-9.

(a) It every option was considered a master schedule item, how many items
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would the master schedule have to accommodate for this product (wheel-

barrows) alone?

(b) What would he the effect of offering the choice of a white stripe on the

front?

SOLUTION

(a) There are 5 options for boxes, 3 for handlebars, 6 for wheel assemblies

(that is, 3 sizes of tires and a choice of normal or heavy-duty bearings on

each), and 5 for paint, so there are 5x3x6x5 = 450 combinations.

The grips, axle, and wheel are "common" parts used on all wheelbar-

rows.

Wheelbarrow

(450 combinations)

Box
(5)

Handle assembly

(31

Wheel assembly

(6)

Paint

(5)

(b) Offering the choice of a stripe would mean that each end item could

come either with or without the stripe, so the effect would be to double

the potential number of end items to 900.

450 wheelbarrows 450 wheelbarrows

without stripe with stripe
900

If the planner (in the example above) scheduled items at the finished wheel-

barrow level (that is, level 0), the firm's computer would have to contain all 900

bills of material. Instead, master schedulers often plan requirements in basic units

or major subassemblies. Then the final configuration of each end item (such as

each wheelbarrow) is left to a final assembly hill of materials, or "assembly bill."

An illustration in the next chapter (Fig. 12-16) will show how a car manufacturer

uses a "car build sheet" as an assembly bill to specify options just before the car is

put into production. (The choices selected on that form represent 2.5 X 10 14

options.)

If the planner scheduled the wheelbarrow at level 1 rather than level 0, then

only 19 master schedule BOMs would have to be scheduled (that is, 5 types of

boxes, 3 handlebar assemblies, 6 wheel assemblies, and 5 colors of paint). This also

eases the load on the computer. Instead of maintaining a separate BOM number
for each of the many options available, the final configuration of each end item is

left to the assembly bill, or build sheet.

Relotionship of DOM to the Master Schedule For scheduling purposes, plan-

ners usually use major subassemblies or common groupings ol one type or another

as the master schedule items. This is especially true if the firm offers many end
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COMMON
HEAVY DUTY
MODULE

LIGHT DUTY
MODULE

_| 20
Gr

2025
ips

__| 2031
Axle

2035
Wheel

1010
Box

2021

Bars

J 2033 I J 2032

I

Bearing
|

Bearing

3028
Tire

1013
Box

2022
Bars

3926
Tire

FIGURE 11-10 Some Planning Dills for a Wheelbarrow

items. The point of greatest commonality usually eliminates color, brand differ-

ences, packaging, and other marketing-influenced options that can be assigned to

the final assembly order in the last week or day before manufacturing ;

Planning Dills and the Master Production Schedule Reducing the number ol

master-scheduled items from 450 to 19 is an improvement. Hut for linns thai have

many end products, each with several options, the problem ol master scheduling

is still complex. One method ol further reducing the number ol master-scheduled

items is via the use of planning bills. These are "phantom or "pseudo" bills of

materials that combine parts and assemblies into artificial units created just to

facilitate planning. They are created specifically by production control for master

scheduling purposes, and they are stored in the master production file, not in the

engineering B( )M file.

Figure 11-10 illustrates some planning hills for the wheelbarrow example

discussed above. Note that the planning hills have been used to segregate emu

mon parts from unique (or optional) parts and to group components hy use. For

this product, planners have found it useful to group components into common.

heavy-duty, and light-duty modules. Minor assembly items, such as the holts and

nuts for a wheelbarrow, can be handled as a kit or hag ol materials, which can he

treated as an assembly item for purposes of the master schedule.

Planning lulls can be very useful— even though they do not always constitute

a buildable combination of items. Firs*, they can be used to determine the

material requirements in the same way as an) other BOM can be used Second,

they can help isolate uncertainty about what items will he needed And third, the)

' At i Ins point you may uisli to review the sketch foi master scheduling discrete products with options

(Fig 8-19) thai we discussed in the chapter on master scheduling The pi nut "I greatest commonality is

the narrowest point in the figure.
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offer the planner a way ol scheduling quantities for option items. Let us explore

reasons two and three a bit further.

By separating common and optional modules, planners can reduce the uncer-

tainty of demand to only those components for which the demand is really

uncertain. For example, if all wheelbarrows use a No. 2031 axle, the axle demand
is known once the end-item quantities are set. But if the proportion of heavy-duty

models is not firmed up until dealer orders arrive, then the planners may not

know whether to schedule production of box 1010 or box 1013.

Bequirements for the options are usually handled on a "percentage of end

item" basis. That is, if the scheduler knows, historically, that 30 percent of the

products call for a certain option (for example, heavy-duty option), he or she will

master schedule to produce that proportion of components by specifying the

heavy-duty planning module for 30 percent of the output. But orders may not be

firmed up until just before production is to start. Because of the risk of error, firms

typically carry some safety stock of option items. As with other independent

demand items, the safety stock can be established on the basis of a service level

related to the standard deviation (or MAD) applicable to the past demand for the

given option.

In-Process Dills An in-process or transition bill of materials is also used by some
firms. It identifies subassemblies that are built on feeder lines but are not

normally stocked. In-process bills usually relate to parts that are in process and

can quickly be finished to customer order. The in-process bill permits planners to

move parts into and out of stock and use on-hand assemblies without creating or

modifying the permanent BOM file.

SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Before we trace the actual logic of MRP, let us briefly consider a few remaining

parameters of MRP systems— in particular, (1) the planning horizon and replan-

ning function, (2) lead times and safety stocks, and (3) lot-sizing considerations.

PLANNING HORIZON AND REPLANNING

The master schedule incorporates both forecasts and firm orders in the tentative

plan that goes to the MRP system. The planning horizon may be 10 weeks, 26

weeks, or even 52 weeks— it depends upon the type of firm and the products

involved. However, it should equal or exceed the cumulative lead times for the

longest time sequence required by any parent-component relationship. Otherwise

it will be inadequate, as depicted in Fig. 11-11. The result may then be late orders

and costly or disruptive expediting activities.

Once the MRP is "run (on the computer), orders are released, and goods are

produced. As time passes, the status oforders changes, and the MRP system must

be updated. With regenerative MM' systems, replanning is commonly done on a
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FIGURE 11-11 Inadequate Planning Horizon

weekly basis. It can be costly to replan too frequently and self-defeating to have

too long ol an updating interval. II the replanning period is greater than a week (or

perhaps 2 weeks), schedulers are sometimes inclined to circumvent the MRP
system with informal solutions to problems. This is a sure way to cause the whole

system to collapse.

LEAD TIMES AND SAFETY STOCKS

The MRP system uses planned lead times for scheduling order releases, but the

actual lead times do not always correspond to the plan. When actual times differ,

sometimes materials can be expedited or received earlier without affecting the job

priority. If not. the actual lead-time data should be fed into the MRP system so

that the replanning of all affected jobs can be accomplished.

Safety stocks have been associated primarily with independent demand, but

we also noted that they were used to help manage the uncertainty associated with

"option items. In effect, they can be used anywhere within the MRP system

where the expected cost of uncertainty justifies their use In tightly controlled

production schedules, safety stocks may be justified to circumvent the potentially

detrimental effects of delayed lead times, sera]) losses, and change orders.

LOT-SIZING CONSIDERATIONS

Released orders must specify a discrete size of lot to purchase or produce. Figure

11-12 summarizes some of the lot-sizing methods available to planners [7:120].

The fixed order quantity and EOQ methods are readily adaptable to MRP
systems and widely used. Rut lor discontinuous and nonuniform demand, they can

be ineffective. The lot-for-lot technique is probably the simplest of the variable

ordering techniques. It minimizes inventor) earning costs and is especially
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Fixed order quantity. Order a specified amount, for example, 40 units.

Economic order quantity (EOQ). Order an EOQ or ERL amount

Lot for lot (LFL). Order the exact amount of the net requirements each period.

Fixed period requirements. Order a supply for a given number of periods

each time (for example, a 2-month supply).

Period order quantity (POQ). Divide the EOQ into the annual demand, and

order that many times per year.

Least cost approaches:

Least unit cost {LUC). Order the net requirements for the current period, or

current plus next, or current plus next two, and so on, depending upon

which gives the lowest unit cost (that is, of setup and carrying costs).

Leasf total cost {LTC). Order the quantity that minimizes the total set-up

and carrying costs over the planning horizon.

Part-period algorithm (PPA). Use the ratio of ordering and carrying costs to

derive a part-period number and use the number as a criterion for cumulat-

ing requirements.

FIGURE 11-12 Lor-Sizing Methods Available ro Planners

MRP LOGIC

effective for highly discontinuous demand. The part-period algorithm is one of the

more widely used "complex" methods—although it is not difficult for a computer

to calculate. A solved problem illustrates this method. In general, however, MRP
tends to capitalize more upon the benefits of the timing of orders than it does upon

the accuracy of order quantities.

The master production schedule dictates gross or projected requirements for end
items to the MRP system. (Gross requirements do not take account of any

inventory on hand or on order.) The MRP computer program then "explodes" the

end-item demands into requirements for subassemblies, components, and mate-

rials by processing all relevant bills of materials on a level-by-level basis. Net

requirements are then calculated by adjusting for existing inventory and items

already on order, as recorded in the inventory status file.

Net

requirements

projected gross

requirements

inventory

on li.iinl

heduled \

eceipts /

NK = PH - (OH -I SR) (11-1)

Order releases are planned for components in a time-phased manner (using lead-

time data from the inventory file) so that materials will arrive precisely when
needed. At this stage the material is referred to as a planned order receipt. When
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the orders are actual]) issued to vendors 01 to in-house shops the planned receipt

technical!) becomes a tcheduled receipt Some MRP formats maintain separate

lines for pi.limed and scheduled leeeipis. ulieie.is others combine them undei the

single heading ol receipts, .is we will do in tins text.

EXAMPLE 11-3 \ linn producing wheelbarrows is expected to deliver 1" wheelbarrows in

week 1, (ill in week t (>(l ill week (>. .111(1 50 ill week S Among the

requirements foi each wheelbarrow are two handlebars, .1 wheel assembly,

and one lire for the wheel assembly. Ordei quantities lead times, and

inventories 011 hand at the beginning ol period I are shown below

Pan Unlii Quantity Lead Timet »A Inventory on Hand

Handlebars
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FIGURE 11-13 MRP Master Schedule and Component Plans

End-lrem Masrer Schedule: Wheelbarrows

Week No.
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product demand In addition the 90 wheel assemblies needed for the

garden tractoi in week 5 are automatically incorporated into the projected

requirements. The on-hand stock is adequate until week 6, when quantities

will drop i" 30 unless .i planned ordei is released in week >

The bottom chart of Fig. 1 1-13 illustrates the MKP foi tires whi< l> are •

subcomponent "I the wheel assemblies. Note tli.it the planned order release

nl' 2(H) units from the above wheel assemblies plan shows up .is ,i proje ted

requirement for 2oo tires in the same week (week 1 on the subcomponent

plan Since on-hand inventor) is inadequate to supply tins need a planned

ordei release is scheduled for week 2 It should ensure that an ordei ol loxi

tires « ill !» available by the beginning of week 3.

SYSTEM REFINEMENTS

key features ol MKP systems are I generation ol lower-level requirements

(2) time-phasing those requirements, (3) planned order releases, and t the

rescheduling capability provided. However, man) linns take advantage ol addi-

tional capabilities sued as (5) utilizing linn planned orders (6 pegging capability,

and (7) various priority planning activities.

EXAMPLE 11-4

FIRM PLANNED ORDERS

Regular MKP logic automatically (and continually) controls the quantity and

timing of planned order releases for components. But conditions change Ma-

chines break down, customers want larger quantities than original!) ordered, or

marketing "absolutely must quote an earlier than normal deliver) to secure a

vital order In addition, some firms have seasonal peaks which may extend beyond

their computer's MRP planning horizon. Aggregate planners know they should he

building up inventories well in advance ol the need, but the computer may not see

that far into the future.

These "special circumstances are normal routine for main production plan-

ners. They know that they cannot allow the* automated processes of their computer

to overrule their good judgment. Vet they do not want to circumvent the system

with informal methods— that is one ol the fastest ways to bring it crashing down

Fortunately, systems designers have developed a way of instructing the

computer to accept and hold firm to certain requirements, even though normal

MKP logic would automatically delay or reschedule such orders. Planners can gain

this added control over planned orders b) designating them as "firm planned

orders. Then the computer will not automatically' change the release date, the

planned order receipt date, or the order quantity. In addition, the system will not

allow another planned order into the designated time fence" or "frozen" period

around the planned order release date [6:24].

Several weeks ago .in appliance manufacturer accepted an order from a

distributor for 40 appliances (A) to be shipped in week 27 and 40 more to be

shipped in week 31 . Each end item has a motor component M I. ( )ne week is

needed for final assembl) . so the motors are needed in weeks 2b and 30, as

shown in the MKP plan for M below
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Component M
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PEGGING OF REQUIREMENTS

Pegging refers to the ability to identify the parent item or items thai generated the

component requirements Foi example suppose .1 firm purchases lame lots of

small switches that are used in the production 01 several different produi ts I he

firm lias pist received word thai a needed shipment oi switches was Inst in transit

The penned requirements file would permit ii to identify each end item thai is

relying upon that shipment Then changes can be made to rectify die problem

Pegging capability begins with tin- creati I a special 'vi lien-used" file. It

lists only those parents that have planned or open orders in tlieir records— not all

parent-component relationships. Inventory planners can then trace requirements

upward in the product structure to determine what parents currently on ordei are

dependent upon a given component. This capability is valuable in numerous

ways—from rescheduling current operations to identify ing w hich end items might

be affected 1>\ defective components, such as defective brakes in certain models ol

automobiles.

PRIORITY PLANNING AND CONTROL

Priority planning involves assigning a me. ism, of importance (thai is, a rank or

completion date) to quantities ofitems that are to be produced. \l RP sy stems have

valid priorities when the quantity and "due date on the orders agree exactly with

what is really needed.

Maintaining valid open-order due dates is vital. So it is essential to keep

updating the MRP system with the latest open-order status information from

vendors and from the firms own shops. Most systems will then automatically

reevaluate all open-order due dates. II the system detects a difference, it signals

the planner. The planner may wish to investigate the possibility of expediting 01

deexpediting) some materials, purchasing on the outside, subcontracting, or other

strategies, hut his or her responsibility is to reschedule the system in a valid,

credible way. Otherwise, the supervisor and workers whom the planner is plan-

ning for will disregard the plan and eventually circumvent the system.

Priority planning is the most straightforward lor one-piece make-to-order

products. When goods are made for stock, the priorities become shghtlv ihom

complex because they depend upon the variable demand Irom the customer.

Assembled products that are made to order present a more complex problem

because their components have horizontally dependent priorities. That is. compo-

nents are needed only when co-components ol the common parent are available. If

there is a delay in getting a co-component, the real priority ol the component may

have dropped, even though the forma] priority (that is. the priority assigned

initially by the system) remains the same

Assembled products made to stock present the most complex problem be-

cause their real priority depends upon the available stock of the parent item las

influenced by demand 1 as well as on the availability of co-components needed to

assemble the parent item. But whatever the cause ior level) ol priority change, the

important point is to Iced that input into tin' MRP system in a timely manner.
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Priority control ensures that the priority plans are carried out. That is the task

of production activity control, which we shall take up in the next chapter. The link

between the two is. however, direct and vital. Priority planning supplies the

priorities on materials and jobs so that priority control can actually make up
schedules and dispatch lists that sequence the work flow on the basis of those

priorities. Together, these two functions have a tremendously far-reaching effect

upon productivity.

MRP IMPLEMENTATION

Implementing an MRP system usually requires a strong educational effort

throughout the organization and the full commitment of top management. Figure

11-14 outlines some essential steps—which often take up to a year or more to

accomplish. Many of them have already been mentioned.

Performance Measurement In addition to education and commitment, one of

the most essential ingredients of a successful MRP system is a comprehensive

method of measuring the performance of all elements of the system. This includes

inventory accuracy, production plan and master schedule accuracy, bills-of-mate-

rial accuracy, and so forth. Goals should be set (such as > 95 percent on-time

delivery performance) and performance measured against these goals on a regular

monthly basis.

Computers and Consultants Most of the major computer manufacturers offer

MRP software packages—many of which incoqiorate everything from sales fore-

casting to production activity controls. In addition, now that the memory and

1 Initial education

2 Justification, commitment, and assignment of responsibility

3 Detailed educational plan (for management, P&IC, engineering, data pro-

cessing, shop, etc.)

4 Upgrading inventory records to s= 95 percent accuracy

5 Bill-of-material restructuring and accuracy

6 Item analysis of OQ, LT, SS, coding, and use patterns

7 Master schedule preparation policy and procedures

8 Systems design and software selection

9 Preinstallation procedures for rescheduling, order release, and shop floor

relations

10 Pilot program trial run on several hundred part numbers

11 Cut over to all product lines and other divisions

12 Capacity requirements planning

13 Production activity control

FIGURE 11-14 MRP Implemenronon Sreps [4]
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processing capabilities oi microcomputers is so large, MM' packages are also

available on personal computet systems

Finding the right computei system foi .1 given firm ma) require .t burl)

extensive review oi possibl) 20 01 30 types oi systems on the market Then the

system mi is( be adapted to the specific environment ol the firm Man) firms have

(bund it advantageous to make use ol Lndustr) consultants who have had experi

ence implementing MM' systems in othei firms

Regenerative and Net Change Systems When MRP systems were lirst intro-

• 1 1 u ril the) were designed for batch processing ol data on .1 periodic basis These

regenerative systems do .1 full explosion ol .ill items usuall) over the weekend t"

create an entirely new material requirements plan each period.

Today, more linns are installing net change MM' systems Set change MRP
is .in online system that continuously reacts to changes in the master schedule,

inventory additions, and other transactions It uses the same type ol MM' logii

but net change systems replan only those items that are changed or were not

previously planned. This (partial) explosion ol only the affected BOMs is more

sophisticated to maintain, but it keeps the database more current and can save

computer time. A complete regeneration of the whole system may, however still

be desirable on a regular hasis (perhaps ever) lew months) to locate errors and

purge unused files

A net change system was implemented in a Portland. Oregon, firm which

utilizes .'?(), 0(K) part numbers and 70,000 BOMs. The firm now maintains a 97

percent inventory record accuracy. All parts are planned nightly, and shop orders

are dispatched daily. The system reduced inventories by over 85 percent com-

pared with what they could have been, given the sales increase experienced by

the firm. Lead time from the plant has been cut 63 percent, and shop orders held

because of raw material shortages dropped from 1.1(H) to 10.

MRP systems can do an outstanding job ol ensuring that materials will be

available at appropriate times. But material supplies are ol little value unless

capacity is available to work on them. We will now locus upon capacit) concepts

—

more specifically, upon capacity requirements planning (CRP).

CAPACITY MANAGEMENT

Capacity is a measure ol the productive capability oi a facility per unit of time.

Capacity decisions begin with the initial tacilitv layout and extend to aggregate

planning, master scheduling, capacity requirements planning, and capacity con-

trol activities. In this section we review some terminology and focus upon t In-

capacity requirements planning (CRP) process b) looking specifically at the in-

puts, planning activity, and outputs ol CRP.

CAPACITY CONCEPTS IN REVIEW

Some measures ol capacity were introduced in ( lhapter 3 (that is, design capacity,

system capacity, and output capacity). It was noted that capacity is typically
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EXAMPLE 11-5

measured in common denominator units, such as tons, pieces, or work time

available. For capacity planning purposes, time units (for example, hours, days,

weeks) are often most useful. And unless otherwise stated, we will assume that

capacity refers to the actual capacity as measured from the average of past labor

reports or work center records. It they are not available, the "rated capacity" is

estimated.

Rated capacity
number of

machines

machine

hours

percentage

utilization

of) (
s>system

efficiency
(11-3)

A work center operates 6 days per week on a two-shift per day basis (8 hours

per shift) and has four machines with the same capability. If the machines are

utilized 75 percent of the time at a system efficiency oi 90 percent, what is

the rated output in standard hours per week?

SOLUTION

Rated capacity =
/number on /machine) [percentage on / system

\ machines / V hours / V utilization / Vefficiency

= (4)(8 x 6 x 2)(.75)(.90) = 259 standard hr/week

Note that capacity is expressed as a rate (for example, standard hours per

week). In concept, it is a limiting factor much like the drainpipe on a bathtub. The

drain limits the output of water regardless of whether the tub is half full or full. In

this case the How rate would be expressed in gallons per minute, and the water in

the tub would be the "load."

Capacity Variables Some factors affecting capacity are more controllable than

others [1], Controllable factors include the amount of labor, facilities, machines,

tooling, shifts worked per day, days worked per week, overtime, subcontracting,

alternative routings of work, preventive maintenance, and number of setups. Less

controllable factors include absenteeism, labor performance, machine break-

downs, material shortages, scrap and rework, and unexpected problems.

Capacity in Goods and Services Capacity problems may be evidenced in the

long lead time for many goods and in the queues at service facilities such as

doctors' offices, banks, and some retail stores. Underutilized facilities are also part

of the capacity problem. It is important to recognize capacity problems for what

they are; otherwise, we may tend to work on the symptom rather than the

problem. If the load is too large for a facility to handle, a capacity problem exists.

Assigning priorities (or giving special attention) to selected jobs does not solve the

capacity problem. Both priority and capacity planning systems are vital and need

to be coordinated. Hut they address different problems.

CAPACITY TIME HORIZONS

Figure I l-l"> depicts some capacity management responsibilities classified accord-

ing to the time horizon of the decision.
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/
TIME FRAME

Long range

(longer)

Medii. m range

(shorter)

Short range

TECHNIQUE AND STRATEGY

Resource planning of land, facilities, equipment,

and human resources. (Usually top management
decision.) Involves strategy of changing capital

facilities and employment levels over long range.

Resource requirements planning of total

resources needed to satisfy MPS (Uses load

profiles for each product and simulation of

alternative MPSs.) Manage via work-force

reallocation, inventory, and back-order and

subcontracting strategies.

APPLIES TO

Corporate

objectives

/
Aggregate plan

MPS items

Capacity requirements planning of labor and

equipment in key work centers. (Uses infinite

loading.) Manage via employment and work-
force reallocation, inventories, subcontracting,

make-or-buy decisions, alternative routing

and more tooling.

MRP items

Capacity control of input-output and operation

sequencing. (Uses finite loading.) Manage
via OT and IT, work-force reallocation,

subcontracting, and alternative routings.

Production

activity

control

/

/

FIGURE 11-15 Time Frame of Capacity Management Decisions

Long range. In the long range, management must plan for the human,

material, and financial resources that will give their organization the capacity

appropriate for their corporate goals. This requires a broad-based knowledge of

the economic, technological, and competitive variables that exist in their

operating environment.

Medium range. In the medium range, planners are concerned with having

the capacity to do the work embodied in the aggregate plan and the MPS. This

means converting material and job requirements into standard hours of labor

and machine time and developing loads for the firm's work centers that are in

balance with the work center eapaeities.

Short range. In the short range, the capacities are used to do the jobs

assigned by the capacity requirements plan. This means controlling the flow

(input-output) of work, comparing results with standards, and taking corrective

action when necessary. (Capacity control techniques will be covered in depth

in the next chapter.)

CRP ACTIVITIES

CRP activities are perhaps best described by following the chronological flow of

orders and information—from inputs through the planning activity to outputs. We
will begin with an overview.
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RESOURCE
PLANNING

ROUGH-CUT
CAPACITY
PLANNING

Revise

WC status file

• Equipment capacity

• Personnel capacity

-

I

Planned orders

and

released orders

I

I

I

I

Modify

capacity

Load projection

report

(infinite loading

by WC)

Is

Yes capacity No

adequate

?

I Yes

Workload report

(Finite loading

byWC)

Yes

Is

capacity

modification

feasible

?

No

Job (work) orders

Vendor (PO) orders

FIGURE 1 1 - 1 6 Flowchart of the CRP Process

Input/output

control

OVERVIEW OF THE CRP PROCESS

Figure 11-16 describes the CRP process in schematic form. End-item require-

ments arising from the aggregate plan and MPS are exploded into tentative

planned orders for components by the MRP system. The CRP system then

converts these orders into standard labor and machine hours of load on the

appropriate workers and on the machines as identified from the work center status

and shop routing files. The output is a load projection report by work center. If

work center capacities are adequate, the planned order releases are verified for

the MRP system, and released orders become purchase and shop orders. Work-

load reports are also made for use in input/output control. If some initial load

projection reports reveal inadequate capacity, either the capacity must be modi-
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fied (foi example, l>\ using overtime 01 shifting personnel 01 the mastei schedule

i<\ ised.

CRP INPUTS

\s depicted in Fig, 1 1- K), the majoi inputs foi the CRP |> iss are [2|:

1 Planned orders and released orders from the MRP system

2 Loading information from the work centei stains file

3 Routing information from the shop routing file

4 Changes which modifj capacity, uive alternative routings, or altei planned

ordei s

All these must be timel) il the system is to hincti iffectivel)

PLANNING ACTIVITY: INFINITE AND FINITE LOADING

The released and planned orders from the MRP system are converted into

standard hours of load by the CRP system Figure 11-17 illustrates the process It

shows the transition from the planned order release for 3(K) handlebars in period 6

(from Fig- 11-13) to (i.2 standard hours in work center (WC) 4. These hours and

the hours for other jobs planned for WC 4 during period 6 plus the hours foi

orders already released constitute the total expected load of L85 standard hours

Note that some time (20 hours' has been allowed for unplanned or emergent v

jobs.

MRP s\ stems assume that capacity is available when needed unless OtherVi ise

indicated. Thus, if the planned order release for handlebars in period d was for

3,000 units instead of 300 units, the additional load would still show up in period

6. If the total load is greater than available capacitv . then either the capacitv must

be changed Or the MI'S revised. Thus CRP is an iterative process that lirst

simulates loads on the work centers and relics upon planners to surest changes il

the plan cannot be met.

When planning capacitv. it is not necessarv to pi,m every work centei in

detail. Work centers that have known excess capacity will not be bottlenecks and

so will not necessitate changes to the master schedule. (However, it mav be

desirable to plan these wink centers lor purposes ol control.)

The process of loading work centers with all the loads when the) are required

without regard to the actual capacity ol the work centers is called infinite loading.

Infinite loading gives planners a good grasp ol the actual released order demand

upon the system so that they can make decisions about using overtime, using

alternative routings, delaying selected orders, etc. CRP reallv noes beyond in-

finite loading, however, for it includes planned orders as well as released orders

and involves an iterative plan-replan process. The 1 replanning is continued until a

realistic load is developed.

Figure 11-18 illustrates the lumpy nature of an infinite loading profile foi a

work center that has a substantial amount ol "past due work included with the



Handles
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SUMMARY

(in icni period Although man) firms continue in (unction with tins kind <>l load, it

is obviously unrealistic Systems tli.it plan like tins I.k k < i

<

-< 1 1 1 >t I t \ and "ill no) be

relied upon 01 adhered to This loading plan needs to I"- revised so thai require-

ments are brought more into line with capacit)

The profile on the right in Fig. 1 1-18 illustrates the principle ol finite loading

Finite loading can be done automatically lis computerized loading systems; the)

simpl) limit the an t ol load assigned to a work centei in each period 250

standard hours in Fig Ills Howevei finite loading dues nut usuall) work well

at tin- CRP st.iui- because it forces "mechanical changes back onto die mastei

schedule that arc not always the best solutions t<> the scheduling problem. Finite

loading tends tn In- more useful foi single work centers in die capacit) control

staue where jobs arc being scheduled.

Must linns have found that infinite loading, coupled with the inclus ol

planned orders, works well when the CRP process is dune in an iterative way.

Then the MPS is not "authorized" until both priorities and capacities are in

balance

CRP OUTPUTS

Aside from the rescheduling messages which call for capacity modification or

revision of the MPS, the major outputs ol the CRP system are the verification ol

planned orders for the MRP system and the load reports. Good load reports have

three characteristics [9]:

1 They are complete— that is. they have both planned and released orders.

1 The) are based upon valid priorities i which are up to date i.

3 They facilitate planning for the future.

The firm can plan tor the average amount of labor and equipment that is expected,

without actually designating the capacity for specific orders.

Material requirements planning (MRP) is a technique for determining the quan-

tity and timing of dependent-demand items. Capacity requirements planning

(CRP) takes material requirements from the MRP system and converts them into

standard hours of load on the labor and machines in the various work centers

MRP permits planners to schedule the individual requirements of thousands

of items in a time-phased format. For dependent items that have a "lumpy"

demand, scheduling the receipt ol components "as needed minimizes the costs o!

holding inventor) The savings over traditional order point systems can be signifi-

cant. Independent-demand items can also be time-phased.

A well-designed bill of material is essential for realistic master scheduling

—

which in turn is \ital to MRP and CRP systems. Indented bills showing the
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hierarchical levels of components are most useful. For option items, firms use

planning bills (or modules) and separate assembly schedules. Modules simplify

master scheduling by reducing the number of master schedule end items.

The master schedule drives the MRP system. Other inputs come from the bill

of materials (BOM) and the inventory status file. During the MRP computer run,

all requirements are exploded into their component parts, beginning at the

highest level (level 0) and extending to the lowest-level items.

MRP outputs are (1) released orders which go to purchasing and in-house

production shops, (2) planned orders which are used for CRP, (3) rescheduling

information used by master schedulers, and (4) reports and performance measure-

ment information. Most MRP systems also have other features which enable them
to use firm planned order and pegging capabilities.

Capacity management concerns extend from long-range resource-planning

activities (involving corporate objectives) to medium-range decisions (involving

the aggregate plan, master schedule, and CRP) to short-range decisions (capacity

control). For CRP, the requirements dictated by the MRP are usually translated

into loads on key work centers via an infinite loading technique. If capacities are

inadequate, they must be modified, or the MPS must be revised. After acceptable

loads have been established, the workloads can be assigned to work centers on a

finite loading basis.

MRP is the "heart" of today's computerized inventory and scheduling ac-

tivities. Thousands of firms have adopted MRP systems, and many more are in the

implementation stage. MRP can be expected to give our nation's productivity a

substantial boost in the future as more firms bring their systems on-line.

SOLVED PROBLEMS

BILL OF MATERIALS (BOM)

1 A BOM is desired for a bracket (Z100) that is made up of a base (A10), two springs

(BID, and four clamps (C20). The base is assembled from one clamp (C20) and two
housings (D21). Each clamp has one handle (E30), and each housing has two bearings

(F31) and one shaft (G32).

(a) Design a product structure tree that includes the level coding information.

(b) Show the data in the form of an indented BOM

Solution

For this BOM, level will he the highest (end-item code) and level 3 the lowest (see

Fig. 1 1-19). Note that the tour clamps are a component of the end-item bracket hut are

also a component of the base. To facilitate calculation of net requirements, the product

tree has been restructured: the clamp components have been moved from where they

might have been (shown dashed) to the lower level consistent with the other (identical)

clamp.

2 Determine the quantities of AM). Bll, C20, D21, E30, F31, and G32 needed to

complete 50 of the Z100 brackets of Solved Prob. 1. (For simplicity, use A. B E
as part numbers.)
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Z100

Br.,, t It

A10

Ban

Bll

Spring (2)

1

Clamp

| D21

Housing (21

E30

Handle

F31

Bearing (2)

G32

Shaft

r

I

C20

Clamp (4)

E30

Handle
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Solution

Flashlight

Head
assembly

Batteries

(2)

Body
assembly

Plastic

head
Lens

Bulb

subassembly
Reflector

Shell

assembly
Spring

On-off

switch

Plastic

powder ( 1

)

.1

Connector

bars (2)

Metal

slides (2)

Plastic

Plastic

powder (3)

Design an indented bill of materials for the flashlight in Solved Prob. 3. (Note: Assign

appropriate four-digit part numbers to the components.)

Solution
Bill of Materials
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GROSS AND NET REQUIREMENTS

."> The company th.it produces flashlight] Solved Prob. 3) has on order lor 200 end Items

flashlights). They have on hand 10 bead assemblies no 1001 12 lenses (no 2<K)2i, 50

springs (no. 200(5), anil 15 on-oti s« iti Ins no 3003). Compute the cross requirements

and the net requirements to s.itish tin- order.

Solution

See Fig. 11-20.

FIGURE 11-20
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LOT SIZING: PART-PERIOD ALGORITHM (PPA)

¥ 6 The ordering cost to order an item is $225 and carrying cost is $.75 per period. Net
requirements per month are as shown below. Use the part-period algorithm to

determine the size and timing of orders.

Month
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Or,/,,

Vo
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S Clemson Industries product's products X and V. which have demand, safety stock, and
product structure levels as shown. The on-hand inventories are as follows: X = 100,

Y = 30. A = 70, B = 0, C = 200, and D = 800. The lot size for A is 250, and the lot

size for D is 1,000 (or multiples of these amounts); all the other items are specified on a

lot-for-lot (LFL) basis (that is, the quantities are the same as the net requirements).

The only scheduled receipts are 250 units of X due in period 2. Determine the order

quantities and order release dates for all requirements using an MRP format.

Product



FIGURE 11-21 M^p ^on for * ond Y
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Figure 11-21 show that requirements for C and D come from planned order

releases for both B and Y. End item Y requires 4 units of D, so the projected

requirements in period 4 are 2,100 units, with 1,600 from Y (that is, 4 X 400) and

500 from B. Together, they generate a planned order release for 2,000 units of D in

period 2.

CAPACITY MANAGEMENT

9 A work center operates 6 days per week on a two-shift-per-day basis (8 hours per shift)

and has four machines with the same capability. If the machines are utilized 75 percent

of the time at a system efficiency of 90 percent, what is the rated output in standard

hours per week?

Solution

„ , /number of \ / niachine\ /percentage of\
Rated capacity =1 , .

'

f
...

°
\ machines / \ hours / \ utilization /

= (4)(8 x 6 x 2)(.75)(.90) = 259 standard hr/week

system

efficiency

10 The Metric Instrument Company uses an MRP system and plans to adjust capacity

when the cumulative deviation exceeds one-half of the forecasted average per week.

They have calculated capacity requirements per week for their testing laboratory over

the next 8 weeks as shown below. Graph the capacity requirements, showing the

average requirement as a dotted line.

Week No.
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QUESTIONS

PROBLEMS

hi
[1-2

II 3

111

11-5

11-6

11-7

11-8

11-9

11-10

11-11

11-12

11-13

lilt

Define i MRP b I RP uid i BOM
W li\ * 1 1 * I I s experience so much I iH n u 1 1 \ in scheduling dependent-demand
items priOl tO the 1960s?

K.tnk the Following terms in the appropriate sequence

(a) Released orders e Mastei schedule

l> Aggregate plan I Vre materials adequate?

, Is capacit) adequati (g MRP
ul> ( !RP ill* \ endoi purchase order

Distinguish between .i planned receipt and .i scheduled receipl

Explain whal is meant l>\ "time phasing

What are the major outputs I an Mill' system?

Explain how time-phasing concepts (in contrast to ii.kIiIumi.iI ordei point tech-

niques) i .in generate inventor) ( osl savings when applied to items with dependent

("lump) ) demand.

In whal wa) do MRP benefits extend to inventories, priorities, and capacities?

Differentiate between the following (a single-level BOM (b indented BOM,
(c) planning BOM, (d) assembl) BOM
Master schedules d t always include the end items which will ultimatel) be

produced for customei orders Explain why this is so and whal is dune to ensure

that the customers orders are taken into account.

How long should the MRP planning horizon be, and what can be dune il a cyclical

demand needs attention but tails outside the horizon?

What is me.ml b) (a) lot-for-lot ordering, and (b) pegging?

What are the inputs for the CRP process?

Distinguish between infinite loading and finite loading. Where is each best used?

1 A firm investigating the possibilit) ol installing an MRP system maintains an avenue

inventory of 50 units of a dependent-demand item that eosts them $6<) to purchase

The) estimate that !>y time phasing the receipt ol that item, the average inventory

would drop in half II the) use a carrying charge ol i2 percent per year, how much
annual savings would result from time phasing this item?

2 B\ using i time-phased plan for component in\ entoi us. a firm producing robotic parts

e.m reduce average inventor) levels from 65 units to 35 units. Ifthe average value ofan

item is ST and the reduction applies to 2,000 components, how much savings would

result? Assume inventor) carrying costs ol 25 percent pei year

3 Given the product structure tree shown, compute the net requirements ol \. B. C, D,

I- and F to produce 10 units of end item X No stink is on hand.
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Ad) B(2) E (4)

cm (4) E(2)

F(3) C(3)

-4 Given the product structure for end product X, what product level codes would be

assigned to the end product and components for BOM planning purposes?

HO) JO) C(4)

5 Given the product structure tree shown in Proh. 4, compute the net requirements to

produce 100 units of subassembly A. No stock is on hand or on order.

6 Given the product structure tree shown in Prob. 4, compute the net requirements to

produce 100 units of subassembly B. No stock is on hand or on order.

7 End item X is assembled from three major assemblies: A, B, and C. Subassembly A
consists of two units of D, two units of E, and one F. To make B, component G and

three units of H are needed. Subassembly C requires two units of J and one F.

Component D requires two units of J and one unit of K.

(a) Construct a product structure tree for X.

(b) What quantities of A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, J, and K are required to produce 100

units of X?
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s An end item V is assembled from mi'- i "I \ and t«" units oi It Ea< Ii \ is i|xis<d

ol 2 mills i>| li Tlir B is composed ol i < s and l I Each ( is made up of4 H'sand i

Ds
,i ( onstrud a product structure tree thai shows tin- components arranged proper!)

for low-level coding Show the coding levels

b What quantities "I H an- required in produce 100 units "I >
-

(c) Suppose 50 B's .in- alread) mi hand. Then how man) H's would be required?

Determine tin- nel requirements for the tun items below

SO-hp Motor* s, : , /; r ontroUen

Projected (gross) requirements 30

On-hand inventory 12

Inventory on order (scheduled receipts) 10

45

22

10 Given the following product structure tree, compute the net requirements for A, B, C,

and D to produce 20 units of product X.

Component

A
B

C
D

/in entory On Hand
and On Order

10

5

10

10

II Determine the net requirements for the three items shown

Switches Microprocessors Kruhoards

Projected (gross) requirements 55

On-hand inventory 18

Inventory on order (scheduled receipts) 12

14

2

12

28

7

10

12 Given the product structure tree shown in Prob. 4. what net amounts ofG are required

to produce 140 units of X if the only on-hand inventory is 120 mots <>l subassembly B

and 40 units of subassembly F?

13 A skateboard consists of one baseplate and two wheel assemblies Each wheel assem-

bly is comprised of 1 mounting bracket. 1 axle, and 2 wheels Each wheel has 1 bearing

and 1 steel shell

(a) Draw the product structure tree showing the BOM levels

(b) Assume the linn has an order lor 300 skateboards and has 200 completed

skateboards on hand, plus 40 wheel assemblies and 50 bearings. Hovt main more

bearings (net requirements) are needed?

14 The Little Red Wagon Company produces wagons (W) consisting o( the following

parts
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A001Box(1) C003 Wheel assembly (4) E005 parts kit (1)

B002 Handle (1) D005 axle (2)

Box (1)

Parts kit (1)

Each wheel assembly is composed of: F006 Wheel (1)

G007 Bearing (2)

The wheel, in turn, is composed of:

Each parts kit contains:

Each wagon is painted with:

H008 Disk (1)

I009 Tire (1)

J010 Bearing housing (1)

K011 Washer (4)

L012 Snap ring (4)

P013 Red paint (J pint)

(a) Construct a product structure tree showing the BOM levels for the wagon.

(b) Construct an indented BOM for the wagon.

(c) Suppose the company offers 3 different sizes of boxes, 2 different sizes of wheels,

and a choice of 10 different color schemes. How many end-product combinations

could result?

* 15 Part-period algorithm The cost of placing an item on order is $90, and the per-unit

carrying charge is $.45 per month. Net requirements per month are as shown below.

Use the part-period algorithm to determine the size and timing of orders.

Month

Requirement

8

180 150 250 450 125 50 200 210

16 Complete the material requirements plan shown below and find the amount of

inventory on hand at the end of week 8.
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A
LT= 1

C(4)
LT=1

Ed)
LT = 2

B(2)
LT = 2

D(1)
LT = 4

F (1)

LT= 1

C(2)
LT= 1

Ed)
LT=2

F(1|
LT= 1

A master schedule calls for 50 units of F in period 6 and 60 in period 8. On-hand levels

are G = 20, H = 60, E = 0, J = 30, and C = 100. Another 200 units of C are

scheduled for receipt in period 2. Order quantities are all lot-for-lot except for C,

which has an ERL of 200 (or multiples of that).

F(1)

LT = 2

Gd)
LT= 1

H(1) Jd)
LT = 2 LT

H(1)
LT = 2

Ed)
LT= 1
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Plastic grip

Bed Handle

Wheel and
axle assembly

C099

Cart

LT 2

1001

Bed ill

LT= 1

1002

Frame
assembly ( 1

)

LT = 2

1003

Wheel and axle

assembly (2)

LT = 2

2002

Ring

LT= 1

Handle

LT= 1

Grips (2)

LT = 2

Support (2)

LT= 1

2005

Axled)
LT= 1

2006

Wheel

assembly (2)

LT = 3

3002

Tire (2)

LT = 2

Wheel (2)

LT = 2

3003

Bearing (2)

LT = 2

Cap (21

LT = 2

22 The inventory manager ol < office Fixtures is attempting to plan material requirements

lor the production ol One ol the firm s desk lamps over the next S weeks. Kadi lamp

consists ol a metal l>asc, a tube steel frame, and two lijdit assemblies. The linlit

assemblies are, in turn, each made up ol a switch .nn\ tube holder Details on the end

item requirements and component parts are given below. Develop a material require-

ments plan (MRP) for the various inventor] components showing ill the time-phased

requirements, (2) the scheduled receipts, (3 the on-hand inventory, and t the

planned order release information.

End-Item Requirements
Week
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REFERENCES

23 An office furniture manufacturer has a work center with 3 metal presses which are each

operated IVi hours per shift on a 3-shift-per-day, 6-day-per-week basis. The presses

arc allocated to furniture production SO percent of the time, with the remainder

reserved for special-order jobs. If the machine efficiency is 95 percent, what is the

rated output for furniture production in standard hours per week?

24 Culver Electronics has a capacity of300 hours per week in work center 2. At the end of

week 53 the workload is as shown. Prepare (a) an infinite loading load profile and (b) a

finite loading load profile for weeks 54 through 58. Use the first letter of the job

number to show when the various jobs are scheduled under each loading profile.

Workload for Work Center 2

Job Number
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1

POINTS 15

Part I True/False [ 1 poinr each * 6]

The major inputs t" MRP ire the mastei produi don schedule the lull oi materials 1 • I

«

- and inventor)

status infoi mation

Manufacturing inventor) tends to have .i dependent demand thai is mure "lump) than end-item

inventor) which is independent

I Ik iim ol B( >Ms should be limited to produi 1 1 onfigurations thai are buildable; otherwise the H< >\ls

are ol m> value.

4 in \IK1', the computer database must have .i li<)M numbei on lilc foi ever) option available in the

final assembl) ol .i product.

Pegging refers to the ability <>l the MKI' system to accept and plan for certain orders even though

normal MM' logic would automatical!) reschedule such orders

(.'1U' is an iterative process whereb) the computer first simulates loads on the work centers .u\<\ then

relies upon planners to suggest changes il the plan cannot be met

Port II Problems [3 poinrs each = 9. Calculate and select yout answer ]

I End item A lias a BOM as shown, "here the numbers are amounts required. There are 25 units ol B and 900

units of H in Stock. What net requirements ol II arc needed to SUppl) 3(KI units ol \'

Bill

r
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INTRODUCTION

Take a moment to look at the people and products around you. You're likely to see

a number of "walking billboards" promoting everything from Apple computers

and Stanford University to Miller beer and Porsche automobiles—plus a few fun

runs and vacation spots. And you're likely to see a number of designer-label and

special option products ranging from jeans and jackets to salad bars and cars. As

Americans, we seem to like to trademark ourselves with distinguishing labels and

products that enable us to say, Tin different—but in a quality way."

The availability of specialized products and options has become an inherent

part of competition in U.S. industry today. A consulting firm studying the smor-

gasbord of automobile products available found that, given the possible combina-

tions of engines, transmissions, and optional accessories, a Chevrolet Citation

came in more than 32,000 versions. And a Ford Thunderbird was available in

more than 69,000 varieties. (Though the Honda Accord was sold in only 32

versions in the United States [6:31].)

It costs money and takes a great deal of coordination of materials and labor

effort to provide options in a manufacturing plant. The consultant mentioned

above estimated that over the past 20 years, the expansion of product lineups in

the automobile industry in the United States has added well over $1,000 in

overhead to the cost of the average car. In operational terms, it has meant that

production activities must be more precisely controlled. With high-volume pro-

duction of customized products, there is not much leeway for foul-ups. Things

must happen on time, as scheduled!

In Chapter 11 we saw that the MRP system specifies what products (or

components) are needed, in what quantities, and when they are required. Produc-

tion activity controls then take over to deliver the goods. They direct how, when,

and where the products should be made. Thus they bridge the gap between the

material and capacity plans (discussed earlier) and the finished products.

Production activity controls (PAC) are the priority and capacity management

techniques used to schedule and control production operations. Figure 12-1

depicts these two major concerns of PAC systems.

FIGURE 12-1 Major Concerns of Production Activity Control
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Priority control ensures thai production activities follow the priority plan the

materia] requirements plan l>\ controlling tin- orders to vendors and in-houae

production shops Capacity control helps l>\ monitoring work centers t<> ensure

tli.it they are providing 1 1 •
<

- amount oi labor and equipment time that Is necessary

(and was planned) to do die scheduled work.

Although the material in this chapter applies most directly t anut.u 1 1 ir uiii

facilities, mans oi the concepts apply equally well to service systems. Because

they are consumed as they are produced, services do not accumulate inventories

in the same sense .is manufacturing firms. However, the concepts oi priority

control (such as ol medical care in hospitals
. and capacity control such as in the

utilization of beds and operating rooms) still apply. The unique problems of

Services and large-scale projects will he dealt with in a later chapter

Before commencing your stuck of this chapter, scan the list ol terms defined

in Fig. 12-2. You may find it helpful to refer to them later.

PAC OBJECTIVES AND DATA REQUIREMENTS

SYSTEM OBJECTIVES

The objectives of PAC systems are heavily dependent upon the timely flow of

accurate information:

1 KltOW the currentJob status (what jobs are running and where they are located

2 Guide future job operations (determine what jobs should he next and in what

work (enters

3 Ensure the adequacy of materials and capacities (make sure that correct quan-

tities of materials are in the right place at the right time and that capacity and

tooling are available to work on them).

4 Maximize operational efficiency (maximize labor and machine utilization and

minimize inventory, set-up. and other costs while meeting master schedule

service objectives

5 Maintain operational control (monitor job status and lead times, measure prog-

ress, and signal corrective action when necessary).

Taken together, the fixe objectives constitute the requirements for a formal

s\ stein that integrates and coordinates the human and machine resources of an

organization. Let us identify some desirable characteristics of such a system.

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Production activity control responsibility normally rests with the director of

manufacturing or the production control manager. It is usually a staff function. A
centralized production control department typically coordinates activities, sets



1 Control (as related to the type of system)

Flow Control of continuous operations by setting common production rates for all items, feeding

work into the system at a specified rate, and monitoring the rate

Order Control of intermittent operations by monitoring the progress of each individual order

through successive operations in its production cycle

2 Control (as related to |Obs and time)

Priority Control over the status of pbs and work activities by specifying the order in which

materials or |obs are assigned to work centers.

Capacity Control over the labor and machine time used for |obs and work activities by planning

and monitoring the time requirements of key work centers

3 Critical ratio A dynamic scheduling technique Priority index numbers are calculated for ranking

jobs according to which are in most urgent need of work time so that orders can be shipped on

schedule

4 Dispatching Selecting and sequencing pbs to be run at individual work centers and actually

authorizing or assigning the work to be done The dispatch list is the primary means of priority

control

5 Expediting Finding discrepancies between planned and actual work output and correcting them

by attempting to speed up the processing in less than the normal lead time

6 Input control Control over the work being sent to a supplying facility, whether this is the shop itself

or an outside vendor.

7 Lead time The period between the decision to release an order and the completion of the first

units. Includes wait. move, set-up, queue, and run time

8 Line of balance A charting technique that uses lead times and assembly sequencing to compare

planned component completions with actual component completions

9 Loading Assigning hours of work to work centers in accordance with the available capacity of the

work centers

Finite capacity Work is rescheduled into other periods if insufficient capacity exists in the required

time period

Infinite capacity Work is assigned to the given time period whether or not sufficient capacity

exists

10 Output control Dispatching, expediting, and any other follow-up necessary to get scheduled work

from a work center or vendor

11 Priority decision rules Rules used by a dispatcher to determine the sequence in which jobs will be

done

12 Routing The determination of which machines or work centers will be used to manufacture a

particular item Routing is specified on a route sheet, the route sheet identifies operations to

perform, sequence, and possibly materials, tolerances, tools, and time allowances

13 Scheduling Setting operation start dates for |obs so that they will be completed by their due date

Forward scheduling Starting with a known start date and proceeding from the first operation to the

last to determine the completion date

Backward scheduling Starting with a given due date and working backward to determine the

required start date

14 Setup time The time required to ad|ust a machine and attach the proper tooling to make a

particular product

15 Shop order (manufacturing order) A document conveying the authority to produce a specific

quantity of a given item It may also show the materials and machines to use, the sequence of

operations, and the due dates that have been assigned by the scheduler

16 Work center An area or work station where a particular type of work is performed

Source The definitions are taken largely from the American Production and Inventory Control Society (APICS)

Dictionary. 5th ed . 1984 (modilied and'or condensed)

FIGURE 12-2 Production Activity Control Terms
487
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schedules, and reviews results Dispat< hers on the shop flooi follow the status ol

jobs and reco end adjustments where the) are needed.

The production plannei plays a vital role in controlling shop activities Duties

include coordinating inputs from purchasing and materials management plus

planning the sequence "I operations foi the simp Tins humus working with the

simp supervisoi to ensure thai |ol>s are done on schedule II significant delays

icsiilt hi capacit) levels are inappropriate, the planner must feed thai information

back to the mastei scheduler so thai corrective action can be taken right awa)

In sonic Inms. produi Hon controls are simple (perhaps even manual) sched-

ules or records ol jobs assigned to production facilities. ( >ther linns integrate then

controls with computerized \l HI' and CRP systems. Howevei i onsiderable <hl-

ferences in system design exist, depending i>n the nature ol the produi t (whether

it is standard or custom-built), the plant layout and process (whethei it is continu-

ous in intermittent), the volume ol produi tion, and whether items are produced

lui order or for stock.

Before effective control activities can commence, the work centers, routings,

and manufacturing lead times must be well defined. Each work centei s < apai it\

and efficiency vis-a-vis standard capability should be known Routing essentials

include what is to be done (operation), where it is to he done work centei and

how long it should take (standard!. Lead times such as times used for setup and

transit must also he known.

Experience suggests some qualities which are desirable to make an) PAC
system run effectively [2]. These RUN characteristics, identified in liu. 12-3.

include making the system

Realistic. Schedules si Id reflect what can realistically be accomplished.

They can be "tough" goals thai pn te efficient use ol linns resources. Hut

they should also be feasible, not only in terms ol time standards but in terms ol

allowance for errors in lead times and stock levels. Otherwise, supervisors and

workers will lose confidence in the schedules and circumvent the system.

Understandable. The system should become a reliable communication me-

dium and support (not threaten) operating personnel. Simplicit) ol operation

will enhance understanding and acceptance by both management and shop

personnel

Necessary. Accuracy, timeliness, and Qexibilit) are kev characteristics for

generating confidence in the system. Systems that are accurate and timet)

become more indispensable over time. Flexibility will permit replanning and

FIGURE 12-3 PAC RUN Chorocrerisrics
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last-minute schedule modification, so planners can use actual order information

lit' available) rather than forecast data.

PRIORITY AND CAPACITY CONTROL ACTIVITIES

Priority and capacity controls receive their inputs from the MRP and CRP sys-

tems. They attempt to ensure that the production quantities specified in the
material requirements plan are completed as scheduled within the hourly time
estimates established by the capacity requirements plan.

Figure 12-4 depicts the major priority and capacity control functions. Priority

control activities include order release, dispatching, and status control. We shall

treat each function in depth later in the chapter. For now, note that the priority

control system is concerned with the proper sequencing ofjobs in work centers. It

should be flexible enough to allow for the updating of priorities whenever quan-
tities or due dates change. That is, it should always reflect valid priorities whether
higher or lower than previously planned.

For capacity control, the major concerns are lead-time control, balance of
workload, and input/output control. The load on the shop (in unit hours) deter-

mines how long it takes to produce an item (that is, the lead time). By controlling

the rate at which orders are released to the shop, lead times can be controlled, and
capacity can be more effectively utilized.

DATA REQUIREMENTS

A well-organized database is essential to a workable PAC system. Figure 12-5

identifies some key requirements in terms of planning and control functions

[8:3-7],

Rev

mas
schedule

PRIORITY PLANNING
(MRP)

CAPACITY PLANNING
(CRP)

No

I

I

I

OK?

Yes
! I

Yes

Yes

PRIORITY
(material and job)

CONTROL

Order release

Dispatching

Status control

OK?
No

Yes

CAPACITY
(time)

CONTROL

Lead time control

Balance

Input/output control

seRev

mas er
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FIGURE 1 2-4 Priority ond Capacity Conrrol Activities
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machines an operator may run simultaneously, whether an alternative opera-

tion is being used, if an outside supplier does an operation, etc.

The shop order master file contains summary data on each active shop order.

Along with the shop order detail file, it is especially useful for production

activity controls. In addition to cost information and quantity data, this file

contains the priority value assigned to the order. There is one record in this file

for each active shop order.

The shop order detail file stores all the scheduling, progress, and priority data

relevant to each shop order. The due date or lead-time-remaining information

is especially useful in recalculating priorities to keep them valid.

A satisfactory functioning PAC system is, of course, heavily dependent upon

priority and capacity inputs, such as from an MRP system. The MRP system sets

order release dates and lot sizes for products (and components) needed to satisfy

the master schedule. If materials problems (for example, shortages) or capacity

differences exist, the MRP system should be alerted. As planning and control files

are updated with shop floor information, the MRP system should revise due dates

(or signal revisions to the master schedule) as required.

Our discussion of the objectives and data requirements for production activity

controls is now completed. Next we turn to scheduling strategy and meth-

odologies, which are really techniques for effective dispatching (see Fig. 12-4).

These methodologies are crucial to an operation and deserve extra attention.

SCHEDULING STRATEGY AND GUIDELINES

As the production quantities embodied in the aggregate plan and master produc-

tion schedule are translated into specific job assignments, short-term or detailed

scheduling comes into play. At this point individual jobs are assigned to specific

work centers.

SYSTEM DIFFERENCES

All firms do not need the same level of scheduling, and indeed many firms do not

use formal scheduling methods at all. Scheduling use is largely a function of the

size and type of production system, as summarized in Fig. 12-6. Operational

concerns (and scheduling needs) differ for continuous, intermittent and jobshop,

and project-type systems.

Continuous si/stems produce a limited class of products at fixed rates on

assembly lines that usually follow fixed paths of manufacturing. The problems

of order release, dispatching, and monitoring work status are not as complex

here as in intermittent systems.

Intermittent andjobshop systems typically produce batches or a wide variety of

products on the same facilities. Each order may be individually routed to its
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Cumulative scheduling of the total workload is useful, especially for long-range

planning of approximate capacity needs. However, this type of scheduling may
result in the overloading of current periods and the underloading of future

periods. It offers no guidance as to which jobs to do when, and there is no

means of controlling which orders are being worked on.

Cumulative-detailed combination is a feasible and practical approach, es-

pecially if the master schedule has "flexible" and "firm" portions, as was

suggested earlier. Cumulative workload projections, made as jobs arrive, can

be used to plan for approximate capacity needs. Capacities are planned on a

broad basis first in terms of total labor and machine-hour requirements per

week at key work centers. As changes occur during the weeks prior to manufac-

turing, the computer updates material and capacity requirements automati-

cally. Capacity may then be allocated to specific jobs later, perhaps just a few

days before the work is to be performed. (The actual time allowed at each work

center is based on predetermined standard hour requirements for the job, but

it usually does little good to try to specify which particular hour or minutes a

worker shall work on a given job. Normally, one day is the shortest practical

scheduling unit used in jobshops.)

Priority decision rules are scheduling guides that have been used indepen-

dently and in conjunction with one of the above strategies. Examples of such

rules are "first come, first served" and "always work on jobs with the longest

lead times." When used alone, priority rules essentially take the place of any

other scheduling—but at some cost, such as high work-in-process inventory or

reduced service to some customers. When used in conjunction with the

combination of cumulative and detailed scheduling, priority rules can be very

effective. We will elaborate or. one widely used rule, the critical ratio, later in

the chapter.

Two other strategy concerns relate to the scheduling time unit and the

direction in which schedulers view the time, that is, forward or backward.

Scheduling Time Frome We have seen that the master production schedule, as

well as the material and capacity requirements plans, are typically expressed in

weekly time buckets. As requirements are translated into shop orders, the weekly

loadings are preserved, but more precision is sometimes needed for controlling

the efficiency of operations. However, even though the jobs are given priorities on

a daily basis and the precise times to do a job are measured (and recorded) in

minutes, it is common practice to accept weekly precision for scheduling purposes

in jobshops. This gives the shop flexibility to balance high- and low-priority work
orders. Weekly time periods are also consistent with other production and in-

ventory control activities.

Forward versus Backward Scheduling Fi >, lirt. i 2-7 illustrates two approaches to

scheduling. Forward scheduling starts as soon as requirements are known and
often results in the completion oi the component before the required due date.

The result is more work-in-process inventory and higher inventory carrying costs.
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1 Provide a realistic schedule.

2 Allow adequate time for operations.

3 Allow adequate time before, between, and after operations

4 Don't release all available jobs to the shop

5 Don't schedule all available capacity in the shop.

6 Load only selected work centers.

7 Allow for necessary changes.

8 Gear shop responsibility to the schedule.

FIGURE 12-8 Scheduling and Loading Guidelines

because the incoming flow of orders (customers) and the service times may have

more variability than in goods manufacturing.

SCHEDULING METHODOLOGY

The scheduling methodology depends upon the type of industry, organization,

product, and level of sophistication required. We shall examine three general

classes of methodology: (1) charts and boards, (2) priority decision rules, and (3)

mathematical programming methods. The methods are not mutually exclusive,

and many firms use a combination of scheduling techniques.

GANTT CHARTS, SCHEDULE BOARDS, AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS

Gantt charts and associated scheduling boards have been extensively used sched-

uling devices in the past, although many of the charts are now drawn by computer.

Gantt charts are extremely easy to understand and can quickly reveal the current

or planned situation to all concerned. They are used in several forms, including

(a) scheduling or progress charts, which depict the sequential schedule, (b) load

charts, which show the work assigned to a group of workers or machines, and
(c) record charts, which are used to record the actual operating times and delays of

workers or machines.

Figure 12-9 illustrates a simplified (a) scheduling chart and (b) load chart. The
load chart depicts the specific customer orders (SO) to be worked on in work
centers 2, 4, 5, and 7. The [x] signifies an unavoidable delay (for maintenance, and
so on). Load charts can also be used to show the scheduled workload, mainte-

nance, and idle time on key machines, and they can be used to show the

accumulated backlog.

Another Gantt chart is shown in Fig. 12-10, where the "vee" indicates

updating through July 7. This is a progress chart showing which activities must be

done prior to other activities. It shows that the rod castings were delayed a day,

probably due to extra maintenance on the casting furnace. The wires are half a day
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ers. Computers can keep track of thousands of items of inventory and assist in

generating revised schedules so quickly that the resultant schedules are nearly
always an improvement over manual methods. Even if the firm has not advanced
beyond a simple listing or charting technique, its computer can probablv help.

PRIORITY DECISION RULES

Priority decision rules are simplified guidelines (heuristics) for determining the
sequence in which jobs will be done. In some firms these rules take the place of
priority planning systems such as MRP systems. In others, they are used in

conjunction with some of these more advanced systems.

The search for "optimal" rules has identified numerous rules. A good deal of
academic research having to do with assigning n jobs to m machines subject to
various arrival patterns has been done. This includes extensive simulations to
analyze the effects on processing time, labor utilization, inventory carrying, and
other costs. No single rule is best for all situations.

Priority decision rules are extensively used, and a number of them are
discussed below. We will begin with some single-criterion rules that are "static" in

that they do not incorporate an updating feature. Next we will consider Johnson's
rule. Following that, we will take up the critical ratio technique, a widely used
priority system that permits regular updating and revision of priorities.

Single-Criterion Rules The simplest but sometimes most effective priority rules
assign jobs on the basis of a single criterion. Some of these rules are shown in

Fig. 12-11.

One of the difficulties of selecting an appropriate rule lies in first deciding on
the criterion. Rules which minimize flow time, or the average waiting time of
orders, do not necessarily yield low in-process inventory costs or high labor or
machine utilization. The rules listed in Fig. 12-11 use only one criterion as a
determinant for decision. The first-come, first-served order, for example, may
appear desirable from a "fairness" standpoint, but customers in urgent need of a
particular product may desperately need faster service on some occasions. None of
the single-criterion rules takes the "big picture" into account.

Symbol Priority Utile

FCFS First come, first served

EDD Earliest due date

LS Least slack (that is, time due less processing time)

SPT Shortest processing time

LPT Longest processing time

PCO Preferred customer order

FtS Random selection

FIGURE 12-11 Some Priority Decision Rules
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EXAMPLE 12-1

Si • | ii ii >i ii\ rules are however, generall) bettei than others Research has

shown, I • • i example thai the shortest-processing-time rule SF1 has the lowest

average flow time ol numerous rules tested Tins results in low in-process in-

\ i'n tin \ costs (On the othei hand consistent!) scheduling items with the shortest

operation time will undoubted!) make s e customers those \uili Imiu process-

ing times—quite unhappy! \ rule ol giving priorit) in those jobs ili.it have the

leas) nI.k k time pei remaining operations minis to be effei tive foi focusing upon

the lateness ol |ol>s

Shown here are the time remai g (number ol d.i\s until due) and work

remaining (number ol days) for five jobs which wen- assigned .i letter .is the)

arrived. Sequence the jobs by priority rules: a I' is I, EDD i IS. (d)

SFT, and (e) LPT.
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individual activity time. If the shortest time lies with machine 1, the job is placed

as early in the schedule as possible, and if the shortest time lies with machine 2,

the job is placed as late as possible. Once one job has been scheduled, it is

eliminated from further consideration, and the decision rule is applied to the

remaining jobs. The scheduling sequence that is derived then applies to both

machines. By scheduling least-time jobs at the beginning and end of the schedule,

the amount of concurrent operating time for machines 1 and 2 is maximized, and
so the overall operating time to complete a specific number of jobs is minimized.

EXAMPLE 12-2 Wonderloaf Bakery has orders for five specialty jobs (A, B, C, D, and E) that

must be processed sequentially through two work centers (baking and deco-

ration). The amount of time (in hours) required for the jobs is shown below.
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1
1 II ir nexl shortest time is foi i<>b I) in work center 2 Place the job .is late

is possible

B
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EXAMPLE 12-3

Stated in terms of dates, the critical ratio is

date due — date nowCR
lead (work) time remaining

DP - DN
LTR

Today is day 22 on the production control calendar, and four jobs are on
order as shown:
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while mi lizing costs The interdepende ;s cosl uncertainties, and assump

tions iliat must be made however, make a mathematical solution to the problem

iliiln nit Nevertheless, .is linns gam bettei productivit) and cost data, the undei

lying assumptions become li « restrictive Tins coupled with the availability ol

computers and advanced quantitative methods, lias brought man) oi tin- schedul-

ing problems closer to a logical, data-based solution than the) were pre\ sK \

In n I review ol applications reveals that scheduling and production control are now

ver) Fertile areas for tin- use ul standard simplex and distribution linear program-

ming assignment linear programming, and <l\ namu programming methods, all <>f

which are mentioned below.

Linear Programming: Simplex and Transpoitation Methods Man) scheduling

and production control problems lit well into the linear programming framework

discussed earlier.

EXAMPLE 12-4

EXAMPLE 12-5

\ In in can sell whatever quantities ol three grades ol steel it can produce

Each grade yields a different profit contribution and requires different times

on common machines. The scheduling problem ol designating winch quan-

tities to produce may be formulated as one of maximizing profit subject to

machine-time availability constraints. The solution can proceed via the

standard simplex method ol linear programming.

A scheduler in a miiltiplant firm must direct the flow of raw materials Irom

three peripheral supply points to live different mills in order to establish

production quantities and operating times for each mill. The optima] alloca-

tion may be determined by setting up a transportation linear programming

matrix covering supply and demand locations plus interconnecting transpor-

tation costs.

EXAMPLE 12-6 Eight shop orders calling for different quantities must be assigned to produc-

tion on five machines. Each machine has a limited number ol hours avail-

able, and so there max be a different cost per piece The assignment ol jobs

to machines can be made using transportation linear programming methods

alter the hours of machine time and units of demand are converted into

common units ol equivalent standard hours (ESH).

Linear programming methods were described earlier, a discussion that will

not be repeated here Recall that they were used in product-mix and process

selection situations to help select raw material amounts and product quantities to

schedule on a profit maximization (or cost minimization) basis

Linear Programming: Assignment Method The assignment method of linear

programming is a variation of the distribution method It is useful for assigning

jobs to machines or work centers, or workers to jobs, on the basis ol some criterion

such as cost, performance, quantity, time, or efficiency. Of course, only one
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criterion can apply at a time; in addition, the method requires that the number of
items to be assigned equal the number of positions available. If the numbers are
not equal, a dummy row or column is added and assigned a zero criterion

coefficient (for example, to help identify which job to eliminate) or a high criterion

coefficient (for example, to be sure the job never gets done). Similarly, if any
worker-machine assignments are impractical or infeasible, the cell is blocked out
or given an exorbitant cost that will prohibit any assignment.

The solution method for minimization problems involves forming a square
matrix of criteria values and systematically developing zeros in the cells until a

zero exists for each row-column combination. As soon as there is at least one zero
in each row and each column, an optimal solution has been obtained. (See Solved
Prob. 5.)

Maximization problems can also be solved by using the same assignment
algorithm. The only change required is that all the values that appear in the initial

maximization matrix (such as profits) must first be subtracted from the largest

number in the matrix. This action essentially converts all the values into "relative

costs," and from there on the procedure is the same.
The assignment method has been extensively used for assigning jobs in

machine shops, for scheduling the use of heavy equipment, and in numerous
other industrial settings where relatively accurate cost, profit, or time criteria

have been available. As productive efforts in the economy gradually become more
oriented toward services, we may expect to see expanded use of this method in the
assigning of personnel to service-oriented tasks.

Dynamic Programming Dynamic programming is another optimization tech-
nique that has some potential for scheduling applications. It is designed to solve
problems that can be partitioned into time-dependent stages.

In production scheduling, it is often convenient to begin with output require-

ments for periods at the end of the planning horizon, as in backward scheduling,

and then work backward in time to determine what goods or services must be
produced in current periods in order to optimize (for example, minimize costs or

maximize profits) over the total horizon. Dynamic programming methods are

particularly suitable for this approach. The solution procedure is based upon
enumeration of the possible solution values at a given stage, partial determination
of the objective function, and systematically working toward an overall optimum
by earning potential optimum values sequentially back to preceding stages. The
optimal production quantities, overtime arrangements, inventories, and so forth,

are determined for the final period; (hen one works back to each preceding period
to determine the optimal combination to produce the subsequent results. By the
principle ol optimality we know that once an optimal arrangement has been
achieved in a later stage, the arrangement will remain optimal regardless of the
route taken to cuter the stage [9].

In dynamic programming, cost and other functions may be nonlinear, and the

objective function can become somewhat complex and difficult to define. As a

result, dynamic programming applications are still somewhat theoretical, and the
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technique is not widely used. In-depth coverage is beyond our scope here, but

references are available [9].

PRIORITY CONTROL

A good priority control system should reflect true needs, rank the importance of

those needs, and be capable of updating those rankings as quantities or due dates

change. We turn now to the three major priority control activities necessary for a

good priority control or "dispatching" system: order release, dispatching, and

status control (see Fig. 12-4).

ORDER RELEASE

Order release is the crucial step that converts an order from a planned status to

reality in the shop or on order with a vendor. When an open order is created,

actual materials and labor may be charged against the job. Figure 12-12 illustrates

a shop (work) order form used by a firm that produces electric signs to customer

order. Purchase ordering procedures were discussed more fully in Chapter 9.

Figure 12-13 illustrates the order release function. Recall the "planned order

release" and "scheduled receipt" entries on the MRP forms studied in Chapter 11.

As the planned order release date moves into the current period, the release

actually converts what was a "planned" receipt into a "scheduled" receipt. It

makes the order "official."

Order release should not be automatic whenever an order arrives; it should

be a conscious human (not computer) activity because it requires a judgmental

assessment of several factors. Two key considerations identified in Fig. 12-13 are

the validity of the priority and the availability of the capacity. Is the due date an

accurate reflection of need? If so, will the necessary materials and components be

Weeks

Projected requirements

Receipts (scheduled)

On hand at end of period

Planned order release

ORDER
RELEASE

Yes

No | HOLD
RELEASE

FIGURE 12-13 The Function of Order Release
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available to support work on tins shop order? Vre routing and tooling data

pro\ ided?

\\ ill respe< t to( apacirj orders should be released to the ^ 1 1< >| > .it ,i planned

(and stead) '
workload rate il possible Using feedback from capacity records, the

planner can schedule order release dates in conjunction with available capai it\ .it

specific work centers II for example, a check on the availability <>l a majoi

machine 01 workcentei shows thai a delay is anticipated theplannei ma) slnlt the

release time slightly rather than begin an order onl) to have it held up.

The shop order lilt- created l>\ the release <>l .1 planned order becomes the

vehicle for tracking manufacturing progress, collecting costs, and recording quan-

tities produced for this order (see Fig 12 -5). The Mart" and "due' dates devel-

oped from subsequent scheduling activities also become part <>i this file The

difference between the due date and the current date is a measure oi lead time

remaining and is useful in setting and revising priorities.

With the shop order goes a shop packet containing the necessar) drawings,

hills ol material and route sheets to produce the order It ina\ also contain

paperwork (or computer terminal instructions) lor issuing materials and tools.

charging labor, moving the job between departments, and so on.

Special note should he made ol tin- situation with firm planned orders. They

are released to tile shop even though the need date is not immediate!) apparent

from the end-item requirements.

DISPATCHING

The dispatch list is probably the most widely used tool tor priority control It lists

all jobs available to a work center and ranks them by a relative priority (or due

date 1 When priorities have been assigned to specific jobs, the scheduling meth-

odology (studied earlier in the chapter) becomes a reality. Scheduling is imple-

mented via the dispatch li^t

Figure 12-14 illustrates the relationship between the planned order releases

and the dispatch list. Once orders arc 1 released (after appropriate material and

capacity checks' scheduled receipt dates can he established. Much of the detail

can he performed b) computer.

Two of the most popular methods of ranking jobs lor a dispatch list are (ll by

due date and (2) by critical ratio. Figure 12-15 illustrates a dispatch list where the

due date signals the job's priority. Note that this particular dispatch list separates

the jobs currently running from the jobs available. Some linns add information on

jobs that are coming, what work center they are coming from, and their current

status.

Production control uses the dispatch list to assign work responsibility tor jobs

to the appropriate department supervisors. A good dispatching svstcm will pre-

serve the benefits ol decentralized responsibility without sacrificing the advan-

tages ol close control. For example, a dispatch list which contains 2 or •'} days of

work, such as the one in Fig. 12-15. will give the supervisor additional flexibility in
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Weeks

Part M30
LT = 2 weeks Sh°P daV

Projected requirements

Receipts (scheduled)

On hand at end of period

205

Planned order release (Too)

ORDER
RELEASEI

210 215

100)

220

Weeks

PartJ27

LT = 1 week Shop day

Projected requirements

Receipts (scheuled)

On hand at end of period

205

Planned order release (300)

210 215 220

ORDER
RELEASE

DISPATCH LIST: WORK CENTER 7

PART
NO

J27

M30

LOT
SIZE

300

100

DATE
START DUE

205 210

207 215

FIGURE 12-14 Relationship between Planned Order Releases and Dispatch List

setting up and running jobs. Thus the supervisor has more decision-making

responsibility, and the system can take better advantage of the supervisor's

knowledge of set-up times, machine capabilities, and other operating complex-
ities.

Some firms delete the due date column from the dispatch list. If the dispatch

list contains only 1 day's work, this results in tighter control over the supervisor,

for he or she now has little need for discretion. If the dispatch list contains 2 or 3
days work, the supervisor lor someone else) st decide which jobs to work on
next.

Suppose a firm uses a dispatch list with due dales but allows the work center

to become overloaded, 'linn several jobs have the same relative priority (clue
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Date: 3/5 Shop date J^JL

DAILY DISPATCH LIST: WORK CENTER 4 (LATHES)
Hours Available: 30

JOBS RUNNING
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corrective action are necessar) 2 how firms general!) accomplish the reporting

(unction, and (3) what types <>l status reports are in general use

Why Feedback and CorrecTive Aaion Are Necessary Those who have worked

in .i manufacturing envin ml can readil) attest to the almost unbelievable

morass of problems that can arise t<> sabotage .in order. In man) linns i any!

changes arc the order of the day. Engineering ma) make a change in material

specifications or a design change to accommodate .i new federal safet) standard.

Customers may change their specifications i>r quantities or ma) u,ini earlier

(never later) deliver) dates—or they may cancel their order' Vendors supply

substitute parts which don't quite lit ( lomponents ma) be lost in transit or fail to

pass receipt inspection.

Internal slippages and errors .iKo exist. Incorrect routings ma) be specified or

wrong lot sizes produced. Defects ma) run higher than expected, or the) ma) uo

undetected until final assembl) In large shops it is not uncommon lor components

(or even whole orders) to be "temporaril) set aside" and nevei found again.

For some companies, Murph) s Law (Ifanything can go wrong, it will.) seems

to hold. Even if things are not that had, there alwa) S seem to he de\ i.itions Iroin

the ideal quantities on a shop order. Reporting systems that summarize difficulties

and deviations with respect to material and labor information are essential. The)

identify current problems and should reduce the magnitude ol future problems

Without accurate information on the current status ofproduction, the master

schedule would soon he invalid. Order releases would contain errors, and in-

ventory records would he inaccurate. Production control has enough ol these

problems already.

The Reporting Function Many firms still use numerous tonus and paperwork to

report on the status of jobs. However, with computers, bar coding, and remote

terminal reporting, much ol the paperwork can he reduced or eliminated. Nev-

ertheless, some small firms may not warrant a computerized system.

Where justified, electronic reporting speeds the flow of data and permits

faster updating of files. It is often tied to job progress (priorit) and work center

performance (capacity). Main' companies have workers report directh to the

computer via prepunched cards (or terminals in their area) as jobs are started and

completed. Other control information is gleaned from CRTs at material control

centers, inspection stations, and any Other points where significant changes can

Occur in the status of orders. Some high-volume operations report only at specified

checkpoints (milestones). Others report largely on an exception basis— that is.

when deviations occur.

At a Westinghouse plant in Pennsylvania, job sheets and employee badges

are bar coded in advance. Employee time' and activities are then automatically bar

coded into the shop floor control computer at points where the work is done. This

system gives production controllers an online verification of what work is being

done, what materials are being used, and what pieces must be reworked, or

scrapped—and why [1:36].
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1

*J»^

FIGURE 12-17 Commonly Used Srarus Reports

Status Reports Figure 12-17 identifies a few of the commonly used status re-

ports. Included is a shortage report, a rework report, a scrap report, an order

status report, and an anticipated delay report. Other reports cover labor and

material usage, production progress, downtime logs, completions, monthly ac-

tivity, and so on. We will illustrate an input/output report in the section on

capacity control.

Feedback, in the form of status reports, completes the link that makes
production control activities a closed loop. It enables shop planners to be in close

communication with everyone involved in an order, from purchasing and in-

ventory control personnel to the supervisors on the shop floor. This way those

involved with the entire production operation function as an integrated team.

CAPACITY CONTROL

We take up capacity control in this (new I section to emphasize the importance of

separating priority and capacity problems. Many firms fail to correctly identify

capacity problems. \s a result, their "fix" is no solution at all. For example,

assume that a shop is so loaded that some customers are getting upset with delays.

(Jailing their orders "hot" or putting a red tag on them may placate some custom-

ers lint it won I do much to improve relations with others whose orders are

displaced. Priority techniques do not solve capacity problems.
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( lapacit) control ensures thai the In mis <>l laboi and machine capai itv actually

delivered are in conformance with i Jn
• capacit) plans. This requires measurement

ill actual capacit) output feedback to a database comparison with planned levels,

and prov ision Iiii i in hi In c .ii linn

\\ .in essentia] element ol capacit) control, let us lust recognize the role oi

lead time and other factors tli.it affect capacity.

LEAD TIME AND OTHER RELEVANT VARIADLES

IaiuI time is the time interval between when an item is ordered and when it is

a\ ailable to !><• shipped. To a large extent, lead times reflect tin- a unt ol work in

process Uncontrolled lead times tan result m an excessive number of jobs ill

process and a continuing shortage ol space Plants with poorly managed lead tunes

are often behind schedule and unable to make accurate deliver) promises. They

tend to lose control over priorities and resort more to the use n| expediters to

make np tor their lack ol control.

Figure 12-18 illustrates the relationship between workload, capacity, and

manufacturing lead time Load is the amount ol work, or backlog, on a work

center. Capacity is the rate of work flow (in standard hours) through the work

center (shown by arrows). For most work centers, capacity is relatively fixed. The

pipe sizes governing the input and output rates in Fig. 12-18 suggest that the

NEW
ORDERS

UNRELEASED
SHOP ORDERS

WORK CENTER

Manufacturing

lead time

WORKLOAD/-
IN x*

INPUT CONTROL
(Order release)

-w
PROCESS "" This week's orders \

>. Today's orders

c—^

—

» Current ship

OUTPUT
RATE

npments

'

FIGURE 12-18 Leod-Time Control
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EXAMPLE 12-7

input rate could be larger than the output rate. The input rate is limited only by
how fast orders can be released. However, if work is released to a shop at a rate

faster than its output rate, the work-in-process (and hence the manufacturing lead

time) increases. Lead times are controlled by controlling the rate at which orders

are released to the shop.

A farm machinery manufacturer has an output rate of 320 hours per week
and has measured the load on his shop as follows:

I'nreleased shop orders 640 hr

Work-in-process:

Current requirements 960

Long-term orders 320

Total 1,920 hr

(a) Find the manufacturing lead time.

(b) Comment on the inclusion of long-term orders in the lead time.

SOLUTION

(a) Lead time =
work-in-process

rate of output

960 hr + 320 hr

320 hr/week
4 weeks

(b) Once the long-term orders are released to the shop, they become part of

the work-in-process, and so they are included as "released backlog." If

they contain only deferred requirements and are not required to keep

the shop loaded, they should not have been released to the shop.

Production controllers are often pressured to quote manufacturing lead times

(or less) to customers in order to accommodate an enthusiastic sales represen-

tative. This could be a mistake they later regret. The lead times quoted should

accurately reflect not only the manufacturing lead time shown in Fig. 12-18 but

also any unreleased order backlog. Unless marketing is willing to substitute the

scheduled capacity of another released order in its place, the firm is promising

what it cannot deliver. Overloading the capacity in this way causes a loss of

credibility in the whole system.

Production analysts have found it convenient to classify lead time into the

elements shown in Fig. 12-19. As suggested there, the dominant element of lead

time is queue time, which is estimated to account for 70 to 90 percent of the total.

Studies suggest that 10 percent or less of the lead time in an average company is

actual run (working) time
1 10 j. They strongly support the principle that a key to

managing lead times is to control queue time. And queue time is, of course, a

direct function ol the number ol orders released to the shop.

There are, however, other factors that affect capacity (and lead time). Ma-
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QUEUE SET RUN WAITRUN
M
o

Queue time is the time a |ob spends in a backlog waiting (or another job to be finished

Setup is the time required to adjust a machine with proper tooling for the job

Run is the time the job is actually worked on

Wait is the time a job spends waiting to be moved.

Move is the actual time a job spends in transit

FIGURE 12-19 Elemenrs of Leod Time

chines break down and materia] shortages occur. Meetings, union activities, coffee

breaks, and cleanup activities take time Iroin the job. Sonic jobs have a high

turnover or absenteeism index All such Factors require careful monitoring so dial

corrective action can be taken it necessary.

We turn now to two methods ot measuring the capacity on .t more quan-

titative basis: balance and input/output control.

BALANCE

Line of balance (LOB) is a control mechanism of slightly more complexity than

Cantt charts; it is more suited to the monitoring ol continuous systems. It is a

charting and computational technique; the progress ol component and subassem-

bly parts is monitored and compared with delivery date requirements by charting

the lead times ahead ol final assembly. Capacity requirements planning tech-

niques are now replacing LOB charts in man) applications, so we will not cover

them in detail here.

In brief, LOB control begins with a cumulative delivery schedule or objec-

tive. Purchased parts and subassembly components required to support the

delivery schedule arc then charted on a production plan which clearly identifies

lead times required to meet the deliver) schedule. The lead times in turn reflect

what quantities of items should be on hand or in process at various stages, such as

at weekly intervals, to meet the final shipment schedule.

The LOB chart depicts the physical number ot components and subassembly

parts on hand at any given time. An actual "line ol balance is then drawn as a solid

line through the chart to designate the quantities of items that should be on hand

at that time if the delivery schedule is to be met

LOB is similar in concept to MRP systems with respect to time- phasing

subassembly and component requirements. Both approaches work backward to

identify materials and capacities needed to meet deliver) commitments. LOB
provides a chart or graph which helps visualize the problem, but it does not ofiVr

the flexibility or responsiveness of an MBI' system.

The need for balance extends beyond the specific LOB technique. This

means that the workload assigned to a work center must be effectively balanced

against the work center's capacity. It does not mean that assigned hours must
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exactly match the standard hours of capacity on a daily or weekly basis. But they

should be roughly in balance over the planning period.

EXAMPLE 12-8

INPUT/OUTPUT CONTROL

A first step in controlling shop capacity is to compare the actual hours of work with

the hours of work delivered by a work center. If insufficient hours are "produced,"

the firm may have a problem with the productivity (or perhaps the standard) of the

work center. It may also signal a need for more capacity.

Output reports typically cover 12 or more weeks and are stated in standard

hours. Example 12-8 illustrates a simple output control report. The planned hours

of output are the average of past actual output adjusted for changes in capacity,

such as overtime. Deviation is actual hours minus planned hours.

Shop 62 has an average capacity requirement of 200 hours per week of work.

Actual (standard) hours during weeks 9, 10, 11, and 12 were 180, 210, 170,

and 160, respectively. Formulate an output control report showing cumu-

lative deviation.

SOLUTION

Ourpur Control Report: Shop 62

Hours
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SUMMARY

Solved Prob. (> illustrates one such report (there are man) others). In general,

however, il the actual minus planned values are negative, there was less input (or

output) ili.in planned; il positive, there was i input (01 output 1 man planned

Man) U.S. linns are improving operations l>\ automating their production sys-

tems or limiting tlir number ol end-producl options Allen-Bradle) can now
produce too distinct products (without stopping) on an assembly line with (our

workers, And ( 'hrysler has cul the number ol pen nutations ol Omni and 1 1 on son
ears from eight million to 42 [7:1 ]. But there are still t Iious.uk Is ol inventory items

to "track."

Production activity controls are the principles and techniques used to sched-

ule and control production operations. Which ones are used depends on whether

the s\ stiin is contin s intermittent jobshop, oi project-oriented kr\ ele-

ments ofpriority control are order release, dispatching, and status control. Capac-

ity control emphasizes lead-time control, balance of workload, and input/output

control.

Every PAC system should be realistic, understandable, and necessary

(RUN). Loading principles suggest that not all jobs should (automatically) be

released to the shop. Production control has the responsibility of releasing orders

at a manageable rate so that manufacturing lead time (and work-in-process in-

ventory) can be kept under control.

Gantt charts and schedule boards are still popular scheduling devices, but

computerized methods now offer advantages for handling more data faster and

more accurately.

Many firms rely largely upon priority decision rules. The critical ratio tech-

nique is becoming widely used because it provides a specific priority for each job,

and updating is easy to do. For the specific assignment of jobs to machines and

workers to jobs, the assignment method of linear programming has been available

for some time.

Continuous processing activities require far less individual control, and re-

ports of flow rates and efficiencies are useful. Some firms use a line-of-balance

technique, but CRP systems are now eliminating the need for LOB charts. One of

the best capacity control devices for intermittent systems is the input/output

report.

SOLVED PROBLEMS

SCHEDULING METHODOLOGY

1 The following hours are required to complete six jobs which are routed through four

work centers. The hours available at the work centers are 40 hours at VV, 32 at X. 40 at

Y, and 30 at Z.
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2 \ linn thai produces athletic supplies on an intermittent production system has the

production and inventor) characteristics shown below as ofJune 30tfa Hank tin- items in

terms of the urgenc) "I scheduling replenisl ml inventories

/run fm entoty "" llnml

/(. /.IIS. ./ <).,/. I |

and mr lh iii.mi/ Hnli

A (soccer balls)

B (volleyballs)

C (basketballs)

20 cases

110 cases

70 cases

30 cases

30 cases

12 cases/wk

32 cases/wk

40 cases/wk

Solution

One method oi scheduling the production ot produoe-to-stock inventor) in to assign the

highest priority to items with the lowest runout time

Hiinout time =
inventory on hand + orders in process

demand rate
12-2

. 20 + 30
,

110
, 70 + 30

A: — = 4.2 weeks B: — = 3.4 weeks (.: — = 2.o wicks

The scheduling sequence should !>e haskethalls first, then volleyballs, then soccer

balls.

A shop has eight shop orders that must he processed sequentially through three work

centers. Each job must he finished in the same sequence in which it was started Times

mi hours) required at the various work centers are as shown below. I'se Johnson s rule

to develop the job sequence that will minimize the completion time over all shop

orders.

Job No.
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Now, the times are scanned, and the lowest value (6) is with the first combination

(YVC 1 + WC 2), so we place job F as early as possible. The next lowest (7) is also with

the first combination, so job E goes second. Jobs D and H are tied for next, with D
going as late as possible (last), and H going third. Continuing on, we have

1st
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Solution

lit' solution methodology involves five slips

Sti ;< / Subtract the smallest number in eai li i"\\ from .ill others in the row and enter

the results in the form ol a new matrix

Step 2 Using tin- new matrix, subtrai t the smallest numbei in eai h i olu from .ill

others in the column, again foi iu a new matrix

s/ ( ;i ( Check to see il there is .> zero foi each row and column and draw the

mil ! numbei ol lines necessary to cover .ill zeros in the matrix

Step / II tin numbei ol Lines required is l< ss than the numbei ol rows modih the

matrix again l>\ adding the smallest uncovered numbei to all values .it line intersections

and subtracting it from each uncovered numbei including itseli Leave the othei

(lined-out I numbers unchanged

Step 5. Check the matrix again \i.i zero-covering Inns .mil continue with the < 1 1 1

cation (step 3) until the optimal assignment is obtained.

Tlir Bve slips result in the following:

I. Hem subtraction

I 2 3 4

A 1 3 2

B 3 5 4

C 4 2 7

D 5 4 1

2 ' olumn \nhhii< turn

I 2 3 /

A

B

C
D

2 2

3 4 3

4 16
5 3

> Cm n nil zero*

12 3 4

A
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PROBLEMS

12-3 What are the majoi activities associated with priorit) andcapacit) control?

\l i Distinguish between forward and "set back scheduling Which results in a higher

work in process Inventor)
J

12 5 Assume thai you wanted to set up some planning and control files Ebi .i simp IIikh

control system Your firm has Hi (hki pari numbers, I" work centers, and 2

operations .it eai h workcentei and you wish to have computet < apai It) to handle

500 actual shop orders, Using Fig. 12-5 determine how many information fields you

would need for the (a) pari mastei file, (b) work centei file (c) routing file <l simp

ordei mastei file, (e) shopordei detail file

I2(> Distinguish between a <;.intt progress charl and .i Cantl load chari

12-7 Uli.it is a major restriction in applying Johnson's rule?

12 -s In what sense is the critical ratio technique a priorit) decision rule? Whal advan-

tages elms it In ill I ovei nmst Other priority dec ision Miles'

12-9 What single-criterion priority decision rule might you expect to find in use- with

regard to the following: (a I an airline ticket COUntei (b) a hospital emergenC) room,

(c) specification of security requirements lor prison inmates (d) delivering milk to

rural anas (e) repairing damaged missile-launching sites?

12-10 What is the major distinction between mathematical programming methods of

scheduling and heuristic methods-'

12-11 In assignment linear programming, bow cai - tell when an optima] solution has

been reached?

12-12 Explain how a "planned release" in an MRP system becomes a "scheduled receipt,"

12-13 How does assigning priorities by due dale differ from assigning priorities by critu nl

ratio? Identify some disadvantages of using due date's.

12-14 How does dispatching in continuous (flow) systems differ from dispatching in

intermittent (order) systems?

12-15 Explain the composition of manufacturing lead time.

12- Mi Why is it necessary to control lead times?

12-17 Why is input control important?

1 A piece of mining equipment requires the following times for manufacture:

Activity Weeks Activity Week*

1
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Shipping

3hr

Assume that a customer order was received on day 1 and was due to be shipped on
day 20. Construct a schedule, and graphically illustrate it using (a) forward scheduling
and (b) backward scheduling.

3 A wood pattern shop has five shop orders that must be processed through six work
centers during the coming week. The capacities of the work centers (in hours) are

number 9 = 40, number 10 = 20, number 11 = 20, number 12 = 20, number 13 =
20, number 14 = 30.

Hours Required at Work Center

Shop Order 9 10 11 12 13 14

A
B

C
D
E

4 3 — — 7

6 9 13 — 3

12 — 7 10 5

6 4— — —
11 8

(a) Is the shop capacity sufficient to complete all jobs?

Ii Assume that the scheduling guidelines require 1 hours of move time between work
centers 'not included above) Hank the shop orders according to the longest

processing (and transit) time.
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i The \in ii ni Maple F hire Compui) has received five orders for chain and table*

thai are estimated to require the production tunes shown The plant is working two

slnlts pei daj It i. in accommodate onl) one ordei in given department .it .1 given

time .mil must follow .1 curting-assembl) finishing sequent 1

On/ir Cutting Assembly Finishing

\umbet hours hours hours

75
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£

for the seven jobs listed below. All jobs must follow the same sequence of machine

first, and then polish.

Time Required to Do Job i min i

B D

Machine 1 6

Polish 2 3

5 4 6

12 5 9

9 7

11 6

(a) What is the optimal sequence of jobs?

(b) What is the minimum time flow to finish these seven jobs?

An architectural firm schedules its work on a "continuous calendar using priority

decision rules. Today is day 103 on the calendar and the drafting department currently

has eight jobs under contract with due dates and worktime remaining as follows.

TODAY'S DATE: 103
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a.

week period
I
l<> hours pei week) It also has fbui i apable designers <-.n li ol wl Ins

been asked in estimate how long it would take to do each job The work operations

scheduler has compiled the estimates shown
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when the cumulative deviation exceeds one-half of the planned average over the last

three periods.

(a) Construct an output control report.

lh) When is corrective action required?

15 The Automated Billing Equipment Co. produces electric meter reading equipment
which automatically transmits meter readings to a billing center at preset times.

Production controllers in the factory have estimated the standard hours of capacity

requirements at an assembly work station over the next quarter as shown below. The
company uses an MRP system with output controls designed to signal corrective action

when the cumulative deviation exceeds one-half the weekly average as computed from

the forecast.

Week Number
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SELF QUIZ: CHAPTER 12 POINTS: 15

Port I True False [1 point each = 6]

One of the objectives of PAC systems is to ensure that the correct quantities of materials are in the

right place at the right time.

Three of the most important capacity planning activities are order release, dispatching, and status

control.

Detailed scheduling of manufacturing jobs as they arrive from customer orders is usually not a

satisfactory method of scheduling.

Scheduling techniques that fail to take account of due dates are referred to as "backward scheduling"

methods.

Input/output reports are among the most widely used (and most useful) tools for priority control.

If a firm's shops are overloaded and their customers are complaining about delays, they could probably

solve their problems by red tagging "hot" jobs and using some priority control techniques.

Port II Problems [3 points each = 9. Calculate and select your answer]

1 In a quality control activity each of seven jobs must

be sequenced through inspection and repair before

the next one is started. Using Johnson s rule, the

minimum time to do all seven jobs is:

(a) 38 hr

(b) 44 hr

(c) 46 hr 4 8

(d) 52 hr

(e) None of the above.

I I I

Job
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PREVIEW: CONTROLLING OPERATIONS

Quality goods and services at competitive prices do not automatically emerge trom

organizations They result from operations that are carefully controlled Pari Three of the

text completes our study of operations management by focusing upon the operations

themselves, with emphasis upon quality control, maintenance, and cost-control ac-

tivities.

ANALYSIS OF MANUFACTURING, SERVICE, AND PROJECT OPERATIONS
(Chapter 13)

Chapter 13 reviews some methods of evaluating ongoing operations and includes three

widely used techniques for analyzing manufacturing, service, and proiect activities

These are learning curves, queuing theory, and CPM/PERT (for proiect management).

QUALITY ASSURANCE (Chapter 14)

Nearly every manager has some quality control responsibilities Chapter 14 emphasizes

the meaning of quality and the techniques available to managers for ensuring that

quality goods and services are produced.

MAINTENANCE AND COST CONTROL (Chapter 15)

Any viable organization must maintain both its facilities and its people. Maintenance

and cost control are two key activities that affect the economic success of an organiza-

tion Chapter 15 first discusses underlying principles of maintenance and suggests

some approaches to achieve maintenance objectives The latter part of the chapter

then explains the use of cost standards. Both are vital

A STRATEGY FOR FUTURE OPERATIONS (Chapter 1 6)

The final chapter (Chapter 16) extracts some of the strategic variables we have dis-

cussed in the text and offers some brief thoughts about the role of those variables in the

future. At this point you may wish to return to the schematic model of operations (from

Chapter 1 ) that we have been building upon throughout the text
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OPERATIONS ANALYSIS AND CONTROL

Managerial responsibilities certainly do not end with the design 01 even the

smooth operation ol a production system Business systems are dynamii and

even "established" and "secure operations need stanl analysis and monitoi

ing. One need only look to the textile, steel, plastics, and electronic industries to

see thai c petition can be brutal. Man) operations fail

Focus of This Chapter Tins chapter Ionises upon some vai tables dial are strate-

gically important for maintaining and improving operations We begin l>\ verify-

ing the need for tins type of analysis, and noting how the concepts of priority and

capacity provide a useful framework for analyzing operations Then we draw some

comparisons among manufacturing, service, and project activities

Although a wide range ol quantitative methods can be useful lor analyzing

and controlling operations, we have alread) discussed many of them in previous

chapters. Tims we sliall limit our coverage here to a lew techniques thai have not

been used previously, lmt still have widespread applicability. These are learning

curves, queuing models, and CPM/PERT. Learning curves are useful lor antic-

ipating productivity improvements in both manufacturing and service systems.

Queuing models are especially useful for studying delays and capacity effects, and

they also have applications in manufacturing and service activities Finally, (I'M

and PERT are well-known techniques lor managing and controlling nearly all of

the resources used in projects.

OPERATIONS ANALYSIS: WHAT IS IP

Before considering some specific approaches to analyzing operations, let us first

explore the meaning ol the term in more detail.

Operations analysis is the use of analytical methods to systematically stuclv clat.i

relating to the productivity of operations over time.

\s suggested in Fig. 13-1, the operations ol concern here include the' lull range ol

manufacturing activities, service activities, and one-time projects

The analytical methods used to stuck operations range from single algebra

and cost analysis to more complex computer simulations of whole sv stems Having

an ace urate and current database is. obviously, quite important.

The use ol data sometimes involves abstracting a problem from an overall

i macro
i
environment and breaking it down into its component (micro) parts in

order to studv them in isolation. The final solution must then be synthesized and

implemented to complete the macro-micro-macro cycle. For example, if deliv-

eries do not meet scheduled output, the waiting times at each work center may
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MANUFACTURING
ACTIVITIES

SERVICE
ACTIVITIES

PROJECTS

Di ta Results

OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
Use analytical methods

Study productivity

FIGURE 13-1 Operations Analysis Relies upon Dara

have to be analyzed. Changes in releasing or routing work at individual work

centers may be proposed. Then the total system may have to be reevaluated to

ensure all the interaction effects are taken into account.

The concept of productivity is central to analyzing operations because it is a

measure of the effectiveness of the production (or transformation) process. Recall

that productivity relates the value of outputs to the cost of the inputs. Although

benefits and costs are commonly measured in economic values, other measures of

productivity such as units shipped per number of employees, or scheduled pro-

duction compared to actual production, are also useful. We shall review some

commonly used measures of performance for manufacturing organizations in a

later section.

A unifying concept underlying the analysis of ongoing operations is the focus

on time. Insofar as resources can be used to enhance the organization's economic

value over time, much of operations analysis is concerned with making the most

effective use of resources over time.

Operations control follows to ensure that the redesigned system (or solution)

conforms to the original plan or goal. As with any control, the monitoring effort

here involves the standard elements of measurement, feedback, comparison with

a standard, and correction when necessary.

OPERATIONS ANALYSIS: WHY DO IP

It is perhaps self-evident that all organizational operations (manufacturing, serv-

ice, or projects) should be efficient and productive. But a careful look at the

current state of the U.S. economy suggests that better analysis of ongoing opera-

tions is not only desirable, but vital to survival. A couple of examples will

illustrate.

ManufoCTuring Activities Alexander Graham Hell was one of many pioneering

inventors whose work led to the industrialization of America. And his legacy,

American Telephone and Telegraph Company, has taken its place along with
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other industrial giants founded b) men like Edison NVestinghouse, DuPonl and

Ford So it was ,i shock to some when, in the mid 1980s VIcVl announced thai it

was transferring its main telephone production plant to Singapore. Writing in the

KKC Briefof the Japan Institute foi Social and Economu Allans Hajime Karatsu

referred ii> the a luncemenl .is astonishing, saying it signaled nothing less than

the beginning oi America's deindustrialization" [3j.

Karatsu went <>n to point out ili.it telephone manufecturing is following the

same pattern as did automobiles IA sets compute! parts, and Y(.'l<s \o sctoncr

do new technologies start to create jobs in tin' United states than the work is

shipped overseas. "Improvident American management lias shot itseU in the

loot, concludes Karatsu. To substantiate that statement, lie calls attention to the

Japanese and Korean automobile and IA plants in (lie United States

\vh\ then is there such a difference in productivity, quality, ami cost? American

executives should think about this Japanese manufacturers are able I .ike a profit

when they locate in the I nited States, hut American manufacturers have t <>ve

abroad to heat the competition. The conclusion is inescapable the problem lies in

American management

Manufacturing is of Critical importance to American linns It still delivers the

hulk nl our own goods and gives us exports that help offset trade imbalances. Hut il

the manufacturing base of our economy is to survive and improve, manufacturing

management must be improved.

Service Activities As a supplier of steel, electrical, and other manufactured

products, the Pittsburgh area has, in the past, contributed significantly to the

industrial base of the United States. But times are changing, lake many other

"heavy industrial" cities, the employment base in Pittsburgh is shifting from a

manufacturing to a service-based economy. Mam of the high-paying (unionized)

jobs in the mills and factories are either being phased out or are being taken over

by mechanical robots. Over a recent 5-year period, more than KM), (MM) workers in

steel and related industries have lost their jobs. This is the equivalent of 60

percent of Pittsburgh's manufacturing employment [1].

Industrial centers across the nation are facing a similar restructuring. About

73 percent of all U.S. workers are now employed in sen ice industries. 21 percent

in industrial, and 3 percent in agricultural [6], And with the loss of20,000-30,000

manufacturing jobs each month, some analysts figure manufacturing employment

will drop to less than 20 percent before too long [3].

The structure of our economy is indeed changing. Sen ices employ more

people, but they don't create physical products that have asset values and can be

exported in the same manner as goods. Thus they don't do as much to offset trade

deficits. (In 1985, the United States became a net debtor nation lor the first time

in 71 years. The following year, the "net debt' of the United States became the

largest of an\ country in the world.)
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Service sector productivity is generally assumed to be lower than manufactur-

ing productivity [3]. This effect, coupled with the decline of exports in the

manufacturing sector, creates an even greater imbalance of trade, which in turn

weakens the financial stability of the country. At the firm level, the inefficiencies

also waste human resources and leave service firms vulnerable to more disruptive

changes in their employment. So for many reasons, analyzing and improving

service activities is also important.

Projects Projects comprise one-time production activities, anything from bring-

ing a new product onto the market to the construction of a space platform. In the

past, some major projects have been so far behind schedule and over budget that

project managers (including the U.S. government) have insisted that contractors

use established project management techniques. The two most widely used

techniques are CPM and PERT, which will be taken up in the latter part of the

chapter.

STRATEGIC VARIABLES IN ANALYZING OPERATIONS

A strategy is a plan for using an organization's capabilities to accomplish com-

petitive objectives. For example, a strategy for a small manufacturer may be to

improve customer service and enhance market share. Tactics are the means used

to carry out the strategies. The manufacturer may achieve the strategy by taking

advantage of the firm's more flexible manufacturing techniques to reduce lead

times in order to secure orders that might otherwise go to competition.

The strategic variables to consider in analyzing operations are not signifi-

cantly different from those we have been working with throughout the text. This

section reviews those factors as they relate to maintaining effective manufacturing,

service, and project activities.

PRIORITY AND CAPACITY FACTORS

Figure 13-2 depicts the strategic planning and analysis process in schematic form.

Note that the major strategic variables arise from the priorities flowing from the

competitive market (shown on the left) and the capacities, or organizational

strengths of the individual firm (shown on the right). This is consistent with the

framework we have been using all along. And, as we have seen earlier, the

organizational entity must remain economically viable with respect to its industry

characteristics as well as its own productivity and cost/volume relationships.

Strategic Focus Although strategic planning is important to all divisions of an

organization, our emphasis here is on setting and implementing strategies for

operations, Tailoring strategics to specific business segments and designated time

frames is important [10|. Studies ol numerous companies by Wickham Skinner
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COMPETITIVE
(MARKET)

ENVIRONMENT
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ANALYSIS OF GOODS VERSUS SERVICES SYSTEMS

Nature of Product We have noted previously that value can be stored in goods
whereas services are less tangible products and convey value directly to consum-
ers as they are produced. Moreover, services frequently involve a social interac-

tion with a psychological or emotional value extremely difficult to quantify [5:108].

This transitory and intangible nature of the product makes cost, productivity,

quality, and other characteristics of services more difficult to measure than for

goods.

Facility versus Personal Emphasis With goods, once the quality is built into the

product, it resides there as a measurable characteristic. But the quality of services

can be less stable—especially if the services are strongly people-based. Figure
13-3 illustrates the range of people-based and facility-based services.

Equipment-based services tend to be the most predictable and measurable

—

and the most subject to control. People-based services are more dependent upon
the individual skill or knowledge levels of the provider, and are more variable in

the quality of output. Thus we might expect more variability in the quality of

service from an entertainer or stockbroker than from an electric utility.

Areas of Concern: Goods versus Services We have noted that goods-producing

facilities are concerned primarily with tangible materials, and with the quantities

and qualities of the physical output. In services, consumers are more fully inte-

grated as participants of the service delivery system itself. Services thus focus on

High High

FIGURE 13-3 Facility Use and Personal Contact Emphasis in Services

Low
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month is "rolled into the plan and the system generates .1 summar) giving the

numbei ol units and doll.us expected l>\ month, Then the business plan and sales

forecast are matched and brought into agreement.

The master production schedule and material req tments plan flow from

the business plan, and the capacity plan is developed to show the standard hours

of work required by each work center (by week) Dail) workcentei schedules are

developed in support ol the mastei schedule. Performance reports are generated

throughout the system to measure everything from master schedule accuracy to

the labor hours used in various work centers.

Monthl) meetings are held l>\ the executive vice president with each func-

tional area department head. II an) performance is outside the predetermined

criteria, the problems are discussed and action plans are developed t prove the

performance. (When average performance equals or exceeds 9<) percent, the firm

qualifies foi a ( lass \ rating

IN SERVICE SYSTEMS

Many performance measures in service activities are similar t<> those in manufai

hiring; however, less emphasis is placed on materials, and more emphasis is

plaeed on customer satisfaction and on labor productivity.

The standards used at I lavanaugh s Motor Inns in Washington tvpilv some ol

tlie more useful service industry standards The company s main computer has

preprogrammed standards lor such items as number ol housekeepers needed to

accommodate various occupancy levels, restaurant supply costs, and utility costs.

Data from all activities, such as guest registrations, meals served, and house-

keepers on duty, is fed into the computer daily The computer then compares the

current levels of operations with preestablished standards and provides appropri-

ate managers with comparative performance data on a daily basis. Then, for

example, it the number ol housekeepers is less than is warranted by the number ol

guests being housed, an adjustment is made immediately so that the quality ol

service is hilly maintained.

The system at Cavanaugh's is so current that the company president normally

has the previous day's occupancy, cost, and performance data on Ins desk at the

beginning ol each work day. (In fact, he tan even uet the data on his personal

computer at home before he leaves for work il he wishes' The system enables

Cavanaugh's management to make useful comparisons among inns in different

cities, as well as comparisons ol current performance levels with those ol previous

months (or years).

We move on now to the three quantitative techniques mentioned at the start

of the chapter— all ol which relate closely to the effective use ol time Learning is

a direct function ol time, and queues form because ol the imbalance between

demand and service times In addition, networks are time-oriented planning and

control techniques. Time is indeed a kev measure ol performance, and a firm's

ability to manage time reflects directly upon its costs, productivity, and quality.
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LEARNING CURVE EFFECTS IN MANUFACTURING AND SERVICE SYSTEMS

Learning or improvement curve effects are the reductions in time per unit to

perform specified activities. As the number of repetitions of doing a task increases,

improvement results from the development of individual skills, plus other factors

such as better organization of work, improved methods, and enhanced work

environment. Learning-curve information is useful for planning and scheduling

work, budgeting costs, negotiating price and delivery of purchased items, and

pricing the firm's own products.

The improvement effect is normally expressed in terms of the percentage of

time it takes to complete the unit which represents a doubling of output. 1 For

example, if an activity followed an 80 percent learning curve and required 100

hours for the first unit, the second would take 80 hours, the fourth 64 hours, and

the eighth 51.2 hours, as shown in Fig. 13-6.

Mathematically, the number of direct labor hours required to produce the

A'th unit of a product Yv , is exponentially related to the time to produce the first

unit, Y,, by the expression

1 This approach to the learning curve effect is based on the Boeing formula, which states that each time

the production quantity doubles, the number of unit worker-hours is reduced at a constant rate.

Another commonly used approach states that each time the production quantity doubles, the

cumulative average number ofunit worker-hours is reduced at a constant rate. The two formulas yield

similar but not identical results.

120 r-

100 ^100hr

30

BO

40

20

100 (.80) = 80hr

80 (.80) = 64hr

64 (.80) = 51.2 hr

51.2 (.80) = 41.0 hr

p i I I I I I I I I I I I I J
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

Unit number

FIGUFUZ 13-6 Eighty Percent Learning Curve
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>\ r,w» in

where V v = time to produce fVth unit

)'i
= time to produce lirst unit

N = unit number
log of learning %

log 2
X =

EXAMPLE 13-1 Production <>l a certain type of television series program follows an HO

percent learning curve and requires ltxt hours to complete the Brsl unit.

Estimate the time required lor the fourth unit oi tin- series

SOLUTION

where V, = KM)

N = 4

V v = V,N*

log .80
X =

, „ = - .322
log 2

V, = 1(H)(4) >22 =
UK)

(4) ™ = M li

Tin- exponential nature of the function suggests that it would appear as a

straight line on log-log paper, which it does. Calculations involving exponentials

can become tedious, hut fortunately coefficients of learning percentages in the

common range of 70 percent to 98 percent have been developed which minimize

the computational effort required. Selected values horn such tables are provided

in Appendix H. To use the tables, first express the desired unit number as a

percentage of a base unit with known time:

_ r ,
desired unit number

Percentage ot base = -,
; :

—

known b.ise imuihei
(13-2)

Then enter the table row corresponding to the percentage of base, go over to the

column relevant to the specified learning percentage, and read off the learning

coefficient L. The time to produce the desired unit, V v , is then

Vv = YB(L) 13-3

where YH = base unit time

L = learning coefficient

EXAMPLE 13-2 The labor component of a ship construction activity required 12. (MK) worker

days for the first project, and the firm has now received an order for three
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additional ships. Assuming that a 90 percent learning curve applies, how

many worker days may be expected for the third unit?

SOLUTION

Express the unknown unit as a percentage of the base unit:

„ r ,
desired unit number unit 3 3 nnnm

Percentage ol base = -j
\ r— = —r—; = r = 3007c

known base number unit 1 1

Determine the appropriate coefficient from Appendix H and multiply it by

the base unit time.

yN =w
= (12,000)(.8462)

= 10, 154 worker days

The learning curve is applicable primarily in labor-intensive industries, for

instance, those with assembly work. Continued improvement often extends over a

long period of time (perhaps years), although the curve may level off in some

cases. For example, highly routine activities may eventually be converted to

robotic operations, which tend to operate at a constant pace.

When substantial changes are introduced to the routine work pattern, they

may cause changes in the curve and temporarily increase the time (and costs). The

expectation is that the changes will generate long-term savings that outweigh the

temporary learning cost.

QUEUING MODELS FOR MANUFACTURING AND SERVICE SYSTEMS

Queuing theory is a quantitative (mathematical) approach to the analysis of sys-

tems that involve waiting lines, or queues. Examples range from supermarket

checkout counters to banking activities and manufacturing jobs awaiting process-

ing. The waiting lines may form even though the system (facility) has enough

capacity, on the average, to handle the demand. This is because the arrival times

and service times for the customers (jobs) are random and variable.

The objective of queuing analysis is to evaluate the service and the costs of a

facility so as to maximize its usefulness. This often results in minimizing the total

costs associated with the idle time of facilities or services versus the waiting time

costs of employees or customers. Numerous computer software programs are

available for queuing analysis. Calculations typically seek to estimate:

System utilization (% U) or average usage rate of capacity

Mean number of customers in the queue N or in the system N
v

Mean time customers spend in the queue T or in the system Ts

* Related idle facility and waiting time costs
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SINGLE PHASE MULTIPLE PHASE
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of customers and unlimited waiting-line length, Poisson arrivals, and negative

exponential service times. The queue discipline shall be first in, first out, with no

defections from the waiting line allowed.

EXAMPLE 13-3 An equipment service facility has Poisson arrival and service rates and

operates on a first-come, first-served queue discipline. Requests for service

average X = three per day. The facility can service an average of u, = six

machines per day. Find the:

(a) Utilization factor (percentage U) of the service facility

(b) Mean time, T
v

, in the system

(c) Mean number, Ns , in the system

(d) Mean waiting time, T , in the queue

(e) Probability, P, of finding n = 2 machines in the system

(f) Expected mean number, N
lf

, in the queue

(g) Percentage of time the service facility is idle (percentage /)

SOLUTION

(a) Utilization factor:

U = mean arrival rate

mean service rate

= ^ = 50%
6

(b) Mean time in the system:

T, = 1 1

6-3 3

(c) Mean number in the system:

mean service rate — mean arrival rate jjl — X

1 l
l= -day

= (mean time in system)(mean arrival rate)

A& A/ (0. - A

= 1 machine6-3

(d) Mean waiting time in the queiu

T = mean time in system - service time

I I

(jUja - X)

I

,

; (lay

(13-4)

(13-5)

(13-6)

(13-7)
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K-i Probability ol n 2 machines in the system:

''„ = (probability >>l thersXprobabilit) <>l two)

-(i-S©*—•

if) Mean numbci in tin- queue:

N
t

- (iiic.tn number in system) - (mean number Ix-mu served

X X \ 2

lt-S

m-
- x U. m.((x - x)

(13-9)

32

6(6-3) 2

(g) Percentage of idle time

1 k- machine

%/ = total - percentage utilization

= 100 - %U

= 100% - 50% = 50%

(13-10)

CONSTANT SERVICE RATES

When customers or pieces of equipment are processed according to a fixed or

mechanically timed cycle, as in some machine-paced services, constant service

times result. Automated services such as telephone stock-market reports and car

washes often have constant service rates. Constant rates result in a certain, rather

than uncertain, time requirement in the system and reduce the mean waiting time

and number in the queue by half. When service rates are constant, Eq. (13-7) and

Eq. (13-9) are modified as follows. [Constancy is designated by the subscript (c).]

The mean waiting time is

T =
2u.(u. - X)

(13-11)

and the mean number in the queue is

V
X*

.,..
2u.(u. X)

(13-12)

Under constant sen ice rates, the mean time in the system, TMc) . is the mean

waiting time in the queue plus the service time, or T
(/(r)

+ 1/u.. The mean number
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EXAMPLE 13-4

in the system, N
sic) , is the mean number in the queue plus the mean number in

the service facility, or N,
</(c)

\/|A.

Metropolitan Collection Company (MCC) garbage trucks currently wait an

average of 6 minutes each trip before being able to dump their load. MCC is

considering hauling to a different collection center at an extra cost of $8 per

trip for each truck. The new center can process the loads at a constant rate of

30 units per hour. Arrivals at the new center will be Poisson-distributed,

with an average rate of 24 loads per hour. The system is a single-channel,

single-phase system with unlimited queue length. If waiting time for the

trucks is valued at $200 per hour, how much of a savings per hour would

result?

SOLUTION

The mean waiting time at the new center is estimated as

24

'id(c)
= .067 hr

Current waiting cost/trip:

2u.(u. - X) 2(30)(30 - 24)

6 min\ ( hr \ /$200\ =
trip

Less: New waiting cost/trip:

60 min/

.067 hr\ /$200\

trip / \ hr /

Savings

$20.00

13.33

$6.67/trip

The extra cost of $8 per trip exceeds the savings of $6.67 per trip in waiting

time, so the change is not worthwhile.

s.

MORE COMPLEX QUEUING MODELS

Thus far we have limited ourselves to an analysis of single-channel, single-phase

queuing systems with Poisson arrivals and either Poisson or constant service rate

distributions. We have also assumed that queue length is unlimited. However,

waiting areas (for example, room sizes and storage space) do limit queue lengths.

And having patronized supermarkets, airports, and banks, we know that multiple-

channel systems are common. Unfortunately, the calculations for multiple-chan-

nel, multiple-phase queuing systems quickly become very complex. But (for-

tunately) easy-to-use computer software is readily available for all ot the commonly

used queuing models So it is not necessary to go through the mathematics or use

extensive reference tables for the more complex queuing models today. However,

references are available [2,4].

Before leaving queuing models, it is worth noting that the models we have

used assume that conditions arc in a steads state, so the system is assumed to be in

equilibrium. Managers typically attempt to "manage" the queues by varying the

servile capacity (for example, the number of checkout counters), using standby
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workers and machines and opening spe< ial sen ii e i hanneb (foi example express

checkoul lines), oilier appointment and numbei i oded systems are .ils<i used

SimuloTion Simulation techniques are useful roi analyzing complex problems

thai defy mathematical solution. Although they <lo not yield optimal results the)

are relatively easy to use and oiler .1 feasible approach to .1 wide range ol problems

In addition, 1 lerous computer simulation languages (such as (;i'ss MODI I

and software packages are available.

Most 1 putei simulations accommodate uncertainties l>\ incorporating

probability distributions into the simulation model. The distributions may be ol a

known statistical type if appropriate (such as normal uniform, Poisson) or they

may !><• derived from actual (empirical! data. < )n< »• the \ ariable pattei ns ot activ it\

are structured into the model, random numbers are used to simulate activities and

tunes. Then the system behavior is analyzed—much like the queue lengths and

waiting times computed earlier. By utilizing computer simulations, analysts can

compress years of hypothetical operations into minutes This enables them to

experiment with numerous decision alternatives at little or no risk.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Many production activities can capitalize on learning effects because they are

performed repetitively over time. However, some tasks are unique or one-of-a-

kind activities. Examples are mergers, installing a new computer sxstem. launch-

ing a new product, completing a major plant overhaul, and constructing new

facilities.

Special projects such as these max take months or even years to complete

They are not usually implemented through the normal productive system Firms

often use special project organizations for such tasks. Figure 13-8 summarizes

some of the managerial concerns and approaches to handling special projects.

PROJECT PLANNING

A project is a set of unique activities that must be completed within a specified

time by utilizing appropriate resources, frequently at a job site. The project

organization often cuts across traditional boundaries. So the project team max be

drawn from engineering, production, accounting, and whatever other depart-

ments can make a significant contribution to the success of the venture

Planning begins with well-defined objectives, such as implementing a new

management information system. This involves establishing project boundaries

and identifying the controllable and uncontrollable variables that must be man-

aged. For example, if the project is to install an information system, the project

team must determine what needs the system will satisfy, what departments it will

serve, and what it can and cannot be expected to do for the firm. Performance

criteria should relate to the project objectives and are often stated in measures of

time. cost, and quality (or operational) characteristics.
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PROJECT PLANNING PROJECT SCHEDULING

Objectives

Team organization

Project definition

Performance criteria:

Time
Cost

Project

plan

Resources availability

Human
Material

Financial

Managerial technique:

Gantt and milestone charts

Networks (CPM, PERT)

Project

schedule

PROJECT CONTROL

Monitoring

Revision and updating

Project results

FIGURE 13-8 Project Planning and Control Flowchart

PROJECT SCHEDULING

Project scheduling involves charting the resource requirements or anticipated

progress in completing component activities over the project's time horizon.

Resource requirements are best managed by giving individual attention to the

personnel, material, and financial needs of the project, as illustrated in Fig. 13-9.

Each of the charts offers some means of comparing actual levels with planned

levels. Computer graphics can provide these types of data on a real-time basis, at

almost any level of detail that project managers deem appropriate.

Techniques for scheduling projects include traditional Gantt (load and prog-

ress) charts and network techniques. Gantt charts are easily understood and easily

updated (if on computer), but they do not reflect the interrelationships among
resources or the precedence relationships among project activities. Network

techniques such as CPM and PERT overcome a shortcoming of Gantt charts by

including a precedence relationship. This advantage, combined with the rapid

updating capability stemming from computerization of the data, makes networks

an extremely attractive tool for project management. Figure 13-10 identifies some

advantages of network scheduling.

PROJECT CONTROL

Project controls are activities designed to measure the status of component ac-

tivities, transmit that data to a control center where it is compared with the plan

(the standard), and initiate corrective action when required. Computerized re-

porting systems often accumulate data online. Control reports can then be devel-

oped on a management-by-exception principle, which minimizes unnecessary

paperwork. Managerial attention is then focused on critical or near-critical ac-

tivities that are potentially troublesome.

NETWORK FUNDAMENTALS

A network diagram is a mathematical model that uses small circles (nodes) con-

nected 1>\ links or branches (arcs) to represent precedence relationships. Net-
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1 Coordinates total project and all interrelated activities Shows relationship of

each activity to whole project.

2 Forces logical planning ot all activities. Facilitates work organization and
assignment.

3 Identifies precedence relationships and activity sequences that are especially

critical.

4 Provides completion time (and/or cost) estimates and a standard for compar-
ing with actual values.

5 Facilitates better use of resources by identifying areas where human, material,

or financial resources can be shifted.

FIGURE 13-10 Network Scheduling Advantages

goal. Some activities can be done concurrently, whereas others have precedence

requirements. Although some formulations ofCPM differ with this nomenclature,

we shall consider activities as component tasks that take time and are designated

by arrows (—»). 2 Events are points in time that indicate that some activities have

been completed and others may begin. They are sometimes called nodes and are

designated by circles (O). A network diagram consists of the activities and events

in their proper relationship, as depicted in Fig. 13-11.

The figure shows, in network form, the work activities necessary to construct

an electrical power plant (the objective). Preference relationships are indicated by

the arrows and circles. For example, the plant design (activity 1-2) must be

completed before anything else can take place. Then the selection of the site,

- We use the ac tivih--mi-arrow (AOA) convention here. The activity-on-node (AON) approach uses

circles (or rectangles) to represent project activities and arrows to show the required sequence. The
AON method avoids the need for "dummy' activities.

Design

plant - 2
vendor

Obtain

license
-* 8

FIGURE 13-11 Network Diagram for Power Plant Construction
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- L.

Activity A must be completed before activity B

can begin

Activities A and B can occur concurrently, but

both must be completed before C can begin

Activities A and B must both be completed before

C and D can begin, but C can begin independently

of D and vice versa.

Activities A and B can occur concurrently, but

both must be completed before D can begin

I c Activity C (dashedl is a dummy activity which
shows a precedence relationship but has a zero

time duration.

FIGURE 13-12 Commonly Used Network Symbols

vendor, and personnel can take plaee concurrently. The generator installation

(activity 5-7) cannot begin until the site has been prepared (3-5) and the generator

has been manufactured (4-5). Note that there are really tour paths through the

network from event 1 to event 8. The site preparation (3-5) and generator manu-

facturing (4-5) are on different paths, hut because they converge at event 5,

either activity could delay the generator installation.

Sometimes precedence relationships are needed even though no time-con-

suming activities are involved. For example, in Fig. 13-11 suppose the site

preparation activity (3-5) cannot begin until the vendor is notified. This means

that the vendor selection activity (2-4) must be completed before activity 3-5 can

begin. We can indicate this preference requirement by means of a "dummy
activity, drawn as a dotted line from event 4 to event 3, which would be assigned

a zero time. This dummy activity would then create another unique sequential

path (1-2-4-3-5-7-8) through the network. Figure 13-12 summarizes the mean-

ing of this and other commonly used network arrangements.

CRITICAL PATH METHOD

The critical path method (CPM) is extensively used for project management in

construction, R&D, product planning, and numerous other areas. Briefly, the

steps involved in implementing CPM are as follows:
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Define the project in terms ot activities and events.

Construct a network diagram showing the precedence relationships.

Develop a point estimate of each activity time.

Compute the time requirement for each path in the network.

Shift resources as warranted to optimize the attainment of objectives.

CRITICAL PATH

The path with the longest time sequence as computed in step 4 is called the

critical path, for the activity times of all items on this path are critical to the

project completion date. The summation of these activity times is the expected

mean time of the critical path (TE). Other paths will have excess (or slack) time,

and the slack associated with any path is simply the difference between TF and the

time for the given path.

EXAMPLE 13-5 The time estimates for completing the plant construction project of Fig.

13-11 are as shown (in months) on the accompanying network diagram.

(a) Determine the critical path.

(b) How much slack time is available in the path containing the operations

manual preparation activity?

8

SOLUTION

Path Times

A
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The slack in path C suggests that, other things remaining the same, the

mi. inn. il writing (activit) 1-6) could t.ill behind by s months before it would

jeopardize the scheduled finish date for the proje< I

EARLIEST AND LATEST ACTIVITY TIMES3

In managing the acti\ ities ol .i projei I
it is sometimes useful to know bow soon or

how Lite .in individual activit] can be started or finished without affecting the

.scheduled completion date ol the total project. Four s\ mliols are commonl) used

to designate the earliest and latest activity tunes

ES = the earliest start time for an activity. The assumption is that all predecessor

activities are started at their earliest start time.

EF = the earliest finish time for an activity. The assumption is that the activit)

starts on its ES and takes its expected time t. Therefore, EF = ES + t.

LF = the latest finish time for an activity without delaying the project. The
assumption is that successive activities take their expected time.

LS = the latest start time for an activity without delaying the project. LS =
LF - f.

EXAMPLE 13-6

The process of calculating ES and EF times involves calculations in sequence from

left to right (in the network) and is sometimes referred to as a forward pass of

calculations. Thus, the ES of an activity can be determined by summing the times

of all preceding activities. Where two paths converge at a node, the longest path

(timewise) governs.

Latest times are computed in an opposite manner. We begin with the critical

or ending time TE and subtract each preceding activity up to the specified activity.

If two or more paths converge on one event en route, the figure developed from

the path with the shortest total time governs because that path has the least slack.

We can illustrate this by using the network times developed in the previous

example.

Compute the earliest start ES and latest start LS times for the activities in

the network of Example 13-5. What are the earliest and latest times for the

completion of event 6 such that the schedule will not he delayed?

SOLUTION

The ES time for each activity is shown on the left side of the tee at the

beginning of the activity. Activity 1-2 begins at zero, and the other activity

times are summed. For example, the ES for activity 6-7 is the maximum of

the cumulative times leading to event 6. Tims

' Tins material extends beyond thai cover <1 in some introductory texts
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Via path 1-2-4-6, the time = 12 + 4 + 5 = 21.

Via path 1-2-6, the time = 12 + 3 = 15.

.*. ES = day 21 because the longest path governs.

The LS time for each activity is on the right side of the tee, and we
begin with TE and work backward. Thus the LS for activity 6-7 is

TE — preceding activity times = 44 - 6 - 9 = 29

Other ES and LS times are shown in the accompanying table, along with

slack times. Note that the ES and LS for all activities on the critical path are

equal. For activities off the critical path the LS turns out to be the ES plus

the amount of slack in the path (which seems like an easier way to compute

it). The table also includes EF and LF times. They are also easily computed,

for the EF is simply the ES plus the activity time, and LF is the LS plus the

activity time.

Activity Time ES LS EF LF Slack

1-2
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Although we associate slack with each activity, it really belongs t<> the path,

because once any activity uses up the slack in its path, .ill the activities along that

path become critical. Activities along the critical i>.itl> will always have zero slack if

the target date, or planned completion date, for the project is the same as die

earliest Imisli of the last activity.

The term "tree slack" is used to denote the amount "I time an activity can be

delayed without delaying the earliest start oi an\ succeeding activity For exam-

ple, activity 2-6 could be delayed until month is without affecting activity 6-7 i

ES on month 21. But if activity 1-6 is delayed any time at all, it will delay theES
of succeeding activity 6-7. Tims activity 2-6 is said to have 6 months oi free slack,

whereas activity 4-6 has no free slack. Both activities, however, have some total

slack because neither is on the critical path.

The earliest and latest time data, along with the data on available slack, give

project planners valuable information for shitting resources to better facilitate the

attainment of objectives For example, if some of the personnel scheduled for

activity 4—6 could be allocated for expediting the generator manufacturing (acth itv

4-5), the critical path time might be reduced to less than 44 months. The manual

preparation activity would undoubtedly take longer, but the' increase would not

have any effect on the overall project completion time until it reached the point

where the activity's own path became critical.

EXAMPLE 13-7 The firm in Example 13-5 has determined that by shifting three engineers

from manual writing (activity 4-6) to manufacturing assistance, activity 4-5

could be reduced to 15 months, whereas activity 4-6 would he increased to

10 months. What would be the net effect upon the schedule?

SOLUTION

Path A remains the same, at 42 months.

Path B = 12 + 4 + 15 + 4 + 6 = 41 months

Path C = 12 + 4 + 10 + 9 + 6 = 41 months

Path D remains the same, at 30 months.

Path A would become critical, and the new estimated completion time

would he 42 months, a 2-month saving over the initial time.

PERT

PERT is, like CPM. a time-oriented planning and control device. However,

whereas CPM develops only one central measure ol completion time for a project.

PERT develops both a measure of central tendency (a mean) and a measure of

dispersion (a standard deviation). Given these two parameters of the completion

time distribution for a project, probabilities of finishing the project in any spec-

ified lesser or greater time than the mean time can be readily determined. Then-
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are other subtle differences between CPM and PERT, but this incorporation of

statistical probabilities into the network is the basic difference.

PERT ANALYSIS

PERT incorporates uncertainty (and probability) by including three time esti-

mates for each activity rather than only one. These estimates are designated as

a = optimistic time. This is the best time that could be expected if everything

went exceptionally well, and it would be achieved only about 1 percent of

the time.

m — most likely time. This is the best estimate, or mode expectation.

b = pessimistic time. This is the worst time that could reasonably be expected if

everything went wrong, and it would occur only about 1 percent of the time.

The expected mean time te and variance &2 of each activity can then be

determined on the basis of the beta statistical distribution4 as

= a + 4m + b
(13_13)

- -M' (13-14)

where a = optimistic time estimate

m = most likely time estimate

b = pessimistic time estimate

Individual activity times are then summed over the respective paths, and the

path with the longest time is the critical path. Variances of the component activity

times along this path may also be summed because individual variances are

additive (whereas standard deviations are not). The (theoretical) assumptions here

are that the time estimates along the critical path are independent and that the

resulting variation of project completion times about the mean completion time is

normally distributed. These assumptions normally pose no problems from an

applications standpoint.

The ending (normal) distribution of completion times for a project can then be

depicted as shown in Fig. 13-13 where the mean completion time TE equals the

summation of activity times along the critical path:

TE = It,. (13-15)

4 The beta distribution has been (bund to appropriately describe this type ofdata, lias finite end points,

and is relative]) eat) to calculate,
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Probability of

exceeding time TM

FIGURE 13-13 Ending Time Distribution

The ending distribution standard deviation tx is the square rool >! die sum "I the

variances of activity times along the critical path:

a = Via 2 (13-16)

With tliis mean and standard deviation of the ending distribution, the proba-

bilities of various completion times may he calculated usinij the normal distribu-

tion. For example, to determine the probability that a project would exceed time

T in Fig. 13-13 we would compute

Z =

find the probability associated with that Z value from the normal distribution

values listed in Appendix C (or with a hand calculator), and subtract the amount

from ,5()(K). The result would represent the shaded area under the curve in Fig.

13-13.

FIGURE 13-14 Network Diagram Showing Critical Path and Ending Time Distribution
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EXAMPLE 13-8 Project planners have sought the experienced judgment of various knowl-

edgeable engineers, supervisors, and vendors and have developed the time

estimates shown below for the plant construction project depicted in Fig.

13-11.

(a) Determine the critical path.

(b) What is the probability that the project will be finished within 4 years?

(c) What is the probability that it will take more than 55 months?
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CT = VSCT,,,*

= Vl.00 + 32.11 + 4.00 + 1.00 + 2.78

= 6-4 months

Zm LJ1 TBm m^4M mim

p(X > T
x) = .5000 - .3621 = .1 17')

Probability =
1

1

Although the most likely times used in the PERT example were identical to

those used in the earlier CPM example the Critical paths tinned out to be

different. This is, ol course, due to the laet that PERT incorporates a measure of

uncertainty, whereas CPM does not. A review ot the individual activity variances

in Example 13-8 reveals that although the site selection activity (2-3) has a most

likely time estimate ol"8 months, it lias a pessimistic time estimate ot 36 months,

and f
(

.
= 11.67. in contrast to the 8-month figure used in the CPM calculations.

This estimate for the site selection probably reflects managerial awareness of

public concern oxer the siting ol power plants \ strong feature ol I'F.HT is that the

effects of uncertainty are incorporated into the standard deviation of the comple-

tion time distribution. (See Fig. 13-14.) This is because all variances ol activities

along the critical path, whether they represent much uncertainty (such as the

32.11 value) or much precision (as a value of would), are summed to get the

ending distribution variance.

CRASHING: TIME-COST TRADEOFFS5

An extension ofCPM and PERT referred to as crashing a project toe uses attention

on the tradeoffbetween time and cost objectives. The normal estimate of the time

required for each activity (and its associated cost) has already been discussed. The

crash time estimate is the shortest time that could be achieved if all effort (at any

reasonable cost) were made to reduce the activity time. The use ol more workers,

better equipment, overtime, etc., would generate higher direct costs for individ-

ual activities as illustrated in Fig. 13-15. However, shortening the overall time of

the project would also reduce certain tixed and overhead expenses of supervision,

as well as indirect costs that vary with the length of the project.

Time-cost models search for the optimum reductions in time. We seek to

shorten the length of a project to the point where the savings in indirect project

costs is offset by the increased direct expenses incurred in the individual activities.

5 This material extends beyond thai covered in some introductorv texts
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C
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a. 20

10 20 30

Project time (weeks)

FIGURE 13-15 Crash Time and Crash Cost

40

EXAMPLE 13-9 A network has four activities with expected times as shown. The minimum
feasible times and cost per day to gain reductions in the activity times are as

follows:

Minimum
Activity Time

Time Reduction

Direct Costs/Day

1-2
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EXAMPLE 13-10

Revised Path Timet Total Fixed Cost Savings ocei Previous Schedule

A 5 + 4 = 9

B 3 + 6 = 9

9 $90 = $810 $900 - ($810 + $35) - $55

.1 Both paths aic now critical so we must select .m activity on each path.

,t»Select activity 1-2 .it $40 per day

ami .3-1 ,ii $45 per day, where $40

+ $45 is less than V")

Reduce activity 1-2 to 4 days and

3-4 to 5 days.

^ 2

Hi i ised Path Times Total Fixed Cost s„, ini> s ,„ , , /,, , „,„., s, h, ,li,l,

A 4 + 4 = 8

B 3 + 5 = 8

8 x $90 = $720 $810 - ($720 + $40 + $45) = $5

4 A^ain we must reduce the time of both paths Activity 1-2 is a uood

candidate on patli A. for it is still at 4 days and can go to 3 for a $40 cost

But when this cost is combined with the $80 cost for reducing activity

1-3 another day, the sum is greater than $90, so further reduction is not

economically justified. The lowest-cost schedule is as shown.

The final step in time-cost analysis is to compare the crash times and the costs

associated with them (crash costs). A sufficient number of intermediate schedules

are computed such that the total of the direct and indirect (fixed) project costs can

be plotted.

Graph the total relevant costs for the previous example, and indicate the

optimal time-cost tradeoff value

SOLUTION

Project
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This is the time-cost diagram for completing the project in 6 to 10 days.
The optimal time-cost tradeoff is to complete the project in 8 days at a cost of
$840. However, extending it to 9 days adds only $5 to this cost.

920

-880

o

840
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Measuring performance in manufacturing activities is perhaps s what

easier than in services because it can relate to physical materials and units

produced Services are less tangible and frequentl) involve psychological and

nnoiion.il values thai arc difficult to quantify Equipment-dominated services

(such as electrical service) do have more measurable outputs than people-domi-

nated sen ices, however.

Learning curve effects take place in repetitive goods and sen ices production

activities, so it is well to recognize and allow for them.

Queuing models readil) accommodate the variability in arrival and service

rates that we find in 1 Kit li manufacturing and service deliver) systems, Single-

channel, single-phase systems with l'oisson arrivals and exponential service times

arc easily handled by mathematical models But as the queuing systems become
more complex, the mathematics becomes more difficult. Computer programs are

available, however, and lor verv complex situations, empirical simulations mav be

the most feasible means of analysis.

Project management involves planning, scheduling, and control ol one-time

activities. Network techniques have proved to be a useful way ol coordinating the

interrelated activities of a project. They force the clear identification of prece-

dence relationships and incorporate completion time (and/or cost
I estimates which

lead to better use of the available resources. Both CPM and PERT are extensively

used; PERT oilers the advantage of incorporating uncertainty by including op-

timistic, most likely, and pessimistic estimates ol activity times. CPM-COST and

PERT-COST are extensions that have increased the usefulness of these tech-

niques.

SOLVED PROBLEMS

LEARNING CURVE EFFECTS

I The operations manager of International Besort Motels is preparing a budget lor the

labor tost required to handle several major conventions of the same type during the

coming year. She estimates that the first one will take 300 labor hours at $12 per hour

Assuming that the work follows a 78 percent learning curve, what is the firm s estimated

labor cost for the eighth convention?

Solution

... desired unit number Sth nnn„
Percentage of base = -j : ;— = t— = 800%

known base number 1st

Using the 7S percent column for S(K) percent of base in Appendix H

V „ = *b(L) = 300(4746) = 142.4 hr

The estimated cost - (142.4 hr)($12/hr) = $1,708.
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2 Emerald Electric has a new plant for producing home freezers. The firm has gone
through a preliminary manufacturing period and believes it is experiencing an 88
percent learning curve. The 200th unit has required 1.40 labor hours for an assembly
activity. Estimate the comparable time for (a) the 100th unit, (b) the 500th unit, (c) the

1,000th unit, and (d) the 5,000th unit.

Solution

(a) The 100th unit has already been completed, but we can estimate its time as a

percentage of the base 200 as

„ r , desired unit number 100th 100 „„„
Percentage of base = -j : — = ——- = —— = 50%

known base number 200th 200

YN = YB(L) = 1.40(1.1364) = 1.5910 hr

(b) Percentage of base = '

, = 250%
200th

1.40(,8445) = 1.1823 hr

M „ rl 1,000th „._
(c) Percentage of base =

,
= 500%

YN = 1.40(.7432) = 1.0405 hr

(d) Percentage of base = ^^ = 2,500%

Note that our table of learning coefficients does not go to this high a percentage of

the base, so we must establish a new (higher) base to operate from. The time for the

1,000th unit, developed in (c), will work satisfactorily, so we can designate 1.0405

hours for the 1,000th unit as the new base (100 percent) point.

5,000th

1,000th

YN = 1.0405(.7432) = .7733 hr

_ r . 5,000th _„„„
Percentage of base = »»»,, = 500%

1 , OOt )t 1

1

QUEUING MODELS

3 Patients arrive at a medical clinic with an arrival rate that is Poisson-distributed with a

mean of 6 per hour. Treatment (service) time averages 8 minutes and can be approxi-

mated by the negative exponential distribution. Find (a) the mean waiting time, (b) the

mean number in the queue, and (c) the percentage of idle time.

Solution

A = arrival rate = (i/hr

u, = service
/ unit \ /W) mini - wn

rate - I— -II—: = 7.5/hr
\8 mm/ v hr /
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' '«
=
SJT^T) "

7.5(7.5 - 6, = " hr " M """

<w *. =
ifirhg

"

320 Im,,s

(c) %/ = 100 - %[/ = 100 - - = 1(K) - ^ = 20%
u. 7.5

•l Rent-A-Denl Ltd. receives an average ai 15 requests per dav for older-model cars li

can till 20 such requests pei da) Howevei il fewer than 3 cars are rented, the compan)

loses money as fellows II onl) 2 cars are rented the loss equals %22<i pei da) il on!) 1 i .ir

is rented the loss equals $2fso per day. il no cars are rented the loss equals S2>X) jm-i da)

The losses are. ol course, oflsel l>\ gains from renting 3 or more cars < Considering die

losst-s milt/, what is the expected value ol the loss per (las'
1 Assume that there are

Poissoil arrivals and serv ice rates, and that there is unlimited line length vv itl delects

from the queue.

Solution

P(n = 1) = (l - |) (.75)' = .188

P( " = 0) = (l " |)(-75)o = (-25X1)
= f|

Expected loss = 2[XP(X)] = $220(.141) + $260(188) + $290(250) = $152.40/day

CPM AND PERT

5 Study the data shown in the accompanying table for a PKKT network.

Preceding
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(a) Draw the network, and find the critical path.

(b) What are the parameters of the ending time distribution?

(c) Which activity has the most precise time estimate?

(d) Determine the earliest start, latest start, and slack time for all activities.

(e) Each day the project can be shortened is worth $5,000. Should the firm pay $12,500

to reduce activity 3-5 to 2 days?

Solution

(a)

Activity
+ 4m + b

1-2

1-3

2-4

2-5

3-5

3-6

4-7

5-7

6-7

4*)'
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Values l"i .ill activities in tin- network are shown below

\ctivity Tim ES LS Slack

1-2
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T. - Tr to - 60
1.67

o=V36 = 6

P(Z) = .4525

.-. P(X > T
t

) = .5(KX) - .452.5 = .0475

Penalty allowance = ($50,000)(.0475) = $2,375

Profit = .30($335,000 + $2,375) = $101,212

Bid price = $335,000 + $2,375 + $101,212 = $438,587.

7 An electrical firm has developed a.PERT plan for the electrical wiring activity of power

plant control panels. It expects that assembly operations will follow a 90 percent

learning curve. The project team, composed of workers, electricians, and supervisors,

feels the first assembly will most likely be completed in 14 days but could take as long as

24 days, or if everything went exceptionally well, it would be finished in 10 days. What

is the expected assembly time of the fourth unit?

Solution

_ a + 4>n + b _ 10 + 4(4) + 24 _
'«
~

6
" " ~~6~ ~ 15

Fourth unit % base =
1

400%

Then, from Appendix H we have

YN = YB(L) = 15(.81) = 12. 15 days

QUESTIONS

13-1

13-2

13-3

13-4

13-5

13-6

13-7

What is operations analysis and how does it relate to a firm's strategy?

Explain what is meant by the focused factory concept.

How does the emphasis upon facility use versus personal contact influence the

quality level of services?

The chapter suggests that goods-producing facilities and service delivery systems

do not have the same central focus of concern. In general terms, how does the main

focus of flow and attention in goods manufacturing systems differ from that in

service systems?

Suppose you were starting up a small manufacturing firm. Identify three or four

measures of performance in the production and inventory control area that you feel

would be especially worthwhile.

How is the improvement effect from a learning curve normally expressed, and what

is the meaning of that expression?

As an operations manager, would you prefer to sec your activities on a 70 percent or

90 percent learning curve? Why?
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PROBLEMS

What assumptions underlie the most basii queuing model discussed in the chapter?

< live .in example ol .i single i hannel multiple phase queuing situation and illus

ti.it<- tin structure "I such .1 queuing situation with .1 simple ili.iur.nu

13-10 What in the effect upon the mean waiting time and mean numbet in the queue

when service rates are constant rather than Poisson distributed?

13-11 What approach can l»- taken t" suKc queuing problems which are 1 omplex

(mathematicall) I
t'> handle with standard queuing equations?

13-1 [dentirj the following terms pertaining to network ili.iui.nns and analysis

a \ t.isk thai "takes time and is done .is pari "I .1 tnt.il project

b Ihe name given t" the sequence ol events thai has the longest (controlling) time

(c) The chance thai one <ii the optimistic 01 pessimistic times will 00 ui

(d) The symbol foi £t, along the longest path

. The kind ol st.itistn.il distribution thai is used to estimate mean times and

variances "i individual tasks within .1 network

(0 The name given to the difference between total time for jobs on the longest path

and jobs on another path

A manufacturer of radar assemblies has received a contract for 32 units and has

produced the first one in 100 hours. If the activity follows a 90 percent learning curve,

how long will it take to produce (a) the 2d unit, (b) the 4th unit, (c) the last unit'

Management is considering installing $20. (MX) worth of new equipment on a servicing

operation that has been following a 90 percent learning curve, The firm has just

completed the fourth unit, which took 30 days, at direct labor costs of SI, 000 per day,

and the contract calls for a total of eight units. The new equipment is expected to

increase the time of the fifth unit to 31 days but would facilitate other improvements

that would put the operation on a 70 percent learning curve. Show calculations to

determine whether the new installation is economically justified.

Rocket Control Inc., a Long Beach firm, does control panel wiring for solid-fueled

rocket engines The firm is currently preparing delivery estimates for a government

contract for 80 panels. The first unit is expected to take 200 worker-hours, and the firm

usualK experiences an 84 percent learning curve for this type <>t work.

(a) What average time per unit can be expected for the first three units?

(b) How many worker-hours should be scheduled for the 40th unit?

Given Poisson arrivals at 20 per hour, a Poisson service rate of 24 per hour, and a

single-channel, single-phase queue with unlimited line, find (a) 7\. (b N C !*_, and

(d) ,Y,

A car rental agenc) at a large airport receives an average ol 12 requests per day for a

certain model W car. It can fill 15 such requests per day. However, iffewer than 3 cars

are rented, the agency loses money according to the following schedule:

Only 2 cars rented = $200 loss/dav

Only 1 car rented = $240 loss/day

No W ears rented = $280 loss day

The losses are. ol course, offset In gains from renting 3 or more cars

(a) Considering the losses only, what is the expected value of the loss per day? Assume
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that there are Poisson arrivals and service rates and unlimited line length with no
defects from the queue,

(b) Discuss the validity of the basic queuing model assumptions for this problem.

6 Freeway Auto Service Technicians Inc. (FAST) advertises a (constant) standard time of

6 minutes to wash and lubricate passengers cars. Requests for service arrive according

to a Poisson distribution with a mean of \ = four per hour.

(a) Express the standard time as a service rate.

(b) What is the mean waiting time (minutes) for service?

A large appliance service firm has Poisson arrival rates and negative exponential

service times and is open 24 hours per day on a first-come, first-served basis. If the

firm receives service orders at a mean rate of 30 per day and has the personnel and
facilities to handle up to 35 per day,

(a) How many orders, on the average, will it have in its shop at any one time?

(b) How many hours, on the average, will a customer's appliance have to wait before

the service finn starts work on it?

(c) How many hours, on the average, would the customer's appliance have to wait

before the firm started work on it if the firm had a constant service rate of 35 per

day?

8 A medical research information center in San Antonio is linked to hospitals nationwide

via an electric mail (computer) system. Requests for information arrive at an average

rate of three per hour and queue up on the research center's computer. A research

librarian requires 15 minutes (on average) to search out and convey the information,

and all requests are handled on a first-come, first-served basis. Assume that arrivals are

Poisson-distributed and service times are exponential.

(a) How long does it take, including waiting and individual service time, to satisfy an

individual request?

(b) How many requests, on average, are waiting to be fulfilled?

(c) Requires computer program Estimate the number of requests waiting to be
fulfilled if the time to search out and convey each request followed a normal
distribution with a mean time of 15 minutes and standard deviation of 1.5 minutes.

9 (Requires computer program for single-channel, single-phase, Poisson arrival rate,

exponential service time, with limited queue length) Use the data from Prob. 8 [parts (a)

and (b)], except assume the number of requests in the system (waiting and being
worked on) is limited to five. Then:

(a) Find the time in the system.

(b) Find the number in the queue.

10 In calculating the PERT network for a freeway construction job, the supervisor

optimistically felt a welding activity could conceivably be completed in 12 days,

whereas the welder, after citing all the possible delays, said it might take as long as 24
days. Both agreed that the most likely time was 15 days.

(a) What is the expected activity time ( ?

(b) What is the estimate of activity variance a2 ?

1

1

The expected completion time of a PERT project is TF = 15 days, and a .
2 = 4 days.

What is the probability that the project will take 18 or more days to complete?

12 A PERT network has expected times lr in days as shown in the diagram. The time

estimates lor activity 6-7 are a = 1, m = 4, and h = 7. For the network, what is the

(a) Expected completion time 7',?
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llii Completion time standard deviation O"?

(c) Probability the project will take more than 21 5 days to complete?

I) A microwave relay station construction project is being planned on a PERT basis with

the data shown given in days.

\( fn iiii

1-2
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(a) What is the probability of obtaining the bonus (accurate to two digits)?

(b) Assuming that the company wishes to adjust its bid price to allow for the expected

bonus or penalty and come out with only a long-run expected profit of $5,000, for

what contract price should it be willing to accept the job?

16 A PERT chart is to be used to estimate the assembly time for a new component which
is later to be manufactured. Subsequent production is expected to follow an 80 percent

learning curve. The optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic assembly times for the first

assembly are estimated at 2, 4, and 12 hours, respectively. What is the expected

assembly time of the fourth unit?

17 The earliest start (ES) and latest start (LS) times for activity 6-7 of a network are as

shown. Determine appropriate values for all other activities of the network, and show
them in a similar manner.

1 S PERT-COST The minimum feasible times and costs per day to gain reductions in the

activity times shown in the network are given in the following table:

Minimum Times Reduction

Activity Times (Days) Direct Costs/Day

1-2 3 $20 (first), $45 (second)

1-3 4 $35 (first). $60 (others)

2-3 2 $90
3-4 3 $10 (first). $90 (second), $130 (third)

' -+ 4

Assume that indirect project costs are $100 per day, and develop a graph showing

(a) the normal-time cost, (b) the crash-time cost, and (c) the optimal-time cost.
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SELF QUIZ: CHAPTER 13 POINTS: 15

Parr I True'False [1 point each = 6]

Manufacturing employment is increasing in the United States because firms are capitalizing on foreign

technology to create more domestic jobs.

An example of a corporate strategy would be achieving 99 percent accuracy on all bills of material.

Equipment-based services tend to be more controllable than people-based services.

An employee operating on a 95 percent learning curve is improving at a faster rate than one operating

on an 80 percent curve.

A Poisson service rate of 10 units per hour has a negative exponential distribution service time of 6

minutes per unit.

The CPM scheduling technique yields an ending time distribution that reflects the uncertainty of

items on the critical path.

Port II Problems [3 points each = 9. Calculate and select your answer]

1 Analysts at a medical center have found that the time to do a certain type of complicated surgery follows a 94

percent learning curve. The fourth operation has just been completed and took 212 minutes. If this same

trend continues, what time should analysts expect for the 36th operation?

(a) 174 min

(b) 187 min

(c) 199 min

(d) 208 min

(e) None of the above.

A computer manufacturing firm has a troubleshooting station that can replace a computer component in an

average time of 3 minutes. Service is provided on a first-come, first-served basis and the service rate is

Poisson-distributed. Arrival rates are also Poisson-distributed with a mean of 18 per hour. Assuming this is a

single-channel, single-phase system, what is the average waiting time before a component is repaired?

(a) 2 min

(b) 8 min

(c) 18 min

(d) 27 min

(e) None of the above.

A PERT network has expected times (days) as shown. The three estimates for activity 6-7 are 1, 4, and 7. For

the network, what is the probability that the completion time will exceed 21.5 days?

(a) .27

(b) .31

(c) ..38

(d) .55

e None of the above.
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INTRODUCTION

Those sleek, dark-windowed buses should have been a tribute to Yankee know-how.

They were designed with the presumed benefits of the newest government wisdom,

built by a major company that has decades of manufacturing experience, and put

through their paces in trials on New York's scarred streets.

But, instead of bringing glory and profit to their makers, the buses are being

denounced as high-tech lemons by customers from Connecticut to Hawaii. Their

frames crack, their doors stick and their air conditioners balk. [11]

Fortunately, not all products face the stigma of these hapless flexible buses.

But numerous industrial, office, and home products—from generators to copying

machines to television sets—seem to be deluged with quality problems. Long

after products reach the market, problems still arise. Recall costs of correcting

deficiencies in automobiles alone run into millions of dollars a year. What is the

basis for such problems? Is the quality of a product such an elusive thing that

producers and consumers must resort to courts of law to distinguish between good

and poor quality? And what of the quality of services which now consume more
productive effort than goods? Can their quality level really be controlled—and if

so, how?

Figure 14-1 illustrates the quality question we begin with in this chapter. We
look first at the meaning of the word "quality," and some measures of quality in

goods and services. And we examine the relevant costs of quality control, and the

role of quality "circles' and inspection. The two major methodologies used for

controlling quality are then discussed: acceptance sampling and process control.

Both methods make extensive use of statistical techniques, and we shall see how
sampling plans and control charts are established and where they are best applied.

OBJECTIVES OF QUALITY ASSURANCE

Suppose you know the operations supervisor of the firm producing air condi-

tioners for buses. Bidding was close, but your friend's firm was able to secure the

contract for 245 units by cutting out some frills and concentrating on the job to be

done. Air conditioners for buses don't need 8 or 10 push buttons, with lighted

adjustments for five different speeds and bells to ring when they go on and off. The

contract called for air conditioners that would cool buses from outdoor tem-

peratures of 95 degrees. Control was to be from a simple on-ofl switch.

Like (jiiality control in many other companies, the quality control in your

friend's company could have been better in the past. Being very customer-

conscious, however, lie resolved to do better in the future— there would be no

skimping on this job. He knew the buses would be going to Houston and Tucson,

where temperatures often exceed 95 degrees. So in an effort to "ensure quality"

he had his workers use a slightly larger compressor than was required. Next
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Best design

Most features

Air conditioners

Riding in style

On-time service

Air conditioning

PRODUCT QUALITY CHECKLIST

> 70'
1 Turning radius of the bus is

D<60' D60'-70'

2 Engine coolant thermostat opens at:

D<195°F D195-200
e
F D>200 C

F

3 Air conditioner maintains temperatures within:

Q±3°F n±5°F D±8 =
F

FIGURE 14-1 What Is Quality?

CUSTOMER SERVICE SURVEY

D Late

1 For my trip the bus arrived:

D Early D On time

2 The best feature of the seating to me was:

D Cushion seat 3 Leg room Head rest

3 The air temperature seemed to be:

D Too cool Q Just right 3 Too warm

summer, when the buses were performing so well in the hot southwest, he could

expect compliments from the divisional vice president.

Come Julv and your friend is called into the vice presidents office. Air-

conditioning units in the new Houston and Tucson buses are being recalled, and it

is costing the company dearly. He is in trouble! It seems that passengers are all

complaining that the buses are too hot when the air conditioner is off and too cold

when it is on. The original compressor would have worked fine because designers

had anticipated the effect of very high outside temperatures. They purposely

planned to allow the inside temperature to rise slightly so as to reduce the shock

from the temperature differential for riders entering the bus. The oversize com-

pressors kept the buses too cool, and there was no way to adjust them. So all 245

units now had to be recalled and fitted with an expensive auxiliary temperature

control device.

Your unemployed friend now comes to you explaining that in all his efforts to

improve quality, his boss had always encouraged him to "keep at it— things could

be worse." So he had kept at it—and sure enough! Now he hopes you can explain

where he went wrong.

Unlike the understanding of quality held by the operations supervisor de-

m tilled above, high qualit] is not necessarily represented by the most cooling.
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extra features, the longest life, or even the best design of a product. These

attributes may or may not be indicative of quality. For example, a fuse that

provides a long life of service by carrying a current overload is not as satisfactory as

one that fails at a specified amperage level. Similarly, the added features (and

gasoline consumption) of a larger V-8 engine would not represent higher quality to

a self-employed taxi driver who ordered an economical 4-cylinder compact. A

businesswoman flying from Seattle to a meeting in Denver would probably not

appreciate receiving the added "service" of a stopover in Poughkeepsie, New

York.

Although "quality" is often equated with having the best or most costly

features, that definition affords a very limited perspective of the elusive nature of

the property "quality." We shall try to be more specific, recognizing that quality

has both (1) a perceived (qualitative) facet and (2) a specific (quantitative) meaning.

APPROACHES TO QUALITY

Shewharf and Deming Two individuals associated most closely with quality

control work are Walter Shewhart and Edwards Deming. Shewhart pioneered the

early use of statistical control methods. Deming carried those techniques to Japan

after World War II and is recognized as the world's major authority on the subject

of quality [7]. His work helped transform Japan into a quality producer and an

economic power.

Japan's reputation for quality could not have been much worse at the time

Deming was invited to give a series of lectures on quality control to Japanese

engineers in 1950 [7], Deming insisted that the heads of the companies attend the

lectures, so 45 Japanese industrialists were invited—and all showed up! Deming

promised that if they listened to him and learned the statistical quality control

techniques he was to teach them, they would be able to compete with the West in

5 years. His listeners were desperate for every word and followed his advice

meticulously. The rest is history!

Deming is now obsessed with America's lack of response to the Asian chal-

lenge. He points out that although many U.S. companies have good intentions,

they have rewarded those who have maximized production and minimized costs

but have rarely rewarded efforts to improve quality. If we are to become more

competitive, Deming says, "then we have to begin with our quality" [7]. This

means using statistical sampling, histograms, control charts, and probability dis-

tributions to analyze defective rates.

Japanese Concept But the Japanese approach to quality control encompasses

more than just statistical techniques. Quality in Japanese firms is a holistic

concept, a way of thinking that pervades the entire organization and affects

everyone. Employees assume quality objectives as an inherent or even primary

work goal. And workers at all levels cooperate in groups to identify any quality

problems, solve them, and strive lor defect-free production. High quality is an

accepted philosophy ol tin- organization.
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Dimensions of Quality Qualitj is .1 multidimensional measure "I .1 product thai

is nut easil) defined In discussing quality .is .1 strategic weapon I )a> id ( Jan in has

identified three approaches to i|n.ilii\ |6|. He suggests it ma) be perceived .is

Conformance "I products i<> theii requirements

A measure ol the Btness oi .1 product for its intended use

An innate excellence in tli«' product

Synthesizing these approaches, Garvin has derived eight dimensions <>l product

quality: 1I1 performance, (2) Features, (3) reliability 1 conformance, (5) du-

rabUity, t' 1 serviceability, (7 1 aesthetics, and (8) perceived quality. He suggests

that linns define the quality dimensions on which they hope to compete, and then

use those measures. Insofar as these dimensions can be measured (or spei ified

the association of quality with the conformance ol products t<> then requirements

seems to be a very useful (and encompassing) approach. However, the manifesta-

tion of quality differs between goods and services.

Qualify in Goods and Services With goods, quality is a constant, tangible

characteristic, because it resides in a physical product. Services are consumed as

they are produced, and they frequently rely upon social interactions Wit 1 1 serv-

ices, quality is a fleeting and less tangible characteristic' than with goods. Nev-

ertheless, quality standards are widely used in services We lind them everywhere

from hospitals and hotels to hanks and post offices. And some organizations, such

as McDonald's, have developed fairly precise and sophisticated measures. Even

some countries (such as Ireland) have national guides to quality management in

service industries [8],

DEFINITION OF QUALITY

Given the above background, let us acknowledge the qualitative dimension ol

quality and then go on to define quality more quantitatively as we will use it in this

chapter.

In a broad sense, quality is a holistic concept that gives direction to an

organization and links its members. The acceptance and pursuit ol common goals

ol product excellence tend to unite employees in a team spirit that extends beyond

quality specifics to productivity and other effects. So the concept of "quality" can

have a penetrating meaning. Nevertheless, for purposes of controlling quality, we
must remain fairly specific.

Quality is a measure ol how closely a good or sen ice conforms to specified standards.

(Quality standards may relate to time, materials, performance, reliability,

appearance, or any quantifiable characteristic of the product. The objective of
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quality control efforts is to ensure that specified standards are adhered to in the

production of a firm's products and, where required, in their application.

Although we sometimes tend to associate quality with cost, the quality level

for an inexpensive product may be "high" or "low," just as it may be "high" or

"low" for an expensive product. It depends upon the extent to which the product

meets specified or advertised characteristics. Unfortunately, we are not always

careful to define the product line and specify the relevant standards of com-
parison. As a result, we sometimes use the word "quality" very loosely.

For example, if we speak of the quality of "automobiles" without being any

more specific than that, our individual standards could be almost anything that

happens to come to mind, such as appearance and performance. Since human
preferences tend to be for "more" rather than "less," many persons would uncon-

sciously associate high quality with the most expensive models in the product line.

However, if our criteria related to specific variables such as surface finish, fuel

consumption, maneuverability, and cost per mile, we could measure the extent to

which a given automobile (such as a Volkswagen) met its standards. Volkswagens

can be of high or low quality, just as BMWs can, for both are produced to different

specifications for different market segments.

Some customers prefer one product to another of equal quality on the basis of

a subjective preference which varies with the individual. Subjective feelings are

difficult to identify with quality, for they reflect the utility value of a good or

service to a specific consumer. The quality of a good or service per se is not

changed by the preference of the individual who owns or uses it (for example, by

the owner of a car or user of a phone service). Quality is more specific and definite

than that.

Services do, however, present more of a problem because they have no
existence apart from the consumer. And they may involve a social interaction that

disposes the consumer to like or dislike the service. Moreover, the success of a

service may be influenced by the perceptions of the consumer. In this situation,

management may be more concerned with the perceived quality of the service

than with quantitative specifications per se. (Fortunately, the measures of per-

ceived quality are also useful measures of service quality.)

QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEMS

Organizations ensure the quality of their products through quality assurance

activities. Quality assurance is the system of policies, procedures, and guidelines

that establishes and maintains specified standards of product quality. It encom-
passes both external and internal elements that significantly affect quality.

Figure 14-2 describes some key elements of a quality assurance system. It

begins with the formulation ol quality management objectives which reflect both

customer priorities and the firm's own organizational capabilities or capacity.

Product qualit) specifications are then formulated as part of the overall product

specifications. These standards can pertain to goods or services, or both.
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FIGURE 14-2 Elements of o Quality Assurance System

The product specifications constitute standards against which the goods and

services are measured (frequentl) In statistical sampling). The standards for goods

are used to control the qualit) of incoming raw materials from suppliers, the

production process itself, and the outputs, or goods destined for customers. With

services, the standards typically apply to the process wherein employees interact

with customers.

Absence of Defined Stondords Where quantifiable standards are absent, qual-

ity becomes a matter of opinion and is not really controllable from a scientific

standpoint. An abstract painting, lor example, may appear exquisite to one person

and detestable to another, depending upon their subjective impressions, Such a

painting would be of questionable quality until such time as some recognized

standard were established. In mam cases interest groups within a culture develop

surrogate standards, such as simply the name of an artist, composer, or performer,

Thej then attempt to equate this substitute characteristic with quality. Hut

cultural value systems differ widely, and the value attached to such a work is
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usually more a matter of subjective preference than it is of measurable charac-

teristics. It properly belongs in the realm of art rather than science. When
measurable characteristics can be developed and compared with quantified stan-

dards, then some logical basis for evaluation can be established. Only then can

consistent decisions be made with respect to acceptance, rejection, or correction

of a product. Only then can a product's quality be scientifically controlled.

Like any other control activity the control of quality involves measurement,

feedback, comparison with standards, and correction when necessary. The feed-

back of monitoring information from both employee and customer reactions is

very important in a quality assurance system. This data "closes the loop" by
suggesting and supporting changes to the system, which then enable it to survive

and improve within the competitive environment. We focus now upon the pur-

pose of, responsibility for, and methods of controlling quality.

PURPOSE AND METHODS OF CONTROLLING QUALITY

Purpose The purpose of quality control activities is to provide assurance that

goods and services conform to specified standards. The responsibility for control-

ling quality rests with everyone who is in a position to affect quality. However, a

quality assurance group frequently has the responsibility for coordinating quality

control activities. In the United States these activities are generally staff rather

than line functions. However, even though quality control inspectors report to

their own line management, they often work informally with operating personnel.

This method of operation preserves the autonomy of an inspector and yet expe-

dites action on quality deficiencies.

Nevertheless, many firms have achieved considerable success in shifting the

inspection (and control) responsibility to the workers themselves. Self-inspection

fosters a pride in workmanship that can be highly motivating.

Statistical Methods The two major approaches to controlling quality are accept-

ance sampling of incoming or outgoing products, and process control of the actual

transformation activities. See Fig. 14-3. Both methods involve statistical sampling

techniques. However, acceptance sampling methods rely upon estimating the

levels of defective items before or after a process has been completed. Process

control is more useful during a process to ensure that production is not outside

acceptable limits. The primary means of process control is via the use of control

charts.

The quality characteristic being observed is classified as either an attributes

or variables characteristic. Attributes characteristics are either present or not,

such as defective or nondefective, or passing a test or failing it. There is no

measure ofthe degree ofconformance, for attributes data, a discrete distribution,

such as (he binomial or Poisson, is used to make inferences about the population

characteristic being controlled. Variables characteristics are present in varying

degrees and arc measurable Examples are dimensions, weights, and limes. For

variables data, continuous distributions such as the normal are used.
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FIGURE 14-3 Srarisncol Techniques for Conrrollmg Quohry

QUALITY MEASURES IN GOODS AND SERVICES

Measures of quality typically relate to a product's specifications, properties,

market characteristics, and performance. Figure 14-4 reveals the Striking dif-

ference in these characteristics as applied to goods and services.

COMPARABLE ASPECTS OF QUALITY AS MEASURED IN:

Material

Physical dimensions

Physical and scientific

Structural

Mechanical

Chemical

Electrical

Size and shape

Design and appearance

Features

Reliability

Efficiency

SPECIFICATION

PROPERTIES

MARKETABILITY

+

PERFORMANCE

SERVICES

Activity or process

Description/environment /
Intellectual and aesthetic

Organizational

Human
Medicinal

Emotional

Place and time

Comfort and appeal

Proficiency of servers

Dependability

Effectiveness

/

/

FIGURE 14-4 Quality in Goods versus Services
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Goods Quality control in the production of goods rests heavily upon the mea-

surement of material characteristics. Physical dimensions and properties, design,

and product reliability are key elements. In addition, as mentioned earlier,

characteristics such as durability, serviceability, and aesthetics can be useful if

they are measurable.

But the quality information concerning goods need not always flow from

measurements of the product itself. For example, the director of product as-

surance for Ford Motor Company has cited studies which show that satisfied

customers tell 8 other people about their cars, whereas dissatisfied customers

complain to 22 people [4]. Customer impressions are obviously important to

manufacturers.

Services As recognized earlier, services can be difficult to measure—especially

ones that convey intellectual and aesthetic benefits. Examples are medical serv-

ices that endeavor to make their customers "feel" good, restaurants and airlines

that try to show "hospitality," universities that "educate," and television that

"informs and entertains." But even these intangibles can be measured to some

extent.

Managers use a variety of dimensions to measure service quality, such as the

facilities used, the "efficiency" of the service, the expectations of customers, and a

comparison to the performance ofcompetitors. For purposes of our study, we shall

relate service quality to three measures: proficiency of the service, timeliness of

the service, and service environment.

Proficiency is a measure of the degree of skill with which the service is carried

out. Examples of "defective services" are misspelled words by a typist, incor-

rect entries by a bank teller, lost (or delayed) goods by a transport service, dirty

tables in a restaurant, and erroneous legal or tax advice. Batings and com-

parisons to the performance of competition are common measures for televi-

sion programs, restaurants, universities, and so on.

Service timeliness refers to the point in time when the service is to be per-

formed and the length of time required to carry it out. For example, Wendy's,

the Bank of America, and United Airlines are all anxious to process customers

with a minimum amount of waiting time. Late reports, late starting times (for

conferences, entertainment), delays in service, and services at wrong times

(such as hospital medications) are all examples of time-related quality prob-

lems. Queue lengths and service times are common ways of assessing the

quality of services.

The service environment includes such things as the facilities used and the

space and expectations of customers. Convenient access, pleasant surround-

ings, and friendly people help convey the impression of a courteous, quality

environment. In hospitals, cleanliness standards serve as one measure of the

quality of health (are. Universities feel their campus environment reflects on

the quality of their education. City and state governments use air and water

pollutants as measures of environmental quality.
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absolute measures oi service profit ien< \ timeliness, and environmenl an "I

course, not always rasv in get. Relative "i compararjvi sasures ma) also be

useful, howevei . because <|u.ilit\ can also l»- measured l>v the "change in state oi

a process |<Sl Foi example, assessing 1 1 «

«

- quality "I a laundering operation might

include checking the number, type, and size <>l stains re \<<1 This approach

might then be supplemented 1>\ measures oi the time required to <lo the job, the

packaging oi the item, courtes) oi the receptionist, and so on

Variation in performance i
1
- also .i useful measure oi quality in services. And.

as we skill see later, control charts are one <>l the best ways oi tracking the

variability in performance Numerous applications exist in medical, hospitality,

professional service, and public service areas

QUALITY COSTS AND ZERO-DEFECT PROGRAMS

Quality costs have traditionally been classified into two major categories: (1)

inspection and control costs and (2) defective product costs. As expenditures for

inspection and control increase, the costs attributable to defective products de-

crease. The optimal level of expenditure on quality control activities can be

graphically portrayed as the lowest point on the total quality' control cost curve, as

shown in Fig. 14-5a.

Inspection and Control Costs Inspection and control costs include costs for

training, administration, and operation of the quality control program as well as

costs lor the labor and materials used in inspection and testing activities. In

service activities, the training oi employees is especially critical. This is because

servers cannot store their work in a physical product that can be corrected later (if

it has a detect). They must respond "online to their customers. They may even

have to help shape their customers' expectations if the quality of a service depends

upon a customer's disposition or frame of mind when the service is rendered

|
10:108], Hence the soft music in dentists' offices and pleasant flight attendants to

Total quality

control costs

(Low) Optimal (High)

Output quality

(a)

a^ Defective
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greet airline passengers. (One measure of airline quality is also the number of

personal contacts between a passenger and the flight attendants.)

Defective Product Costs Defective product costs include the scrap, machine

downtime, and rework costs within the plant or service facility. Also included are

any repair and replacement costs (and loss of goodwill) after the product gets into

the hands of the consumer. These costs are, of course, difficult to assess, but

avoiding consideration of them does not eliminate their impact.

Zero-Defect Approach The zero-defect approach is a program arising from the

aerospace industry in the 1960s that aims at building defect-free products in the

first place rather than having to deal with defectives. It is a relatively holistic

quality concept that incorporates the necessary training, advertisement (such as

banners), and motivation needed to gain a quality commitment from the entire

firm. The zero-defect philosophy blends well with the Japanese approach to

quality assurance and has been assimilated by many Japanese firms.

Figure 14-5b illustrates the cost relationships assumed in a zero-defect ap-

proach. Note that the total costs extend to any quality-related costs. Although it is

not always practical to achieve "absolute zero defects," the goal of problem-free

production can be very useful. An example from the semiconductor industry will

illustrate.

Chip manufacturing is a high-tech operation, and a variety of problems can

render the glasslike silicon chips defective (for example, static electricity, tem-

perature extremes, abrasion, dust). 1
It is not uncommon to have only 70 to 80

percent of the chips meet specifications, and for some new designs the yield rate

may be as low as only 20 to 30 percent. No more than about 100 particles of dust

per 30 cubic centimeters of air can be tolerated [9].

In the early years of the personal computer market, American firms were able

to sort out a sufficient number of satisfactory chips to support their manufacturing

activities. But Japanese competition has aimed for fewer defectives. Moreover,

Japanese manufacturers look upon human beings as "walking dust clouds" com-

pared to robots (which are not only clean but can work 24 hours per day at a

constant pace.) Thus American firms were startled when Japanese chip makers

obtained 40 percent of the market for 16K random access memory (RAM) chips.

When the 64K chips came out, the Japanese won 70 percent of the market and

increased that to 90 percent for 256K chips. As explained by a Japanese engineer,

who was a Deming prize winner for his work in quality control [9],

The reason for their [American] failure was simple: With only a few exceptions,

American manufacturers had yields of usable chips so low that they could not meet

orders, and the failure rates of their products could not begin to compete with that ol

1 Electronic chips arc used in a wide range "I products, and defects might affect anything from a

compact disk player or automobile braking system to a 747 jet or a space shuttle. A defective computer

chip is even thought, lis some to have been responsible for alerting the (J S Strategic Air Command to

a (nonexistent) Soviet missile attack in 1980 Fortunatelj thai alert was called nil when radar observers

reported no sign ol incoming missiles
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[apanese It Wis whii li «.>s on the ordei ><l one ten-millionth pei hour, <>i t<> pul it

.it ii it In -i way one Failure in i thousand yean llns high level "I reliability is excep

t

n

iii.il even in requirements (oi nippl) to the l s military I In- next stage is

megabit RAMs samples ofwhich [apanese companies are now shipping According to

sunn- sources, the American industry may nol even be . il l< - to take pari in tins

upcoming contest

Not all American industr) is willing to fall behind, however Extensive

quality assurance programs are under way in countless linns such .is Xerox, IBM
and Ford Several major companies such as Ccncral Electric have already re-

ported savings On the order ol millions ol dollars as a result ol /ero-defect

programs. At Annco, Inc. (a steel supplier 1 inspecting, scrapping, and reworking

products previously accounted lor 10 to 20 pencut ol their manufacturing costs

Management decided to change its culture by developing "corrective action

teams and inviting employee suggestions on how to promote a quality attitude

( 14]. The savings from "building products right the first time is estimated to be in

the millions ol employee-hours

The zero-delect approach has indeed been effective in motivating U.S. work-

ers to participate more actively in setting and achieving high quality standards,

and it is enhancing the awareness ol quality in industry.

INSPECTION AND QUALITY CIRCLES

(Quality must be embodied in a good or service. Two commonly used approaches

to enhancing quality are by (1) inspecting for specific requirements and (2)

motivating workers to strive for improved quality by programs such as quality

circles.

Inspection: When, Where, and How Much Measurement and inspection ac-

tivities are designed to detect unacceptable quality levels before a product gets

additional investment or is put into service. The) cannot convert a defective item

into an acceptable product, nor do they add any noticeable value to the product.

In an operational sense, the timing, location, and amount ol inspection are a

function of the type of process and the value added at each stage. A general

guideline is to inspect when the cost of inspection at any given stage is less than

Upon receipt of raw materials

Before costly and irreversible operations

Before work that could hide defects

Upon completion of the product

Before stocking high-value items

Before shipment to customers

FIGURE 14-6 When ro Perform Qualify Control Inspections
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the probable loss from not inspecting. The times and/or places suggested in Fig.

14-6 are often appropriate.

Inspections are frequently performed by quality control inspectors who are

independent of the production supervisor. This separation in the chain of com-

mand lends objectivity to the control efforts. Many firms have, however, inte-

grated the inspection tasks into an enlarged job of the production worker. This

requires more skills of the employee, but it also evidences a trust and responsibil-

ity that can be positively motivating. Inspections are not always clear-cut, nor are

they necessarily easy. 2 Inspectors must exercise careful judgment in interpreting

the results of measurements and tests. Job pressures from the work environment

(heat, noise, fatigue, delivery schedules, and so on) can cause them to err.

The effects of undetected inspection errors can be detrimental and long-

lasting. This is why firms like General Motors simply drop suppliers if they fail to

measure up to their quality requirements. Undetected inspection errors can result

in anything from scrapping a few parts to losing customer goodwill and incurring

future product recall costs—problems that can cause losses of millions of dollars.

When product failures endanger human life, such as in the space shuttle disaster

in 1986 (the O-rings in a solid rocket engine failed to seal), the ramifications are

even greater. Products such as solid propellant engines present significant testing

problems because they are destroyed in the testing process. In these situations

statistical samples may provide the most useful basis for quality control decisions.

Qualify Circles Quality circles are small groups of employees (for example, 8 to

10 in a group) who meet voluntarily for about an hour a week to share ideas in an

attempt to solve job-related quality and productivity problems. The group in-

cludes foremen as well as employees who perform similar jobs. Members are

sometimes taught how to collect data and do the statistical analysis necessary to

analyze the cause of quality problems. In other cases (perhaps up to 50 percent of

the time), they simply discuss common problems. Their recommendations are

recognized and acted upon by management.

The quality circles reflect a philosophy that the responsibility for quality

production rests with the many workers rather than with a few inspectors or

supervisors. They have become so successful in Japan that in most major manufac-

turing companies about 85 percent of the workers are active in the quality circle

movement. Joji Arai, manager of the Japan Productivity Center, has stated that

"the QC Circle program is the largest contributing factor that has enabled Japan

to win the worldwide reputation as the producer of high-quality and durable

goods" [1:3],

Thousands of U.S. companies have also joined the quality circle bandwagon,

linns such as Wcstinghousc and Honeywell have hundreds of quality circles

2 Tliis was vividly brought 'ml Ui me when, as .i young engineer, I had a very large shipload of material

sampled and tested and ii failed tin- test. I was Forced in have the material returned from Seattle in tin'

supplier in Wis Angeles It was a very costly move for the supplier, for tin' shipment consisted entirely

nl lead— tons of ill Tin- supplier was most unhappy, lint the nisi shipment was lulls within specifica-

tions
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operating Proponents claim thai defects are often reduced (perhaps l>\ two-

thuds 1 .ind productivity is increased. In addition, iol> satisfaction is improved,

with .i resulting reduction in turnovei and absenteeism This improvement in the

quality "I worklife, stemming from workei participation in decision-making ac-

tivities, is acknowledged as the most important benefit for some firms

ACCEPTANCE SAMPLING OF INCOMING AND OUTGOING QUALITY

When KM) percent inspection is not practical, taking samples is usually the next

best way <>l estimating the incoming or outgoing quality <>l a good or service

Random samples provide each element with an equal chance ol being selected and

permit logical inferences to l>e made about the population quality on die basis of

sample evidence. The parameters ol most interest are usuall) the mean u. and the

standard deviation O" ol the population, which are estimated from the sample mean

x and sample standard deviation s.

STANDARD ERRORS

We have noted previously that in a sampling situation any one sample mean may

he expected to differ somewhat from the population mean simply because of

variation among samples. Nevertheless, the deviation of the sample means or

standard error of the mean *, can he estimated and controlled, for it is a function of

the sample si/e. n.

Standard error

ol mean: V^
(2-12)

EXAMPLE 14-1

(Standard

Error)

As the sample size approaches the population size, rV, the standard error gets

smaller; it is reduced to zero when the sample size is as large as the population.

A quality control sample ol n = KK) items is taken, and the standard

deviation is calculated to he .250 inch.

(a) Estimate the standard error of the mean.

(b) What would be the standard error if the sample size were 1,000 instead

of 100?

SOLUTION

(a) ss
= -?= = -^z = .025 inch

,1,
.250

KM)

= .008 inch
Vi.ooo

The determination of the standard error of the mean is particularly important
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in quality control work, for it facilitates statistical estimation and tests of hypoth-

esis (H
()

). Much of the inference made about the quality of large lots is based upon

statistical theory, which holds that regardless of the shape of the population

distribution, the distribution of sample means (that is, the sampling distribution of

the means) is approximately normal if the sample size is sufficiently large (greater

than 30). Of course, the same theory holds when we are making an inference

based upon sample proportions, except, as we saw earlier, proportions require a

larger sample size (such as 50 or 100), and the standard error of proportion is

Standard error

of proportion:
(2-11)

In practice we find that a good deal of acceptance sampling activities rely upon the

comparison of actual sample means, or proportions, with what might theoretically

be expected on the assumption of a normal distribution of means or proportions.

There are other situations in quality control work in which the characteristics

of the population are fairly well documented, and we wish to make deductive

statements about specific items rather than inductive statements about the popu-

lation as a whole. For example, we know that individual machined parts often have

dimensions that follow a normal distribution, and failures of a machine often follow

a Poisson distribution. If the variable of interest in a population is known to follow

a normal, Poisson, or other statistical distribution, the probabilities of individual

events can be deduced from our prior knowledge of the population itself. This use

of probability theory represents an application of deductive logic, whereas the

inference about the population on the basis of sample evidence is an application of

inductive logic. In this section we shall look first at some deductive situations,

then at the inductive applications involving the use of operating characteristic

curves, and finally at the economics of sampling.

EXAMPLE 14-2

' Binomial

Distribution)

STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS FOR DEFECTIVES

We saw earlier that a frequency distribution describes a random variable. Very

often the actual frequency distributions we encounter in quality control activities

conform closely to theoretical probability distributions which have been mathe-

matically defined. Some of the more common distributions are shown in Fig. 14-7.

A review of all these distributions is beyond our scope here, but let us illustrate

two applications of deductive inference—one involving attributes (using the bino-

mial distribution) and one involving variables (using the normal distribution).

Recall that attributes are countable, or discrete, whereas variables are measur-

able, or continuous.

Fifteen percent of the accounts audited by a CPA firm turn out to have

errors that necessitate the payment of additional taxes. What is the chance

that exactly 2 accounts taken from a random sample of 10 will owe additional

taxes?
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HYPERGEOMETRIC

(Probability change!

„ juccetsful wayj ... .. with each trial)
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whenp < .10

„>20 ,

np-

POISSON

Md-31
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trials independent)
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r»(*)=Hn- (14-3) /»(x )=_i_»-i'2l«-»/.l (14-4)

Mean X = np
Variance = np

Mean n - np
Standard deviation = o = \fnpq

FIGURE 14-7 Probability Distributions Useful in Quality Control

SOLUTION

The error rate is given as a percentage and can be taken as constant. If we
can assume that each account is independent of others, then the binomial

distribution applies.

P(x = 2|n = 10, p = .15) =
v!( „"l r)!

/->'</"-'

10!

2! 8!
(.15)2 (.85)8 = .2759

Note that the solution value could also be obtained more directly from the

table of binomial probabilities given in Appendix D.

EXAMPLE 14-3

(Normal

Distribution)

Cans of corn at the Crescent Valley Cannery are filled by a machine which

can be set for any desired average weight. The till weights are normally

distributed with a standard deviation ol .4 ounce. II quality standards specify

that 98 percent of the cms should contain 16 ounces or more, where (that is,

on the ounce scale) should the quality control supervisor recommend the

machine be set?
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SOLUTION

The machine average, |x, must be set high enough so that 48 percent of the

cans containing less than the mean still contain 16.0 ounces. Knowing that

the fill is normally distributed, we can use the expression for the standard

normal deviate.

-Z
-V - t*

(X

where X = specified fill = 16.0 oz

(x = unknown mean setting

a
Z

For P(Z)

16.0

.4 oz (X)

number of standard deviations from u. to X (Note: This corre-

sponds to an area of 48 percent. We must enter the body of the

normal distribution table—Appendix C—as close as possible to

the value of .48 and read off the number of standard deviations

from the margin.)

.480, Z = -2.05.

.-.
M.
= X - (-Z)a = X + Zct

= 16.0 + 2.05 (.4) = 16.8 oz

Both of the preceding examples assumed that there was prior statistical

knowledge of the population or production process. We used that knowledge to

deduce something about a specific event (that is, the number of accounts in error)

or to set limits for a specific process (that is, fill levels for cans of corn). We will

proceed now to the use of individual or sample information to make statistical

inferences about the parent population.

SAMPLING PLANS FOR ATTRIBUTES AND VARIABLES

Quality control inspectors are often charged with the responsibility of making a

decision as to whether an incoming or outgoing shipment is of acceptable quality

or not. They are usually forced to decide on the basis of a limited sample because

the inspection cost, or perhaps the destructive nature of testing activities, makes
100 percent inspection uneconomical or infeasible.

Since the decision to accept or reject a lot must be made on the basis of

sample evidence, the firm's managers must be willing to accept some risks of

rejecting good lots or accepting bad lots. Fortunately, the amount of risk can be
specified in terms of a sampling plan so that its consequences can be evaluated.

Then if the expected costs of making a wrong decision are too great, perhaps the

risks of error can be shifted by mutual agreement between the producer and

consumer, or even reduced in total by taking a larger sample.
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Sampling Plan A sampling plan is simpl) .1 decision rule which specifies bow

large .1 sample r») should l><- taken and the allowable measurement, numbei "i

percentage < 01 defectives in the sample II the items to be inspected an

classified qualitatii ely according to an attribute such .is u I or bad, acceptable

(ii not acceptable and so on, then the sampling plan is referred to .is an attribute*

))ltm. and the probabilities ol defectives in the parent population are estimated

from discrete distributions such as the binomial and Poisson An attributes sam-

pling plan might read as follows: "Select a random sample of size n = 40, and

count the number <il defectives c II c ' 3, accept the lot otherwise reject it."

If the items to be inspected are classified quantitatively according to some

measurable characteristic, they will require .1 variables sampling plan Since

variables plans necessitate the recording <>( actual me.ism ements instead oi simply

a dichotomous classification (such as oi good or bad), the) provide re informa-

tion and require fewer inspections for tin- same degree oi assurance than do

comparable attributes plans. Variables plans typically use the normal distribution

and might he stated as follows: "Select a random sample ol size n = 40. and

determine the mean tensile strength x. It J > 12,000 psi, accept the lot, otherwise

reject it."

Operating Characteristic Curve The acceptance and rejection characteristics of

both attributes and variables sampling plans can be described by operating

characteristic (OC) curves These curves always pertain to a specific plan, an n and

c combination. They show the probability that the given plan will accept lots of

various (unknown) quality levels. Thus, the OC curve for a given sampling plan

will indicate what percentage "I lots ol an) di\ pothesized or actual) quality ma) be

expected to be accepted. We shall illustrate the determination of n and c values

and the construction of OC curves in the forthcoming discussion on sampling plans

for attributes.

Sampling Plans and OC Curves for Attributes Suppose that an electronics

producer supplies a consumer with miniaturized logic units that the consumer in

turn uses in his own production process. The two have agreed on the price,

delivery schedule, and quality level required for a proposed shipment of .V = 100

units. If the quantity ol defective units in the shipment is less than or equal to 2'/2

percent, the shipment is to be accepted, and if the quantity is greater than 2'/2

percent the shipment is to be rejected and returned at the producers expense.

Now suppose further that an independent laboratory (that never makes mistakes

inspects all 100 items and accurately determines the percentage <>l defectives.

Figure 14-8 shows that if the lot contains either 1 percent or 2 percent defectives,

the probability of acceptance by the consumer is 1.0— that is. there is no chance of

rejecting the lot. Similarly, il the lot contains 3 percent or more defectives, there

is no chance that it will be accepted. As shown on the operating characteristic

curve for this plan, for a p value ^ 2'/2 percent, the P(accept) = 0.
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FIGURE 14-8 OC Curve for 100 Percent Inspection

Producer ond Consumer Risk The above plan called for 100 percent inspection

of the population, and assuming that it was accurately done, the plan entailed no

risk of error to either the producer or the consumer. Let us assume now that the

next shipment is much larger (N = 1,000), and the producer and consumer are

forced to adopt a sampling plan in order to reduce inspection costs. As with any

decision based upon sample evidence, each now incurs some risk of error:

Producer's risk. This is the risk of getting a sample which has a higher

proportion of defectives than the lot as a whole, and rejecting a good lot. It is

designated as the alpha (a) risk. Producers hope to keep this risk low, say at 1 to

5 percent. If a good lot is rejected, we refer to this as a type I error.

• Consumer's risk. This is the risk of getting a sample which has a lower

proportion of defectives than the lot as a whole, and accepting a bad lot. It is

designated as the beta ((3) risk. Consumers want to keep this risk low. If a bad

lot is accepted, we refer to this as a type II error.

AQL ond LTPD Levels To derive a sampling plan, the producer and consumer

must specify not only the level of the a and (3 risk but also the lot quality level to

which these risks pertain. Thus we must further define "good lot" and "bad lot" in

terms of the percentage defective in the population.

AQL. The acceptable quality level (AQL) is the quality level of a good lot. It is

the percentage defective that can be considered satisfactory as a process

average and represents a level of quality which the producer wants accepted

with a high probability of acceptance.

• LTPD. The lot tolerance percent defective (LTPD) is the quality level of a bad

lot. It represents a level of quality which the consumer wants accepted with a

low probability of acceptance.
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FIGURE 14-9 OC Curve for Less Than 100 Percent Inspecnon

Lots which have a quality level between the AQL and LTPD are in an "indif-

ferent" zone.

The relationship between a, p, AOL, and LTPD is shown in Fig. 14-9. The a

risk at the AQL level and the p risk at the LTPD level establish two points from

which the sample size, n, and acceptance number, C, are determined. Given these

two points, the OC curve can then be drawn to describe the risk characteristics of

the specific sampling plan.

Designing The Sompling Plan The methodology of arriving at a sampling plan

(given the a and AQL and the p and LTPD values) involves a trial-and-error

process whereby different values of n and c are tried in order to find the combina-

tion that most closely passes through the two points. For a small sample, the OC
curve is likely to he rather flat, resulting in high risks to both the producer and the

consumer. Increasing the sample size makes the OC curve more discriminating

between good and bad lots to the point where a 100 percent sample results in the

curve shown in Fig. 14-8, where the respective risks have been reduced to zero

Figure 14-10 illustrates the effect of changing the value of the acceptance

number, c. When C is very low (for example, zero), the OC curve is concave to the

origin with relatively high ex risk and relatively low p risk. Note the two sampling

plans of size n = 100. For the acceptance number c < 1. the a risk is about 25

percent and the P risk only 2 percent. Changing to a plan of C s 4 shifts the risk

from producer to consumer, so the a risk is nil, and p is nearly 30 pen int. As c is

increased the curve first takes on more of an S shape and then moves away from

(In- origin in convex fashion, becoming less discriminating. At high values of c. the

risk is shifted largely to the consumer.

The sampling plan shown in the dashed line in Fig. 14-10 is more discriminat-

ing between good (AQL) and bad (LTPD) lots. Notice that the a risk is only about
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FIGURE 14-10 Effecr on the OC Curve of Chonging the Sample Size and rhe Acceptance Number

EXAMPLE 14-4

2 percent and the (3 risk virtually nil. This reduced risk has, of course, come about

at the expense of increasing the sample size.

Let us see how an OC curve is constructed for a given sampling plan. Our
purpose here is to understand the underlying theory of sampling plans. It is not

necessary for quality control analysts to repeat these calculations every time they

wish to set up a sampling plan. Several tables of standard plans have been

determined and printed, including the Dodge and Romig tables [5] and the U.S.

Military Standard MIL-STD-105 [12].

A shipment of 1,000 semiconductors is to be inspected on a sampling basis.

The producer and consumer have agreed to adopt a plan whereby the a risk

is limited to 5 percent at AQL = 1 percent defective and the (3 risk is limited

to 10 percent at LTPD = 5 percent defective. Construct the OC curve for

the sampling plan n = KM) and c £ 2, and indicate whether this plan satisfies

the requirements.

SOLUTION

To construct the OC curve we must determine the probabilities of accept-

ance of the shipment for various possible values of the true percentage of

defectives in the population. Since the shipment is accepted when there are

^2 defectives in the sample, the probabilities we seek are P(c s 2), given the
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alternative values <>! tin - population II we were working with a binomial

Jisii ibution we could write tins probabilit) as

r , J n.p 11 -.

and obtain the values from a calculator 01 Vppendix D Howevei l Fig

11-7 we note thai the binomial probabilities ol defectives can be approxi-

mated In .1 Poisson distribution here because the sample si/<- 1 hkii is 20

we appear to be working with a small percent defective of p < .10. and up

looks to be in the neighborhood <>l 5. Using Appendix I «c 1 an obtain the

Poisson probabilities as

!'[< s 2
I

X) I I ',

where c = number of defectives in sample

\ = mean of Poisson distribution = np

p = (alternative) percentage ol detectives in population

Thus, for the AQL percentage <>l /> = .01, we can find the probabilit) ol

acceptance ol the lot as

P(c < 2
I

X)

where X = np = (100)(.01) = 1

.-. P(c < 2
I

X = 1) = .92 (from Appendix E)

Alternative
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Probabilities for other possible values of the true mean are given in Fig.

14-lla, and these values are plotted as an OC curve in Fig. 14-11/j.

Note that this plan (n = 100, c < 2) yields an a risk of .08 and a B risk of

.12. Both exceed the respective limits of .05 and .10. Since both risks are

exceeded, a larger sample size will be required, and the calculations will

have to be repeated.

In the above example we assumed a sampling plan and then calculated the a
and 3 risks to see if the plan satisfied them. In practice, an improved procedure
calls for first establishing an OC curve which satisfies the a and AQL requirements
and then substituting various values of n and c until the plan also satisfies (3 at the

LTPD. The widely used MIL-STD-105 follows a different technique in that it

identifies a sample size and the various levels of protection available to the
producer and consumer depending upon the AQL level specified. Since the AQL
does not describe the B risk to the consumer, the MIL-STD-105 makes it neces-
sary to refer to the operating characteristic curves of the various plans to deter-

mine what protection the consumer will have. Booklets of MIL-STD-105 plans are

available from the U.S. Government Printing Office.

Double ond Multiple Sampling Double or multiple sampling plans are some-
times used to reduce inspection costs. Figure 14-12 illustrates the underlying
concepts. With double sampling, a smaller sample is drawn first, in hopes that if

the lot is either very good or very bad a decision can be made on the basis of the
smaller sample at a lower cost. If the first sample is not decisive, a second is

drawn, and the lot is either accepted or rejected on the basis of the total of the two
samples. Figure 14-12a illustrates the preliminary situation in terms of two OC
curves.

A multiple, or sequential, sampling plan would involve a number of OC
curves. Multiple sampling plans use even smaller sample sizes than double
sampling plans, for they allow for the drawing of whatever number of samples are

necessary to reach a decision.
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Figure I I l-/< depicts .1 multiple sampling plan in terms close!) related t" 1

dci is rule Using ilns plan, it inspet tois round no rejects out <>l the Inst dozen

items inspected, the) would accept the lot. II. however the) (bund iwn reje< i
1
- 1 >v

dial time, the) would continue sampling until tin- sample results placed the lot in

either an "accept or "reject classification

Sampling Plans for Variables Variables pi. ins entail measurements, <>n a contin-

uous scale, ill how closer) .1 given variable confoi mis to .1 spo ified characteristic. It

is often reasonable to assume thai these measurements follow .1 normal distribu-

tion, Inn even il the) <!<> not, the distribution ol the means ol samples oi the

measurements docs approach normality, especiall) il the) contain 30 01 more

observations.

The objectives and risks involved in variables sampling arc similar to those in

attributes sampling. However, in constructing the variables sampling plan we
must determine sample size and some maxim 1 minimum measurement

reject limit, c) or both, rather than simpK an acceptable percentage ol defecth es

In this ease, the reject limit. C, controls the producer's « risk Ol consumer's (i risk,

or it controls both a and (}. The problem is to determine a reject limit that is an

appropriate number ol standard errors abo\ e or below .1 specified mean value such

that the probabilities ol rejecting good lots (if concerned with a only) or accepting

bad lots (il concerned with p" Onl) I
or both are limited In our lirst example, below,

we shall specif) a single qualit) level and determine the reject limit that is

required to control the a risk, given a preassigned sample size (We could

alternativel) have specified the reject limit and solved lor the sample size, for the

two arc intimately related.) This will be followed by an example specifying two

quality levels that results in control ol both the a risk and the \i risk In this latter

example, the specification of both risks will hilly determine the reject limit, c, and

the sample si/e. n.

EXAMPLE 14-5

(Given only

a risk and n.

Solving for c)

A metals firm produces titanium castings whose weights are normally dis-

tributed, with a standard deviation ol ct = 8 pounds Casting shipments

averaging less than 200 pounds are considered ol poor quality, and the firm

would like to minimize such shipments.

Design a sampling plan lor a sample of 11 = 25 that will limit the risk of

rejecting lots that average 2(10 pounds to 5 percent, \ssume that sample

means are normally distributed.)

SOLUTION

The problem situation is described schematically below We assume that the

distribution ol sample means is approximately normal, with mean \i = 200.

Since cr is known, we can compute cr, directly instead ol estimating it by S^:

a s
= l.(S Ih
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EXAMPLE 14-6

(Given a and

P Risks:

Solving for

n and c)

The limit, c, is then

c = (i — Zo\
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FIGURE 14-13 Sampling Disrriburions Where a and p Are Specified

Setting the two equations for c equal to each other:

200.0 - 1.645 -^L- = 196.0 + 1.28 -^L

/23.4()\-

"
= v—)

34

(8)
.-. c = 200.0 - 1.645 -^= = 197.7 ll>

V34

Plan. Take a random sample ofn = 34 ingots, and determine the mean

weight. If x > 197.7 pounds, accept the shipment; otherwise reject it.

The above examples assumed that the shipment standard deviation, o\ was

known. When a is unknown, the sample standard deviation, s, is usually an

acceptable substitute. However, some authorities recommend that a larger sam-

ple size be used to compensate for the inherent uncertainty.

While MIL-STD-105 and other standard plans are available for attributes

sampling, there are a number of standard plans available for variables. MIL-

STD-414 is a widely disseminated standard for variables plans that contains plans

for situations where a is known and lor situations where it is unknown [13; 3:746].
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In the former case the sampling plan is based upon the sample mean, and in the

latter it is based upon the sample standard deviation. MIL-STD-414 also contains

plans based upon the sample range. Like the attributes standard, MIL-STD-414

includes an option of several levels of inspection and yields an upper and lower

specification limit for the measurement being controlled.

ECONOMICS OF SAMPLING: AOQ, ASN, AND ATI

The sample size n and acceptance limit c are not the only characteristics of interest

in a sampling plan. Often, when inspection activities reveal defects, the defects

are then removed. What then is the quality level of the resultant lot after the

"purified" sample is returned? This and other questions can be answered by

constructing other curves describing a sampling plan. Three such curves, the

AOQ, ASN, and ATI, are described briefly below [3:740]. A more detailed

discussion of these curves may be found in Burr [2].

The averuge outgoing quality (AOQ) curve shows the expected quality in all

outgoing lots after the rejected lots from the sample have been 100 percent

inspected and all defectives have been removed. The AOQ curve reflects the fact

that incoming lots with a small percentage of defects will be passed with a

resultant high outgoing quality. Those with a slightly larger proportion of defects

will result in the worst level of outgoing quality because lots that have a large

proportion of defects will end up undergoing 100 percent inspection, with only the

acceptable items being passed.

The shape of a typical AOQ curve is illustrated in Fig. 14-14. Values for the

ordinate of the curve represent the percentage of defectives (PD ) in lots of size N
after inspection. They can be computed from the equation.

AOQ =
PDPAW n)

N
(14-7)

AOQL

i

average outgoing

quality limit

2 4 6 8 10 12

True % defective in lots undergoing inspection

FIGURE 14-14 Typicol AOQ Curve
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EXAMPLE

where l\ is the probability ol accepting the lot foi various values ol the pen enl

defective (from the OC curve) and n is the sample m/<-

An OC curve reveals thai lot 1
- with .1 true percentage ol defectives ol 2

percent have .1 probability ol being accepted il l\ 67. II the sampling

plan for lots ofN = 1,(KK) called for samples ol size " l<xi. what would be

tin- average outgoing quality (AOQ) level?

SOLUTION

u>o
N

> .(12)1 H7K1,(KK) - MMH

I.IHKI

= .012 = 1.2%

In this example, since the sample size is n = KM) and 2 percent of the items

in the sample are detective (on the average), then the 2 defective items

would be removed from the sample and replaced before the lot was allowed

to continue on its way. For lots of .V = 1,(KM) items, the number ol defects

would then be reduced to 2 percent of the 900 uninspected items This

amounts to 18 in 1,000, or 1.8 percent ol the items. Since the probability "I

acceptance of a lot of 2 percent detectives is (from the OC curve) only .67,

then the expected value or average outgoing quality level for lots (of 2

percent defectives) is (.67)(1.8 percent) or 1.2 percent defective.

In a similar manner, numbers could be computed for other possible values ol

the true percentage of defectives. Upon plotting, these values would take a shape

similar to that shown in Fig. 14-14. The highest (worst) percentage ol defectives

for outgoing quality is known as the average outgoing quality limit iAOQL).

The average sample number (ASN) curve applies to double and multiple sampling

plans and also depends upon the quality of the incoming lot. This curve reveals the

iverage number of items that must be inspected before a decision can be made to

accept or reject the lot.

The average total inspection (ATI) curve shows the average total amount of

inspection in a given lot, including both the original sample and the follow-up KM)

percent inspection required.

We have used statistical techniques to find the optimal sample si/.e required

to limit risks to a given level, but we have not related the risk to a production or

marketing cost of passing detectives or the sample si/.e to a cost of sampling. In this

sense, we have taken a classical approach ofassuming a given risk (for example, a
= .05) and solving the problem from there, rather than asking how one minht
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originally establish the risk level. In the past, many managers have set risk levels

on an intuitive or judgmental basis. This has supposedly incorporated knowledge

of the production process requirements, knowledge of costs, experience with

suppliers and customers, and so on. Bayesian and other techniques of analysis are

now lending greater insight into such decisions by introducing sampling costs into

the analysis in a much more explicit manner. The Bayesian material is beyond the

scope of this text, but references and computer programs are available that explore

this further [3].

CONTROL OF PROCESS QUALITY

Control charts were introduced to industry by Walter Shewhart in the middle

1920s. They are statistically designed devices used to record selected quality

characteristics of a production process over time. In contrast to acceptance sam-

pling, control charts measure variation of the process during operation rather than

the acceptability of materials or products before or after operations.

Control charts help to ensure that only acceptable goods or services are

produced by monitoring the process average, which is expected to stay within the

bounds of upper and lower statistical limits. If the process average falls outside the

limits, this indicates that the process is out of control and suggests that some
identifiable cause is responsible. In effect, control charts are standards upon
which measurements are recorded so that corrective action may be taken when
necessary.

In this section we will consider the problem of process variability and how
control charts for variables and attributes can be designed and used to control

quality.

TOLERANCE LIMITS OF A PROCESS

Almost any human or machine activity has some inherent variation. Consider

anything around you—your own weight, the accuracy of your watch, even the

exact dimensions of the pages in this book. We tend to accept minor variations as

inherent and consider them random, for although they obviously have a cause, we
are not interested in or perhaps are not capable of assigning a cause to them.

Variations in product quality that arise from random factors or so-called unassigna-

ble causes are usually not of major concern to quality control managers. Their

interest lies primarily in identifying and correcting assignable causes, such as

excessive tool wear and improper materials.

Main production processes have empirically been found to exhibit a "natu-

ral" variability that is normally distributed. For example, the diameters of '/2-inch

rods, when measured to an accuracy ol .001 inch, can be expected to vary in a

normal manner about the mean dimension of 5(K) inch. When this is the case, we
say the process has natural tolerance limits such that 99.7 percent of the individual
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items will lie within 3a ol their mean trie uppei natural tolerance limit (T
( N and

lower ii.ihu.il tolerance limit (TLN ) are then

rUN ji + 3a

r. N u. 3o

II S

14-8

Knowledge "I the natural tolerance limits ol a process can l»- useful t<> design

engineers, production analysts, and marketing personnel for ensuring the proper

application <>l .i product. Hut natural tolerance limits are not the control limits

used in a production process. Control limits do nol rely upon the underlying

normality ol the production process, for they are based upon the distribution oj

sample means —and sample proportions not individual values Figure 14-15

illustrates tile difference. The population lias an unknown mean (JL. stand.ml

deviation if, and natural tolerance limits which are 3cr awav Iron) ^. Samples are

drawn Irom the population, and the sample statistic belongs to tlie theoretical

sampling distribution ol the statistic. For sample means, tins distribution is

normally distributed (via the central limit theorem),with a mean x, and a standard

deviation, o~g . Because it is normally distributed, we expect that it the process

is in control, 99.7 percent ol the sample means will he within 3cr, ol the center

line, x.

We fully expect that some individual A' values might he outside the control

limits (as is point m in Fig. 14-15). However, when these individual |X)ints are

averaged with others, it is highly unlikely that the mean ol a random sample will

lie outside the control limits unless the- process lias shifted because ol some

identifiable cause.

We will now turn to an examination of the construction and use of control

charts. We look first at charts lor variables and then at charts lor attributes.

Population

distribution

(f. o)
Sampling

distribution

of means

(5. o_)

f 99.7% of all Fj
will lie within

these limits

x ± 3o_

FIGURE 14-15 Relationships between Natural Tolerance Limits and Control Limits for Sample Means
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CONTROL CHARTS FOR VARIABLES

Control charts for variables are used to monitor processes by recording measure-

ments of the central tendency (mean) and dispersion of the variable of interest. A
control chart of means is called an x chart, and the most common (and simplest)

chart for dispersion is a range, or R, chart. Many processes use both charts.

The J chart reveals variation among samples, while the R chart reveals

variation within samples. Both charts base their limits upon the presumed normal

distribution of the mean and range statistics. Figure 14-16 illustrates a variables

chart for both, where the means and ranges of four hypothetical samples have

been recorded. Note that the control limits for the sample means are

UCL
{
= x + 3(7,

LCL f = f - 3w 5

(14-10)

(14-11)

where x is the mean of the sample means (.v's). Since us is often unknown, s±

serves as an estimator of o\-.

.258

.256

.254

_ 252

8
5 .250
c

c .248

S
S

.246

.244

.242

.240
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FIGURE 14-17 Factors for Computing Conrrol Limits

SiiiiijiIi
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1

Compute the mean and range control limits—per Eq. (14-12) through Eq.

(14-15)—and plot them on the same chart.

Discard any samples with means or ranges outside the control limits, and

recalculate the mean and range control limits.

Evaluate the economic feasibility of the limits. If satisfactory, place them on

standard forms for the job, and begin regular sampling activities.

Investigate for assignable causes when the process is out of control, as evi-

denced by:

(a) An x or R point outside the control limits

(b) A predominance of x points on one side of the center x line

(c) Any two points in a row at a location of > % of the distance to a control

limit

EXAMPLE 14-8

(Variables

Charf)

A precision casting process is designed to produce blades having a diameter

of 10.000 ± .025 centimeters. To establish control limits, 20 samples of n =

5 blades are randomly selected from the first 500 blades produced as follows:

Sample 1
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FIGURE 14-18 Conrrol Limirs for Armbures Dora
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Defective
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16r

5 10 15

Sample number

FIGURE 14-19 Control Chart (Arrribures)

Preliminary UCL- 124

Preliminary p 040

LCL„

V = .33

50 x 19
.0347

/(.0.347K.
S
»
=
V 50

9fi53
= .0259

UCL
;)
= .0347 + 3(.0259) =112

LCL
;)
= .0347 - 3(.0259) = .000

None of the remaining sample values fall outside the new limits, so these

limits become the standard for controlling the process in the future.

Note that although the total Dumber of items (50 x 20 = 1,000) is used to

estimate p, the control limits are set using an n equal to the sample si/e that will

be used for the monitoring process. This assures that the control limits are

properly positioned for the expected sample size.

Control charts lor the number of defects per unit (that is, c charts) are useful

for numerous applications where a large (perhaps even uncountable) number of

imperfections, blemishes, missing parts, and so on, could occur. But the number
which does occur is relatively small. Defects may be air bubbles on a painted

surface, poor connections on a circuit board, or keypunch errors. The com-

monality is that the number of potential occurrences is large. The actual a\ erage is

small, and the probability of defect follows a Poisson distribution. The standard

error for a Poisson distribution is c, where c is the mean number of defects per

unit.

EXAMPLE 14-10

(Arrribures

c Chorr)

The Metropolitan Transit System uses the number of written passeimei

complaints per day as a measure of its service quality For 10 days, the

number of complaints received was as follows:
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5

Day (sample) No.
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SUMMARY

have proved to I" valuable guidelines foi qualit) control in the pasl where data

were expensive to gathei and decis s had t<> be based upon limited data Todaj

electronics .md microprocessors are removing much ol the uncertainty from

production processing < omputers continuous!) monitoi tool weai tolerances

and electrical and chemical properties and provide signals which automatical!)

adjusl controls so thai defectives are not produced I '01 example, FMC .1 li><><]

machiner) manufacturer, markets (bod processing equipment thai individual!)

weighs and sorts apples at a rate ol up to 25 bushels a minute. The apples are in

si\ to eight rows or lanes in individual cups, A microcomputer keeps track ol the

mo\ inu location ol eaeli enp and unloads it at a predetermined location onto one ol

1 I secondary Kelts each ol which is lor apples ol a specific size. Tins accurate

process control eliminates much ol the inspection effort required in the past The

abundance ol accurate data coda) lias also lessened the need to re!) upon statistical

distributions thai are assumed to lit a particular situation Instead, the product

characteristics can often be accuratel) measured and stored iii a process computer.

The computer can then use empirical data to continuous!) model the process

establishing its own control limits it desirable. Then control decisions are based

upon current, realistic data rather than on an assumed distribution ol data.

Quality is a measure ol how closely a good or service conforms to specified

standards. The quality ol goods is a relativel) constant, tangible characteristic

—

not changed l>> the location or the subjective preference o! the consumer. Hut

services are less tangible; they have no existence apart from the consumer. and

their "success is influenced by the disposition ol the consumer. Fortunate!)

.

however, the measures ol perceived quality (proficienc) . timeliness, and em iron-

ment) .ire also useful measures ol service quality.

Quality assurance is the system of policies, procedures, and guidelines that

establishes and maintains specified standards of product quality. An increasing

number ol linns are finding that goals ol defect-free production arc improving

employee motivation as w< II as giving the linn lower overall quality-related costs

A popular quality assurance tool, quality circles, has been cited as a major

contributing factor in Japan's economic sue cess Quality circles are currentl) being

used to improve qualit) and productivity) in countless American linns as well

Vcceptance sampling activities rel) upon knowledge ol the statistical proper-

ties ol the population. Quality characteristics ol individual items can often be

deduced from a knowledge that the parent population is distributed as a hyper-

geometric, binomial, Poisson, or normal distribution.

Vcceptance sampling procedures often take the form ol a sampling plan "i

decision rule) which specifies both how large a sample (n) to take and what the

allowable measurement or percentage ol defectives (c) in the sample is to be.

Sampling plans for attributes are based upon the classification ol an item as

defective or nondefective, whereas variables plans require a measurement of the
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characteristic in question. Both types of plans can he expressed as operating

characteristic (OC) curves, which show the probability that the given plan will

accept a lot as a function of the actual (unknown) quality level.

To completely specify a sampling plan, the producer and consumer should

agree on the producer's risk a at the acceptable quality level (AQL) and the

consumer s risk 3 at the lot tolerance percent defective (LTPD) level. Varying the

acceptance number c will change the shape of the OC curve and shift the risk, but

the only way to reduce both a and 8 risks simultaneously is to increase the sample

size. MIL-STD-105 is a widely used standard for selecting attributes plans.

Variables plans also offer the opportunity to control a and (i risks by establish-

ing a sample size n and reject limit c based upon the known normality of the

distribution of sample means. The ;i and c values are determined by solving a pair

of equations locating c from both the AQL point and the LTPD point.

Control charts are used to make inferences about the current process quality

on the basis of an ongoing series of random samples. Variables charts monitor

processes by recording mean (3c) and range (R) values, whereas attributes charts

are set up to control the percent defective (p) or the number of defects (c). In most

cases, the upper (UCL) and lower (LCL) control limits are set at a distance of three

standard errors away from the mean of the sample means, x, or the expected

sample proportions, p, or the mean number of defects, c. A sample value outside

the control limits suggests that some assignable cause of the variation exists and

constitutes a call for identification and corrective action.

SOLVED PROBLEMS

QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEMS

1 The marketing manager of Roller Bearings International (RBI) estimates that "defective

hearings that get into the hands of industrial users cost RBI an average of $20 each" in

replacement costs and lost business. The production manager counters that "the bear-

ings are only about 2 percent defective now, and the best a sampling plan could do

would be to reduce that to 1 percent defective—but not much better (unless we go to

1(X) percent inspection) Should RBI adopt a sampling plan if it costs (a) $. 10/bearing?

(b) $.25/bearing? (c) How much per bearing can RBI aflord to spend on inspection costs

before it begins to lose money on inspections?

Solution

For purposes ol illustration, assume that all comparisons are based upon a lot of 100

bearings

.1 Without inspection,

Defect cost = !()()(. 02)($20/bearing) = $40

With inspection:

Inspection cost = 100($. 10/bearing) = $10

Defect cost - I00(.01)($20/bearing) = $20

$30 -^ 30

Advantage from inspection $10= $. 10/bearing
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b w Uhoul inspet Hon

Defect cosl
v '"

With inspection

[nspectiori cosl 100 I 25 bearing]

Defect cosl $20

Disadvantage from inspection $45 $5= 9.05/bearing

(c) Lei X = the inspection cosl pei bearing Tlien the minimum cosl is where

Defect cost without inspect inspectcosl I defect cost with inspect

100 02Xt20/bearing X LOO • I"" 01 !20/bearing]

\ =

40

1(K)

20
= 1.20/bearing

ACCEPTANCE SAMPLING OF INCOMING AND OUTGOING QUALITY

Laser Magic Inc. wishes to make performance tests on some finished compact disk

players The qualit) control inspector has random!) selected five disk players. In how
mans ways ean disk players lie selected lor three tests it

(a) Any disk player ean be used for any or .ill of the tests, so l>oth duplication and

different order of selection count as a different wa> [multiple choice*)?

(b) No disk player can be used for more than one test, hut the order of selection makes a

difference {permutations)?

(c) No disk player ean be used for more than one test, and the order of selection does

not count (combinations)?

Solution

Let x = 3 disk players chosen from n = 5 disk players.

(a) Multiple choices:

N' = 53 = 5-5-5=125 wavs

(l>) Permutations:

w! 5! 5-4-3-2- 1 „
p" " (JT^oi = W^s>\

=—~i— = m—
(c) Combinations:

m "' 5! _ 5 • 4 • 3 2 1 _
L

* ~ x\(n - x)\ 31(5 - 3)! 3 2 1 2 1

1U WayS

In an industrial plant in Portugal, the mean weight ol a certain packaged chemical is

\>. = 82.0 kilograms, and the standard deviation is o- = 4.0 kilograms. II a sample of

n = 64 packages is drawn from the population for inspection, find the probability that

(a) An individual package in the sample will exceed 82.5 kilograms. (Assume that the

population is normally distributed for this part.)

(h) The sample mean will exceed 82.5 kilograms.
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Solution

(a) Z = X - u. _ 82.5 - 82.0
.125

P(Z) = .050 (Appendix C)

P(X > 82.5) = .500 - .050 = .450

b Z = ; where tr = —-p= = —= = .5
Vn V64

z= 82.5-82.0 = 10 .mm _ M
P(x> 82.5) = .50 - .34 = .16

Note that this example illustrates the concept of a sampling distribution as used in

quality control work. The probability of getting a sample mean x more than Vi kilogram

away from the true mean is substantially less than the chance of getting an individual

value X (a 16 percent versus a 45 percent chance). 4

Poisson approximation A very large shipment of textbooks comes from a publisher

who usually supplies about 1 percent with imperfect bindings. What is the probability

that among 400 textbooks taken from this shipment, exactly 3 will have imperfect

bindings?

Solution

This problem could be solved by using the binomial expression for P(x = 3
|
n = 400,

p = .01). However, unless one has a calculator that handles exponents, the solution

would be tedious. It can be closely approximated by the Poisson distribution since p <
.10, n > 20, and np > 5.

P(X)
kH>

where X = np = 400(01) = 4.0

X = 3

e = 2.718(constant)

P(X = 3|X = 4.0) = X*e -x 43g-» _ (64X.018)

31 3 • 2
= .195

4 For means, the standard error («() is obtained liy dividing the standard deviation (o
-

) by Vri. Thus
a, = alvn. For proportion s, the standard error (cr.,) is obtained liy dividing the standard deviation

(Vnpq) by n. Thus ct
;
,
= Vn[K//n z = V/)(//n . Multiplying the standard error (V;)(//n) by n yields a

standard deviation in terms ol number (vnpq).
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I In Miliiiiun could also Im- obtained more direct]) bom the tal>l<- ol lummed

Poisson probabilities given in Vppendb E Go down tin- x column ti> h 4 and then

right i" me ' Minimis where the events are designated as values <>l ( Sum- we need c =

\, we must find the difference between c « 3andc* 2, which is 433 - .238 = .195.

Which probability distribution will yield an appropriate answei In a reasonable amount

nl time it we wish to know the probabilit) of getting 1" <>i fewei defects m sample of

im h a pnpiil.it thai is I percent defective?

.i Hypergeometrii

b Binomial

i Normal

ll I'lllSSllll

(e) Student's I

Solunon
„ = 400 = > 20

„p (400X01) = 4 = <5

p = .01 = < .10

Poisson distribution is appropriate (d).

P(X « 10
I
X = 4) = .997 (from Appendix E)

SAMPLING PLAN FOR ATTRIBUTES

ti An orange grower (producer) and packing plant (consumer) have agreed on a sampling

plan thai calls for a random sample of 150 oranges from a shipment, and acceptance if 3

or fewer are spoiled.

i Does this plan meet the specifications of limiting the grower's risk of rejecting lots

that are as good as 2 percent spoiled to less than or equal to 20 percent, and does it

limit the packing plant's risk of accepting shipments that are as bad as 4 percent

spoiled to less than or equal to 25 percent?

b What would be the effect of changing the acceptance value to c « 4?

Solution

(a) This is an attributes plan calling for a =£ .20 at AQL = .02 and « .25 at LTPD =

111 Though we could construct an entire OC curve, it is necessary to check only

two points \OI. and LTPD.

p X = np P(c « 3|X) Risk

02 (150)(02) = 30 P{c « 3|X = 3.0) =647 a = 1 000 - .647 = 353

04 (150)( .04) = 60 P[C « 3|X = 6.0) = 151 p = .151

The grout i s risk iu) of .35 is larger than .20 and so is unsatisfactory (too high). The

packaging plant s risk (i' ol 15 is less than 25 and so is satisfactory.
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(b) With C « 4: P(c =£ 4|X = 3.0)

P(c*s 4|X = 6.0)

.815, so a = 1.000 - .815 = .185

.285, so p = .285

The grower's risk (a) is less than .20 and is satisfactory, but the packing plant's risk

O) is greater than .25 and so is unsatisfactory.

CONTROL OF PROCESS QUALITY

A control chart is established, with limits of ±2 standard errors, for use in monitoring
samples of size n = 20. Assume the process is in control.

(a) Would you expect many individual values to lie outside these limits?

(b) How likely would a sample mean fall outside the control limits?

(c) What kind of error would be committed in erroneously concluding that the process

is out of control?

Solution

(a) Yes, the limits are set to control mean values, not individual values.

(b) Assuming normality, 95.5 percent of the sample means are within ±2 standard

errors, so about 4.5 percent of the means would lie outside.

(c) Type I. This is concluding the process is out of control when it is not.

Nuclear Fuel Company manufactures uranium pellets to a specified diameter of .500 ±
.005 centimeter. In_25 random samples of 9 pellets each, the overall mean of the means
(x) and the range (R) were found to be .501 centimeter and .003 centimeter, respec-

tively. Construct an x and R chart which includes the specified tolerances.

Solution

UCL
f
= ! + AR = .501 + (,337)(.003)

LCLj = f - AR = .501 - (,337)(.003)

UCL„ = RR = (1.816)(.003) = .0054

LCL„ = CR = (.184)(.003) = .0006

.505

.502

.500

-| .502

"^ * = .501
CO

§ .500

.495

• Tu (specified)

UCL_

LCL_

T
L (specified)

.005 UCL„

.003

.001 -

LCU
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QUESTIONS

\ daih sample "I in items was taken ovei •> period "l M days In ordei to establish

attributes control I ts II -I defectives were bund what should be the I < L_ and

i < I

Solunon

i I defectives -I .,_
I) = j—

j

; = -rrrr UD
total observations I2(>

Kl.
(

,
= ;> + 3»

p
= .05 + 3(04) = .17

I CI ,.
=

i>
- 3»„ = 05 - 3(04) =

It- 1 wli.it was the role of Edwards Deming in qualit) control work?

1 1-2 Define "qualit) What is the purpose of qualit) control activities?

14-3 What constitutes .i qualit) painting?

ii i Services are intangible products Can the qualit) of services be measured? Explain.

1 1-5 What two types "I costs make up the total qualit) control costs? What is the optima]

output qualit) under the zero-defect approach?

14-6 How docs the quality circle approach to quality control differ from the traditional

approach ol inspection l>> a qualit) control inspector?

N-7 From an acceptance sampling standpoint, how do the hypergeometric, binomial

Poisson. and normal distributions diner? (Do not answer the question b) simpl)

expressing an equation for the distribution.)

I 1-S A l)o\ containing IS electronic parts is stored on a spaceship before B voyage. Three

are defective, hut the crew does not know which three Alter the spaceship yets

under way, pans ol r» = 2 are withdrawn and installed periodically. If Onl) one

defective is found in tin- first two pairs, which probabilitv distribution would he

suitable tor calculating the probability of a defective part in the next pair? Win J

Suppose the \arialilc of interest was tin number ol Haws in the weld of a seam on

the inside of the vehicle (which is normally verv low hut could range Iroin zero to a

hundred). Which probability distribution would apply for predicting the numbei ol

flaws in the seam weld''

I l-'l How do sampling plans for attributes differ from those for variables?

I 1-1(1 What does an operating characteristic curve show and what determines the shape

ol the curve?

I III The sampling distribution oi means for a variables sampling plan is shown in Fig.

14-13. Copy the figure, and then superimpose another plan with a substantiallv

largei sample si/e using a dotted line What is tin effect upon the a and P risks?

14-12 A newlv promoted supervisor recentlv issued a directive calling lor fraction defec-

tive (p) and range i/Ji charts on even piocess in the plant where the percentage of

delei b'ves can he determined ( oiniiient
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PROBLEMS

14-13 Briefly outline the steps involved in constructing an attributes control chart.

14-14 When is a process "out of control"?

QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEMS

1 A firm producing robotic machines is considering adopting a reduced-defects policy.

They are currently producing 1,000 robots per year, but about 3 percent of them are

defective and, once a defective robot is produced, it costs them an average of $800 in

service and repair time to fix it. Management estimates that the new policy would
increase the production cost by $10 per robot, but the defective rate would be reduced

to only one-third of what it is now (in other words, to 1 percent defective).

(a) How much could be saved per year by going to the reduced-defects policy?

(b) How much could the production cost per robot increase before the reduced-

defects policy would no longer be economical?

ACCEPTANCE SAMPLING OF INCOMING AND OUTGOING QUALITY

A sample of 60 camera lenses is taken to verify' the quality of a large shipment from

Korea. Three of the lenses are found to be defective. What is the estimated standard

error (sJ in terms of proportions and the standard deviation in terms of numbers?
(Hint: See the footnote of Solved Prob. 3.)

A random sample of 400 items is drawn from a production process in order to test the

hypothesis that the process has 10 percent defectives. Eighty defectives are found.

(a) What is the theoretical (hypothesized) standard error of proportion (ct ,)?

(b) What is the estimated standard error of proportion based upon the sample evi-

dence only (s )?

STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS FOR DEFECTIVES: BINOMIAL

1 Thirty percent of the bricks delivered by an out-of-state contractor are defective in

some way. What is the probability that exactly three bricks will be defective in a

random sample of six?

In a crystal manufacturing plant, 15 percent of the glasses are defective. Suppose 10

glasses are selected at random without inspection. What is the probability that 2 or

more of the glasses will be defective?

A city transit company has data to show that 40 percent of their customers favor a no-

smoking rule on all buses. II two customers are selected at random for a-TV interview

about smoking on buses, what is the probability both would favor the no-smoking rule?

STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS FOR DEFECTIVES: POISSON

A welding robot used on a rocket engine assembly project typically welds 10 feet of

steel seam with only 3 minor delects. What is the (Poisson) probability of having no

defects in 10 feet of weld-*
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8 \ manufacture* offiber optics has developed a process thai produces an average ofonl)

in defa i pei standard length "I tube Assuming th< probabilit) "I defa is is indept a

,1, ni on each tube length what Is the chance thai an Inspect i three tubes will

\lnm them i" be defei i free?

'i The operations department ofa city owned gas compan) has a quality service perform

ance standard ol no more than foui complaints pei hour II the ipaui) averages bur

i omplaints pei houi whal is the probabilit) "I 10 minutes passing with no complaints?

10 II defective components are coi g "II an assembly line a) an average rate "I 3 5 pei

i nit' whal is the probabilit) thai n than 6 defects will arrive in I minute?

STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS FOR DEFECTIVES: NORMAL

1

1

The i in ii' required foi .i license examinei to m\e an applicant .i driving test is known to

In normall) distributed with a mean <>l IT minutes and si. mil.ml deviation <>f 4

minutes Suppose an examinei begins .i tesl .it I 10 p m Whal is the probabilit) the

test will be finished U\ 5 ixi
i> m ?

12 ll'ii = 60 and ;> = .3, what are the mean and standard deviati I the normal

distribution which approximates tins binomial distribution? {Hint See Fin. 14-7 for u

.i\n\ tT equations

13 The weight of boxes ol laundr) snap is known to be normall) distributed, with a mean
nl 21) pounds and a standard deviation oi I pound Appro\iiiiaiel\ whal percentage ol

the boxes in a carload shipment could be expected to weigh less than l
l
i 5 pounds il an

incoming receipt inspection is made?

SAMPLING PLANS FOR ATTRIBUTES AND VARIABLES

14 a produce) and a consume! agree thai the) want a sampling plan where a < .lOatp =

.003 and fi
'-- ,30 at ;i = (KKi The prodm er's Q< ' "old-timer'' says the sampling plan

in = :3<K). c s 2) will be "jnst fine lor both ol us."

., What is the specified A.QL level?

I. What is the specified I.IT1) level?

What is the actual level ol producer risk offered by this plan?

il What is the actual level ol consumer risk offered by this plan?

, Should tin pl.m In- acceptable t<> l>oth producer and consumer?
15 Northeast Paper Compan) packages a large volume of tissue under a brand name for a

national chain ol loud stuns Occasionall) the packages are defective because the) are

from en,
I , uts the coloi is bleached, or the) are not properly sealed The paper

compan) and (bod (ham have agreed to adopt a sampling plan so that the risk to

Northeast Paper Compan) ol rejecting lots that aie as good as .5 percent defective
(f)

005) is limited lo 2 percent and the risk ol the food chain accepting lots as had as 4

pen eni defective is no more than 5 percent

.1 Construct an OC curve for the sampling plan (n = 200, c ^ 3).

(h Does this plan satisf) the agreed-upon paper compan) risk?

Does this plan s.ilish the food chain nsk J

16 (a 1 i lonstrucl an I K , urve foi the attributes sampling plan n = 50, c«4.
I. What is the value ol a at \oi. (il-'

, Whal is the value of0 at LTPD = .16?

1 i A national hank has established qualit) standards lor its branch hanks and allocates a

portion ol its salar) budget on this hasis One measure of service level is the time
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required to complete all arrangements for opening a cheeking account. A time of more

than 12 minutes is considered "poor service, and times have a known standard

deviation of 4.2 minutes.

Design a variables sampling plan, for a sample of n = 36 observations, that will

allow the headquarters to sample branch banks so that the risk of rejecting a branch's

claim (that it averages S 12 minutes) is limited to 1 percent (when the true mean time

is really 12 minutes).

18 A machine is supposed to produce only a small proportion of defectives. The quality

control supervisor proposes to take a random sample of 100 units and recommend
adjustment of the machine if the sample contains too many defects. If the machine is

actually producing as much as 20 percent defectives, the supervisor wants the proba-

bility of adjustment to be .95. Design a decision rule for this quality control situation.

19 The QC supervisor at National Bakery has been asked to direct the receipt inspection

of a carload shipment of flour. Each bag is supposed to weigh at least 50 kilograms, and

the Chicago mill has said that the standard deviation is 4 kilograms. Management

wishes to limit the risk ol rejecting a good lot to 2 percent. On the other hand, if the

true mean weight of the bags is only 48 kilograms, management wants to limit the

chance of accepting the shipment to 5 percent.

(a) Diagram the situation in terms of a sampling distribution showing the a and S

risks.

(b) How large a sample size is recjuired?

(c) What is the critical value, c, of the sample mean that will satisfy the given

conditions?

20 A carload ol lead sheets has been received by a shipyard for use in shielding work.

Each sheet is supposed to weigh at least 250 pounds (// : (x 2 250), and it is known that

the process producing them has a standard deviation of 20 pounds. An inspection

agreement is reached whereby the supplier's risk of type I error is limited to .05. On
the other hand, if the true mean weight of the sheets is as low as 240 pounds, the

shipyard wants only a 10 percent chance of accepting the shipment. It seeks to

determine the critical value (borderline weight) of the sample mean that will satisfy

these conditions.

(a
I What are the respective values of a, Zn , p, and Z„?

(b) How large a sample is required?

(c) What is the critical value c of the sample mean?

CONTROL CHARTS

21 In an effort to set up a control chart ol a process, samples of size ti = 25 are taken, and

it is determined that 5 = .98 centimeter and the standard deviation s = .020

centimeter. Find the control limits lor the process.

22 In an aluminum production facility, a casting operation was sampled to establish

variables control limits for a critical length. II 50 samples of n = 5 yielded an x of 20

inches with an average range (ri) of ,3 inch, what are the (a) UC1V (b) LCL
(

,

(c) I'd.,,, and (d) LCL„?

23 The U.S. Department of Testing (USDT) requires that the L00-pound-bag shipments

ol the Prairie Seed Company do in facl average 100 pounds or over Sample data from

N = 10 samples of n = bags each showed the following weight deviations from 100

pounds (positive deviation, over; negative, under).
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SELF QUIZ: CHAPTER 14 points 15

Part I True/False 1 1 pomr each 6)

I On. tlits is i In- inherent worth "i features "1 .1 prodw 1 as assessed b) the lndi> idual who owns 01 uses

it

- Japanese Industry was introduced to statistical qualit) control I >\ an American named Edwards

I tenting

:i Because services .in- intangible processes, there are real!) no satisfectorj ways in measure theii

qualit) level

1 attributes . 1 1,11.1c iii istics might properl) be described b) a discrete distribution, such as tin- Inn01111.1l

cil llli' 1'nlsson

5 II .1 variables sampling plan has specified .1 15 percent producer risk .mil .t 5 percent consumei risk

when tin- A 1,) I. .ii u I LTPDare 16 ounces and 20 ounces, respectively, the reject limit c will be closer to

16 "inn es than to 2<) ounces.

6 ( lontrol limits for .1 process .m- typical!) set .it tun or three standard de\ iations from tin- process mean

Pan- II Problems [3 points eoch = 9. Calculare and select your answer]

1 Kyoto * lament has arranged to purchase him rewind motors from a Belgian supplier under a plan that is to

limit a to .20 at AQL = 2 percent defective and B to .10 at LTPD = 6 percent. Using the Poisson

distribution, to what extent does the plan (» = 120. c«3] satisly the specification?

(a) Both a and B are okas

(b) a is okay, B is not.

ci is not. B is oka)

1I
1 Neither is oka)

(e) Cannot he determined

2 A supplier ol nylon cord has negotiated a contract in which the risk oftype I error is limited to s .08 if the cord

has .1 mean strength ol 2(H) pounds. Also, the probability of accepting a mean strength of L70 pounds is to be

limited to -s (M. If a = 60 pounds, approximate!) how large a sample is required?

a) 30

in

50

,1 60

None of the above

\ In an effort to establish control limits on the proportion ofcit) buses that travel late, samples ol size n — 8
buses "in monitored on random!) selected routes on 30 different days The total number of late schedules
was IS What control limits should he used fol this service for samples ol n = \ J

A l)S. IN, I M
I. 03 and 12

, 00 and 11

.1 IN) ,„„| (5

None ol tin above

628
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INTRODUCTION

Short!) aftei midnight on < > tolx i 9 on el« in< al short sent i huge an i rw kiing at ms\

tin- rotoi ill .i Inu i"t it |ones 6, Laughlin Steel < orporation s < leveland plan) \

dm , i , urrenl generatoi driven b) i Ik motoi failed knocking out i i ritii il Rnishing

mill

I In breakdown could hardl) have been i frustrating Nol onlj < 1 1« 1 it threaten to

leave the planl in the red while other companies in the long depressed steel industrj

were beginning to break into the black I ml
J
fc L had just completed an extensive v

i •

mill H n i maintenance program mi tin- plan) aimed al preventing such failures

Hi n nil. in effort in mi the loss followed. lull hours workers strung more than

eight miles ol garden-hose-sized cable through the planl while others hooked up .i

makeshift control panel on .i piece ol lil» rboard I he effort saved near)) 130 million ol

orders and avoided an incalculable loss ol < usti i confidence bul .it .i price thai

included S^To.imki for the cable, $130,000 in overtime pa) and plent) ol agon)

Tlic- biggest problem in running an milusin.il plant toda) is inst thai keeping it

running. |6|

The Wall Street Journal '.joes on to quote a plant consultant who s,i\s that

from today's productivity and bottom-line points ol view, downtime ma\ be the

most significant problem" ol plant management. Not only is the loss ol capacit)

costl) from a customer standpoint, but repair costs can be overwhelming. Toda) s

complex machines require computers and oscilloscopes to mend their ills, not

wrenches and oil cans. Advanced technology along with the high cost ol capital

equipment lias pushed maintenance into an area ol key importance to operations

managers.

In tliis chapter, the objectives ol maintenance arc defined, and some ap-

proaches to managing maintenance arc explored We will investigate the methods

ol determining the reliability against failure and the service rates and costs ol

handling breakdown situations

Insofar as maintenance efforts dike other operating activities) are heavily

dependent upon an analysis ol relevant costs, we take the opportunity to summa-

rize some essential cost-control concepts in the second part of the chapter. These

include the use ol budgets, standard costs, and the concept ot cost variance. Upon

completing the chapter, you should be conscious ol the costs and benefits ol

maintenance and be able to explain the basic concepts ol cost control.

MAINTENANCE OBJECTIVES

Maintenance is an) activity designed to keep resources in working condition or

restore them to operating status. This docs not necessaril) mean that everything

should be in the absolute besl operating condition with all new parts s.> thai

breakdowns never occur— thai is infeasible from a practical standpoint. It docs.
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however, mean that maintenance activities should be evaluated in light of the

goals (and costs) of the total system of facilities, equipment, and people. In many

cases, the system goals are best satisfied by minimizing long-run maintenance

costs. At other times employment stability, safety considerations, reliability, or

short-term economic conditions may be overriding criteria.

FACILITIES AND PERSONNEL MAINTENANCE

Figure 15-1 depicts the two major categories of organizational maintenance ac-

tivities: facilities and personnel. Within each category there are two main types of

activities (preventive and breakdown maintenance), which we shall take up mo-

mentarily. But first, let us recognize the resource-based distinction.

Facilities and Equipment We typically associate maintenance activities with

building upkeep, servicing equipment, replacing worn-out parts, or doing emer-

gency repairs. These are central concerns to any organization, for poorly main-

tained facilities can be unsafe to operate and can create high costs in the form of

delays and idle (lost) time.

Many firms encourage their operating personnel to do much of their own

maintenance as a means of both (1) reducing costs and (2) motivating employees by

broadening the scope of their jobs. However, today's machinery is often sophisti-

cated, with humanlike qualities that enable it to maneuver, detect light and

sound, and store information in memory. So specialists may be required.

The facilities maintenance staff normally includes craftspeople with sufficient

skills to do routine service and repair work of a frequently occurring nature. In

breakdown situations, equipment suppliers sometimes augment a firm's staff by

supplying factory-trained engineers. Centralization of maintenance activities usu-

ally results in better utilization of individual craftspeople, but decentralization of

MACHINE
PERSON

Physical health &
Mental health

FIGURE 15-1 Momrenonce Concerns
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maintenance i rews into different .mas ol the plant may yield (aster service it a

slight!) highei i osl

Personnel Human resources become exhausted and break down too so the) also

need care and repaii onl) with people we usuall) refer to repait as healing

Hence the emergence ol health maintenance organization IIM<k Compan)

medical facilities gymnasiums training programs and vacations are all personnel-

.11 iented maintenance acti\ ities

\s recognized in I'iu. 15-1, personnel maintenance is more complex than

machine maintenance because people have both a physical and mental dimension.

Physically the digestive, circulator) respirator) .m<l othei systems must func-

tion satisl.it tni iK Hut problems can often be corrected l>\ operations or medicine

and the bod) also lias natural recover) capabilities ol its own Mental illness is

more complex because it rests in the brain and can be related to physical anoma-

lies in tn emotional disturbances, oi both. Psychological or spiritual healing, such

as that conveyed through love, care, and oi reconciliation, ma) be effective here.

Personnel [health maintenance facilities are often central!) located because

clients ran more easil) go t < > the service facility (which might be a recreational,

medical, or counseling center). Large linns sometimes have departments thai

maintain ongoing programs to limit alcohol and drug abuse or ilisi ourage smoking

on tlif jtil). These programs have become more important in recent years as firms

have recognized the lost-time impact t>l drug and alcohol abuse, and gained access

tn statistical data verifying the reduction in productivity due to smoking-related

at ti\ ities. In some countries, alcohol-related absences are believed to approach 4

woi kweeks per year.

Much ol our analysis here will Follow the traditional focus upon equipment

maintenance, Nevertheless, a close look will reveal many parallels in tin' area ol

personnel maintenance.

PREVENTIVE VERSUS BREAKDOWN MAINTENANCE

Maintenance activities are of two general types. Preventive maintenance l'\| is

tlif routine inspection and service activities designed to detect potential failure

conditions and make minoi adjustments or repairs that will help prevent majoi

operating problems. Breakdown maintenance is the repair, often ofan emergent

)

nature and at a cost premium, of facilities and equipment that have been used

until the) fail to operate. For personnel, preventh e maintenance may be anything

hum a proper diet to regulai exercise Breakdown maintenance is likel) to be a

sick leave, hospitalization, or other healing period during which the employee is

incapable ol performing at a normal level.

\n effective preventive maintenance program for equipment requires prop-

erly trained personnel, regular inspections and service, and an accurate records

system [5]. By planning maintenance activities on a scheduled basis (annually,

monthly, or dail) — perhaps during a second or third shift), management can make
good use ol skilled maintenance technicians, and the lost production time is often
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less than if breakdowns are simply allowed to occur. The inspection records

system should include equipment specifications and an inspection checklist, plus

information on repair frequency, cost, and spare parts inventory availability. With

computerized data files these records can be complete and readily accessible.

MAINTENANCE COSTS

Equipment breakdowns idle workers and machines, resulting in lost production

time, delayed schedules, and expensive emergency repairs. These downtime costs

usually exceed the preventive maintenance costs for inspections, service, and

scheduled repairs up to a point, M, as shown in Fig. 15-2. Beyond this optimal

point an increasingly higher level of preventive maintenance is not economically

justified, and the firm would be better off waiting for breakdowns to occur.

Whereas the optimal level of maintenance activity, M, is easily identified on a

theoretical basis, in practice this necessitates knowing a good deal about the

various costs associated with both the preventive and breakdown maintenance

activities. This includes knowledge of both the probability of breakdowns and the

amount of repair time required. Although these data are not always easily ob-

tained, good maintenance records will provide substantial help in estimating the

probability distributions of breakdown and repair times.

Deciding on the size of the maintenance crew is a specific application of the

concept of minimizing the total of preventive and breakdown maintenance costs.

As illustrated in Fig. 15-3, when the crew size is increased the downtime costs

tend to be decreased. And crew sizes are increasing. At General Motors, for

example, one skilled maintenance or service technician is required for every 5.6

assembly line workers. With the increasing use of robots and other electronic

units in car production, some GM officials expect that the need will rise to one

skilled worker for each unskilled worker by the year 2000. Unfortunately, industry

already has a shortage of electronic manufacturing equipment service employees

costs

Maintenance activity

FIGURE 1 5-2 Maintenance Costs
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Crew size

FIGURE 1 5-3 Crew-Size Cosrs

estimated at 20,000 to 50,000, so costs for this element oi maintenance arc not

likelv to ease in the foreseeable future [6].

The new (lists ,md downtime costs arc in effect, components "I the more

generalized situation depicted in Fig. 15-2. wherein crew rusts an- incorporated

into overall preventive maintenance costs, and downtime costs constitute ,i part of

the breakdown maintenance costs The maintenance models in the next section

illustrate how the prc\ entive and breakdow n maintenance costs can be estimated

and compared in order to help minimize total maintenance costs

MODELS FOR MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

Space does not permit us to examine the numerous sophisticated models for

maintenance management thai abound in the literature However, it is useful to

review some- expected value and simulation techniques for estimating breakdown
cost and mention a relative!) standardized probability model tor selecting an

appropriate preventive maintenance polic v We shall finish this section with some
discussion of queuing models, because maintenance- activities are often best

analyzed from the standpoint of parts or equipment waiting for service or repair.

EXPECTED VALUE MODEL FOR ESTIMATING BREAKDOWN COST

Preventive maintenance is most effective when service requirements are well

known or failures can he predicted with some degree of reliability . The following

example assumes that the firm has maintained good records of the frequency and

i cist ol breakdowns in the past B) using the simple- concept ofexpected value, the

current breakdown policy can be compared with a given preventive maintenance

polic v
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EXAMPLE 15-1 Worldwide Travel Services (WTS) has experienced the indicated number of

breakdowns per month in its automated reservations processing system over

the past 2 years.

Number of Breakdowns
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SIMULATION MODEL FOR ESTIMATING BREAKDOWN COST

Simulation techniques enable maintenance managers t<> ti\ <mt numerous main-

tenance policies on a computet before actuall) implementing them Man) largi

linns simulate maintenance activities before shutting down .1 plant mi thai 1

tainties can l»- carefull) analyzed and downtime minimized.

The following example illustrates how simulated breakdown and repair time

values could be used to estimate breakdown cosl and help reach 1 de< ision mi the

appropriate crew size Winn-. is onl) five breakdowns are simulated here to

illustrate the methodolog) in actual practice man) thousands "I trials would be

anal) zed \ ia computer.

EXAMPLE 15-2 \ management analyst is attempting to stud) the total * •<
> s t ol the present

maintenance polic) for machiner) in a decentralized section ol •> shoe

manufacturing plant in Boston. The analyst lias collected some historical data

and simulated breakdowns «>l machiner) over a 16-hour period as shown in

the accompan) ing table (Clock times are measured on a 24-hour basis.

Requi H l"i Repaii

\i mi nl clock time)

Total lit pun rime

Required worker-houi 1

0100

0730

0800

1150

1220

Total

1

30
5

20
_5
70

The firm lias two maintenance technicians and charges their time (working

or idle) at $34 per hour each. The downtime cost of the machines, from lost

production, is estimated at $360 per hour.

1 Determine the simulated service maintenance cost.

b Determine the simulated breakdown maintenance cost.

Determine the simulated total maintenance cost.

id) Would another technician he justified
J

SOLUTION

a Simulated service maintenance cost:

Service cost (2 technicians ($34 hi 16 hi $1 <W8

b Simulated breakdown maintenance cost (note that we assume that two

technicians are twice as effective as one and reduce the downtime

rdingl)
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FIGURE 1 5-4 Four Models for Maintenance Analysis

Modi I I iif

Expected value

(Example 15 1)

Simulation

(Example 15-2)

Probability

(Solved Prob 3)

Queuing

(Solved Prob 2)

Preventivt Maintenana

,., ( ,. t, Si , ( osi

BlD ilkiltm ii \tn\nU nun. .

i Dou ntitm • M.m/i / Solution

Given PM ($150) and unavoid-

able breakdown costs ($280).

compute total

TC = $150 + $280 = 430*-^

Given BD cost ($280) and Ire-

quency distribution of BD
Convert to probability distribu-

tion Use expected value

(1 71) to compute costs =

$479

Compare PM with BD
$430 (best) versus $479

Given crew cost per person

($34 hr and 16 hr) Compute

service costs, assuming

2 technicians $1,088

3 technicians: $1,632

Given simulated BDs and BD
cost ($360/hr) Compute

downtime cost

t $1,800

+ $1,080

Compare total costs, and se-

lect optimal crew size —

i

= $2,888

= $2,717 (best)'

Given PM service cost per unit

($100) Use failure proba-

bilities and breakdown costs

to compute costs lor service

based upon PM intervals of

1 month = $8,000

2 months = $5,400 *

3 months = $5,920

4 months = $7,158

Given conditional probabilities

of failure after 1. 2, 3. and 4

periods and BD cost ($500)

compute expected BD cost =

$6,897

Compare best PM with BD
$5,400 (best) versus $6,897

Given crew cost per worker

($30/hour) Compute costs

with

1 worker = $30

2 workers = $60

3 workers = $90

4 workers = $120

Given downtime costs ($150/hr

per machine) and statistical

arrivals (Poisson) and service

(exponential) of breakdowns

Use queuing equations to esti-

mate number of units in repair

and compute total downtime

costs

+ $300

+ $ 75

+ $ 38

+ $ 30

Compare total costs, and se-

lect optimal crew size.—

i

= $330
= $135
= $128 {besty-

= $150

The two examples discussed above use expected value and simulation con-

i epts t" help analyze the cosl structure underlying Fi^. 15-2 In Example 15-1 we
simpl) converted the frequenc) distribution of breakdowns into a probability

distribution and used it to compute a breakdown rust per month that was then

compared with a preventive maintenance policy cost per month. Hotli policies

were assumed to be lank well fixed, so the decision problem involved a choice

between a preventive (PM) policy and a breakdown Hl)> policy.

In Example 15-2 the firm mam had established (simulated) breakdown and
up.m time distributions which determined the plant downtime, or breakdown,
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cost. In this example, however, the downtime cost could be reduced by providing

additional service maintenance technicians. These service technicians are effec-

tively a preventive maintenance cost which is incurred even if the technicians are

idle, and the cost increases as the crew size increases. The decision problem in

this example was concerned with adjusting the crew size to where total mainte-

nance costs were minimal. With three technicians the expected total cost per

period was $176 less than with two technicians over a 16-hour period. Other less

tangible considerations might also be important factors in this situation, but the

cost calculation at least establishes the economic preference for three technicians.

PROBABILITY MODEL FOR SELECTING PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE POLICY

A more sophisticated cost tradeoff situation exists when the decision must be made
as to not only whether a breakdown or preventive maintenance policy should be

followed but also if a preventive maintenance policy is followed, how often service

should be performed. The analysis proceeds as follows.

Data are collected on (1) the preventive maintenance servicing cost, (2) the

breakdown cost, and (3) the probability of breakdown. The probability of break-

down reflects the fact that breakdowns will occur even if preventive maintenance

is performed, but the chance of breakdown usually increases with time after a

maintenance activity.

The cumulative expected number of breakdowns B in M months is:

N 2 P„ + B H _,P| + B„_ 2P2 + + B,P
n (15-1)

where N = number of units

P = probability of breakdown during a given month after maintenance

;i = maintenance period

EXAMPLE 1 5-3 A computer service center has established the following probabilities of

failure after maintenance for a line of printers that have been in service for

several years. If they have 75 such printers, what is the expected number of

breakdowns in the second year?

Years after Maintenance
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where \ i 5 units

P, 2

I

\ P, 75 2 !"•

g 75 2 + .4) + 15(.2 15 H 3 W printers

Anolysis The preventive maintenance cosl for var s policies, such as preven-

tive maintenance ever) month every 2 months and so on can be calculated bj

summing the servicing cosl and the breakdown cost. Servicing cosl is simpl) thi

i iber nl units serviced multiplied l>\ the service cost pei unil Breakdown cost

is based on the expected number <>l breakdowns between services times the

breakdown cosl per unit. After these costs have been calculated li>r alternative

policies .ind the lowesl cosl polic) determined, its cost is compared with the cosl

ill a simple breakdown policy which is based <>n .in average time between break-

downs. The lust policj is then the one with 1 1 1< - lower cost

This approach lullv accounts for the uncertainties ol breakdown l>y incorpo-

rating them probabilisticall) into each appropriate period and then determining

expected costs. The computation process is tedious and a good candidate for help

from the firm's computer. However, witli a conscientious effort to obtain realistic

data and a willingness to apply an appropriate methodology, the analysis can

suggest a preferable maintenance policy. True, there ma) !»• uncertainties in tin-

data, lint it is hoped that the model-building acth itu-s will bring them out into the

open so the) can be realistically evaluated. The) should also help to identif)

deficiencies— which may l>e corrected with time. This is better than arbitraril)

selecting some preventive maintenance policy, say a 6-month policy, and blind!)

incurring unnecessarily high costs— perhaps much higher than necessary Solved

l'roh. 3 illustrates this probabilit) model

QUEUING MODEL FOR ANALYZING MAINTENANCE SERVICE FACILITIES

Maintenance is a service activity and. as we saw in Chapter 13. queuing models

are useful for analyzing service activities. This is because attention must be given

to the rates ol arrival ol service requests, the service times required, and other

considerations such as the length ol the line waiting lor service. The following

example illustrates the application ol queuing expressions to find the average

length ol the waiting line. \ and the av erage waiting time. 7' lor a maintenance

acth ilv that has a constant serv ice time Recall horn ( hapter 13 that when sen ice

times .ue constant, the standard equations lor N„ and T_ are modified hv inserting

a 2 ill the denominator and adding a sulisi ripl (<

EXAMPLE 15-4 The time required to replace a filter on an) ol 500 industrial mixers can be

considered a constant at I 5 minutes per lilter. Maintenance records show

thai the failure rate ol filters is distributed according to a Poisson distribu-

tion vv ith a mean ol 2 per hour.
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(a) Find the average number of mixers waiting for a filter replacement.

(b) Find the average waiting time of a mixer for repair.

SOLUTION

(a) \
\2

"" 2u.|U. - Al

where a = arrival rate = 2/hr

p. = service rate

filter, 60mm = ^
V lo mm' V hr /

22
N
"
(C) =

2iHi4 - 2)

W T
r
,=-

.25 mixer

2

jim - A) 2(4)(4 - 2)
1.25 hi = 7.50

RELIABILITY AGAINST FAILURE

Preventive maintenance is worthwhile when it can increase the operating time of

the asset by reducing the frequency or severity of breakdowns. It is often the

unexpected and untimely nature of a breakdown that causes the greatest damage,

disrupting operations when they seem to be most critical. Thus power plant

managers strive to plan their maintenance for off-peak seasons rather than mid-

winter, when demand is high, and astronauts hope that their system reliability is

adequately restored when their spaceship is on earth so that they don't have to

deal with a failure while in space.

Product reliability is the mathematical probability of a product performing a specific

function in a given environment for a specific length of time or number of cycles.

Product reliability is a characteristic of a product that is measurable on a

probabilistic basis. The following excerpt, headlined "Cardiac Pacemakers Inc.

Advises Some Doctors of Problem Parts, illustrates:

St. Paul— Cardiac Pacemakers Inc. said it has advised certain physicians to monitor

more closely about 750 microlith-P programmable pacemakers that don't appear to

meet the company's reliability standards because of a parts problem.

The company said the probability that there will be any difficulty with a given unit

in the group is less than 3%. . . .

The device is placed in a patient's bod) and regulates the heart. (2)
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Goods Reliability measures ol goods .m i all ulated more often than man) <>l us

realize I In reliability ol such things .is washing machine timers, automobile tires

electronic calculatoi comp nis and entire space systems is routinel) deter-

mined rhe Boeing < ompan) foi example, makes thousands ol reliability calcula-

iicms 111 the form "I a fault tree analysis in order to combine the component

reliabilities of thousands ol items to determine the ultimate reliability ol .1 total

missili- system for defense purposes. N \s \ si ientists knew there was .1 probability

ol failure during the tragic launch "I the space shuttle Challenge! in which su

astronauts and school teachei < Ihrista Mc Vuliffe died in 1986 ' Vii line 1 ompanies

are fat ed with the realities "I continual!) transporting passengers in airplanes that

have limited reliabilities. Each critical component is tested and evaluated quan-

titative!) b) the manufacturers to minimize the chance ol some component,

(perhaps even .1 $2 item) causing the loss ol several hundred lives and millions ol

tlnll.it s worth ol equipment.

Services The reliability ol services ran be difficult to assess because ol tlieir

intangibility and the absence ol a physical product. Some equipment-based serv-

ices (such as electrical, phone, anil transportation services) can be measured on a

time-available, or frequency-of-downtime, basis People-based services such a.s

child eaie. police protection, ami household services require more 1 reative mea-

sures. Where quantitative measures are not established, consumers frequentl)

appl) their n« n (subjective) criteria ol "ongoing dependability . such .is reliance.

honesty . and (nisi

Failure Pattern Product breakdowns often tend to follow a Poisson distribution;

that is. failures occur infrequently during the normal life ol a product. Equipment

manufacturers ha\ e loimd that the failure rate during the \ er) early and late stages

ofproduct life often differs from that experienced during the normal operating life

This difference in failure rates is depicted in the form ol the "bathtub" curve

shown in Fig. 15-5. Early failures (perhaps due to iinpropci assembly or damage

in shipment) ma) tend to lollow a negati> e exponential pattern During the typical

operating lifetime, failures occur on a rare-event basis, often described l>\ .1

Poisson distribution. As components wear out and fail, the products may follow a

pattern described by a normal distribution.

We might view the composite ol Fig. 15-5 l>\ tracing the life expectanc)

pattern of a simple product such as an installation ol a group ol fluorescent light

tubes in a large plant. One would hope that factor) testing had removed manufac-

turing defectives, although some early failures may result from such things as

rough handling during transportation During normal operation some failures

could be expected, but probably not enough to warrant the time of a worker to

replace tubes on an individual basis. Toward the end of the average life of the

\ \s \ had estimated one chance in "V x * ol .1 booster engine failure l"M an Air Force stuck using

bayesian analysis (bund tin probability was one booster failure in 35 flights Fhis was t" have been lhc

25th flmbi (see Discover, April 1986 p 56
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Early Failures Rare-event Failures Normal Wearout Failures

B

Area of

initial testing

and service

Area of reliability

calculations

Time

Area of normal

distribution calculations

FIGURE 15-5 Producr Failure Rates

tubes, failures would probably begin to occur on a normally distributed basis.

Group replacement could best be scheduled by taking this statistical wear-out

failure rate into account.

Questions sometimes arise as to how many lights, bearings, transistors, and

the like to replace at one time, or what other items to replace when one compo-

nent fails, causing an entire machine or system to break down. This decision

should be analyzed on a cost basis, taking labor and material costs plus downtime

costs into account. Solved Problem 4 illustrates a situation like this. A major

unknown here is the length ofservice that can be expected after repair, depending

upon what worn parts are replaced. Because subsequent failures involve statistical

probabilities of failure, stochastic simulation models have been found to be useful

for evaluating various alternatives in this type of maintenance decision situation.

DETERMINING FAILURE RATES

A failure is simply an event that changes a product from an operational condition

to a nonoperational condition. Manufacturers sometimes provide failure-rate data

on their equipment, especially in critical applications such as those involving

nuclear and space vehicles. Of primary interest to users are usually the failure

rates and mean time between failures. The failure rate (FR) represents (1) a

percentage of failures among the total number of products tested or (2) a number

of failures per given operating time.

KH, =

FR. =

number of failures

number tested

number <>l failures

operating time TT - NOT

(15-2)

(15-3)

where F = number of failures

TT = total time

NOT = nonoperating lime
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EXAMPLE 15-5 Fift) artificial heart valves were tested foi 10 <x>o hours a) a medical research

centei and three valves Failed during the tesl Whal was the failure rate In

terms i>l

a Pen entage ol Failures?

I, Numbei ol Failures per unit-year
J

i
( )u the basis ol tin-' data, how man) failures could l»- expected during a

year from the installation • >! these valves in I'M) patients?

SOLUTION

, FR,
nimilxT ol Failures

i > 1 1 1 1 1
•• -i listed .->()

= 6.09

number <il' Failures during period _ F
"~

operating Hme
=
TT - NOT

Note tli.it the operating time is reduced l>\ those units that tailed In tin-

absence of actual data we assume that failures are averaged throughout

the test pei iod.

.-. Total time = (10,000 hr)(50 units) = 5(X).<MK> umt-hr

Less: Nonoperating time of 3 Failed units for

average of
10'

hr. or 3(5,000) = - 15,000 unit-hr

Operating time = 485, fXX) unit-hr

FR„ = 3 failure!

" 485.(M)() unit-hr
= .{XXXKI62 failure/unit-hr

= (.0000062)
(

^j-hl) (P^javj) = .0542 failure ,uut-vr

(c) From 100 units,

/ .0542 failure

)
=^^

\ unit-vr /

Meon Time between Failures When a (relatively small) Asian company decided

it was time to take on IBM in the U.S. personal computer market, they brought

out their strateg) in The Wall Street Journal |4]. After claiming that their personal

computer was "just plain better" than the IBM PC (at just about half the price),

the) presented some ol their argument:

The I leading Edge l'( I
is faster In more lli.m 50' i more powerful, more flexible and

more dependable (for example, our disk drives have a "mean time between lailuies ol

20,000 hours, versus an B,000-houi MTBF for theirs) It's compatible with just about

.ill the software and peripherals that the IHM is
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Mean time between failures (MTBF) is a useful and widely used term in mainte-

nance and reliability analysis. The MTBF is simply the reciprocal of FR„:

MTBF = operating time

number of failures

IT - NOT
(15-4)

EXAMPLE 1 5-6 Find the MTBF for the heart valves described in the previous example.

SOLUTION

MTBF
TT - NOT 500,000 - 15,000

3

161.667

(24)(365)

= 161,667 unit-hr/failure

18.46 unit-yr/failure

The figure of 18.46 unit-years per failure represents the mean service time

between failures that might be expected from a group of units during their several

years of service. It is not necessarily indicative of the expected life of an individual

unit. Recall from Fig. 15-5 that we are dealing here with reliability calculations

and rare-event failures as opposed to normal wear-out failures. The 10, 000-hour

test time in the examples represented only slightly over 1 year of actual operating

time and was not adequate to obtain data on normal wear-out failures.

RELIABILITY MEASUREMENT AND IMPROVEMENT

We indicated earlier that the reliability of individual components and systems is

routinely measured and analyzed for many products. Factory and independent

laboratory tests, such as illustrated by the heart valve example above, are used to

establish mathematical reliability figures, which in turn enable engineers and

systems designers to improve total system reliability. Some ways to improve

reliability are listed in Fig. 15-6.

Many of the suggested methods of improving reliability seem obvious, once

they are delineated. Several of the ways mentioned will undoubtedly tend to

Improve the design of components.

Simplify the design of the system.

Improve production techniques.

Improve quality control.

Test components and the system.

Install parallel systems.

Perform periodic preventive maintenance.

Derate components and/or the system.

F'GURE 15-6 Woys to Improve Reliability
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EXAMPLE 1 5-7

increase producti sts, I >
< t ol se these are preventive maintenance ex-

penses thai '.in often I" justified l>\ the alternative breakdown .iu<l downtime

expense There is also the possibility thai design simplification and improvement

in component design and production techniques could reduce production costs

l )i i iIimu the sy sii-in so thai it does no) operate .it lull design capacity could also

lessen product wai rant) costs

The installation "I parallel systems is .i standard design procedure in many

hazardous and capital-intensive applications Rapid transit systems, space vehi-

cles i ii k 1e.ii reactors, and other critical installations commonly have parallel oi

back up s\ stems tli.it improve the overall system reliability .it some cost ol

duplication. We can illustrate the improvement effect lis taking an elementary

example ol series and parallel circuits in an electrical network. The reliability <il

components in series. Ii
s

, is simply the multiplicative sum ul the individual

component reliabilities

Series R, = R, /<,••• R„ L5 5

For parallel circuits the reliability, Ii ol the system is determined l>\

(Parallel) R
p
= 1 - (I R„)(] - RJ 1" 6

An acid control system has three components in sines with individual

reliabilities (R,, Ii 2 . and Ii ^ as shown in (lie diagram

,i Find the reliability "I the sy stem.

.95

«2

.98 .90-

(hi What would In the reliability oi the system it a parallel circuit were

added?

SOLUTION

a series /,\ = fl, • R 2 R3
= (.95)1 98)(.90) = .84

li The parallel system design would be as shown, where- R sl
and R^are the

computed reliabilities of the respective series circuits.

.95 .98- .90-

.95" .98" .90-

Parallel R
p
= 1 - (1 - R,,)(] - RJ
= 1 - (1 - .84)(1 - .84) = 97

\s ran In seen, the installation ol a parallel circuit renders a substantial improve-

ment in the probability of the system functioning as planned without failure.

Although parallel systems can be COStly, when hundreds of items an series-
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dependent, as in some control circuits, the rapid deterioration in system reliability

often necessitates the use of parallel systems. Verbal communications in people-

based systems share some of these same characteristics. Messages often lose their

credibility if there are too many persons in the chain of communications.

EXAMPLE 1 5-8

NORMAL STATISTICAL FAILURE

As a product moves along the time continuum of Fig. 15-5 from rare-event failures

to the area of normal wear-out failures, standard techniques of analysis using the

normal statistical distribution often become appropriate. We will illustrate this

with an example concerning the fluorescent light tubes used to discuss Fig. 15-5.

The manufacturing area in the plant of a New Jersey drug manufacturer

requires 5,000 fluorescent light tubes. The lights have a normally distributed

lifetime, with a mean of 4,000 hours and a standard deviation of 120 hours.

The plant manager has found that after 10 percent of the lights burn out, the

quality of output and the productivity of workers in the plant are affected.

He would like to schedule maintenance activities so that all lights are

replaced when 10 percent fail. After how many hours of operation should the

replacement activities be scheduled?

SOLUTION

At the mean lifetime u., 50 percent of the lights are still operating. We wish

to find the earlier time, X, such that 40 percent more (or 90 percent total) are

operating. Because the distribution is normal, we know (from Appendix C)

that the number of standard deviations required to include an area of .40 is Z
= 1.28.

-Z
V - y-

a= 120

then X = fl — Zcr

= 4,(XX) - 1.28(120)

= 3,840 hr X ll = 4.000 hr

This concludes the material on maintenance. Having discussed objectives,

sonic illustrative models for maintenance management, and the concept of relia-

bility, we now move on to the topic ol cost control.

COST-CONTROL CONCEPTS

At a time when a number of airlines were "struggling to stay aloft," The Wall

Street Journal reported that Northwest Airlines was "beginning to soar" [1],
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Northwest is at 01 neai the top b> the important measures ofcost profit and debt ratio

I In \ are] in the best shape of an) major carrier to get through today's turbulence !
competition 1 ghl on by deregulation and recession] Foi yean Northwest lias

lulu run .in il i petition were fierce has fought tabor-union demands and

li.ii nil awa) i" increase productivity

Northwest s overhead i < ini s are only about -'
- "I total costs compared w itli about V

>

li ajoi competitors The lean operation is nowhere i<- evident than in 1 1 • * - starkly

plain windowless headquarters here Northwest s laboi costs were the lowest ol

.iti\ ill the 1 1 tnajoi airlines, it -I -'• "I operating revenue Operating revenue

pei employee «as 2791 highei

< usis are, ol course, one ol the most critical determinants ol success —and ul

survival! Whether an organization is profit- or nonprofit-oriented, and whether it

concentrates on the production "I g Is or ol sen ices, costs form the basis foi an

immense number ol managerial decisions Thej are one ol the most important

manageable aspects nl an operation, So their control warrants special concern

COST COMPONENTS

In nonprofit organizations, costs have to be kept within budgeted amounts Tims

welfare programs, public school operations, and even polio- and fire protection

services all operate on limited budgets. In competitive profit-making organiza-

tions, unless the eosts are kept below the revenues, no profit will result, and in the

long run, the organization will Bail. Figure 15-7 shows the cosl composition ol a

t\ pica! manufacturing firm ( lontrol ol the total sj stem costs clearly depends upon

control ol the individual component costs, For the operations manager, tins

usually means responsibility for control ol the labor, materials, and overhead that

make up the eost ol goods sold.

COST TYPES

The collection ol eosts and their allocation into various accounts is basically a cost-

accounting function. The method ol collecting eosts depends heavily upon the

type ol production system involved and is broadly classified into process and job

costing.

• Process costing. Continuous systems charge costs directly to the responsible'

department or process and allocate costs to products by dividing them up into

the units produced according to some logical apportionment procedure Proc-

ess rusts nearly always represent some form ol average costs

/<>/) costing. Intermittent systems often use a job-order costing arrangement

whereby costs are collected according to the job or customer. Project costs are

also handled on tins basis

Elements ol both process costing and job costing are often found in the same

organization In addition, the cost elements are typically broken down into subele-
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.ill these elements are important the detailed operation "I the cost accounting

system is outside the scope "I tins text \\ <
- shall, howevei call attention t" the

vital area "I budgets and cosl standards foi the) are very important to operations

managei s

DUDGETS: FIXED AND FLEXIBLE

V budget is an operating plan which coordinates and summarizes individual estimates

and plans I'M future periods In organization ma) develop several types >>l budgets,

including capital expenditures budgets <.i-.li budgets, and operations budgets

The operations budget is an important tool for rust control ol production

activities. It typically shows fixed, semivariable, and variable costs projected for

the expected volume "I production in a future period The budgeted costs are

derived from labor, material, and overhead standard costs Subsequent perform-

ance reports ma) include room lor both projected costs and actual costs, plus

explanations as to wh) costs were greater than or less than budgeted values.

Advantages In addition to facilitating production cost control, budgets serve

several other purposes. The) facilitate setting objectives, help guide future, ac-

tivities, provide measures <>f performance toward meeting objectives, establish

centers ol responsibilit) for production activ ities and cost control, and pro* ide cosl

information for decision making with respect to financing, marketing, and other

functional activities.

Types Budgets are generally classified as either fixed static 1 or flexible (vari-

able), depending upon whether they vary with the volume of production. The
distinction is very important, and Fig. 15-8 illustrates the two types. Fixed

budgets are prepared for one chosen level of activit) (such as 5,000 units), and

comparisons ol actual performance are always made against this initial plan. Thus.

even ifproduction turned out to be 6. (XX) units, basic comparisons would be made

FIGURE 15-8 Fixed ond Flexible Budgets for Shop 62 for the Month Ending May 31 19XX

/ ixed Budget I /. able Budget

5.000 li**> 5,000 6.000

Elements I tuts Elements Units Unas Units

Direct labor
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against the costs projected for a 5,000-unit budget. Fixed budgets are frequently

used in association with long-range planning.

Flexible budgets project costs for a range of volume. Thus a firm may set up

budgets for several possible levels of production and wait until after the time

period is over to designate which budget applied. Since it is the variable costs and

not the fixed costs which change with volume, flexible budgets are often referred

to as variable budgets and are sometimes based on variable costs only. However,

they can and often do contain the fixed-cost elements as well, as illustrated by the

fixed overhead in the flexible budget of Fig. 15-8. By providing standards for what

costs should be for various levels of output, flexible budgets provide reasonable

and often more meaningful guides for cost control. This is because the underlying

basis of comparison (the activity level) is common to both the budget and the

actual cost figures.

COST STANDARDS

A cost standard is a declaration of what a component or activity should cost under

specified operating conditions. Standard costs are usually based upon attainable

levels of performance rather than upon ideal levels (that may appear unreasonable

to operating employees). Whereas the budgeted costs typically refer to total

amounts, such as a budget for 50,000 units, standard costs usually refer to unit

costs, such as material cost per unit and labor cost per unit or per hour. In the case

of overhead costs, the individual unit costs are not always the most relevant for

many decisions. Overhead costs, being composed of numerous items (many of

which are not directly identifiable with the product), are often handled on a total

(budget) basis rather than on a unit (standard cost) basis.

Standard costs are used to establish budgets and production schedules. Thus

it is important that all factors affecting the costs be properly weighted in the

standards. The standards may be derived in different ways, such as from historical

costs, from estimates of experienced estimators, or from more analytical ap-

proaches that stem from the buildup of costs based upon specifically defined

materials and work methods. One method of determining cost standards for labor,

material, and overhead is discussed next.

LABOR COSTS

Standard times, developed by time studies, predetermined time standards, or

work sampling, often form the basis for labor-cost standards. The most commonly

used standards are set at a level where about 95 percent of tin- workers can meet

the standard if they work at a normal pace (that is, a 100 percent rating (actor). The

standard labor cost for a particular unit of activity (C,) is then the summation ol the

standard times (ST) multiplied by the base labor rate (LH).

C, = 2(ST)(LK) = 2(hr/unit)($/hr) (15-7)
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MATERIAL COSTS

I In- i II ii ii ii i use i 'I materia] is the concern ol much design and value i ngin< ering

effort .is well .>-• production control effort Material requirements l«n a given

product in typicall) specified on engineering drawings oi production control

documents I sing the bills of material on the draw ings 01 the production control

data files) purchasing and engineering personnel can determine standard material

mill i lists f '„,.

OVERHEAD COSTS

Some elements of overhead cost, such .in building depreciation are fixed costs

It whereas othei components, such as supervision maintenance and factor)

supplies, arc often classified .is variable, V, or perhaps semivariable, SV

Under flexible budgeting ili<- overhead variable budget varies depending

upon the projected volume. For example, in Fiu. 15-8, il simp iri produces 4.(XK)

units during Ma\. the variable overhead cost standard will be $16 000 or $16,000

-r 4.0(H) units = $4/unit). For volumes of 5,000 and ri.(KX) units the budget

increases to $20,000 and $24,000, respectivelj (but of course the per-unit standard

amount remains at Si .and intermediate amounts would be adjusted accordingly,

\ convenient and popular method ol expressing variable overhead standards

is in terms of a cost per direct labor hour. Tims, for example, it the direct labor

standard (the $60,000 in Fig. 15-8) represents 1().(X)0 direct labor hours, the

variable overhead cost would be expressed as $16,000 -^ 10. (XX) direct labm

hours, or $1.60 per direct labor hour. Fixed overhead costs are usually retained as

a total cost (such as SIOO.(KX)) rather than converting them to per-unit costs

because the) are typically analyzed on a total basis anyway.

With fixed budgets, the overhead standard cost, COH , does not differ de-

pending upon the actual volume, so a single standard must be developed that is it

is hoped) representative of all the overhead costs. This is often derived from an

estimate ol the overhead cost per unit at the midpoint of a likely volume range.

One method of determining an overhead standard cost is by summing the FC +
the mean of the V or SV overhead costs and dividing by the midpoint or expected

volume. This overhead allocation is referred to as the Ol erhead liquidation (or

absorption) rati- and is denoted by \ in Fig. 15-9 [.'5:92].

'
i >ii

FC + (mean of V
()|| or SVOH

midpoint volume
(15-8

EXAMPLE 15-9 \ Wist Coast linn uses a lived budget and produces legend plates lor the

instrument panels ol aircraft Hie legend plate operation has fixed costs of

s."iii 000 per year and other overhead costs lor administration, supervision,

maintenance, and utilities ol from $20 000 to $ to 000, depending upon the

volume which maj range from 35,000 to 15,000 units. Material costs for the

Micarta avenue $ 2<> per unit, vvith painting and sanding supplies and
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Low Midpoint

Volume

FIGURE 15-9 Overhead Cosrs

rc
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b Material standard < »s( C,

C 1 material unil exists

Micarta • supplies I packaging materials

= $.26 + $.03 + $.0] - .'i unit

. ( rverhead standard cost, COH

I
i mean "I \

, ,,,
or SVOH )

midpoint m>1i •

$oO.(XH) + $:Mt.(MM)

•10.0(H) units
= $2/unit

ANALYSIS OF COST VARIANCE

The purpose ol analyzing the deviation ol actual costs from budgeted or standard

(nsts is tu identif) causes ol the variance and then make use ol tins information to

capitalize on favorable variances or try to prevent unfavorable variances from

occurring in future planning. Variance can usually be classified into one or more ot

three categories

1 Variance in volume, \, . where the actual is less than or greater than the

Forecast

2 Variance in rate. Vr, or price, V„, when- the purchase cost per unit differs

from standards

3 Variance in efficiency, V . where the actual time or usage differs from stan-

dards

II flexible budgeting procedures are used, the budget is adjusted to suit the

volume produced, and the volume variance may be eliminated, Information from

fixed budgets tends to be more useful for planning, while reports from flexible

budgeting systems are more useful for control, but both are used Regardless of

tin type ol system used, the prime requirement of any cost-reporting system is

that the tost information lie timely and relevant to decision making.

SUMMARY

Maintenance is an) activit) designed to keep resources m working condition or

restore them to operating status Facilities maintenance is concerned with a

physical condition only, whereas personnel maintenance must deal with both

physical and mental health

Preventive maintenance consists of prior inspections and servicing, whereas
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breakdown maintenance is often concerned witli emergency repairs following

some type of failure. From a cost standpoint, the optimal level of maintenance

activity is attained when the total cost of preventive and breakdown maintenance

is minimized.

Among the numerous models available for analyzing maintenance activities,

four were discussed in this chapter.

1 The expected value model was used to compare the cost of a given preventive

maintenance policy with the expected cost of breakdowns over the same time

period, where the breakdowns occur on an empirical probabilistic basis.

2 A simulation model was used to illustrate how simulated breakdown and repair

time values can be used to estimate both the preventive (service crew) cost and

the breakdown (downtime) cost so that the most economical crew size can be

determined.

3 The probability model uses historical data on servicing costs as well as break-

down probabilities (and costs) to help select the appropriate preventive main-

tenance policy to minimize maintenance costs. This model extends somewhat
beyond the earlier models not only to choose between a breakdown mainte-

nance policy and a given preventive maintenance policy but also to evaluate

various preventive maintenance policies and discriminate between them on

the basis of expected cost.

4 The queuing model has some applications potential for analyzing the workload

and utilization characteristics of maintenance facilities by accounting for the

statistical patterns of arrival and service rates.

Failures of components during what might be classified as a normal operating

lifetime occur on a rare-event (Poisson) basis, whereas those in the late stages of

product life often occur on a normally distributed basis. The rare-event failures

present reliability problems, and a number of ways exist to measure, analyze, and

improve reliability, including such things as parallel systems. The wear-out dis-

tributions also lend themselves to statistical analysis.

Cost control is one of the most universal responsibilities of managers, and like

other control activities it necessitates the development of reasonable standards.

Cost standards specify what a component or activity should cost under normal

operating conditions. Standards are typically established for labor, materials, and

overhead costs. The analysis of cost variance is concerned with how much and why
the actual costs differ from standards in terms of volume, rate (or price), and

efficiency.

SOLVED PROBLEMS

QUEUING MODELS

I Breakdowns of conveyor Ix'li drives in a canning plant occur according to a Poisson

distribution on an average ofX 2 per day. Repair service times follow a negative
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exponential distribution with .1 mean time "I one ilunl ol .1 da) \ll breakdowns are

handled on .1 In si n In si a rved basis b) » I « one available maintenance crew

.1 What is the average numbei ol conveyors down .11 .11 1 \ time?

h w I1.1i is the average waiting time l>efore the maintenance 1 rew can begin service?

Solution

Firsl compute the service rare which is

(1
onveyoi \ „ ,

.

-^-) = 3 conveyors/da)

.1 lli«- mean numbei in the system (both in breakdown awaiting servii e and in repaii

is

a 2
\ = = = 2 conveyors

ji - X 3 — 2

(b) The mean waiting time in the queue is

X_ 2 2 .

" u.(u. - X) 3(3 - 2) 3

A textile lii in uses .1 (list nl J .11 pei hour for direct and indirect labor maintenance and

estimates downtime costs on an) ol .1 large group ol spinning machines al $150 pei houi

per machine II breakdowns are distributed according to a Poisson distribution with .1

mean ol ibui pei houi and the mean number ol units .1 workei can service is six

breakdowns per hour (distributed exponential!) I, what is the optimal maintenance crew

size?

Solution

In the absence ol other information, estimate the total maintenance costs urew +

downtime) pei how . beginning with one worker, and increase the crew size until total

costs an- minimized The number ol units in breakdown is the mean number in the

system, N
t

:

V. = -±r

where X = mean arrival rate = 4/hr

u. = mean service rate varies depending upon crew size)

For crew size nl I

Crew cost = 1 worker at $30 lir = $ 3(1

Breakdown cost \ cost hi

= (t-1—:) ($150/hr) = 300
V6 '

$330/hr
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For crew size of 2:

For crew size ot .'5:

Crew cost = 2 workers at $30/hr = $60

Breakdown cost = ( _ )
($150/hr) = 75

'
$135/hr

Crew cost = 3 workers at $30/hr = $90

Breakdown cost =
(

—^—
:) ($150/hr) = 43

U8 " 4/
$l33/hr

For crew size ot 4:

Crew cost = 4 workers at $30/hr = $120

Breakdown cost = It—!—-) ($150/lir) = 30
V24 " 4/

$1507hr

The total costs for crew sizes of two and three are so close that other, noneconomic

factors should probably be deciding criteria.

PROBABILITY MODEL

• 3 Pri'liability model A copper refinery in Arizona has 40 flotation cells which can be

serviced on a preventive maintenance schedule at $100 each. If the cells break down, it

costs $500 to get them back into service (including unscheduled clean-out time and all

breakdown costs). Records show thai the probabilities of breakdown after maintenance

are as shown in the accompanying table.

Months After Probability

Maintenance oj Breakdown

1 .2

2 .1

3 .3

4 A

Should a preventive maintenance il'M) policy lie followed? If so, how often should

the cells he serviced?

Solution

Determine the costs of the alternative preventive maintenance policies, and compare

them with the rust ol .1 breakdown |>(ilic\.
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i //. 1 1 niii < maintenam <

« ,,si servicing cost I breakdown cosl

(t ibei of\ /serviceX /expected numbeA /breakdown^

Minis I i "-.i II "' breakdowns cosl

serviced /' unit ' \ between services/ ' unit '

The i ulative expected i iber ol breakdowns /< in W months maj In- expressed

b) means oi tin- equation

B. \ ^ P„ • B„ ,/', * H„ ,/\ + • • «,/'„
,

where V number ol cells

P - probabilit) oi breakdown during •• give inth aftei maintenance

n = maintenance period

Thus B, = ,Y(/V = (40)(.2) = 8.0

/; \ p, • /.. f «,/), = 40(.2 + I • s, 2) = 13.6

B3 - W(pj + p2 t pj f Bjjp, + fl,;>2

10, 2 + .1 + ,3) + 13.6(.2) + SlIi = 27.52

B4 = N(p, I ,,, f p3 f ,,,1 + «,/,, t «_,;,, + B
tp3

= 40(l.()i + 27.52 (.2) + 13.6(1) + 8(.3) = 49.26

The differences between the monthly cumulative totals then represent the individual

period breakdowns. Thus the expected number <>l breakdowns during period 2 is 13.6 —

8.0 = 5.6. The Following (preventive maintenance eost analysis) table carries forward the

eost analysis to the determination ol an expected total cosl foi the various preventive

maintenance policies

Prevenrive Momrenonce Cosr Analysis—PM Policy
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expected cost of following a breakdown policy, C , is simply the cost, C,, of repairing

the cells. .V, divided by the expected number of periods between breakdowns, 2 T, (p ):

NC.

* r„(Pj
(15-9)

where T
n
= number of time periods after repair

pn = probability of breakdown during given time period, n

Thus S Tn(pJ = 1(.2) + 2(.l) + 3(.3) + 4(.4)

= 2.9 months between breakdowns

NC

_ (40 cells)($5()0/breakdown-cell)

2.9 months/breakdown

= $6,897/month

Conclusion: Both the 2-month and 3-month preventive maintenance policies (at

expected costs of $5,400 ami $5,920, respectively) are preferred to the breakdown
policy ($6,897), with the 2-month policy being most preferable.

RELIABILITY AGAINST FAILURE

4 Replacement decision where operating life is

bioun and constant An automatic machine
at an underground mine in Wyoming has two

clutches that must be replaced periodically.

Clutch A costs $40, can be installed for $50,

and will operate satisfactorily for 300 hours.

Clutch B costs only $30, can be installed for

$35, and will operate for 400 hours. Both

parts can be installed on one shutdown for

$45. Compare the costs of replacing the

clutches individually and replacing them to-

gether fuse a cycle time of 3,000 hours).

Hours

Clutch A Clutch B

Replace A
Cost: $90

Replace A
Cost: $90

Replace A
Cost: $90

Replace both

Cost: $115

Replace A
Cost: $90

Replace A
Cost: $90

Replace A
Cost: $90

Replace both

Cost: $115

Replace A
Cost: $90

Replace A
Cost: $90

Replace A
Cost: $90

Hi'pl.ici: both

Cost: $115

300
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Solunon

Itulu iilual n placement

QUESTIONS

\ 'I I s .,1 S'XI $810

B 6 times al 65 (90

\ • If 1 t a .it 115 = 345

Total $1,545

\H joint a I'lm * ment (ever) WO hi

A + B: 12 times al SI 15 = $1, 180

Conclusion Costs of individual replacement are $1,545 - $1,380 = $165 less per

i 600 hours

Records show that employees ofa large city bus system make an average ol I 6 visits per

da) to the cit) s medic .il sen ice centei due to illness or injur) Work si hedulers have

found thai il in oi more employees must leave their work stations on an) given da) die

operations must be curtailed I sum the Poisson distribution, whal is the probabilit)

that operations musl In- curtailed tomorrow?

Solution

Ihe Poisson table in Vppendix E gives Pi A' s c\\). Therefore we can find Pi.V a 9 and

subtract it from MX) to gel /VY =- 10).

/>i.V < 9|\ = 4.6) = .980 .-. P(X a 10) = 1.00 - .980 = .020

15-1 In what major respect are facilities and personnel maintenance different?

15-2 Identify the major components of preventive and breakdown maintenance costs.

Which <lo you feel are most significant?

15-3 Brief!) summarize (in two or three sentences for each model] the purpose and

methodology ol the four models for maintenance management discussed in the

chapter. In what respects are the models similar J

15-1 Mow would a breakdown probabilit) distribution be obtained, what would it show.

and how might it be useful to a maintenance manager?

15-5 Would preventive maintenance general]) be nunc applicable to machines that have

a high or a low variabilit) in their breakdown time distribution? Wh) J
[Note: You

ma) want to make a sketch similar to liu 15-5 to illustrate your answei

15-6 A maintenance manager remarked to the plant manager, The most important thing

I've got to do in this plant as I see it, is to do everything 1 can to minimize the total

nt .ill downtime costs I work at that eight hours a da) and you're still on my hack!

Whal more 'I" you want? Discuss

15-7 ( live an example ol a maintenance queuing situation, and illustrate the structure of

such ,i queuing situation with i simple diagram.

15-8 Define product reliabilit) How is the reliabilit) of a complex system determined?
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PROBLEMS

15-9 Distinguish between failures distributed as Poisson and failures distributed nor-

mally. Which type ol distribution is most closely associated with (a) maintenance

activities and (b) reliability concerns?

13-10 Define (a) cost standard, (b) job costing, (c) direct costs, and (d) budget.

15-11 Explain what is meant by the overhead liquidation rate.

15-12 Main very small firms make no cost variance analysis and still get by satisfactorily.

Why is it done in larger firms?

15-13 Suppose you were asked to set up a cost-control program for an established glass

manufacturing firm. Briefly, what steps would you feel were absolutely vital to such

a program?

Manchester (England) Woolen Mills has kept records of breakdowns on its carding

machines for a 300-day workyear as shown.

Sumber of

Breakdowns
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onsidering tl»- crew <ost "I $50 pei houi • s houn SIihi as .1 preventive

maintenance expense, comment 1
1

1 m > the suitabilit) ol the crew size

i ascade Plastics has .1 group ol molding machines thai require breakdown mainti

11,11. ,1 1 Poisson-distributed mean rate of six per da) Each maintenance technician

can service an exponential!) distributed average of eight per da) If downtime costs

11, $ 11 hi pei s In mi workda) what size maintenance crew will be the leasl < < >-.r 1\ p

Maintenance laboi costs are Sl"> per houi

1 Machine breakdowns average Hi pei da) and follow .1 Poisson distribution Service

rates are exponential!) distributed and average II pei da) wiili one maintenance

workei 15 per day with two, 18 per day with three and 20 with fbui If labor costs are

$150 pei da) pei workei and downtime costs are $400 pei da) per machine whal is the

optimum < rew size?

In .1 simulated operation, a firm's maintenance workei received requests foi servta

and provided service during an s houi period as shown

Request \rrival
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(d) Assume that for an additional cost of $10 per hour the maintenance center could

add another worker and decrease the repair times by one-third. Would the

additional cost be justified?

(e) Show the effect of (d) by sketching Fig. 15-2 and locating two additional vertical

dotted lines: line A should depict the $40-per-hour maintenance center rate and

line B the $50 rate.

Probability model Worldwide Construction Company has received a large contract

for a highway construction project wherein it will be penalized $2,500 per day for each

day the project (alls behind schedule. Each breakdown of a carryall during the day shift

costs an average of $50 in repair and service maintenance costs plus the lost of '/in day

in completion time. The carryalls can be serviced on an overtime basis during an

evening shift (with no loss of production time) at a cost of $80 each. Assume 10

carryalls.

Weeks After Probability

Maintenance of Breakdowns

1 .1

2 .1

3 3

4 .5

(a) What would be the expected cost of following a policy of simply waiting until

carryalls break down to service them?

(b) How often should the carryalls be serviced?

H A tool crib attendant receives requests for tools at a mean Poisson rate of 18 per hour

and can service an average of 20 requests per hour on an exponential basis. If requests

are handled on a first-come, first-served basis, what are (a) the mean number in the

waiting line and (b) the mean waiting time?

9 A vegetable processing plant in the Sacramento Valley has one maintenance crew to

service breakdowns in any one of several buildings on a first-call priority basis.

Breakdowns occur at an average of X = 5 per week (Poisson distribution), but the crew

could service an average of u. = 8 breakdowns per week (Poisson distribution). Find (a)

% U, (b) T
s , (c) \\, (d) T , (e) N

q
, and (f) probability of finding the crew with three

breakdowns to worry about at one time.

10 Green River Mills has 12 automatic machines that each do the work of several laborers

for a net savings of $200 per machine per day. The machines break down randomly at

times corresponding to a Poisson distribution with a mean of X = 2 per day.

(a) What is the probability of more than one machine breaking down on any given

day?

(b) Assume that manual labor can be substituted for machines that are down. On the

basis of the average failure rate of two machines per day. what is the expected

incremental (added) cost of the labor?

(c) The firm can maintain standb) machines for an extra cost ol $130 per machine per

day. How many standby machines are justified on an expected value basis?

11 Quick Freeze Foods lias a corn line with two stripper saws operating in sequence to cut

kernels from corn cobs. Blades on both the- primary, P, and secondary, S, saws get dull

and must Ik- replaced periodically, .is shown in the accompanying table.
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/(/«./. Installation Operating

S„u ( ,,.! | ( oil I </. In

Primary 60 70 80

Secondary 40 60 100

Both 100 90

Should the blades In- replai ed indi> iduall) al the end ol theii operating lives, oi should

both !" replaced ever) 80 hours? Make youi comparison ovei an BOO-houi period

IS International Leasing' ompan) has 15 Orange-plus computers leased to \uto Imports

lin in $100 pei machine per month The machines l.nl according to a Poisson

distribution with an average ol 2 2 machines down each month li an) computet hub

during (lie month, no rent is received for thai mat hine thai month.

i How much revenue is lost eai li month bet .mis, ol the failure rate "t 2 2 machines

pel month?

I' What is the chance ol having exactl) three mat limes down in .i given month?

13 In response to .i customei request foi failure-rate data, an instrument maniifacturei

tested a group ol 30 instruments ovei a 2,000-houi test period and found ili.it lour

tailed Find (a) FR, and b FRn (in failures per unit per yeat

14 A In mi producing automobile exhaust hlteis was required to provide the Environmen-

tal Protection Agenc) with failure-rate data based upon a 10-hour test II 2<xt units

were tested and 8 failed, what are (a) the failure rate in failures per unit per year and (b)

the mean time between failures?

I." The purification s\stem in a water treatment plant has three components in series (R,,

R.„ ami /i
J

The component reliabilities lor a 3-month period remain constant and are

as shown m the diagram. At the end ol each 3-month period all components are

replaced regardless ol the length ol service. In tin- meantime, each time an) compo-

nent breaks down, the cost ol downtime and repair is $300 What is the annual

expected cosl ol downtime and repair?

/?, = .9 fl2 = -7 R3
=

-9

Hi A firm with a processing s\ stem using machines \ and V in sequence has now installed

another machine, /.. which performs an equivalent job. II the respective reliabilities ol

X. Y. and / an- 9. .8, and 7. what is the total reliability ol the system?

X -

17 The maintenance manager lor a nationwide trucking firm lias found that a substantial

savings in tire cost can he gained l>\ contracting with a tire manufacturer to replace

tires on tin- entire licet ol trucks at one time For saleh purposes, the manager feels

this should he done at the tune 1") percent ol the tires ale worn out It tire life is

normal!) distributed with a mean of !" months and a standard deviation of .3 months.

when should the replacement take place?

is A maintenance superintendent has determined that in a certain application, hearing

lite lollows a normal disti ihutioii with a mean ol 620 hours and a standard deviation of
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REFERENCES

20 hours. What percentage of the bearings should have lives between 600 and 660

hours?

19 The XRON Company has fixed costs of $180,000 and other, variable overhead costs

which range from $30,000 at a volume of 20,000 units to $50,000 at 60,000 units. It

uses a nylon material which costs $.30 per loot, and each unit requires 4 feet of

material. A work-sampling study revealed the following standard times for the man-

ufacturing activity.



SELF QUIZ: CHAPTER 15 POINTS 15

Parr I True False [ 1 point each 6]

I One might properly assot iate the word "healing" with breakdow aintenance activities

Hie goal "I maintenan< e ai tivities is to do enough servicing and upkeep to prevent an) breakdowns

h. h curring

;i I!,, probability model foi selecting .1 preventive maintenance policy assumes thai breakdowns will

continue t 1 ui aftei preventive maintenani e is performed

1 Hi. normal wearoul and failure ol products (such is lightbulbs) aftei an operating lifetime tend to

follow .1 Poisson distribution pattern

Ti 11 .1 system has two components in parallel each with 90 reliabilit) the system reliability ol 1l1.1t

section would In

t, Fixed budgets incorporate !><>tli variable msts and fixed costs for .1 given level ol ai ti\ it\

Port II Problems [3 points each = 9 Calculate and select your answer ]

I A truck manufacturing firm with 2(M) robots has been relying upon breakdown maintenance only) and lias

experienced the following monthly breakdown pattern.

Sumbei oj Breakdown!
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WHERE WE HAVE BEEN

\ 1 1 1< 1 1< .in business has bred w * •
1 1 undei the demo ratic free enterprise system "I

government set up l>\ tin- framers ol oui Constitution. The (inisiituiiDii.il free

doms we enjoy, coupled with 1 1 1

«
- natural and human resoun es we possess have

released .i creativit) and enterprise thai were nevei imagined \ud tins Ins

propelled us through an industrial and scientific revolution to the age <>l comput-

ers and iiilintirs .Hid now mi tu Factories in space We have become one ol the

more dominant nations ol tecl logy, affluence, and powei

Hut the hints ul success (an weigh hea> il> upon the human spirit Affluence

weakens one s resolve and willingness to work \iul it dulls the sense ol urgent \

and concern about the future ' Moreover, the productivity growth we once took

loi ui.luted in the I nited states is no longer assured [8, 11). Tims our efforts in

tins texl have been to stud) production operations and to emphasize methods and

approaches to re\ italizing them.

Production Systems in Pari One of the text, we focused upon sonic systems

design concepts that hold promise for improving the operation ol firms producing

goods and sen ices We saw that decision making is a skill that can be learned and

applied to facilities, layouts, products, and processes. We also noted that people

an the ke\ resource of an organization and that successful operations are ones that

encourage employees to use then knowledge, values, and skills at the highest

level possible.

Production and Inventory Control The increasing availability of computers and

programmable machines since the 1960s has brought about a data- and materials-

processing revolution unparalleled it) history. Our inquiry showed that better

forecasting, planning, inventor) management, and production control are now

"realK feasible in a practical sense. Materials can he automatically tracked from

suppliers through the various processes and onto distribution shelves. And both

machine and human capacit) can be better utilized—down to the available

minutes.

Mointoining Operotions Analytical developments ranging from linear program-

ming and leai ning cun es to queuing and PERT now hav e widespread applications

in both manufacturing and scrv ice operations. Statistical qualit) control measures

have received a high priority in manufacturing, due in part to competitive pres-

sures from Japan. But everyday maintenance and cost control activities are also

critical to an) well-run operation

1 Unless tli.it Future appears threatened for example, In military oi othei economic Forces So we
mi mlii. paradoxicall) . give credit to the Soviet Union, |apan, and othei countries dial have challenged

.mi position "ill the st.itn*. quo
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WHERE WE STAND NOW

Figure 16-1 draws upon the factors mentioned in Chapter 1, which, you will

recall, are the dimensions used by anthropologists to define a culture. Our

purpose here is to gain an appreciation of the influence of cultural factors upon

productivity in order to better understand the current status of our productive

activities here in the United States. This understanding will be useful for making

some judgments about future directions later on in the chapter.

THE CULTURAL AND RESOURCE ENVIRONMENT

As suggested in Fig. 16-1, our cultural environment affects how resources are used

for productive purposes. Production systems draw priorities and capacities from

the cultural environment, along with physical resources from the natural environ-

ment. Productive efforts then add value to create wealth that flows back into

society.

Wealth (if distributed) raises the living standards of the people and enables

^UBALENVIRONM^

Capacities

RESOURCE ENVIRONMENT

FIGURE 16-1 Cultural and Resource Environment
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tin in in invest .mil create more wealth Howevei the wealth remains concen

1 1. iii 1 1 in some cultures and is subject toheav) tax and soi ial controls in others Sn

the impai i "I productive .ii tivities differs from one culture to anothei

SHIFTS IN CULTURAL FACTORS

\\ iiliin ihe United States, shifts ovei tin- pasl 50 years have significant!) affe< ted

linili (a inn abilit) to
i

luce and (b (Ik- allocation ol benefits From production,

Lei us brief!) note how some ol the selected < ultural l.n ims affo I oui produi live

,u ti\ ities.

Politics Political forces exert some ol the most profound impacts upon .i nation s

productive capability Foi example, political .m<l legal forces restrict free entei

prise endeavors in some cultures and promote them in others. Our political

system, in general, encourages free enterprise

Hut the political impacts upon product! ire man) and varied Monetar)

policies and tax laws influence the amount ol business investment, labor policies

dor example, minimum wage laws affect employment, social programs have an

impact upon welfare and securit) . and foreign policies affect our balance ol trade

The continuing threat of inflation, growth ol trade- deficits, and problems ol

dealing with the national debt are additional examples ol political concerns that

affect the productive capability ol our country. These latter (actors all tend to

undermine the financial stability ol our currency, which affects the cost offunds as

lenders incorporate some compensation for riskl.

Sociol Stratification and Education Although our Constitution (along with subse-

quent amendments) grants equal rights to all citizens, all members ot our societ)

do not really enjoy equal opportunities to be productive. The best (economic)

opportunities seem to be afforded the rich and well-educated And while about \
c
/<

ol our population now control 359S ol our nation's wealth, over 10'; ol our citizens

remain classified as "poor.

This does not preclude any individual in our country from achieving "eco-

nomic success. And the I niiecl Slates is not unique in its rich-poor stratification.

On the contrary, our civil rights and equal opportunity legislation has made some

historic inroads toward social equality. Hut our inheritance, tax. and other policies

suggest that we will probably have to contend with effects ol economic stratifica-

tion lor some time into the- future.

\\ hai an the impacts on national productivity? Educational opportunities

among the poor are extremel) limited. Little or no job training is available, and

unemployment runs high among minorit) groups. Thus tin- talent and human
energ) ol a significant portion ol our population are not being realized. Nor are the

unemployed accorded the dignity ol doing something worthwhile to provide for

their own families. 2 Instead ol realizing their potential skills and abilities in a

tins is akin in the mum- ol "task importance mentioned previousl) in lli<- Jnl> Diagnostic Sumi
i h 6 I'ni mi .i largei scale.
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productive manner, the unemployed are more likely to become a burden on the

welfare roles and rehabilitation centers of the society.

Technology Technological advancements (in the chemical, medical, electronic,

space, and other fields) have been the "shining star" of the American economy.

And high-tech products such as computers have done much to counter our sagging

productivity growth rate. Unfortunately, we have not been able to capitalize on all

our inventions, because our wage levels are not always competitive with those of

less-developed countries. But the world has truly benefited from American

creativity, and we have the type of free and enterprising economy that will

continue to foster new ideas in the fiiture.

Economics ond the Low By and large, U.S. managers work within our economic

and legal system in the fair practice of their business. But we must also recognize

that some corporate managers have interpreted the traditional economic model as

a license to pursue profits at the expense of anything that is legal. A congressional

study (in 1986) revealing grossly inadequate (but profitable) care by operators of

nursing homes exemplifies this attitude. Other examples abound, such as over-

charging on government contracts.

Unacceptable business behavior such as this has given rise to volumes of laws

designed to control all manner of economic behavior—from monopolies to en-

vironmental protection to individual safety. The result has been an exponential

increase in the paperwork necessary to ensure that federal and state regulations

are satisfied. These bureaucratic regulations, in turn, cause a significant drain on

productivity (although they do create employment for some professionals) [1].

Morrioge and Family Patterns The most basic economic and social unit of

society is the family. Families are the training centers where personal values are

handed down to future members of society in an environment of sharing and

concern for one another. They are the living cells that make up the body politic.

Nevertheless, family life in the United States is changing; it is not the

steadfast unit it was in the past. Lifestyles are different. Affordable cars and

shifting employment opportunities have made family members more mobile.

Retirement programs and social security have lessened the dependence upon the

traditional "family." And although few would deny the emotional and psychologi-

cal benefits of stable family relationships, today nearly everyone must deal with

some emotional disturbance and stress arising from the home environment at one

time or another.

Stress carried to the workplace is, of course, only one of the ways family

patterns affect productivity. The work errors and quality problems posed by

alcohol and drug abuse are more visible problems, (They have also prompted (inns

like General Motors to undertake extensive counseling programs.) And, as in

some oilier countries, there is increasing acceptance in the United States of the

"right" to maternity leave. So numerous family considerations affect productiv-

ity—even though they are not all easily quantified.
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Religion ond Ethics Ethical standards i>l conduct stem primaril) Ir religious

beliefs or training—often handed down by parents |6:7]. These beliefs recognize a

dependence ol people on .1 creator, and emerge as standards <>l behavior with

much in common across various religions (Christian, Muslim, Jewish, Buddhist,

etc.). People seem to rel) most heavily upon religious support at critical times in

life (for example, when facing sickness, tragedy, or death). This is because re-

ligious values extend lie\ I immediate material existence to more enduring and

higher-level (intangible or spiritual) concerns thai are uniquely human
In general, the religions ol our country foster such virtues as honesty,

fairness, and justice. One ol the more universal tenets is the golden rule, which

encourages us to "Do unto others as you would have them do unto you." Insofar as

virtues and guidelines such as these influence the creation and distribution of

wealth, religious values also play a key role in ordering priorities or establishing

relative levels ol importance. Moreover, this ordering complements (or extends

the use ol human knowledge, values, and skills brought out earlier in connection

with Maslow's hierarchy (Chapter 6).

Ethical standards are important in a productive sense because they set the

behavioral expectations lor the conduct ol business activities. Personal standards

surface in the interaction ol employees within the workplace, as well as in

relationships with suppliers, stockholders, consumers, and society in general. One
need only scan the daily paper to find an expose ol persons (or companies) who the

public feels are "out ol line

According to a Gallup survey commissioned by The Wall Street journal.

"6.5% of Americans think the overall level ol ethics m American society has

declined in the past decade [12]. The unethical business practices cited as mine

common in recent years include bribes, falsifying documents, improper financial

statements, bid rigging, and price collusion. Most business executives admitted

taking home work supplies (74 percent) and usinn company phones lor personal

long-distance calls (78 percent) while lesser percentages overstated deductions on

tax forms (35 percent) or called in sick when the) were not ill (14 percent). The

survey also showed that younger Americans consistently indicated they were

"more likelv to take the unethical path than their elders.

This does not necessarily mean that most businesspersons perceive them-

selves as unethical, or that they are unethical. What may seem unethical to one

person is not nccessarilv unethical to another. The more important point is,

perhaps, that the perceived level ol ethical activity is declining. This may not be

surprising for. according to Gardner:

Values always decav over lime Societies that keep their values alive 1 do so not liv

escaping the process of decay hut In powerful processes ol regeneration. There must

I" a perpetual rebuilding. . Leaders ol organizations .mil groups must concern

themselves with the affirmation of values. [6:8-9]

Expression ond the Aits As societies become- more affluent, people can afford to

devote more time to the aits (for example, music, literature, movies, and inn-
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seums) and less to obtaining the essentials oflife. The arts are important vehicles

for expressing any culture— rich or poor, free or controlled. They also play an
important role in transmitting the history and traditions of a culture from one
generation to the next.

If fundamental segments of the expressive activities shift inordinately to self-

centered entertainment, however, the culture may suffer some decay from within.

For example, some businesses seek protection for pornographic and illicit ven-

tures under the guise of the freedom of expression guaranteed by our Constitu-

tion. 3 The effect of protection here would be analogous to that of protecting a

single firm spewing heavy pollution to the surrounding city, except that the

damage is debasing to the cultural traditions and moral standards of the commu-
nity instead of to its air or water. Activities that degrade a culture are coun-
terproductive to those activities designed to "enhance the level of existence of

members of society," which is the puipose we assigned to productive activities in

Chapter 1 (see Fig. 1-1).

PRODUCTIVITY PROGRESS: FALLING SHORT

FROM AGRICULTURE TO MANUFACTURING TO SERVICES

The United States has witnessed many changes since colonial times, when over 90
percent of our workers were needed for agricultural or related activities. Now the

figures are reversed. But even with only 3 percent of U.S. workers engaged in

farming, production is so high that we must either pile wheat on the ground or pay
farmers not to produce—a problem of priorities or capacity?

In the meantime we have gone through an industrial revolution to become an
economy wherein nearly three-quarters of our work force is now engaged in

service activities. Service jobs do frequently pay less than manufacturing work.

But service opportunities are more numerous, and most service jobs involve a

social interaction (with the customer). This makes them seem more satisfying and
"human than assembly line work. Moreover, the server, as well as the customer,

can benefit (psychologically) from this interaction.

Within manufacturing, robots are being used in increasing numbers to do the

repetitive and boring work that can be done by machines. Humans must therefore

move up to incur challenging design, programming, and control positions. This

slnll ol workers away from mindless manufacturing (and office) tasks to more
intellectually challenging positions can enhance the quality of work life—but such

changes won't come easily or cheaply.

Employment Effects Should the introduction of "smart" robots and other new
technology cause us concern abiiui Future employment? Yes, people will continue

to be replaced by machines, and maybe even at an alarming rate. However,

'The 1986 report by the i S \ttornej General's Commission on Pornography cited detrimental
vh'i.iI enecti from pornographic materials
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history shows thai tei hnological advances ultimately i reate more i"l)s than the)

abolish ]'li« - automobile <1 nislied the need for blacksmiths and buggywhips but

generated a iai greatei demand foi steel rubber, highways, and auto mechanics.

K.i. 11 Asimox suggests that the challenge ol the next -"> years will be reeducation

.mil retraining to expand oui level ol creativity

i Icarly, il we are going ti> revolutionize ow notion ol work into two classes "non-

creative" Foi i

i

! m its in tin and creative foi human beings to do, then we must

revolutionize oui notion ol educal to accent < reath ii\ |2|.

He u«» s "ii i" forecasl thai vt iili computer outlets in ever) home, m.iss education

will become out ded People will be able to "indulge in learning on their own

initiative, rathei than be forced tn stud) a fixed curriculum en masse

WHY DEINDUSTRIALIZATION CONTINUES

In earlier chapters, we expressed a concern over the decline ol the textile, shoe,

steel, electronic, and other U.S. industries. Continued declines could export

financial problems to much of the tree world. And although sunn Vmerican linns

ran point with pride to successful countermeasures the overall problem of "dein-

dnstriali/.ation and U.S. trade deficits remains (8:10].

B\ now it is probably apparent that there is no quick fix to our industrial

situation— many small causes combine to create "a bill problem. Tlie most

convenient label for it seems to be "productivity, which lias become a catch-all

term that embodies everything from high wages and quality problems to the short-

term perspective oi some Vmerican managers. But. in essence, our productivity

problems stem from a myriad oi causes that lie embedded in our culture. Nev-

ertheless, many hold that we also have the potential ol correcting those problems

(4, 5].

Not surprisingly, many of the components ol the "productivity problem" have

two dimensions that, ifabstracted, might provide a clearer picture of the problem

and suggest a strategy lor the solution. These two dimensions are the familiar

concepts ol priority and capacity that we have dealt with throughout

the text. Let us take a moment to reassess some ol the productivity factors in liuht

ol what we have learned.

REASSESSMENT OF PRODUCTIVITY FACTORS

Figure lft-2 relates some priorit) and capacity aspects to the productivity (actors

introduced in Chapter I. by posing one or two related questions. In summary,

l-'iu ld-2 suggests that a priority and capacity approach may be useful for analyz-

ing productivity problems, much as we have seen with more detailed production

inil inventor] control problems This approach elevates considerations to two
prime issues (I) priority: what is the relative importance of the (actors involved,
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FIGURE 16-2 Priority and Capacity Aspects of Productivity Factors

Productivity Factor
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LESSONS FROM ASIAN FIRMS

Employee Relations An extensive stud) ol productivity polic) in Bve Ksiaa

countries l>\ the Committee l"i I > mic Development (I'D has noted the

special relationship between management and labor in Japan In particulai the)

observed [4:97]

I In widespread practice ol granting workers tenure in their |ul>s. the use ol qualit)

circles, the smaller disparities in wages between workers and managemenl the greatei

loyalty ofemployees to their companies, and the l.n greater care typically exercised in

the selection "I the [apanese work Force have .ill been widel) noted

Nevertheless, the reporl goes on to downpla) these characteristics in relation to

the fact that workers in Japan are given a direct stake in the future ol tin- In in and

ili.it management lias a direct stake in the morale ol the workers. Both groups are

aware ol tliis "reciprocal relationship, and considerable emphasis is placed on the

spirit in which tlie job security is administered,

Taiwan has no employment security system, hut job securit) has been avail-

able de facto because ol the rapid growth ol its firms In Singapore and Hong
Kong, main ol the businesses are family enterprises, so a paternalistic relationship

exists among the employees

Toxotion, Savings, and Investment Ofmany factors investigated, however, the

Strongest lesson the CED drew from the stud) ot the Asian successes was the

importance of having incentives tor saving and investment (that is, a political

factor). All countries had either a low income tax rate or some means of encourag-

ing saving which ultimately flowed into business investment. The Japanese save

about 22 percent ot their disposable income, which is in sharp contrast to Ameri-

cans, who save only 5 percent [4:101]. These figures are consistent with an

estimate published in the Journal of the American Production and Inventory

Control Society that the Japanese' invest 20 percent ol their GNP on new plants

and equipment whereas the United States spends less than 4 percent in this area

[5:86].

LESSONS FROM AMERICAN FIRMS

With higher wage costs. American success stories fall into two categories. One
area ol emphasis is employees, participation, and a desirable quality of work fife \

second is state-of-the-art equipment that is highly automated and requires very

little labor [9]. We have discussed both categories ahead) . so we will simply note

a lew brie! examples here

Wesringhouse ond General Motors Main management groups, like those- of

W estinghouse and General Motors arc taking convincing steps to revitalize their

firms [4:77 13] Wesringhouse has established a corporate productivity and qual-
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ity center that is showing results in terms of improved job satisfaction, reduced

absenteeism, improved product quality, and increased efficiency. The firm's 1500

quality circles (in over 200 locations) have identified problems and developed

solutions that have generated savings estimated at between $500,000 and $1

million per year. At General Motors, an employee suggestion plan is estimated to

have already saved the firm over $1.34 billion [4:84].

Mozok Corporation This builder of parts for Ford Motor Company engines and

General Electric Company appliances has one of the world's largest automated

factories [7]. Mazak's plant in Kentucky is so totally automated that from midnight

to 8 a.m. the plant runs without a single person in attendance. If a problem arises,

the machines try to solve it, and if they cannot, they simply shut themselves

down. The frequency of serious injury has dropped to zero, because automation

now handles the dangerous jobs. The vice president of operations, Fenton Kohler,

has remarked:

Ifwe didn't automate, we wouldn't be able to compete in the world market. We're the

world innovator in unmanned systems. We're showing that American industry can he

competitive again. If American industry doesn't automate, the trade deficit is just

going to grow.

Dotesville Casket Company This highly automated firm uses a staff of robots to

weld, sand, finish, and paint caskets. Robots even sew the interior materials in the

caskets [7]. According to a company vice president, the demand for technicians is

great, but they are used to rewire or reprogram robots—not to assemble caskets.

The robots do a more cost-efficient and high quality job.

General Electric General Electric invested $60 million to automate an appliance

factory [7]. The automation boosted production, and the division was able to retain

the same level of employment (about 1,500), although some workers had to be

retrained to service automated equipment. In the words of a local union official, "I

don't think anybody likes to see a robot take jobs that could have been a human's.

But I think man understands there have to be changes in order to stay com-

petitive." The president of a statewide industry group observed:

You could build an argument that, without robots, people would have those jobs. But it

you don't automate, the products will be priced out of the market. So the plant will

close and nohody will have a job. . . . The net result oi automation is positive for the

workers as well as the companies. The companies get better production, and the

workers get more interesting julis

WHAT'S NEEDED: REALIGNMENT AND COMMITMENT

A review ol the orientation and operations of successful firms suggests that the

Concepts of priority and capacity have considerable bearing on the current status
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,il i s productivity ["his is especial!) true .is »i- address the real fmportana

1

1

i\ of factors affe< imc produt tivity and the m tual im < apw ii\ thai is being

made oi out resoun es

REALIGNMENT OF PRIORITY PRINCIPLES

We have seen thai priorities arise from the value system of tin- culture. Both

material progress and spiritual goals are important Foi example, the industrial

base nl I s productivity was nivtriiiiicnt.il in bringing both Woild Wai I and

World War II to an end On the other band, in those same conflicts, thousands "I

Americans gave up their lives fbi tin spiritual) ideals of freedom and concern

(love) for others. The high-level priority of freedom pulled industries and indh id-

n. ils togethei in .1 cooperative (Hint to win the battle.

Hut with affluence can come independence and self-sufficiency. And the

cooperative, trust, and loyalty values thai have fostered success in Japanese and

other cultures appear to be waning in our own. Instead, each group tends to look

out lor its own self-interest. Lobbyism has become a growth industry in the

United States, and tile law is often invoked. Strikes tre<|iiently occur when sell-

interests are threatened. Consumers seek protection from unsafe products, while

linns repeatedl) Bghl against paying the costs of damages Meanwhile, shim,

managers are fighting to save their jobs against hostile takeovers !>\ Bnam iers who

ina\ he interested only ill quick profits for themselves and not the welfare of the

workers.

Figure 16-3 illustrates the dichotomy we lace

—

the fundamental question of

the purpose and orientation ol cultural (including productive) activities It suu-

Uests the need for reassessment, and perhaps reorientation, of some of our

priorities, from a tendency toward self-orientation to a culturally higher level

value of other orientation.

\ self-orientation that overemphasizes our own wants is a priority dimension

.4 mil productivity problem. This has natural roots, of course The desire to do
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well and lx- successful is both healthy and productive. However, living in a society

as we do, a concern for others constitutes an equal if not higher level of orienta-

tion, and the development of respect and trust among members of the society not

onlv is consistent with our human nature, but also leads to more enduring

(personal and business) relationships.

COMMITMENT TO BETTER USE OF CAPACITIES

The failure to use our resources in a manner that benefits society as a whole is a

capacity dimension of our productivity problem. As illustrated in Fig. 16-4, we are

again faced with a self versus other situation.

We have a natural tendency to consume resources to satisfy' our own (some-

times selfish) desires—to be served rather than to serve. But organizational

production is per se a cooperative effort wherein all must serve together for the

achievement of common goals. In the words of Harold Davis, "loyalty and moti-

vation reduce antagonism and increase productivity" [5]. Some firms, like

Hewlett-Packard, feel so strongly about the perceptions of equality and coopera-

tion that they have gone so far as to remove the (physical) office walls that typically

isolate managers from their subordinates.

As we have seen earlier, innovation, automation, and robotics are helping to

enhance productive capacity in many firms. Continuing research into technologies

that promise more efficient production is important. Are organizations doing

enough to encourage the research and development of goods and services that will

enhance society? Or are our talents misdirected into unpromising, debasing, or

self-destructing goods or services that will slow the progress (or speed the decay)

of our culture?

Some equally fundamental questions relate to the long-term management of

human resources. Will organizations assume the responsibility for retraining

personnel and providing an atmosphere in which human talents and capabilities

can be developed? Will workers be encouraged to enhance both their own level of

CAPACITIES
(TO USE RESOURCES)

SELF-ORIENTED

Actions stem from a desire to:

Be served

Be large and dominant
Be independent and self-suffucient

Use and exhaust resources

Benefit self in the short term

OTHER-ORIENTED

Actions stem from a willingness to:

Serve others in society

Be smaller and tolerant

Be interdependent and reliant

Share and replace resources

Benefit society in the long run

FIGURE 1 6-4 Copociries: Self-Onenred or Orher-Orlenred?
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existence and thai "I others? X N ill firms make effective use oi the highei level

capabilities "I theii people? Oi will I s act myopicall) to benefit themselves at

tin expense "l so< iet) and the environment and anyone else who I
> 1 < < k -. theii

path i" 'success ?

These priorit) and capacity choices will have an important bearing on our

nation's organizational productivity in the future. The) \m11 strongl) influence ilu-

direction "I oui entire culture Will it be toward a telj want oi othei gii i

-
1 1 1 « I SOI H'tV ?

A STRATEGY FOR THE FUTURE

In tin-* final section, we state some strengths we have, some choices we must

make .11111 sc • tactics thai will enhance progress toward a more productive and

enduring business environment.

NATIONAL STRENGTHS

Our individual and economic freedoms and rights <>l private ownership are con-

stitutional!) based strengths of the United states Added to that are a relative

abundance ol natural resources and a creative and energetic population that has

transformed the country into an industrial giant among nations We have a large

capital base, \\cll-de\eloped industries and extensive transportation and commu-
nications systems We also enjo) the benefits ol a high level ol education, ad-

vanced technology, and an affluence that is shifting us into more knowledge- and

service-type activities.

American linns have introduced many oi the technical, analytical, and mana-

gerial innovations thai now guide the worlds production activities Advances in

quantitative techniques, along with computers and automated systems, have

vasth unproved forecasting, inventory, and other production scheduling and

control functions. MKI' systems are setting higher standards for performance

throughout the world \nd we have also learned from Other countries. Our

renewed emphasis on product qualit) and the qualit) ol work lit*.- is traceable to

lessons from Asian and European linns

NATIONAL CHOICES

Strategic plans usuall) attempt to build upon an organization s strengths, while

correcting any inherent weakness. Our nations businesses have a noteworthy

tradition ol strengths referred to abov e. \n<l it is logical to continue to build within

the context of the successful, free-enterprise, creative environment that has

emerged l>ui in a more responsible manner. In particular, we have identified

two weaknesses that ha> e arisen from shilts in our culture and threaten our future

products itv Simpl) put, the) are:
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An overemphasis ot self versus other orientation in our priorities.

A tendency to misuse capacities to satisfy self rather than to benefit society.

It is important for us to recognize and critically assess these trends, because

the self-versus-other orientation is closely linked to our national productivity. That

is. the natural end of individually selfish actions can he destructive and debasing,

whereas the natural end of self-giving actions is constructive and elevating. To
proceed on the road of self-satisfaction may erode the moral and ethical values

upon which our culture is built, whereas to foster values such as respect and

participation in the workplace and justice to all interests in a business will have

upgrading and positive effects upon the culture. Moreover, these are the values

successfully promoted by our nation's largest international competitor (Japan).

Figure 16-5 illustrates some of the choices involved; it is not intended to be
comprehensive, nor are the choices always clear-cut. For example, our society

would flounder without some regulations, directives, and security measures.

TACTICS THAT WILL ENHANCE PROGRESS

How can we enhance future progress? It may take some realignment of priority

principles as well as a commitment to better use of capacities. Fortunately, as

mentioned earlier, substantial programs are already underway in many firms, and

the efforts are bearing results. Old concepts like responsibility, trust, and com-
pany loyalty are taking on new meaning. But a more universal effort is needed if

the tide is to be turned. Three areas that constitute challenging objectives are (1)

social responsibility, (2) participation and cooperation, and (3) justice.

Social Responsibility An organization's "mission" or "statement of goals" should

be consistent with its orientation to serve not only the immediate short-run

FIGURE 16-5 Srroregic Choices Affecting Future Productivity

Toward Individual
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SUMMARY

interests ol the shareholders but also the long-run interests "I employees consum-

ers u u I mm ii is \ written mission statement is desirable because it forces a clarit)

ol thought and establishes .1 commitment. Man) leading linns such as General

Motors, have well-defined codes ol social conduct Others could benefit from

dc\ eloping and follow mu them

Parficipofion and Cooperation One analyst has observed that "the participative

management techniques recommended l>\ such writers [as McGregor trgyris

Lakert and Drucker] are used b) managers in must large Japanese companies,

while still widel) resisted here" [5]. Participative activities (such .is qualit) circles)

benefit both the individual and the organization Indii iduala gain 1 1 1

«
- opportunit)

in contribute on .1 l« -\
»
-I where the use ol their knowledge, skills, and decision-

making abilities helps confirm their individual worth. Organizations benefit Irom

tlu- participation by having more satisfied workers and l>\ capitalizing on tin

resulting suggestions and improvements.

Having a stake in the success ol a business is also a Form ol greater participa-

tion. Man) In ins have had successful experiences with stock ownership, profit

sharing, and cooperative ownership agreements |3|.

Justice for All Justice demands 1
I tliat all business transactions be conducted

with honor and dignit) and (2) that the benefits ol the work activities be properly

shared among the participants. These values thus incorporate the obligation ol lair

wages and humane working conditions as well as nondiscrimination. Further, the

principles ol distributive justice liold that extreme benefits to some should not !><•

allowed to go so far as to restrict the basic necessities ol others.

Ol course, public!) funded social programs are deemed necessary to alle\ iate

unemployment. However, organizations that use societal resources also have an

obligation, under distributive justice, to help fund charitable activities in accord-

ance with their ability to pay.

Our in It 11 re has done much to promote lice enterprise and advance technology to

the age ol computers and robotics. In our drive toward affluent materialism.

however, we may have drilled Irom the social and ethical values that helped build

our nation. Position, possessions, and pleasures ma\ well have assumed too great

an importance in our culture, and we may he Focusing too much inwardly on selj

rather than outwardl) on Others.

Our wages have long been bargained up to levels that make it difficult to

compete with those ol less-dev eloped countries. Some basic industries have

collapsed, others are in decline, and we are attempting to salvage others b\

automation, but productivity in both manufacturing and service industries re-

mains a problem \s .1 nation, we're ha\ ing difficult) capitalizing on human values

ot trust and cooperation as some of our international competitors do. Instead, we
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QUESTIONS

have a tendency to rely more on laws and regulations, burglar alarms, and

bureaucracies.

The chapter suggests a need for (1) a realignment ofour personal and business

priorities and (2) a commitment to the better use of our capacities. Priorities based

on respect, trust, and justice will lead to more enduring relationships among all

those involved (that is, employees, suppliers, customers, and society in general).

And using capacities in a way that benefits both individuals and society will help

maintain a "healthy" social environment that is essential if business is to be

healthy.

The United States is a nation of vast resources and great constitutional,

economic, and technological strengths. A major challenge for the future lies in

revitalizing the integrity and value dimensions of our culture and enhancing the

concepts of social responsibility, participation, and justice for all.

16-1 Why is the cultural environment of special importance in our concerns about

productivity?

16-2 What are some (national and personal) effects of not granting equal opportunities to

all members of a society?

16-3 Are religious and ethical standards important in a productive sense? Why or why

not?

16-4 Do robots cause unemployment? Discuss.

16-5 Is there one cause of our "productivity problem," or many? What two dimensions

does the text suggest we review to assess the problem?

16-6 How important do you consider company loyalty in Japanese firms compared to

American firms? What effect do you think this has on productivity?

16-7 In what respect does automation have a positive effect on workers?

16-8 What kind of"realignment" does the text suggest is needed with respect to priority

principles?

16-9 What are some of the major productive strengths of the United States?

16-10 What three challenges does the text suggest as avenues for enhancing progress in

the future?
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SELF QUIZ: CHAPTER 1

6

Port I True False [1 point each = 6]

1 Political factors can significantly affect a nation's productivity.

2 All citizens in the United States enjoy equal economic opportunities.

The firm, or corporation, is the most basic economic and social unit of our society.

4 _ The cultural element most closely associated with the ordering of priorities is technology.

Priority realignment refers to shifting from an emphasis on producing services to an emphasis on

producing more exportable goods.

Among the tactics recommended to enhance progress are greater independence, more self-reliance,

and better security.

Port II Multiple Choice [3 points each = 9. Circle the correct answer]

1 Which element of the cultural environment would be most closely associated with new tax laws designed to

encourage small business activities?

(a) Technology.

(b) Expression and arts.

(c) Religion.

d Politics.

(e) None of the above.

- The two dimensions of our productivity problem receiving most attention in the chapter are:

(a) Labor cost and material cost.

(b) Regulatory and bargaining effects.

(c) Priority and capacity factors.

(d) Budget deficits and balance of trade problems.

(e) None of the above.

The major problem with implementing new technologies like robotic assembly lines is that:

(a) They are not cost efficient.

1) flic quality level of robotic activities is not high enough,

(c) They always end up creating unemployment.

<l Robots may initiate a hostile takeover if they become tin- majority.

None of the above.

665





APPENDIX A
ANSWERS TO SELF QUIZ QUESTIONS

PROBLEM
TRUE/FALSE QUESTION NO. NUMBER12 3 4 5 6 12 3

Ch. 1



APPENDIX D

ANSWERS TO ODD-NUMBERED PROBLEMS

CHAPTER 2

I 14,000 seats/game

i $265 (b 76

.-, (a) 2,000 passengers b I 189 passengers

7 (a) Profit $11,000; (b There are two BEPs at volume A, and the other al

( i To produce re than -<h> units per yeai additional I' ol $10 < h mi must In-

mi in red I hese costs .in- nol reflected in the V< '.

I mi do i ause an incremental im reasi

in the F<

'I I 500 units

II (a) $80 unit (b $32,(

a 10 I. 50 c).04 .1 56

,
-,

; b) .63

, continuous; (b 02 02 1 02

1

Ci (a) 34 2 Hi I. B 7 lb; (c) 2 76

:i E(solar) $234.6 million and E(coal) $225.0 million, so the coal is less costlj b)

-
I

'1 million.

CHAPTER 3

I (a 108,000 chips; (b 162,000 chips

6

, 200,000 parts/yi b 18 parts/hr; < 5.6 say 6 machines

7 $209,790

2.7 yr

II 1 \ 1

13 $235,076

15 $2,574/yr

17 From PV, table for n = 5 yr, i a 2091

19 1691

:i (a $106,552 b)$25,168/yi c) Machine B has the lower equivalent annual cost b)

10/yi

CHAPTER 4

I (a) Volume range it to 10,000; dollar range $0 to $800 000; TC .it lo.tHHt units are A =

$600,000 B $650,000, (' - $800,000 (b) 2[XP(X)] 6,000 so select iit\

H . I 600 units

6fi6
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u Max / "A, • :\

Constraints BX, • i\ 20,000

2X, • 6X 8.000

I. slu|M- .'i depending u] choice of variables)

7 i.i s|h|m- 2; "|iii i is al cornei where \ mi /) sn

I, 1'. ..I.i I 60) » 2(80 $220

'i Standard 2 deluxe I

1 1 Standard 1 deluxe I and Z 2H)

Max / 187X, r.\ 95A

b 200X, I 180A • BOA : 600

500X, ' 0X
2

I 90X
,

500

I0X, • tn\ 0X3 : 120
1

". (a) Objet in 1 linn Hon

MaxZ W 280)X, • 15K210)X2 (.05X150)X3 + (.30X230)X4 • 25 L80)X

Constraints
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7 (a) 720 units/yr. S64 units/yr; (b) Y = 720 + 12X (July 1, 1988 = 0, X units = 1

month, Y = annual sales rate in units); 720 units/yr; 864 units/yr; (c) Y = 60 + IX
(July 1. 1988 = 0, X units = 1 month, V = monthly sales rate in units); 60 units/

month; 72 units/month

9 (a) and (b) Graph should show time on X axis, units on Y axis, (c) Longer average

yields more smoothing; (d) 1.2

11 (a) Yc = 20 + 4X (1984 = 0, X = yr, V = number of accidents); (b) 56 accidents

13 (a) 20,800; (b) Each forecast would reflect last period's demand— i.e., no smoothing.

15 (a) 444; (b) 456

17 (a) 525 units; (b) 5.54 units

19 (al 24; (b) 10

21 (a) 8.3 accidents; (b) 42%; (c) .65; (d) r < .754, so not significant

23 (a) 33; (b) 30 to 36; (c) .5; (d) 50% of the variation in the number of vacuums sold

is explained by the magazine advertisements.

25 (a) .64; (b) It tells the percentage of variation in campsites demanded that is explained

by (or associated with) automobile traffic at the selected site; (c) .80

27 (a) 6.67; (b) .85

29 (a) 570; (b) .53; (c) Tracking signal is < 4. Yes.

CHAPTER 8

1 (a) Chart should show January through December demands of 200, 250, 300, 300, 200,

100, 100, 150, 250, 400, 400, 350. (b) Histogram should show cumulative production

days on X axis, production rate (units/day) on Y axis. Cumulative requirement should

show cumulative production days on X axis and cumulative demand (units) on Y
axis, (c) 255.4 units

3 (a) x = 50 persons/day; «.' = 19.65 persons/day; (b) 5 counselors; (c) 7.5 counselors

(say 8)

5 (a) Histogram should show quarters on X axis and production rate (units/quarter) on Y
axis, (b) 10; (c) Variable rate is $50/year less costly.

7 Graph shows period on X axis and demand level on Y axis. Plan costs are 1 = $90,000;

2 = $140,000; 3 = $160,000; 4 = $220,000; and 5 = $160,000.

9 5,620 units

1 1 (a) One optimal solution is as follows:

Initial inventory Use in first quarter.

First RT Use in first quarter.

Second RT Use 500 in second quarter, 200 in fourth.

Third RT Use 200 in third quarter, 500 in fourth.

Third OT Use 200 in fourth quarter

Fourth RT Use 700 in fourth quarter.

Fourth OT Use 300 in fourth quarter.

(b) $208,500

1.1 The solution should have the Following entries in the row-column (r, c) matrix location;

(Initial inv , 1) = 100

( 1 RT. 1) = 640

( 2 RT, 1) = 60, (2RT. 2) = 500, (2 RT, 3) = 60, (2 RT, 4) = 20
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( 3 RT. 3) 640

( 4 RT 4) 640

( 5 RT. 4) 240. (5 RT. 5) = 400

( 6 RT. 6) - 300. (6 RT. 9) - 80. (6 RT. 10) = 60. (6 RT, 11) = 200

( 7 RT. 7) - 400. (7 RT. 9) 240

( 8 RT. 8) 600. (8 RT. 9) - 40

( 9 RT. 9) = 640

(10 RT. 10) = 640

(11 RT. 11) - 640

(11 OT. 11) = 60. (11 OT. 12) = 240

(12 RT. 12) - 640

(12 OT. 12) = 320

llir unused capacit) column should show the remaindei values from 640 in and 120

(il

Production required in 50 units in periods 2 I and 8 Ending inventories in periods 1

through L0are30, 60, 35, 65 50, 10 30 <><i 15 and 35

IT (a I Mosrer Schedule for Cosnngs

Product
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(.40)(280)(1.00) + (.15)(210)(.52)

+ (.25)(180)(.22)

.05(150)(.93) + (.30)(230)(1.00)

= 112.0 + 16.4 -7.0 + 69.0 + 9.9 = $200.3 million

Note: This represents an ROI of $200.3 million/$800 million = .25 or 25%.

17 Produce 750 units/day of Early American for profit of $18,750.

19 (a) 2.5 trucks (say 3 trucks); (b) Use 2 trucks (a' $16/hr vs. 3 (a> $17/hr.

21 (a) Breakpoints are (1) from A to B at 75 units and (2) from B to C at 200 units; (b) Use
A. (c) $750; (d) Use B; (e) $1,300; (f) $550; (g) 20 units

23 Assuming a uniform distribution where « = 1 and /; = 10, the simulated values

(rounded) are 9, 8, 7, 2, and 3.

2.") (a) Use the frequencies to form a cumulative probability distribution (i.e., with values

ofO, .013. .073, etc., for frequencies 0, 4, 18, etc.). Then the corresponding three-digit

random number groups are 000-000, 000-012, 013-072, etc., and simulated demands,
D . are:

R.V
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•

c

r^i

F

I, \ HHi H KM). C 100, I) = 2(H) E - 2(H). F = 2(H). G - 100, II KM

| 600 k 2(H)

Motors s controllers 23

ll Switches 25 microprocessors 0, keyboards = If

a Level is skateboard level I is baseplate 1 and wheel assembl) 2 level 2 is

i inting bracket 1 . axle (1) and wheels (2); and level 1 is bearing I and shell

I I, 2T(i bearings

15 PPA C = 200 part periods Order 330 units in period 1,250 in period 3 625 in period

I Hid llo in period 7

IT MHI' should have planned ordei releases "I 2(ki m weeks 1 3, and 5 There are B5

units on hand .it end ol period 8

[9 Release orders Foi the following: MH) H in period 5, l.fioo ( in period I and 1<hi ( in

period 6, MX) I) in period 1. 1,600 E in period 2 and 4(H) K in period -4. 1,600 I in

period 3 and 1(H) F iii period 5

21 (a
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Projected

Requirements

Scheduled

Receipts

On Htinil at

End of Period

Cart (C099)

Bed (1001)

Frame (1002)

Wheel and axle

assembly (1003)

Ring (2001)

Handle (2002)

Grip (2003)

Support (2004)

Axle (2005)

Wheel assembly (2006)

Tire (3001)

Wheel (3002)

Bearing (3003)

Cap (3004)

3 in wk 10

3 in wk 8

3 in wk 8

6 in wk 8

3 in wk 6

3 in wk 6

6 in wk 6

6 in wk 6

6 in wk 6

12 in wk 6

11 in wk 3

11 in wk 3

11 in wk 3

11 in wk 3

3 in wk 10

3 in wk 8

3 in wk 8

6 in wk 8

3 in wk 6

3 in wk 6

6 in wk 6

6 in wk 6

4 in wk 6

11 in wk 6

11 in wk 3

11 in wk 3

11 in wk 3

11 in wk 3

2 until wk 6

1 until wk 6

23 308 units

CHAPTER 12

Planned

Release

3 in wk 8

3 in wk 7

3 in wk 6

6 in wk 6

3 in wk 5

3 in wk 5

6 in wk 4

6 in wk 5

4 in wk 5

11 in wk 3

11 in wk 1

11 in wk 1

11 in wk 1

11 in wk 1
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llii 100, 150 230 Jin i Yes, during (or at end of) week 7. Cumulative

deviation ol I s one hall the average "i 150 2 175

CHAPTER 10

I (a 'hi hours l> si I is i 59 I rs

a 173 b 79 I hours

i $120/da>

b I

1 Die (infinite) number of cusl xs is probabl) satisfactory 2 Poisson arrivah

are probabl) correcl (3) Poisson service rates could be satisfactor) bul man)

customers ma) end theii rental period at the end of da) I First in first out is

probabl) a correcl queue discipline (5) The average service rate is greatei than the

average arrival rate Probabl) the weakest assumption is i. thai ol unlimited

waiting line length < lustomers would probabl) t.ikr ,i different car rather than wail

tin ,i \\ hi

7 (a) 6 sets; (b 111 hours, (c) 2.06 hours

!t (a) T, = 64 b) \.
(

II requests

II 117

13 (a) The network should slum activities .is arrows and events as i in les beginning with

event 1 and ending with 8 I. l-.i-.V7 s
, C days; (d) 14 days e da)

23; (f) 3 days (g) 0918

15 (a 1587; (b) $35,160

17 The chart should show the following;
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CHAPTER 15

I $l,800/vr

3 Two technicians

5 (a) $35; (b) $90

7 (a) $938; (b) Even- 3 weeks

9 (a) 62.5 percent; (b) .33 weeks; (c) 1.67 breakdowns; (d) .20 weeks; (e) 104
(f) .09

II Replace both at 80 hours.

13 (a) 13.3 percent; (b) .625 failures/unit-vr

15 $519.60

17 26.9 months

19 (a) $.64; (b) $1.20/unit; (c) $5.50/unit
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AREAS UNDER THE NORMAL
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

Values in tin- table represent the proportion

nl area under the n il curve between

the mean u and .1 positive value ol /

/
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P(X\n,p)
x\ (n x)\

P
x

<l"

n X
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n,

6983

2573

0406

0036

0002

0000

0000

0000

6634

2793

0515

0054

0004

0000

0000

0000

0000

10 r> 211 15 to r, so

4783

3720

1240

0230

0026

0002

0000

0000

4305

3826

1488

0331

0046

0004

0000

0000

0000

3206

3960

2097

0617

0109

0012

0001

0000

2725

3847

2376

0839

0185

0026

0002

0000

0000

2097
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TABLE OF UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED

RANDOM NUMBERS
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TABLE OF NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED

RANDOM NUMBERS
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APPENDIX K
SAFETY STOCK LEVEL FACTORS

FOR NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED VARIABLES

SS = SF„





INDEX

ABC classification of materials,

374. 376. 378. 419

Acceptable quality level (AQL),

597-600, 620

Acceptance sampling, 592,

595-607. 620-622

Activity chart, 179-182, 196-197

Adaptive models, 294

Adjusted exponential smoothing,

278-282

Aggregate planning, 256-257,

309-330, 340-346, 454.

.540, 541

guidelines for, 315-317

methods of, 310, 317-330

graphic/charting, 317-322,

.341-346

mathematical, 322-330

strategies for, 312-313

Algebraic models, 38-39, 41

benefit-cost, 41

break-even, 41, 43-47,

1L5-117, 137-138, 182

Allen-Bradley, 516

Allowance factor (AF), 229,

232-234, 24.5-247

American Electric Power

Company, 110

American Production and

Inventory Control Society

VPICS 27 256. 437, 676

American Sign and Indicator Co.,

504

Analysis, 534-537

break-even (see Break-even

analysis)

of cost variance, 654

locational break-even,

115-117, 137-138

Analysis-synthesis approach to

operations management,

18, 534-535, 668

Answers:

to odd-numbered problems

(Appendix B), 688-697

to self quiz questions

(Appendix A), 687

Apple Computer, Inc., 375, 485

Armco, Inc., 590

Assembly charts, 178, 179, 188

Assembly line, 123, 125-127, 491

Assembly line balancing (see

Line balancing)

Assignment linear programming,

502-503, 519-520

AT&T, 535-536

Automated storage and retrieval

systems (ASRS), 12,

365-366

Automation, 242, 445, 516, 673,

676-677

(See also Technology)

Average outgoing quality (AOQ),

606

Average sample number (ASN),

606

Average total inspection (ATI),

606

Babbage, Charles, 9

Back-order strategy, 313, 327,

328, 344-345

Balderson Inc., 436

Bank of America, 587

Bargaining, 21, 22, 241-242, 675

Batch processing layout, 123,

125, 127

Batesville Casket Co., 677

Bayes' rule, 48, 59-60, 240, 248,

607, 642

Behavioral approach to

management, 15, 216

Bell Labs, 9

Bennis, Warren, 26

Bill of materials (BOM), 434,

438-441, 443-449,

464-467, 541

definition of, 438

final assembly, 446-447

indented, 444-446, 487

planning (phantom), 448-449

single-level, 443-444
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hiiiiiiin.il distribution 58 >

"'
l i

600

Hinoiiii.ll distribution values

Appendix D 699 700

Boeing < tampan) 163 119 642

Brazil

Break-even anal) sis i I 17

locations] 115 117 137 138

foi make-or-bu) decisions,

Break-even chart it IT. 58 59,

1 15-1 17. 137 138

Break-even equation, 1

1

Break-even poinl (BEP), 13-47.

116, 164

Breakdown COS)

654 655

expected value model for,

634 635 638, 655

probability model for,

638 640, 657-659

simulation model lor. 636-639,

655

British Lej land, 187

Budgets, 80 629 650

capital, B0, 167, 650

fixed .ind fiexible, 650-651

Bukir. David W., 541

Burger King, 25

CAD/CAM, 13, 164-165, 188

Calculus, 11, 181

derivation of EOQ model,

368

with storage cost, 381 1S2

Canada, 20

Capacity. 3. 27-2S 70 80, 90,

213-214. 311, 158 160

669 675

677 680 I

design 70, 72 74, 91-93

finite and infinite, 187

phasing in and out 78-79

planning, 70-71, 77-80, 311.

131 132 159 160, 17;

S< i aUo < apai it\

requirements planning

plant, 70-71. 76, 112, 132,

i apai it) ( ont

system 70, 74 7" 91

units for planning, 77 158

i apai it) control I 19 160

is", is'i 505 -,M 516

520 521

( apacit) requirements planning

i RP 12 257 259.

434-439. 4.57- 165 17 I

511

inputs .mil outputs, l!>2 164

IS'I 516

process OVen leu , 161 162

Capital

cost anil source ol. SO

definition ol. so

Capital budget, SO. 167. 650

Capita] inputs. 17. 71. 80. 675

( lapital investment evaluation

techniques, 71. S4-90,

94-98

equivalent annual cost, 85-88,

91, 96-97

internal rate ol return 1 1KB. 1

.

88-91, 97-98

payback, 84-85, 91, 94-95

present value, 85-86, 91,

95-96

Capita] recovery factor (CRF),

87-88
( 'arrying costs, 367-368,

395-396. 442

Caterpillar Tractor Co., 128. 436

Cavanaugh's Motor Inns, 542

Cellular systems. 128-129

Central limit theorem, 51.

602-603

Chernobyl. U.S.S.R., 115

Chrysler, 113, 114. 516

Civil War. 9, 10

Coding, low-level, 444-445

Coefficient:

ofcorrelation, 287-290, 29.5. 298

of determination. 288

learning curve, 544-545

table (Appendix H), 704

ol variation. 230-231, 244

chart. 231

Computer-assisted design CAD),

13, 164-165

( lomputer-guided vehi< les 12

( omputei Integral! '1

manufai turing CIM 1 15

Computerized systems 12

12s li'i k,i n>5 256

16

in operations management 12.

13. 35, 38 12 1

1

12s 129 164 165

177-178, iss 228

IIS IN l>7 157 I5S

534. 512 551, 606-607.

616 636 640 668

in production and inventor)

control. 128-129, 256

259 129 137 163-366,

IIS 119. 437. 439. 140

III 149 r.l 151 158

iss. 510, 541

Confidence limits , 231 2 it, 2 is

Confidence interval for a

forecast. 305

< lonsumer's risk. 597

Contingency approach to

management. 15

Continuous How system, 123.

126-129. 175-177.

338-339. 191. 508 509

Contribution, definition and

equation for. 46-47. 58

Contribution ratio. 46

Control:

capacity (we Capacity control)

cost (see Cost control

definition and elements of. 19.

510, 515, 649

of equipment, 128-129

flow. 176-177 1S7

of forecasts 290-294

input. 487, 515-516

inventors
| tee Inventory

control

order. 176. 4S7

of output. 1S7. 515-516,

520-521

priority
I
we Priority . control)

project sec Project

management

quality tee Qualit) assurance!

systems. 18-19
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Control charts, 607-616. 621-622

for attributes. 612-617

for variables. 609-612

Control limits for quality.

608-616

Control models for intermittent,

continuous, and project

systems, 491-492, 507-508

Coming Glass, 25

Correlation coefficient, 287-290,

295

Cost control, 532, 647-655

Cost variance, analysis of, 654

Costs:

standard, 651-654

types of: direct and indirect,

649

fixed and variable, 43-47,

.58-59, 72. 116-117.

137-138

job and process, 648

labor. 241. 242. 651-6.54

material. 367-368, 652-654

overhead. 652-654

of understocking (C) or

overstocking (C„J,

399-403, 423-425

CRAFT icomputerized relative

allocation of facilities

technique), 132

Critical path method (CPM), 533,

534. 552-558

Critical ratio, 487, 500-501. 506,

519

Culture, role of production

operations in, 7-8,

669-674, 678-683

Cumulative (probability j

distributions, 198-202,

400-401

Cycle counting (see Inventory,

counting of)

Cycle time:

for assembly line balancing,

133-135, 144-147

in forecasting. 269-270, 275

in inventory counting, 376

for time study, 229-231, 233

for worker-machine analysis.

179-182, 196-197

Decision(s):

analytical framework for. 8,

37-40, 57, 106

classification of criteria, 37, 106

environment of, 25-29. 215

make-or-buy, 363-365, 378-380

methodology of making,

40-42, 105-107, 397

variables, 108-111

Decision making, 3, 15

approach to management, 15, 35

areas for operations managers,

26-29, 540

knowledge base for, 15, 16,

216, 668

value base for, 16, 215, 677-683

Decision support systems, 42-43,

228

Decision trees, 54-56, 62-63, 71

Demand (independent and

dependent), 367, 393-394,

419, 437, 438, 441

lumpy nature of, 441-442

Deming, Edwards, 581, 589

Depreciation, 82-83

Design capacity, 72-74

Dispatching, 487, 506-509

Distribution linear programming

(see Linear programming,

transportation method)

Distributions, statistical, 49-53,

60-62, 185-186, 197-198,

230-231, 236-238,

244-245, 407-414,

424-427, 593-595,

642-643

DuPont Company, 9, 34, 536

Dynamic programming, 503-505

Earliest start (ES) time, 556-558,

568-570

Economic analysis, 11.5-117,

137-139

Economic balance:

in forecasting, 263

in inventory control, 366,

399-400

in job design, 223

in maintenance, 633-634

Economic order quantity (EOQ),

367-374, 378, 381-385,

395-396, 406, 419-421,

425-426. 450

assumptions of EOQ model,

369-370

effect of stockout risks on,

395-396, 421

Economic run length (ERL),

370-371, 378, 384-385

Efficiency of balance, 134-135,

145-147

Employment strategy, 312-314

Environment:

controls from, 25-26, 669

feedback from, 26, 214, 538,

669

flows to, 28-29, 358, 669

interface with, 25-29, 214,

358, 538, 669-673,

677-683

Environmental impacts, 25-26

Environmental management and

responsibility, 25-26,

677-683

Equivalent annual cost, 85-88,

91, 96-97

Error (types I and II), 597

Essence (human), 214-215

Ethics, 671-673, 678-683

European Economic Community,

362

Existence, levels of, 215-216

Expected monetary value (EMV),

54

Expected value, 54, 361-362

approach to inventory

uncertainty, 397, 398,

422-423

Expected value model for

estimating breakdown

cost, 634-635, 638

Expediting, 487, 508, 511

Explosion of demand, 451

Exponential smoothing, 275-282,

293-294, 296-297

adjusted, 278-282

constant, 277, 280-282

simple, 275-277

Exxon, 106
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Fadlit) layout, I 71 L22 l 15

143 147 ".i"

Fadlit) location I 71 104 122

136 143 ".I"

international 21

in space 1 1 1 668

Failure rates FF 643 645

mean time between failures,

644 64S

normal statistical, 647

1 ..Hi lull! Industries, 1 1

1

Feasibility study 159 160

Finite loading, 162 ti>i

Firm planned orders, 154—155

Fixed position layout, 12 i 12

1

Flexible Manufacturing Systems

FMS 128 I2 l
i 1"

Flextime, 219

Flow process chart, ITS. 180

I \H tlMld 111.11 1)111(1 \

manufacturer), 616

Focused factor) . 5 >s

Ford, Henry, 9, 11. 536

Ford Motor Company, 25. 113.

ITT. 185, 587, 590

Forecasting. 250 -257. 261-308.

540

accuracj of, 204. 291

advantages and purpose of,

Hil. 264

.is Iums for aggregate planning,

315

controls over, 292-294

costs of. 262-263

database tor. 265-267, 290.

534-535

influence of product life cycle

on, 291

methodology of, 266-26S 291

Delphi, 266 291

econometric, 20T. 291

exponential s thing

275-282 29] 293 294

historical analog) 266, 291

market surveys, 266, 291

opinion and judgmental,

263, 266 269, 291

regression and correlation.

267 268, 291

istinu methodology of

•,f

lllll. Mil, X 21

268 275 291

procedure fbi 270

time I /on foi 265 2 l xi 2'»|

types oi 264 265 290 291

validit) and control ol 290-294

Foreign lo< ations, 111-115. 213,

225 211 162 536

France, 20, 21 23 175

Functional approach to

management, 14-15

Game theor) 11, 42

Gantt, Henry, 9. 11

Gantt charts, 11 195 197, 516.

551

General Electric. 128, 165 hTT

General Motors. 22. 36.

113-114, 165. ITT. 22->

310. 357, 435, 485. 591,

633. 6T1. 676-077 682

Gilbreth, Frank. 9. 11. 225

Gilbreth, Lillian. 9. 11. 225

Goods. 13. 22. T2. 105. 107-108,

115, 127. 160-162.

338-339. 642

Group Technolog) Gl 16.5

Guatemala, 114

Hackman, JR.. 220-222. 243

Handicraft Era, 10

Harris. F. \\
'.. 9

Herzberg. Frederick. 220 243

Heuristic methods. 12

in aggregate planning,

317-322, 329-330,

.340

in line balancing, 135

in scheduling, 491-493

Hewlett-Packard, 22 106. 111.

112. 679

Hierarch) of needs, 215-216.

243 672

Historical development of

operations. l
*. 218, 668

Honda. 113 185

Honeywell (19 591

Hong Kong 22, 113 676

llutK ( orp

Hum. in resuurc es, 16—17,

212 248 ".I" 669

policj o| management, 214—216

Si . alto JoK design l-iKor

standards

Hypergeometric distribution

lini 9 22 165 218 22<i 119

146 590, 644

Incremental approach to

inventor) uncertainties

397-403, )2 i 12'-

India. 23

Industrial Revolution, 10-11

Inflation. 82-84 211 212 670

Informal decision rules. 397. 491

Information environment of

decisions, 16. 25-26

Input control, 4ST. 515-516

Inspection. 588-591

Intel. 22

Interest. 80. 9.3-94

compound. SO-S2

tables (Appendix F" and <
702-703

International facilit) locations,

22-23. 111-115. 241. 676

International operations. 22-23.

362. 416- lis. 581, 676

International wanes. 241. 676

Inventory:

bar coding of. 374-3T5. 510

costs associated with. 314.

367-369. 378. 395-396.

398-406. 416-426. 1 16,

441-442

counting ol. 375-376, 378

definition ol. 366. 393-394

dependent and independent.

367, 393-^394. 419

distribution. 36T. 393. 419

economic order quantities

(EOQ . 36T-3TO. 3T2-3T4.

>TS isi -3S4. 395-396.

406. 419-421, 425-426.

(50
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Inventory {Cont.^:

economic run length (ERL),

370-371, 378, 384-385

manufacturing, 393-394

order point for, 394-395, 399,

407. 408. 410-416,

425-426

purpose of, 366, 378. 392

quantity discounts, 372-374

safety stock level factors, table

of, 408

safety stocks of, 394-395,

397-398, 403-416,

419-420, 449

service levels of, 396, 402-405,

420. 423-426

stockouts of i see Stockout cost)

strategy for aggregate

planning. 312-314,

317-322

Inventory control, 391-427

(See also Inventory control

systems)

Inventory control systems, 393,

414-420

ABC analysis of, 374, 376, 378,

419

base stock. 416

computerized and MRP,
418-420. 4.34-465

fixed order-interval, 41.5-416,

420

fixed order-quantity, 41.5-416,

420

just-in-time (JIT), 416-417,

419. 420

Kanban, 417-418, 420

MRP see Material

requirements planning)

Inventory management, 257,

357, 392-393, 540-541

uncertainties, 394

for both demand and lead

time, 407. 414

incremental approach to,

398-403. 423-426

using empirical data,

403-407

using informal decision

rules, 397

Inventory management,

uncertainties (Ctmf.l:

using statistical distributions,

407-414, 419-420,

423-427

Inventory status file, 439-440,

456, 490

Inventory variables, 367-368,

394, 406-407

Investment evaluation techniques

(see Capital investment

evaluation techniques)

ISC Systems Corp., 161

Italy, 113

ITT, 24

Japan, 12, 23-24, 213, 240, 416,

536, 581, 591, 616, 668

Japanese management, 12, 24,

113-114, 213, 217, 225,

357, 416-417, 419, 536,

581, 589-590, 676

Job design, 4, 213-218

Job design characteristics, 217,

220-221

Job diagnostic survey, 221-222,

243, 670

Job enlargement, 218-220

Job enrichment, 220-221

Job rotation. 219

Job satisfaction and

dissatisfaction, 214-216,

220

Job sharing, 220

Job shop layout, 123-125,

129-132, 491-492

Johnson's rule, 498-500, 518-519

Joint ventures, 113-114, 225

Jones or Laughlin Steel Corp., 630

Just-in-time (JIT), 6, 12, 357,

416-417, 419, 420

Justice, 682

Kanban, 12, 416-418, 420

Kennecott Copper Company, 106

Knowledge:

as base for decisions, 15. 16,

216, 668

Knowledge (Conl .).

relationship to values, 16,

215-216

Korea, 23, 536

Labor inputs to production

process, 16-17, 21, 22,

109-110, 212-244

Labor relations, 21, 22, 213,

242-243, 316

Labor standards, 218, 228-239

methods of establishing, 228

need for, 218, 228

Layouts:

batch processing, 123, 125, 136

continuous flow, 123, 126-127,

136, 175-177

facility (see Facility layout)

fixed position, 123, 124

job shop, 123-125, 129-132,

136

line processing, 123, 125-127,

136, 175-177

Lead time, 394, 397, 398, 405,

407, 410-416, 449-450,

452-456, 487

Lead-time control, 512-514

Lead-time offset, 438, 453

Leading Edge, 644

Learning curve, 532-534,

543-545, 566-567, 571,

668

Learning curve coefficients,

544-545

table of (Appendix H), 704

Least squares, 272-274

Life cycle (see Product life

cycles)

Line of balance (LOB), 487,

514-515

Line balancing, 132-135,

144-147, 167

Line processing layout, 123,

125-127, 129-130

Linear decision rule, 328-330

Linear programming, 167-175,

668

for aggregate planning,

.121-327, 344-345
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Lineai programming < ont

assignment method 502

519 520

distribution tet transportation

method, belou

graphical solution to l
|,s

1 i

"

188 191

lnr product-mis decisions 167,

188

foi scheduling 127 128 502

simples method of, L67,

170 175 192 196,

128 502

solution ol L68 L69 192

transportation methi "I

117-121. 139- 1 (3,

Ol 327, 502

Load-distance anal) sis I JO 1 12,

in -U4

Loading (finite and infinite),

162 164, is:. 512

guidelines for. 494- (95

Location of facilities sei Facilitv

location)

I ol sizi l * 450-451

Lot tolerance percent defective

l [I'D 597-601, 620

LTV, 675

McDonalds, 582

Mi Donnell Douglas, 111. L28

Machine breakpoints, 1S2-183

Magee's modified response

model. 322-324. 34.5-.346

Maintenance, 29 532 629 647

655-660

breakdown, 632-641. 65.5-659

costs of, 633-634

crew size for 633-634

definition of I

facilities. 631-632

models foi 634 I'll 655-659

Si '(/•-" Expected value

model for estimating

breakdown cost;

Probabilit) models;

Queuing models

Simulation models)

Maintenani i < "'if

personnel, 6 1

1

preventivi 3 640

. i,r> i,->; •

Make-or-bu) decisions, 363-365,

(78 180

Make-to-ordei items, 176,

Make-to-stock items. L76 ITT

334

Malaysia

Management

approaches to, 1 1—15

definition ol. 15

philosoph) of, 15. 216

project sec Projei t

management

as a science, 35

Management decisions, values in

see Values, in decision

making)

Management information system,

436

Managerial poli<
J

behavioral approach to, 15,

216

contingency approach to. 15

decision-making systems

approach to. 15. 34-43.

216-217

functional approach to, 15

knowledge-value base for.

16

Manufacturing systems. 72. 79.

91. 357-358, 540-542

(See also Svstemv

Marginal cost and revenue,

396-403. 423-426

Market, 159, 214. .358, 538

Maslow, V H . 215. <>72

Master planning {see Aggregate

planning

Master production schedule

MI'S 256-257. 310-311.

330-341. 346-347. 437.

439-441. 447-449. 453.

460-462. 464. 465 is<)

511

junctions of. 331-332. 439

Mastei production si bedule

( onl

guidelines foi

inputs and output

methods 137 140

nitoring 1 19 •!" 540 541

Material requirements planning

MRP <> 12 25s 2".'*

134 (58 IT" (73

".in ->n

definition ol I (5

MRP II. 135- 156. 511

net change (58

regenerative IT) 158

Material requirements planning

MRP) sv stems. 316. 393.

411. Ill 1IS-120.

437-441. 451-458

464-4h-, (85 188 191

541

computer packages for,

457- (58

inputs for. 437-440

outputs Irom. 440-441. IS')

Materials. 357. 435

handling, 129. 365-366.

380-381

inputs, 16. 26. 29. 110. 331,

332

Materials management. 356-366.

377

definition ol. 358

guidelines for. 366

(See also Purchasing)

Mathematical planning models,

322-330

Mathematical programming, 41.

501-505

(See also Linear programming

Mayo, Elton, 9. 11

Mazak Corporation. 677

Mazda. 113-114

Mean absolute deviation (MAD),

277. 293. tu7

in forecasting. 277. 2S1.

293-295. 299

in inventor) management.

(07 IDS 110-411. 414.

1211. 449
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Mean absolute deviation iMAD)
(Cont.):

safety stock level factors using.

table of, 408

Mean time between failures

(MTBF). 644-645

Methods improvement study,

226-227

Methods time measurement

.MTM I,
234-235

Mexico, 23

MIL-STD-105. 599. 617

Mitsubishi. 114

Models. 37

aggregate planning, 315-330

break-even, 43-47. 11.5-117

for breakdown cost (see

Breakdown cost)

definition of. 37-38

EOQ [see Economic order

quantity)

human values in, 16, 362

locational. 107-111

maintenance. 634-641,

655-659

mathematical and statistical,

37-39, 322-330, 367-368,

634-641. 655-659

See also Statistical methods

used for analysis)

modified response, 322-323

probability (see Probability

models)

queuing (see Queuing models)

schematic, 38

scientific structuring of, 37—38

simulation, 41, 42. 183-187,

197-202, 335, 337, 439,

440

statistical (see Statistical

methods used for analysis)

types of, in the certainty-

uncertainty continuum, 41

MODI /modified distribution),

119

Modular designs, 164

Monti Carlo methods, 186

Motion economy, principles of,

225-226

Motorola. 220

Moving average, 271-272

Multinational operations:

comparative wages, 241

environmental influences,

22-26

plant location considerations

for, 111-115

Muther, Richard, 132

NASA, 34, 591, 642

Network analysis techniques, 42,

550-566

(See also Critical path method;

PERT)

Nike, 262

Nissan, 113

Normal distribution, 50-53,

185-186, 594-595

for defectives, 602-605,

607-617

inventory levels under,

407-414

and statistical failure, 647

(See also Statistical

distributions used in

operations)

Normal distribution areas

(Appendix C), 698

Normal equations, 272

Normal time:

for time study, 229, 231-234,

243, 245-247

for work sampling, 236-239,

243

Northwest Airlines, 647-648

Northwest corner method, 119,

139-143

Numerically controlled (NC)

machines, 165

Objective approach to job design,

216-217

Oldham, C. R., 220-222, 243

Operating advantage, 84-85

Operating characteristics cur\c.

596-601. 620-621

Operations:

analysis of, 533-571

questioning techniques for,

226-227

control, 535

strategy for analyzing, 537-542

Operations management:

computerized systems in (see

Computerized systems, in

operations management)

decision areas, 29, 35-36,

41-43

definition of, 15-16

evolution of term, 7

schematic model of, 17, 29

Operations process charts, 178

Operations research, 9, 12

Order cycle, 396-397, 410-416

Order point, 394-395, 399, 407,

408, 410-416, 425-426,

442

Order quantity, 40.5-406,

450-451

(See also Economic order

quantity)

Order release, 438, 440, 450,

505-507

Organization for production,

18

Orlicky, Joseph A., 12

OS HA, 240

Other-orientation, 678-683

Output control, 487, 515-516,

520-521

Parent item, 438

Part-period algorithm (PPA), 451,

469-470

Payback (payoff), 84-85, 91,

94-95

Pegging of requirements, 456,

465

Performance measurement, 440,

457, 538, 540-542

standards of, 217-218

Performance rating (PR),

231-233, 236, 239,

245-246
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II i, i program evaluation and

review technique), 1

1

. 558 562 668

and time-cos! tradeoffs

Philippines - ;

Planning, 2 160 HO
180 t'H

aggregate sc Vggregati

planning

Planning horizon 16

.,i ivi 160

Planl layout »e< Facility layout

Plant location lei I a< ility

location

Poisson distribution, 107 125

127. 593, 600 "iM

hi | 616 619 620

640 643, 660

Poisson distribution values

Appendix I Tin

Political factors 25 26 669 670

Precedence diagram, 133, 135

I'm determined time standards,

228, 234 235

Prediction interval (forecast .

286-2S7

Present value com cpts mi s2

94

method "I investment

evaluation, 85-86, 93-94

Present value factors:

Inr annuities Vppendix (
. 703

for future single payments

Appendix F 702

Preventive maintenance,

632-635 638 640,

654-655, 6.57-659

Prioritv. 27. L59, 162, 21 1 214.

258 259 135 505

669 "72

674-"75 677-679, 683

itrol 259 131, 332,

156 157 185 189

505-511

data requirements, is 1
) 191

decision rules IS7

197 501

market. 1"2

planning, 21 i 156

Probability models W 53 2is

198 103 119 tin

122 127 593 "22

638 "in 657

foi inventor) management,

198 103 in: H I

119 127

Ini preventive maintenance

policy 638 "in

657 l

Ini simulating operations

183 187

Probability rules is 59 60

I
s i outrol "(IT "I"

Process industry produi t

539

Process planning, 122-129. 160,

175 188

Processes. 159. 1ST

analysis of, 178-183. 534-542

types, 122

Producer's risk. 597

Product - L59 187

development, 23, 34, 159

reliability, 641-647, 659-660

standardization, 164

testing, 160, 641-642

Product design and standards,

164-165

Product life cy< les, 16.5-167.

291-292. "I .

Product-mix decisions. 167-175

Product selection, 166-167

Product simplification. 164

Product specification, 164

Product structure file, 440.

443-449

See also Bills oi materials)

Production see Operations

Production and inventory control

P&IC) activities. 255-

259 (58 135, 541, 668

computerized sy stems in w i

Computerized sy stems, in

production and inventory

control

Production activity control

PAC), 258, l >') 157,

isi 521, 540-542

Capacity control activities IS l
i

Produi don at 1 1 s. it v control ' onl

definition ol 185

nl)|ei tives ol IS"

priority control ai th ities is i
i

system charai teristJi

IS" IS')

See (ilsn S< beduling

Produi to hi i ontrol

Production and inventory

control

Production management

Operations management

Production system, si lit-ui.it ic

17 2" I

Production volume 122- 123.

338

Productivity. 3, 19. 534-535,

630, 668. 673-68 I

capital/labor ratio. 21

definition of. 19

factors affecting, 21 25 26

339-340. 669 675

improvement ol. 20—25

534-535. 539-512

Japanese. 20. 24. 213. 357.

416-417. 5.36. 581,

589-590. 668, 676

of labor. 21. 241-243

in office systems, 227-22S

673

trend in United States, 20,

25-26, 242, 673. "7 I

Profit sharing, 210-241. 676

Project management, 492. 532.

.550-566, 568-571

planning and control activities

550-551

resource requirements

scheduling see Critical

path method. PERT)

Purchasing, 359-365. 378. 440.

165, .541

purchase order (PO>, 360-361.

440. 461, 505

request for quotation iRFQl.

.359-360

Qualitative factor analysis.

121-122, 363-364
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Quality. 532. 579

costs of, 588-589

definition of, 582

standards in services, 580, 582,

586-588

of work life, 21-22, 216-225,

675, 676

Quality assurance, 532, 578-628

approaches to, 581-583

definition of, 583

objectives of, 579-581

sample size for, 602-605

system, 583-584, 616-618

(See also Control charts;

Sampling plans)

Quality circles. 12, 242-243,

590-592, 616

Quantitative methods, 41

Quantity, purchase, marginal

analysis of, 398-403,

423^426

Quantity control, 310, 312-313

Quantity discounts, 372-374

Queue discipline, 546

Queuing models, 41, 42, 532,

534, 545-550, 566-568,

638, 640-641, 655-657

for maintenance analysis,

637-638, 640-641,

655-657

Random number tables:

normally distributed (Appendix

J), 706

uniformly distributed

(Appendix I), 705

Rate of return (internal), 88-90,

97-98

Ratio-to-moving-average method,

274-275

RCA, 23-24, 34

Receipt (planned and scheduled),

438, 451-452, 455,

505-508

Regression, 282-290, 294, 295,

298

Regulatory effects, 21, 22,

675

Reich, Robert, 23, 24

Reliability. 641-647, 659-660

definition of, 641

failure rate analysis of, 643-645

improvement of, 645-647

Religion, 8, 669, 672

Requirements:

definition of, 438

explosion, 438, 452-454

Research and development

(R&D), 163

Resource requirements planning,

460

Resources:

capital (see Capital)

in the environment, 8, 27,

668-670

human (see Human resources)

material, 16-17

(See also Materials

management)

use of, 8, 675

Responsibility of managers, 15,

17, 114, 214, 242-243,

672, 681-683

Robots, 13, 177-178, 240, 242,

492, 589, 673-674, 677

Route sheet, 178, 487

Routing, 487

Safety, 239-240, 248

Safety stock level factor table,

408

for normally distributed

variables (Appendix K),

707

Safety stocks, 393-395, 397-398,

403-415, 419-420, 449

Sample size, 50-51

for quality control, 602-605

for time study, 230-231,

233-234, 237-238,

244-245

for work sampling, 236-238,

247-248

Sampling distribution, 51-53

of means, 51, 53, 238, 592,

602-604, 608

of proportions, 52, 237-238,

593

Sampling plans, 595-607

for attributes, 595-601,

620-621

definition of, 596

military standards, 599,

604-605, 617

multiple, 601-602

for variables, 602-605

Scheduling:

and control, 258, 540

definition of, 310, 487

forward and backward, 487,

493-494

guidelines for, 494-495

master (see Master production

schedule)

methodology of, 495-505,

516-520

strategies of, 492-493

Scheduling time frame, 493

Scientific management, 11

Scientific method:

applied by Taylor, 11

incorporating values in, 15

in management, 35-37, 218

steps in, 11, 35

Seasonal index, 269-270,

274-275, 277

Self-actualization, 215-216

Self-orientation, 678-683

Sensitivity analysis, 174-175

Serve-to-order items, 336-337

Service(s):

based economy, 7, 536-537,

673

capacity of system, 459

characteristics of, 13-14, 72,

108, 161, 358, 539-540

layout of facilities for, 127-128

location of facilities for, 105,

539

maintenance analysis of, 640

management of, 161-163, 213,

358, 542, 673

planning for, 72-76, 105,

160-163

quality measures in, 292, 337,

583-588

reliability of, 642

scheduling of, 79, 492
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Services

s\ steins lni producing, ~- 91

162 163 584

s, i\ j< e deliver) systems

162 163 292

".si

Sen ice level:

definition "l

relation to safer) st... k 396,

102 in" KJ8 HO H l

123 126

Shewhart, Walter. 9, 581 607

Shop order, 187, 190-491

example of, 50

1

Siemens \'- -i

Simplex method, 167, 170-175,

192-196. (27 128 502

Simulation

oi operation time vai iability,

is, 1ST. 197-202

steps, is?

.mil trial littmu of master

schedule, 335, .337, 439,

440

Simulation models, 41, 42.

is; is: L97-202 335.

137 139 no 550

636-639. 655

lor estimating breakdown cost.

636-639. 655

Singapore, 22. 536. 676

skinner. Wickham, 537-538

Smith. Adam. 9-10, 225

Smoothing coefficients in

forecasting, 277

Societ) lor the Advancement ol

Management, 2 12

Sociotechnical system, 221-225

Sony, 34

Sourcing, 112-113

So^ iet I in. mi. 1 15. (SISS

Spain, 23, 113

Standard de> iation s|)
. 51,

60-61. 407, 592

combined effect 577

.is a control in forecasting,

292 293 298 i

of regression 285-286, 294,

i.l a sample, 51, 61

St.uid.ml in.. i

ol the inc. in 51 5 i I'l

237 238 592

ol .i proportion 51 52

237-238

stand. oil normal <.\t\ iate 5 I

60 62

Standard tunc 229, 232 234

236 239 211 2 is

Standards

cost control, 651-655

labor, 22S-239

quality, 583-585

statistical distributions used in

operations

binomial, 593-594. 600

.„, pineal. 186- 1ST 198-202

bypergeometric 594

normal. 51-53. 60-62.

is; 186, 232. 236-238,

285-286, 407-414, 420.

424-426. 594-595,

602-605, 607-h 1

7

642-643. 647

Poisson. 425. 427. 593.

600-601. 614-616,

619-620, 640-643. 660

uniform. 186. 197-198,

423-424

Statistical inference. 51

Statistical methods used for

analysis. 41—12. 47-53,

59-62. 185-186, 197- 19S.

230. 236-238, 318-319.

407-414. 420. 58.5-586,

593-617, 642-643, 668

Stockout:

cost. 395-403

risk. 395-396, 402-406

Strategies, 79. 312-313. 317-322.

397. 492-493. 532.

537-538, 667-683

Stratification. 670-67

1

Stress in workplace, 223, 632,

671

S) stem efficiency SI 7 1— 7<s

Systematic layout planning. 132

Systems:

analysis and synthesis of, Is

boundaries of, 18

S\stcins Coni

i ap.(( it\ nl 7 I 77 91 -93

closed-loop, IS • 5 58S

( ontinuous 175- 177 491.

mis 509

dclliutii.il and tlicuts of, 17-19

flexible, 23. 177

information u I

intermittent. 175-176. 491

inventor) control tee

Inventor) control s\ stems

MRP tee Material

requirements planning

PAC i sir Production w tn it\

control)

production si hematic . 17

robotic. 177 17s

(See also Robots

total. 17-1S

Systems control. 18-19

Systems design, 2. is 19. 72

Tactic. 537-538

Taiwan. 23. 676

Tax. effect of. on investment,

82-83. 95-96

Taylor, Frederick W., 9. 229

Technological forecasts, 265

Technology. 21. 105. 159. 175.

221-226. 242. 536, 669,

670. 675

Tektronix. Inc.. 106. 110-111

Time bucket, 333, 438

Time fence. 454-455

Time-measurement unit TMU .

234-235

Time-phasing concept. 437. 43S.

441-442, 454-455. 464

Time series analysis. 269-275.

295-296

Time stuck. 22S-234. 244 -2 is

sample size for. 230-231.

233-234, 237-238,

244-245

Tippett. L. II C, 9. 11. 234

Tolerance limits. 607-608

Toyota. 113. 310. 416

Tracking signal. 293-294. 299

Trade discounts. 361
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Transformation:

technology of, 175

and value added, 16, 19-20

Transformation processes. 19. 175

Transportation:

of goods, 358-359

method of linear programming

(see Linear programming)

Trend estimation, 269-270

in adjusted exponential

smoothing, 278-2S2

freehand method of, 271

least-squares method of.

272-274

moving-average method of,

271-272

Trumpf G.m.b.H., 24

TRW. 228

Uncertainty. 41-42. 393. 397, 405

L'nited Airlines, 587

United Fruit Co., 114

Utility theory, 42

Value-adding activities, 19-20,

175

Value analvsis, 164

Values:

in aggregate planning, 312, 315

in decision making, 16, 216

expected monetary, 54

in organizations, 16, 216

Variable time approaches to job

design, 219-220

Variation, coefficient of, 230-231,

244

chart, 231

Vauxhall Motors Ltd., 509

Vogel's approximation, 119

Volvo, 224-225

Wage plans and incentives,

240-242

Warehousing, 358-359, 377

Watt, James, 9-10

Wendy's, 587

West Germany, 20, 21, 23, 24,

113

Westinghouse, 9, 22, 25, 218,

375, 510, 536, 591,

676-677

Whitney, Eli, 9

Wight, Oliver, 12

Work, 216-218

Work center (WC), 125, 259, 487

Work center data file,

requirements of, 490

Work factor system, 234

Work-force stability as planning

guide, 315-316

Work goals, setting, 217-218

Work measurement, 214,

228-239

Work methods, 213-214,

225-228

Work methods study (see

Methods improvement

study)

Work sampling, 228, 234-239,

247-248

sample size for, 236-238,

247-248

Worker-machine chart, 179-182,

196-197

Xerox Corporation, 25, 213,

242-243, 419, 590

Zenith, 34

Zero-defect programs, 588-590,

616
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